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7La tesi indaga il tema del progetto della città attraverso una delle sue principali 
istituzioni, l’università. Se la produzione di conoscenza è una costante nei processi 
di sviluppo umano, la tesi avanza come argomentazione principale la possibilità di 
considerare l’università – luogo privilegiato per la produzione di conoscenza fin dal 
Medioevo - come un campo di sperimentazione per un’idea di città. 
A lungo, tuttavia, l’università è stata considerata come un corpo separato dalla società. 
Come tale, essa si è ritagliata una condizione di autoisolamento spaziale in cui i 
processi di creazione e scambio della conoscenza potessero riprodursi indisturbati dal 
quotidiano caos urbano. L’università è stata così definita un’anti-città, un luogo che 
intrattiene con lo spazio urbano una perenne e inevitabile relazione di separatezza; un 
luogo eterotopico per una specifica comunità eterotopica. 
La definizione dell’università come bastione della conoscenza ha ricevuto una 
condanna definitiva nel momento in cui la società ha preso coscienza del cambiamento 
epocale avvenuto all’indomani del secondo conflitto mondiale. Nell’arco di circa 
due decenni, tra gli anni sessanta e i settanta dello scorso secolo, il modello elitario 
dell’educazione è stato attaccato come inadeguato a fornire risposte a un corpo sociale 
in rapido mutamento. 
La tesi guarda alla risposta che è stata data dall’architettura alla necessità di alterare 
profondamente le istituzioni della conoscenza negli anni a cavallo della protesta 
studentesca del 1968 in cui si consumava il passaggio dall’economia Fordista a quella 
post-Fordista. E’ in quel momento, infatti, che l’architettura ha contribuito a favorire 
tale passaggio attraverso la produzione senza precedenti di un elevato numero di 
progetti per nuovi insediamenti universitari pensati per scardinare il modello chiuso ed 
elitario della vecchia università. Letti come un fenomeno avvenuto su scala mondiale, 
quei progetti per la “Nuova Università” costituiscono un importante episodio in cui 
la cultura architettonica e urbanistica ha espresso la massima fiducia nella capacità dei 
propri mezzi disciplinari di dar forma al cambiamento sociale. 
In particolare, la tesi si sofferma a rileggere i piani e progetti per i nuovi insediamenti 
universitari in Italia elaborati nei primi anni settanta come parte del più vasto 
tentativo politico di riformare il sistema universitario italiano. Sullo sfondo della 
rapida espansione su scala internazionale dei sistemi di educazione avanzata che 
avveniva attraverso la costruzione di campus universitari quasi autosufficienti e 
delocalizzati rispetto alla città, i progetti italiani cercarono di definire un approccio 
originale al problema della riforma del sistema educativo esprimendo un rifiuto per il 
modello del campus come tipo architettonico universalmente valido per l’università. 
L’organizzazione di alcuni concorsi di progettazione per nuove sedi delle università 
italiane fu letta dagli architetti come l’occasione per continuare l’elaborazione di 
un’idea di città territorio che aveva costituito tema centrale del dibattito architettonico 
e urbanistico del dopoguerra italiano. L’università emergeva come nuovo tema per 
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8dare ulteriore impulso all’idea di urbanità alla grande scala, definendosi come possibile 
elemento catalizzatore delle trasformazioni territoriali. 
Alcuni tra i più importanti architetti italiani del tempo parteciparono ai concorsi. 
La tesi propone una rilettura di quattro di quei concorsi di progettazione: Firenze, 
Cagliari, Calabria, e Salerno. A questi affianca alcuni altri progetti prodotti da 
Giancarlo de Carlo negli stessi anni che, insieme alla critica proposta da Archizoom 
all’idea di città territorio attraverso il progetto per il concorso per l’Università di 
Firenze, costituiscono un contro-canto ad alcune delle tesi formali proposte da 
architetti come Giuseppe Samonà, Vittorio Gregotti e Carlo Aymonino. Nonostante 
la mancanza di un consenso sul modo di interpretare lo spazio dell’università, tutti 
quei progetti sono la rappresentazione di un momento in cui un pensiero di larga scala 
sulla centralità dei processi di conoscenza come motore di rinnovamento sociale fu 
avanzato in maniera propositiva anche da un punto di vista architettonico e formale. 
L’esperienza italiana introdusse nel dibattito internazionale di quegli anni l’idea di 
leggere l’università come un principio insediativo, ovvero come luogo di critica, 
avanzamento e sperimentazione non solo di specifici ideali di didattica e ricerca, ma 
più in generale di un’idea di città. La nozione di principio insediativo è qui considerata 
nella duplice accezione di elemento iniziatore di una nuova condizione e insieme di 
regole spaziali. In breve, l’università è un paradigma; un’istanza esemplare che muove 
una critica nei confronti della propria condizione al contorno.
Oggi più che allora i processi di conoscenza sono considerati come non univocamente 
definibili in termini di unità di spazio, unità di tempo, e uniformità della comunità 
all’interno della quale tali processi avvengono. Alla luce del costante interesse per 
il progetto dell’università in una società, quella contemporanea, che ha fatto della 
conoscenza una merce dal valore economico, quei progetti degli anni settanta e il clima 
culturale che svilupparono sono lungi dall’essere un fatto da consegnare alla storia.
 
9The thesis investigates the project of  the city by looking at one of  its main 
institutions, the university. If  the production of  knowledge is a constant element of  
human development the thesis argues for the possibility of  considering the university 
– a privileged space for knowledge production since the Middle Ages – as a testing 
ground for new ideas of  the city. 
Nevertheless, for a long time the university has been accounted as a separate element 
from society. As such, it has crafted for itself  a condition of  spatial self-isolation 
that would allow the processes of  knowledge creation and exchange to unfold 
unobstructed by the daily chaos of  urbanity. The university could thus be defined an 
anti-city; a place that is in a relation of  inevitable, permanent separateness from urban 
space; a heterotopic place for a specific, heterotopic community.  
The definition of  the university as a bastion of  knowledge received its final 
condemnation when society acknowledged the momentous change that took place 
in the aftermath of  the Second World War. Over the span of  two decades between 
the 1960s and 1970s the elitist educational model was attacked for its unsuitability to 
respond to a rapidly changing social fabric. The thesis considers the response given by 
architecture to the need of  profoundly altering knowledge institutions during the years 
around the student protests of  1968. That was the moment when the switch from a 
Fordist to a post-Fordist economy started taking place. Architecture contributed to 
foster such a switch through the production of  an unprecedented high number of  
projects for new university settlements. Those settlements were conceived as a way 
to dismantle the closed, elitist model of  the old university. Read as a phenomenon 
that took place on a global scale, the projects for the “New University” constituted an 
important episode in which architectural and urbanistic culture expressed the highest 
confidence in the capacity of  its disciplinary means to shape social change.    
In particular, the thesis reviews the plans and projects for new universities in Italy 
that were elaborated during the early 1970s as part of  a wider attempt at reforming 
the university and education system of  the country. Within an international context 
that was seeing the expansion of  higher education being coped mostly through the 
deployment of  quasi-self-sufficient university campuses set in detachment from cities 
the Italian projects tried to develop an original approach to the reform of  higher 
education that was based on a refusal of  the campus as a universally valid architectural 
type. The launch of  some architectural competitions for the design of  new seats for 
the Italian universities was seen by the architects as an opportunity to further the 
elaboration of  an idea of  the territorial city. The notion of  città territorio had been 
central to the post-war Italian architectural debate, and the university emerged as a 
new topic that could give new impulse to the development of  an understanding of  
urbanity at a large scale. The university thus appeared as a possible catalyst for large 
territorial transformations. 
Abstract
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Some of  the most important Italian architects took part to the competitions for new 
universities. The thesis analyses the four competitions for the universities of  Florence, 
Cagliari, Calabria, and Salerno. Those cases are matched with some university projects 
produced by Giancarlo De Carlo over the same period. The latter, together with 
the critical project by Archizoom at the competition for the University of  Florence, 
defined a counter-voice to the formal theses proposed by architects of  the likes 
of  Giuseppe Samonà, Vittorio Gregotti, and Carlo Aymonino. Despite the lack of  
consensus as to the ways to interpret the space of  the university, all those projects 
are the representation of  a marriage between large scale thinking about the centrality 
of  knowledge as engine of  social transformation and its architectural and formal 
dimensions. 
The Italian experience of  design for higher education introduced within the 
international debate of  those years the possibility of  reading the university as 
a settlement principle, that is to say, as a ground for critique, advancement, and 
experimentation not only of  specific ideals of  teaching and research but also of  a 
wider idea of  the city. The notion of  settlement principle is here considered in its 
interrelated meanings of  a kick-starting element for a new condition, and of  a set 
of  spatial rules. In short, the university is a paradigm, that is, an exemplar instance 
providing criticism towards its surrounding context. 
Today, even more than in the 1960s-70s, knowledge is considered to be irreducible 
to unity of  space, unity of  time, and uniformity of  the community among which it 
is exchanged. In the light of  the continuing interest for the project of  the university 
within a contemporary society that has turned knowledge into a commodity, the 
relevance of  the projects of  the 1960s-70s and the cultural climate they contributed to 
shape are today all but exhausted.    
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Note on footnotes
Whenever an Italian text exists in an English translation I have provided quotations in 
the latter language. In many cases, however, texts that are part of  the bibliography of  
this thesis do not exist in English. In those cases I have included my translation into 
English in the main body of  the thesis, and placed the Italian original in a footnote. 
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University. The space of  an elusive concept
Introduction
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History is a continuous feed-backing process that goes back and forth across 
time. The future illuminates the past, what happened after provides the keys to 
what happened before. The potential of  past events is thus disclosed, and they 
can in turn feed-back into the future. It is in this sense that history is never 
neutral, never passive, never accommodating, but always operative, displacing, 
and upsetting. Events, arguments, and ideas that would – understandably – 
appear to be as far from current arguments and ideas as they possibly can, thus 
find in the inevitable operative nature of  history their lasting meaning. 
The university is among the least graspable, most elusive human institutions. 
School, workplace, public arena of  debate, cloistered community; the 
university is simultaneously all of  those things and none of  them. Its 
innermost characteristics are ambiguity, paradox, contradiction. It aims 
to be something different, yet it cannot avoid taking on some features 
of  other institutions – a school, a workplace, a public arena of  debate, a 
cloistered community. Its continuous state of  turbulence unveils its inevitable 
traditionalism. Called upon to embrace change and adaptation to societal 
needs, the university endures in its unmovable, a-historical present. 
Sure, the university has changed over time. It reincarnated into different 
institutional ideas and physical configurations: the medieval monastery, the 
urban palace of  knowledge, the research institute, the laboratory, the science 
and technology park, etc. Sure, the number of  people that today can be called 
‘academics’ is not even comparable to that small community of  the past. 
Also, such past is not so far from us. The ‘élite university’ made the switch to 
the ‘mass university’ less than fifty years ago. Whether this switch was merely 
numerical or conceptual and ideological is what appears to be most debatable. 
In other words, has the university really ‘changed’ during those fifty years? Is 
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the institution we know today deeply ‘different’ from the one our parents went 
to? Again, a totally convinced negative answer would sound a dangerous claim; 
an inappropriate negation of  the massive social change that happened in the 
last five decades. 
What could be claimed with a little bit more confidence is that the university 
has not changed in the way many were advocating in the decades when social 
unrest reached its heights – at least as far as the history of  the 20th century is 
concerned. In the 1960s, students and workers lamented in the most explicit 
ways possible the inadequacy of  the whole institutional system that ruled 
society. Claiming for self-empowerment, social equality, and participation in 
the government of  the res publica, a whole generation focused its attack on one 
particular human institution: education, and in particular higher education. 
A switch from top-down education to more fluid patterns of  learning was 
advocated as a necessity to give a meaning to what the university had to teach 
in relation to the ways of  living in a rapidly changing world. That world was 
acknowledging that a higher level of  knowledge was not useful only for the 
ruling class or for those who took on high managerial responsibilities. As the 
main institution taking care of  higher education, the university became both an 
object of  dissent and one that was charged with increasingly large expectations 
for change. The questions formulated above can thus be rephrased now in this 
way: has the university become a less top-down, authoritarian institution as 
many were advocating fifty years ago? 
The main changes of  the university since those times have been variously 
diagnosed and depicted. Many rubrics have been defined to label those 
changes, and the current condition of  the university: corporate, bureaucratic, 
global, entrepreneurial, etc. It is needless to say that most – if  not the totality 
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- of  those labels have a polemic connotation that provides a straightforward 
answer to our question: yes, the university has changed, but not in the ways it 
was hoped for. 
It has been pointed out many times that there is no such a thing as one 
university. Rather, there are as many universities in the world as there are 
different socio-economic-political systems. That is to say, the university is 
sticky to its exterior conditions. Or, at least, that is the way it should be. In 
fact, the labels listed above (corporate, bureaucratic, etc.) have in common an 
acknowledgment of  the increasing homogenisation of  ‘the’ university into 
a more-or-less corporate, more-or-less bureaucratic institution increasingly 
concerned with achieving high positions in global academic rankings than with 
ideas of  pedagogy. 
Yet, many of  those notions that became keywords of  an intensive season 
of  attempted reformism of  higher education in the 1960s and 1970s are 
today more present than ever. Lifelong learning, collective learning, informal 
education, multi-disciplinary research, etc., are today part of  common jargon, 
but in a paradoxical way. Indeed, they have been institutionalised, digested by 
the body of  the university that has thus partly neutralised their potential at 
upsetting the status quo of  an authoritative process of  learning. 
This condition notwithstanding, the overall aim of  these introductory 
notes is not to depict a sterile, pessimistic view of  an irremediable situation. 
Indubitably universities contribute in many and important ways to the well-
being of  the social fabric into which they operate. The fact that no one 
single model of  university can be defined supports an argument about the 
impossibility at reducing higher education to one single label. As said before, 
the university is a highly un-graspable institution. Its continuing central role 
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within current debates on knowledge economy, informational society, and the 
likes, is enough a reason to investigate it as a topic for a doctoral thesis. The 
aim of  this thesis is thus not to say the final word on a specific institution, nor 
to unveil ‘what went wrong’ in the switch from élite to mass. The objective 
is to look at the ways in which the university is a stimulating topic for 
architectural thinking about the city. 
This last sentence needs some dissecting. The city is the general background 
of  this thesis. While not undervaluing the importance of  informality in the 
processes of  city-formation – and acknowledging that bottom-up phenomena 
often take on a large portion of  the changes in the built environment, 
dwarfing the ‘designed’ parts of  the city – the thesis focuses on the city as an 
object that can be designed. Such design cannot be reduced to a single action, 
but encompasses a wide range of  dimensions spanning among the social, 
economic, cultural, political, physical, etc. Yet, as Aldo Rossi argued in 1966, 
architecture is the most immediate aspect that can make us understand the city. 
Thus, the city is here considered in terms of  its architectural design, and the 
university is the central theme that is chosen to discuss the city in architectural 
terms. 
The overall argument of  this work is that the university serves as a critical 
ground for thinking about the city, or to phrase it slightly differently, as a 
testing ground for advancing an idea of  the city. Hannah Arendt described 
humans as “conditioned” beings. Their existence, indeed, would not make 
sense in isolation as they engage with their surroundings in a bi-directional 
process of  shaping and being shaped. The university is here considered as a 
conditioning element for the city, something that is both shaped by the urban 
condition and that exerts pressures for change on that condition. I will use 
the notion of  ‘settlement principle’ to define such conditioning effect of  the 
university. The notion of  principle is here considered in its three interrelated 
meanings: as a kick-starting element for a new condition; as a set of  spatial 
rules; and as paradigm, that is, as an exemplar instance providing criticism 
towards its surrounding context. The notion of  settlement is meant to index 
the spatial side of  the way in which I will discuss the university. Moreover, it 
is a word that helps avoiding other ones such as city or town. That is to say, I 
don’t look at the university as a town or city in miniature, but as a settlement 
that is in constant dialectical relation with towns and cities. When the 
university acts as a settlement principle, I argue, it achieves its real mission – 
beyond the ‘institutionally recognised’ ones of  teaching and research. 
The nature of  the university as a settlement principle is also one of  its 
constant characteristics over time. However, I will argue that this constitutes 
a minor tradition of  university planning. Or, to put it more correctly, it has 
been relegated to minority by a widespread understanding of  the university 
that has particularly expanded in the 20th century. This understanding can be 
summarised in the term ‘campus’. In common understanding, the campus is 
today defined with adjectives such as semi-cloistered, self-contained, isolated, 
etc. In other words, the campus is a cluster of  knowledge activities; an extreme 
representation of  the processes of  agglomeration and specialisation that 
characterise capitalist societies. Yet, there is more to the term campus than 
the adjectives mentioned above. By reconsidering the term in its innermost, 
simplest meaning of  a spatial extension – a ‘field’ – the campus unveils the 
traces of  that minor, but important tradition of  the university as settlement 
principle. 
This thesis is an attempt to provide a narration of  this tradition, and focuses 
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most of  its attention on a particular historical period, and on a particular 
episode. The period is the 1960s-70s; the episode is the attempt at reforming 
and expanding the Italian university system that was undertaken in those 
years. The 1960s were a period of  high uncertainty, dissatisfaction, but also of  
high expectations. In architecture, it was the last period of  grandiose, heroic 
thinking. If  1964 was “megastructure year” – as Reyner Banham has proposed – 
the whole decade, and part of  the following, can be more generally labelled as 
‘university decade’. The pressure for change coming from society triggered the 
widest attempt at reconceiving higher education as a large-scale system - an 
industrial system, as many would put it - that had ever been done. Arguably, 
it was also an attempt that has never been repeated thereafter on the same 
scale. As far as architecture is concerned, the 1960s and early 1970s can be 
considered as the last moment when architecture engaged at a massive scale 
the topic of  higher education, and of  university planning and design. The 
massiveness of  the scale related to the multiple dimensions that architects 
tried to keep together in their investigation of  the topic. Not only were the 
innumerable projects for new universities that were produced and built in 
those years some variations on a general spatial theme; some of  them were 
real theoretical arguments about what higher education is, and how it can be 
manifested in space.  
Among those arguments, some came from the projects produced by Italian 
architects to reshape the university in their country. However, the one I will 
be dealing with here is a season of  Italian architecture that has been mostly 
neglected. This has contributed to pass the idea that most of  the innovations 
in university design came mainly from the UK or the USA – and, secondarily, 
from France and Germany. I will argue not only that the Italian case should 
rightly be included in the narrative of  those years, but also that it constituted 
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a different voice in that debate. Within the most widespread success of  
the ‘canonical campus’, Italians argued for a project of  resistance to the 
mainstream solution, and tried to consider the university in its most intricate 
and complex relations with the changing urban condition of  society. 
The Italian university was, in fact, discussed and designed as a settlement 
principle in the threefold meaning described above. By considering the 
university a beginning of  a new territorial condition that is expressed as 
critique to the status quo the Italian case recuperated an old line of  thinking 
about the territorial role of  higher education. Tracing backwards such line of  
thinking leads to review the original meaning of  the university campus as a 
settlement principle in the ways in which it was defined in the earliest colonial 
colleges in the United States in the 17th century. This original meaning had 
been overshadowed by the widespread success of  a simplified understanding 
of  campus, which reduced it to a formula for easy replication. 
However, the relevance of  the projects for Italian universities of  the 1970s 
is not limited to considering them in relation to their immediate historical 
context. Reconsidering those projects, I argue, makes particular sense when 
they are put in a relation with the current debate on knowledge society. Only 
in the light of  more recent changes in society, and in the institutions of  higher 
education can the case of  1960s-70s university expansion be extrapolated from 
a stable place in history, and feed-back into a debate on higher education, and 
on the spatial dimensions of  the university that has all but found its ultimate 
consensus.  Therefore, while devoting most of  its word space to digging 
into the specific case of  the Italian projects of  the early 1970s, the thesis will 
inevitably go back and forth in time to define the reasons of  those projects. 
The thesis is thus an attempt to reconstruct an episode that was all but 
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cohesive and coherent. Indeed, it requires to piece together multiple 
arguments that were developed without any clear guidance coming from the 
top. That is to say, as political consensus on a reform of  higher education 
proved hard an achievement, Italian architects could more freely develop their 
arguments about the importance of  the university in modern society. The lack 
of  clear guidelines for a restructuring of  the university made the State rely 
on architectural competitions as the way to gather ideas. While this decision 
was criticised also by architects as a mere encouragement of  arbitrary formal 
proposals, it also freed architecture from the constraints of  following a set 
programme. It was this paradoxical situation that allowed for the development 
of  a different argument about the university from the ‘campus phenomenon’ 
that was proliferating around the western world. 
Such an argument was developed by some of  the leading Italian architects of  
a period that is generally acknowledged for the rich debate on architecture 
and urbanism that developed in Italy. The 1960s and 1970s were indeed a 
period of  prolific thinking about the city that saw many architects take on 
the challenge of  overcoming modernist functionalism, and start a new urban 
discourse. Many architects elaborated and communicated their positions by 
coupling professional practice, academic teaching, and theoretical writing. It 
was in that period that some texts that are still considered cornerstones of  
architectural and urban theory were produced, thus defining a fundamental 
Italian contribution to the study of  the built environment. Those writings 
provide the background of  this thesis, some being more explicitly referenced 
and some more implicitly embedded within my discussion.  
Among the architects that animated the debate in the 1960s-70s many took 
part to the short season of  university design that took centre stage in the 
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debate between the late 1960s and early 1970s. The main names I will deal 
with in the thesis are Ludovico Quaroni, Guido Canella, Vittorio Gregotti, 
Archizoom, Giuseppe Samonà, Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, and 
Giancarlo De Carlo. While each from their specific perspective, all of  them 
seized upon the urgency to reshape and advance the Italian higher education 
system as an opportunity to develop wider thinking about the changing 
urban dimension from city to territory. That is to say, Italian architects looked 
beyond the specificity of  the architectural scale of  the ‘problem university’, 
to consider the university as a testing ground for the advancement of  an idea 
of  city. Or, to put it in other words, the university acted for them as a topic to 
advance their own thinking about architecture and the city.   
This thesis develops a discussion of  the idea of  the university as a territorial 
settlement principle, and is structured in four sections. Section 1 considers 
four Italian architects who, more than others, engaged the topic of  university 
design – besides being some of  the leading figure of  the Italian architectural 
scene of  those years. The centrality of  the architectural project in my 
discussion of  the university is the reason why I decided to kick-start the thesis 
directly with a review of  some projects, whose context will appear more 
clearly in the subsequent parts of  the thesis. The architects chosen in the first 
section are Giuseppe Samonà, Vittorio Gregotti, Archizoom, and Giancarlo 
De Carlo. Each of  them is discussed separately to provide a set of  partly 
coinciding, partly complementary, and partly opposed arguments about the 
ways in which the project for the university could be interpreted in the wider 
terms of  a project for the city. The main underlying context of  those projects 
is provided by the notions of  città territorio, città regione, and nuova dimensione 
urbana that constituted the central topics of  architectural debate in Italy in the 
1960s. The choice of  those particular four architects is related to the fact that 
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neither of  them accepted uncritically any of  those notions. Rather, they all 
tried to develop specific theoretical approaches to the new urban dimension. 
I will argue that the topic of  university design offered them an opportunity to 
elaborate, advance, and test those approaches.      
Section 2 develops the main argument of  the thesis, namely the understanding 
of  the university as ground for the development of  a critique of  the city. 
This is done by going back and forth in time, starting with a review of  some 
of  the main topics behind the current discussion on knowledge economy 
and its recognised ‘urban nature’. I will then frame the most direct historical 
context into which the Italian projects for universities operated in the early 
1970s, by looking at the boom of  university building during the 1960s. The 
main comparative cases I will use are the UK and the USA. The last chapter 
of  the section abstracts from the specificity of  a given context to discuss the 
inherent, inescapable critical nature of  the project of  the university.   
Section 3 discusses more specifically the Italian background to the formulation 
of  an idea of  territorial university between the 1960s and 1970s. Starting from 
a visual summary of  what that season of  architectural thinking about higher 
education left as a legacy on the Italian territory, I will review the political 
and architectural debate about the reform of  the university in Italy between 
the late 1950s and early 1970s. The aim is to show how those two streams of  
debate were not coherently consequential, and that architects had to define 
almost from zero their understanding of  what a university was architecturally.  
The climax point of  the debate on university reform were some architectural 
competitions for entirely new universities, or for the expansion of  existing 
ones. The main four competitions were organised between 1970 and 1973 in 
Florence, Cagliari, Cosenza, and Salerno. In Section 4 I develop a narrative on 
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those four competitions that aims to reconstruct the difficult and ultimately 
unsuccessful attempt of  expanding the scope of  higher education, and turn 
the university into a territorial machinery. Here some of  the projects that I 
discussed more at length in the first section will return, and will be matched 
with the proposals presented by some other leading Italian architects for the 
renewal of  the Italian university. 
This thesis is the result of  work that begun before the official start of  the PhD 
programme. Its origins are in my studies for a Master of  Arts in 2007-2008 
when I first started looking at the relations between cities and universities in 
more recent times. It was then that I could appreciate the lasting widespread 
interest by politicians, planners, corporations, and economists on the potential 
that universities today can have in shaping cities. What appeared plainly from 
those early studies was the diffuse willingness by many to reclaim the urban 
nature of  universities as opposed to a recent past – the second post war – in 
which they had mostly been exiled outside of  the city. I could then notice how 
the urban, civic university that engages directly with the social and physical 
fabric of  cities had become the recurring rhetoric of  a recent debate on higher 
education. 
At the same time, those early studies caused a growing sense of  frustration 
because it appeared as if  most of  the debate on universities relied on slogans 
aimed at easy consensus. Reclaiming the urban role of  the university started 
to appear to my eyes as much a meaningful as a superficial claim. In particular, 
the more I deepened my readings on recent literature the more I felt there 
was something missing. This something was the voice of  architecture, which 
appeared as having been relegated to a secondary position by a debate that 
was mostly managed by other disciplines. The continuing physical expansion 
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of  universities in the last ten years was sufficient reason to recuperate a more 
active engagement between architecture and the project of  higher education. I 
needed to dig under the surface of  the rhetoric of  the urban university. 
The massive expansion of  higher education in the two decades of  the 1960s 
and 1970s emerged as the inevitable episode to review. This is because it was 
the moment when most of  the topics of  today’s discussions on knowledge 
and higher education institutions that we have become so accustomed to 
were originally formulated. At the same time, I felt a need to go deeper into 
the reasons for a diffuse condemnation of  the unprecedented huge number 
of  projects for universities produced in those years. The outcome of  such 
research into a pivotal moment in the recent history of  the university – and 
of  society in general – could either be a salvation or a confirmation of  the 
conviction of  the 1960s “new university”. What appeared clearer as I furthered 
my studies was how reducing the understanding of  those projects to the 
binary opposition inside/outside the city was too simplistic. The Italian case 
of  university expansion allowed me to better put at focus this last point. Also, 
it allowed understanding the multiple dimensions that make the reduction of  
the project of  the university to any given spatial formula a contradiction in 
terms. This is, I reckon, a most valuable lesson for today’s continuing interest 
in designing universities. 
Finally, a methodological note is needed in conclusion to this introduction.  As 
already noted, the main case study of  this thesis has been mostly neglected by 
subsequent scholars. This meant a scarcity of  secondary sources, and a need 
to use mostly primary ones. These spanned from the original manuscripts 
and drawings of  the selected projects, to the many articles that appeared in 
specialised magazines and some books on higher education expansion that 
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were published in the 1960s and 1970s. While a long, careful work of  literature 
review and of  processing of  archival material was necessary, it would however 
be insufficient if  it was not coupled with direct visits to the case studies. 
The comparative nature of  much of  this work thus benefitted from visits to 
more than fifty universities and campuses in the countries where most of  the 
research that finds its preliminary, temporary output in this thesis was done. 
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Chapter 1
The super-historical, the empirical, and the university as a service (by the meter)
Giuseppe Samonà’s projects for the universities of  Cagliari and Calabria 
“We don’t agree with those solutions to the problems of  the university that conceive it as an ‘island’, 
and that rely on transport networks and on the contiguity of  uses as the only means to connect it with 
an external condition; given the size of  the site indicated by the competition brief, it would be not only 
impossible but also wrong to conceive the new university of  Cagliari as a zoo for teachers and students 
located within an area of  400 hectares”1   
Talking at a roundtable organised in 1961 at the School of  Architecture in Rome by 
Carlo Aymonino and Raul Greco on the topic of  città territorio, Giuseppe Samonà 
expressed his view about the tendency towards gigantism that was emerging in the 
Italian architectural scene with these words:
“I believe any idea of  gigantic spatial parameters to be absolutely out of  question”.2 
Seen in relation to his proposal for the design competition for the University of  
Cagliari, submitted 1972, it would seem like within ten years Samonà had changed 
opinion about the equation between the emerging new dimension of  the city, and 
the larger dimension of  an architectural response to it. Indeed, the project for 
the university was an extensive, single structure covering the whole site indicated 
by the competition (a size comparison between the project and most of  the large 
new universities designed in the 1960’s further highlights its unequalled gigantic 
dimension). Had Samonà suddenly accepted the need for large architectural size? Was 
the reason to be found in the prediction of  a dramatic growth of  the university that 
needed a new big house? Or is the project trying to convey something else than the 
mere gigantism that had been fascinating architects – not only Italian – during the 
1960’s? 
To provide an answer that, however, cannot claim to solve the intrinsic contradictions 
proper of  Samonà’s approach to architecture, the project for Cagliari must be 
considered in comparison to another one. This is also a competition entry, this time 
for the design of  the buildings of  University of  Calabria that he and his collaborators 
produced one year after the submission of  the project for Cagliari. Shortly 
summarised, the project for Cagliari is a single, unitary structure of  a large dimension, 
while the project for Calabria looks like its opposite: it is a collection of  pieces with 
highly differentiated morphologies. It should be pointed out that the two competitions 
differed substantially as far as the size of  the two institutions were concerned in terms 
of  student numbers: while the university of  Cagliari was supposed to house up to 
25,000 students, the university of  Calabria had to be designed for a community of  
12,000. However, their different size is not enough to explain the divergence between 
the two projects. 
Are the two projects, so dissimilar in terms of  their physical appearances, 
representations of  two different ways of  thinking the academic institution? Had 
A service by the meter
Competition model of  the project for the 
University of  Cagliari 
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1971-73
(from Controspazio n.3, 1973)
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Samonà, within a time lapse of  just one year changed opinion about how the 
university should appear in space and how it could restructure a territory? Or, is there 
an underlying continuity between the two projects as far as the idea of  university they 
propose is concerned? If  so, is the architect showing that the university cannot be 
reduced to any archetypal solution?
I will argue that, despite their apparent differences, the two projects share both an 
idea of  city, and an idea of  university. The projects were a critique to the increasing 
technicality with which the built environment had been discussed and handled 
since the 1930’s. Such technicality was, for Samonà, a drift of  the wider scientific 
mentality that characterised modernity, and that in architecture had progressively been 
interpreted as a disjunction of  an “architectural moment” from an “urbanistic moment”. 
Conversely, he believed that architecture and urbanism could not be understood as 
two different domains but were, rather, the dialectical parts of  a unity that needed to 
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be reconceived.   
The two projects are thus parts of  a discourse that Samonà had been developing over 
his career as a professional architect and urbanist, and as a university professor and 
the Director of  the Institute of  Architecture in Venice3. It was a discourse that aimed 
at the definition of  a theoretical framework for understanding how architecture could 
still be relevant to the construction of  meaningful settlements for human activities. 
However, as I will recall, it has been shown how Samonà’s discourse is far from 
straightforward4. Rather, it appears as a collection of  often contrasting statements – 
expressed either through writing or projects. Thus, the two university projects’ striking 
dissimilarity is an instance of  the difficulty of  understanding the coherence of  the 
architect’s discourse. It is only through a closer reading - made by looking beyond the 
final drawings, and considering the sketches, texts, and notes produced during  the 
design process –, and through the parallel consideration of  the theoretical framework 
provided by some of  the main writings of  Samonà, that we can begin to grasp the 
common ground of  the two university projects.      
Samonà’s leading role in the Italian post-war urbanistic and architectural debate 
is widely acknowledged. Indeed, it was him that at the end of  the 1950’s injected 
the notion of  nuova dimensione5 into the Italian architectural vocabulary with essays, 
speeches to conferences and, most importantly, with the publication in 1959 of  the 
book L’urbanistica e l’avvenire della città6. I will try to show how his idea of  a new city for 
the new urban dimension is equally expressed by the two university projects, although 
in two different ways.         
Therefore, an analysis of  the two projects allows to understand Samonà’s theoretical 
position inside the wider 1960’s debate on the territorial city, and to see how critically 
he responded to ideas such as città territorio and centri direzionali that he himself  had 
contributed to popularise. Besides a reading of  the projects in relation to the Italian 
architectural debate, there is an additional reason to consider the idea of  university 
that Samonà was proposing, and that links in more unexpected ways to our present 
times. A more careful study of  the project for the university in Cagliari unveils 
a partial, incomplete anticipation of  an argument for the post-Fordist condition 
of  society. The idea of  a general intellect – a rubric that has found a more recent 
acknowledgment together with that of  the “multitude” discussed by Paolo Virno7 - is 
part of  Samonà’s idea of  society and, in particular, of  university. For Samonà, the 
university was one among many services that characterised the growing tertiary 
economy of  Italy. The academic community was thus not a special community but 
a sub-set of  a wider category of  workers that the switch to the tertiary economy 
had been shaping. Such new category was characterised by increasingly generic skills 
that acted as a counterpart to the growing specialisation of  human activities that was 
being triggered by the scientific, technical methods of  normalisation of  society. These 
aspects started timidly to appear within the written and drawn lines of  Samonà’s 
critique to the university, and find their clearest manifestation in his project for 
Cagliari. However, Samonà would not push his argument far enough to proclaim the 
dissolution of  boundaries between different spheres of  life as the final destination 
of  society. Some aspects, namely the residential and the work spheres, were still to 
be de-sanctified (to put it in Foucauldian terms8). This objective he would leave to be 
developed by others, and it will be Giancarlo De Carlo and Archizoom, as we will see, 
that will take a step further in the anticipation of  an argument for a truly post-Fordist 
society. 
University of  parts
Plan of  the University of  Calabria
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1972-74
(from Giuseppe Samonà 1923-1975. 
Cinquant’anni di architetture, 1975)
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Two universities, two cities?
In the project for the University of  Cagliari Samonà resolved the entirety of  the 
programmatic requirements within a single formal gesture: a long excavation dug into 
the ground that remodelled the gentle hilly landscape outside of  the city. Such gesture 
was based on the blurring of  a canonical figure-ground relationship in which what is 
architecture is no longer identifiable from what is not. Architecture, in the project for 
Cagliari, was not (only) built mass. 
The university was conceived as a part of  a linear settlement in which the majority 
of  the built masses were sunken into a 300-meter wide by 13-meter deep excavation. 
The overall length of  the settlement exceeded five kilometres, with its southern edge 
located close to the built fabric of  the small town of  Pirri. It was at this edge that the 
buildings emerged as masses out of  the ground, to define a volumetric relation with 
the existing town but still retaining a mostly horizontal configuration (the buildings 
didn’t exceed an overall height of  three storeys). The linear structure then bended 
towards east to almost touch the nearby town of  Monserrato, where it started sinking 
down to finally be buried under ground level so that the roof  became a continuum 
with the surrounding land. The sunken structure headed north towards the town of  
Sestu, and for about three kilometres it was embedded within a constant 300-meter 
wide section. Following the natural slope of  the ground the project remodelled it 
through a system of  terraces.  
In the transversal section, the project was based on an overall axial symmetry, and 
deployed a ziggurat diagram that degraded on the two sides along the longitudinal 
direction from ground level into the 13-meter deep excavation. The staggered section 
of  the two buildings on either side of  the transversal section of  the excavation was 
divided into four storeys towards the interior, and two double-height storeys towards 
the exterior. In the four-storey part were placed smaller study rooms for students and 
faculty members, while the double-height spaces were meant for larger classrooms and 
libraries. 
The staggered section was then deployed also for the two central blocks. Here the 
ziggurat was inverted, resulting in three levels cantilevering towards the outer open 
spaces while creating terraces towards the inner courtyards. Here were located more 
specialised activities such as departmental libraries, research laboratories and smaller 
spaces for special study-teams. 
A sequence of  inner courtyards was thus defined and framed on two sides by the 
ziggurat-section - marked at regular intervals by vertical towers housing the stairs 
and services – and on the transversal sides by buildings distanced 500 meters from 
one another. In these buildings were located common rooms and lounges at ground 
level while the two upper floors were devoted to administrative functions. On the 
underground level of  these buildings were the stations of  the light railway that ran 
through the whole length of  the settlement, and connected to the centre of  Cagliari. 
The central open spaces were further broken down into 250-meter long courtyards by 
additional transversal buildings connecting the two ziggurat buildings on either sides, 
and housing common facilities. To the exterior of  the central buildings two mirrored 
sequences of  open spaces were conceived as a set of  gardens interspersed by paved 
squares, and provided with commercial activities.     
The project covered the whole site indicated by the competition brief. In 
As big as it can be
General plan of  the metropolitan area of  
Cagliari
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1971-73
(© CSAC Università di Parma. Sezione 
Progetto)
Typical section
Transversal and longitudinal sections of  the 
University of  Cagliari
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1971-71
(© CSAC Università di Parma. Sezione 
Progetto)
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programmatic terms, the university proper occupied a stretch of  two kilometres in the 
linear settlement starting from its northern edge. The rest of  the settlement was to be 
devoted to other tertiary activities, mostly relocated from the historic centre of  the 
city, and placed closer to the existing towns. The latter included the already mentioned 
small towns of  Pirri and Monserrato, alongside Quartu Sant’Elena and Quartucciu. 
These constituted a crown of  urban settlements gravitating around the Molentargius 
basin, and the major centre of  Cagliari. No academic residences were to be included 
inside the new linear settlement as they would be provided inside the existing urban 
armature of  the adjacent towns. The stretch of  land immediately adjacent to the new 
university-service center was to be devoted to a linear park connecting to the basin. 
The rest of  the rural land had to retain its agricultural uses, while the urban fabric of  
Cagliari was labelled as “to be restructured as a place of  residences and leisure”.     
Conversely, in Calabria the university relied on a more traditional understanding of  
the contrasting relationship between architecture as a built object, and the ground 
onto which it was placed. Where the linear scheme for Cagliari emerged out of  
the morphology of  the place, the scattered pieces of  the project for Calabria were 
superimposed from the top over the existing landscape. These pieces derived from 
a zoning of  the programmatic requirements stated in the competition brief  that 
were: the new university, a residential center, a sport center, and a research institute 
independent from the university. As already mentioned, the University of  Calabria had 
been instituted as a “residential university”, thus introducing an additional aspect that 
Repetition
Detail of  plans of  the University of  Cagliari
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1971-73
(from Controspazion n.3, 1973)
Top:
Kick-starting città territorio
The metropolitan area of  Cagliari in the 1970s
(from Atti della Facoltà di Ingegneria vol.7, 
1976, Università degli Studi di Cagliari)
Bottom:
Roof  plan of  the University of  Cagliari
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1971-73
(© CSAC Università di Parma. Sezione 
Progetto)
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complicated its design (another difference with Cagliari was also that the University of  
Calabria was a totally new institution rather than a reorganisation, and expansion of  an 
existing one). 
The unity that characterised the project Samonà had proposed for Cagliari totally 
disappeared in Calabria to leave space to a proposal that made of  a collection of  parts, 
morphologically highly differentiated among each other, its overall logic. Within this 
strategy of  juxtaposition, the university appeared as a fragment only partly recalling 
the planimetric solution adopted in Cagliari.
The unitary aspect of  the project for Cagliari depended on its capacity of  keeping 
together the outdoor and indoor spaces as integral parts of  the same bas-relief: the 
tectonics of  the topographical intervention depended equally on both. This relation 
was more loosely pursued in the University of  Calabria, where the logic chosen by 
the architect was based on buildings mostly suspended over the ground to avoid 
any modification to the existing topography9. The buildings of  the university were 
thus superimposed over the given morphology, and raised over pilotis in an attempt 
to leave the landscape flow freely underneath. The buildings followed a stepped 
longitudinal section that read the topography of  the place from without (through 
superimposition) rather than from within (through emergence from the ground like in 
Cagliari). 
The loss of  the remarkable unity between inside and outside that characterised the 
project in Cagliari resulted in an interiorisation of  the outdoor spaces that were 
mostly interpreted as courtyards within morphologically differentiated parts. While 
Opposite top:
Model of  the project for the University of  
Calabria
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1972-74
(from Architettura cronache e storia n.227, 
1974)
Opposite bottom:
Detail of  the model of  the University of  
Cagliari
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1971-73
(from Controspazio n.3, 1973)
This page, from top:
Superimposing vs digging
Longitudinal schematic section of  the University 
of  Cagliari
Giuseppe Samonà et al.,1971-73
(© CSAC Università di Parma. Sezione 
Progetto)
Study for the section of  the University of  
Calabria
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo 
Giuseppe e Alberto Samonà)
Touching the ground
Skectch for the elevation of  the University of  Calabria
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1972-74
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Giuseppe e Alberto Samonà)
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in Cagliari a typical transversal section was meant to solve most of  the programmatic 
requirements in such a way to blur the form-function equation, in Calabria different 
functions were translated into different planimetric and sectional configurations that 
were loosely kept together by the uniform treatment of  the facades.  
The Calabrese university was divided into four main blocks, arranged in an overall 
L-shape. A first linear block was composed of  two parallel bends devoted respectively 
to teaching and research spaces for the departments of  the humanities. The teaching 
part was conceived as a sequence of  rectangular blocks with inner courtyards that 
were placed at a distance from one another, and were linked by built mass only on 
one side. This resulted in an alternation of  open and closed courtyards of  which the 
former were extended into the smaller courtyards of  the adjacent research block. 
The latter was based on a ladder diagram that plugged into the didactic spaces, and 
replicated, with different solid-to-void proportions, the alternation of  enclosed and 
open courtyards. The spaces that were provided in this first research-teaching block 
included departmental libraries, classrooms of  different sizes (between 100 and 250 
seats), teaching laboratories, and offices for the professors. 
A second block was placed parallel to the first, and the two were connected only at 
the southern edge by a third block that housed the main common facilities of  the 
university - including the central library, a music and art center, administrative offices, 
and some communal facilities like dining halls, clubs, meeting rooms, bars, etc. The 
second block was meant for teaching purposes, and provided additional classrooms. 
Finally, a fourth block for research was deployed to house the scientific departments. 
This block was composed of  two parallel linear structures of  which one replicated 
that for the research spaces of  the first block, while the other provided larger floor 
plates for laboratories. 
The residential area was split into two sites that were divided by traffic infrastructure, 
and were intended to be developed in different stages. It was meant to provide 
housing for 4,500 people that included 2,300 student residences and 800 apartments 
for professors and staff. Student residences were designed as linear structures on two 
levels, with a portico and common spaces at ground floor, and bedrooms on the first 
Opposite:
Transversal section of  the University of  Cagliari
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1971-73
(from Controspazio n.3, 1973)
This page:
Study for the residential area of  the University of  Calabria
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1972-74
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Giuseppe e Alberto Samonà)
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floor. They were conceived as continuous structures of  varying length that bended 
at right angles, thus creating inner courtyards that, however, were never completely 
enclosed. The residences for the professors followed a different organisation, as 
they were arranged in crescents with interior courtyards. Like the student residences, 
they had two levels, and a portico at ground level, and varied between 2-bedroom to 
4-bedroom apartments. The crescents were arranged in such a way to form circular 
figures that were kept open and permeable. The circles were placed along a main linear 
axis, and interspersed with the student residences with the aim of  providing a new 
urban fabric and, as written by the architects on the competition drawings, to act as 
“the trace of  a new urban form” and as “the ordered reconstruction of  a piece of  urban periphery”. 
Preparatory sketches for the Calabria project show various attempts at handling 
the continuity of  the composing parts while retaining their different morphological 
identities. One sketch is probably showing the use of  the same logic of  blocks for 
both university and residences that was eventually deployed only for the university bit 
in the final scheme. However, the lack of  any text on the sketch does not allow any 
certainty about the will of  the architects of  finding a single morphological solution 
for the two parts. The same can be said for another sketch that, conversely, deploys 
a composition of  thin linear structures similar to the one finally adopted for the 
residences. This sketch extends the same planimetric scheme also to the west of  the 
highway, and shows attempts at using axial symmetry for the organisation of  the 
university site. Again, the lack of  any text or written note precludes any sure statement 
about the architects’ intentions. The most clear attempts at defining continuity 
between residences and university comes from a set of  sketches where the two concur 
to a single linear settlement in which, however, each retains its peculiar morphology.  
The final scheme, as said, opted for the separation among the parts. No common 
ground appears to be deployed by the architects for keeping together the three 
main parts that compose the project (the university and the two residential areas). 
While in Cagliari the ground and the buildings interacted in such a way to allow for 
infrastructural barriers to be overcome for the sake of  spatial continuity, in Calabria 
the roads appear impermeable to any such attempt. Moreover, whereas in Cagliari the 
university was placed within a linear park that both confirmed the overall logic of  the 
linear development, and further strengthened the quest for territorial unity, the fact 
that the buildings are simply superimposed over the existing plots of  the rural territory 
amplify the differentiation among parts in Calabria. 
Continuity of  contiguity
Studies for the residential and academic areas of  
the University of  Calabria
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1972-74
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo 
Giuseppe e Alberto Samonà)
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The medicalisation of  space and the quest for unity
As argued by Pasquale Lovero in his postscript to Samonà’s book L’unità architettura 
urbanistica (1975)10, the body of  his work (developed over more than forty years) 
should be seen as a unitary discourse. However, it is a discourse whose overall 
coherence is hard to grasp as it is built through continuous changes of  directions, and 
contradictions that often occur within a short time lapse between his production of  
texts, proposals, built projects, university courses, and speeches at conferences. While 
the translation from written theory to drawn architecture is the most obscure moment 
in the activity of  any critical thinker, the repetitions of  concepts placed besides a 
simultaneous questioning of  those same concepts happen, in Samonà’s case, even 
within the space of  a single text. This makes his discourse appear the product of  an 
eclectic mind, to say the least. The two university projects described above serve as a 
confirmation of  the multi-laterality of  Samonà’s approach.
To put in Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter’s words – borrowed from Isaiah Berlin 
– we are confronted with the question of  the fox and the hedgehog, that is, with 
understanding one’s temperament as either “concerned with the primacy of  the single idea” 
or “preoccupied with multiplicity of  stimulus”11. The authors of  Collage City observed 
that until the advent of  the Modern Movement architects could be quite easily 
categorised according to the two groups. Conversely, the Modern Movement saw 
the disappearance of  hedgehogs and a prevalence of  foxes, that is, of  a concern 
for a central and totalising idea. Within such scenario, Le Corbusier stood out 
as the eccentric figure of  Modernism. As an architect, the Swiss had proven his 
unmistakeable attitude as a fox, “who sets up elaborately pretended platonic structures only to 
riddle them with an equally elaborate pretence of  empirical detail, […] multiple asides, cerebral 
references and complicated scherzi”12. Conversely, as an urbanist Le Corbusier appeared as 
“a fox assuming hedgehog disguise”13 and losing the capacity for multi-laterality that was 
embedded in his architectural production to the detriment of  a simplistic, schematic 
understanding of  the city.
Is Samonà a hedgehog or a fox?  It is indubitable that Le Corbusier is a constant 
referent for Samonà’s work. It has been noticed how most of  the discourse of  the 
Italian architect developed as a conversation “in absentia” with the Swiss master. 
Similarly to Le Corbusier’s, Samonà’s activity could be understood in terms of  
a long process of  research that made use of  all the media at the disposal of  an 
architect: texts, drawings, and actual construction. However, he could probably more 
appropriately be defined by turning Rowe and Koetter’s definition upside down: 
Samonà was a hedgehog assuming fox disguise. Indeed, composed of  very different 
and contrasting pieces as it may seem, the whole of  Samonà’s discursive production 
– at least as far as his most mature period after the Second World War is concerned – 
can be seen as a continuous iteration of  a single central idea. He called that idea the 
“unity architecture urbanism”. 
This central idea is often hidden behind the superficial, more evident aspects of  his 
built work, or between the lines of  his texts that, as said, define a body of  work that 
is all but obvious and straightforward. In 1975 he took the opportunity offered by 
the publication of  a collection of  his main essays and articles for reflecting on the 
totality of  his work. In the long essay he wrote as an introduction to the book he 
articulated some of  the main arguments behind the need for a renewed unity between 
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architecture and urbanism.
The starting point can be easily imagined: Samonà complained a loss of  such unity 
that had happened, in his view, between the 1930’s and the 1950’s. It was during 
that period when a new understanding of  the process of  design was conceived, and 
developed by the architectural profession. This was a process that did not simply 
acknowledge a need to differentiate  scales of  design, from the large scale of  the 
territorial framework to that of  the urban area to that of  the built object. It was not 
the differentiation of  scales per se that could have harmed the continuity between 
architecture and urbanism; rather, it was the temporal disjunction that was applied to 
the design process, and according to which the two became two stages, two moments 
each with its own agenda. According to this division, urbanism was charged with an 
“anticipatory role”, meant to define a framework into which architecture would have 
been placed in a following stage14.  
While the two stages were being separated a need was still felt in the first decades 
of  the 20th century for defining a connection among the two. Early Modernism thus 
perfected a technique for retaining unity that was based on the use of  “typical models”. 
The social needs of  a community – which Samonà would refer as the many activities 
of  human beings in space - were thus interpreted in terms of  typological schemes 
that derived from the growing application of  scientific methods of  social engineering. 
Samonà argued that in the 1930’s statistical data progressively grew in importance to 
become the underlying rationale of  any approach to the built environment. The unity 
between architecture and urbanism was thus turned into something to be achieved 
scientifically. 
For Samonà, this change in the practice of  architectural design could be explained 
as an example of  the switch from a direct and experiential relationship between man 
and reality to the study in vitro of  reality triggered by science. While that was not 
something that had emerged suddenly in the 20th century, it was during the 1930’s 
that, he argued, it started causing a deep revolution in the way in which the built 
environment was approached theoretically, and practically. Science had always tried 
to put what lies behind the surface of  any phenomenon in the foreground, that is, as 
the main subject of  its interest. Samonà argued that “on such hidden world a new discourse 
is constructed that, while scientifically impeccable, floats over the historical reality that expresses the 
present condition of  human life”15. 
What he was observing was the demise of  a sensorial relationship between man and 
the material world of  objects, and the switch towards a “super-historical reality grounded on 
the super-experiences of  a world oriented to the future of  scientific development”16. Two different 
conceptions of  histories had thus been separated: an a-temporal history (the history 
of  the scientific fact whose validity is irrespective of  time, that is, is synchronic) and 
a history of  the present (the only possible history of  the built environment that, 
while grounded on the past and oriented to survive in the future, can only exist in the 
present17). 
The split between two conceptions of  historical time had been translated into a way 
of  theorising the built environment whose overall coherence relied on the use of  data 
derived from faultless scientific procedures (statistics). This was, in Samonà’s words, 
a tendency to “scientific absoluteness”18 whose effects on architecture and urbanism were 
visible, and represented by the indiscriminate spread of  design manuals that had 
become a new operative device for the profession. 
In more general terms, science had started spreading out of  the walls of  the 
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laboratory, and into the fabric of  society. This process was supported by a growing 
number of  scientific professionals that were displacing the architect from his role in 
the theorisation, and construction of  space19. It was a process of  “normalisation” of  
society, that is, an attempt to control human activities and the spaces in which these 
take place by means of  scientific parameters. These parameters were mostly derived 
from medical sciences, physics, physiology, ecology, etc.20. 
Samonà was describing a trajectory of  scientific normalisation of  human activities 
similar to what discussed by Foucault21. According to such trajectory, the emergence 
of  a new medical gaze as part of  the Enlightenment cultural project had been 
transformed from being an issue of  medical hygiene to a widespread technology 
of  social hygiene for the new welfare society. In other words, it was a process of  
“medicalisation” of  society that turned the medical gaze from a specialised practice that 
happened inside a specialised space (the clinic) to a general logic of  social control that 
applied on the whole social fabric.    
Along this trajectory the architect progressively lost any scientific credibility as his 
knowledge was considered too generic and inadequate to provide the technological 
structure of  society22. Thus, the architect had been left with, at best, a role of  moving 
pre-fabricated models around a checkerboard on which he did not have control 
anymore. Those pre-fabricated models do not refer to a construction methodology; 
rather, they were the result of  a drift in typological thinking that had been reduced to a 
set of  ad-hoc, technical solutions listed inside manuals.23
If  we sum up what hitherto described, Samonà saw a crisis between architecture 
and urbanism deriving from a split among two conceptions of  historic time. On 
the one side, there was a conception based on empirical values that were immediate 
to grasp; on the other, was a conception based on scientific values that could not 
be grasped directly but had to be accepted as revealed truth. Architecture had 
increasingly privileged the second kind of  history (the history of  the scientific fact) 
over the first that was thus progressively eliminated. This resulted, for the architectural 
profession, into the adoption of  simplified schemes for organising space, based on 
increasingly technical regulatory frameworks, and codified solutions24 that matched 
social necessities, and the spaces meant to satisfy them through absolute (scientific) 
categories. 
Until the 1930’s, Samonà argued, architecture and urbanism were still kept into a unity 
by an overall “homogeneity of  all formal expressions”. The equation that the early modernist 
architect/urbanist was dealing with was one in which architecture was not merely seen 
in terms of  internal space, and urbanism in terms of  the exterior environment onto 
which to place architecture. Rather, the two participated of  the dialectical relationship 
summarised in Le Corbusier’s notion of  the building plan proceeding from inside 
to outside, and according to which the two found their respective referents in one 
another. While Samonà did not mention explicitly Le Corbusier here, he implicitly 
referred to what he had written in 1963 on the occasion of  a retrospective exhibition 
on the Swiss architect: “architecture proceeds from the inside to the outside and is resolved into 
urbanism, as a figurative solution of  a space meant for specific uses”25.  
From the 1950’s, it had become increasingly common practice to stress one of  the 
two terms, namely architectural expression, leaving “urbanistic inspiration” totally 
underdeveloped26. It was only in more recent years, during the 1960’s that Samonà 
noticed a diffused re-consideration of  the validity of  the “idea of  extending to the city 
the same reasons that justify a new architecture”27. A new figurative urbanism needed to 
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be set up, and Samonà found in Le Corbusier still the main intellectual reference 
from where to start. That was because Le Corbusier had consistently tried to show a 
way of  dealing with the problems caused by massive urbanisation that opposed the 
Anglo-Saxon model of  the garden city28. The idea of  the garden city had been the 
main element of  Samonà’s attack in L’urbanistica e l’avvenire della città (1959). From that 
moment the critique to the idea of  decentralisation of  the city through satellite quasi-
self-sufficient communities – the garden city idea reiterated into the British post-war 
New Towns experience – had been ingrained into the Italian operative attempt to 
design for the new dimension of  the city.          
We can thus phrase the theoretical aim of  Samonà through the following question: 
how to reconnect the lost unity between a growing scientific-technical attitude and 
the empirical every-day dimension of  reality? Was the solution to eradicate that gap? 
Was a return to a previous unity possible? The answer to the latter two questions 
could not but be negative, as the opposite would have meant inverting the process 
of  scientific development. At the same time, he also discarded the participatory/
bottom-up planning option as a possible solution. While, he said, it is indubitable that 
the architect cannot (and shouldn’t) but sympathize with the social demands coming 
in particular from the poorer strata of  society, he saw participatory planning – at least 
in the way it had started to be approached, that is, as solidarity with the poor - putting 
further pressure on the less privileged classes for defining the means of  their own 
social redemption29. 
Only one strategy was left, and it was to further stress the difference among the two 
attitudes and start, in this way, a process of  deep modification of  the urban-territorial 
status quo. Samonà thus hypothesised a model of  space in which two opposing 
models co-existed and struggled for their unity30. The two models referred to the two 
categories of  history that he previously identified, the scientific super-historical and 
the empirical. The former, Samonà said, was mostly about synchrony and invariance; 
the latter, conversely, was diachronic and based on variance. Built objects – which 
Samonà referred to as “presences” - existed within both models, so how could their 
design be approached? Was the solution a blurring of  the two models? Again, the 
answer to this question was negative as the unitary aspect of  presences did not stand 
inside the presences themselves. This was what the idea of  the garden city had falsely 
promised to do by promoting unitary, self-contained, and ideal packages of  urbanity. 
Rather, for Samonà the answer stood in a territorial arrangement based on the 
dialectical co-existence of  opposing poles. 
What he was depicting as unity architecture urbanism was thus a wide spatial field 
made of  clearly opposing elements, that is, an archipelago of  opposites. These 
opposites would be based on a conflicting relationship between the scientific super-
historical and the empirical model, although one of  the two would always be prevalent 
over the other. So, in more practical terms, Samonà understood what he called the 
scientific model as related to large-scale public interventions in which nature was 
considered in terms of  conservation, and was in a dialectical relationship to the 
artificial man-made intervention. Conversely, the empirical model suffered from a lack 
of  that same dialectic, and was a manifestation of  private interests mainly aimed at the 
manipulation (through inevitable destruction) of  nature31. 
Samonà was arguing that, ultimately, the scientific model would be key for paving 
the way to a renewed unity between architecture and urbanism. That was because it 
had to act as a more general exemplary model for the organisation of  the territory: 
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that is to say, its function was one of  balancing an existing status quo thus, ultimately, 
subverting it and giving birth to something completely different. The scientific model 
had to provide an instance of  order that couldn’t be found in the empirical model. 
The elimination of  the latter, however, was not to be desired as it would fatally injure 
the coherence of  a whole territorial arrangement. The latter, as said, depended on the 
co-existence of  opposites. 
The design of  a new university was an opportunity to provide an exemplar instance of  
order, and kick-start the dialectical territorial model meant to the recuperation of  the 
“unity architecture urbanism”. It was in this way that the idea of  relocating the whole of  
a university to a new site set in natural/agricultural landscape could be a better option 
than its physical reorganisation within the constraints of  an existing city fabric (that, in 
Italy, mostly meant the old historic core of  cities). 
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The apotheosis of  tertiary man. Idea of  university
In Cagliari the opportunity for relocating the existing university to a new unitary site 
allowed for the most pure application of  what Samonà had discussed as the scientific 
model. The reason for this was that the university community constituted a most 
explicit example of  an emerging social category that derived from a process strictly 
related to the split between the scientific and the empirical approaches to reality he 
had discussed. This process was the growing tertiary sector that, in Italy as in other 
developed western countries, had become the main sector of  employment for a 
new category of  professional workers. These differed from both agricultural and 
factory workers in that their skills were becoming less related to forms of  specialised 
knowledge, and more to the generic intellectual capabilities of  organising the work-
load. 
Samonà articulated his idea of  university in the text he wrote for the Cagliari 
competition. Here he depicted the university as the potential place where the new 
emerging category of  intellects could find their spatial representation. Indeed, he 
considered the university as one among many services that complemented the 
industrial and agricultural socio-economic basis of  the country. He thus saw the 
university student – and, more generally, any member of  the academic community 
at large – as one among many professional workers that were to develop their 
more generic intellectual capabilities. In order to shape such professional figure the 
university had to be deeply transformed from its current condition as old machinery 
aimed at the cultivation of  an elite of  high intellects: it had to be absorbed inside a 
wider tertiary culture. The design of  a new university was thus the opportunity for 
developing a spatial response to such emerging new culture32.                
Cagliari was taken by Samonà as an average example of  a wider socio-economic 
picture that had come to characterise most mid-sized Italian cities, and their 
metropolitan areas. He saw the new figure of  worker as being strictly related to a 
changed urban environment: the new worker was the inhabitant of  the new urban 
dimension that Samonà had started investigating since the 1950’s. The new worker 
used the city differently than his predecessors had done. Without aiming to provide 
here a summary of  the historical process of  change in the structure of  the economy – 
which could not but be highly superficial and incomplete – a few things must be said 
to provide some context to our discussion. The agricultural and the industrial worker 
– although marked by considerable differences - had maintained a mostly bi-polar style 
of  life that resulted in the daily routine of  movement between house and workplace. 
The working realm of  the former had always been in a relation of  clear opposition 
from that of  dwelling, thus providing a reason to the dichotomy between village and 
countryside. Industry had broken the individual base proper of  the rural economy – 
whose social unit was the single worker and his household - by adding a different level 
of  organisation that required a multiplicity of  workers, and a new hierarchy of  roles. 
Urbanism – whose origins historians usually tend to place in relation to the industrial 
revolution – responded to the growth of  the industrial sector by repelling the factory 
as a dangerous presence inside the city and relegating it outside in the countryside. 
Samonà had insisted on how this process of  expulsion of  the new working realm had 
been the key logic of  modern urban growth, together with the concomitant expulsion 
of  residences outside of  the city, in outlying new neighbourhoods. The alienation of  
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the worker from the object of  his production, and the growing specialisation of  the 
production process itself  into a variety of  stages that were caused by industrialisation 
produced, among other consequences, the need for new services to be provided 
from outside of  both industry and agriculture. The tertiary sector had thus started 
absorbing increasingly larger numbers of  workers whose daily routine started being 
re-shaped by the emergence of  a new dimension of  life that was made possible by the 
switch from industry to services. This new dimension was leisure time. 
It was the dimension of  free time, off  from work and off  from the household that, 
in a society in which gender distinctions tended to decrease, permeated the urban 
experience. The life of  an urbanite was as much dependent from his daily routine of  
an increasingly bureaucratised kind of  worker - part of  a corporation either public 
(public administration jobs) or private - as it was on the re-assurance given by its 
counterpart, namely the time of  leisure promising emancipation from the two separate 
cages of  the dwelling and the workplace. A new urban experience had emerged that 
broke with the mostly old bi-polar model based on the household and the workplace, 
and that materialised as a constellation of  places meant to provide increasingly larger 
numbers of  services.  
The rationale of  the tertiary city was thus based on the balance between the 
distinction of  the various parts, and that was the aim that Samonà had set since the 
late 1950’s when he first talked of  the new urban dimension. In 1961-62 Samonà had 
chosen the study of  tertiary activities as the topic of  the architectural design course he 
taught at IUAV33. In the brief  for the course Samonà wrote that tertiary functions – or 
services - were not only to be considered relevant because of  their sheer quantitative 
growth among human activities. What was more important to him was that tertiary 
functions – or services – were defining a widespread professional mentality that 
was permeating the sphere of  work at large34. The professional mentality that was 
emerging was one based on purely organisational capacities that were becoming more 
important than the specialised knowledge of  a specific profession. 
In the same year, Raul Greco and Carlo Aymonino chose a similar topic for their 
architectural design course at the University of  Rome. Their brief  was the design of  a 
centro direzionale in the area of  Centocelle in Rome. The aim of  the course was to find 
architectural solutions to the problems of  what they named città territorio. Samonà, as 
mentioned at the beginning of  this chapter, was invited with Giancarlo De Carlo from 
IUAV to join a roundtable discussion on the topics of  the course. On that occasion he 
elaborated further on the topic of  tertiary activities to show the contradiction that was 
intrinsic to the definition of  centro direzionale. He noticed that while traditional social 
relations had been based on aspects such as “instinct, sympathy, and continuity”, modern 
society had increasingly substituted those with new ones that were “contractual and 
functional”. He argued that the growth of  tertiary activities, placed at the intersection 
between production and consumption, would aim towards a “fluidification and 
multiplication” of  such non-traditional type of  relations35.   
Such fluidification was in contrast with the solidification into architectural form that 
was been attempted by the students of  the design course. Moreover, the very idea of  
centro direzionale as some kind of  new architectural type contrasted with the idea of  
open planning (piano aperto). The latter had emerged since the 1950’s in the urbanistic 
debate as a way to overcome the rigidity of  modernist zoning. So, Samonà saw the 
tendency of  concentrating activities inside one single area as a “defence of  tradition within 
open planning”36.  It was not the idea of  concentration of  service activities implied in 
Types for città territorio?
Student projects from the design studio taught 
by Raul Greco, Carlo Aymonino, et al. at 
the School of  Architecture, Università La 
Sapienza,Rome, 1961-62
(from Carlo Aymonino, La città territorio, 
1964)
Below:
Perspectival drawing of  the competition proposal 
for Centro Direzionale in Turin
Giuseppe Samonà et al., 1963 (second prize) 
(from Casabella n.278, 1963)
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the notion of  centro direzionale that Samonà was questioning, nor was the fact that this 
contrasted with the idea of  open territorial city that he wanted to propose (indeed, 
as seen, opposition and contrast were integral parts of  Samonà’s reasoning). Rather, 
he was expressing a refusal of  easy and quick formalisations or, as he phrased it, of  a 
“normalisation” through spatial models of  the new emerging category of  activities and 
workers.    
Put in a nutshell, Samonà was arguing that society was becoming increasingly 
professionalised, and the result was a growing homogeneous working class of  general 
intellects. However, such working class did not have an overall coherence as a group 
but it resulted from the mere co-existence of  many individualities37. How to deal with 
this new social entity also from an architectural perspective was the question Samonà 
was trying to raise to the attention of  the Italian architectural debate of  the early 
1960’s. From the outset, his main concern was to warn architects to refrain from the 
temptation of  quickly isolating themselves into the autistic realm of  ad-hoc formal 
solutions. In other words, he was concerned about the risk that the architectural 
answer would simply be reduced to the reiteration of  the linear model of  thinking 
between standard types and activities that, as we have seen, he criticised as a major 
reason for the crisis of  the relation between architecture and urbanism.      
Samonà believed that the emerging category of  professional workers was not to be 
normalised through a “dimensional expression of  functional aspects”38. That is what he 
thought was happening with the emerging notion of  centro direzionale, which he saw 
as being treated as a new architectural type. Rather, he claimed for the impossibility 
and ineffectiveness of  such a reduction, and considered the new notion in terms of  
a generic concentration of  tertiary activities that would permeate a wide range of  
functions, both private and public39. For Samonà, the university was to be intended as 
a cluster of  such activities, and he took the opportunity of  designing a university to 
experiment with an alternative to its reduction to an architectural type.      
That is why rather than talking of  functions, and designing the new ‘type’ of  the 
university based on a classification of  those functions, he would break down the 
university into “groups of  activities”. The activities would be classified depending on 
levels of  individuality or collectiveness, that is, through the most generic classification 
that corresponded to the generic nature of  service workers: large groups, small 
groups, and individuals were to be kept together by a spatial diagram based on 
iteration and seamless endless repeatability. Rather than aiming to representing the 
special condition of  the academic institution in a new version of  a palazzo universitario, 
architecture had to represent the university’s belonging to the service infrastructure of  
society. 
Describing the socio-economic situation of  Cagliari and its metropolitan area, Samonà 
had depicted it as unequivocally configured around the tertiary sector. 88.2% of  
the working population was indeed employed in service-related jobs, mostly inside 
public administrations or commercial activities. In his view, the plan for the industrial 
development of  the metropolitan area that had recently been produced40 would have 
further strengthened the tertiary base of  the economy by creating a need for more 
services41. 
The way in which the service sector had grown – in Cagliari as, more generally, in all 
mid and big-sized Italian cities - was by finding its way through an urban fabric mostly 
constituted by the fine grain of  its residential component. Lamenting the congestion 
that a concentration of  tertiary activities – which “tend to concentrate”42 – caused on 
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the fragile fabric of  the old city, and observing the collateral processes of  constant 
exile of  housing to the periphery, the strategy proposed by Samonà in Cagliari was 
to design a totally new settlement outside of  the city core to house all of  the tertiary 
activities43. 
The new settlement would pursue two major aims: the first was the transformation of  
the university into a different kind of  institution, not anymore targeted to the exclusive 
production of  the ruling class; the second was the opportunity to provide an exemplar 
model for restructuring the spatial territorial organisation of  the metropolitan area of  
Cagliari that would fit the growing tertiary economy.   
The first goal was based on Samonà’s acknowledgment of  the fact that the university 
in its then current condition no longer made any sense in relation to the changed 
and constantly changing structure of  society. The university still promised high 
levels of  culture that, however, had increasingly grown apart from the more practical 
professional capacities required by society. While the university was not a professional 
body, its promise of  being a cradle for intellectuals was also being proved impossible 
by the increasing number of  students. The mass university, as Giancarlo De Carlo 
would also have argued44, was just becoming an enlarged version of  the “old, tired 
university”45. 
That old university was, for Samonà, simply to be abolished. That is to say, the 
university was not to be conceived any longer as the intellectual crown of  an education 
system. Such role – by which Samonà meant to indicate the functions of  research 
and scientific speculation - could also be played by some other institutions than the 
university. What he was claiming for was a reorganisation of  the whole educational 
system aimed at the stimulation of  a professional culture, from the secondary school 
up to the highest levels of  learning46. The university, as an instance of  high culture, 
would thus dissolve to leave space to a learning system in which the individual would 
gain increasing specialised competences within an overall generic professionalised 
culture spanning all categories of  jobs – and not only the higher executive positions. 
It was in this sense, that is, through a substantial modification of  the institution rather 
than in the purely quantitative way done by the mass university, that everybody should 
be allowed to go to university. 
Thus, in the project for Cagliari the university was just one inhabitant – albeit the main 
resident – of  a new service settlement. The university added a student population 
of  25,000 – as required by the competition – to the 80,000 employees that were to 
constitute the working community of  the new piece of  city. The space of  this new 
settlement didn’t need to be differentiated by functions, that is, the university had 
not been given a specific and distinguishable spatial representation. Rather, an overall 
settlement principle had to be developed as both a generic and specific framework 
for the university and other tertiary activities. The generic aspect was related to 
the distinction of  spaces - both outdoor and indoor - according to the levels of  
collectiveness required by the activities that were to happen inside them; the specific 
aspect was related to the fact that space, for Samonà, had still to retain its humanistic 
conception, that is, that of  a representation of  the centrality of  human activities. 
The final drawings and preparatory sketches of  the project for Cagliari illustrate an 
attempt of  keeping together into a figurative unity the generic and the specific. This 
resulted into a contradictory interplay between openness and enclosure, between 
generic repetition and crafted singularity. On the one side, Samonà expressed the re-
affirmation of  a humanistic approach to space that conceived man as the participating 
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subject who experiences space ‘in perspective’. This became evident in the images of  
the interior courtyards that he drew from human eye-level, and in which he argued for 
enclosure as a primordial need for human association. On the other side, this human-
centred understanding of  space was coupled by its opposite, namely an escape towards 
the sky. It was from an aerial viewpoint, that is, the point of  view of  technology, that 
the other side of  the coin was shown. 
Samonà’s idea of  university sympathised with the more general rhetoric behind 
the notion of  multidisciplinarity and the abolishment of  boundaries between 
specialisations that was proposed by many projects for new universities in the 1960’s 
and 1970’s. However, while projects such as Candilis, Josic and Woods’ Berlin Free 
University, or Giancarlo De Carlo’s proposal for University College Dublin47 turned 
this rhetoric into a composition of  differentiated spatial situations where repetition 
was concealed by an apparently random overall arrangement in which no element was 
repeated twice in the same way, Samonà followed the exact opposite direction. 
The University of  Cagliari was the result of  the most extreme process of  repetition of  
similarities. Every 500 meters - that is, every couple of  modules – the side buildings 
were composed of: 880 rooms, each with a surface area of  8 square meters,  for 
individual work for students and teachers; 14,080 square meters of  space for group 
work; 672 larger rooms (32 square meters each) for individual study that could be 
divided vertically in two levels; 108 rooms for laboratories and specialised libraries 
(each of  160 square meters); 60 classrooms (84 square meters each); 24 larger 
classrooms (240 square meters each); 8 auditoriums; 4 special classrooms for applied 
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study; 2 larger libraries; and 8 additional laboratories.  
Not only was a main transversal section defined and extruded longitudinally – as in 
Anversa Ferretti’s winning entry to the Cagliari competition; also, a main block or 
module was created and repeated along the main linear axis of  the complex. Such 
block was not the technological module that defined – for instance – designs such as 
the Loughborough University of  Technology (1966) or the University of  Marburg 
(1964). In Samona’s project modularity was approached at the large scale. What can 
be conceived as the main module of  his scheme measured 300 by 250 meters, which 
was repeated through symmetrical mirroring over and over along the north-south 
direction of  extrusion of  the typical section. The interior organisation of  the space 
was the result of  the simplest endless repetition of  rooms served by corridors and 
interrupted at regular intervals by a service core. Learning was thus interpreted as a 
service provided by the meter: 250 meters of  Medicine, 500 meters of  Literature, 500 
meters of  Economics and Law, etc.     
Thus, the project did not need to be represented in its entirety, as a slice of  it was 
enough to explain its nature as a settlement principle. This hints to the fact that, 
despite the insistence by Samonà on the need for enclosure as a basic and primordial 
necessity of  human association48, the project cannot be interpreted solely in terms of  
a closed figure. Rather, while depending on clear formal stability and morphological 
definition, the project oscillated between indeterminacy and completeness, between 
openness and closure. The project had thus the character of  a fragment: it was 
something that declared itself  as complete but that, at the same time, defined the 
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rules for its own continuation. It was a settlement to be “seen from the top”, as Samonà 
himself  stated, but that was then scaled down to a traditional conception of  enclosure. 
Thus, the project ambiguously handled the duality between indefinite-finite formal 
configurations. The preparatory sketches showed an insistence on the definition of  a 
principle that was potentially extensible ad libitum. Such sketches remind of  Thomas 
Jefferson’s early sketch for the University of  Virginia, in which the architect’s intention 
was to show the university not as a finite entity but as an extensible settlement 
principle. This potential was then contradicted by the fact that the project was also 
represented in its entirety, as the aerial view testifies. 
This point appears clearer if  we briefly compare Samonà’s use of  the aerial view 
to his most direct reference, namely Le Corbusier’s large-scale territorial proposals 
for Algiers, Rio de Janeiro and Bueno Aires. In his already mentioned text on Le 
Corbusier, Samonà had praised those projects because of  their relevance to the debate 
on the city of  the 1960’s. He had described them as “the precursors of  the use of  large 
modern infrastructure to give form to the integration between city and territory [of  which] only today 
we can appreciate the divinatory character.”49 Le Corbusier was consistent in representing 
those projects with aerial perspectives that tended to capture just a segment of  
the architectural intervention. In this way the architect was stating that achieving a 
geographical scale meant that architecture could not be contained within the frame of  
the picture. Conversely, Samonà’s university project does not claim endlessness and 
its beginning and end are clearly marked in the aerial view. The same intention for an 
overall finiteness can be found by looking at the exterior views of  the built masses that 
emerged from the ground at the southern end of  the complex. Here, the architect was 
careful to show the finiteness of  the object so that the natural elements were placed 
behind its edges rather than in front of  them. 
In conclusion, the project for Cagliari stated that the university was meant to slowly 
dissolve as it became absorbed by the growing services that would have proliferated 
through the generic spaces provided by the project50.  The aim of  the service 
core was thus twofold: on the one side, it was meant to promote what Samonà 
called “professional culture”; on the other, it was meant to kick-start a new territorial 
arrangement of  the city. It was under both these objectives that the adjective 
“direzionale” had to be conceived for Samonà: the university was a centro direzionale 
because it had to re-direct the form of  the city to make it fit to an increasingly tertiary 
economy. 
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Dissolution through concentration
By analysing the project for the University of  Cagliari we have come to clarify 
Samonà’s position in relation to the debate on città territorio and centri direzionali. We can 
also now answer the initial question about the large dimension of  the architectural 
intervention as a response to the new urban dimension. As seen, Samonà had stated 
that he believed gigantic spatial parameters to be inappropriate for coping with 
the changed dimension of  the city. We can then unveil the continuation of  that 
sentence, and see how it was interpreted in the project for Cagliari. Samonà clarified 
his statement by adding that man and space remained always in the same relation 
throughout history; what had changed in recent times was that each single partial 
dimension had become bigger than the past51. The architect’s capacity of  thinking in 
terms of  bigger dimensions, he concluded, referred to elements that while appearing 
big were articulated, and scaled down to a more traditional proportion in relation 
to the human figure52. Again, Le Corbusier’s intrinsic humanism was confirmed by 
Samonà. Thus, the gigantism of  the overall intervention for Cagliari was carefully 
broken down into myriad spaces that, while defined through iteration of  similarity, 
were aimed at scaling down bigness into “human proportions”.   
While Samonà’s position towards the new dimension is clarified through the project 
for Cagliari, our other main question still remains unanswered: why is the project 
for Calabria so different from the project for Cagliari? To finally provide an answer 
we need to turn back to Samonà’s discussion of  the emerging professional mentality 
associated to the tertiary sector, and to the related critique he moved to the university. 
Samonà described society as evolving in a way that required more professionals at 
all levels. He acknowledged the fact that specialisation alone did not describe the 
needed new professional worker, who was characterised by higher intellectual skills 
than before. While new specialised branches of  knowledge, and new disciplines were 
continuing to proliferate, the growth of  the tertiary sector was raising the need for 
balancing specialisation with the cultivation of  more generic capacities of  the intellect. 
As Paolo Virno would have described thirty years later, the most important skills 
of  the new worker were “the most generic aptitudes of  the mind: the faculty of  language, the 
inclination to learn, memory, the ability to abstract and to correlate, the inclination toward self-
reflection”53. It was a figure whose working activity increasingly consisted – to say it 
again with Virno - of  “linguistic services”. Problem-solving and adaptation to different 
working conditions (flexibility) were becoming skills as important as the possession 
of  specialised knowledge in one’s discipline and profession. This was the beginning 
of  a process of  “professionalization of  social practices”, that described a blurring of  the 
traditional spheres of  life, private and public, individual and collective, living and 
working. However, the latter couple would still not be de-sanctified in Samonà’s idea 
of  city, and here stands a key to understand the common ground between his two 
university projects.
Professionalization was, for Samonà, a latent general condition of  human kind in the 
era of  mass consumption and leisure54. The university’s mission was to cultivate a 
professional culture, and the way this could be facilitated by a specific organisation of  
space was through a spatial diagram which allowed for the co-existence of  multiple 
activities within a limited space: only in this way learning could take place. 
The university, like other services, had to learn how to abolish the boundary between 
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the provider and the customer of  its particular service (that is, learning). Seen 
under this light, the specificity of  the space of  learning was not anymore exclusively 
coincident with the specificity of  the space of  the school. The inundation of  urban 
services with roles of  social significance meant that they were increasingly being 
intended as an integral aspect of  life rather than just a moment within the old service-
served relationship. Likewise, the university did not have to be understood in the 
old-fashioned meaning of  service with which Italy had understood it: it was not an 
isolated moment of  a student’s daily routine, a place where he went daily to get a 
service. It was not, as the quotation at the beginning of  this chapter says, to be a “zoo 
for teachers and students”. Rather, it was part of  a wider service-based human existence. 
This interpretation, while on the one side introduced the idea of  lifelong learning that 
questioned learning as a specific moment of  one’s existence, on the other side was 
still far from the post-Fordist rhetoric of  learning as a total dimension of  life. The 
latter refers to a notion of  life as a continuum in which living and working become 
increasingly blurred spheres whose common ground is a need to be constantly 
learning, constantly updating one’s knowledge and competences. 
For Samonà, social activities had to find a spatial representation into morphologically 
defined places. Human existence was still understood as a coexistence of  functional 
moments whose different identities could not be de-sanctified. So, the moment of  
dwelling and the moment of  working were still represented spatially as different parts 
of  the city, each of  which had to show its overall coherence. 
This differentiation applied to both of  the university projects he produced. In Cagliari, 
the settlement principle based on a large excavation aimed at contrasting the pattern 
of  urban development that had shaped the metropolitan land of  Cagliari around 
the Molentargius basin. It was a pattern made of  a juxtaposition of  villages that, in 
Samonà’s reading, constituted a limit between the “artificial nature” of  the urban space, 
and the “natural nature” of  the surrounding rural land55. Thus, rather than aiming to 
replicate the existing pattern of  clearly defined built masses (the villages) and turn it 
into an archipelago of  only emergences as Anversa Ferretti had proposed, Samonà 
considered the former as something already provided of  a coherent logic that could 
not be expanded. The only possibility for the further colonisation of  rural land was 
thus to define a settlement principle subjugated to the morphology of  the natural-
rural environment, thus realising a clear figurative contrast between the ‘positive’ 
(over-ground) villages and the ‘negative’ (underground) service core.    
The project was thus meant to add a complementary element to an existing territorial 
framework that applied also in programmatic terms: the residential components would 
be absorbed by the existing villages and by the city of  Cagliari whose core would 
be decongested by the pressure of  tertiary activities that were relocated to the new 
service settlement. A third pole of  this territorial framework was the industrial district 
that was being developed to the west of  Cagliari and that, in contrast to Anversa 
Ferretti’s decision of  relocation of  the industrial pole, was accepted by Samonà. The 
common ground among the parts was a restructured rural area in which agricultural 
activities and leisure would co-exist in a new conception of  the ‘city in a park’. 
As far as the residential component is concerned, Samonà did not produce any detail 
project or drawing for it. He simply suggested that additional residences should be 
planned by the university together with other public actors only inside the existing 
urban settlements, so as not to disrupt the new territorial balance that the service 
core would help to shape. Conversely, the residential component became the real 
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centre of  attention in the project for Calabria. Keeping it separate from the university 
was nothing but the confirmation of  the territorial organisation that the project 
for Cagliari had attempted to set-up. Differently from Cagliari, where urbanity had 
materialised over time in very compact villages creating a clearly defined figure-ground 
relation with the open landscape of  the countryside, the condition of  the territory 
outside of  Cosenza was made of  smaller, more diffused settlements. 
Similarly to what Samonà had done in Cagliari, the project for the university was 
seized as an opportunity for providing an exemplar solution to kick-start a different 
spatial arrangement for the territorial city. Whereas the service settlement in Cagliari 
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covered the whole site in the attempt to maximise its exemplar presence, in Calabria 
the same goal was pursued by focusing mainly on the new residential neighbourhood. 
The fact that the competition brief  asked for a “residential university” was thus just 
a fortunate coincidence that, however, cannot explain the rational of  the project. 
Such rationale is to be located into a precise idea of  city made of  contrasting parts. 
Thus, the residential quarter is figuratively contrasting with the adjacent university. It 
is indubitable that the latter lost the clarity that characterised the project in Cagliari. 
While still based on similar concepts of  iteration and extensibility, the intrinsic 
contradictions embedded in the final form of  the linear settlement in Cagliari were 
lost, and resolved into a more simple juxtaposition of  volumes expressing a more 
linear form-function equation. However, this can be interpreted not simply as a failure 
but as a drawback deriving from the attempt at keeping coherence with an idea of  city. 
Most of  the design efforts of  Samonà in Calabria were put on the residential project 
that aimed to serve as an example for the design of  public collective housing capable 
of  showing a way beyond the mere repetition of  schematic types derived from 
manuals. The arrangement of  the linear residential blocks was again based on a 
balance between enclosure and openness. The neighbourhood proposed an argument 
of  a fabric made of  urban blocks that, however, were not a replica of  the 19th century 
city. The residential structures bended continuously to define interior courtyards. The 
latter, while pursuing the sense of  enclosure stated as unavoidable by Samonà, also 
merged into one another. The result was a fluid concatenation of  open spaces framed 
by the residences and whose statement was the same as in Cagliari: a package of  total 
order “that unifies in a relation of  correspondence and interdependence the buildings and the exterior 
spaces that tie them into a formal unity. […] The new typologies deriving from this model could no 
longer be divided into traditional typologies that distinguish a domain composed by the general schemes 
of  the individual buildings from that composed by schemes for the urbanistic configuration.”56  
The two projects for Cagliari and Calabria are thus two different, perhaps 
complementary, instances of  a way to kick-start a new territorial city. In this new city 
the university, that is, the old elite institution, was supposed to dissolve. In Samonà’s 
vision we can find an early and still fuzzy premonition of  the current patterns of  
higher education that branch off  from the central core of  the institution to define 
the university experience as one made of  stages, internships, periods of  study abroad, 
collaborations with private bodies, etc. The student was already a professional 
worker that was not to be incubated inside an idyllic academic community but had 
to be absorbed into a more permeable study-work environment. Paradoxically, 
the dissolution of  the old university had to happen through its opposite spatial 
representation, namely that of  concentration on a massive scale. The reason for this 
was that, for Samonà, only in this way could a real new urban territory be created.  
As I will discuss later, Giancarlo De Carlo also aimed at a strategy of  dissolution 
of  higher education as a more permeable and open-source service. However, while 
the latter would consider the fabric of  the existing city as the perfect medium that 
would keep together the scattered pieces of  the dissolved institution, for Samonà the 
dissolution resulted into the creation of  an entirely new built environment.
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The anthropogeographical university
Vittorio Gregotti’s projects for the universities of  Florence and Calabria
Chapter 2
“Once accomplished, the image of  the new ‘heterotopia of  culture’ engages in a dialogue with the 
landscape that is made of  ‘prearranged disharmony’. It could moralistically be observed that it 
expresses a strong will to form for the most informal of  Italian institutions.”1
“Now, the university is in crisis because the very idea of  development on which it is grounded is in 
crisis; this is the idea of  rationality immanent to a development model based on exigencies defined by 
production, on the instrumental use of  science for technical needs, on the sectorialisation of  disciplines 
according to professional competences, on the functional division of  intellectual labour from material 
labour, and on the selection and social stratification caused by a class management of  knowledge.”2 
Between 1970 and 1974 Vittorio Gregotti took part and won two of  the main 
architectural competitions for the design of  universities in Italy. The two competitions 
differed widely as far as the conditions of  the two locations where the universities 
had to be located were concerned. In Florence the aim was the relocation of  the 
existing university from the congested historic city to a large site in the western 
periphery. Conversely, in Calabria the university had to be created from scratch in a 
region where no higher education institutions were located at the time. In Florence the 
competition tied into the framework set by the city’s master plan, which defined the 
guidelines for projecting Florence into a new metropolitan dimension. The relocation 
of  the university was seen as a first episode of  a new territorial organisation of  the 
city within a wider picture that encompassed the surrounding municipalities, and 
re-conceived the city/countryside relation. In Calabria the university had to act as a 
real colonising device to start a process of  socio-economic development in one of  
the most depressed regions in Italy. However, regardless of  the strong differences 
between the two socio-cultural contexts both competitions shared a basic notion: the 
recognition of  the university as a major actor for territorial change that could interpret 
the changing urban dimension from city to territory.   
Between 1963 and 1967 Gregotti had elaborated the theoretical bases for his personal 
approach to the new territorial scale of  the city. Operating within the fertile context of  
the Italian architectural debate of  the 1960s, Gregotti partly distanced himself  from 
the mainstream notions that were being related to the new urban dimension, namely 
città territorio and città regione. In a series of  issues of  the magazine Edilizia Moderna he 
edited from 1963, and in particular in the book “Il territorio dell’architettura” Gregotti 
introduced a reading of  the geographical scale of  territory as a formal structure, 
claiming architecture’s role to be the measuring of  territory, and the explication of  its 
inner formal characteristics in figurative terms through a project. He could thus state 
that “the origin of  architecture does not lie in the hut, the cave or in the mythical ‘Adam’s house in 
paradise’. Before a support was transformed into a column, a roof  into a pediment, and stone heaped 
upon stone, man put stone on the ground in order to recognising place in the midst of  the unknown 
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universe and thereby measure and modify it.”3   
Based on this theoretical assumption, Gregotti challenged the main notions on which 
the Italian architectural debate on the city was grounded. In particular, he developed a 
critique to history and typology, and argued for the need to go beyond the structural 
analysis of  the city as a way to distil lessons for a project of  the new urban scale. 
Conversely, he focused his attention on the wider concept of  the “anthropogeographical 
landscape”, which combined a structuralist analysis of  formal structures with a 
phenomenological conception of  space. He thus developed an argument about 
the architectural project at the large scale that aimed at overcoming the typological 
enlargement proposed by some of  the advocates of  città territorio. Such argument 
proposed that large scale and large size were not necessarily synonyms. Nevertheless, 
Gregotti admitted bigness to be capable of  revealing best the potential of  architecture 
at adding figurative significance to a territory, and looked for opportunities to test an 
original approach to the large scale territorial project. 
The competitions for new universities in Italy in the early 1970s offered such an 
opportunity. Thus, similarly to what done by other Italian architects, Gregotti 
seized upon it to provide a critical argument about the changing dimension, and 
conceptualisation of  the city. At the same time, there was something to the specificity 
of  the topic that made it particularly relevant for the advancement of  a critical 
argument about architecture’s social role. The status of  crisis of  the university in 
the 1960s was interpreted by Gregotti as a mirror of  a fragmentation of  culture that 
characterised the modern age, and that had been pushed further by technological 
advancement in the 20th century. If  a new unity of  culture had to be pursued the way 
the architect could contribute was, for Gregotti, by reclaiming architecture’s role in 
providing a figurative meaning to a territory. 
Therefore, a project of  the university ought to be understood beyond its narrow 
definition as a new piece – no matter how large - to be added to the existing city. 
Rather, the complexity of  the university offered the project of  the institution as a 
possible way to inflect territory at a large scale. This was done by Gregotti in Florence 
through the deployment of  a settlement principle that took the university as the 
‘mother cell’ of  a wider territorial modification. The project for Florence, however, 
could be seen as the result of  some compromise deriving from the participation to 
the competition within a large group that besides Gregotti’s closer collaborators in 
Milan included a group of  Florentine architects headed by urbanist Edoardo Detti. 
This resulted in a project that combined Gregotti’s idea of  architecture as a way of  
measuring, and giving figurative character to a geographical condition with the more 
canonical notion of  città territorio as a series of  dense, large agglomerations punctuating 
a territory that was promoted by Detti. Conversely, in Calabria Gregotti, working alone 
with his collaborators, read and modified the landscape through the most synthetic 
gesture: a line spanning over the valleys of  the metropolitan area of  Cosenza. It 
was there that through a combination of  the overall bigness of  the settlement and 
the interior articulation of  its parts, Gregotti’s approach to the geographical scale 
found its most deliberate explication in the definition of  the university as a territorial 
infrastructure and productive machinery.    
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Delirious university. Florence
“Carcassonne was designed for defence. A modern city will be renovated only starting from an ordered 
conception of  movement, which is also defence from the destruction of  the city by the automobile. The 
centre of  the city is an explicit destination; it’s not a place to be crossed. Large harbours for vehicles 
– or entrance towers to the civic centre – will surround the internal core of  the city. They will be the 
gates, limits, and also the first images that will remain impressed in the visitor.”4      
The master plan of  Florence (Piano Regolatore Generale – PRG) produced by 
Edoardo Detti in 1962 defined the framework for the re-conceptualisation of  
Florence as an urban environment extending well beyond the old city walls. A key 
proposal of  Detti’s plan was the territorial projection of  Florence on the western 
plain that stretched from the city to the smaller towns of  Prato and Pistoia. A wide, 
urbanised territory was envisioned whose organisation along the westward “development 
axis” (asse attrezzato) could be driven by some large scale infrastructure. 
Alongside a new centro direzionale, the expansion of  the international airport, and the 
augmentation of  traffic ways and railways, a 46-hectare area in close vicinity to the 
town of  Sesto Fiorentino, and to the future new centro direzionale was zoned for the 
university. The announcement in 1970 of  the International Competition for the design 
of  the new seat of  the University of  Florence, to be located according to the master 
plan, thus set the opportunity not only to rethink an institution in crisis – the Italian 
university -, but to kick-start the creation of  the territorial city envisioned by Detti. 
The competition was won by a project presented under the motto “Amalassunta” 
by a team of  architects that, alongside Vittorio Gregotti included Edoardo Detti 
himself5. Needless to say, the project confirmed the main points of  Detti’s master 
plan, and in particular the hypothesis of  the new territorial scale of  the city as solution 
to the increasing tertiarisation of  the economy. Indeed, the university proposed by 
Amalassunta was itself  conceived as an integral part of  the tertiary armature of  the 
city6. 
The project could be summed up as a large ‘tertiary-leisure theme park’ in which the 
logics of  an office, of  a shopping mall, and of  a learning environment were blurred. 
The co-location of  the university with a centro direzionale for tertiary activities showed, 
on the one side, an attempt to rethink the very nature of  those activities to make 
them take the step forward to what would eventually be named ‘advanced tertiary’. 
Left to right
City stretching into territory
Cover page of  presentation brochure for 
Amalassunta
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 
1970-71
(from Studio Barbagli, Florence)
Master Plan of  Florence
Edoardo Detti, 1962
(from Urbanistica n.39, 1963)
Revisiting the city in the park
Amalassunta, plan of  the metropolitan area of  Florence
Vittorio Gregotti, Edorardo Detti, et al., 1970-71
(from Urbanistica n.62, 1974)

Enabling Detti’s master plan
Amalassunta, general plan
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 1970-71
(from Urbanistica n.62, 1974)
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Thus, providers of  tertiary services - like for instance regional governmental offices 
–started to conceive themselves as proper research-based institutions rather than mere 
administrative bodies. On the other side, a new conceptualisation of  the university 
was also emerging that was assimilated to a large office, leading to the identification of  
academic man – including the student - with any tertiary worker.         
Indeed, the student addressed by Amalassunta shared with the working class a similar 
condition, in particular the difficulty in accessing affordable housing, and the related 
problem of  the integration between housing and workplace.7 This is the reason why 
the student shouldn’t be treated as a special human being, and sent in temporary exile 
to a campus hall of  residence. To put it in Foucauldian terms, such a retreat into a 
protected environment would simply act as a heterotopia of  illusion: once back into 
the ‘normal’ world the reinsertion of  the individual into the fabric of  society would 
be distressing. Rather, Amalassunta considered the student as an average case of  a large 
social segment demanding affordable housing options. 
Reclaiming the non-residentiality of  the university, in opposition to the residential 
model of  the American campus, was a way to acknowledge intelligence to the Italian 
academic tradition, no matter how problematic the Italian model of  university had 
proved to be. Such a tradition considered the university as an episode in the daily 
life of  individuals rather than as a disruption lasting as long as the duration of  an 
academic course. The Italian student had always been one who ‘went’ to the university 
each day, and who assumed his status as a student each time he entered the university 
doors. For the rest of  the day he was one among many citizens whose institutional 
sense of  belonging was more related to the city than to the university. If  this aspect 
had clear disadvantages that were highly criticised during the debate on university 
reform in the 1960s – when the lack of  a ‘sense of  community’ made some even 
praise the Anglo-American model of  the university8 – some still considered it a 
positive example of  engagement between the university and the city.   
Amalassunta sided with the latter position. Nevertheless, it did not propose an 
uncritical refusal of  the American campus model of  the university for the parochial 
defence of  some Italian tradition. In fact, the project argued for the necessity to 
invert the very logics that ruled the Italian university, and its relation with the city. 
The new urban dimension. Ladders
Amalassunta, perspectival study
Vittorio Gregotti Edoardo Detti,etal., 1970-71
(from unpublished presentation brochure of  the project)
The new urban dimension. Inside vs Outside
The paradigm of  the Green Belt
Greater London Plan
Patrick Abercrombie, 1944
Repositioning the core
Amalassunta, typological study of  the historic 
centre of  Florence
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 
1970-71
(from Urbanistica n.62, 1974)
The student as urban medicine
Amalassunta, proposal of  student housing in 
the historic centre of  Florence 
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 
1970-71
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972)
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The inversion proposed by Gregotti and his team was from a most predominant 
understanding of  the university as a parasitic entity that took advantage of  its 
position within the city for the many services the latter had to offer, to one in which 
the university itself  could perform as a wide-ranging civic service. In other words, 
Amalassunta proposed to consider the university as a large-scale urban service open to 
a much wider public than the academic community.     
If  the university had to drive the tertiarisation of  society it could not be narrowly 
reduced to a single episode to be solved architecturally. Conversely, it was a wider 
problem of  social re-organisation at the scale of  the city, and of  its wider urban 
territory. This understanding of  the university was already expressed by the 
competition brief  that asked for the “global organisation of  the University of  Florence, its 
internal functioning and its integration with the city”9. Gregotti’s team acknowledged the risks 
inherent in the decision taken by the university of  relocating most – if  not all – of  its 
buildings and activities outside of  the historic centre. However, rather than indulging 
on a binary opposition between ‘university inside-university outside’, they took on the 
challenge of  rethinking the very meaning of  city. In such rethinking, the opposition 
inside-outside lost its centrality to the advantage of  a unitary understanding of  a wider 
urban territory. 10    
The new location chosen for the university was peripheral only if  considered in 
relation to the old core of  Florence. However, if  considered within what Detti’s 
master plan could define the ‘city’, it suddenly appeared to occupy a much more 
central position. The confirmation of  the disjunction between living and working/
studying - which was the main objection to the residential campus model advanced 
by Amalassunta – was instrumental to reconceive the university’s contribution to the 
urban territory as a whole, that is to say, including the old city core. In fact, the student 
was considered as a sort of  medicine to heal the ills of  a rundown historic centre that 
had been congested by tertiary activities, and had progressively lost its function as a 
residential environment. 11 In the intentions of  Amalassunta, the university would still 
inhabit the city core through the many student residences that would be scattered 
around the centre. These would be housed into renovated old buildings, and intended 
as affordable housing targeted, as said, not only to the students but to a wider social 
segment.
In short, Amalassunta proposed the simultaneous confirmation of  the split between 
residences and properly academic functions that was typical of  the Italian university, 
and their scaling up to the ‘new urban dimension’. Besides this split the university 
itself  was reconceived beyond its most immediate teaching and research missions. 
Amalassunta declared the university as a ‘policing agent’ over the territory whose 
role was to exert a controlling, directing action over the urban dynamics, adding to a 
history of  urban planning that in the 20th century has been characterised as a series of  
attempts at controlling urban growth. One of  the most famous, and copied strategies 
deployed to achieve such a task was the green belt, originally proposed by Patrick 
Abercrombie in the early 1940s to put a limit to London’s growth. In its original 
formulation, the green belt was meant to impose a clear disjunction over the built 
environment that clearly distinguished an inside (mostly densely built) from an outside 
(where building was to happen in a less homogeneous way through some dense urban 
aggregations, namely the new towns).      
The idea of  a città territorio was proposed in Florence by means of  a different 
settlement principle. Rather than on a circular crown of  preservation, Amalassunta 
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proposed a ladder scheme that did not aim at the clear distinction of  the natural from 
the artifice. In order to make those two conditions coexist within the continuity of  
a pervasive urbanity the project relied on the figurative capacity of  architecture. In 
other words, the territory was provided with a figural presence that aimed to give new 
meaning to an existing territorial condition. 
The main armature for a reconfiguration of  Florence as città territorio was the westward 
development axis. The overall aim was to make the change from a concentric 
model of  urban growth around Florence to the idea of  a linear city. To do this a 
coordination of  the urban policies of  many municipalities was needed. The architects 
of  Amalassunta lamented the lack of  any such coordination among the master plans of  
the towns in the Florentine region. In their view this had given shape to a territorial 
organisation shaped by mere functional promiscuity without any morphological 
coherence. Thus, the opportunity they envisaged in the competition for the university 
was the clarification of  the settlement principle of  that particular urban territory12.    
Amalassunta firstly defined this settlement principle at the scale of  the new university; 
subsequently, it applied it to the whole città territorio. The principle was based on 
a combination of  formal finiteness and possibilities for modification that aimed 
to go beyond what Gregotti and his team considered to be the two main types of  
architectural responses given to the mass university in the 1960s13.  These responses 
were, on the one side, the open diagrams that refused to control some finite formal 
configuration and, on the other side, the compact, homogeneous models that 
mimicked the complexity of  urban environments14. Amalassunta rejected both ideas, 
that is, the totally undifferentiated space and the reproduction of  city in miniature. 
Rather, it aimed to offer a new territorial figure that conceived architecture as a 
moment of  synthesis of  the structural elements of  the territory in which it was 
located. In fact, the project read the settlement diagram that organised the plain 
stretching from Florence to Pistoia, namely the Roman centuriatio, and materialised it in 
three dimensions through a double operation of  thickening and fragmentation/drift.   
Reiterating what Gregotti did in the housing scheme for quartiere Zen in Palermo, 
the Florentine university settlement recuperated the finite form of  a Roman castrum. 
Whereas in Palermo the residential insulae were the basic block that was repeated 
Insulae and Castrum
Model of  Quartiere Zen, Palermo
Vittorio Gregotti et al., 1969
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to create a fabric, in Florence such a fabric was made of  emergent elements and a 
horizontal podium. Thickening resulted from the clear definition of  the settlement’s 
boundary - that could be inscribed inside a rectangle – and the subsequent vertical 
extrusion of  a continuous horizontal slab. The proportional ratio of  centuriatio was 
confirmed, and made explicit through the placing of  five linear blocks along the 
boundary lines of  agricultural plots. Each of  these blocks measured more than one 
kilometre in length, 57.60 metres in width, and was organised on a regular 7.20x7.20 
metre grid15.
The horizontal slab and the linear blocks were conceived in a relation of  mutual 
dependency and necessity. Together they defined the basic module of  an urban 
territory in which the monumental emergences – the linear blocks – provided a 
measure and a rhythm to the city, and enclosed an interior horizontal landscape that 
confirmed the horizontality of  the plain in which the university was located. The 
linear blocks were not declinations of  existing typologies, and did not respond to 
the exigencies of  flexibility and adaptability - that were requested by the supposedly 
unstable condition of  the university - through the renunciation to formal definition. 
Conversely, they relied on their bigness to simultaneously provide interior adaptability 
and exterior monumentality and fixity. 
The interior adaptability was particularly related to the uncertain future organisation 
of  the Italian university. Italian politicians and university officials had been debating 
for almost a decade about the creation of  departments to restructure higher education 
around a more cohesive relation between teaching and research – or, to put it in other 
Emergence and Fabric
Amalassunta, studies of  the plan
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 1970-71
(from unpublished presentation brochure of  the project)
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words, to define a real research-based university. However, by 1970 no consensus 
had been achieved yet regarding what a department should be, not to mention how 
it could be organised spatially. Therefore, Amalassunta clearly operated an instance 
of  what years later Rem Koolhaas’s discussion of  bigness in architecture named 
‘lobotomy’16. Amalassunta, in fact, designed the university as two interrelated but 
specific projects: on the one side was the project of  the interior organisation of  the 
university that was targeted to the daily functioning of  a partly specific, partly generic 
machinery; on the other side, was the project of  the territorial scale of  the university 
that also operated on the ambiguity between the closed and the open figure. Thus, 
a different conception of  flexibility was proposed from the one that resulted from 
the additive logics of  modular systems – particularly fashionable in the 1960s among 
designers of  universities. While the latter deployed dialectic between parts and whole 
that, ultimately, subordinated the whole to the readability of  the parts, Amalassunta 
accorded priority to the overall formal configuration that shadowed the modularity on 
which that form was nevertheless based – something that became even more evident 
with Gregotti’s project for the University of  Calabria. Therefore, the 7,20x7,20 grid 
was not an obsessive presence but got diluted in the organisation of  the plan, and in 
particular in the variability of  the transversal section of  the linear blocks.    
In programmatic terms, the five blocks housed the ‘schools’ that made up the 
university17. Their interior articulation provided different spatial opportunities aimed 
at that osmosis among disciplines that was taken as a goal for a real reform of  higher 
education. In other words, the whole university was supposed to be reconfigured 
according to various, future departmental organisations of  the university while 
keeping its overall external formal unity and finiteness. The schools were house inside 
a constant transversal section bounded by two ‘rigid’, multi-storey sides. Each of  these 
was divided into four levels above the ground – each with a height of  4 meters – and 
one underground level. The latter was in direct relation with the transport system, 
as automobiles crossed the university only below ground. Between these two sides 
was a central wide space whose transversal section could be variously articulated. 
Here the ‘exceptional’ elements could be placed such as the large classrooms and the 
auditoriums that were suspended over the ground floor. Thus, the transversal section 
deployed a distinction between moments of  exception in the centre, and the normal 
flow of  ordinary activities (study rooms, office spaces, small laboratories, etc.) on the 
two sides.  
The horizontal podium housed all of  the communal service spaces to be used by the 
whole academic community as well as by the larger public. Indeed, here were also 
located the new seat of  the regional offices, and a regional shopping mall. The podium 
was divided into three parallel, longitudinal strips that intersected the five linear blocks. 
These three strips were defined also by the intersection with transport infrastructure. 
The scaling up of  the university as a large territorial service, in fact, depended upon 
an efficient, differentiate system of  collective transportation. Thus, the university was 
crossed longitudinally by a regional railway, a raised metropolitan light railway on top 
of  the extension of  the tangential highway that run to the south of  Sesto Fiorentino, 
and an additional road that crossed the southern edges of  the five linear blocks of  the 
university by cutting through some large scale portals. 
The regional services were located in the northernmost of  the three strips, and 
included the offices of  the regional government, the shopping centre, hotels, leisure 
facilities, restaurants, and cinemas. The central strip housed the general academic 
Lobotomy
Amalassunta, cutaway axonometric and 
transversal sections of  a typical linear block for 
the Schools of  Studies
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 
1970-71
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972)
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services such as the main library, the dining hall, a botanical garden, a sport centre, and 
a centre for arts and performances.  
In section the podium defined a main level (level 49 meters) on which some “piazzas” 
gave access to the side buildings. Beneath this level were the transport infrastructure 
and parking facilities, while on top (level 53 meters) were the terraces faced by the 
regional service centre. The articulation of  the section demonstrated the dependency 
of  the idea of  città territorio from transport infrastructure, and made this inform 
a conception of  the commuter university that owed more to the innovations in 
university design introduced by SOM’s University of  Illinois at Chicago Circle than 
from any other declination of  the campus model that was elaborated in the 1960s 
around the world. SOM’s project had indeed introduced the idea of  the university 
as a large, specialised regional service located outside but in close vicinity of  the 
city centre. Among the main innovations of  the project was the organisation of  the 
university by functions rather than disciplines. So, all teaching was to happen in a 
single building that was shared by the whole university community with the aim of  
maximising chances of  cross-disciplinary fertilization. The dependence of  the project 
on transport infrastructure, its non-residential character, and the breaking up of  
disciplinary barriers were all aspects considered by the architects of  Amalassunta.  
As said, besides thickening the horizontal plain Amalssunta’s settlement principle set 
forward a logic of  fragmentation and drift that recuperated an old understanding 
of  the demarcation of  settlement that could be brought back to the Romans. The 
Roman city used the definition of  its limit as a founding rule more than as a definitive 
assertion. In other words, as noted by Massimo Cacciari, in a response to Rome’s 
colonising ambition, and to its logic of  acquisition of  new territories and people 
through the extension on these of  the Roman law, the Roman city was never a finite 
entity. Rather, it always tended to be ‘delirious’, that is to say, to get out of  the ‘lira’, 
the limit dug around it as first settlement principle18. Similarly, the settlement principle 
of  Amalassunta broke from the finiteness of  the university proper, and colonised a 
wider territory in two ways.  
The first was the extension of  one of  the five linear blocks beyond the northern 
Podium
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Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti,et al., 
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Opposite, top:
The commuter university
Diagram of  organisation by functionsand 
view of  completed campus of  the University 
of  Illinois at Chicago Circle (project: Walter 
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Delirious University
Amalassunta, view of  the northern edge of  the 
settlement with regional train station in Sesto 
Fiorentino
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti,et al., 
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(from unpublished presentation brochure of  the 
project)
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edge of  the university settlement. This allowed the university to stretch beyond its 
boundary, and intersect the railway line coming from Florence in a new station close 
to Sesto Fiorentino. The second way in which the settlement principle denied its self-
referential character, and claimed its aim at kick-starting a new territorial arrangement 
was the dislocation of  a number of  linear blocks similar to the five that framed the 
university. These colonised the territory as a drift from their mother cell.   
Close to the town of  Prato those blocks defined some residential insulae meant to 
provide an ordered extension to the housing stock of  the town that reiterated the 
general ladder principle proposed by Amalassunta to contrast the logics of  oil-stain 
growth along infrastructural lines. The very logics of  transport infrastructure as an 
urbanising device were in fact also inverted. Rather than indefinitely driving the city 
outwards along their lines, thus setting up an unidirectional scheme of  growth form 
centre to periphery, transport infrastructure activated the territory through transversal 
elements that were placed at intervals. A version of  the city in the park was thus 
formulated that was based on the juxtaposition of  built and unbuilt parallel strips, with 
some larger elements – among which the university – interspersed with a thinner tissue 
of  housing and services. 
Around the periphery of  Florence the insulae inverted their transversal placement 
to locate themselves longitudinally to the main traffic arteries leading to the centre 
Opposite:
Amalassunta, views of  the raised metropolitan 
light railway and of  the traffic ways at ground 
level
(from competition report, 1971)
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Louis Kahn, 1951-53
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(drawing by author)
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of  the city. Here they created the park-and-ride terminals that were meant as the 
interface between the historic city and città territorio, and recalled of  Louis Kahn’s silos 
structures with which he had redefined the ‘fortifications’ of  Philadelphia’s centre 
in his 1956 plan. Kahn’s silos were simultaneously a confirmation of  the verticality 
of  the American urban landscape, and a provision of  new ordering devices for that 
landscape. This was something that clearly intrigued Gregotti, as is demonstrated 
by his recurring quoting of  Kahn’s project in his texts19. Conversely, the Florentine 
terminals addressed the horizontality of  the urban tissue and of  the agricultural 
territory and, while designed as homogeneous megastructures, were articulated in 
parts whose dimensions established a dialogue with those of  the 19th century urban 
blocks of  the city20.  
Once the limit of  the old city, and its interface with the territory had been redefined, 
its interior could be reclaimed as a living environment. Following a typological study 
of  the historic centre, Amalassunta proposed to reuse parts of  the housing stock for 
student residences. While also acknowledging the growing importance of  tourism in 
the economy of  the city, Amalassunta’s attempt to reconfigure the city at a wider scale 
was also aimed to avoid the musealisation of  the old city. The confirmation of  the 
split between student residences and academic functions, and the inclusion of  the first 
as a main force to drive a wide policy of  affordable housing inside the old city showed 
how the project of  the university could be handled beyond the mere specificity 
of  designing a set of  academic buildings. Rather, Amalassunta considered it as an 
opportunity to formulate a statement about the city as a whole.     
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Academic infrastructure. Calabria
“Our project seeks above all to direct the construction of  the new University of  Calabria towards a 
principle of  settlement. The choice of  such a principle is preliminary to any subsequent operation as 
its main role is to establish a relation among the various parts composing an architectural organism 
and the site; in our case, this is a relation among the various parts of  a residential university 
organism: teaching and research spaces, residences, and the collective services that are open to an 
outside public. A correct relation among these parts and the site turns the University from being the 
representation and functional model of  an institution to a model of  a new settlement.”21   
One year after winning the competition in Florence, Vittorio Gregotti started working 
on a proposal for the international competition for the design of  the University of  
Calabria. Rather than collaborating with other architects as in Florence, in Calabria 
Gregotti worked only with his team of  closer collaborators. Thus, if  in Florence some 
kind of  compromise had to be somehow accepted, Calabria was the opportunity 
for Gregotti to put more freely to the test the idea of  architecture that he had been 
developing during the 1960s.  
If  the settlement principle proposed in Florence was based on an array of  elements 
logically scattered within the territory, the project for the University of  Calabria was 
conceived as a single linear structure spanning about three kilometres across three 
valleys. It was based on a grid measuring 25.20x25.20 metres, symmetrically organised 
along a longitudinal axis of  7 meters in width. The settlement had a maximum width 
of  110 metres, that is, the equivalent of  up to two modules on either side of  the 
central axis. The central axis served as the main movement spine, and was defined 
as a suspended bridge that gave access to the teaching and research buildings on 
either side. These were defined as parallelepipeds that followed the regular grid, and 
were placed according to logic of  controlled discontinuity that did not depend on 
the arbitrariness of  the architect’s decision but on the relation with topography. The 
settlement spanned continuously across a sequence of  hills and valleys, with the 
modular buildings being located where the topography allowed it. A major rule of  the 
settlement was the constant roof  height of  the buildings, as well as of  the two main 
levels that composed the central bridge. The former created a longitudinal section 
that inverted the more common logics of  a building, and made it work from the top 
to bottom. Thus, buildings kept their top edge perfectly horizontal while changing 
the overall height of  each building according to the topography of  the site, so that 
the university departments could be organised according to a varying number of  
floors. The central bridge distinguished pedestrian movement on the lower level from 
automobile traffic on the top level, with technical ducts running in between the two.      
Whereas the horizontal landscape of  the Florentine plain had been measured by 
means of  a thickening of  the ground, in Calabria horizontality was superimposed 
arbitrarily with the aim to stress the harsh topography of  the territory. Although the 
competition brief  did not explicitly ask for a wider master plan for the metropolitan 
area of  Cosenza – as it had been the case in Florence -, and sought for projects more 
focused on the scale of  the university and its needs – future adaptability and growth 
in particular – Gregotti interpreted it as an opportunity to formulate a position within 
the debate on the new dimension of  the city – that is, on città territorio. In his words, 
the project aimed at “orienting towards an urbanised territory, in contrast with an invasion of  the 
Drift
Amalassunta, view towards Florence with new 
housing ‘insulae’ outside Sesto Fiorentino
Vittorio Gregotti et al., 1970-71
(© Archivio Gregotti)

The process of  knowledge
Plan scheme and longitudinal section of  the University of  Calabria
Vittorio Gregotti et al., 1972-74
(from Casabella n.423, 1977, and from Vittorio Gregotti, Il progetto per l’Università delle Calabrie 
e altre architectture di Vittorio Gregotti, 1979)
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region by the city”22. Thus, the man themes addressed by the project were similar to those 
Gregotti had dealt with in Florence: to avoid the uncontrolled expansion of  the city, 
to preserve the agricultural uses of  the land, and to enable the capacity of  traffic and 
transportation infrastructure at giving coherence to a wide territory. 
However, the conditions that had to be faced in Calabria were strikingly different from 
those in Florence. Calabria was among the most socially and economically depressed 
regions in the whole of  Europe. Therefore, the project of  a new university – the 
first in Calabria, as well as one of  few in the south of  Italy – was charged with high 
expectations as to the developmental acceleration it could trigger. From the outset the 
new university was seen as a new ‘coloniser’ that had to open up new possibilities of  
socio-economic growth. Much of  the political debate on higher education reform in 
Italy had focused its attention on the urgency of  establishing a university in Calabria, 
which had been officialised with a national law in 1968. Likewise, the project of  a 
university in the region had been investigated with interest as a teaching-research 
exercise for architecture students, and had been hailed as the opportunity to provide 
an alternative model of  university for the country23. This model was to be based on a 
new, stricter relationship with the production sector, and with industry in particular. 
Compared to Florence, the competition brief  in Calabria was thus more focused on 
an understanding of  the real productive nature of  the university24. In other words, the 
university was to be conceived as an industrial undertaking, in which the type of  work 
done by the students was more akin to that of  an industrial worker – in the practical 
laboratories – than to that of  the tertiary office worker. Conceiving the university 
as a total productive environment left little space to the excursions in the realm of  
Cutaway axonometric of  a slice of  the central 
bridge with attached departmental buildings
Vittorio Gregotti et al., 1972-74
(from Vittorio Gregotti, Il progetto per 
l’Università delle Calabrie e altre architectture 
di Vittorio Gregotti, 1979)
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commercialisation and leisure that had been declared as a new constituting dimension 
of  higher education in Florence, and resulted in the proposal of  a university/shopping 
mall/centro direzionale.      
The connections that the university had to set up were not with the administrative 
activities of  a new regional service centre as in Florence, but with the research 
activities of  the National Research Centre (CNR – that was to be co-located on the 
university’s site) and, in particular, with new industries to be established in Calabria. 
The university was considered as the opening act of  a new industrial policy, that is, as 
the driver of  new work opportunities, and of  a new industrial culture for the region. 
In this colonising role the university necessarily had to conceive itself, at least in a first 
stage, as a partly self-sufficient community. Therefore, the University of  Calabria was 
the first Italian university to be established as a “residential university”. The split between 
living and working/studying on which Amalassunta’s argument had been grounded was 
thus turned upside down: the student in Calabria did not ‘go’ to university, he ‘lived’ in 
it. 
By getting rid of  the coupling with tertiary activities the university was left alone 
as the only controlling device for a vast territory. Gregotti’s project interpreted this 
role in the most immediate way: the university had to maximise its physical presence. 
At the same time, this maximisation had to fulfil the request of  the competition 
brief  for a spatial organisation as dense as possible that would enable some sense 
of  enclosure and a pedestrian dimension. Rather than relying on a rhetoric made of  
urban metaphors for creating a ‘quasi-city’ environment – although not managing 
to completely avoid the usage of  urban terms such as “piazzas” – Gregotti’s project 
deployed an argument about the research-based university as a process, that is, as an 
infrastructure.    
Architecture had recently materialised in three-dimensional space an argument about 
research as a sphere of  inevitable isolation from reality. Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute 
became the architectural paradigm of  such an understanding of  research that made of  
a mix of  contemplation and total collectivisation the main ingredients of  a laboratory. 
The Salk Institute deployed a spatial diagram in which two parallel buildings enclosed 
a central paved plaza. Each of  the buildings was then divided into two main areas, 
namely the open-plan laboratories and the researchers’ offices that were housed inside 
single towers facing the central plaza. The latter was not conceived as a socialising 
space; rather, it concurred to an idea of  intellectual self-isolation, where at most 
social contacts happened as the crossing of  paths from one wing of  the laboratory to 
the other. The central plaza contributed to the idea of  the whole laboratory being a 
space of  isolation, which was further accentuated by the fact that the windows of  the 
researchers’ offices did not face it directly, but were rotated to overlook the ocean. The 
plaza thus remained as pure space, a proper ‘campus’ understood in its original sense 
as a mere distancing of  buildings. The whole laboratory was thus conceived as a single 
interior with a void in the middle that enhanced its nature as an interior. The life of  
the researcher took place completely within that interior where also the possibilities 
for social intercourse were consumed. Besides the single offices of  the head 
researchers, the central open space was a pause from the total collectivisation of  the 
life in the laboratory, that is, a moment for the recuperation of  an individual sphere. 
Gregotti interpreted the Salk Institute diagram in subsequent projects in his career. 
An example was the Polaris Science Park in Sardinia where a more iconic relation with 
Kahn’s laboratory could be noticed in the deployment of  the central plazas facing the 
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landscape. The very nature of  those open spaces as a component of  the complete 
interiorisation of  research space was even more evident in the project for the new 
Departments of  Sciences at Parc d’Orleans in Palermo, designed in 1969-70, where 
the opening towards nature was less declared, and the central plazas were more clearly 
conceived as a reiteration of  a monastic ortus conclusus. 
However, it was in the Calabria project that this interpretation of  the space of  
research as a large, unitary machinery made of  constant collectivisation and punctual 
episodes of  pause was more effectively achieved. By narrowing the width of  the 
interior ‘courtyard’ – the central spine - to a minimum, the project tended to maximise 
the understanding of  research as a fragmented process that happened in a piecemeal 
fashion among different parts of  larger machinery. The central spine was thus charged 
with a mere role of  allowing movement among those different parts, acting as a pause 
within the continuous process of  research and study. The whole university was thus 
understood as an infrastructure for the continuous overwriting of  new knowledge, 
a space to be continuously crossed, and in which the process of  knowledge creation 
happened as much in the collective spaces of  the laboratory as in the movement of  
the single individual from one space to another. It was not a coincidence that such an 
understanding of  the university as an infrastructure begun and ended in two major 
infrastructural nodes – a highway and a regional train station. 
As said, while in Florence the university was conceived as the mother cell of  a new 
settlement principle made of  detached fragments aimed at reorganising the whole 
metropolitan territory, in Calabria the ambition of  establishing new territorial 
order totally relied on the singularity of  the university settlement. By narrowing 
its transversal section the university could maximise its length, and cross as a dyke 
a large stretch of  rural territory. The reduction of  the university to a long line 
thus accomplished a contradictory goal, namely the simultaneous minimisation 
and maximisation of  its presence as a recognisable element in the territory. Such 
recognisability relied on a rejection of  its camouflage with nature and of  its mimicking 
of  a city environment. Rather, the university was left as an infrastructure in the 
landscape, an instance of  human order placed in a dialectical relation with nature.   
The space of  research
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Theorising the city without mentioning the city.  
Ambiente Totale vs. Città Territorio
“Architecture seems to be increasingly sensitive to the theory of  communication, to the most recent 
experiments in the figurative arts, especially the artists not connected with geometrical abstraction and 
to ties with other expressive forms, without repudiating the specific constructional role of  architecture. 
Therefore it does not focus on the problem of  the city, notwithstanding the importance given to 
population density and stratification. Its main effort is devoted to creating environmental systems as 
special areas, without distinction between natural and artificial environments. Design is connected 
with distribution and formal or functional relationships, rather than seen in terms of  single objects; 
architecture is considered more from the point of  view of  the surroundings and the site than of  the 
space to be filled; the processes of  mimesis and collage are employed, and the idea of  creativity, of  
inductive thinking and of  complex and stratified order become predominant.”25
The two projects for universities provided Gregotti with an opportunity to test his 
attempt at formulating a different approach to the then current debate on architecture 
and the city. In the book “New directions in Italian architecture” (1968) Gregotti himself  
suggested the ways to frame his work in relation to the main trends of  the Italian 
architectural discourse. In the book he identified three main such trends that were 
being developed within the Italian schools of  architecture: “the first deals with the notion 
of  the city as an artefact and tends to return to architecture its ‘monumental’ meaning. The second 
tends to investigate the notion of  physical environment and, starting from the idea of  formal or 
functional relationships and materials, attempts to establish a new way of  adapting to all dimensional 
scales. The third, under the influence of  American theory, tends to direct its interests toward 
formalizing the project procedures, replacing the old material technology with project technology.”26 
Those three trends were made explicit by means of  some examples taken from recent 
student works in Italy. These were the works of  an architectural studio led by Raul 
Greco and Carlo Aymonino in Rome on the design of  a centro direzionale in the area of  
Centocelle in Rome; a studio conducted by Ludovico Quaroni also in Rome on the 
topic of  the “University-City”; and, finally, the works of  Ludovico Savioli’s students in 
Florence for the neighbourhood of  San Frediano. The projects of  Gregotti’s students 
at Politecnico di Milano (1966) were included between the lines of  the text, as if  to 
take the distances from those main trends of  architectural explorations. Gregotti had 
assigned his students the task of  analysing, and proposing transformations for the 
metropolitan territory of  Milan. In the mentioned 1968 book Gregotti coupled those 
images of  student works with similar studies by Salvatore Bisogni and Antonio Renna 
on the Neapolitan territory – which Gregotti also included in the monographic issue 
of  Edilizia Moderna on “La forma del territorio” in 1965. All of  those studies showed a 
different way at handling the then common notion of  the ‘territory’.     
It was in the notion of  territory that Gregotti found a way to formulate an idea 
about the city without directly talking about the city. Gregotti thus took a position 
apart inside the debate on città territorio, and on the new urban dimension that had 
been attracting the attention of  architects in the 1960s, and which had found a major 
platform of  debate in Casabella-Continuità edited by Ernesto Rogers. In 1962, as 
chief  editor of  Casabella under Rogers’ direction, Gregotti took some distance from 
the optimism with which the notions of  città territorio, città regione, and centri direzionali 
were being debated by other contributors to the magazine27. This distancing found 
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its most deliberate moment of  emancipation when Gregotti took the editorship of  
Edilizia Moderna in 196328. It was through the latter magazine that he could set up 
a proper research programme for the definition of  an original contribution to the 
debate on the territorial scale of  the city. By expanding the theoretical discussion of  
architecture’s role in reading and shaping a territory Gregotti went “against the utopia 
of  the inventors of  easy megastructures”, as claimed by Manfredo Tafuri29. Gregotti thus 
embarked in a theoretical path that run parallel to the one that brought Aldo Rossi – 
who also took his first steps from within Rogers’ Casabella – to elaborate his science 
of  urban artefacts.    
Gregotti and Rossi shared the theoretical anxiety of  a generation that aimed to 
re-establish an architectural discourse on the human environment that had been 
dismissed by a naïve understanding of  functionalism. While Rossi kept as his constant, 
direct referent the city, Gregotti did not find in it the opportunity to rethink the 
modus operandi of  architecture. In particular, he opposed the idea of  a city of  parts 
proposed by Rossi - and by Rossi’s older mentor and colleague, Carlo Aymonino -, 
which he considered as a paradox that did not overcome the functionalist mental habit 
of  reasoning by parts. Gregotti thus directed his attention to what he called “ambiente 
totale” (total environment), and considered the world as “matter operated by architecture through 
the invention of  landscape as a whole; rather than emptying some architectural gestures at certain 
scales from their significance, [this conception] attributes to all gestures a new significance; it is, 
in other words, a very different approach from that which for a long time has conceived urban design 
as an enlargement of  architectural design.”30 For Gregotti it was necessary to switch from 
what he considered a widespread attempt of  Italian architectural culture to define 
a theory of  an ‘architecture of  the territory’ towards what he called a ‘territory of  
architecture’. That is to say, his objective was not to populate space with objects, but 
to understand the operative nature of  architecture as one of  simultaneous diagnosis 
and transformation of  a given condition.      
For Gregotti, architecture had to be conceived as a practice oriented to the creation 
of  meaning capable of  keeping together the individual and the collective dimensions, 
the continuous and the fragmentary. At the same time, he looked with suspicion to the 
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study of  the city that was conducted in Italy – mainly under the rubric of  typology/
morphology – as he believed it had little to offer to an understanding of  the scale of  
the territory. Indeed, he argued, the latter meant “not only a larger, but a different kind of  
problem”31.     
Besides the fundamental importance of  his 1966 book Il territorio dell’architettura, 
the editorial trajectory followed by Gregotti with Edilizia Moderna between 1963 
and 1967 helps to understand the ways in which he developed his parallel line of  
research32. The selection of  the topics, each investigated inside a monographic issue 
of  the magazine, showed Gregotti’s interest in the multi-scalarity of  architectural 
thinking and practice. He thus spanned from object design (Edilizia Moderna no. 85) 
to the problems of  the metropolis and his signification through architecture (Edilizia 
Moderna no. 80), to the scale of  landscape design (Edilizia Moderna nos. 87-88, 
and 89). In particular the path from the first issue dedicated to a discussion of  the 
skyscraper (no. 80) to the issue on the “form of  the territory” (nos. 87-88) is of  particular 
significance to understand how Gregotti developed his critique to città territorio. 
The skyscraper was instrumental to develop an argument about typological invention 
that switched from the articulation of  fixed content to the programmatic restlessness 
that many considered a key characteristic of  the process of  tertiarisation of  society. 
The latter had given rise to the rhetoric of  the ‘containers’ (contenitori) as the solution 
to the increasing programmatic instability of  a tertiary city. This had given rise to 
the notion of  centro direzionale, that many understood as such a generic container 
for tertiary activities. In an article titled “Urbanistica ‘opulenta’” published on the 
monographic issue of  Casabella that presented the projects of  the competition for a 
centro direzionale in Turin in 1963, Paolo Ceccarelli argued that while the insistency on 
the multiplication of  functions to be accumulated inside a centro direzionale could be 
seen as a reaction to the mono-functionality of  modernist zoning, it ultimately was 
nothing but an arbitrary choice of  the architects – which resulted in the “’acropolis’ 
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designed by Quaroni, Aymonino’s big auto-silos, or the massive elementary volume proposed by 
Rossi.”33
In the previous issue of  Casabella Alberto Samonà had criticised the increasing 
interest on those generic containers of  functions34. Samonà questioned that interest 
in relation to the acknowledged crisis of  the notion of  concentration as a key to 
conceptualise the urban. In other words, he wondered whether an effective response 
to such crisis could come from an idea of  territory activated by new, punctual, big 
concentrations of  activities – like centri direzionali – or if  it was necessary to formulate 
a different approach. He argued for the necessity of  retaining an interest in the 
figurative intentionality of  architecture, and he saw a threat to such intentionality 
coming from the genericity of  the building-as-container understood as a black dress 
that could always prove effective in any situation35.   
Gregotti included excerpts of  Ceccarelli and Samonà’s text in the issue of  Edilizia 
Moderna on the skyscraper, and discussed the latter as architectural machinery that 
managed to enact the reorganisation of  a large territory by keeping together genericity 
– of  its interior configuration - and figurative capacity – in relation to a wider 
condition36.  It was this fragile balance that Gregotti tried to address in his writings 
and projects. The multi-scalar capacity of  any architectural gesture was what enabled 
him to make the switch from city to territory without reiterating the practice of  the 
containers, and the practice of  architectural enlargement that he criticised in the work 
of  his colleagues. In other words, he made the switch from city to territory without 
following in the footsteps of  the advocates of  città territorio.    
To formulate his alternative approach to the re-conceptualisation of  the city within 
a wider territorial dimension, Gregotti systematised a number of  different, even 
contrasting references. In the introduction to Il territorio dell’architettura he explicitly 
warned about his use of  two main lines of  thought that some might consider 
contradictory: phenomenology and structuralism. His book thus took on an active 
part inside a season of  architectural discourse that to rethink its modes and reasons 
felt the urgency of  widening its scope, and look outside of  the discipline. Semiotics, 
Geography, and Anthropology had thus become key areas of  interest for an increasing 
number of  architects internationally. This crossing of  disciplinary boundaries was by 
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many considered as a necessity to break the status of  crisis in which architecture had 
been trapped since the post-war drift of  orthodox modernism towards what appeared 
to many as simplistic functionalism. At the same time, others looked with suspicion 
to this tendency to solve the problems of  architecture from its outside. An example 
of  the latter position was, in Italy, Alberto Samonà whose “L’ordine dell’architettura” 
(1970) claimed the need for more serious engagement with a more strict disciplinary 
discourse37.     
In Gregotti’s case the theory of  communication allowed him to unveil the meaning 
of  the “matter operated by architecture” within a geographical scale. Thus, territories could 
be analysed through notational systems recalling those developed in the United States 
by Kevin Lynch, whose work had been popularised in Italy in particular after the 
editorial change at Casabella from Ernesto Rogers to Antonio Barnasconi in 1965. 
Lynch’s analytical tools, however, were not sufficient for Gregotti to grasp the deep 
structure of  a territory. To do this it was necessary to reconceive the very meaning 
of  an architectural intervention, and turn it from mere modification into a diagnostic 
tool – that, nevertheless, always enacted transformation of  the status quo. Thus, 
Gregotti combined Lynch’s methods with the kind of  sensibility to the design of  a 
territory pioneered by Le Corbusier in South America. The result was an approach 
to architecture that put together a synchronic reading of  architecture – that is, 
architecture understood as a set of  principles that remain constant across time – with 
a diachronic reading in which the layering of  meaning over time is conceived as the 
very essence of  the ‘object territory’38.     
While Gregotti’s research established a dialogue with some lines of  research that were 
being conducted in an international context, his main referents were the mainstream 
topics that had been central in the recent Italian architectural debate. This was clearly 
expressed by the way in which Gregotti structured L’architettura del territorio, which 
can be divided into two main parts. The first part was where Gregotti formulated 
his original contribution to the architectural debate by looking at what he called the 
“anthropogeographical” dimension of  a territory. If  this first part could be seen as a 
response to an international stream of  architectural discourse, the second part more 
explicitly addressed the recent Italian architectural debate, and focused on a discussion 
of  two of  the main themes of  that debate, namely history and type.     
In the first chapter, titled “I materiali dell’architettura” (the materials of  architecture), 
Gregotti distinguished the architectural project from architecture per se, defining 
the inevitable figurative nature of  the former. In other words, he claimed that any 
architectural project operated figuratively over a given condition. The main reference 
for this first part was Heidegger’s “Building, dwelling, Thinking”, in particular the 
idea of  “poetically dwelling”, that led Gregotti to claim the essence of  dwelling as 
“the figurative rendition of  the whole cultural model that we could define as total environment”39. 
The notion of  total environment highlighted the fundamental contradiction between 
an absolute entity and the inevitability of  having to rely on the deployment of  finite 
forms as the only way to address it. However, rather than to the production of  
organised forms that are capable of  producing figures, the type of  projective attitude 
of  architecture that he was interested in aimed to the organisation of  already existing 
forms by providing them with a figural characterisation. 
This understanding of  the architectural project as the figural organisation of  what 
already existed was grounded on the acknowledgment of  its inherent multi-scalarity. 
Gregotti distinguished three main scales, which he further elaborated in the second 
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part of  the book on “La forma del territorio”. The three scales were the geographical, 
the topographical (the scale of  “circostante”), and the scale of  the object. From this 
distinction he formulated his main thesis, that is, the idea that the geographical scale 
could unveil an approach to the architectural project that could be applied also to the 
other scales.  
The third chapter of  the book dealt with “Architecture and history”. Again referring 
Heidegger40 and the “phenomenology of  perception” developed by Maurice Merleau-Ponty, 
Gregotti discussed history in relation to the dimension of  individual experience. He 
looked at history as accumulation over time, claiming the role of  architecture to be 
the unveiling of  meaning rather than the superimposition of  a different meaning. For 
Gregotti, as Manfredo Tafuri put it, “meaning is provided by the voyeur who nestles in the 
thickness of  things and events: it is the disenchanted eye that travels the expanse of  geographical space 
recognising in its, mute and mysterious, the signs that make it historical; the signs of  culture that took 
over nature, and the signs of  nature that appears to be willing to challenge new cultures. This means 
to read the territory, in his physical constituency, as an archaeological structure that does not ask 
either for restoration or for completion: the city is no longer the privileged locus of  mèmoire; the built 
fabric is no longer the sea in which to dive for marvellous fishing.”41    
In the latter words the image of  the territory as a palimpsest, on which Andrè Corboz 
would have written almost twenty years later – significantly, for Casabella edited by 
Gregotti – started to emerge42. Corboz discussed the territory as a category that 
went beyond the old dichotomy between city and countryside, as the latter did no 
longer apply to describe the overflow of  an urban mentality from the limits of  what 
traditionally could be called a city. The territory was defined as an artefact, as an object 
of  production rather than as natural datum. Therefore, it was always the result of  
some sort of  organisational attempt in which natural events and human interventions 
combined continuously. This meant the constant existence of  a collective imaginary 
about the territory; however, this imaginary was never a static legacy from the past. 
Rather, it was always under production, it was always a project, a palimpsest of  
continuous superimpositions, erasures, disjunctions, etc. This was the way in which 
Gregotti understood territory as an historical category.
Analysing territory: Lynch+Le Corbusier
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Gregotti’s discussion of  history was instrumental to propose his thesis about what 
he called the anthropogeographical landscape – “the environment that is modified by the 
action and presence of  man”43. This could be seen as a critical response to the notion 
of  “ambiente” (environment) that had been developed by Ernesto Nathan Rogers44. 
Rogers’s notion of  “preesistenze ambientali” considered the key aspect of  ambiente to 
be its belonging to the historical continuum45. “Considering ambiente means considering 
history”, he claimed taking for granted a twofold understanding of  the relation between 
“invenzione e ambientamento”: on the one side, there was the justification of  past events 
through the facts that caused them; on the other side, there was an understanding of  
the present as an original creation. 
As noted by Adrian Forty, the idea of  ambiente developed by Rogers was indebted to 
T.S. Eliot’s 1917 essay “Tradition and the individual talent”, in which we can find the seed 
of  the former’s idea of  ‘continuity’ as a fundamental notion to understand architecture 
and, in general, any artistic artefact46. Eliot had criticised a diffuse understanding 
of  the artist that emphasised his being a genius operating thanks to a rare ability 
to spontaneity. Conversely, Eliot argued for the impersonality of  art, and for the 
inevitable insertion of  any new work of  art within a continuum. Such insertion, 
however, was never neutral as it always caused some readjustment of  the status quo. 
Eliot thus aimed for a different conceptualisation of  the relation between present and 
past, looking at the former as provided with a consciousness of  the latter that the 
latter could not have of  itself47.    
The idea of  architecture as continuum, that is to say, as a project that operated 
within the consistency of  historical continuity, became a fundamental aspect for 
some of  the ‘disciples’ of  Rogers, among which Aldo Rossi and Giorgio Grassi in 
particular. Whereas Rossi reformulated the idea of  ambiente through the notion of  
“locus” understood as the quality that makes of  a specific urban artefact a coherent, 
unique element, Gregotti looked at geography as a formal system that could make him 
overcome the understanding of  ambiente as historical continuum. Gregotti coupled an 
interest on temporal continuity with one on spatial discontinuity. He claimed the only 
way to enact some advancement through transformation – that is, the goal of  any 
project – to be by means of  some disarticulation. This implied a stage of  ‘amnesia’ in 
the design act, that is to say, the necessity to exit history once transformation was to 
be enacted. In Gregotti’s words: “the pleasure of  pure historical contemplation is not sufficient 
[…]; what is necessary is our resolution to revise, suspend, and suspect about a given judgement in 
order to define a new horizon of  historic rationality.”48   
Gregotti was thus more interested in discontinuity than in continuity. He thus charged 
the figure of  the fragment with a major role in architectural design, which aligned his 
thought with that of  another architect who, also in 1966, published a critical argument 
about the need to re-theorize architecture. This was Robert Venturi’s “Complexity 
and contradiction in architecture”. Significantly, Venturi explicitly referenced T.S. Eliot’s 
essay on tradition49 to set forward his thesis about the inevitable fragmentary nature 
of  any architectural act claiming for some residual meaning in the latter part of  the 
20th century. Gregotti did not quote Eliot explicitly but, as seen, his influence was 
mediated by Rogers. However, his handling of  Eliot’s argument was closer to Venturi’s 
than to Rogers’ as he turned upside down the latter’s attempt at reading the unity of  
art as a fact that kept a coherence overtime, to stress the disjunctive essence of  the 
architectural project.   
As noted by Tafuri, Gregotti aimed at a quasi-suspension of  historical time, “towards 
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a conception of  history as a series of  subsequent, discontinuous configurations in wait for a 
meaning”.50 Gregotti saw the territory as an object of  architectural study that could 
teach architecture to think differently about the relation between the new and the old. 
It was not just a matter of  “reading and recognising an existing structure as valuable in relation 
to the location of  new object [as implicit in the idea of  preesistenze ambientali]; on the contrary, 
it is a matter of  advancing new values in relation to which the historicity of  existing matter, even 
when it presents itself  as ‘monument’, is offered as richness, as a complex articulation of  matter itself  
[…]”51Designing the territory meant simultaneously to verify its internal structure, and 
to add a new value level through an operation of  figurative rendition. It combined, 
in other words, analysis and intervention. The territory thus became the seal to an 
‘escape from the city’ attempted by Gregotti since his early design activity, and that 
developed through a gradual enlargement of  the object. In the beginning the object, as 
noted by Tafuri, was the design object – the “sedia Cavour” – onto which the “willingness 
for form” of  a new generation of  architects was manifested; it than moved to become 
the building “without a city” as in the case of  Gregotti’s projects in Novara in 1955; 
and ended up in the unification of  geography and architectural project. “The theme of  
‘preesistenze ambientali’ – concluded Tafuri – made a scale jump that involves the whole design 
methodology, and the policies that are related to it.”52   
Besides history, the other main watchwords of  post-war Italian architectural discourse 
were indubitably type and typology. These were addressed by many architects as a way 
to overcome modern functionalism, and reassert the inner meaning of  architecture 
beyond its dependence on specific uses. Gregotti addressed type in the last chapter 
of  Il territorio dell’architettura with the aim of  stressing how also what had appeared as a 
salvific notion was already showing its limitations. 
Type and typology had entered the architectural vocabulary of  the 1950s mainly 
through the work on historical city fabrics by Saverio Muratori at the school of  
architecture in Venice (IUAV). His work eventually inspired others to take forward 
a rediscovery of  type as the essence of  architecture, leading in particular Carlo 
Aymonino and Aldo Rossi to discuss the city in typological terms. The rediscovery 
of  type by the school of  Venice has been described as a third wave of  typological 
thinking in architectural thought, following a first conceptualisation of  type provided 
by Quatremere de Quincy in the late 18th century, and a second wave developed by 
Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand in the early 19th century. The latter, in particular, operated 
a functionalist reduction of  the idea of  type switching to the notion of  “genre”, that is, 
of  a categorisation of  “building types” according to their specific functions. The “third 
typology” that originated in Italy in the 1950s-60s was a reaction to such functional 
mortification of  the notion of  type, and a return to Quatremere’s definition of  it as 
the inner structure of  architecture. The analysis of  the city provided a way to reveal 
the typological nature of  architecture.
In reviewing this trajectory followed by type over the course of  almost two centuries, 
in the late 1970s Rafael Moneo noted how even the third wave of  typological thinking 
had reached its limits. That was because of  a difficulty in turning type from an 
analytical category into an operative instrument for design. According to Moneo, the 
problem stood in the fact that the distillation of  type from a given historical context 
did not manage to allow for the ‘de-sanctification’ of  that context. “Typology today – 
Moneo argued - has come to be understood simply as a mechanism of  composition. […] The type 
as inner formal structure has disappeared.”53 The result was an attempt at designing the city 
through the juxtaposition of  image-types that were nothing but iconic fragments of  a 
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formal urban structure that had been exploded.  
Gregotti noted a similar problem in the optimism with which type had been hailed 
as the way to re-theorise an architectural approach to the city that could fit to the 
emergence of  a new, territorial dimension of  the urban. The way to handle a world 
increasingly made of  fragments, that is to say, the way to reclaim a capability to “project 
urban form with [some] degree of  confidence” – to use Kenneth Frampton’s words54 – was 
by embracing a totally different way of  conceiving type in relation to the notion of  
a “total environment” discussed by Gregotti as the matter that could be operated by 
architecture. 
Gregotti criticised a conceptualisation of  type as a mere question of  spatial 
distribution. He opposed the 19th century legacy of  looking at type in terms of  a set 
of  solutions providing some rules for the organisation of  the plan of  a building. He 
listed the reasons for the crisis of  the notion of  type: the increasing instability of  
functions that were associated to some consolidated building types, which was due 
to the increasing necessity of  defining a “high urban effect”, and to the evolution of  
communication technologies that tended to “reduce to dust typology as a spatially unitary 
service”; the increasing speed of  consumption of  services that was linked to rapidly 
changing social demands, and called for the definition of  ‘containers’ that were to 
be decreasingly ‘typical’ to adapt themselves to a condition of  instability; and a more 
general semantic crisis of  type related to a growing dispersion of  the social body that, 
on the one side, led to “a scale shift of  the semantics of  type, understood as a way to punctually 
mark, and specialise a territory through sufficiently robust elements capable of  their own territorial 
semantic”55; and on the other side, granted the design of  territory a capacity of  figural 
signification.      
Gregotti thus made the switch towards a possible “territorial type” that, from a 
functional perspective was characterised by a layering of  functions, while from a 
formal perspective combined the unavoidable finiteness and fragmentary nature of  
architectural intervention with the attempt to “create new formal unity between type and 
organism provided that the traditional conceptions of  organism and type be overcome.” 56  
To sum up, Gregotti aimed to propose a necessary expansion of  the understanding of  
the designable environment. The city was not sufficient a domain to provide a proper 
advancement in architectural theory. This, in his view, was proved by the dead-end 
into which the discourse on typology/morphology had ended up. The city, he argued, 
had become too corrupted, too heterogeneous, and no longer conceivable through a 
set of  stable categories. Thus, it could hardly provide what the advocates of  a ‘third 
typology’ were arguing, namely an approach and a method to handle the new urban 
scale. Those categories that had been hailed as capable of  redeeming the city in its 
old meaning – history and type – were not enough to address the problems that were 
arising from the dramatic expansion of  an urban mentality over large territories. 
A switch towards a wider conceptualisation of  the territory as a formal structure 
was necessary. At the same time, it was necessary to find a testing ground for the 
deployment of  a different approach to the new scale of  the city. The university, with 
its deep crisis and urgency to be reconceived at a new scale, as a driving force for the 
socio-economic development of  large territories, provided such a testing ground.  
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Unity for fragmented behaviour
“The principle of  settlement is the synthetic act by which the architect measures the specific place, 
as geography and as history; like every act of  measurement it requires gestures of  radical apparent 
simplicity. From this point of  view there are only two major ways of  approaching a relationship 
with the context. Instruments of  the first are the mimetic description, organic assimilation, evident 
complexity; of  the second, measurement, distance, definition, interiorisation of  the complexity. In 
the first case the problem is the reflecting of  the real, in the second the constitution of  the double. 
This constitution must be founded on a series of  acts of  unquiet division: to build a wall, construct 
an enclosure, define regions; to produce a densely articulated interior that is comparable to the 
fragmentation of  behaviours: a simple exterior that offers itself  as the measure of  the complexity of  
the large geographical scale of  the  environment.”57
The evolution of  the relation between production and territorial figurativeness, 
coupled with the loss of  direct contact between place, production, and consumption 
caused by industrialisation and the technologisation of  the landscape, led to the 
transformation of  nature into culture for the sake of  industrial productivity58. Gregotti 
saw the architect’s role as the inversion of  such process of  subjugation of  nature to 
technology by reclaiming figuratively a unity of  culture, a total environment. This 
implied to rethink the very functioning of  architecture that had also been subjected 
to the processes of  specialisation proper of  scientific and technological thinking. 
The result of  these processes had been the narrowing of  architecture’s scope to the 
scale of  building that caused a split between architecture and landscape design, and 
the loss of  the latter’s multi-scalar capacity. What Gregotti lamented as a loss was the 
Baroque comprehension of  landscape as a dialectical element in the construction of  
urban space. The anthropogeographical landscape could serve as the privileged object 
of  study and scale in which the architect could question his activity and recuperate 
the multi-scalarity of  the architectural project. Multi-scalarity meant that the large 
architectural dimension – gigantism – was not the only possible way to address the 
large scale of  the territory – although Gregotti recognised that bigness allowed to 
better highlighting the potentialities of  the anthropogeographical project.   
Once a theoretical line had been drawn that attempted to set an alternative to 
some of  the main leitmotivs of  current architectural debate while mixing similar 
outer-disciplinary references (structuralism, phenomenology, and geography), what 
was needed was a project to test the theory. Or, to put it in other words, what was 
needed was a design topic that could lend itself  to prove a different methodology of  
architectural approach to the territorial dimension of  the urban. 
The non-reducibility of  the university to a clear architectural typology served 
well Gregotti’s claim to reconsider the very idea of  typology59, as did its intrinsic 
ambiguous relation with the city – between belonging and repulsion – serve his claim 
to overcome the city as a main referent for a new discourse of  architecture. Moreover, 
it was in the institution that most explicitly represented the fragmentation of  culture 
that an experimental ground for the project of  “total environment” could be found.  
The “fragmentation of  behaviours” included within a “simple exterior” that had found 
a physical interpretation in Amalassunta reached its final representation with the 
project for the University of  Calabria. Here the relatively lower ambition of  the 
Calabrese competition, which did not ask explicitly for the production of  a proper 
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regional master plan as in Florence but focused mostly on the scale of  the university 
settlement, was for Gregotti an even better opportunity to claim a different approach 
to the notion of  città territorio. Indeed, rather than drawing a ‘master-plan’ made of  
different parts – despite those parts being conceptually and formally linked to one 
another, and to the university as their mother cell – Calabria gave the opportunity to 
test the large-scale organisational capacity of  the architectural project. 
To reiterate, Gregotti’s different approach to the large urban scale relied on finding an 
alternative to the main ways in which the Italian architectural discourse had developed 
an argument about the city, namely through the relation between typology and 
morphology, and the ‘activation’ of  history intended as collective memory. Conversely, 
in Calabria Gregotti argued for the meaningfulness of  the large-scale architectural 
gesture that lost any form of  typological recognisability, and ‘activated’ the territory 
through its mere bigness, and through the combination of  interior fragmentation and 
simple exterior. 
The latter twofold character of  Gregotti’s architectural approach can be understood 
also as a fitting response to the very crisis of  knowledge in the modern age. This 
crisis had been famously summed up in 1956 by Charles Percy Snow under the 
heading of  the “two cultures”60. Snow referred to the gap between the sciences and the 
humanities, which had been widening in particular during the scientific revolution of  
the 20th century. The problem of  this increasing distinction was not limited to a mere 
difficulty of  communication inside an academic community. In fact, Snow noted that 
this split had massive repercussions in that it hindered the unitary management of  
the processes of  rapid change that society would have faced in the decades to come. 
While not anachronistically opposing to the inevitable process of  specialisation that 
lied at the very heart of  modernity, Snow argued for a need to recuperate a unitary 
understanding of  knowledge, that is, one in which the two parts – the self-proclaimed 
‘intellectuals’ of  the humanities and the scientists – acknowledged the mutual benefit 
of  learning from one another.  
The project of  a university could be considered as an opportunity to claim a 
position about the divarication of  two cultures. The way this divarication found 
its spatial configuration in the Italian academic geography was as an array of  
buildings – or clusters of  buildings – scattered throughout the urban fabric. Each of  
these corresponded to a single discipline or group of  similar disciplines with little 
communication among one another. Giancarlo De Carlo labelled this geography as 
the model of  the “disaggregated university”, which he considered as a drift from the 
continental European model of  a university embedded within the urban fabric61. 
While this situation should be attributed an ‘anthropological’ reason, as the lack of  
communication was highly dependent upon the parochial way in which humans 
managed the academic institution as an archipelago of  feuds with power being 
held in the hands of  the single Chair-professor, a belief  in spatial determinism that 
characterised the 1960s-70s made many argue that at the base of  the situation was a 
physical problem. In other words, there was a diffused belief  that spatial organisation 
could make the change towards enabling high levels of  communication among the 
isolated bits of  the university. Indeed, most of  the architectural history of  university 
expansion in that period could be described as a search for the best spatial diagram of  
multi-disciplinary knowledge. The abolition of  disciplinary boundaries was turned into 
mat-buildings, ‘teaching walls’, modular fabrics, streets-and-plazas, etc.  
Gregotti also took on the challenge to deploy another such spatial diagram for 
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reclaiming a unity to knowledge. Already in the project for Florence he and his team 
explicitly referenced De Carlo’s distinction of  university models (the mentioned 
disaggregated university, the American campus, and the European urban university 
complex), and his call for the definition of  a new, different model. De Carlo called 
this model “centro universitario” (university centre), which Gregotti described as the 
attempt to “reclaim a unity to culture through the stimulation of  continuous exchange among 
specialisations.”62      
However, while many looked at the city to extrapolate lessons of  mix, exchange, and 
permeability to be translated into the space of  the university, Gregotti rejected such an 
approach. Rather than looking inside the city to produce a new piece of  it as a distilled 
version of  the urbanity of  the old city located within the wider picture of  città territorio, 
he looked from the outset at that wider picture, that is to say, at its geographical scale. 
Thus, the physical translation of  a new unity of  culture had to address a new unitary 
settlement principle for the territory. In Florence, due to the mentioned necessity of  
dealing with a large team of  architects, the final solution was partly a compromise 
between Gregotti’s interest in the figurative capacity of  the large architectural 
intervention, and a more canonical città territorio argument for a territory activated 
through punctual – even large scale – agglomerations within a preserved rural park. 
Conversely, in Calabria Gregotti deployed the final vision of  a single architectural 
intervention that, by maximising its size, gave new figurativeness to a territory well 
beyond the limits – albeit big – of  architecture itself.
The unity of  fragmented behaviour
Amalassunta, view of  one of  the linear academic blocks
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 1970-71
(from competition report, 1971)
Academic infrastructure
Sketch of  the University of  Calabria
Vittorio Gregotti et al., 1972-74
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui n.183, 1976)
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“The most radical alternative to school would be a network or service which gave each man the same 
opportunity to share his current concern with others motivated by the same concern. […] A good 
educational system should have three purposes: it should provide all who want to learn with access to 
available resources at any time in their lives; empower all who want to share what they know to find 
those who want to learn it from them; and, finally, furnish all who want to present an issue to the 
public with the opportunity to make their challenge known. […] To deschool means to abolish the 
power of  one person to oblige another person to attend a meeting.”1
A Cartesian grid based on a 125x125 meter module unfolds uninterrupted. It only 
stops when it encounters the signs of  hilly topography, a river being the only element 
left to intersect the lower part of  the grid. A few black dots signal human presence 
scattered among the contour lines of  the hills. Within the grid, as if  in a modern 
Sudoku, a sequence of  numbers is arranged in a linear north-south symmetrical 
fashion. Some other numbers are written within circles, and grouped along two 
lines of  the gridded systems located at a fixed distance between the vertical strips. 
Under the grid a legend reads: 1 Biblioteca, 2 Asilo, 3 Residenza, 4 Gioco Ragazzi, 5 
Parcheggio, 6 Distribuzione carburante, 7 Depositi e magazzini, 8 Centro ricreazione. 
The encircled numbers are also listed: 9 Attrezzature commerciali, 10 Scuola 
secondaria e superiore, 11 Uffici pubblici, 12 Centro culturale, 13 Chiesa, 14 Ospedale, 
15 Attrezzature alberghiere, 16 Cinema teatro. 
The title of  the drawing described above is “planimetria del territorio 1:10000”. The 
location on which the Cartesian grid is superimposed is the plain that stretches 
westwards from Florence towards Prato and Pistoia. The illustration is the Florentine 
group of  architects Archizoom Associati’s idea of  university as it was drawn to 
be submitted at the competition for the new seat of  the University of  Florence in 
1970. The panel is the fourth of  a set of  ten that made up a project titled “I progetti si 
firmano”2 that was developed by Archizoom between the launch of  the competition in 
May 1970 and its submission date in June 19713. 
If  we take a closer look at the territorial plan we can see that it results from the 
repetition of  a main module. At the centre of  the module four squares are reserved 
to the library that occupies a 250x250 meter overall unit. In a first ‘ring’ around the 
library are located kindergartens, residences, and automobile parking facilities. Further 
out are children playgrounds and recreational centres, while in the outermost position 
from the centre are gas stations and warehouses. If  these functions constitute the 
‘university’ proper, a cluster of  services placed in between at regular intervals of  1x1 
kilometres provides a complement to it. On the one side, we can notice that only the 
library still reminds us of  uses associated to the university - although it could also be 
understood as a civic public library, that is, not necessarily associated to an academic 
Chapter 3
Deschooling territory
Archizoom’s project for the University of  Florence
Deschooling territory
I progetti si firmano, perspectival view
Archizoom Associati, 1970-71
(from Domus n.509, 1972)
Continuous university
I progetti si firmano, Panel 4 “Planimetria del territorio 1:10000”
Archizoom Associati, 1970-71
(© CSAC Università di Parma. Sezione Progetto)
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institution. No classrooms, departments, laboratories, meeting rooms, or other similar 
terms are listed in the university proposed by Archizoom. On the other side, the 
central location of  the library itself  recalls a very classic conception of  knowledge in 
which the place of  accumulation has to occupy centre stage. However, this hierarchical 
understanding of  knowledge as centred on a place of  accumulation is immediately 
questioned, and abolished in the drawings that zoom-in to depict samples of  the 
various levels composing what Archizoom named the “Climatic Universal System”. 
More than as a production system that transforms a raw material – information 
– into a final product – knowledge – within a somewhat limited production space 
– the factory of  knowledge - the Climatic Universal System can be described as an 
unlimited territory of  information. In other words, it depicts a condition shaped by 
the pervasiveness of  data and information. Within such a condition the distillation 
of  knowledge – as a ‘refined’ product that comes out of  data and information – is a 
continuous, but wholly individualistic process. 
Knowledge, as implicit in Archizoom’s drawings, is a product of  what Gerald 
Raunig recently described as an ambivalent process of  territorialisation and de-
territorialisation4. Raunig’s critical assessment of  the university under the two 
headings of  “factories of  knowledge” and “industries of  creativity” stemmed out of  the 
new wave of  student protests that upset Europe around 2010. His main criticism 
was directed towards the revival of  the old metaphor of  the university-as-a-factory 
that had been central to the attack against the university in 1977. That was the year 
when a satirical drawing was popularised as an icon of  the protest. This was Gerhard 
Seyfried’s “Welcome to the machine” that depicted the university as an assembly line for 
the normalisation of  individuals. The raw material that entered this factory was the 
student with their own individuality; the product that came out once the process was 
over (about 5 years later) was the standardised graduate, ready to enter the highest 
professional positions. In Raunig’s view this depiction of  the university as a factory 
is over-simplistic. The reason is that it is based on a miscomprehension of  the very 
idea of  the factory, reducing it to a mere machinery of  social alienation. Conversely, 
he points out how the factory was a twofold machinery: if  on the one side, it alienated 
I progetti si firmano, detail of  Panel 4
Archizoom Associati, 1970-71
(© CSAC Università di Parma. 
Sezione Progetto)
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the individual from the social meaning of  his work – reducing him to a highly 
specialised stage of  a process made of  a concatenation of  stages -, on the other side it 
provided the space for the creation of  a class conscience for the workers themselves. 
In other words, the factory was a process that de-territorialised individuals only to 
make them find ways for a new territorialisation as a group. This double process 
happened inside the very same space of  the factory. 
For Raunig, this can be the meaning of  the university in a post (Industrial/Fordist) 
era. Claiming the university as a factory means acknowledging it as a space for 
a continuous process of  top-down normalisation by the central authority – the 
university as an arm of  the state or, increasingly so, of  some private corporations -, 
and of  bottom-up resistance. In short, the university is the space where some form 
of  grouping can happen among the homogeneity of  the contemporary multitude 
of  individuals. The very essence of  such grouping stands in its being inevitably 
temporary, fragile, and non-definitive. Groups are assembled and disassembled 
continuously, there is no such thing as a stable class conscience. This is, in Raunig’s 
view, and in that of  the group of  thinkers on whose work his critique of  the university 
is built, the contemporary condition of  society, one in which precariousness is a main 
watchword. 
The group of  thinkers mentioned above is associated to the Italian post-Operaist 
movement that builds upon the work of  people such as Mario Tronti, Paolo Virno, 
and Toni Negri to cite but some of  the most known. This is also a strand of  Marxist 
critique that has been often referred to in discussions on Archizoom’s work. My 
intention here is not to reiterate a narrative that has been already well articulated. The 
reference to Raunig’s critique of  the university – that will return in another part of  
this thesis – was instrumental to point out a characteristic of  Archizoom’s territorial 
plan for the University of  Florence. It could be argued that what they drew on a piece 
of  gridded paper was not that ‘factory of  knowledge’ satirically illustrated by Seyfried. 
Rather than looking at the existing university as normalising machinery, Archizoom 
was anticipating a different understanding of  knowledge creation that has become too 
obvious today. This was the idea of  knowledge as continuously produced at will by 
myriad individuals, partly within the constraints of  some institutions to which they are 
obliged, but mostly outside of  institutions, and according to one’s own determination. 
In other words, this was the idea of  ubiquitous information that surrounds us today. 
My argument in this chapter will be that a parallel reading can be provided of  
Archizoom’s work by looking at their project for the University of  Florence. The 
keyword for this argument will be, exactly, ‘project’. Archizoom’s work has been 
discussed – by members of  the team themselves – as not claiming to be projective 
but assertive of  a given reality. In other words, rather than depicting a future scenario, 
they – and with them various commentators - claimed to be working through the 
The university factory
Gerhard Seyfried, Welcome to the machine, 1977
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“exaggeration” of  a diagnosed condition. This was the reading that has been given 
of  their most famous work, No-Stop City, for which I progetti si firmano acted as a 
preliminary formulation. No-Stop City has been consistently presented as a depiction of  
ubiquitous urbanity that was based on the metaphor of  the city-as-a-factory. While not 
claiming for the incorrectness of  such a reading, and thus for the inappropriateness of  
coupling Archizoom with Mario Tronti and the Operaists, I will argue that some other 
context can be provided for the Florentine group’s work. 
In particular, I will focus here on the work of  Ivan Illich, and on his de-
institutionalising ideas. More in particular, Illich’s critique of  schooling is of  particular 
relevance to understand Archizoom’s university proposal. It must be noted that the 
University of  Florence competition and Illich’s book “Deschooling Society” came out in 
the same year, 19705. While an influence of  Illich’s ideas on Archizoom can mostly 
be presented as a hypothesis (although some interviews with the architects would 
easily unravel any doubts), a short article written by Andrea Branzi in 1973 about 
Illich’s book on schooling testifies of  their acquaintance (Illich’s book had been 
published in the Italian translation in 1972)6. By coupling Archizoom with Illich it is 
possible to understand how the project for the University of  Florence was not a mere 
exaggeration of  reality, but was, ultimately, a ‘project’. That is to say, it was a critical 
statement of  a given condition and, at the same time, it proposed a different scenario.    
Such a scenario built upon the switch from a concern with ‘knowledge’ to a concern 
with ‘information’ that shaped the coming of  mass, leisure, and consumerist society. 
In general terms, we could define information as interpreted data, and knowledge 
as processed information. However, there are more subtle differences between 
information and knowledge than a mere hierarchy or process can explain. It can be 
argued that the passage from Modernity to Post-modernity has been characterised as 
a switch from an understanding of  knowledge to an understanding of  information as 
the traded object of  society. In particular, the postmodern condition of  knowledge 
was discussed by Jean-Francois Lyotard as a switch from a holistic to a piecemeal, 
cumulative understanding of  knowledge - or, to put it in Lyotard’s words, from 
“savoir” to “connaisance”. The purpose of  a new piecemeal offering of  knowledge was 
the improvement of  individual skills, and of  the chances of  professional promotion. 
At the same time, it was also meant to help individuals acquire “information, languages, 
and language games allowing them both to widen their occupational horizons, and to articulate their 
technical and ethical experience.”7
Archizoom interpreted this shift as a call for rethinking the very institutions that were 
meant to enable not only the creation of  knowledge out of  information, but the very 
widespread access to information from all segments of  society. Indeed, the word 
‘knowledge’ (conoscenza) never appears on the drawings for the University of  Florence 
that, rather, are intended to depict a territorial condition shaped by the continuous 
distribution, packing, and unpacking of  ‘information’ (informazione).  
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Drawing additive information
“In a System that has achieved its own realisation and, as the philosopher would put it, has reached 
its being – or better yet, in a reality in which noumenon and phenomenon have become one thing, with 
due respect to history we could start reconsidering aesthetic action as not directly implicit within the 
design practice, but simply as the organisation of  things, the activity of  putting them in decreasing 
order.”8   
As said, the territorial plan was one of  the panels submitted by Archizoom to the 
competition in Florence. It was preceded by two introductory panels that compared 
their proposal to other projects, and a third panel presenting the elements of  the 
Climatic Universal System. The examples chosen to provide a comparative framework 
for the proposal were not projects for universities. Rather, they were different ideas 
of  city produced between the 19th and 20th century. That is to say, they were variations 
of  the capitalist city. The first panel explicitly referenced the comparative table drawn 
by Le Corbusier to illustrate the Ville Radieuse in contrast to examples of  19th century 
city fabric of  cities such as Paris, New York and Buenos Aires. Archizoom added to 
the plans of  the three cities chosen by Le Corbusier a second raw of  examples from 
the 20th century, namely Sidlung Dammerstock in Karlsrue, an English neighbourhood 
based on the British garden-city tradition, and the metamorphic urban pattern 
developed as a didactic project under the guidance of  Ludovico Quaroni at the 
University of  Rome in 1965. The second panel added a complementary comparative 
table to the first, this time by showing in section some other ideas of  city. These were 
the 19th century block-and-street-based fabric, Le Corbusier’s Unitè d’Habitation, and 
a detail from Archigram’s Plug-In City (actually, the University Node of  the British 
collective’s idea of  city). 
Thus, the first two panels provided the overall sense and aim of  Archizoom’s 
participation to the competition. Firstly, the Florentine group took the theme of  
university design as an excuse to talk more widely about the city and, secondly, they 
attacked all the major ideas of  city deployed over slightly more than one hundred years 
by contrasting them with their own idea of  city. On the uppermost part of  the first 
two panels Archizoom indeed placed the two drawings – a plan and a section - that 
summarised such idea of  city. The plan was a reiteration of  the graphic experiments 
that Archizoom had started developing in 1969 with a series of  drawings called “Ipotesi 
di linguaggio architettonico non figurativo”. In those drawings they challenged the notational 
standards proper of  an architectural plan, and reduced them to a set of  linear and 
curvilinear signs floating without any apparent proportional or compositional rules 
over an underlying orthogonal grid – whose presence was defined through the 
marking of  its nodes. In the plan presented in the first panel of  the University of  
Florence project some topographical signs were intermingled with those abstract 
shapes to allow the viewer to retain some sense of  an actual geographical location. 
The plan represented Archizoom’s willingness for the liberation from the cumbersome 
presence of  architecture, and from its presumptive, false promise of  organising the 
space of  the city.
The almost total abstraction of  the notational system deployed by the plan was 
not equalled in the section. Indeed, the latter was still drawn as a recognisable 
architectural section. In the section the represented space declared itself  as a fragment 
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of  human habitat by the addition of  human figures along with figures of  means 
of  transportation, and of  vegetation. The section was also the place where the 
total oblivion of  past approaches was betrayed, in that some of  the leitmotifs of  
modernism returned even more vigorously stated: the differentiation of  movement 
(pedestrian vs vehicular, together with a differentiation according to categories of  
traffic), the differentiation between served and service spaces, and the repayment for 
a lost nature through a synthetic roof-garden - with domes reminiscent of  Reyner 
Banham’s Environment Bubble. Indeed, the whole project for Florence was a ‘well-
tempered environment’ that was based on the final achievement of  emancipation from 
nature by a technological society. The means for such achievement were electricity and 
air conditioning. 
Once technology allowed for the optimisation of  an enclosed space, the human 
environment could be reduced to the coexistence of  some basic elements. 
This reduction of  the human environment, however, couldn’t completely give 
up hierarchies and, also, couldn’t totally give up an idea of  zoning. Modernist 
zoning separated uses as single-cell compounds to be kept together by transport 
and communication infrastructure. A new version of  zoning was proclaimed by 
Archizoom that anticipated Rem Koolhaas’s idea of  urban congestion as enacted 
by the American skyscraper. Indeed, Archizoom’s section for Florence provided a 
“vertical schism”9 that allowed for the simultaneous compresence of  different activities 
and their mutual ignorance. While coexisting, the different activities remained as 
zones apart from one another, connected only by elevators. So, Archizoom’s section 
Opposite, from top:
Declinations of  a single idea of  the city
(and their non-figurative depiction)
I progetti si firmano 
Panel 1 “Tavola comparativa” a
Panel 2 “Tavola comparativa”
Archizoom Associati, 1970-71
(© CSAC Università di Parma. 
Sezione Progetto)
Above: table from Le Corbusier, La Ville Radieuse, 1933
Right: Diagramma abitativo omogeneo. Ipotesi di linguaggio 
architettonico nono figurativo 
Archizoom Associati, 1969
(from Roberto Gargiani, Archizoom. Dall’onda pop alla superficie 
neutra, 2007) 
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of  the University/City was a staggering of  surfaces that they named “piano continuo 
per la ricerca scientifica”, “piano continuo di parcheggi residenziali”, “piano continuo per la 
distribuzione dell’informazione”, and “piano continuo di attrezzature ricreative”. Each of  them 
was a continuous horizontal surface ruled by a regular grid onto which elements were 
arranged according to six categories: “structures”, “elevators”, “services”, “containers”, 
“green”, and “furniture”. 
The whole rationale of  the project – or of  the “theory”, as Archizoom and some 
scholars of  their work referred to No-Stop City10 – was that architecture could no 
longer claim a representational role because the architecture-city nexus had been 
broken apart by the logics of  capitalism – as argued by Manfredo Tafuri, whose “Per 
una critica dell’ideologia architettonica” (1969) became a fundamental reference for the 
Florentine group. Archizoom added to this argument the fact that it also made no 
longer any sense to conceive architectural representation as capable of  reconstructing 
that lost nexus between city and architecture. Thus it was non-sense to try and 
understand whether what was represented in a plan corresponded to what was 
represented in section. Therefore, in Archizoom’s drawings the façade - the ultimate 
depository of  architecture’s false conscience – disappeared. 
The drawings were used as carriers of  additive information so that none of  them was 
an exact repetition of  another, while they all clearly descended from the same matrix 
– a gridded piece of  paper. As a reiteration of  Marshall McLuhan’s statement “the 
medium is the message”11, the drawings of  the University of  Florence were the message 
Archizoom intended to formulate about an idea of  the city as layered information. 
The fact that the theme of  the competition was the design of  a university could not be 
more appropriate to speculate on the institution that was most in need to define new 
ways of  handling ever increasing quantities of  information by ever increasing users. 
The radical change of  the university that was being advocated by many in the 1960s 
was thus seized upon by Archizoom as an opportunity to advance their particular 
critique to the city.   
I progetti si firmano, the gridded sheet used for 
all panels
Archizoom Associati, 1970-71
(© CSAC Università di Parma. 
Sezione Progetto)
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(© CSAC Università di Parma. 
Sezione Progetto)
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Exaggeration or project?
“This is not utopia, at least as far as its classic meaning is concerned. Indeed, it does not aim at 
prefiguring a better society or a more ‘modern’ city; conversely, its aim is to represent the very utopian 
aspects of  reality.”12
As discussed by Roberto Gargiani, Archizoom had started their reflections on the 
city in 1968, following an initial commitment to furniture design in the immediate 
years after their graduation from the school of  architecture in Florence in 196613. By 
May 1970, when the Florence competition was announced, Archizoom had already 
published an article titled “Discorsi per immagini” in the magazine Domus (December 
1969)14. Here their critical position towards the city was declared through a number 
of  photomontages of  interventions on places like Florence, the historic centre of  
Bologna, Berlin, New York, and Moscow. Through the photomontages Archizoom 
claimed an attempt to reposition the role of  architectural imagery from the projective 
– that is, the prefiguration of  a new scenario - to the maximisation of  an existing 
situation, thus freeing the image from any utopian ambition. By the summer of  1971 – 
when projects for the Florence competition were submitted – Archizoom had further 
developed their critique to the city through the article “Città, catena di montaggio del 
sociale. Ideologia e teoria della metropoli” (published on Casabella)15, a contribution to the 
issue on Conceptual Architecture curated by Peter Eisenman for Design Quarterly16, 
and the article which gave their critique its final name,  “No-Stop City. Residential 
Parkings, Climatic Universal System”17. This sequence of  steps in the development of  
Archizoom’s critique to the city shows clearly how the proposal for Florence occupied 
a central position18. 
No-Stop City was Archizoom’s critique to the then current debate on concepts such 
as city, territory, architecture, and new urban dimension. As repeatedly clarified in 
biographies, autobiographies ad essays on Archizoom19, their interest was not to 
design an alternative to the city, and to the current discourse on the city – in Italy 
mainly focused on the notions of  “città-territorio” and “centri direzionali” – but rather to 
advance a theory of  the city pictured as it was in that particular historical moment20. 
It has been shown that the theory developed by Archizoom was particularly 
imbued within the context of  a neo-Marxist critique towards the city of  capital 
that clustered around the movement of  Operaism, and some main journals among 
which Contropiano21. A major argument of  this line of  critique was that the logics 
of  production-consumption-reproduction had evolved to a point where they no 
longer found their expression in the factory as a limited reality. Rather, the factory 
had become the very mentality of  the whole city, and the relations of  production of  
goods had become the relations of  social reproduction22. This reading stressed in 
particular the contradictory relationship that the approach to the city by Archizoom 
established with the highly influential critique of  ideology advanced by Manfredo 
Tafuri in the famous article “Per una critica dell’ideologia architettonica” - firstly published 
in Contropiano in 196923 and subsequently expanded in book-form under the title 
“Progetto e Utopia”24. The members of  Archizoom read with extreme interest Tafuri’s 
text, to the point of  publishing their first important text on No-Stop City as a clear 
response and appreciation of  Tafuri’s essay25. 
Besides this reading of  Archizoom’s position there is also another one, which embeds 
Ubiquitous information
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it within the climate of  cultural turmoil that had turned Italian universities into 
theatres of  contestation since 1963. The school of  architecture of  the University of  
Florence had been one of  the first in which the students revolted against an outdated 
pedagogical system26. As a result of  those revolts some changes in the academic 
curriculum had been introduced. Among these was the organisation of  didactics based 
on team-work around a main professor or inter-disciplinary group of  professors. 
Architectural studios were reorganised as mock-up professional studios that dealt with 
real life problems, and deployed an understanding of  teaching as a research practice. 
This was in clear contrast with the outmoded purely academic exercises assigned by 
professors to the students of  architecture. Numerous were the examples of  this new 
strand of  pedagogy within the schools of  architecture from Milan to Venice, from 
Rome to Florence27. In Florence, in particular, novelties in didactics were introduced 
by the design courses taught by Leonardo Savioli and Leonardo Ricci, who often 
chose as briefs for their studios the elaboration of  projects for the metropolitan area 
of  Florence. Among the students who took part in those studios were also the future 
members of  collectives such as Archizoom and Superstudio. 
Obviously, the interrelations between the university, industry, production, state 
capitalism, the corporate world, etc., are all aspects whose intricacy and complexity is 
the definitive characteristic of  the switch to the mass society, and of  the emergence of  
to the so-called Knowledge Economy. So, we must be aware that taking any of  these 
aspects separately cannot but provide a limited understanding of  the bigger picture 
of  the massive change in society and the built environment that started taking shape 
during the 1960’s-70’s, becoming a central concern for architectural debate. However, 
while the debt that Archizoom’s critique owed to the neo-Marxist critique of  labour 
and capitalist production is indubitable, it could be argued that another element was 
embedded in the DNA of  that critique. This was the turmoil that was shaking the very 
foundations of  the university, in Italy as elsewhere in the western world. Such turmoil 
was particularly related to the need to rethink the multiple dimensions of  higher 
education, and in particular its interrelation with a changing paradigm of  production. 
A new paradigm was indeed emerging that put stronger emphasis on the ‘immaterial’ 
dimension of  production. While high levels of  education were traditionally 
Discorsi per immagini
left to right:
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Archizoom Associati, 1969
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understood as a necessity of  the ruling class, what was happening in the 1960s was 
the acknowledgment of  a need to raise the levels of  education for the working 
class. Archizoom thus found the reason d’etre of  their theoretical engagement with 
architecture and the city exactly in the connections between higher education and the 
emerging new paradigm of  production based on knowledge. Thus, their critique to the 
project of  modernity was advanced from the standpoint of  this changing paradigm, 
and it is no surprise that the attack to the institution of  the university would play a 
central role. 
As said, No-Stop City was the culmination of  Archizoom’s critique to the city. The 
changing condition of  knowledge as a productive asset was a major aspect that 
informed that critique, and found in the project for the University of  Florence an 
important first formulation. In other words, it is possible to read the city described by 
Archizoom in No-Stop City as the result of  an argument developed “per immagini” about 
the condition of  knowledge at the outset of  Post-Fordism. The proposal submitted 
by Archizoom for the University of  Florence competition was thus not simply a 
fortuitous coincidence that happened along the path of  the development of  their 
critique. Rather, it is the fundamental moment that allows us to both question No-Stop 
City’s ambiguous nature in between theory and project – that is, between description 
through radicalisation of  the existing reality and projection of  an alternative scenario 
–, and to define its impact and legacy to the present day.  
The Florence competition was imbued by the rhetoric of  ‘opening up’ that was being 
advocated as the vital step to take for a redefinition of  the university’s role in society. 
Some participants – in particular the group led by Carlo Aymonino and Costantino 
Dardi - took it as an opportunity to test the validity of  a hypothesis for the city. They 
proposed that a big institution - often turned into a big three-dimensional entity – 
acted as magnet capable of  reverberating its role as an open-source service into the 
re-organisation of  a whole territory. This hypothesis was named città territorio. 
Archizoom reacted against both the traditional idea of  the university as the ultimate 
bastion of  knowledge, and against the idea of  città territorio. Indeed, they considered 
the latter as just another variation of  the same old conception of  the capitalist city that 
was simply scaled-up through the big dimensions of  the architectural intervention. 
A theory of  the city
Cover pages of  “No-Stop City” (from Domus 
n.496, 1971) and “Città, catena di montaggio 
del sociale” (fromCasabella n. 350-351, 1970)
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This opposition to città territorio was explicitly formulated by Archizoom in a 
manuscript quoted by Roberto Gargiani: “the first leap happens when, due to the development 
of  the system, a problem like the centralisation of  tertiary (administrative) services leads to define a 
single core for the city. The problem of  centri direzionali unleashes a number of  problems that have 
now reached maturity, and turns cultural debate upside down. For the first time there is talk about 
the unitary design of  the city, and about the problem of  its form. Concomitantly, the debate that 
developed around the need for a new law for urban planning frames the problem of  city planning in 
relation to its insertion within the territory or region. Thus, we have talks of  “nuova dimensione”, 
“città-territorio”, “città-regione”, etc. Personally, we don’t identify ourselves with any of  those 
formulas.”28    
As mentioned, Archizoom’s proposal for Florence reinforced the intrinsic 
contradiction of  No-Stop City, namely its resistance to be identified as a project, and its 
willingness to act as a theory of  the city. Such theory relied on the maximisation of  the 
current logics in order to work as a Troy horse aimed at demolishing the system from 
within29. While the argument of  the city-as-factory found its grounds on a reading 
of  the condition of  society, and provided a visualisation for that reading, a linear 
transposition of  such argument to the condition of  the university could hardly be 
achieved. Indeed, while the factory was being accused to be everywhere the common 
accusation moved against the university was the opposite, that is, the university was 
blamed for its extremely fragmentation into isolated bits30. The university and the 
centres of  knowledge were thus ‘everywhere’, but not in the sense of  ubiquitous, open 
sources of  information. Rather, they were highly concentrated in specific locations 
and poles. More generally speaking, knowledge was something whose distribution was 
highly unequal across geography and strata of  society – and that was a major point 
that governments around the world had decided to tackle through massive state-driven 
programs for new university building. So, the “surface of  continuous research” or the 
“surface of  continuous learning” drawn by Archizoom for the Florence competition took a 
step out of  the theoretical boundary to assume more clearly the role of  a proposal, of  
an alternative scenario, of  a project. 
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The space of  informality
“This theme [the elimination of  the city] is intended to propose a hypothesis of  freedom from the 
concept of  the city, still looked at as a succession of  scenic events, as a cultural and formal structure, 
seeking instead to substitute this with the concept of  the city as an open structure for use, in which 
architecture ceases to be a linguistic theme to become instead a neutral system, having no meaning 
formally, but available for a different use. We are thus seeking to propose, not a new ‘form’ of  the 
city, but rather a different way of  ‘using” it’”.31 
The drawings for the University of  Florence were not an exaggeration of  the existing 
condition but a prefiguration of  a scenario of  ubiquitous access to information 
to which we are much more accustomed today. Such a scenario was shaped by an 
understanding of  knowledge as something that couldn’t only be achieved through 
‘education’, that is, through a programme of  study characterised as a staged process of  
successive achievements that build up a curriculum. In the 1960s increasing attention 
was paid to other, less rigidly defined ways of  accessing knowledge. This found its 
representation in the opposition between ‘education’ and ‘learning’. The first was 
understood as the traditional top-up process of  inculcation of  codified knowledge by 
an institution – the school, but also the family. Conversely, the second referred to the 
wider ways in which people acquired knowledge that couldn’t be channelled by any 
specific institution, but depended on a more direct relation between the individual and 
the knowledge to be acquired. 
The opposition education vs learning had been at the basis of  Cedric Price’s proposal 
for a higher education system in the North of  England. Potteries Thinkbelt (1966) 
was indeed an affirmation of  the need to respond to a request for knowledge that was 
massively growing from all strata of  society, and that it would have been unfeasible to 
accommodate through a mere expansion of  the existing schooling system. Price was 
thus arguing for the need to accommodate the increasing number of  people that were 
not just asking for education, but for more ample, diversified ways of  learning. 
The opposition between education and learning was related to the mentioned 
switch from knowledge to information. Price argued that the new communication 
technologies would allow unprecedented access to information, and this was 
something that needed be not only stimulated, but also capitalised upon. Turning 
information into knowledge was, for Price, a process that needed to be conceived 
similarly to any other production processed. In other words, Potteries Thinkbelt 
was a project that proposed the maximisation of  the emerging commodification of  
knowledge, and declared higher education as a new industrial undertaking.    
For such an undertaking to be enabled it was necessary to maximise the possibilities 
for informal ways of  learning that could make of  every individual a sort of  self-
employed (knowledge) worker. Potteries Thinkbelt thus anticipated what would later 
become a proper paradigm for the design of  learning and knowledge environments: 
the paradigm of  informality. In more recent days – as I will discuss later in the thesis 
– the insistence on the informal ways of  learning has even taken over the more 
canonical, traditional methods of  education. This has been analysed by some scholars 
with suspicion, as a dogma that is taken for granted and lacks proper theoretical 
engagement. Such engagement, in particular, is said to be lacking by the part of  
architects, who increasingly tend to solve a project for a learning environment through 
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the rhetoric of  informality by deploying a proliferation of  ‘informal settings’ made of  
bean bags, and other moveable furniture32. 
Read under the rubric of  informality Archizoom’s project for Florence shows another 
instance of  its anticipatory character. Indeed, the very space that was aimed to enable 
the widespread access to information, and its continuous translation into knowledge, 
was shaped by an array of  moveable elements that interspersed with a rigid structure 
that was reduced to its minimum. However, a closer look to the drawings produced by 
Archizoom unveils how informality did not mean a total lack of  spatial control; that 
is to say, it did not mean complete spatial anarchy in the name of  freedom. Rather, 
spatial elements were carefully orchestrated to define machinery ambiguously placed 
between freedom and control.  
In drawing the various ‘piani’ that composed the staggered section of  the university 
Archizoom made use of  two main visual references associated to the ‘informational 
age’. The first was the printed circuit board where information is distributed through 
electrical connection onto a neutral non-conductive substrate. The second reference 
stressed the mechanical aspects of  data transmission through reticular structures and 
cranes. So, the image of  the production line of  a traditional factory met that of  the 
computer age of  electronics. This can be observed in the two panels depicting the 
“surface for recreational facilities”, and the “surface for the distribution of  information”. Here 
we can see how the horizontal surface itself  was not the only carrier of  information. 
In the former plan, spatial appropriations at the local level only apparently followed 
a totally free logic. Indeed, the plan was highly zoned with different possible uses 
University production
Potteries Thinkbelt, Detail of  the plan of  a 
transfer area
Cedric Price, 1966
(from Architectural Design n.10, 1966)
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of  space being allocated to specific areas. Here the additional connective tissue was 
provided by some reticular structures that floated over the horizontal plane. These 
structures could be accessed – or, more appropriately speaking, ‘inspected’ as the 
moving cranes of  a factory – through stairs and elevators. Moving mechanical arms 
were attached to the cranes, and extended towards some of  the enclosed modules 
placed on the horizontal surface. In the latter panel - the “surface for the distribution of  
information” – zoning was even more pronounced through an array of  variously sized 
cells that clearly marked the difference between circulation and served activity spaces, 
showing also a reappearance of  the double-loaded corridor. Some bundles of  lines 
defined the edges of  a general module that was repeated with local variations on the 
horizontal surface, recalling the conductive tracks of  a computer motherboard. 
The learning patterns described by these two panels can be summarised as the setting 
up of  a hierarchy of  personalised territorialisation that allowed for the coexistence 
of  group activities and individual spaces. Traditional lecture-hall arrangements were 
thus juxtaposed to more ‘convivial’ solutions based on a central table with chairs all 
around in a seminar fashion, and to single cells for individual retreat. The furniture 
thus became the main ‘signifier’ in the plan following Archizoom’s interest in not 
“designing space” but, rather, “its use”33. While the distribution of  information was 
treated as something that necessitated some degree of  enclosure, the creation of  
new information happened in limitless space. Indeed, the very idea of  a No-Stop 
City found its paradigm in the “surface for scientific research” which can be seen as a 
first manifestation of  the current paradigm of  informality. Such paradigm was an 
important component of  the attack that, in the same years as Archizoom were 
developing No-Stop City and the project for Florence, Ivan Illich was moving against 
the schooled society.     
The sptaial arrangement of  informality
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Archizoom + Ivan Illich = Deschooling Territory
“Ivan Illich makes a very precise initial observation: in our present-day society everything that 
used to be instrumental to achieving an end has ended up gaining the upper hand over the end 
itself, substituting it with a bureaucratic structure. In the case of  the school it is clear how it has 
come to substitute the ‘end of  culture’ by becoming ‘culture’ itself  […]. It is possible to note the 
same transforming tendency in the case of  the town, so that if  the town is born as a necessity of  
‘civilization’ it has ended up by becoming ‘the civilization’ putting forward its own image as an end in 
itself  that society must try to reach”34.
The book “Deschooling society”, published in 1970, was the first consistent formulation 
of  a critique to the industrial and technological society that Ivan Illich developed over 
the course of  three decades35. As anticipated, the link between Illich and Archizoom’s 
critiques was ‘officialised’ in a short review of  the Deschooling Society written by 
Andrea Branzi on Casabella in 1973. Before looking at Branzi’s interpretation of  
Illich’s argument we can firstly review some of  the main points of  the latter that 
help clarify the close ties with Archizoom’s critical stance towards the discourse on 
architecture and the city. Indeed, it can be argued that the project for the University 
of  Florence provides the visual counterpart to the deschooling process predicated by 
Illich. Or, to put it in other words, it can be argued that behind Illich’s critique stands 
an idea of  city that is shaped by the forces of  knowledge creation and diffusion.
In Deschooling society Illich kick-started his critique to a system of  social control 
established through a network of  institutions that he saw as all sharing common 
logics with the school. Thus, the school became for him the paradigm of  a wider 
phenomenon of  top-down social engineering. It must be made clear from the outset 
that Illich’s idea of  schooling was not limited to a specific level of  education – either 
primary, secondary, or higher. Rather, ‘schooled society’ meant for him the outcome 
of  a wider process by which society had become so addicted to a certain view of  
the world provided by institutions that it could no longer be aware of  possible 
alternatives. This is what he called the “institutionalisation of  values” according to which 
“medical treatment is mistaken for health care, social work for the improvement of  community 
life, police protection for safety, military poise for national security […]”.36The consequence 
of  such a project of  institutionalisation was that it made any residual opportunity 
for self-development by society disappear. The way this was accomplished was by 
turning the performance of  the institutions into something more important than their 
actual purposes. Reflecting on the school helped to explain the mechanisms by which 
other institutions worked – not necessarily institutions that made of  ‘schooling’ their 
mission. 
Illich considered the school as machinery that turned education into a scientifically 
produced commodity whose effect was the opposite of  what the institution promised: 
that is to say, not equal education but further disparity within society, and the 
invention of  a new class of  the poor37. This is because the school demanded a process 
of  continuous escalation whose only catchword was ‘curriculum’, and in which each 
following step could be undertaken only if  previous steps had been legitimised by 
the granting of  some certificate/diploma. Schooling hampered the possibility of  
independent accomplishment, and produced an addiction to the institution providing 
instruction as a promise of  social salvation and emancipation. Such kind of  addition 
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was extended from the school to a whole set of  other institutions that were created to 
further the control of  society through a process of  schooling.  
Illich’s argument was based on the fundamental difference between learning and 
instruction, and on the fact that in order to accomplish its ends schooling had to blur 
the two terms by equating equal educational opportunity with obligatory instruction. 
Indeed, Illich was not against learning or the school per se; rather, he opposed 
obligatory instruction as the only possible scenario provided by institutions. While 
learning was necessarily a personal activity, something over which the individual had to 
have control, obligatory instruction considered knowledge as a commodity that could 
be traded only by transferring the responsibility from self  to institution. Thus, a client 
relationship between society and the school was set up38. Schooling linked instruction 
– but not learning – to the roles in the job market, that is, it did not link relevant 
qualities or competences to specific roles (what learning should do); rather, it linked 
the latter to the process by which such qualities were supposed to be acquired. 
Here Illich introduced another important distinction, namely between schooling and 
drill instruction39. He lamented the fact that the school did not distinguish between 
skill learning and education, thus pursuing both tasks badly. In his view, a clearer 
distinction among the two types of  learning should be coupled with, on the one 
side, freeing skill instruction from the logics that ruled schooling at large (that is, 
from curricular restraints), and on the other side, dissociating liberal education from 
obligatory attendance. The distinction introduced by Illich between skill learning and 
education also connected to the existence of  two components that made up the wider 
A working programme
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concept of  knowledge. On the one side, knowledge can be understood as deriving 
from a set of  data that each individual has to absorb - as if  into a personal archive - 
and to learn how to handle. This kind of  knowledge should more appropriately be 
called information – or explicit knowledge, that can be transmitted through a teacher-
student relation or through other conventional media such as books, instructions, etc. 
There is, then, another dimension to knowledge that, differently from information’s 
dependence on a quantifiable set of  data, is based on a more immaterial culture that 
is shared among members of  a community. This dimension is called “tacit knowledge”40 
and refers to the fact that it cannot simply be reduced to a database. Rather, tacit 
knowledge defines knowledge as an environmental condition, that is, something that 
depends not only on particular skills but also on the existence of  an environment for 
sharing41. 
Sharing was indeed a key aspect in Illich’s argument against schooling that led him to 
distinguish two kinds of  institutions. He presented these institutions as placed along 
an axis proceeding from left to right. At the left end of  the axis stood what he called 
the “convivial institutions”. He defined them as those institutions whose aim was to be 
willingly used rather than to produce something. Among these, Illich named examples 
such as telephone link-ups, subway lines, mail routes, public markets, parks, and 
sidewalks, that is, all cases that were characterised as “institutions men use without having to 
be institutionally convinced that it is to their advantage to do so.”42 
At the right end of  the spectrum of  institutions he placed the “manipulative treatment-
institutions”. These tended to shape their own users by focusing on products and the 
ways in which these products were perceived as fundamental by the users. Among 
this type of  institutions Illich included examples of  Foucauldian heterotopias 
such as jails, asylums, nursing homes, mental hospitals, and granted the school a 
preeminent position in its capacity of  kick-starting an addictive chain of  manipulative 
institutions.43     
For Illich education had a convivial nature; it couldn’t be reduced to the sterility of  
a laboratory practice. This was because an important aspect of  education was not its 
predictability but the unexpected which came from “matching partners”44. The definition 
of  learning as a practice deriving from educational meetings arranged by the match 
seekers themselves was not only a critique to traditional education through schooling 
per se, but aimed at destabilising the very roots of  the territorial arrangement that had 
evolved over time in order to shape such tradition of  schooling - that is to say, the 
modern industrial city. So, while Mario Tronti45 argued that capitalism and its spatial 
manifestation – the industrial city – had turned the factory into a state of  mind, and 
into a logic of  organisation extending beyond the walls of  the factory building and 
permeating the whole city – the idea of  “città-fabbrica” –Illich’s argument was that a 
schooling mentality had appropriated the whole city by cancelling the possibilities 
for personal learning – where learning could only be personal in his argument –, and 
turning education into a service within the producer-consumer logic of  capitalism. 
The alternative to the school – and to all manipulative institutions that partook in 
the institutionalisation of  social values promoted by schooling as a procedure of  
control – promoted by Illich was to turn education into a network made of  as many, 
differentiated institutions and spaces as possible. He spoke of  “learning webs” as a 
network including not only conventional educational places but also restaurants, 
commuter trains, as well as department stores, to indicate how the goal was to 
demolish the monopoly regime established by the school and its subsidiary coercive 
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institutions. In this way he opened up the way to informal education46, anticipating the 
widespread use of  communication technologies47 as a support for rethinking learning 
and, probably, without suspecting that forty years later informal education itself  would 
have become paradoxically institutionalised. 
Informal education, in the way Illich talked about it, depended on a peer-matching 
network in which the student-teacher relation constituted just a very limited episode 
of  the overall learning experience. Discussing alternatives to higher education, Illich 
indeed asserted that “students could be furnished with educational vouchers which entitled them 
to ten hours’ yearly private consultation with the teacher of  their choice – and, for the rest of  their 
learning, depend on the library, the peer-matching network, and apprenticeships.” Thus, the library 
was the last remaining fragment of  an institution, the university, which has dissolved 
into a de-territorialised network. Such a de-territorialisation was what Archizoom 
represented in their drawings for the University of  Florence competition. The fact 
that in those drawings the ‘library’ was as the only, recognisable remnant of  the old 
academic institution is not a mere coincidence.   
Indeed, Archizoom’s project for Florence shared Illich’s critique to the management 
of  knowledge by institutions; in other words, it was a project aimed at deschooling 
society. Deschooling was a territorial process, that is, a necessity that had to be applied 
to the large scale socio-economic networks that ruled human life. In line with their 
argument about the impossibility of  reclaiming a representational role to architecture, 
Archizoom could not produce a proper (traditional) ‘architectural project’ for a 
deschooled society. The only possibility that was left was to illustrate a reality that 
was the exact opposite of  the one defined by an institutionalised management of  the 
human environment. The more direct ‘imagery’ they could oppose to at the time was 
that of  città territorio, and its hypothesis of  extending an urban character over a wide 
territory by means of  some large, key institutional device.  
Archizoom shared with Illich an opposition to the idea that some institutions could be 
perfected to act as magnets for a thorough modification of  the human environment. 
Illich clearly stated his point when he claimed that “the alternative to dependence on schools is 
not the use of  public resources for some new device which ‘makes’ people learn; rather it is the creation 
of  a new style of  educational relationship between man and his environment.”48 This statement 
recalls the previously quoted rejection to città territorio stated by Archizoom. In other 
words, Illich and Archizoom rejected those strategies that relied on the mighty power 
of  ‘territorial devices’ such as centri direzionali, university complexes, cultural centres, 
etc., which they saw as mere confirmation of  the status quo of  a schooled society, 
that is, of  a society that was left with no alternative than following the dictate of  some 
institutions.  
Illich’s critique thus allows to better unveiling an argument for a different conception 
of  knowledge production in Archizoom’s entry to the University of  Florence 
competition – and, by way of  extension, in No-Stop City - that is sometimes overlooked 
by the more political-ideological readings of  their work. As anticipated, in 1973 
Andrea Branzi devoted his column “Radical notes” on Casabella to a review of  the 
Italian translation of  the book “Deschooling Society”49. In his text Branzi sets from the 
outset the connection between Illich’s critique to the institutionalisation of  values and 
Archizoom’s project for the city by stating: “Illich’s criticism deals with a strictly disciplinary 
field such as the school, but as he himself  declares, the choice of  such a field is only an instrumental 
matter […] for the fact that this sort of  analysis could be applied indifferently to other branches 
and to other forms with identical results: the army, the family, work etc. And, we wish to add, the 
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town”.50 
Branzi found in Illich’s work a further legitimation to Archizoom’s critique to 
architecture and the city that can thus be added to the influences of  Tronti and Tafuri. 
This unveils how at the heart of  No-Stop City lied an argument about learning that 
passed through a critique of  its main institution, namely the university. Indeed, by 
reviewing Illich’s argument Branzi was actually talking about Archizoom’s project, as it 
is demonstrated by the quotation at the beginning of  this part of  the chapter. 
The review of  Illich’s book was also the opportunity for Branzi to reiterate the logic 
of  Archizoom’s reasoning about the city as opposed to the mainstream idea of  the 
città-territorio. The città-territorio hypothesis aimed at restructuring the city through a 
system of  poles of  accumulation and reverberation. Although the form of  the city 
that was being envisaged was distant from that of  tradition, the ‘city’ was still the 
watchword of  the architects’ mission. Conversely, Archizoom declared their war 
against the city, and aimed at its dissolution as “the battle to improve towns as they are 
at present is limited by having to operate on a body that is full of  structural rather than social 
contradictions which no new equilibrium will ever manage to regenerate, a body that is too old to 
absorb a newly-conceived vision of  existing and living.”51
Illich’s argument more clearly unveils his ties with Archizoom’s - or, to put it another 
way, it declares itself  as a project for rethinking the city – in a passage when he 
explicitly referred to the built environment. Here we can find the common argument 
against an approach based on the refinement of  the status quo that characterised both 
his and Archizoom’s positions. In this passage Illich attacked the idea of  restoring 
a society based on discreet communities – the neighbourhood unit – as a possible 
way out of  the problems of  the relation between society and built space. In his view, 
such an approach was nothing but another example of  the continuous process of  
institutionalisation supported by what he called “bureaucratic imperialism”. While the 
whole point of  the “learning webs” was their attempt at revitalising neighbourhood life, 
Illich did not mean to equate neighbourhood life with a spatial compound52. Rather, 
neighbourhood life, and any idea of  community, could only rely on a web of  peer-
matching facilities that, as seen, could not be limited to conventional educational 
institutions. Rather, those facilities were meant to define a whole new educational 
landscape. Such a landscape was not made of  monuments – schools and universities - 
scattered as special enclaves throughout the fabric of  an increasingly larger city; rather, 
it was the “continuous surface for the distribution of  information” visualised in the territorial 
grid drawn by Archizoom over the Florence plain.
Deschooling territory
Detail of  Panel 4 “planimetria del territorio 1:10000
Archizoom Associati, 1970-71
(© CSAC Università di Parma. Sezione Progetto)
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“There was a moment when the university, which was undergoing striking expansion and was 
variously imbricated with society, appeared to my eyes as a possible founding element of  a new city, 
together with housing and other significant collective services that have multiplied and diffuse in later 
years.”1  
If  by the end of  the 1960s the university had become a central topic of  architectural 
debate also in Italy, Giancarlo De Carlo was arguably the architect who most 
thoroughly related his professional and intellectual practice with that topic. Other 
Italian architects – like, for instance, Giuseppe Samonà, Carlo Aymonino, or Vittorio 
Gregotti – took the university as a new chapter of  an architectural discourse they had 
been developing since the early post-war years. The university was thus the follow-up 
to the neighbourhood (quartiere) and the business district (centro direzionale) that they 
instrumentally used to further test the possibility of  advancing architectural discourse 
beyond the Modernist, functionalist dogma. 
Conversely, De Carlo’s contribution to the advancement of  the urbanistic and 
architectural debate should be understood as arising from within the crisis of  the 
university itself  in the mid-twentieth century. While also a fundamental contributor 
to the debate on the new urban dimension – in 1962 he organised the fundamental 
seminar on La città regione in Stresa – De Carlo did not see the university as simply a 
new chapter of  the debate. Rather, he was the architect who more literally understood 
Joseph Rykwert’s 1968 statement: the university had become the paradigm of  its 
age2. For De Carlo, indeed, the university offered the key to understand that what 
mass society was demanding was a complete change in the ways knowledge was 
produced and diffused. Thus, the question was not how to reform the system of  
higher education: it was how to subvert it, and turn it into its opposite, that is, into a 
ubiquitous presence of  a territory.   
Giancarlo De Carlo took a step further in understanding the university as a territorial 
presence, going beyond its projection over the territorial dimension postulated by the 
Italian advocates of  città territorio. He did so by starting from a very different, if  not 
opposed, point of  view than his colleagues. The starting point for the formulation of  
De Carlo’s idea of  university was the student revolts that unsettled the long stability 
of  the Italian university during the 1960s. De Carlo took the time to reflect on the 
revolts that he had personally observed since the very first occupation of  the Faculty 
of  Architecture in Milan in 1963. 
The university appeared to him not just as an opportunistic theme to seize upon just 
because it was emerging ‘in the right place at the right time’. The fact that De Carlo 
did not take part to any of  the competitions for new universities in Italy expresses 
his exceptional role among other architects. While it would be tempting to argue for 
Chapter 4
University Panopticon
Giancarlo De Carlo’s projects for the universities of  Urbino, Dublin, and Pavia
University Panopticon
Schematic plan of  the University of  Pavia
Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1971-76
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui 
n.183, 1976)
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his refusal to take part to those competitions, we lack the evidence to prove it. So, we 
should simply accept the fact that his absence from the Italian competitions in the 
early 1970s could probably be related to the more pragmatic reason that at the time 
he was already occupied with projects for universities for which he had been directly 
commissioned. These were the Free University of  Urbino3 and the University of  
Pavia4. 
However, this coincidence is a fortunate one as it allows us to speculate on his implicit 
disposition to represent a different voice in the architectural debate. In more general 
terms, De Carlo can be said to have played a different or at least complementary role 
within the Italian architectural and urban scene. Without denying the connections with 
the international scene by the other protagonists of  the Italian debate5, De Carlo’s 
association with Team X made him the Italian representative of  the plea for ‘another 
modernism’ beyond the functionalist dogma that was developing across national 
borders, and architectural traditions.    
De Carlo’s engagement with the crisis of  the university went far beyond his design 
activity, and led him to write some essays and articles that are fundamental to 
understand his particular position among the architectural debate. This is another 
aspect that differentiates him from other Italian architects who mostly addressed 
the problem of  the university through design. The main essays in which he built the 
theoretical territory for understanding his projects for universities were published 
between 1968 and 1973 and are: La piramide rovesciata6, which derived from a set of  
lectures he gave to the students in revolt at various universities in Italy in 1968; Why/
A critique from within
Student protest in Milan, 1968
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Why/How to build 
school buildings, 1969)
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How to build school buildings7 that was published in the Harvard Educational Review in 
1969 and subsequently republished in Casabella in 1972 with the title Ordine, Istituzione, 
Educazione, Disordine8; Il territorio senza università9, published in Parametro in 1973; and Un 
caso di studio: l’Universicittà di Pavia, published in Parametro in 1976 and discussing the 
project for Pavia10. In addition to those main essays De Carlo led a study for a new 
university model for the area of  Boston while he was a visiting professor at MIT, and 
a research project on university planning at the Istituto Universitario di Architettura di 
Venezia that was published in 1968 under the title Pianificazione e disegno delle Università11. 
Theoretical speculation was inextricably linked to professional practice. In the case 
of  university projects, as mentioned before, De Carlo’s practice focused mainly on 
the two commissions for Urbino and Pavia. These had been preceded in 1963-64 
by the project for University College in Dublin. The Dublin competition proposed 
the delocalisation of  a university outside of  the city centre, which was a common 
trend internationally during the 1960’s. The Dublin competition is also the linking 
element between De Carlo’s approach to the topic of  university design and the 
positions advanced by Team X. In particular, the concomitant participation to the 
Dublin competition by Shadrach Woods allows to better locating the specificities of  
De Carlo’s position towards architecture in relation to the international debate of  
the 1960’s and 1970’s. Within this debate, De Carlo is often associated with the idea 
of  participatory planning and of  a socially engaged understanding of  architecture. 
I will argue that it was through his deep interest for the problems of  the university, 
and of  the condition of  education in general, that those ideas were developed. So, his 
A research project for architecture
Cover page of  Giancarlo De Carlo, 
Pianificazione e disegno delle università, 1968)
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approach to architecture and the city cannot be disjointed from his idea of  university. 
It was in Dublin that De Carlo started formulating his idea of  the university as a 
diffused, open-source service that would then be developed through the observation 
of  the student revolts, the cited writings, and the two projects for Urbino and Pavia. 
The project for Pavia can be seen as the culmination of  a trajectory in which De 
Carlo’s idea of  university reached full maturity12. The main achievement of  this idea is 
the overcoming of  the traditional binary opposition city/university that was normally 
employed to think about the academic institution’s urban role. Rather, for De Carlo 
talking about the university implied talking about the city: the coincidence of  the two 
as one and the same thing was for him an unquestionable postulate. In Pavia, De Carlo 
proposed the final dissolution of  the university within a territorial dimension that was 
different from the philosophy of  the large territorial machineries for the tertiary sector 
promoted by many projects submitted to the design competitions for universities in 
Italy in the early 1970s.  
The dissolution of  the university derived from the theoretical switch from the 
traditional equation between school and building to an understanding of  school as 
an open source presence at the disposal of  society at large - rather than only at the 
disposal of  a privileged class. The project for Pavia can thus be read as the final step 
of  a reflection on the status of  education and its institutionalisation through the 
school – of  which the university was a specific case. By going beyond the ‘formal 
stability’ proposed by the advocates of  città territorio – something that leads back to 
De Carlo’s original formulation of  the concept of  città regione in 1962 – he managed 
to anticipate some of  the trends of  the Knowledge Economy, namely the blurring 
of  boundaries between different spheres of  human existence, and a conception of  
learning as an ubiquitous condition of  contemporary society that is not confined 
within a unity of  time and space. Thus, notions of  informality, serendipity, flexibility, 
open source, etc., were all an integral part of  De Carlo’s identification of  the university 
with the city that coagulated in his project for a Universicittà13.
Urbino urban study and plan
Giancarlo De Carlo, 1958-64
(from Benedict Zucchi, Giancarlo De Carlo, 
1992)
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Pianificazione e disegno delle università. 
Three projects: Urbino, Dublin, Pavia
To understand  the ways in which Giancarlo De Carlo built the theoretical territory 
for his critique of  higher education it is useful to start from the tangible results of  that 
territory, namely the three main projects for universities he produced in the 1960’s and 
1970’s in Urbino, Dublin and Pavia.  
1. Urbino. Carving the  individual out of  the mass 
“To design a school building for a situation of  collective participation does not mean to lay down a 
succession of  spaces connected by a single line of  communication but rather to organize a place for 
opportunities for experience and to represent it in the physical space by means of  a system of  forms 
already oriented to the reception of  the multiple and variable lines of  expression of  those who have 
the experiences.”14
De Carlo’s commitment to university design is commonly associated with his projects 
for the University of  Urbino15. Between 1958 and 1964 he developed an overall urban 
study, and a plan for the city that was published in 196616. The plan served as the 
opportunity to develop a detailed quasi-scientific analysis of  the built stock of  the 
city that was based on a careful survey of  all buildings. The study thus constitutes 
the background, and the palimpsest for De Carlo’s series of  interventions in Urbino. 
While the first of  those designs - a housing complex for the employees of  the 
university produced in 1955 – predates the urban plan, the first relevant project is 
the university college (Collegio del Colle) designed and built between 1962 and 1966. 
The college was the first nucleus of  a university residential component that De Carlo 
would implement with other projects over the years. This residential area was located 
outside on a hill of  the historic centre. In contrast, the other projects produced by 
De Carlo for teaching and research activities were located inside the historic fabric of  
Urbino through the conversion and modification of  existing buildings17. 
By splitting the residential component from the other academic functions De Carlo 
provided his interpretation of  the new dimension of  the city. In his urban study of  
Urbino he had noticed how the city was trapped between two problems: on the one 
side there was the decaying historic centre, with numerous buildings experiencing 
high degrees of  degradation; on the other side was the amorphous periphery that 
was keeping on growing with no control outside of  the ancient city walls. Rather than 
separating the two parts of  the city De Carlo thought that the university could play an 
exemplar role in showing ways of  addressing both conditions. The university was thus 
to infiltrate within the urban fabric that, for De Carlo, meant both the ancient and the 
modern city. 
Besides offering an example of  how to use the university as a device for urban 
regeneration, it was in Urbino and, more specifically, in the project for the first college 
that De Carlo expressed in built form his arguments about education, and his idea 
of  the university. For De Carlo this meant formulating an argument about the main 
actor of  the institution, namely the student, by considering the relation between the 
individual and the collective dimensions of  education.      
Interventions on the University of  Urbino by Giancarlo De Carlo, 1950s-1980s
(from Benedict Zucchi, Giancarlo De Carlo, 1992)
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The project for the first college defined a diagram aimed at interpreting such relation. 
This was done by declaring an ambiguous relationship between enclosure and 
openness of  the overall built complex of  the college. On the one side, the presence 
of  a clear central focus (the service core of  collective facilities) defined a centripetal, 
inward-oriented complex; on the other side, the dormitories for 150 students 
stretched as much as possible to create an inverse crescent in which each cell faced 
the landscape. The part-to-whole relationship of  this superblock18 was interpreted 
by De Carlo as a representation of  the condition of  the student/inhabitant. While 
each student had their own monastic cell overlooking the landscape, the grouping of  
6 to 8 cells did not aim to create domestic sub-communities. Rather, the project was 
based on the clear juxtaposition of  the ‘wholly individualistic’ (the cell) and the ‘forced 
collective’ (the communal service core)19. No basic sub-community was thus taken as 
the ‘module’ of  the university population; rather, the basic module was the individual 
student himself. This is what differentiates the Urbino colleges from the apparently 
similar conception deployed by Denys Lasdun in his project for the University of  
East Anglia. In East Anglia, as in most of  the other British new universities, the 
basic module of  the academic community was defined by a group of  10-12 students. 
This derived from a tradition dating back to the collegiate models of  Oxford and 
Cambridge. The ‘staircase principle’ was the way in which this sub-community, 
organised indeed around a staircase, found its architectural representation. 
De Carlo’s project also aimed at contrasting the way in which student living was 
usually interpreted in Italy, finding its representation in the collective student 
residences (Case dello Studente). He explained this by stating that “students should not 
be treated as dispersed quantities out of  a mass; rather, they are to be enabled to find the ways of  
developing their own individuality.”20 This could be done by the interplay between the 
wholly individualistic realm of  the cell and the wholly collective realm of  the service 
core. However, these two elements were not in themselves enough for interpreting De 
Carlo’s argument about education. There was a need for a mediating element, which 
was found in the multiple pathways  connecting the cells to the service core. Through 
this maze of  connections De Carlo introduced a further aspect of  his argument about 
the university that we could summarise with a popular term in more recent discussions 
on knowledge exchange: serendipity. Movement was thus another dimension of  
De Carlo’s idea of  education that complemented privacy and publicity. The paths 
in the colleges of  Urbino cannot be discussed in terms of  an individual/collective 
opposition; rather, they inserted the dimension of  chance, of  the un-programmed 
as an intrinsic part of  education, something that has been further developed in more 
recent projects for academic buildings. 
The space of  movement related to the space/time dimension of  architecture is often 
understood as an intrinsic part of  Team X’s conception of  architecture. From the 
imperative of  “walking everywhere” that was criticised by Colin Rowe as the insane 
Juxtaposing vs Grouping Individuals
left to right:
Detail of  plan of  the student rooms at 
Collegio del Colle, Urbino
Giancarlo De Carlo, 1962-66
Detail of  plan of  residential ziggurat for the 
University of  East Anglia
Denys Lasdun and Partners, 1963
(from Stefan Muthesius, The postwar university, 
2000)
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ambition of  Modernism21, Team X had reconsidered the space of  movement as an 
armature capable of  structuring space. In his project for Urbino De Carlo combined 
the central role of  movement lines that could be observed in projects like Golden 
Lane or the University of  Sheffield by the Smithsons or the stems of  Candilis, Josic 
& Woods, with an interest for modularity and singularity that was expressed through 
the repetition of  the cells. The result was not a clear hierarchy among the two which, 
eventually, merged and blurred. Thus, the circulation paths read the topography rather 
than just contrast it, and tended to dissolve as an extension of  the cells themselves. 
This was in contrast, again, to the clear declaration of  the various elements (pathways 
and residences) in Lasdun’s project for East Anglia. The dissolution of  movement 
and, at the same time, its declaration as a moment of  continuity within the overall 
experience of  the student is what the dormitories of  Urbino anticipated about De 
Carlo’s idea of  university. This became the overarching principle of  the proposal for 
Pavia. Thus, in the diagram of  a residential complex we can find already embedded a 
wider idea of  university and, in De Carlo’s understanding, a wider idea of  the city. 
A collective of  individualities
Plan of  Collegio del Colle
Giancarlo De Carlo, 1962-66
Opposite:
Pathways of  serendipity
Top: Axonometric of  the pedestrian pathways 
of  Collegio del Colle
Giancarlo De Carlo, 1962-66 
(from Benedict Zucchi, Giancarlo De Carlo, 
1992)
Bottom, left to right: 
Diagram of  Alfred Lerner Hall Student 
Centre, Columbia University
Bernard Tschumi, 1994-99
View of  competition project for Sheffield 
University
Alison and Peter SMithson, 1955)
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2. Dublin. Diluting the disciplines
“The only feasible hypothesis seems to be the creation of  a state of  permanent fluidity in which the 
diffusion of  information and experience is continuous, ubiquitous, and widespread.” 22
In May 1962 University College Dublin announced the “International Architectural 
Competition for the site layout of  the new buildings for the College and for a block for the Faculty of  
Arts (with associated faculties), administrative offices and examination hall”. The competition 
asked for the design of  an extension of  some existing buildings located outside of  
the city of  Dublin, and “for a solution to the problem of  the disposal of  the various buildings 
in the large, flat and well treed site”23. As argued by De Carlo, “the object was explicitly that of  
obtaining a dispersed disposition of  elements, continuing the rural type plan already established by 
the arrangement of  the existing buildings on the site.”24 The jury announced the results of  the 
competition in July 1964 stating that one hundred and five entries were received from 
twenty four countries25. Among the participants were Giancarlo De Carlo from Italy 
and Shadrach Woods from France, both of  whom proposed a project in contrast with 
the idea of  a series of  detached buildings scattered in the park. Neither received any 
prize26. 
The competition was, for De Carlo, the opportunity to engage directly with the then 
common trend of  building universities on peripheral sites. 1963 was also the year 
of  the British Robbins Report that is often considered as the most important official 
governmental act on state-driven university expansion of  those years. The report 
declared the university a problem of  national relevance for Britain, and set the 
bases for the largest expansion of  the academic system that the UK had ever seen. 
The seven new universities that were built in the span of  a few years all shared as a 
The 1960s university canon
Site location for University College Dublin
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Proposta per una 
struttura universitaria, 1965)
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common trait the fact of  being located outside towns27. While not a product of  the 
Robbins Report, the expansion plan of  University College Dublin can be seen as sharing 
the same logic of  the English examples. The site was a 35 acre area in which the 
project was to add 3,600 students to an existing student population of  11,00028. As 
noted by De Carlo, the aim of  the college was to create a university within a park. The 
faculties were to be the basic modules of  the university so that the implicit image of  
the institution that was being forecasted was made of  individual buildings dispersed 
within greenery. De Carlo’s critique of  the Italian university, a system based on 
detached faculties, and his belief  in the university as not just a specialised episode in 
the territory but as an open service of  collective and civic significance could not lead 
him to an acritical acceptance of  the competition’s requests. 
Indeed, his project aimed at setting forward a new understanding of  university as 
a part of  the city. Presenting the project in a booklet published by the university 
press at Venice (Cluva) in 1965 he stated: “The relation of  the University to its immediate 
surroundings has been a central concern that has shaped our proposal. Rather than limiting the 
aim to the organisation of  a University in a park, the proposal considered the University as a 
cultural centre. As such, the University and the park – understood as a leisure destination – could 
become focal points for the surroundings and for the city at large.”29 The attempt at opening 
up the university and turn it into an episode of  “transition between the urban centre and 
the countryside” can be seen as another statement about the need to conceive the new 
territorial dimension of  the city. If  in Urbino he proposed a strategy based on two 
Left to right:
Assessors’ repor for the International 
Architectural Competition for University College 
Dublin, July 1964
Cover page of  Giancarlo De Carlo, Proposta 
per una struttura universitaria, 1965
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complimentary parts of  city – the colleges outside the historic centre and the academic 
functions housed inside converted buildings in the old city fabric – the necessity 
of  accepting at least the location selected for the Dublin competition stimulated an 
additional reflection on the constitution of  città regione. This picked upon a major 
component of  the new urban condition that catalysed the Italian architectural debate, 
acting as a reason behind the idea of  città regione. This component was leisure time that 
emerged as a peculiar dimension of  the society of  consumption and spectacle, and 
found its official acknowledgment in Italy with the XIII Milan Triennale in 1964 (on 
the topic of  tempo libero).   
What De Carlo proposed in Dublin was for the university to find a new role as a 
part of  the expanded city by blurring its nature as a special destination with the more 
down-to-earth character of  a leisure place. The goal of  responding to the demands 
of  città regione was then coupled with the internal reorganisation of  the university 
as an educational machinery of  teaching and research. Rather than accepting the 
competition’s proposal of  reiterating a university made of  detached quasi-self-
sufficient modules – the faculties – De Carlo proposed a system with a lower degree 
of  rigidity. The university could not be understood as a juxtaposition of  disciplines; 
conversely, it had to be seen as a constant process of  re-grouping of  disciplines. 
The two goals that De Carlo set for his proposal – blurring the specialised and the 
leisure dimensions, and re-shuffling the internal organisation of  the university – were 
translated into architectural terms with what he called an organisational systematization. 
This term referred to the impossibility of  translating the university into a fixed 
figurative form. In De Carlo’s understanding, the university was indeed far from being 
a stable system; rather, it was characterised by an unstable configuration that could not 
be turned into a definite spatial arrangement. The catchwords behind such thinking 
were flexibility, adaptability, expansion, and phasing. The only way architectural 
design could claim a controlling role over the physical layout of  the university was by 
deploying a set of  rules that were not by themselves sufficient to provide a definite 
final image of  the institution. 
Three levels of  systematization were thus overlapped. The first was a functional 
Flexibility, adaptability, expansion, phasing
Above:
University College Dublin, phasing diagrams
Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1963-64
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Proposta per una 
struttura universitaria, 1965)
Opposite:
University College Dublin, expandbility 
diagram
Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1963-64
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Proposta per una 
struttura universitaria, 1965)
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systematization that broke down the university into a different categorization than the 
usual one based on disciplines. As an alternative, De Carlo proposed to consider all 
activities of  the university within a privacy/collectiveness scale in which four degrees 
could be identified: communal, general, particular, and specialised30. This way of  
breaking down the interior functioning of  the university was aimed at showing the 
multiple interfaces that could be achieved between the institution and its surroundings 
– the city – and within the university itself  through their liberation from the 
tyranny of  the faculties. As De Carlo further explained a few years after the Dublin 
competition, all parts of  the university ought to be conceived as services31. By this he 
meant that there is no part that is ‘served’ as each is a service for something else. The 
suppression of  the service/served dichotomy was thus a main principle embedded in 
the Dublin design. This principle was represented in the functional breaking down of  
the faculties, and the subsequent re-shuffling of  the components according to the new 
hierarchy of  privacy, in a manner that also graphically anticipated more recent ways of  
handling architecture through the rhetoric of  programmatic mix. 
A second systematization related to circulation that was divided into primary and 
secondary routes. The primary route was a central linear spine organised on two levels 
that run through the whole university complex. The secondary route superimposed 
an additional layer of  parallel and perpendicular paths that reiterated the idea of  
serendipity and chance we already encountered in the colleges at Urbino32. The 
overall main principle for circulation was the distinction of  vehicular and pedestrian 
movement33. This choice aligned the project with the majority of  other university 
designs around the world that coupled the traditional understanding of  a campus as a 
pedestrian environment with a more general line of  XX century urbanistic reasoning 
that had tried to give back the city to the pedestrian34. 
Finally, the third level of  systematization related to the actual organisation of  built 
University College Dublin, Giancarlo De Carlo 
et al., 1963-64
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Proposta per una 
struttura universitaria, 1965) 
Left to right:
Breaking the faculties
Diagram of  programmatic mixing for the 
university
Ladder
Diagram of  pedstrian routes
Grid 
Scheme of  tartan grid regulating the structural 
system
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form. The device that was deployed for this was a grid based on the golden section. 
The grid offered the rule, and the palimpsest onto which built masses could be 
organised. The latter were to be attached to the central spine regardless of  their 
function. So, the university did not segregate the residential component into a specific 
cluster as done by most projects of  the time. Conversely, residences were to be 
intermingled with other academic activities as part of  the attachments that activated 
the central spine. The rejection of  a more standard separation of  residences from 
other functions aimed at making the central spine active for the whole day. This was 
something very different from other proposals for universities that separated the 
housing component, like the University of  Lancaster – that deployed an otherwise 
apparently similar organizational diagram based on a central spine – or the University 
of  Essex – that clearly separated a central horizontal academic core from the external 
housing towers connected to the core by means of  pathways. Conversely, it was a 
similar strategy to that adopted by Bakema and Van der Broek in their proposal for 
the University of  Bochum competition (1962). The project of  the Dutch office was 
indeed based on a pin-wheel diagram in which the various activities were attached, as 
leafs from a branch, to main pathways. In Bakema’s scheme the residences were not to 
be assigned to a special zone but were interspersed with the other elements35.
The combination of  the three organizational systems did not result in a definitive 
form. As explained by De Carlo: “The drawings show a determined final configuration: that 
was the only way to make explicit the system we are proposing. However, the solution we are showing 
is just one among the possible many. Moreover, it is very unlikely that this solution will actually 
correspond to reality once construction is over. […] The plan is capable of  total rearrangement, while 
still maintaining the order of  the system”36. 
Modularity was thus not handled in terms of  countless repetition of  the same module 
– as was the case, for instance, of  the Technology University of  Loughborough 
Variations on the residential university
Left: Ruhr Universitat Bochum
Branching diagram for mixing housing and 
academic buildings
Bakema & Van der Broek, 1962
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Pianificazione e 
disegno delle università, 1968)
Right: University of  Essex
Plan with academic podium and peripheral 
residential towers
Kenneth Capon, Architects’ co-partnership, 
1963
(from Michael Brawne, University Planning 
and Design, 1964)
The instability of  final form
Top: Loughborough University of  Technology, expandability diagram 
Arup Associates 1966
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui n.137, 1968)
Bottom: University College Dublin, Diagram of  possible grouping of  disciplines
Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1963-64
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Proposta per una struttura universitaria, 1965)
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designed by Arup Associates. In the latter, a uniform tartan grid worked as 
the checkerboard whose squares would be filled overtime according to some 
predetermined logic of  the ‘game’. The module in Arup’s project was a technological 
unit, the 48.9x48.9 feet three-dimensional spatial unit. The overall uniformity of  any 
possible final configuration clearly contrasted with the non-predictable final form 
of  De Carlo’s project for Dublin. That was partly due to the specific geometric rule 
chosen for De Carlo’s grid, namely the golden section that worked for subdivision 
based on fixed proportions rather than addition based on the repetition of  the same 
dimension. 
At the same time, the grid remained as an underlying rationale that did not explicitly 
manifest itself  in space. As we will see later, this is a major difference between De 
Carlo’s project and Shadrach Woods’ proposal at the Dublin competition (an iteration 
of  the Berlin Freie Universitat project). In De Carlo’s project the grid was further 
blurred by the possible programmatic recombination it could allow. The general 
groupings represented in the plan, and based on the competition’s requirements37 
were meant as an exemplary configuration that could be changed over time as new 
disciplinary mixes emerged. The basic rule that was common among all groups of  
disciplines was their organisation according to the hierarchy of  privacy of  their use. 
So, the most collective uses were located along the central spine (i.e. lecture theatres 
and libraries) while the more specialised activities (mostly the research laboratories) 
were placed on the periphery.   
The project for Dublin was the formulation of  what De Carlo would later call Centro 
Universitario (University Centre). With this term he intended a model of  the university 
that differed from the ones that were already existing and that he summarised, as we 
will see, as three categories: the Campus, the University Complex (Complesso Universitario), 
and the Disarticulated University (Università disaggregata per facoltà)38. None of  the three, 
for De Carlo, would have been efficient for achieving the renovation of  the academic 
institution that was being asked by society39. So, a new model had to be developed 
and the Dublin competition served as the first consistent formulation of  it. Whereas 
De Carlo stated that the new model of  university was the common “goal of  the 
most advanced research that is being developed in all countries”, the apparent similarity that 
the Dublin project had with other university designs produced at that time would 
have rapidly been overcome by the development of  De Carlo’s critique to the mass 
university. 
That critique found its most radical manifestation in his project for the University 
of  Pavia, on which he started working in 1971, that is, after the events of  1968. 
In Pavia De Carlo achieved the maturation of  his idea of  university that relied on 
overcoming what he called the ‘unity of  place’ and the ‘unity of  time’. While In 
Dublin, for reasons related to the contingencies of  the competition, he had to stick to 
the equation between the university and a specific single location, in Pavia he would 
propose exactly the opposite, and scatter the academic institution across the urban 
fabric as a representation of  the idea that education couldn’t be confined into any 
given place. The following statement written in 1968 can thus be understood as a 
manifesto for his project for Pavia: “in order to keep its consistency and integrity the University 
Centre does not need any unity of  place: it can as well be articulated and intermingle within the 
urban fabric as long as the exchange among its parts continues unperturbed. In other words, it can be 
dispersed across the city and also use some of  its parts without falling into pure disaggregation.”40      
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3. Pavia. Diluting the university
“When discussion was started some years ago about a plan for the expansion of  the University 
in Pavia someone stated that it was time to finally build a ‘Campus’. This was then denied by the 
university committee that was working on the plan when it stated: ‘the Campus of  the University of  
Pavia will be the whole city of  Pavia’”41.   
Giancarlo De Carlo started working on a development plan for the University 
of  Pavia in 1971, when he received the commission to produce two different but 
complimentary projects. The first project aimed at an overall reorganisation of  the 
university inside the historic centre, whereas the second was a study for a new pole 
in the peripheral area of  Cravino, located to the north-west of  the centre42. The 
general strategy that the university asked De Carlo to investigate was thus based on 
the organisation of  the university into two separate poles, according to which the 
humanities would be consolidated in the old fabric of  the city while the sciences 
were relocated to a brand new complex in the periphery43. The latter would then be 
split into two different commissions, one for the overall urban plan of  the area of  
Cravino44 and the other for the architectural plan of  a first phase of  development for 
the schools of  Engineering45. 
Despite the division into two poles proposed by the university, De Carlo would 
immediately consider the commission as one single project and, eventually, go beyond 
the bi-polar idea, to set forward what he called a multi-polar system. Work on the 
plan started with a questionnaire that was sent to all members of  faculties, and a 
series of  discussion meetings with the academic community46. During these meetings 
the discussion focused on two related aspects: on the one side were the practical 
Restructuring an urban institution
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requirements of  spaces for teaching, research and complimentary activities by the 
different disciplines; on the other side was an enquiry into the interrelations that could 
occur across disciplinary groups and with the urban population. The enquiry was 
aimed at understanding the academic community’s position towards the possibility of  
sharing facilities between the university and the city47. The plan was then developed 
through twelve successive stages (stati di avanzamento48) from early 1971 to December 
1973, through a process of  continuous confrontation with the various urban actors 
involved in the project, and spanning from faculty members to local residents, from 
landowners to city councillors, from students to possible benefactors49.  
The debate on the expansion of  the University of  Pavia had started before De Carlo 
received the commission for the plan. Two opposite ideas had been proposed, namely 
the concentration into a new campus and the dispersion into the urban fabric. Rather 
than following such binary line of  reasoning, De Carlo started by stating what he 
thought were the two complimentary roles of  a university. He described these roles 
as the “continuous observation of  reality”, on the one side, and the act of  “generalisation 
and theorisation” to turn the information collected through observation into critical 
knowledge that was then to be redistributed back into the real world50. The university 
thus worked by keeping balance between the two poles of  openness to the outer world 
– implying what De Carlo described as a “precise knowledge of  the class conflicts of  society”51 
– and the “technical autonomy” that required a certain degree of  operative closure. The 
latter relied on the abolition of  the barriers among disciplines that characterised the 
Italian university, as it needed the unobstructed circulation of  information among the 
specialised parts of  the institution. 
None of  the two main spatial models that the university had created over time – 
namely the concentrated campus and the dispersed university complex – could achieve 
the two roles simultaneously. While the campus was able of  pursuing the theorisation 
role, its intrinsic detachment from the social fabric didn’t allow the first role – 
direct observation through engagement – to be achieved. Conversely, the dispersed 
university complex, apparently the one that more thoroughly defined itself  as a 
ubiquitous presence within the social body and that was the prevalent way in which 
Italian universities52 were structured, was unsuccessful in both respects. Indeed, on the 
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one side, it did not put in place any cohesiveness capable of  nurturing interdisciplinary 
investigation and collaboration; on the other side, its ubiquitous presence was nothing 
but a maximisation of  its isolation that made contact with reality even more unlikely.     
The alternative solution proposed by De Carlo was to understand the university as a 
multi-polar system in which different degrees of  specialisation and of  openness to 
the surroundings could be simultaneously achieved. Underlying this new model was 
the understanding of  the urban realm as the medium through which information 
is channelled, processed and turned into knowledge to be transferred in a capillary 
way, and then put again under further scrutiny: knowledge was, like the city, based 
on a continuous process of  constant iteration. The process of  information exchange 
was thus turned into a physical arrangement that considered the city as the correct 
environmental condition for it to unfold. 
De Carlo distinguished three different poles that he labelled central, intermediate, 
and peripheral. The poles were kept together by both physical and non-physical 
relations53. The adaptation of  the theoretical multi-polar model to the physical 
fabric of  the city of  Pavia was a mixture of  new construction and re-use of  historic 
buildings – similarly to what De Carlo had done in the city of  Urbino. The overall 
university system was composed of  two central poles, two intermediate poles in 
close connection to the central poles, six urban peripheral poles located each in one 
peripheral neighbourhood, and a series of  provincial peripheral poles that projected 
the university outward and into a wider territory.     
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The central poles pursued the role of  theorisation and were thus relatively more 
introverted. Nevertheless, being among the most complete parts of  the university in 
terms of  the facilities they needed for their everyday functioning, they constituted 
the main interface with the urban population. Thus, they included museums, theatres, 
libraries, restaurants, sport facilities, and outdoor areas that were built and managed 
by the university, and that could all contribute to the wider collective realm of  the 
city. Likewise, the facilities that the city already provided could be shared with the 
academic community. The plan proposed two central poles, one in the historic centre 
and one in the Cravino area. The former was divided into the three sub-poles of  the 
main academic building – that would accommodate the departments of  Literature 
and Philosophy, the department of  Law, the main university library, the central 
administration, student services, and a congress center – the former Caserma Calchi 
(for the department of  Political Sciences), and the former Orfanotrofio San Felice (for 
the department of  Economics). These buildings were based on a cloister typology (the 
central building had twelve interconnected courtyards), and the design strategy was to 
open up the courtyards to general public use. 
The central pole of  Cravino reiterated and developed the diagram deployed at 
the Dublin competition. It was constituted of  a main academic complex and five 
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residential appendixes, plus the sport area. The central complex was based on a central 
spine that, like in Dublin, constituted the main channel of  pedestrian movement 
giving access to the shared facilities, and the specialised areas of  the departments 
of  Pharmacy, Biology, Mathematics, and Engineering. In accordance to the priority 
needs stated by the university, the engineering area would be built first and, therefore, 
it constituted the prototype for the further expansion of  the complex. The plan of  
the building was organised through an increase in the specialisation of  the spaces 
from the central spine to the periphery. So, along the central spine were located 
the common facilities that could also be open to the public – such as libraries, 
theatres and commercial facilities. Among these was also an experimental school 
that could serve the social housing neighbourhood under development around the 
university, and a centre providing information about the programme launched by 
the Italian government for the continuing education of  the workers54. The building 
was again based on an orthogonal grid that defined the position of  the service and 
communication cores. In the vertical section, floors were distanced from one another 
to allow multiple-height spaces, and the visual relation between spaces at different 
levels. The student residences were located around the main complex on a public 
park that included sport facilities. The residences were to supplement those already 
existing, and some additional ones that De Carlo proposed to be conceived as mixed-
communities (of  students and urban residents), and developed in collaboration 
between the university and the municipality.      
The peripheral poles were aimed at the direct observation of  real life phenomena, and 
were to be located in closer contact with those areas that lacked access to a sufficient 
array of  services, or that offered the subject matter for scientific inquiry. Thus, while 
most of  them were to be located in the periphery of  the city, they were broken down 
into three different categories: permanent, temporary and mobile poles. For the 
temporary poles there was no need for purposely designed buildings as they could 
be housed also inside existing structures. The mobile poles were thought as moving 
structures that would travel around the wider territory outside Pavia and would settle 
for observation and study periods in different locations. The latter set of  poles related 
New construction
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to the more general conception of  movement that De Carlo proposed as an integral 
part of  the new model of  university. For him, as he had already stated in Urbino, also 
the movement among the poles was as much a part of  the university experience as of  
the urban experience55.   
Thus, with the project for Pavia De Carlo brought to synthesis the arguments already 
proposed in Urbino and Dublin, and reached the final manifesto of  his idea of  
university as a diffuse presence within a wide territory. This was summarised in his 
own words: “The boundary of  the external environment with which the university establishes 
contacts ought to be widened as much as possible. Such widening must be interpreted both in terms of  
information – that is, of  the circulation of  messages – and of  the process of  learning – that is, in 
terms of  a circulation of  experiences, students, and teachers.”56 
Plan of  the University of  Pavia, peripheral pole in an old ‘cascina’
Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1971-76
(from Marcello Rebecchini, Progettare l’università, 1981)

Plan of  the University of  Pavia, general plan
Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1971-76
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Giancarlo De Carlo)
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Architecture as emblem of  the university: the search for a new model 
To understand how De Carlo arrived at the formulation of  the new model of  
university – represented in its more complete form in the plan for the University of  
Pavia – it is necessary to consider the context into which that originated. As already 
said, De Carlo’s particular position resulted from a mixture of  direct involvement in 
both the national and the international debates on architecture and the city. However, 
the main starting point for his critique of  the university is not to be found in 
architecture but, more properly, within the social turmoil of  the 1960’s.  
De Carlo was deeply influenced by the students’ protests of  the 1960’s that he could 
directly witness in Italy and abroad57. While students from all disciplinary backgrounds 
took part to the events, in Italy the students of  architecture played a leading role. 
Architecture was in fact an emblematic example of  the wider cultural crisis of  
higher education and of  its role in a rapidly changing society. As De Carlo explained, 
architecture’s peculiar status as a discipline located in between technique and the arts 
was a mirror of  a lost unity of  culture, and of  a widening gap between the sciences 
and the humanities. What found its explicit representation in the condition of  
architecture was thus the struggle to find ways to handle the split, raising the question 
of  whether the goal ought to be to re-join the two poles. The problem of  the “difficult 
whole” was, more generally, a central concern of  architectural theory in the 1960’s, 
famously raised by Robert Venturi as the very central question for a new theory of  a 
post-modern architecture58. The difficult whole was much more than just a matter of  
architectural composition related to how to achieve coherent formal unity out of  a 
collection of  fragments. It was, indeed, something that questioned architecture’s role 
in society, the figure of  the architect, and the modes of  his education. 
The latter point was strictly related to the ways in which architecture was taught 
in universities. The first revolt of  architecture students of  the school of  Milan in 
December 1963 was caused by their dissatisfaction with the courses of  architectural 
composition, which represented the core of  the school’s curriculum. What the 
students protested against was an old-fashioned way of  conceiving architectural 
design as merely an object-centred exercise that still treated architecture as something 
detached from the contingent problems of  society. The courses of  architectural design 
– as they were taught in the Italian schools - were not aimed to educate intellectuals 
capable of  critical thinking; rather, they aimed at the reproduction of  the figure of  
the architect as either a creative artist or a professional technician. In the students’ 
view – as well as in De Carlo’s59 - this situation reflected a never achieved blending 
between the two roots from which Italian architecture schools derived. These roots 
were, on the one side, the Academies of  Beaux Arts (whose central focus were the 
courses of  architectural drawing) and, on the other, the Schools of  Engineering (that 
taught courses of  Civil Architecture). While they were focused on understanding 
which side of  the coin to maximise – that is, whether to become technical schools or 
art academies – the schools of  architecture lost track of  any possible engagement with 
the role that society was reclaiming for the architect as an intellectual concerned with 
observing, questioning, and elaborating on the urgencies of  a changing society. 
The condition of  the schools of  architecture served as an emblem of  the overall 
condition of  the university. In fact, according to De Carlo the process of  detachment 
from reality, and the retreat into a self-referential environment was a general trend 
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characterising the Italian academic institution as a whole. This was further worsened 
by the cultural split that was being triggered by growing disciplinary specialisation. 
The consequence was that the university had become an incoherent assemblage of  
parts with no relation – and no intention to relate – to one another. Such institutional 
arrangement found its direct spatial representation in the way in which the Italian 
universities were located in the built environment. In order to understand the Italian 
model of  university as it was found in its physical consistency, De Carlo contrasted 
it to what he considered the two main models that the history of  the university had 
produced60. The first model was the Campus that De Carlo discussed starting from 
the definition provided by Webster Dictionary: “a division of  a university with its own 
buildings and a separate faculty, especially one separated geographically from other divisions, but 
sharing top administration with other units of  the university”. For De Carlo the campus was 
the pedagogical as well as the physical manifestation of  the two principles of  self-
sufficiency and decentralisation that were grounded on a refusal of  the city.
The second model was called by De Carlo the University Complex (or University City) 
whose origins were to be found in continental Europe. Its main difference from the 
campus was the fact that the city was not refused but inscribed in the DNA of  the 
university complex. This difference was interpreted by De Carlo with relation to 
the opposed cultural origins of  the two models. While the campus was born out of  
puritanical and pragmatic roots that “tend to exclude the city as an immoral and incongruous 
accident”61, the university complex found its reason d’étre in the idealistic basis of  
European culture. Thus, historical continuity couldn’t be disjointed from the idea of  
the Central European university that was, therefore, located in places that were apart 
but also configured by the superposition of  historical traces: that is, in the historic 
centres62. 
The Italian University did not fit inside any of  those two models. Rather, it was 
a deteriorated manifestation of  the university complex. De Carlo named it the 
Disarticulated University to describe an array of  disconnected parts that created a 
linear correspondence between the institutional organisation of  the university and 
its physicality. The structural module of  the Italian university was in fact the faculty 
that corresponded to an isolated, specialised sub-community with little interest for 
communication with other sub-communities (the other faculties). In terms of  space, 
this resulted in a one-to-one relation according to whom a faculty corresponded to an 
enclosure (a building or a set of  buildings). 
Up to this point, we can see how De Carlo’s critique of  the Italian university 
acknowledged the main problems that were being discussed at the political level on 
higher education reform. The subversion of  the dictatorship regime of  the Faculties – 
that in turn were divided into the sub-dictatorships of  the academic Chairs headed by 
powerful professors – was a central topic of  that debate. The department was seen as 
the structure that promised to break the lack of  communication inside the academic 
system. While in agreement with the need to establish such a structure as the new 
organisational device of  the academic institution, De Carlo’s idea of  university took 
shape as a twofold process of  dissolution. On the one side, as said, there was the 
need to dissolve inter-disciplinary barriers, and make the passage from a ‘university of  
faculties’ to a ‘university of  studies’63. On the other side, only by pursuing a second 
level of  dissolution could the university be aligned with the needs of  the mass society. 
This dissolution could be achieved by questioning the equation school=building. That 
is because education, in De Carlo’s view, should not be confined to the four walls of  a 
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building. 
De Carlo was thus questioning the very essence of  architectural activity, namely the 
need to provide enclosure. In his opinion, the crisis of  both the campus and the 
university complex were due to the fact that at the basis of  their conceptualisation 
was exclusively an idea of  enclosure. Such idea did no longer correspond to what 
society was demanding, and this could be explained by considering it on three levels. 
On a political level, there was a need to multiply the number of  professional figures 
produced by the university. An increasing number of  professions were in need for 
higher levels of  education. Therefore, higher education could no longer aim to 
produce a limited number of  leaders as the structure of  society was becoming much 
more differentiated than before. 
On a socio-cultural level, the university was called to rethink its condition as an 
enclosure because it acknowledged the need to break from its self-referential character. 
An increasing number of  actors were starting to become new collaborators of  the 
university, and its pool of  users was switching from being concentrated (the State or 
some large industries, often controlled by the State) to being pulverised into a myriad 
of  actors. What the literature of  the Knowledge Economy would eventually theorise 
many years later as the triple helix (University, Government, and Industry) was already 
emerging in the late 1960’s. At the same time, change was also going on inside the 
academic community itself. Academics had indeed started acknowledging how the 
notion of  specialisation was inefficient if  understood in terms of  intellectual isolation. 
Rather than triggering specialisation through a continuous multiplication of  cells 
The disarticulated university
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understood as safe havens for research, critical thinking could only be nurtured by 
means of  an immersion within the problems of  real life64.        
Finally, on an urbanistic level the growing processes of  urbanisation and the 
emergence of  metropolitan systems made isolation – predicated in particular, 
according to De Carlo, by the advocates of  the campus model – a contradiction in 
terms. In his words, “structures as complex and articulated as a university are catalysts for other 
activities that are looking for their own localisation inside the metropolitan field”65. This reflected 
the wider idea of  city on which De Carlo had been reflecting since the late 1950’s, and 
for which he preferred to use the term città regione rather than città territorio66. In 1962 he 
had provided his own definition of  città regione as a “dynamic set of  relations that contrasts 
the static condition of  the traditional city”67. De Carlo described the traditional city as an 
array of  static agglomerations within a hierarchical system of  parts each of  which 
was conceived as a world unto itself. Among these parts were the multiple fragments 
of  the Italian disarticulated university of  which the faculties of  architecture offered 
a condensed representation. His growing interest in the problems of  the university 
during the 1960’s – triggered by the evolution of  the student protests – led him to set 
to himself  the goal of  defining a new model beyond the three mentioned above. It 
was thus by pursuing this goal, that is, by reflecting on the university, that De Carlo 
addressed the connected problem of  the constitution of  città regione.  
De Carlo named the new model the University Centre. He explicitly contrasted it to the 
campus by stating that the new model had to reject the principles of  autonomy and 
isolation on which the campus depended. At the same time, it was different from the 
urban university complex in that it abandoned its self-proclaimed preeminent role 
inside the city as a clearly bounded, identifiable presence68. De Carlo summarised the 
new model with these words: “From a structural perspective the university centre is an open 
organisational system. It is coherent with the principles pursued by the renewal of  higher education. 
These principles are: the recovery of  a unity of  culture through the continuous exchange among 
different specialisations; the setup of  a free curriculum of  studies; the unification of  teaching; the 
expansion and interdisciplinary convergence of  research; the highest degree of  mobility for group 
work; the fluid and incessant interpenetration between university activities and the social and cultural 
activities of  the city and the territory. From a morphological perspective the university centre is a 
flexible system of  forms capable of  adapting to a constantly changing organisation without ever losing 
its identity during its mutation”.69 
Summarising the synthesis of  the two perspectives – the structural and the 
morphological or formal – he concluded with a statement that clearly recalled his 
1962 definition of  città regione cited above: “the principle governing the structural and the 
formal systems is not based on a static arrangement of  the physical representation; rather, it relies 
on the dynamic relations of  a creative process that endlessly produces new structural and formal 
situations.”70    
The greatest number
Photo of  installation by Saul Bass at the XIV Triennale, Milan 1968 
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The greatest number. The university as mirror of  the urban condition                 
If  the schools of  architecture were emblematic of  the situation and problems of  the 
university as a whole, the university was, in turn, a mirror of  the challenges posed by 
mass society. De Carlo understood the crisis of  higher education as paradigmatic of  
what he called the “problem of  the Greatest Number”. The relation between individuality 
and collective, summarised with the term ‘greatest number’, was a central issue of  the 
post-war debate that focused on the challenges of  an increasingly urbanised world, 
and looked for ways to overcome modernist orthodoxy. This was, in particular, the 
collective aim of  Team X of  which De Carlo had been part since its formation in 
the mid-1950s out of  a diaspora from CIAM.  Within Team X, it was the firm of  
Candilis, Josic and Woods that most explicitly engaged with the notion of  the greatest 
number71. The term had initially emerged in relation to the problems of  post-war 
reconstruction and the need to provide solutions for the habitat of  the colonies in 
North Africa. As discussed by Tom Avermaete, Candilis, Josic and Woods saw the 
greatest number as both a problem and a project of  post-war society to be addressed 
by architecture. As a problem, it was summarised by Josic when he stated that 
architecture had become “of  everybody, whereas yesterday’s problem was that of  a mere few”72. 
As a project, it required what Avermaete defined “a radical shift of  attitudes within the 
realm of  modern architecture, in which quantity was too often regarded negatively”73.  Therefore, 
the greatest number was a plea for a positive reconsideration of  the quantitative 
aspects of  architecture and urbanism beyond the less is more canon. It was a statement 
of  acceptance of  the fact that society had become all about greater numbers: mass 
housing, mass education, and mass leisure were the new categories created to handle 
the new challenges. Therefore, for Candilis, Josic and Woods it made no sense to 
reiterate a useless binary opposition between quantity and quality. Rather, the objective 
for architecture was to learn from mass society. So, the very concept of  mass society 
was not to be refused, but to be elaborated from within. 
Conversely, De Carlo explicitly rejected the idea of  mass. He thus used the notion 
of  the greatest number as a device to take distance from terms like mass society and 
mass university. The latter, in particular, he saw as a dangerous label that could only 
correspond to an institution that had given up any interest in pursuing a cultural 
project. This is because the idea of  mass culture, he claimed, was a contradiction 
in terms as the mass couldn’t be other than an amorphous amalgam in which 
individualities were diluted74. So, the mass was understood by De Carlo as a result that 
is less than the sum of  its parts. 
De Carlo chose the theme of  the greatest number for the XIV Milan Triennale that he 
directed in 196875. The exhibition - which famously never opened due to the protests 
by students that occupied the Triennale building on the day of  the opening - was 
meant by De Carlo to show the breath of  the notion of  the greatest number and its 
aim to go beyond the inappropriate term of  mass culture. Or, more appropriately, 
it was meant to show the challenges of  redefining a place for the individual within 
burgeoning consumerism that tended to smooth differences.  
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The overturned pyramid. Subverting authority
“After the floods and earthquakes a new cataclysm upsets our country: the revolt of  the University.”76
Such smoothing of  differences was also the underlying logic of  the Italian university. 
De Carlo criticised the emerging mass university as simply the old elite model 
disguised under a different label. His view was in line with that of  the students who 
had started their protest against the system in the early 1960’s. De Carlo chronicled 
the events that happened in Italy in an essay titled La piramide rovesciata. The essay 
used the metaphor of  the pyramid to describe the Italian university. For De Carlo, 
the Italian university was a strange kind of  pyramid. Indeed, while retaining a strong 
hierarchical structure, its vertex was not clearly identifiable but tended to blur within 
the maze of  national politics. Through this metaphor De Carlo interpreted the reality 
of  an institution deprived of  any real autonomy, and only made highly inefficient by 
an overly complex internal hierarchy77.   
As noted by De Carlo, in a first stage of  the protests around 1963-64 the claims of  
the students still aligned with the programmes of  the political left78. Both, indeed, 
believed in the possibility of  state intervention to reform higher education, and the 
institution of  the school as a whole. The students of  architecture who occupied the 
school of  Milan in 1964 were asking for more permeability among courses, a clearer 
orientation of  courses towards research about urgent and real topics, the injection of  
young teachers within old faculties that were still structured around the feudal chairs 
of  professors, and the participation of  the student body to the management of  the 
university. The answers that came from the political level – mainly consisting of  hiring 
some new faculty and setting up management boards that included also representatives 
of  the students – soon proved not to be enough to better the situation. 
De Carlo observed that by 1967 the hypothesis of  a complete subversion of  the 
academic system had started to be felt as the only possible solution. As he would 
then repeat in later writings, the corruption of  the university had grown so much that 
what was needed was not a reform, that is, not a discreet set of  ad hoc adjustments79. 
The project of  reform that was still being debated in parliament – the Gui Reform 
proposed in 1965 – started to be seen suspiciously. One of  the declared objectives of  
the reform was to define the ways to reconcile teaching and research, and to re-engage 
the university with real-life problems. Conversely, the students – with De Carlo’s 
agreement – saw the reform as an attempt to further weaken the university, and 
consolidate the status quo of  the institution. To the eyes of  the protesting students the 
way the reform was conceived seemed to forecast a scenario in which the university 
would be reduced to a teaching institution – only slightly more advanced than a 
high school – while research would be outsourced to industries. All this was meant 
to happen as part of  a process carefully orchestrated from the top by the central 
government. In other words, the university was being confirmed as an operative arm 
of  the state that put any possibility of  autonomy, and freedom of  enquiry under 
serious threat. 
De Carlo agreed with the students’ critique of  the reform because he saw in it the 
confirmation of  an old underlying logic of  the Italian university. He called this logic 
the principle of  authority. In his view, the Italian university had been grounded on this 
principle since its first post-medieval expansion in the 16th century under the control 
of  the Jesuits. From then on, the principle of  authority was constantly renewed 
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overtime through the various stages of  restructuring – or, better, adaptation - of  
higher education. Such restructuring included the importation of  foreign models for 
the modern university that were developed in the early 19th century. 
According to De Carlo, when a university for the new Italian nation was to created 
following the unification of  the country in 1861, the Italian government imported the 
worst features from the French and German models: from the latter it took a certain 
detachment of  research from reality – the interpretation of  research as a pure activity 
that should not be contaminated by the vulgarity of  the everyday; from the former 
it took the governmental structure of  the university intended as state monopoly80. 
Under Fascist regime the situation could not but be confirmed or even worsened. So, 
the university was strengthened as state machinery for the production of  the ruling 
class and aimed at the reproduction of  the anti-democratic system of  social control. 
Here all possibilities for free-enquiry, and unobstructed research were hindered to the 
benefit of  an instrumental use of  the university by the central state. Even after the 
end of  Fascism, and the democratic turn of  Italy the university still kept the indelible 
traces of  its underlying principle of  authority. These traces were still evident in the 
way the institution for higher education was organised in the 1960’s as an incoherent 
array of  compounds - the faculties –placed in voluntary isolation from one another. 
The principle of  authority had thus not dissolved after twenty years of  democracy; 
rather, it had disintegrated into myriad small microcosms that defined the geography 
of  the university as an academic feudalism. What was even more alarming was the fact 
that the Italian government still believed in the possibility of  adjusting the old system 
to the new needs of  an unprecedented social demand of  access to knowledge.     
In this way De Carlo could equate the problems of  the university to those of  society 
in general. Just as social change was being governed through the slight adaptation 
of  old political models, so was the university’s future handled in terms of  alterations 
within the old system. So, just as social change was being coped mostly in quantitative 
terms – mass housing, mass leisure, mass transportation - so was the university. The 
switch from the élite university to the mass university was thus being managed mostly in 
terms of  a quantitative response aimed at the most direct quantitative problems – the 
unprecedented growth of  student numbers. The inner substance of  higher education, 
however, was not being questioned: the mass university was being shaped as a gigantic 
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élite university81.   
Quantity, for De Carlo, was just the visible tip of  an iceberg of  social change that was 
investing all institutions and, in particular, education. He clearly elaborated on the 
multiple challenges related to the advent of  the mass society in his article Il territorio 
senza università that was read as a conference paper in 1973, and later published in 
the Italian magazine Parametro. Here he argued, first and foremost, that not only 
the university but the very idea of  institutional education was in crisis. Such crisis 
had been explicitly visible in the ways in which the university had tried to repress 
the student revolts started in 1963. The repressions were a confirmation that the 
main objective of  the university was “programming alienated behaviour”. This meant the 
dilution of  any possible individual claim into the amorphousness of  the uniformed 
masses that are subjugated to the official line of  thinking promoted by the dominant 
institution. The artificial distinction between manual and intellectual work, and the 
election to a privileged status of  the latter had worsened the situation. By relegating 
manual work to the alienation of  repetitive practice and anchoring intellectual work 
to an “incontestable a priori” the university had created the conditions for violence as the 
only possible method of  protest. 
As already noted, the tendency towards specialisation as a paradigm of  research 
had not responded to the plea for differentiation coming from a more mobile 
society. Rather, it had contributed to the creation of  a paradoxical situation in which 
specialisation hindered differentiation. In this we can see the emergence of  the idea 
of  the generic intellect that is recognised as a paradigm for post-Fordist society, and 
the related switch from the concept of  mass to that of  multitude82. As early as 1973 
– coincidentally the year of  the oil crisis that declared the urgency of  changing the 
paradigm of  modernisation from a belief  in endless progress - De Carlo noticed how 
“technological change has become so fast that it needs a continuous recycling of  its operators; these 
must have vast cultural bases that enable them to switch rapidly between different production processes. 
The stupid, that is, the product of  specialisation is now useless to entrepreneurs and bureaucrats: also 
the university becomes useless if  it keeps on producing the stupid”83.      
Another important point was related to the impossibility of  keeping the disciplines as 
the organisational logic for the university. Rather, De Carlo noted how research did no 
longer happen within disciplinary boundaries but across them. This is another point 
that sounds totally familiar today when it has become an imperative of  innovation 
theory, and when new disciplines are created almost daily. Finally, a major aspect 
that hindered any possibility of  consistently subverting the existing system was the 
fact that institutional education was still treated in terms of  unity of  time and unity 
of  place. Advancement in communication technology allowed for information to be 
transmitted among different times: the time of  the sender did not necessarily have to 
coincide with the time of  the receiver. Thus, the transfer of  information did no longer 
need to happen in a specific place. This links to a more general hypothesis about 
the information society that has for long been interpreted in terms of  a possibility 
of  overcoming physical space. Since the late 1990’s different research have proven 
that physical space – and the related face-to-face contact – are more important than 
could be thought also for the ‘immaterial’ Knowledge Economy.84 However, what is 
implicit in De Carlo’s words is not simply the vision of  a system of  information and 
knowledge transfer that is capable of  overcoming the spatial dimension; rather, it is 
the idea that access to information should not be understood – and then designed –as 
limited to the performance of  a purposely designed educational building. 
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Why/how to build school buildings. Education is the built environment
The inadequacy of  thinking education through the equation school=building was 
formulated by De Carlo in an article titled Why/How to build school buildings and 
published on the Harvard Educational Review in 196985. In this text De Carlo 
elaborated his anti-institutional critique that made him condemn any attempt at 
confirming the status quo of  the educational system. His critique was built in the 
article under the form of  a questionnaire. 
The first question he discussed was: “Is it really necessary for contemporary society that 
educational activity be organized in a stable and codified institution?” For De Carlo, institutions 
limited education to make it fit their objectives. That was because they selected a 
limited field of  experience rather than allowing what he referred to as “total experience”. 
Therefore, education ought to be freed from its self-contained nature, and understood 
as a diffused condition. Again, De Carlo showed that the roots of  his thinking about 
education – and, by way of  extension, about the university – laid in what the student 
revolts had made visible: namely, that only during revolutions - when institutions 
get “interrupted” - is total education pursued. In his view, the student protests around 
the world had made education return “to the city and to the streets”, and hinted to the 
possibility of  reconciliation between education and total experience. 
The reconciliation was needed because institutionalised education had been mostly 
conceived in terms of  a linear equation between means and ends. Education was 
understood only as an end, while the means to achieve it was one and only one: the 
school (the project of  total schooling also criticised by Ivan Illich). De Carlo pushed 
this point a step forward to turn it into an architectural question: “must educational 
activity take place in buildings designed for that purpose?”
Besides the principle of  authority that governed the university, the autarchy of  the 
school understood as the only way of  controlling education unveiled another basic 
principle of  education, namely that of  segregation. De Carlo’s elaboration on this 
point could not be more explicit when he stated that “the school is a physical structure 
exclusively dedicated to teaching, teachers, and students just as the prison is a physical structure 
exclusively dedicated to detention, wardens and inmates; its function is to accommodate a specific 
activity and isolate it from other activities”86. 
The official way of  dealing with the school as a national problem had never 
questioned the validity of  this principle. Rather, the school had always been handled 
from the outside rather than from the inside, that is, as something ‘to go to’ rather 
than something ‘to be within’87. As far as the university is concerned, this resulted in 
its constituency as an intermittent service for intermittent users, according to which 
the student becomes a student when he crosses a defined threshold (the door of  
a department or the gate of  a university complex). This situation was criticised by 
De Carlo when he stated that students do not define a social class88. In other words, 
he was questioning the conception of  a student as someone belonging to a clearly 
identifiable category. What the greatest number was demanding was to overcome such 
logic of  compartmentalisation because the complication and structural differentiation 
of  society could not tolerate the autarchy of  the equation between education and 
specialised knowledge. 
By way of  extension, also the equation between education and school buildings could 
no longer be the only possibility: “School buildings built especially to house educational activity 
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can house only that part of  this activity which is in the interest of  the institutions which construct the 
school buildings. The rest of  education – the richest and most active part – goes on elsewhere and has 
no need of  buildings; or perhaps it has not yet found the appropriate spaces in which it could take 
place as a whole, becoming a part of  a sphere of  total experiences”89.
When De Carlo criticised the school as being handled only from the outside he was 
also criticising a specific architectural image. This was the image of  the quartiere as it 
had shaped both the initial stages of  the post-war Italian architectural discourse, and 
the growing peripheries of  cities throughout the country. The idea of  quartiere had 
been the first response to the urgency of  providing new housing in large quantity in 
the years of  post-war reconstruction. The conceptualisation of  the neighbourhood 
unit as a partly self-sufficient compound had been criticised also by those who 
contributed to its development90. The sociological idea behind the neo-realist quartiere 
found in the mixture of  dwelling, main neighbourhood services (such as basic retail 
and religious service), and education the possibility of  its success. By education it was 
meant almost exclusively the primary school that was to occupy part of  the central 
stage inside the overall neighbourhood. If  this idea of  school as a self-contained 
package of  order could, perhaps, make sense within the challenges of  reconstructing 
social fabric after the destruction operated by the war, its applicability had vanished by 
the 1960’s.     
De Carlo thus proposed to make the switch from a conception of  education as order 
to one of  education as disorder. This was meant to overcome the authoritarian principle 
of  disciplinary order understood as the training of  an élite in the practice of  exerting 
control over society. School should not necessarily mean school building; rather, it 
should be understood as “an unstable configuration that is continuously re-created by the direct 
participation of  the collective that inserts disorder in it.”91 
Thus, starting from the observation of  the university through the lens of  the student 
revolts, De Carlo had arrived to a critique of  education that was also a critique of  
the built environment. This leads back to his initial conception of  città regione as a 
“dynamic condition”. Now it appears how the evanescence of  such a definition came 
from a disbelief  in the possibility of  absolute statements. More precisely, it was the 
pointlessness – and also the potential danger – of  linearly linking a formal enclosure 
to its supposed performance that De Carlo was totally rejecting. The school, that 
promised social equality but – again in accordance with Illich’s argument – achieved its 
opposite, namely more differentiation, was the realm where all of  this was particularly 
evident. The university, being at the same time the highest level of  school but also 
something that could not be conceived as just a more sophisticated version of  it, was 
the testing ground for a different conception of  education and knowledge creation.         
This different conception of  education was translated into the new model of  
university mentioned above. According to this model, the university was not to “be 
an island [...or] a finite system but a structure with ramifications in the fabric of  social activities 
[…]”92. The way to start conceiving the new model was by acknowledging the fact that 
experiences that are not allowed by the institutions can be reached only in the city. The 
university had thus to be exploded. In this explosion only its innermost necessary core 
should be retained while an external ring had to be dissolved and dispersed. This is 
the principle of  the multipolar university that De Carlo developed in his proposal for 
the reorganisation of  the University of  Pavia, starting two years after the publication 
of  the essay on the school. In Pavia the aim was to show how the university was not a 
specialised area or activity of  the city; rather, it coincided with the city. 
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The university of  Team X is not only in Berlin. 
Dublin vs Free University (an international conclusion)
“I really feel I must decline
To clutter the streets with overdesign.
A door that is more than a door is much
Of  a bore (except to the Dutch).
An unroofed space with grass, a tree, 
Lightwell? Courtyard?, wait and see!
The intellectual grid is all in your head.
But people (& pipes) need direct routes, instead
Of  so much indeterminate art, 
In which building is clearly to be the last part.
Enough pretentious verbiage & fraud & perversity
A modest recommendation: When next in Berlin, 
Go and see the university.”93
[Shadrach Woods]
Within a period of  about ten years, from 1963 to 1973, De Carlo had developed 
an argument for understanding the city by looking at its major institution: the 
university. While the Knowledge Economy was not yet a consolidated idea, the 
critique of  the way an élite version of  higher education was being perpetuated by the 
central government led De Carlo to anticipate many of  the issues that have become 
common language today. Among these, we have seen the emergence of  idea such as 
multidisciplinarity, serendipity, and informality coming out of  his composite activity 
as a practicing architect and an observer of  the facts of  the world. It is not correct to 
define a hierarchy between those two aspects of  De Carlo’s activity; indeed, the three 
projects we have reviewed are as important as his major essays for the construction 
of  an approach to the city. What needs to be stressed once again is the unicity of  
this character within both the national and the international scene when it comes to 
understanding how a reflection on the condition of  higher education influenced De 
Carlo’s ideas of  architecture and the city. 
To further prove this point, and understand its consequences, we can compare De 
Carlo’s idea of  university with the one that has been registered by the history of  
architecture as the most important innovation that the 1960’s have produced as far as 
the space of  higher education is concerned. This is the Berlin Free University designed 
by Candilis, Josic and Woods in 1963, which is considered ground-breaking not only 
as an instance of  university planning but also as a major result of  the critique to 
orthodox functionalism developed within Team X. 
The Free University is the first built example of  an architectural phenomenon 
that emerged in the 1960’s and that has been termed mat-building. As described 
by Eric Mumford,  “[…] the mat approach shifts the architect’s attention from imagery to 
organization, and from bounded shape-making to the provisional organization of  fields of  urban 
activity, which are understood to have a constantly changing character.”94 Mumford’s definition 
could appropriately be used to describe De Carlo’s project for Dublin. However, it 
has mostly been associated to a particular image of  built form of  which the Free 
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University constituted the prototype. In an article published in 1974 Alison Smithson 
traced a genealogy of  mat-building, and put together an array of  quite different 
examples that not necessarily replicated the same image of  the Free University. Stan 
Allen has noticed such differentiation among the examples chosen by Smithson, 
stating: “The lessons of  mat building in general (and the Venice Hospital in particular) have been 
internalized as a series of  architectural objectives: a shallow but dense section, activated by ramps 
and double-height voids; the unifying capacity of  the large open roof; a site strategy that lets the city 
flow through the project; a delicate interplay of  repetition and variation; the incorporation of  time 
as an active variable in urban architecture. […] The emphasis [in Alison Smithson’s article] 
is insistently organizational. That is, buildings that look quite dissimilar are grouped together on 
the basis of  common organizational strategies. […] Mat building is more than a loose descriptive 
category. Beyond simple horizontal extension, the buildings illustrated follow certain significant spatial 
patterns. […] transitional spaces are as important as the nodes they connect”.95
For Allen, mat-building is thus not just a type of  building. Rather, it is a mode of  
building, a way to approach the built environment. The right scale of  thinking about 
mat building is, for Allen, that of  urbanism rather than the single work of  architecture. 
With reference to the emerging promises of  the landscape as a “model for urbanism” 
he describes mat urbanism as “thick-2d”: “This sense of  accumulation and change, and its 
corollary of  a city or a landscape always being a work in progress, is most effectively put in play 
within an urbanistic assemblage. In the city, unpredictable social, economic, and political dynamics 
interact with the permanent infrastructure to create indeterminate urban effects. In this regard, mat 
building, with its attention to the space between things and its syntax of  part-to-part connection, is 
more significant as an urbanistic model than as a model for individual buildings.”96
It is in this last sentence that is captured, I argue, the sense of  De Carlo’s approach 
to the city, as it was expressed through his university projects. More correctly than 
in Berlin, it was firstly in Dublin and then in Pavia that the idea of  mat-building as 
an “urbanistic assemblage” was best interpreted. However, the rationale at the basis of  
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those projects seems to be the same: a need to go beyond the static definition of  the 
boundaries between the parts that constitute a university. Moreover, the similarities 
become even more numerous when one compares two critical essays that were 
published simultaneously in the same magazine97: the first is the already discussed 
How/why to build school buildings by De Carlo; the other one is an essay written by 
Shadrach Woods, and titled The education bazaar98.   
In his essay, De Carlo argued that any proposal as to how to more effectively design 
a school building had to be postponed to address firstly the question of  why school 
buildings should be designed at all. As we have seen, he questioned the very validity 
of  considering education as a mission exclusively accomplished within the school – as 
both an institution and as a building. He decided to illustrate the essay through the 
exclusive use of  photographs taken during the student revolts on the streets of  Milan, 
rather than through images or drawings of  projects for universities. He could have 
used images from his own university projects or from those he had selected as the 
examples to publish in the research on university planning at IUAV – that had been 
published the year before, in 1968. The decision to leave aside purely architectural 
images could be interpreted as an acknowledgment of  the need to go even beyond the 
results achieved with the projects for Dublin (albeit not built) and Urbino (that was 
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still an ongoing design process). The essay – as it is demonstrated by its contents – is 
a statement of  a need for putting aside architectural design for a moment, for taking a 
break from drawing, and focus on written reflection. Only after the reflective break a 
project, that is, some kind of  architectural order, could be drawn99.   
De Carlo’s essay can be seen as the definitive formulation of  his theory of  education 
that was developed in the previous seven years through a mixture of  writing and 
design – the projects for Urbino and Dublin – and coagulated in the plan for the 
University of  Pavia, on which he started working a year after the publication of  the 
essay. That is to say, the essay was a written manifesto waiting for its spatial equivalent. 
Conversely, The education bazaar should be understood in retroactive terms. The essay 
was a moment of  reflection and synthesis a posteriori for Shadrach Woods. This is 
also evident in the illustrations chosen by the author that are taken from his own 
practice as an architect. Thus, we find again two images of  the projects for the Free 
University and University College Dublin. For the Free University, rather than using 
architectural drawings or renderings, Woods reproduced the illustrative schemes of  the 
idea of  university that was proposed. These schemes were complemented with a more 
architectural visualisation of  the transposition of  the idea into space, a composition 
of  the plan and a bird’s eye view of  his project for the Dublin competition. If  there 
was any need to prove it, Woods was explicitly showing how the two proposals were 
iterations of  the same project. All of  the issues discussed by De Carlo can be found 
in the schemes of  the Free University, although in the latter the discussion was 
evidently focused mainly on the internal functioning of  the university, and not much 
on its wider outer relations. Much of  the rhetoric was thus spent on the need for 
breaking down barriers among the “rings of  isolation” that created an “atomization of  
the idea of  university” made of  packages of  “special information” detached from “general 
information”. The university was understood as a process of  information exchange that 
happened through multiple levels of  association among the members of  a community. 
Architecture ought to enable those levels of  association to happen, although it 
should not aim at a strict disciplinary and prescriptive role. The objective of  the 
architect designing a university was, in Wood’s view, to seek “a system giving the minimum 
organization necessary to an association of  disciplines.”100 
The need for new ways of  association that driven by the users’ will rather than 
prescribed from above was an argument in clear assonance with De Carlo’s critique 
of  the principle of  authority. In his essay Woods indeed reached conclusions that 
were closely related to De Carlo’s. In particular, he defined the blurring of  boundaries 
between education and the built environment, claiming the identity between school 
and city: “The city itself, which is the natural habitat of  Western man, is the school, college, 
university. We see the city as the total school, not the school as a “micro-community.”101 Moreover, 
just as De Carlo had claimed that “with the student revolt, education has returned to the city 
and to the streets”, Woods would say “Education lose its relevance by being locked up in ivory 
towers. The theatre of  our time is in the streets. Education, then, is urbanism. And urbanism is 
everybody’s business, as is education.”102
Finally, before De Carlo turned it into a project, Woods stated the dilution of  
education in the built environment, overcoming the idea of  the school as a 
concentrated service at neighbourhood scale (the same critique De Carlo moved to 
the Italian quartiere): “This would argue against the concept of  neighbourhood- or community-
oriented schools and in favour of  a non-centric educational web in which, ideally, everything could be 
everywhere. Practically, such an adaptable system would develop points or lines of  more intensive or 
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specialized use; but these would result from the citizen’s wants and needs and not from the planners’ 
fiat. Since the system is to be conceived of  as being non-centric, becoming poly-centric through use, the 
possibility of  further change and adaptation would be built-in and could be retained.”103
It is indubitable that De Carlo and Woods shared a similar view about architecture 
and its social role104. Indeed, common feelings towards the ways of  overcoming 
orthodox Modernism were what characterised the members of  Team X at large. 
Team X’s role within the recent history of  architecture is usually portrayed as an 
attempt to reconsider the standpoint of  the man in the street. In this formula - which 
not coincidentally happened to be the title of  a series of  lectures given by  Woods 
in 1966105 and, subsequently, of  a book published posthumously in 1975106 - are 
simultaneously contained two aspects of  Team X’s rhetoric: on the one side, there is 
the recovery of  a humanistic approach to architecture that probably found its clearest 
manifestation in the demise of  canonical thinking-through-zoning, and the switch to 
ideas of  association107; on the other side, there is the recovery of  what George Candilis 
defined the “functional street” referring to a “primordial element in the city” whose capacity 
of  structuring the urban realm had not been equalled by the “passages and trajectories” 
with which the Athens Charter had replaced it108.
For De Carlo, as I have discussed before, the man in the street suddenly materialised 
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in the 1960’s as a specific group: the students revolting against the university and 
the inadequacy of  old institutions towards rapidly changing social needs. Despite 
sharing common concepts of  chance, instability and multiple organisations by the 
users as grounds for architecture, it was only with the publication of  the two essays 
on education that De Carlo and Woods’ arguments came to really coincide. Up to 
that point, their achievements regarding university design were only superficially 
similar. This is evident from a comparison between their proposals for the Dublin 
competition – keeping in mind that when talking about Wood’s proposal for Dublin 
we are also discussing the project for Berlin, so that I will refer to ‘Woods’ university’.  
At a first reading of  the two projects, it would seem that both their ideas of  university 
still suffered from being articulated as an inward-oriented discourse: their critique 
seems to deal exclusively with the need of  reshuffling the university from within. 
However, their formal results were opposite: while Woods’ university defined a clear, 
controlled rectangular geometrical figure, De Carlo’s appeared as an array of  parts 
kept together by a central element but without a clear outer boundary. 
Such contrasting architectural representations unveiled the fact that for Woods the 
focus in the internal functioning of  the university – summarised by the rhetoric 
of  multidisciplinarity - was translated into a discourse that found its only physical 
manifestation in the internal spatial organisation of  the institution. In figurative 
terms, the university was still trapped inside the inevitability of  definite form. Woods’ 
university was thus conceived as complex machinery aimed at dissolving any a priori 
stability only within its interior organisation. Conversely, De Carlo’s idea of  university 
as a presence permeating society – and thus leading to the equation between city 
and university – already found its manifestation in the Dublin proposal through the 
refusal of  formal stability, and of  a precise boundary for the university. This was an 
anticipation of  the ultimate dissolution in the urban and social fabric affirmed only in 
1969 by Woods - in the form of  a text - and from 1971 by De Carlo - in the form of  
a project. 
What was represented in the actual physical manifestation of  Woods’ university was 
more in line with logic of  acupunctural remediation109 than with that of  a complete 
disruption of  the status quo towards which was tending De Carlo. Woods’ university, 
intended as a territorial actor, thus expressed a similar logic to that of  the regional 
shopping mall that had been pioneered by Victor Gruen in the United States110. The 
regional shopping mall was an architectural machinery set up to remediate something 
that had already happened, namely suburbanisation111. Gruen did not aim to subvert 
reality; he rather accepted it, and tried to approach it from within. So, the regional 
shopping mall was the new collective centrality aimed at coping with an increasingly 
dispersed urban population. As such, it brought with itself  elements it had ‘learnt 
from the city’ – the locus of  urbanity par excellance – and reconfigured them into new 
machinery that could only make sense because it was part of  suburbia112.  
Woods had a similar understanding of  the university as an opportunity for a new 
centrality within the European suburb. When writing his retroactive manifesto in 1969, 
he described the university as a bazaar, that is, as a space for the maximisation of  
encounter possibilities. These encounters were not to be limited within the university 
community but should embrace the wider suburban condition in which the university 
was inserted. As argued by Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre113, Woods had clear 
from the beginning how challenging it would be to insert the university within “one of  
the wealthiest suburbs in pre-war Europe”114. He intentionally contrasted the low-density 
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of  the suburban villas with an idea of  dense fabric aimed at drawing the residents 
of  Dahlem and “make them rethink their views, shed their suburban identity, and ultimately be 
converted to a more humanistic way of  life”115.   
So, Woods’ university operated on two levels, and used two contrasting strategies. On 
the one side, through condensation, density, and congestion it aimed at the creation 
of  centrality for the suburban condition – thus proposing an understanding of  the 
university as remedial machinery; on the other hand, it rejected centrality as the way to 
glue together a cross-disciplinary academic community116. Thus, community was still 
the catchword for Wood’s idea of  university. The university was, in other words, still a 
specific sub-set within society. The difference with the past was that this community 
should not be intended in fixed terms anymore, as a stable group of  people specialised 
in the same area of  knowledge - that is what a single faculty was. Rather, the university 
was a less configured structure, it was the place where general and special information 
was exchanged regardless of  disciplinary specificities. Thus, architecture could only 
address it in terms of  associational patterns that put together the individual and group 
dimensions. 
The paradox of  Woods’s project - and probably the reason why it is still studied 
and considered a milestone of  post-war architecture and urbanism – is that formal 
configuration was at the same time pursued and rejected. Although it was promoted 
through the rhetoric of  extensibility and open form, it was intrinsically finite, 
complete, and stable. The overall form was defined a priori as the final result to be 
achieved. It has been often noticed that the prototype for Woods’ university project 
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Perspective of  University College Dublin
Shadrach Woods et al., 1963-64
(© Avery Drawings & Archives, Shadrach Woods Archive, Drawings collection, Temp Box 03)
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was his 1961 competition proposal for the reconstruction of  the centre of  Frankfurt. 
Here it is important to recall the distinction highlighted by Kenneth Frampton 
between the two projects. Frampton noticed: “That this Frankfurt scheme as built out in 
the Free University of  Berlin in 1973 lost much of  its conviction stems largely from the absence 
of  an urban context. In Berlin-Dahlem it was deprived of  that urban culture for which it had 
been conceived and to which it would have responded had it been built in Frankfurt.”117 While 
Frampton’s argument depended on a reading of  the urban/suburban contrast, it is his 
subsequent comment that is more relevant here when he stated that “however much a 
university may function like a city in microcosm, it cannot generate the animated diversity of  the city 
proper.”118 
It is in these words that the difference of  approach towards the role of  the university 
between Shadrach Woods and Giancarlo De Carlo is concisely summarised. For 
Woods, the university was still a salvific presence, a remedial practice playing on the 
ambiguity between stability and instability of  form but that ultimately did not totally 
give up the former. Rather, it developed a complex machinery that transfigured ideas 
coming from different contexts – and it is not important to agree or disagree with the 
plethora of  these contexts as they have been variously hypothesised: the Manhattan 
grid, the Arabic Kasbah, Unitè d’Habitation, Louis Kahn’s Philadelphia Plan, a 
biological organism, etc.. In so doing, it inevitably ended up in an inward looking 
device, hoping to draw diversity from the outside due to its mighty mixing capabilities. 
Conversely, while sharing the same basic beliefs in a socially engaged architecture for 
the man in the street, De Carlo did not define a prototype. There is not, for De Carlo, 
the equivalent of  a Frankfurt diagram applied to other subsequent projects. Or, more 
correctly, there is a diagram that is not converted into a recurring figural organisation, 
as for De Carlo form cannot be defined a priori119. So, also De Carlo’s projects – from 
the Colleges in Urbino to the Dublin proposal and, finally, the plan for Pavia – aimed 
at affirming the rhetoric of  multiple association, instability, serendipity, “labyrinthine 
clarity” (in Van Eyck’s words), etc. 
De Carlo and Woods’ divergence stands in the way they handled the role of  the 
grid as an underlying spatial logic of  their projects. Both affirmed their aim to be 
the deployment of  an “organisational systematization”120 – in De Carlo’s terms - or an 
“organizing device”121 – in Woods’ terms. The latter’s idea of  university as something that 
continuously changes was handled through the literal translation of  the grid - or web, 
to use Woods’ terminology – into a spatial configuration. Conversely, in De Carlo’s 
work the grid firstly never materialised as such and, secondly, did not give birth to a 
paradigmatic building that could be iterated over time.    
It was on the topic of  the grid that the final confrontation between the two architects’ 
projects of  university explicitly happened. In 1973, when construction of  the Free 
University was almost completed, Team X chose as location of  their meeting the 
construction site of  the building in Berlin. Woods could not take part to the meeting, 
and designated Manfred Schiedhelm122 to present, and defend the project of  the 
university. The discussion on the project among Team X members was taped and sent 
to Woods. During that discussion, De Carlo moved his criticism mostly towards the 
literal translation of  the grid into built form. As we have seen, his own project for 
Dublin was based on a grid that, however, did not materialise as such but remained 
an underlying logic for the organisation of  space. In an article published in 1974 and 
collecting the comments of  other Team X members about the university buildings, De 
Carlo wrote:
“Can a university become an opportunity for broad cultural interaction, which implies creative 
disorder, if  its pattern is entirely and perpetually conditioned by the strait-jacket of  a materialized 
grid? […] Shouldn’t a grid be just an intellectual discipline that ought to fade out, and allow a 
counter-move of  contradiction, as the generation of  space and forms takes place? […] We are all 
indebted to Shad for the rediscovery of  the grid as a powerful tool for reunifying varied architectural 
events. The grid cannot, however, be more than a frame. As soon as it becomes a closed system that 
compels activities and forms to adhere to its over-simplified geometry, the designing process freezes and 
authoritarianism manifests itself  again.”123 
Woods’ reply to De Carlo’s comment - and to those of  his other Team X colleagues 
- came in the form of  a short poem titled “Remember the spring of  the old days?” that I 
used in the opening of  this paragraph. De Carlo’s critique of  the grid found its reply 
with Woods’ words “the intellectual grid is all in your head”. The reply was published in 
January 1974 when the first full article showing photos of  the built Free University 
came out. That article was then followed, eight months later, by the publication of  
Alison Smithson’s famous text on mat-building, in which she attempted to define the 
pedigree of  the Free University by going backwards in time from 1974 through the 
recent history of  architecture.   
In the caption to the first project of  such “tracking back” trajectory -Toulouse 
University also designed by Candilis, Josic and Woods and inserted within their own 
1961 housing scheme – Smithson writes: “building method deliberately normalised: the back-
up of  an office, whose work was normalised, therefore on-going, therefore able to fund and support the 
“The intellectual grid is all in your head”
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floor plan
Shadrach Woods et al., 1963-64
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floor plan
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(from Giancarlo De Carlo, 
Proposta per una struttura universitaria, 1965)
morale of  the wait involved in the FU”124. 
Therefore, Woods’s idea of  university ultimately gave birth to a universal system, 
a prototype for endless reiteration: for him, mat-building was intended as a noun. 
Conversely, De Carlo articulated a different understanding of  mat-building without 
normalising it into an image – the horizontal Kasbah – but applying it as a way of  
thinking about the city in which the university played not just an instrumental role. 
For him, mat building became a gerund. Following Timothy Hyde’s pointing out the 
importance of  questioning whether mat-building is to be understood as a noun or 
a gerund125, Stan Allen argued that the fact it has mostly been interpreted as a noun, 
that is, as some kind of  building type, is not appropriate in particular when one 
considers the changed experience of  the contemporary city which is “not so much the 
orderly progression of  scales as an experience of  rapid shifts in scale and speed of  movement”126. So, 
a scale-jump is necessary to overcome the restrictive understanding of  mat-building 
as a physically defined and definable object127. If  Allen had considered De Carlo’s 
trajectory of  university projects, from Dublin, through Urbino, to Pavia, he would 
probably have found an early instance of  someone who tried to think of  mat building 
– although without cognition of  the term – at a different scale.  
University College Dublin, ground floor plan
Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1963-64
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Giancarlo De Carlo)
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Back to Italy. The University Panopticon 
The university was, for De Carlo, more than that fortunate incident that happened 
along the way in the work of  many architects - including those, like Candilis Josic 
and Woods, who more profoundly would have left a mark in the urbanistic and 
architectural discourse exactly through their projects for a university. 
As said, other Italian architects instrumentally seized the opportunity of  taking part 
to the design competitions for new universities in order to reiterate the città territorio 
hypothesis. They took the university as that complex machinery capable of  kick-
starting a new urban condition in a similar way as they had handled the centri direzionali 
just a few years earlier. This meant that an equation was established between university 
and centri direzionali in the sense that both were understood as components of  a 
growing service sector. The university was thus to play a key role in the consolidation 
of  a tertiary economy, and was itself  to be understood as a large office space, another 
business district that equalled studying to a working activity and the student to a 
worker. 
If  the university was understood as a business district it comes without saying that 
the same spatial approach that was valid for one would have been valid also for the 
other. Thus, the key principle of  the città territorio was confirmed, namely the stability 
of  form as a postulate. In other words, the finiteness of  architectural form was seen 
as the only possible response for the creation of  an urban condition for the mass 
society. It is useful to recall Tafuri’s biological metaphor with which he commented 
upon the early stages in the formulation of  città territorio (with particular reference 
to the 1962 competition for Turin’s business district) because it still sounds valid for 
various proposals submitted at the competitions in the early 1970s: “The fever for the 
<<large dimension>> is still looking for places where form can be set down. […] those places are 
found among the ganglion cells of  a territorial organism understood as a constantly changing structure: 
the hope is to at least define the skeleton, the infrastructural bone structure, and the brains of  that 
magnetic field”128.  The apology of  the service sector described by Tafuri had been 
transposed into the university. 
This was a first step taken by Italian architects to respond to the simultaneous 
challenges posed by the growing processes of  urbanisation, and the social demand for 
more permeable and widespread access to knowledge. The university was therefore 
maximised through a process of  gigantism that projected it as a new settlement of  a 
size comparable to the existing urban centres. A key aspect of  such new settlement 
was its finiteness. Despite, indeed, the fact of  having to consider the pressing 
demands for flexibility, adaptability, and growth that had become integral part of  
the architectural discourse in general, and were understood as inevitable aspects for 
university planning in particular, the project for the University of  Cagliari produced 
by Giuseppe Samonà was meant to be finite at every stage of  its development. It was 
thus conceived on the basis of  organisational diagrams that could convey an idea 
of  enclosure rather than openness, as the latter was equalled with indeterminacy. 
The remarkable aspect about that project is indeed its capacity to conciliate the large 
dimension of  the settlement, the creation of  ‘place’, and the possibility for further 
development. While the settlement was conceived as a staged process, the final form 
was clearly designed from the outset as the final objective to be pursued.      
As we have seen, Gregotti was never much sympathetic of  the città territorio debate, 
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and tried to address the same problems – the growth of  urbanisation, the need to 
redefine the role of  built-form in shaping territories, the impact of  new mobility 
across space, etc. – from a different point of  view that picked upon studies in 
geography and semiology. Gregotti’s theory of  built-form as an analytical tool for 
the topographical conditions of  a specific place led him to test an idea of  university 
understood more in terms of  an open process. His was an attempt to achieve what, 
to cite again Tafuri, was described as a “possibility of  overcoming the poetic of  the object to 
leave space for an architecture made solely of  relations”129. If  the project for the University of  
Florence couldn’t be completely considered a product of  Gregotti’s approach – as it 
was developed within a large and heterogeneous group, which explains its closer ties to 
the tertiarisation of  the university proposed by the advocates of  città territorio – it is in 
his project for Calabria that the “architecture made solely of  relations” was achieved. Here 
the switch from enclosure to the open form of  the linear figure was an elaboration 
on the notion of  the university intended as territorial machinery. However, the idea 
of  enclosure did not vanish; rather it reappeared at a different scale: by stretching 
as much as it could over its geographical location the university aimed to provide a 
cognitive limit to the diffusion of  urbanity over a wide territory. Therefore, from being 
an introverted community in itself, housed within the walls of  some closed spatial 
diagram, the university was turned into a limit to urbanisation. 
Archizoom openly criticised the idea of  città territorio. Building upon the rhetoric 
of  the city as a factory, their project for the University of  Florence was more a 
hope for a future scenario of  ubiquitous information than a representation of  an 
existing condition. In this sense, it was indubitably anticipatory of  the redundancy of  
information in which we live today that, even if  already being diagnosed in the 1960s, 
was then just an emerging phenomenon far from the current pervasiveness of  data to 
be processed daily, and everywhere. Thus, the “continuous information surface” projected 
over the Florentine plain was the representation of  a de-institutionalising will aimed 
at fighting the authoritarian model of  knowledge management. This was embodied by 
the institution of  the school, and following on the footsteps of  Ivan Illich’s criticism 
about the need to disrupt a “schooled society”, Archizoom’s project was a representation 
of  learning as a lifelong, pervasive activity.    
Giancarlo De Carlo agreed with Archizoom about the need for deschooling society. 
Rather than reiterating a similar polemic to Archizoom’s abstract “discorso per immagini”, 
De Carlo took de-institutionalisation as a project to be addressed only by means 
of  its projection onto a real context. Starting from a critique of  the atomisation of  
knowledge, as represented by the Italian university, he undertook a design trajectory 
that passed through three different projects, leading him to set the framework for 
widespread access to information. In doing this, he recovered the way in which the 
modern urban university had been created more than sixty years before the advent of  
the mass university. 
Building upon the rationale that grounded the emergence of  the modern urban 
university – whose paradigm has been indicated in the University of  Chicago of  late 
19th century – De Carlo proposed an idea of  engaged university for which the urban 
environment itself  is an object to be put under scientific scrutiny. He thus could 
conceptualise the university as a double process of  “observation” and “generalisation and 
theorisation”. The will to dilute the university in society raised the risk of  achieving a 
result opposite to the one sought for, namely the mere dispersion and ultimate loss of  
any possible coherence for the university. What De Carlo depicted with his project for 
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the University of  Pavia was a sort of  reduction of  society to an academic Panopticon 
in which all parts of  the territory could be under the constant observation by the 
university community. In a way partly similar to what Cedric Price had done in his 
proposal for a mobile university in the north of  England, De Carlo imagined the very 
movement from one pole to the other as part of  the observatory activity: a sort of  
silent system of  dispersed espionage. This is, probably, the inevitable counterpart to 
the project of  dissolution of  the university as a territorial presence. 
However, the possibility of  testing such a project vanished rapidly. Reviewing the 
project for Pavia almost thirty years later and, in general, reflecting on the aftermath 
of  that brief  period between the 1960’s and 1970’s in which there was a belief  in 
the possibility of  subverting the status quo of  the university and, by doing so, of  
reinventing the city, De Carlo concluded: “Like at the end of  the 1940’s, at the end of  the 
sixties it looked like all common places on which the old world had been grounded were on the verge 
of  collapsing. It was as if  we had arrived at the threshold of  a new world. […] At the turn of  the 
sixties and seventies there was a strong civic sense and the university had been put into deep crisis by 
the student revolts. Then, the institution recovered its old position, reaffirmed its traditional arrogance, 
and broke its pact with society. […] The university has not only gone back to what it was before 
1968; it has even worsened because its expansion turned it into a gigantic and detached body that 
suffocates the city. Students are considered but a mere accident; they could be totally discarded if  it 
wasn’t for the fact that they are essential for the reproduction of  the system”.130
Following spread:
Student protest in Milan, 1973
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international connections and their influence 
on the architectural discourse – albeit not 
at the same level for all of  them – has been 
widely acknowledged abroad. It could be 
enough – while not a complete account – to 
remind that both Aymonino and Quaroni 
worked as visiting professors at some major 
American universities (Aymonino being 
also part of  the network of  the Institute 
for Architecture and Urban Studies); 
Gregotti’s editorial projects for some major 
magazines placed him at the crossroads 
of  the international debate making him an 
attentive scholar of  what was happening 
abroad; and Samonà’s re-invention of  the 
School of  Venice in the post-war years as a 
major platform of  debate was internationally 
considered an exemplary way of  thinking 
about the modes of  architectural education. 
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The project of  the university and the city
Introduction
The knowledge economy is said to be marked by faster and shorter cycles of  
production and consumption. The life-span of  knowledge products is increasingly 
short and follows a process of  continuous modification and search for innovation. 
Urban design professor Ali Madanipour has recently set himself  the task of  analysing 
the relations between knowledge economy and the city. It is useful, by means of  
introduction, to look at some of  the arguments articulated by Madanipour as they 
summarise the main points of  a current discussion on the condition of  knowledge 
and its relation to society. I will discuss in more detail some of  those points in the 
following chapter. 
By breaking down his discussion into four main themes (the nature of  economic 
products, the function of  knowledge, the role of  technology, and the social 
organization of  production), Madanipour has attempted to demystify some 
common myths. The most popular among these is the supposed immateriality 
of  the new processes of  production, which is related to the massive role played 
by information and communication technologies in the contemporary globalised 
economy. Conversely, he argues that knowledge economy is a segment of  a wider 
global organisation of  material production and consumption. Rather than being 
immaterial he posits that knowledge economy should be understood as a paradoxical 
situation in which the rise of  immaterial networks serves to strengthen an object-
based culture that, today more than ever, is highly material. So, rather than talking of  
post-industrialization he recommends the term global industrialization to indicate a 
reorganisation of  the industrial processes that has split their stages from conception 
to actual realisation, and dispersed them on a global scale – leaving the first role to 
advanced countries and the second to underdeveloped or developing countries.
Knowledge economy stands in between its being dispersed as a global process of  
production and its being embedded in specific cultural environments. This relates 
to the existence of  two sub-sets of  knowledge: one is codified knowledge, the 
other is tacit knowledge. While the former can be transmitted through channels of  
communication (either physical or immaterial), tacit knowledge can be exchanged only 
through the physical co-existence of  the carriers of  such knowledge, that is to say, of  
humans. Hence the recognition of  face-to-face as key to the new economy based on 
knowledge, and the related praise of  the city as the privileged environment capable to 
foster knowledge creation1.  
The knowledge economy, Madanipour argues, is as much spatial and material as it is 
immaterial. He identifies the spatial manifestations as composed of  an array of  “science 
and technology parks, cultural and creative districts, office clusters, gentrified neighbourhoods and 
deprived ghettos”2. These are the elements that define the contemporary city – or, more 
appropriately speaking, the contemporary urban territory - as a collage of  parts. Such 
archipelago becomes the setting for the life experience of  a new professional figure: 
Facadectomy. The university is back in town
Chicago, Loop U
(from Sharon Haar, The city as campus, 2011)
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the knowledge worker. Madanipour notices the existence of  at least two definitions 
of  knowledge workers. A first definition states that “cognitive complexity and relationship 
to computers may be appropriate bases for identifying knowledge workers […] One definition 
includes the top three standard occupational classifications: managers, professionals and associate 
professionals”3. Then, he adds that “another, more broadly defined, version of  knowledge workers 
calls them the creative class, i.e., ‘professionals whose primary responsibilities include innovating, 
designing, and problem solving’”4 . 
The new professional category, however, is not the only one that operates in the 
knowledge economy. Thus, Madanipour wants to demystify also a reading that 
has been given of  the contemporary working class, by relegating it to just one, not 
necessarily predominant, segment of  society. Such reading was advanced by so-called 
post-Operaist critique, and found one of  its most thorough formulations in Paolo 
Virno’s “A grammar of  the multitude”5. According to Virno, the multitude describes the 
current condition of  homogenisation that blurred the boundaries between different 
spheres of  life, and in particular the one between working and non-working time. In 
such a condition, Virno argues, the cultivation of  the most generic human capacities 
– mainly language and inter-relation, the skills of  a “generic intellect” – has become 
the key asset for the survival of  an increasingly precarious society. Such precariat is 
related to the switch from the stability of  the workplace - guaranteed as a promise by 
Fordist organisation of  work, and that found in the factory its spatial paradigm – to 
the flexible condition that characterises what is labelled as post-Fordism, and whose 
spatial paradigm seems less clearly identifiable with a specific building type6. Post-
Fordism, in Virno’s view, means not only a different organisation of  the processes of  
production, but also a widespread social condition made of  a mutual interpenetration 
of  labor and non-labor time. This condition is characterised by the application of  a 
professional mentality to everyday social practises, and by the opposite one of  the 
socialisation of  professional practices. The definition of  the workplace as a specific 
and identifiable space starts losing its meaning, and with it also the distinction of  a 
‘living environment’ from a ‘working environment’. Living and working thus become 
two inseparable and often coinciding spheres of  life.
The emergence of  knowledge as a new economic asset – a commodity to be 
exchanged in the global urban marketplace – reshuffles the conception of  production 
places. Among the “spaces of  production” of  the knowledge economy we thus find 
universities, science and technology parks, creative economy clusters, office clusters, 
and home working7. All of  these have participated - since the switch towards a 
“Making a middle landscape”
Stanford Technology Park (left) and Cambridge 
Science Park (right)
(from Kees Christiaanse, Kerstin Hoeger, 
Campus and the City, 2007) 
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knowledge-based economy in the early 1970s - to the transformation of  the built 
environment, to the changing meaning of  the term ‘city’ and, in particular, to the crisis 
of  reasoning through the dichotomy city/countryside. Such dichotomy has started to 
be widely questioned also by architects and urbanists since the early years following 
World War 2 when many cities started to follow an irreversible spilling out process 
towards a wider territory, and to define what has been named a “middle landscape”8, that 
is, a spatial and social condition in between urban and rural, an extension of  a city 
mentality beyond the limits of  the city itself9. 
In the last two decades, in parallel with the rise and strengthening of  the discourse 
on the knowledge economy, the process of  outward growth through delocalisation 
of  parts and functions of  the city to an increasingly wide periphery started to be 
questioned and inverted. A return to the city appeared as a logical response to the 
supposed ‘urban nature’ of  the knowledge economy, which is said to benefit from the 
hustle and bustle, the congestion, the density and intensity of  urban environments, 
and in particular those that are found in central city locations. Indeed, central city 
locations - often formerly industrial areas that emerged as new ‘opportunity areas’ 
once their de-industrialisation appeared to be irreversible - have become the most 
sought after locations for city governments to brand their cities as ‘hotbeds of  
innovation and knowledge’. The case of  22@ in Barcelona can be cited as one among 
a myriad of  attempts at re-branding/re-zoning a large urban area from its past as a 
manufacturing district to its future as an “innovation district”10 . 
The re-urbanised knowledge clusters are an evolution of  the ‘technopoles’, that is, 
Knowledge Economy builds the city
The area of  22@Barcelona Innovation District
(drawing by author)
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the clusters of  knowledge-intensive industries (mainly science and technology parks) 
that proliferated around the world in the second half  of  the 20th century. As stated 
by Manuel Castells and Peter Hall the “image” of  the new economy consisted of  “a 
series of  low, discreet buildings, usually displaying a certain air of  quiet good taste, and set amidst 
impeccable landscaping in that standard real-estate cliché, a campus-like atmosphere”11. This is 
an image whose cradle can indeed be found in the university campus. If  starting in 
the 1960s the campus became the general model of  universities’ growth around the 
world well beyond its original American settings, it concomitantly served as the model 
space for the organisation of  new production networks that encompassed an array of  
business corporations and research institutions. The campus thus became an apparatus 
for economic growth12, and its widespread application gave birth to a territorial 
organisation characterised as a juxtaposition of  compounds kept together by traffic 
infrastructure. Such territorial organisation is today no longer an exclusive of  the most 
advanced economies but it has been implemented also in more peripheral locations as 
a model solution promising economic development.     
The recent ‘urban turn’ of  the knowledge economy seems to have attempted 
to modify the image described by Castells and Hall by turning it into the image 
of  an urban neighbourhood. To be true, such neighbourhoods - that have been 
variously labelled as “mega-research parks” or “innovation hubs”13 - do not replace the 
older peripheral clusters. Rather, they act as their ‘urbanised complement’ within a 
strategy of  collaboration among clusters (as is shown by the cited case of  Barcelona 
where 22@ is an addition to a collection of  about 25 science parks and other 
similar clusters scattered around the metropolitan region). The inhabitants that city 
governments aim to attract to such new ‘urban knowledge districts’ are the so-called 
knowledge-intensive industries that operate mainly in the sectors of  high-tech, ICT, 
biotechnology, renewable energies, and creative industries. These new ‘urbanised 
campuses’ then add to the geography of  workplaces of  the contemporary ‘talents’, the 
singularities that form Virno’s multitude and Madanipour’s knowledge workers. 
Among the network of  urban actors that collaborate for the set-up of  new urban 
knowledge clusters – the ‘triple helix’ made of  government, research and business 
– the university retains a central role. As noticed by Madanipour, “now that knowledge 
is announced as the driving force of  economic development, universities find an even more central 
role, both economically and spatially”14. The university today is thus discussed as an urban 
developer, and the underlying rhetoric proposed by the advocates of  this role for the 
academic institution is summed up in the statement “a university of, not simply in, the 
city”15. It is not difficult to prove how such a statement is a slogan that tries to mask 
the fact that the university increasingly acts today in similar ways to a large private 
developer when it comes to real estate operations (something that is evident in the 
attempts of  some large American universities of  expanding inside the city fabric 
rather than building outlying campuses as done in the 1960s and 1970s16). Indeed, 
many studies of  the university as an urban developer tend to focus mostly on the 
real estate aspects17, and manifest the “economisation of  the universities”18, and the related 
commodification of  knowledge for real estate purposes. These aspects become an 
object of  criticism under the heading of  “factories of  knowledge” that laments how 
“the university is becoming an actor in the intertwined strategies of  the real estate market and 
infrastructure policy: the upgrading of  city districts, gentrification, and the transformation of  formerly 
industrial or working-class neighbourhoods into zones occupied by the creative economy have become 
functions of  university management”19. Madanipour himself  expressed scepticism about the 
“The university as urban developer”
Right: Columbia University Manhattanville 
expansion plan
Renzo Piano Workshop and SOM, 
2002-in progress
Below: Penn Conncets: A Vision for the Future
Expansion plan for the University of  Philadelphia
Sasaki Associates, 2006-in progress
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role of  the university as an urban developer, which he considers as a part of  a wider 
process of  economic exploitation of  knowledge: “what appears to be spaces of  knowledge 
might actually be spaces of  speculation and market-making.”20
Besides the real estate approach, in more recent years, a new interest on the university 
and on its relations with cities and urban territories has also started emerging by 
the part of  architects and urbanists. Two books, in particular, can be cited as signals 
of  a return of  interest in the spatial implications of  the university. The first is a 
publication that originated from a symposium held at Zurich’s ETH in 2006 on the 
topic “Campus and the City”21. Besides acknowledging the necessity of  reconceiving 
the relation between “the every-day” and “the ivory tower”22, here the interest seems 
mostly put on defining strategies for coping with the archipelago of  campus-like 
environments that have restructured metropolitan and regional territories over the 
last fifty years. The project for ETH Science City (developed by KCAP since 2005) is 
presented as an exemplar case of  reconceiving the urbanity of  the campus. The logic 
of  the project is based on a programmatic and physical densification of  the outlying 
greenfield campus of  Zurich’s polytechnic, with the aim of  achieving the ‘intensity’ 
of  an urban environment. What this strategy raises as a doubt is whether it is merely 
promoting a mimicking of  the city. That is to say, the question to be asked when 
dealing with a transformation or expansion project for such ‘islands’ of  academic 
activities is whether or not they must be turned into cities in miniature that replicate 
the density of   a central city district, and are shaped by the elements of  an urban space 
(arcades, plazas, streets, urban blocks, etc.) In opposition to such a strategy, the book 
An other space or city mimickry?
Above ETH Science City, Zurich
KCAP, 2005-in progress
Below: De Uithof  Master Regenerative 
Masterplan, Utrecht
OMA, 1986
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presents also the master plan for the University of  Utrecht produced by the Office for 
Metropolitan Architecture (1988). Here any use of  the word urbanity is rejected, and 
the campus is thought to grow within its limit and its nature of  being a heterotopic 
place. No ‘science city’ is sought, but rather a perfected machine for students and 
teachers to work in. This is made of  interconnected buildings that do not attempt to 
set-up urban street life but interpret the continuous flow that characterises the process 
of  learning. However, the project could be questioned exactly on the basis of  its 
relying on the rhetoric of  the informality of  learning and knowledge processes, which 
has become a popular notion for understanding the space of  knowledge economy. 
Another book that shows a new interest by architects on the relations between the 
university and the city is Sharon Haar’s “The city as campus” (2011)23. Through an 
in-depth analysis of  the modern history of  Chicago and of  its higher education 
institutions (the 19th century experiment of  the Hull House Social Settlement, the 
University of  Chicago, the Illinois Institute of  Technology – IIT, the University 
of  Illinois at Chicago Circle – UICC, and the universities that are located in the 
city centre), Haar develops a narrative of  the university as a laboratory for the 
experimentation of  new urban spaces and ideas of  the city. Borrowing from Sarah 
Whiting’s analysis of  Mies van der Rohe’s IIT campus – which Whiting read as an 
archetype for the urban transformation of  the whole area of  Chicago’s Near South 
Side between the 1940s and the 1950s (Whiting named it “bas-relief  urbanism”24) 
- Haar argues that it was by using the university as a testing ground that Chicago 
experimented with different ideas of  urban planning. These spanned from tabula rasa 
and bas-relief  urbanism (IIT), to urban renewal and the multi-layered city (UICC), 
to the current return to the city centre in which the city is rediscovered as the real 
campus. The latter indicates that the space of  the city centre, according to Haar, serves 
today as the common ground on which the university acts as a major urban dweller 
among other dwellers, but also as a force capable of  redirecting the transformation of  
The university as testing ground for 
an idea of  the city
Left: Chicago Near South Side 
Redevelopment Plan, 1950
(from Sarah Whiting, 
Bas-Relief  Urbanism, 2001)
Right: University of  Illinois at Chicago Circle
Walter Netsch - SOM, 1963
(from Sharon Haar, The city as campus, 2011)
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the city through its power of  attraction (the case of  Loop U).        
A new relationship, Haar posits, is thus emerging between the city and the university 
that is “based on the common mission to acknowledge and accommodate diverse people, ideas, 
and technologies and to advance knowledge directed toward global interactions”25. In an attempt 
to answer the question “how did the city, once claimed to be anathema to American higher 
education and pedagogy, come to find itself  so intertwined in the future of  both?”, Haar argues 
that in Chicago “the urban campus is imbricated in the city by virtue of  the need to produce 
urban citizens and, equally important, to research social and urban forms that will lead to new ideas 
about urban migration, calls for urban reform, and ultimately, new models of  urban planning and 
design. What binds these unique examples together [she concludes] is what they teach us about the 
interrelationship of  knowledge and urbanism”26. Similarly to other attempts at reconsidering 
the urban nature of  the university27, Haar develops an argument against the common 
understanding of  the American university as a rejection of  the city. The overlapping 
missions of  university and city today, she proposes, provide a clear example of  the 
partiality of  the pastoral conception of  higher education. 
Haar’s work shows how city and university are inextricably related by what could be 
described as a bi-directional opportunism. On the one side, the city takes advantage 
from hosting a university to brand itself  as a ‘knowledge hub’, and thus looks for 
carving its place in the global competition among cities; on the other side, the 
university exploits the city as a source for its research purposes. If  the latter is a 
phenomenon that shaped from the outset the modern urban university (of  which 
the University of  Chicago has been a prototype led by the work of  the school of  
urban sociology that took as its object of  scientific study the city itself), the user-
centred production processes of  today make this opportunistic relation appear even 
more relevant today (think of  the feedback mechanism that turns users into active 
participants in the production chain for new ICT applications).  
Yet, while this argument for the inextricable relation between city and university 
appears to be convincing, when it comes to discuss the latest stages of  the 
construction of  an idea of  the city as campus, something happens: architecture 
suddenly disappears. Or, more appropriately, it remains only in the form of  the 
exterior look of  buildings inside the city fabric; it is reduced to pure image. This, on 
the one side confirms the diagnosis proposed by various critics of  a university that 
has been turned into a device for city branding, and that partakes in a wider post-
modern usage of  architecture for purely exterior representation. On the other side, a 
clear disjunction appears between the current case studies analysed by Sharon Haar 
and the older ones. While the latter needed to be discussed through architectural 
drawings – from early sketches to final renderings – Loop U (the consortium of  
universities that is today spreading its presence over the centre of  Chicago) seems to 
be definable only through some photographs of  the buildings. Haar herself  writes 
in one of  the captions of  the photos “Columbia College Chicago; branding in the context 
of  the redevelopment of  the South Loop”, while in another she labels “facadectomy” a 
common type of  architectural intervention to refurbish blocks to make them fit for 
academic activities while retaining the exterior look of  what is perceived as ‘city’28. 
No attempt is made to look at the ways in which the single architectures interpret 
modified conceptions of  the student, of  the learning process, of  the multiple 
dimensions of  knowledge transfer, etc. The fact that an architectural plan or a section 
could contain and unveil more than the external look of  the building’s facade can tell 
about the new ‘urbanisation of  the university’ is not investigated. Nor is the overall 
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effect that the various academic buildings are having on the city space shown by 
means of  – for instance – a ground floor plan that shows them all together – beyond 
a zoning map. Is the fact that the university can be absorbed within the urban fabric 
a sufficient argument for leaving its project in the hands of  academic councils, 
managers, maybe pedagogues, and removing it from the hands of  architects and 
urbanists? Or, to formulate the question more precisely, doesn’t the university require 
projective large scale thinking as much as it requires small scale intervention (even if  
of  the “facadectomy” type)? And shouldn’t such multi-scalar thinking and projective 
capability prerogatives of  architects and urbanists (without necessarily reject necessary 
levels of  inter-disciplinarity and collaboration in the planning and design process)?    
What the recent debate on the implications of  a university as an urban actor leaves 
us with is thus a feeling that architecture has been relegated to a mere technicality 
called to respond to briefs that are increasingly decided at the economic level of  
city government. Once declared that the university has to regain closer links with 
the city, the ways to achieve such goal – general and ample as it may sound – is 
left to a discussion of  real estate, urban policies, strategic planning, but not of  
architecture29. The recent interest on rethinking the university as a major knowledge 
institution unveils an intent to revitalise a debate on knowledge and higher education 
that is supposed to be central in the new economy and that had gradually lost the 
centrality it reached in the 1960s-70s. The university emerges today once more as 
a possible ground for reflecting on the city – even if  under the branding label ‘city 
of  knowledge’. The concomitant demise of  the architectural project is what makes 
us want to look back at when architecture tried to retain its disciplinary autonomy 
while aiming to contribute to a wider discussion on the transformation of  territories 
through the implementation of  knowledge-based processes of  production. 
Before looking at the more immediate background of  the main case studies that I will 
discuss in the following sections of  this thesis – that is, the explosion of  the ‘campus 
phenomenon’ in the 1960s – it is important to deepen the discussion on a more recent 
debate on knowledge and the university. That is because the intent of  this thesis is 
not to limit its interest to a correct historic reconstruction of  the experience of  new 
university design in Italy in the early 1970s. It is indubitably important to compare 
the Italian case to a wider international context, and the British case provides an 
important touchstone to understand the peculiarities of  the Italian projects for new 
universities. It is also equally important to reclaim the large-scale thinking deployed 
during those years for coping with the topic of  higher education restructuring. While 
it is indubitable that society has changed dramatically since then, and with it urban 
territories have likewise been heavily transformed, the current lack of  an architectural 
voice that goes beyond the mere response to a given brief  for a specific university 
project is a worrying signal. It is thus important to read those projects produced more 
than forty years ago in the light of  the contemporary condition of  knowledge societies 
and economy. Since the 1970s and up to recent days various scholars have reflected 
on the main traits of  the changing condition of  knowledge, of  its institutions, and of  
its actors. I will review in the next chapter some of  the main notions raised by their 
critical insights into the condition of  knowledge at the turn of  the 21st century. Many 
of  these, I will argue, were already present in nuce in the arguments of  the Italian 
architects who took part to the definition of  an architectural vision for an urban 
territory in which the university was one of  the main driving forces. Many of  those 
themes will then return at various points in the thesis.
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Chapter 5
Knowledge (economy) and the university
A lot of  expectations are put on universities today for their capacity of  triggering 
social and economic growth. At the same time, the continuous waves of  protest that 
surround the university (the last major one having occurred around 2009-2010 across 
many European countries) signal how the academic institution continues to be a 
major arena for public debate. The continuing interest on the university and its role 
as a political forum seem to establish an uninterrupted chain since the discourse on 
higher education reached its climax at the turn of  the 1960s-70s. Gerhard Seyfried’s 
satirical drawing “Welcome to the machine”, which was originally produced in 1977 
at the height of  another wave of  student protest, has been used again to promote 
one of  the events organised in Berlin in 2009 to protest against the higher education 
establishment. Seyfried’s image depicted the university as a normalising process in 
which students pass through a conveyor belt and are turned from singularities into 
undifferentiated components of  a homogeneous mass. The return of  the metaphor 
of  the university as a factory that is, as machinery aimed at the neutralisation of  
individualities for wider political-economic aims has been blamed of  being a simplistic 
understanding of  what a factory is. In a recent critique of  the “factories of  knowledge” 
Gerald Raunig has noted how the reduction of  the meaning of  the factory to mere 
individual alienation, and subjugation to the machine doesn’t grasp the totality of  it. 
Indeed, he argues that the factory is also to be seen as the locus for the construction 
of  a collective identity, and it is in this sense that the university as a factory sounds 
today as an appropriate description that goes well beyond the mere metaphor. 
The university is indeed one of  the last properly political arenas of  an increasingly 
privatised and commodified world. Therefore, the project of  the space of  the 
university is again a major opportunity for providing a place of  collective significance 
within today’s condition of  ubiquitous, total urbanisation.          
However, while a conceptual link seems to be in place between today and the early 
periods of  critical turmoil inside the university, the central role that architecture had 
in those periods seems lost. The years of  big expectations on a complete reform of  
the education system, and of  higher education in particular, saw architects engaged in 
large-scale thinking about the university. The university was a central theme in their 
agendas, and it would seem automatic to think that this should be repeated in an age 
when everybody is talking of  knowledge society, knowledge economy, knowledge 
factories, etc. If  it is true that a wider change in the profession of  architecture and in 
the way it’s role is perceived by both the architectural and non-architectural community 
has taken place in the forty-odd years that separate us from the late 1960s; if  it is 
true that the belief  in large-scale architectural intervention of  ‘the 1960s kind’ is for 
many just a thing of  the past (the advocates of  urban acupuncture wouldn’t hesitate 
a minute to agree); it is also true that large-scale – or rather multi-scalar – thinking is 
something that cannot be abandoned. This is particularly relevant when it comes to 
The University Factory
Gerhard Seyfried, 
Welcome to the machine, 1977
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dealing with complex and vast topics such as the higher education system. As the latter 
is today much more ramified than it has ever been, it comes without saying that large-
scale thinking is needed, and this is a kind of  thinking that should be reclaimed as a 
prerogative by architects and urbanists. Moreover, the continued proliferation of  texts 
highlighting the relevance of  the university in triggering social growth that are being 
produced by scholars from other disciplines cannot but stimulate a recovery of  a more 
active and broader role by architects and urbanists. 
However, as Raunig’s criticism of  the linear transposition from the 1960s to today 
of  the university-as-factory metaphor warns s about, it is important to precede any 
design action by fixing some of  the main aspects that characterise the discourse 
on knowledge and its institutions today. It is something similar to what the Italian 
architects felt as urgency when the university suddenly appeared as ‘the’ design 
topic in Italy in the late 1960s. Just like they started off  by wondering ‘what kind 
of  architectural problem a university is’, a similar task must be pursued in today’s 
knowledge-based economy. This can be done by looking at a (necessarily limited) 
selection of  studies – from disciplines other than architecture - that have tried to 
diagnose the contemporary condition of  knowledge - and, by way of  extension, of  the 
university - in the last thirty years. What emerges from such a reading list is the extent 
to which many of  the topics cannot be considered to be new at all. Indeed, they have 
been part of  the debate on knowledge and higher education for about fifty years, that 
is to say, since the days when the paradigmatic shift towards a knowledge-based society 
and a post-Fordist mode of  production started to take shape. We are, therefore, faced 
with a process that is still in the making as it is confirmed by the continued presence 
over fifty years – and sometimes even more – of  notions like lifelong learning, 
informal education, laboratory mentality, idea of  university, knowledge community, 
multi-disciplinary approach, etc. 
I will here review a selection of  those topics by presenting them as connected parts 
of  a more general picture describing the contemporary dimensions of  knowledge. I 
will argue that those topics were already part – albeit maybe implicitly – not only of  
the wider debate on higher education but, most importantly for us, of  some of  the 
architectural projects for new universities produced between the 1960s and 1970s. In 
particular, I will argue that some of  the projects for new Italian universities provided 
a first spatial interpretation of  those topics. Therefore, those projects find their 
relevance not just in relation to their own time but as part of  a history still in the 
making.       
A first topic is the growing divide between the concept of  knowledge and that of  
information. These are increasingly treated as synonyms, and characterise what has 
been described as the post-modern turn of  knowledge, for which Jean-Francois 
Lyotard’s analysis is still a fundamental reference. Secondly, there are the two related 
splits between two cultures and two institutions that characterised the modern 
conception of  knowledge. The former refers to the contrast between the sciences 
and the humanities that has widened up to the point that today knowledge seems 
to be mostly handled in terms of  the first (as, for instance, consistently bigger 
funding for research in the sciences demonstrates). The latter was a split between 
the modern university and the laboratory, which started during the Enlightenment, 
and widened dramatically during the 19th and in particular the 20th century. The 
changing geopolitical structure of  the world influenced also the university, turning 
it into a corporate body that lost its main reference – the nation State – and had to 
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deal with an increasingly commodified understanding of  knowledge. This gave rise 
to the emergence of  the laboratory – the third theme I will discuss - as the new main 
paradigm of  knowledge (a paradigm intended both for the methods of  knowledge 
creation and for the space in which it takes place). The laboratory has been discussed 
as machinery that keeps together the measurable and the unmeasurable dimensions 
of  knowledge that, however, shouldn’t be understood as poles of  a dichotomy but 
as increasingly hybridised dimensions. Related to this is the fourth theme, namely 
the emergence of  the idea of  informality as a main aspect of  knowledge processes. 
Some critics have tried to demystify the excessive simplification that such idea causes 
in a discussion on the relations between knowledge and space, thus counteracting the 
increasing rhetorical use that is made of  the ‘paradigm of  informality’ and of  ’generic 
space’ also in architectural projects for universities and other ‘knowledge spaces’. The 
fifth theme is the demise of  an idea of  knowledge communities as special sub-sets 
of  society. More in particular, the increasing corporatisation and bureaucratisation of  
the university eliminated the possible residual meaning that an idea of  ideal academic 
community – as proposed in particular by the spatial apparatus of  the campus – 
could probably still seem to have in the early years of  the university boom of  the 
1960s. Finally, a sixth theme is the hybridisation of  the spheres of  life that has been 
interpreted as characteristic of  contemporary society. This relates to the notions of  
the ‘multitude’ and the ‘general intellect’ that have been used to describe a condition 
challenging the understanding of  the university as a limited stage of  life. Rather, by 
understanding the university in terms of  lifelong learning, that is, something that 
extends beyond any given time limit (i.e. the three years of  a Bachelor degree), we 
come to question also its spatial consistency, as well as the ways in which city space is 
experienced. If  the university is said to being looking for a new referent, it is probably 
in the construction of  the space of  the city – rather than in the construction of  an 
idea of  national culture as in the past of  the modern university – that its residual 
referent can be found.    
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Knowledge vs Information. From Savoir to Connaisance 
“The old principle that the acquisition of  knowledge is indissociable from the training (bildung) of  
minds, or even of  individuals, is becoming obsolete.”1
The switch from knowledge to information, that is, from a qualitative understanding 
which puts together a sufficient amount of  skills with “know-how” to a quantitative one 
mainly based on the amount of  skills possessed by an individual (as more specialised 
as possible) was observed by Jean-Francois Lyotard in his “Report on knowledge” 
published for the government of  Quebec in 1979. The essay reflects on the passage 
from modernism to post-modernism by looking at the ways in which a different 
conception of  knowledge had emerged as the result of  a switch from a holistic to a 
piecemeal and cumulative understanding of  it. Given its seminal role in broadening 
reflection on the condition of  knowledge it is relevant to review at some length 
some of  the points raised by Lyotard as they tie to the topics that I will discuss in the 
remainder of  this chapter. 
To explain the switch from a holistic to a piecemeal understanding of  knowledge 
Lyotard used two French terms, namely “savoir”, which describes the more holistic 
understanding of  knowledge, and “connaisance” that refers mainly to an accumulation 
of  information, and that he equated to learning.  Lyotard noted how the handling 
of  knowledge by the institutions devoted to its production, reproduction, and 
transmission – universities, research departments, and other institutions with a 
professional orientation – had switched from a transmission of  knowledge that 
happened “en bloc” to one that was “served ‘a la carte’” to adults who were either already 
working or expected to be. The purpose of  the new piecemeal offering of  knowledge 
was the improvement of  individual skills and chances of  professional promotion, 
but it was also meant to help them acquire” information, languages, and language games 
allowing them both to widen their occupational horizons, and to articulate their technical and ethical 
experience”2.  
This signals a change that occurred in higher learning and in the university with 
the upsurge of  technology at the service of  science that allowed establishing a new 
relation between wealth, efficiency, and truth. The argument of  Lyotard was that the 
passage from modernity to postmodernity happened through a crisis of  the “grand 
narratives” on which science found its legitimacy. He defined narratives as related to 
ideas of  internal equilibrium of  a culture and to conviviality, which allowed him to 
distinguish between two kinds of  knowledge, namely “narrative knowledge” and “scientific 
knowledge”. The former was based on utterances aimed at transmitting knowledge 
intended as a cohesive body, so that narratives “determine criteria of  competence and illustrate 
how they are to be applied”3 by keeping together what is “right” and what is “true”. 
For Lyotard science was a subset of  learning, and it was associated to the concept 
of  “connaisance” that consisted of  a set of  denotative statements describing objects, 
and that could be declared true or false by way of  consensus within a community 
of  peers. Indeed, in order to work science needs the creation of  a group of  equals 
who are competent on an equal basis as much as it needs to set up a working method 
based on the combination of  research and teaching. The result of  this method is 
scientific knowledge, that is, an understanding of  knowledge that splits what is “right” 
from what is “true”, leaving the latter to the approval of  a specialised community. The 
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competence of  the sender (the person who makes an utterance) and the validity of  
the statement itself  become separated as the latter could be continuously challenged 
without necessarily questioning the former. In more general terms, this means 
also that a separation happened between scientific knowledge and what Lyotard 
defined the “language games”. With this term he meant to define the relations based 
on narratives that create the social bond. The separation of  scientific knowledge 
as an independent branch of  knowledge changed the relation between society and 
knowledge that became based on mutual exteriority. The result of  this separation was 
one in which “the people debate among themselves about what is just or unjust in the same way 
that the scientific community debates about what is true and what is false; they accumulate civil laws 
just as scientists accumulate scientific laws”4. While it could seem that the narrative nature 
of  knowledge was thus preserved even within the split between people and scientists, 
Lyotard stressed how the new situation was much different form the traditional 
narrative knowledge. Indeed, the “people” had been turned into an abstract subject that 
depended on the institutions of  the State. 
A further change happened with the upsurge of  technology as a service for science. 
As described, the emergence of  science had caused a change in the ways in which 
knowledge could find its legitimation. Lyotard defined two main ways of  legitimation, 
the political and the philosophical. The latter was born out of  the re-creation of  
the university in Germany at the beginning of  the 19th century. The new research 
university set up by Wilhelm Von Humboldt in Berlin considered science as capable 
of  obeying its own rules but nevertheless retained the university’s role of  orienting 
science towards the spiritual and moral training of  the nation (the concept of  “bildung” 
that tried to merge the right and the true). So the university had a speculative role 
that assigned to philosophy - the main speculative discipline - the role of  restoring 
unity to learning after it had been scattered into an array of  separate scientific 
branches by laboratories and pre-university education. On the other side, the political 
legitimation of  knowledge considered the people as the subject of  knowledge – while 
the philosophical legitimation considered it to be the speculative spirit – based on the 
assumption that all peoples have a right to science that would gain them liberation. 
In other words, people’s freedom depended on widespread accessibility to the new 
domains of  knowledge which Lyotard interpreted as a way for the national states to 
prevent knowledge to govern itself. In other words, from being subject knowledge 
became “in the service of  the subject”, that is the people, that is the State. Science now 
only supplied the practical subject with information that was becoming increasingly 
specialised as the process of  fragmentation of  disciplines advanced. 
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Cultural and institutional split and the loss of  a referent
“The University no longer has to safeguard and propagate national culture, because the nation-state 
is no longer the major site at which capital reproduces itself. Hence, the idea of  a national culture non 
longer functions as an external referent toward which all of  the efforts of  research and teaching are 
directed. The idea of  national culture no longer provides an overarching ideological meaning for what 
goes on in the University, and as a result, what exactly gets taught or produced as knowledge matters 
less and less.”5
As argued by Lyotard, post-modern knowledge lost its nature as “savoir” to expand 
that as “connaisance”, so that today we can still define knowledge as processed 
information (which, in turn, can be described as interpreted data). But how about 
space in all this? In general terms, the changing understanding of  knowledge over time 
has been paralleled by the emergence of  new institutions and, from an architectural 
point of  view, spatial paradigms. In “Reinventing knowledge” Ian McNeely and Lisa 
Wolverton6 traced this process as a historical trajectory that they suggested unfolded 
“from Alexandria to the Internet” by passing through six main moments of  re-invention 
of  knowledge  - at least as far as the Western world is concerned. These six moments 
coalesced into six institutions: the Library (300 BCE-500 CE), the Monastery (100-
1100), the University (1100-1500), the Republic of  Letters (1500-1800),the Disciplines 
(and the Research University, 1700-1900), and the Laboratory (1770-1970). Although 
conceding that such trajectory did not occur through the subsequent cancellation 
of  the previous institutions by the one newly constituted – indeed, often new 
institutions absorbed their predecessors – the authors noted that nevertheless “each 
institution has superseded all its forerunners in generating entirely new rationales”7. While until the 
Enlightenment the evolution of  knowledge institutions had seen at each moment in 
time the presence of  one dominant institution – at most including previous ones as 
parts of  its wider functioning - the 19th century marked the moment of  a fundamental 
split which corresponded to the emergence of  two institutions that would compete 
in the production of  knowledge or, more appropriately given their scientific nature 
and Lyotard’s argument reviewed above, of  information. The research university and 
the laboratory emerged out of  the specialization of  intellectual labour into disciplines 
which projected knowledge out of  the introverted community of  academics – the 
previous Republic of  Letters, or the even more enclosed systems of  the medieval 
university and the monastery – and into the free market. Thus, as an expansion of  
The historic process of  knowledge 
space reinvention
Benedictine Cloister Benediktebeuern, 
approx.1800
(from Peter Gallison, Emily Thompson (eds.), 
The Architecture of  Science, 1999)
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the subdivision of  labour predicated by Adam Smith in 1776 knowledge became a 
commodity subjected to the logic of  accumulation proper of  capitalism8.     
The one initiated in the 19th century was a strong turn in the history of  knowledge, 
and for the ways in which it had been represented through specific institutional forms. 
The split between two almost parallel institutions – the Modern University and the 
Laboratory – cannot be seen as a process that happened only inside the institutions 
themselves. Rather, the transformation of  knowledge from something that is acquired 
through a process to something that is consumed as a commodity depends on wider 
relations between the institutions of  knowledge and the political and economic 
structures of  power and control. Bill Readings has provided a lucid analysis of  this 
transformation by showing the ways in which the main institution of  knowledge, 
namely the university, has come to be in the second half  of  the 20th century just 
one among a number of  providers of  knowledge understood as a commodity. For 
Readings, the post-modern condition of  the academic institution is that of  a “university 
in ruins”.  
Readings suggested that the modern research university that emerged in Germany 
in the first decade of  the 19th century operated a fundamental switch from previous 
understandings of  the institution. He explained this switch in terms of  a change of  
the “idea” that acted as a referent for the university. For Readings three such ideas 
succeeded one another in the evolution of  the modern university - Reason, Culture 
and Excellence – and acted as intermediaries between the university and the nation-
state as its main external referent. Therefore, a constituting characteristic of  the 
modern university is that it became tied to the State for the production of  national 
subjects. Indeed, the research university that emerged out of  German idealism 
and that found its prototype in the University of  Berlin founded by Wilhelm von 
Humboldt in 1808 was conceived as one of  the primary apparatuses through which 
the production of  national subjects was to take place in modernity9. 
This is what distinguished the 19th century university from its medieval predecessor. 
The latter was one among many “universitates”10, that is, associations among individuals 
that structured medieval urban societies so that “the universitas of  scholars was being 
compared to guilds for everyday occupations like clothier and tanner. Like them, it had masters 
University without ad-hoc buildings
Left: Rector and students of  the University of  
Prague
Right: The higher faculties: Law, Medicine, 
Theology
(from Ludovico Quaroni, L’istituzione 
universitaria: che farne?, 1976)
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(professors), journeyman (or “bachelors”, as we still call them), and apprentices (students)”11. The 
medieval university did not have a dedicated space, and the order of  knowledge was 
reflected in the order of  disciplines that were structured according to the Aristotelian 
division of  trivium (grammar, rhetoric, logic) and quadrivium (arithmetic, geometry, 
astronomy, music). This division of  knowledge had its unifying principle outside of  
the university itself  and in God’s justice. 
Conversely, in the modern university the unifying principle was immanent to the 
university and its organization in faculties (three “higher” faculties – theology, law, 
and medicine - and one “lower” faculty – philosophy). Immanuel Kant identified this 
unifying principle in rational enquiry, that is, in reason which provides a ratio among 
disciplines and is the subject matter of  the discipline of  philosophy – understood 
as a discipline super partes that had the goal of  supplying critical insights into the 
procedures and the results achieved by the other disciplines12. The Kantian University 
of  Reason was thus a critique to the ambiguous relation between the university 
and the State, and relied on the lower faculty’s (philosophy) working procedure as 
the free exercise of  reason, and the only way to disentangle the university from the 
limiting control of  the State. Readings noted that such university could not be a “real” 
institution but rather just a “fictional” one as it resulted from the paradoxical challenge 
of  how to institutionalise autonomy (the autonomy of  reason). Thus the real modern 
university could emerge only once the aporia between reason and institution was 
overcome, that is, once the university was posed at the service of  the State and the 
mission of  constructing a national culture. The university was thus turned into the 
ideological arm of  the State. Under the rubric of  “Culture” - that was defined by the 
German idealist philosophers as the sum total of  all knowledge that is studied as 
well as the cultivation and development of  one’s character as a result of  that study 
– the university became assigned to the dual task of  research and teaching intended 
respectively as the production and inculcation of  national self-knowledge. 
The idea of  a referent to explaining the “end and meaning” of  the university’s activities 
was used by Readings to chronicle both the emergence and the end of  the modern 
university. Readings’ argument leads us to note how both the University of  Reason 
and the University of  Culture, albeit different from their medieval precursors, shared 
some similarities with the medieval institution. The main similarity was that they 
both operated on the divide between autonomy and engagement with the outside 
world. Indeed, in the medieval university “faculties of  all sorts enjoyed autonomy as enclaves 
within society only because they ultimately served the world surrounding them”13. Likewise, Kant’s 
University was to be protected by the State in order to ensure the role of  reason in 
public life while philosophy was to guard the university from possible abuse by the 
State by limiting the rule of  established interests in the higher faculties. Even if  with 
more clear ties to the State’s will, the university of  culture was based on “bildung”, 
that is, the ennoblement of  character understood as the process to reintegrate the 
multiplicity of  known facts resulting from the specialization of  disciplines into a 
unified cultural science. The aim of  the university was that of  creating national 
subjects through a process of  knowledge acquisition. 
What changed dramatically in the latter part of  the 20th century was that the university 
suddenly lost its referent. This is related to the emergence of  a global economy, and 
the related decline of  nation states that caused universities to lose their mission of  
shaping a national culture. Rather, “the University is becoming a transnational bureaucratic 
corporation, either tied to transnational instances of  government such as the European Union or 
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functioning independently, by analogy with a transnational corporation.”14 Although Readings 
was writing these notes in the mid 1990’s, when the discourse on globalization was 
reaching its climax, the process he observed is not something that happened abruptly. 
Rather, it was a diluted trajectory whose origins we can locate in the moment of  the 
split of  knowledge into the two main institutions recalled above – the laboratory and 
the research university. 
The conclusion of  Reading’s analysis seems to locate the university only within a 
supra-national scale. Whether at that scale a ‘referent’ for the university can be found 
could be taken as a possible research question. However, it must also be noticed how 
the upcoming of  the supra-national scale is coupled by an increasing attachment 
of  universities also to a smaller scale. That is to say, once the nation state becomes 
superseded by a higher level of  policy-making, and once the university can no longer 
aim to represent something whose sense is increasingly lost (national culture), it looks 
at a smaller scale in order to find a new possible referent. It could be argued that the 
regional scale becomes the new scale of  thinking of  the university. This argument 
could be sustained by the widespread recognition of  regions as a privileged scale at 
which production networks are set up15. So, the university is today called to operate 
between the scale of  the region and the scale of  the international network, constantly 
moving among the two. 
The need to go beyond the idea of  constructing a national identity was already part 
of  the arguments presented by the projects for universities in the 1960s/70s that 
I will discuss. Cedric Price condemned the paradox of  declaring the university “a 
national urgency” (as stated by the 1963 Robbins Report on Higher Education that 
fuelled university expansion in the UK) and responding to it by dispersing some nicely 
landscaped idyllic compounds across the British countryside. Potteries Thinkbelt 
was a process that raised the need to reconsider the scale of  the university, intended 
both in merely spatial terms (the region of  North Staffordshire) and in more socio/
economic/cultural terms (the university as a new large industry), envisaging the 
increasing mobility that would characterise not only students and teachers –the 
‘academic community’ – but society in general. Similarly, political and architectural 
projects like the decision of  establishing a new university in the economically 
depressed southern region of  Calabria, or of  relocating most of  the university on a 
new peripheral side to invert the process of  privately-driven, speculative growth of  the 
city that was attempted in Florence and Cagliari, maintained the urgency of  rethinking 
the scale of  the university. While the preponderance of  the supra-national academic 
networks that characterise our age was not yet possible, partly because of  the less 
advanced communication technologies we enjoy today, those projects already talked of  
thinking of  the university in multi-scalar terms.  
The super-national university 
Ministerial Conference and Third Bologna 
Policy Forum, Bucharest 2012
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Measurable and unmeasurable knowledge.
The paradigm of  the laboratory and the paradigm of  informality
“Today the laboratory and the research university still stand as partly overlapping, intermeshed 
institutions of  knowledge. […] But since the central dynamic in the history of  knowledge has been 
for a single institution to supersede its predecessor, the laboratory stands poised to reform and possibly 
reinvent the disciplines in turn.”16
“Informal exchanges invariably focussed on the substance of  formal communication.”17
While the split between university and laboratory corresponded to the fragmentation 
of  the unity of  culture between the “two cultures” famously described by Charles 
Pierce Snow in the 1950s18 - with the humanities being located in the domain of  
the university and the sciences migrating towards the laboratory - it has to be noted 
how this was not total separation. Conversely, it can be argued that it is the very 
complex intricacy among the laboratory and the university that gave rise to a new 
way of  handling knowledge understood as ever increasing data to be processed as 
information. Such intricate trajectory among the two institutions marked in particular 
the second half  of  the 20th century, with the United States taking the lead of  a new 
course for knowledge. 
In a discussion of  the proliferation of  images that made up an important part of  
postmodernism – defined a discursive formation of  which architecture played a role 
among other aesthetic practices and media – Reinhold Martin discussed the scientific 
laboratory as a machine devoted to the construction of  “scientific facts” by means of  
an interplay between a textual orientation – the continuous stream of  production of  
linguistic elements such as charts, tables, reports, refereed articles, etc. - with a social 
inclination – the absorption of  images derived from the domain of  domesticity. 
Martin’s discussion of  the space of  the laboratory expands the study on “laboratory 
life” by Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar19. The latter proposed an investigation of  
the kinds of  procedures that go on inside the walls of  a scientific laboratory – namely 
the Salk Institute for Biological Research designed by Luis Kahn and built in La Jolla, 
California. Their study can be summarised as the product of  the encounter between 
two cultures, namely the hard sciences (represented by the case of  biology and, more 
precisely, neuroendocrinology) and the soft sciences (sociology and/or anthropology, 
the disciplines of  the two writers). The aim they set themselves was to answer the 
question: is there a difference in the ways those two cultures pursue the construction 
of  scientific facts? Despite the general validity of  the ‘two cultures’ argument that 
distinguished between the scientific world and that of  the humanities – with the 
former progressively taking the lead in the modern world and rising the question as to 
the role left to the latter – Latour and Woolgar aimed at showing how the condition of  
post-modern knowledge cannot be completely described in such binary terms. Rather, 
overlaps are more present than could be thought. 
Thus, in order to provide an answer to their main research question the authors 
claimed the need to avoid “certain distinctions commonly adopted by analysts of  scientific 
activity”20. Among these was the binary opposition between “social” and “technical” 
issues regarding the modes of  operation of  science. The reason for avoiding thinking 
based on this dichotomy was that the authors found it as a trope often used by 
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scientists themselves to discuss their work and its validity. Rather, the objective of  
Latour and Woolgar was to avoid relying on what the scientists “claim to be doing” 
and focus only on “what they do”, that is, to consider their activity itself  in terms of  
a scientific fact. So, the main question of  the book became: how are scientific facts 
constructed?
Latour21 spent two years as a ‘visiting anthropologist’ inside the laboratory, thus 
immersing himself  within the object of  his study: the scientific “tribe” of  a specific 
laboratory. As said, the laboratory he chose happened to be one of  the most 
important architectural products of  the second half  of  the 20th century. Despite 
the architectural importance of  the space where the anthropological study took 
place, this was not an aspect highlighted by the two authors. Nevertheless, the 
importance of  space is paramount for the construction of  the book’s argument. 
Space is seen alongside the constellation of  artefacts that constitute laboratory life. 
Put shortly, laboratory life is steadily grounded on materiality, and such materiality 
is of  a particular nature that Latour and Woolgar summarised by borrowing Gaston 
Bachelard’s concept of  “phenomenotechnique”. For them, “It is not simply that phenomena 
depend on certain material instrumentation; rather, the phenomena are thoroughly constituted 
by the material setting of  the laboratory”22. The laboratory was thus understood as the 
product of  a “reification of  knowledge”23 that happens at different scales. There is the 
reification in the form of  the various devices that simultaneously constitute the 
furniture of  laboratory space, the means for the continuous process of  “inscription” 
that characterises laboratory activity, and the physical embodiment of  previously 
created knowledge (each device is the product of  previously constructed scientific 
facts). At a larger scale the reification is intended as a process inscribed in the spatial 
diagram of  the laboratory itself. Latour and Woolgar, indeed, constructed their own 
account of  laboratory life – that is, their own ‘scientific fact’ – through a juxtaposition 
of  media encompassing text (the narrative), charts, figures and tables (created by the 
authors following processes similar to those of  the scientists they had been observing, 
and using their same space and devices), photographs taken inside the spaces of  the 
laboratory, and a plan drawing of  the laboratory. The plan was described in terms of  
The construction of  scientific facts in space
Diagram of  ‘office and bench’
(from Bruno Latour, Steve Woolgar, 
Laboratory Life, 1979)
The laboratory as palimpsest
Spreads from Bruno Latour, Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life, 1979
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a coexistence of  two main areas summarised with the names “bench” (the space that 
we would more commonly understand as the ‘laboratory’, that is, where the scientific 
experiments are conducted), and “office” (where data are constantly cleaned up). 
The apparent distinction between the two areas, however, was not enough to explain 
the spatial configuration of  laboratory activity. The latter, indeed, was not the 
simple materialisation of  a two-stage process. Rather, it resulted from the smooth, 
bi-directional, and continuous transition from bench to office thus defining the 
laboratory as unitary machinery where “literary inscription”24 went on continuously. 
Borrowing Jacques Derrida’s definition of  inscription, Latour and Woolgar defined 
it as “an operation more basic than writing. It is used here to summarize all traces, spots, points, 
histograms, recorded numbers, spectra, peaks, and so on.”25  The construction of  scientific 
facts thus relied on a continuous practice of  recording through notes, labels, codes, 
and ultimately scientific papers, each step of  the laboratory activity. So, the ideal 
process scientific facts-making unfolded from “rat and frog” to “published paper”. 
In an attempt to take Latour and Woolgar’s spatial description a step forward, and 
quoting Luis Kahn’s own comments on his design for the Salk Institute, Reinhold 
Martin noted how the modern laboratory tried to map and separate “the realm of  the 
‘measurable’ (the laboratory rendered as a utilitarian shell) from the ‘unmeasurable’ (the offices 
and social spaces, rendered as a symbolic screen)”26. For Martin this distinction originated 
the process directed towards the emphasis on the image whose architectural heroes 
he finds in Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown, and in particular in a series of  
scientific laboratory designs produced by their office in the 1980s and 1990s. In these 
projects, he argues, the lessons of  Las Vegas formed a coalition with “the interior 
iconography of  ‘The Home’, in which everyday domestic objects and environments were decoded for 
their latent semantics”27. The result was that the “generic loft building” was provided with 
Measurable and unmeasurable knowledge
Plan of  the Salk Institute for Biological Studies
Louis Kahn, 1959-1965
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informal lounges intended as interiorised break-out spaces that aimed at encouraging 
socialisation among scientists. Such spatial arrangement was based on the idea that 
the creation of  scientific facts benefits from the unplanned encounters that happen 
outside the “measurable” space of  the laboratory. Thus we can say that a new domestic 
environment was produced in vitro as an extension of  the space of  science. Here a 
new paradigm for the space of  knowledge would quickly emerge: the paradigm of  
informality. 
The interconnections between university and laboratory return when the two are 
analysed under the rubric of  informality. By looking at the mentioned case of  
Venturi’s laboratory it would be tempting to claim a desire for a return to the times in 
which knowledge was not associated to a specific space. The interior of  the ‘domestic’ 
laboratory reminds past images when academics met in all sorts of  locations that often 
retained aspects of  domesticity. Somehow, the blurring of  boundaries that is claimed 
by the advocates of  informality could thus be seen as a reiteration of  history. What we 
could observe out of  Martin’s discussion of  the Kahn-Venturi trajectory is something 
that can be found as a norm in numerous designs for knowledge spaces up to our 
day – namely the proliferation of  so-called informal spaces, lounges, break-out flexible 
common spaces, etc., interspersed inside academic buildings and research laboratories. 
We could then state that the split between the two main institutions of  knowledge 
- the modern university and the laboratory - has found a new synthesis through the 
paradigm of  informality. 
A recent study on learning spaces by British researcher Jos Boys28 tried to unveil the 
substantial quantity of  things unsaid that lies beneath the surface of  a truly widespread 
phenomenon she ironically labelled as the “bean-bag approach”. Boys’ argument is 
grounded on the acknowledgment that learning space is heavily under theorized. Part 
of  the reason for this is the common tendency to resolve the relation between learning 
and space as depending on the formal/informal divide. Such tendency, she argues, 
is part of  a widespread inclination to think through binary oppositions that tends to 
lower dramatically the possibilities of  real critical engagement with a given subject 
(an argument that, to remain within the realm of  pedagogy, reminds of  John Dewey’s 
Domesticity in the laboratory-decorated-shed
Lewis Thomas Laboratory, Princeton 
University
Payette Associates, Inc. in association with 
Venturi, Scott Brown Associates, 1984-1991
(from Peter Gallison, Emily Thompson (eds.), 
The Architecture of  Science, 1999)
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rejection of  discussing education through the couple traditional/progressive29). So, the 
belief  that more informal settings lead to more informal behaviour while formality 
can trap the freedom of  creativity is so obvious and straightforward an argument that 
it hinders the possibility of  going deeper in understanding the multiplicity of  everyday 
social and spatial intersections proper of  the learning process. 
Picking upon Henry Lefebvre’s “The Production of  Space”, she discusses learning as itself  
a space that is produced by social practices. So, rather than the opposition formal/
informal she suggests to adapt Lefebvre’s triad – spatial practice, representations of  
space, and representational space30 - to learning thus distinguishing “everyday social and 
spatial practices”, “designed spaces”, and “individual positionings in relation to those practices and 
spaces”. Boys’ critique mainly addresses the behaviourist approach according to which 
we can understand the design of  an educational institution as a representation of  
some aspects of  the learning community. Such linear translation, she argues, cannot 
be easily achieved, and surely it is not by simply maximising the ‘informal settings’ that 
knowledge space can be seriously handled.
Based on the assumption of  the scientific process as a practice of  literary inscription, 
Latour and Woolgar also built their own critique of  informality. They acknowledged 
how consistently growing attention had been put by the social sciences on the 
informal aspects of  scientific information’s exchange. In opposition, they argued 
that most communication happens through extremely formal channels, namely the 
scientific journals. This applied also in ‘informal’ situations as scientists inevitably 
discussed their work on the basis of  published literature or with reference to the need 
to stabilise knowledge in a written and published form. The stability of  the published 
paper thus represented the actual aim pursued by the laboratory that, conversely, 
turned out to be merely a palimpsest for the creation of  scientific facts. 
This shows the paradox of  laboratory activity: on the one hand, a constellation of  
material artefacts (devices, notes, papers, previously published articles, scientific 
journals, etc.) is used in a process that depends on the careful registering of  
subsequent stages and production of  statements; on the other end, once the final 
product is achieved as the ultimate synthesis of  all the preceding activity, this activity 
Informal pasts
Academy meeting at Jardin du Roi, Paris
(from Ludovico Quaroni, L’istituzione 
universitaria: che farne?, 1976)
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and the majority of  its material products suddenly loses its value. In other words, the 
whole set of  artefacts that have concurred to the final product is not what matters to 
the scientist: “the bench space will be forgotten, and the existence of  laboratories will fade from 
consideration. […] The material setting both makes possible the phenomena and is required to be 
easily forgotten.”31 
The laboratory – as a paradigmatic instance of  knowledge space - is thus a 
contradictory entity that cannot be defined in terms of  space as long as we understand 
space as a fixed category. Or, more properly, the laboratory does not hint to any 
formal stability defined a priori. Rather, the formal configuration is something that is 
recreated each time, and whose final figural aspect can never be predicted from the 
outset. That is because the laboratory does not aim at “discovering”: it “creates”. Thus, 
the answer to Latour and Woolgar’s question about whether there is difference in the 
construction of  facts between hard and soft sciences is negative. That is because both 
define fictions, and aim at turning those fictions into facts, that is, into something that 
becomes inscribed in the DNA of  science itself, something that becomes a given. 
However, even such given is not stable as it immediately – maybe even by being 
inscribed into new artefacts - becomes the object for further scrutiny aimed at faulting 
it. Therefore, the contemporary cultural condition of  knowledge is characterises by 
continuous attempts to enclose packets of  order out of  a vast field of  disorder. Order 
is something that needs to be ‘created’, and this inverses common thinking about 
order as something to be ‘unveiled’: “reality is constructed out of  disorder, without the use of  
any pre-existing representation of  life”32. Latour and Woolgar used as an analogy to clarify 
this point the game of  “go”. In the game, starting from an empty board stones are 
added so that “from an entirely contingent beginning [the first stones can be put anywhere as the 
board is still empty], players arrive (without the use of  external or pre-existing order) at a final point 
in the game where certain moves are necessary”33.  
Knowledge production between order and 
disorder
The game of  Go
(from Bruno Latour, Steve Woolgar, 
Laboratory Life, 1979)
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The arguments presented by Latour, Woolgar, and Boys allow to show how the 
processes of  knowledge creation must be understood in spatial terms. Knowledge 
thus becomes a spatial category, and it is through a project of  space that its logics can 
be best interpreted. The overall design question deriving from the above discussion 
relates to how to address spatially the need for a generic palimpsest that is also capable 
of  retaining levels of  specificity. Whether this needs to necessarily be turned in 
architectural terms into a grid-based or modular type of  design (a common response 
to a requisite of  ‘flexibility’) is left as an open question. An answer to the question can 
be found between the lines of  Latour and Woolgar’s argument. Rather than accepting 
informality as a main aspect of  the construction of  scientific facts, they addressed 
the problem in terms of  a relation between order and disorder. In the continuous 
and chaotic process of  defining packages of  order, formality and informality are both 
allowed to co-exist, and it does make no sense to oppose them or to emphasise the 
process of  the construction of  scientific facts as based on either one34. The relation 
between order and disorder – interpreted through the categories of  the measurable 
and the unmeasurable - has been used to describe Luis Kahn’s project for the Salk 
Institute. However, this reading seems to be at odds with Latour and Woolgar’s use 
of  the order/disorder pair. Indeed, it reiterates the formal/informal rhetoric in which 
the ‘formality’ of  the laboratory space is enriched by the provision of  ‘informal’ break 
out spaces. Rather, it appears more correct, and in line with what proposed by Latour 
and Woolgar to consider the Salk Institute as itself  an instance of  order in which 
all components concur to the mission of  the institution (the creation of  scientific 
facts). The disorder is not registered in Kahn’s architecture – neither in the Institute’s 
plan, if  we wanted to give a more Beaux Art reading, nor in its other aspects. This 
is because it is at a different scale that the relation between order and disorder can 
be found. That is, I argue, the scale of  the city. It is thus at the scale of  the city that 
knowledge creation – understood as the processing of  information – happens, and 
this give reason to the impossibility of  understanding knowledge environments as 
only specialised packages inside the city. That was also the underlying rationale of  the 
attempts made by some architects in the 1960s and 1970s at making the university 
a really central component of  the city. Either by interpreting it as a concentrated 
environment – but of  a massive scale – or as a more dispersed presence around the 
urban fabric, the Italian architects that I will discuss later tried to respond spatially to 
an understanding of  knowledge as located in between order and disorder, between the 
‘unity of  space’ and total dissolution within a social fabric.       
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The general intellect. Beyond the community and into the corporation 
“The university is not just like a corporation; it is a corporation. Students in the University of  
Excellence are not like costumers; they are costumers.”35   
“When greater and greater portions of  production are subject to a radical dispersion of  their places 
and times, when more and more professions – contrary to the condensation in the classic factory 
– follow in the footsteps of  the small-holding peasants of  the nineteenth century, whose mode of  
production isolated them from one another, when territories of  gathering, assembling, congregating 
become rare, this is the matrix of  a slogan that emerged in the occupation movements of  recent years: 
‘What was once the factory is now the university’.”36
Going back to two of  the scholars previously mentioned, Bill Readings and Jos Boys 
agree in considering learning as a community-based process. Readings stressed the 
need to go beyond what he called the “modernist idea” of  the university as a model of  
rational community and a microcosm of  the pure form of  the public sphere. The 
events of  1968, he argued, definitely marked the end of  such a conception so that it 
is not possible to perseverate on imagining an ideal community based on unity and 
consensus. Rather, the only reasonable way of  reconceiving the university is as a 
“community of  dissensus”, intended as a space where to discuss of  the impossibility of  
realizing an ideal model society. Thus, “the University becomes one site among others where the 
question of  being-together is raised”37, something that for centuries had been masked by the 
nation-state as an institutional form. 
Boys sees learning as happening within “communities of  practice”, something that 
somehow reinterprets the German idea of  “bildung” but that, rather than aiming at 
the realisation of  a national subject accepts the self-referential character of  academia 
and aims at reproducing the community itself  as a sort of  closed system through 
generations38. The idea of  the community of  practice considers learning as something 
that has itself  to be learnt in order to be practiced (“doing learning”). The notion of  the 
“communities of  practice” to indicate a collective of  individuals that are not simply kept 
together by some invisible cultural ties but create their belonging to a group by “doing”, 
that is, by practically working together. Thus Boys’ argument is against simplistic ideas 
of  “blurred boundaries” that ground the rhetoric of  multi-disciplinarity and, conversely, 
sustains the restauration of  necessary degrees of  boundaries. This is because learning 
itself  is a liminal process that happens as a passage through successive thresholds and 
boundary conditions39. Following the communities of  practice hypothesis, Boys’ main 
argument is that as such communities always require an outside against which to frame 
them: they live in a condition of  constant instability. Therefore, physical space stands 
in a non-congruent relation to the social practices that happen within it.   
In Boys’ view most recent projects for learning environments – including, as said, 
universities but also workplaces – are based on an attempt at realising a congruent 
relation between space and its occupation, and this is a signal of  the lack of  
engagement with the complexity of  learning40. These projects share a metaphor-
based approach in which elements are freely extracted from the city as from a sort 
of  palimpsest and reproduced as labels for the ‘informal’ space of  learning. So the 
“street”, the “hub”, the “cafè”, the “atrium”, etc., become metaphors that translate 
activities into physical form41. All of  these labels are part of  the rhetoric that underlies 
projects for universities, laboratory environments, and workplaces42. Such spaces 
have progressively become similar to one another as the result of  a process of  
‘corporatisation’ of  knowledge that was already observed in the late 1970s by Lyotard, 
elaborated further under the rubric of  “excellence” by Bill Readings in the 1990s, and 
more recently taken as the main object of  attack by student revolts and left-wing 
critique to the university43. 
In the mid-70s Michel Foucault asked “Is it surprising that prisons resemble factories, 
schools, barracks, hospitals, which all resemble prisons?” The third stage in the trajectory of  
the ‘ideas’ of  the university – the idea of  Excellence, which followed Reason and 
Culture – is something that, has we have seen, is particularly linked to the upsurge of  
a transnational economy that re-shaped the world geography starting from the decline 
of  Fordism in the early 1970s. In the mid-90s Readings could thus rephrase Foucault’s 
question as “Is it surprising that corporations resemble Universities, health-care facilities, and 
international organisations, which all resemble corporations?” If  Foucault was describing a 
world where the methodologies of  control had outsized the closed boundaries of  
the Panopticon prison and dispersed into a society of  total transparency, the one 
described by Readings was a reality where the university had finally achieved the total 
permeation of  society by taking the shape of  one among many actors of  a corporate 
world44. 
Reinhold Martin has discussed the ways in which the laboratory emerged as a new 
paradigm of  the post-war landscape in the US by following a process that started in 
the safe haven of  academy (the campus) and subsequently shaped a new “organisational 
complex” at the intersection between the military, the corporation, and the university, 
and that resulted in new “topologies of  knowledge”45. If  we now go back to Readings’ 
argument, it seems then as if  the corporate experience of  the laboratory has been 
reinstalled within academia thus ultimately giving birth to the corporate university.
Lyotard had already noted how “the speculative hierarchy of  learning gives way to an 
immanent and, as it were, ‘flat’ network of  areas of  inquiry, the respective frontiers of  which are 
in constant flux”46. In other words, universities had lost their function of  speculative 
legitimation, and were reduced to didactic bodies meant to reproduce teachers 
through the transmission of  knowledge rather than producing individuals capable of  
critical thinking. This happened at the same time as science was becoming a force of  
production, and a moment in the circulation of  capital. This caused the separation 
of  teaching from research, and the coupling of  the latter to the interests of  the 
State under the term “research funding”. Research funding referred to the financing of  
research departments in private companies oriented towards technological applications 
and to the creation of  private, state or mixed-sector research foundations that granted 
“Is it surprsising that corporations resemble 
Universities, health-care facilities, and 
international organisations, which all resemble 
corporations?”
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program subsidies to university departments and research laboratories. An overall 
corporate environment spread on the whole system and included the university, turning 
its goal from the quest for truth to the maximization of  performativity intended as the 
best input/output equation: “The prevailing corporate norms of  work management spread 
to the applied science laboratories: hierarchy, centralized decision making, teamwork, calculation 
of  individual and collective returns, the development of  saleable programs, market research and 
so on.”47. The whole system of  knowledge thus became subjected to a quantitative 
logic that was related to the upsurge of  information as the main understanding of  
knowledge itself48.
The result was a university that could not represent anymore an ideal community and 
the pure form of  the public sphere. Rather, tertiary education started to be perceived 
as a consumer durable up to the point of  stimulating statements such as this: “Choosing 
a particular university over another is presented as not all that much different from weighing the costs 
and benefits of  a Honda Civic against those of  a Lincoln Continental in a given year or period”49. 
The university has thus acquired the same “unit of  currency” of  the corporate world, 
which Reading called “Excellence”. Such unit, however, cannot serve as an idea of  
the university in the same way as the idea of  culture did in the past. As explained by 
Readings, “The point is not that no one knows what excellence is but that everyone has his or her 
own idea of  what it is. And once excellence has been generally accepted as an organising principle, 
there is no need to argue about differing definition. Everyone is excellent, in their own way…”50 In 
such a scenario, when the university lost its referent and its underlying idea, also the 
very idea of  a possible academic community as something different from the wider 
bureaucratised society does no longer hold true. A different understanding of  such 
community must be defined, and for this a precise line of  critique - that has its origins 
in the Italian Operaist movement of  the 1970s - has proposed to use the notions of  
“multitude” and “general intellect”.  
The present condition of  society has been variously labelled: post-industrial, 
knowledge-based, post-technological, etc. Among such labels that mostly place the 
present as a follow-up to some previous stage of  human development, the notion of  
post-Fordism interprets the condition of  society in relation to the changing modes of  
production. As such, it is part of  a Marxist line of  critique according to which changes 
in the modes of  production alter the relations between humans and between them 
and the objects of  their production. Post-Fordism has, in particular, been discussed 
by a line of  critique that was developed within the circles of  post-Operaism, itself  a 
derivate of  the movements of  Autonomia and Operaism of  1970s Italy. 
Paolo Virno has proposed a reading of  the current condition that looks at the 
contemporary working class under the notion of  the “multitude”. In his words, “the 
contemporary multitude is composed neither of  ‘citizens’ nor of  ‘producers’; it occupies a middle region 
between ‘individual and collective”. The multitude is the opposite of  the notion of  “people”. 
The latter found its reason d’etre by converging into the unity of  the State. In contrast, 
Virno posits that the multitude reaches its unity not in the State but in “language, 
intellect, the communal faculties of  the human race”51. Borrowing from Marx, he calls these 
communal faculties “general intellect”52. 
The absence of  the State as the converging point of  the many into a unity is what 
reminds of  Readings’ argument about the disappearance of  a referent – indeed, the 
State – for the university. Virno’s critique of  the contemporary condition of  what 
are also referred to as “knowledge-workers” shares indeed a similar reaction against the 
bureaucratisation of  knowledge discussed by Readings. While the latter limited his 
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insights to the specific case of  the meaning of  the university in a post-cultural and 
globalising society, Virno expands his critique to discuss what he considers a general 
condition of  contemporary society. He summarises such a general condition through 
some main characteristics such as “the life of  the stranger being experienced as an ordinary 
condition;  the prevalence of  ‘common places’ in discourse over ‘special places’; the publicness of  
the intellect; activity without end product (that is, virtuosity); the hypertrophic development of  the 
non-referential aspects of  language (idle talk)”53. The key characteristic, however, is that the 
primary productive resource of  our time stands in the “linguistic-relational abilities of  
humankind”, that is, in the most basic qualities owned by everyone. 
The fourth of  Virno’s “ten theses on the multitude and post-Fordist capitalism” posits that 
the possession of  generic human faculties is a common quality that humans use both 
in labor and non-labor time. Therefore, the two moments are no longer separated 
but become part of  a continuum in which “the life of  the mind” permeates every 
sphere of  life. The multitude is thus not so much about specialisation – as proposed 
by the Fordist paradigm. Rather, it is about the maximisation of  social practices 
to invade the sphere of  work and, at the same time, the “professionalization of  social 
practices” understood as the application of  the logics of  work also on normal human 
intercourse. Virno notes that such condition originated in the 1977 tumults of  labour-
power in Italy, when the Fordist paradigm of  a steady job in the factory was subverted 
by means of  spreading the factory out of  its walls. Indeed, key aspects of  the “1977 
movement” were “exit from the factories, indifference to steady employment, familiarity with 
learning and communication networks [and the emergence of] a renewed concept of  professionalism 
(opportunism, idle-talk, virtuosity, etc.)”54.
Building upon Virno’s argument, Gerald Raunig has developed a critique of  the 
contemporary condition of  knowledge and of  its main institution, the university. 
Under the heading “Factories of  knowledge, Industries of  creativity”, Raunig looks at the 
possible consequences of  reconsidering the spreading out of  factory mentality over 
the whole social fabric that was propelled by the events of  the 1970s. In particular, 
he considers the university as the place where an update of  that spreading out 
could make sense today. This is based, in his view, on understanding the necessary 
two-faced process through which the multitude operates, and that is composed of  
“deterritorialization” and “reterritorialization”. Deterritorialization was what happened 
when the factory spilled out of  its walls. Raunig’s argument is that rather than 
continuing the process of  deterritorialization that happened with the exodus of  the 
workers from the factory - and resulted in “fabbrica diffusa” or “the city as factory” - it is 
now time to reconsider the need for reterritorialization and condensation as a form 
of  resistance. Building upon the Operaist line of  thinking that emerged in the 1970s 
he reminds how such process of  spreading out of  the factory and into the fabric of  
the city did not reinforce the workers into a cohesive class capable of  counteracting 
the forces of  capitalist exploitation. Quite the contrary, that process strengthened 
capitalism by diluting the antagonism from a coherent social group. 
He thus reconsiders the concept of  the factory as something essentially based on 
condensation and assembly rather than on dispersion. For him, the factory is not 
only an apparatus regulating the relations between humans and between them and 
machines; rather, it is “also a quasi-horizontal site of  machinic subservience, linking aspects of  
government and self-government together”55. His acknowledging that “what was once the factory is 
now the university” (the motto of  the transnational collective of  activists edu-factory that 
formed in 2006 as a group of  ‘researchers’ discussing aspects of  the contemporary 
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university56) means that the “factory of  knowledge” is today a privileged possible location 
for a process of  reterritorialization of  the dispersed multitude. In order to serve such 
role, the university should not be reduced to the status of  an apparatus of  knowledge 
transfer, that is, a factory that spills what it produces out of  its walls (its products 
being both knowledge and knowledge workers). The university is seen by Raunig as “a 
complex space of  the overlapping of  the most diverse forms of  cognitive, affective, subservient labor”57. 
For him, in a period marked by precariousness and dispersion (of  knowledge and 
knowledge workers), the university can serve as one of  “the last places where concentration 
is possible”58. 
The contemporary condition of  society (the knowledge-based society) is one 
characterised by “modulation”. With this term Raunig means to describe the merging 
of  a society of  discipline and of  a society of  control. The notion of  lifelong learning 
provides the main example of  such condition that is characterised as an extension of  
the university modes of  working and organisation into the wider social fabric. Thus, 
“while the students’ time is organized in detail in modules, molded, striated, and discipline is taken 
to an extreme, the modulating state of  learning never ends. […] in the new mode of  modulation, 
you never stop beginning, and at the same time, you never finish learning.”59 It is a condition that 
combines continuous organisation (by breaking down into modules the whole of  life) 
with a capacity of  constantly adapting to change (the condition of  precariousness). It 
is a combination of  order-making and disorder: “If  the disposition of  modulation consists on 
the one hand in forming modules, on the other it demands a constant self-(de-)formation, a tendency 
towards permanent modification of  the form, towards transformation, towards formlessness”60.  
Raunig notes how even during industrialisation the two realms of  the factory and the 
workers’ quarters partook of  the same overlying project of  discipline and control. 
Life inside the factory (working time) and outside of  it (living time) was handled with 
the same concept of  careful modulation. Clock-regulated time was the dimension 
of  industrialisation. Yet, the two realms were still kept strictly separate, as two stages 
that did not overlap but worked as a daily sequence. Citing Max Horkheimer and 
Theodor W. Adorno’s “Culture Industry: Enlightenment and mass deception”, Raunig notices 
how the two philosophers argued that the rising cultural industries (radio and film 
in particular) created a mass of  passive consumers and reduced creativity – a last 
bastion of  individual spontaneity – to the status of  a factory. The worker of  the new 
industries was trapped within the modulation of  time proper of  factory culture, thus 
being deprived of  any freedom of  action traditionally understood as a basic condition 
for creativity. Conversely, like Virno Raunig notes that the contemporary worker is 
increasingly characterised as a freelance entrepreneur, who works part time, is mostly 
self-employed, and lives by the day in a condition of  complete precariousness. On the 
one hand, this results in the smoothing of  the duality proper of  industrialisation, and 
in the hybridisation of  working time and living or leisure time61. The motto of  this 
condition could be ‘we are always working’. On the other hand, time is broken down 
into a myriad of  temporalities that the worker struggles to keep together, often within 
a single day62.
The process of  deterritorialization and reterritorialization is described by Raunig as a 
continuous switch from one to the other. Two important aspects need to be stressed 
about Raunig’s reading of  such process. The first is that both deterritorialization and 
reterritorialization cannot simply be explained out of  economic and need causes. 
For Raunig, these causes are to be coupled by the dimension of  desire expressed 
by the multitude for permanent movement and dispersion (deterritorialization63), 
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and for assembly and condensation (reterritorialization64). The second aspect is that 
reterritorialization does not happen always in the same form; it does not reclaim the 
same territory or a return to some kind of  original community. Rather, it is a process 
of  constant adaptation to different conditions, of  using space as a palimpsest for 
multiple temporary configurations65 . 
The main exemplification of  such continuous process of  deterritorialization and 
reterritorialization was provided by the protests and occupations that developed – 
firstly inside European universities to extend subsequently as a wider movement of  
social protests in the Mediterranean countries and in the United States - between 2008 
and 2011. Those events, Raunig notes, differed from the protests of  1968.  The latter 
were mainly aimed at getting rid of  a paternalistic model of  university, and to set up 
novel forms of  learning that were more personalised and gave higher responsibility 
to the individual student. Although occupation of  the university buildings was an 
important part of  the protests, the real domain where these happened was that of  
the city streets. In the eyes of  some architects-commentators of  the events of  1968 (I 
am referring here in particular to Joseph Rykwert, Guido Canella, and Giancarlo De 
Carlo, whose arguments about the university I will discuss later), that was the moment 
in which it became ultimately clear that the confinement of  higher education into any 
given fixed spatial form was a contradiction in terms. By spreading into the streets, 
they argued, knowledge was declaring to be everywhere. 
However, Raunig argues that the protests on the streets and public spaces that 
happened in the years 2000s (starting as a response to the application of  the Bologna 
process for a “European space of  research” inside the space of  universities – in Berlin, 
Vienna, Zagreb, etc. – and spreading as an urban occupation in the Arab Spring, 
Occupy Wall Street, Movimiento 15-M, etc.) introduced a new dimension. This 
dimension is that of  the “temporary occupation, assembly and condensation” that gives new 
meaning to the so-called public spaces of  the city. In his words, “with the increasing 
displacement of  the private and the public sphere these places had lost the last remainders of  their 
charged function as ‘public spaces’; now they were smooth spaces, for which every wilful determination 
threatened to slide off”66. Differently from the violence with which many of  the 1968 
revolts ended, “no brutal structuring, no conquest of  a state apparatus, no massive reorganisation 
An institution in perennial crisis
Students protests in Italy, November 2010 (left) 
and in May 1968 (right)
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of  smooth space” marked the recent events. Rather, it was an instance of  temporarily 
showing the possibilities of  different forms of  self-organisation that were meant not 
to simply abolish the institutionalised forms, but to counter pose them dialectically.  
It is the dimension of  superimposing instances of  different forms of  living together 
over known urban places that can give a new role to the university. In this sense, 
going back to Readings’ argument about the loss of  an ‘idea’ of  the university (once 
we agree with him that “excellence” cannot serve as one) and the loss of  a referent 
(once the nation-State has vanished under transnational geopolitical networks), we 
could propose that the only possible referent for the university today must be urban 
space. In other words, if  the university’s mission cannot converge into the shaping 
of  a national culture, and if  the contemporary multitude (in which students are a 
sub-group of  a larger group of  knowledge workers and general intellects) can achieve 
reterritorialization as an always changing process that does not mean a return to an 
original community (the academic ‘community’ being a past memory) and is not 
based on the stability of  territory, then what is left to the university is its space. It is 
through the design of  its space that, still, the university can provide some meaningful 
contribution to society. It is in this sense that the university should be taken as a rare 
opportunity for designing places of  collective significance, that interpret the need for 
overcoming an understanding of  knowledge space as privileged, special space inside 
the city (where the city, today, is something increasingly difficult to define). 
However, the mainstream circulation of  shared notions about learning and knowledge 
– such as the binary opposition formal/informal – as well as the insistence on old 
dichotomies to discuss the space of  the university – concentration/dispersion,  mixed-
use/mono-use – and the increasing rhetorical use of  branding formulas for urban 
planning – creative city, city of  knowledge, innovation district – all concur to make 
architectural design the last and least developed aspect of  the contemporary discourse 
of  the knowledge economy. Hence again the relevance of  looking at the last moment 
when architecture expressed a firm position on how to handle a changing society and 
its knowledge-based logics emerges. The idea of  a multitude made of  juxtaposed 
individualities that struggle for finding a unity was interpreted in the early 1970s as a 
matter for a spatial project. In line with a wider interest by Team X on the relations 
between individuality and collective, Giancarlo De Carlo would use the space of  the 
university – in particular its domestic parts – as a testing ground for reconceptualising 
such relations. Giuseppe Samonà would also propose a reflection on the general 
intellect related to the growing importance of  tertiary activities and their potential 
in reshaping the city. According to him, the set-up of  a diffuse ‘professionalism’ was 
what the university was to aim to, and as such it was to be interpreted as a major 
service infrastructure for society. That was the underlying rationale of  his proposal 
for the University of  Cagliari. Other projects submitted to the design competitions for 
new university settlements held in Italy in the early 1970s proposed spatial responses 
to the requests of  continuous deterritorialization and reterritorialization that was to 
happen within the spaces of  the academic institution. By balancing the provision 
of  generic spaces with an overall clear formal configuration many of  those projects 
interpreted the very nature of  a university, namely its being located between finiteness 
and indeterminacy, between openness and operative closure.
Diagramming knowledge production
Top to bottom:
Giancarlo De Carlo, et al. Collegio del Colle, 
Urbino 1962-66
Giuseppe Samonà et al., University of  Cagliari 
competition project, 1971-73 (second prize)
Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al., University of  
Cagliari competition project , 1971-73 
(first prize)
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al., 
University of  Calabria competition project, 
1972-73
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“And now – the education explosion…”1
“Because of  the great New Paltz population boom, we found, in our community, another phenomenon 
of  expansion called the LINE. There were breakfast LINES, lunch LINES, dinner LINES, 
bookstore LINES, registration LINES, snack bar LINES, library LINES, ticket LINES, 
fee LINES, laundry LINES, and LINES to get on to LINES that head no-one-knows-where. 
And, beginning in September, there will undoubtedly be another LINE added for paying tuition. 
AND, the more students, the longer the LINES”2       
It could be argued that institutions of  higher education of  various kinds have been 
a constant presence over the history of  human affairs - from Plato’s Academy to 
the Medieval Studium Generale, from the Republic of  Letters between the XVI and 
XIX centuries to the Modern University founded in the early 1800s by the German 
Idealists, from the earliest library in Alexandria to  the scientific laboratory, from 
the academies of  the Renaissance to Minerva and MOOCS (Massive Open Online 
Courses), two recent examples of  knowledge institutions mostly based in the space of  
Internet, and so on. In other words, men have always expressed a need to elaborate 
forms for the organisation of  knowledge. To this end they have created a variety of  
institutions that succeeded one another over time, with new institutions often retaining 
some defining aspects of  the ones that preceded them3. Current talks of  a “knowledge 
society” would thus appear misleadingly proposing the idea that only in more recent 
times has knowledge become central to the management of  human affairs. 
It would probably sound more appropriate, then, to claim that an economic use 
of  knowledge is something that belongs more specifically to our times. Thus, the 
term “knowledge-based economy” is an effective label to give a name to the reduction of  
knowledge to a commodity that is produced and sold – literally in monetary terms. 
Yet, a counter argument could claim that knowledge has always been used for wider 
aims of  socio-economic control, and that the idea of  it as a pure and uncontaminated 
domain is just an ideal. That is to say, the institutions of  knowledge have always been 
embedded within a political context – perhaps of  a more limited locale in a remote 
past, surely at a global scale today -, and they have very rarely managed to function in 
real isolation and independence. This fact would be sufficient to demystify any idea of  
higher education institutions as pure havens set in safe retreat from the corruption and 
the mundanity of  the ‘real’ world. 
Yet, the idea of  a safe haven has ruled a large part of  the architectural history of  
higher education, in particular as far as the most relevant of  its institutions – the 
university – is concerned. It is in relation to this idea that the 1960s become a central 
moment in a history of  the politics of  knowledge. Never has higher education been 
Chapter 6
The campus phenomenon. Projects and counter-projects
The university normalised
Plan of  typical campus
(from Richard Dober, 
Campus Planning, 1963)
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so central a theme of  interest for a wide set of  areas of  expertise as during the 1960s. 
National politicians, city administrators, university officials, vice-chancellors and 
rectors, academic professors, education reformists, sociologists, economists, urban 
planners, and architects all came together to argue for higher education as the new 
industry of  late 20th century. However, such a new industry was not to be found 
in the reality of  the early 1960s. At that time, indeed, higher education was still “a 
service run by the gentlemen for the few” as Cedric Price would put it in 19664. Turning 
higher education into the large scale of  industry was thus a project, or more precisely, 
the central project of  most advanced western economies. Higher education was 
the promise for socio-economic development, and the university thus became the 
watchword of  the strategies of  governments on the two sides of  the Atlantic. The 
realisation of  those strategies couldn’t but include as a central aspect the deployment 
of  spatial solutions to house the advocated massive expansion of  universities.   
It was thus during that decade that an international phenomenon took place, a 
phenomenon whose effects are the condition in which we live today. I will call it the 
‘campus phenomenon’ to use the word that, despite the fuzziness of  its definition, 
better indicates its mode of  conceiving the spatial representation of  knowledge. While 
it cannot be claimed that such a conception was invented in the 1960s, it was during 
those years that it became the most diffused and shared one among many political, 
cultural, and social contexts. To be true, some degree of  invention must be undeniably 
accorded to the numerous actors that came together to make of  the campus a 
leading phenomenon in the coupled restructuring of  knowledge and of  the physical 
environment during what was a most central decade in the history of  the last century. 
I will elaborate on a deeper meaning of  the term campus in the next chapter, by 
looking at the trajectory it followed from its origins to this day. While the campus had 
been ‘invented’ in the 17th century’s British colonies of  the United States, the one that 
permeated the debate on higher education reform in the 1960s was somehow a new 
invention. The ‘new campus’ – the representation of  the “new university”, the common 
goal of  Western governments in the 1960s, and a “20th century urban ideal” as someone 
named it5 – was charged with an internal complexity, and with expectations that had 
rarely been seen in the history of  the university. This fact has been most effectively 
summarised by Stefan Muthesius, whose book on the architectural history of  higher 
education expansion in the 1960s is a fundamental reference for anyone interested 
in understanding the spatial dynamics of  knowledge in both a historicist perspective, 
but also in relation to our current times. Muthesius stated that “whatever else was meant 
by ‘education’, [in the 1960s] we are probably at the height of  the belief  that education is best 
achieved within the framework of  a fairly large, or at least a complex institution. […] Now the 
concept was that every moment spent at college was equally important for the development of  the 
students’ personality. […] ‘Community’ now included groups formed intentionally, even rationally; 
[…] Educational institutions were prime candidates to inculcate the new intensified postwar sense 
of  community in the citizens. In order to achieve this, it appeared plausible that the educational 
institution itself  should be an ideal community.”6
While accepting the American ideal of  an out-of-town campus the ‘invention’ of  
the 1960s was that this had to have the complexity of  an ‘urban’ environment. This 
point was again clearly expressed by Muthesius when he noted how “during the 1960s 
and 1970s, the key manifestation, the most exciting and desirable form of  community seemed 
the ‘urban’ one.”7 The intersection between a desire for urbanity and its concomitant 
refusal by means of  a retreat in the countryside is the central ambiguity of  the 
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project of  university expansion in the 1960s. In purely numerical terms, this was 
an unprecedented expansion as is testified by most texts written in those years that 
couldn’t avoid insisting on the mathematical evidence of  an historic leap for higher 
education. “The size of  the problem we face is not common knowledge. Between now and 1975 
we will have to duplicate (quantitatively) all the campuses which have been constructed from 1636 to 
1963”, stated a practicing architect in the opening remarks to his manual on Campus 
Planning in 19638. The scale of  change was evident to the eyes of  those most directly 
involved, the students. So, in 1962 they could point out that “when we enrolled as 
Freshmen, four years ago, ours was the first class to reach the 600 mark, and we thought we were 
big. […] Today […] our new dorms and the older ones were filled with students trying to study 
while coping with the infinite number distractions, made even more distracting by the large number 
of  students.”9 The baby-boom generation was reaching college age in the 1960s, and 
a process of  rapid change in the structure of  more advanced societies was making 
governments realise that it was only by broadening the knowledge base that economic 
growth could be achieved10. At the same time, there was a need to keep under control 
the mounting dissatisfaction by the youngest generations towards institutions and 
their way of  governing society. The university thus emerged as an urgent project of  
social engineering that needed to perfect some specific device in order to control, and 
possibly neutralise, a growing climate of  turmoil.        
Muthesius’ work on the new universities of  the 1960s can be read as a narrative 
about the major device that was adopted worldwide for such a task: the university 
campus. While most of  Muthesius’ discussion focuses on the case of  the UK and, 
secondarily, of  the USA, it was during that decade that the campus passed from being 
“an American planning tradition”11 to embody an international idea of  the university12. 
If  the history of  the campus had, somehow, its origins in the collegiate model of  the 
British university, its re-importation to Europe (and to European colonies worldwide) 
after the American codification was a major phenomenon of  the 1960s, that started 
in Great Britain. By American codification I mean the idea of  campus as a mostly 
out-of-town (a major trend despite the existence of  many inner-city campuses), self-
contained, residential community that conceived higher education as a special stage of  
human life, and that therefore had to be associated with a temporary disjunction from 
society through retreat into a specially-designed environment. As some early observers 
of  the newly built universities in the UK put it in 1972: “The development of  the campus 
environment, not only in the seven, is the external manifestation of  the decade of  expansion. It 
represents an Americanisation of  university life for the British student, for the campuses, like 
American colleges, are total environments. When you leave your lecture room, go shopping, visiting or 
even walking, you are still in the university and you are not necessarily in contact with any other kind 
of  life.”13
Out-of-town
Location plans of  the British Seven
(from Michael Brawne, University Planning and Design, 1964)
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Seven progenitors 
The first, and most important, national programme of  university expansion of  the 
1960s took place in the UK. Reviewing it is essential because it set the standards for 
much international campus construction in the following years. Its foundations were 
laid as early as 1958 when the University of  Sussex was governmentally announced. 
The year before, 1957, can be considered the moment when the architectural 
community started discussing the topic of  university planning and design14. British 
university expansion was particularly fuelled by the Robbins Report on Higher 
Education commissioned by the government, and published in 196315. The report 
was a broad examination of  higher education in all of  its aspects, and predicted am 
increase in student numbers to over half  a million by 1980. Declaring higher education 
a “national need”, the solution to cope with this need was found in a massive expansion 
of  its provision to a wider segment of  society. This could only partly be done through 
the expansion of  existing universities that, as Muthesius succinctly put it, consisted 
of  “the two old foundations and ‘the rest’”16. The former were Oxford and Cambridge, 
while the latter encompassed the two main waves of  higher education expansion that 
had happened in the 19th and 20th century, and came to be known respectively as 
“Civics” and “Redbricks”17. The “new university” period of  the 1960s is usually associated 
to two stages in the development of  new higher education institutions. The first was 
the foundation of  the so-called “British Seven”, which included the universities of  
Sussex (established in 1958, first buildings started in 1960), York (1960, 1963), East 
Anglia (1960, 1964), Essex (1961, 1964), Kent (1961, 1964), Warwick (1961, 1964), 
and Lancaster (1962, 1964). The fact that by the summer of  1966 all of  the seven 
were functioning shows the extreme rapidity of  their design and construction process. 
Enabling higher education expansion
The Robbins Report on Higher Education, 1963
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This aspect has been praised as an exceptional achievement that is to be related to the 
perfect tuning of  the architects with “the academic and educational aims of  the institution.”18 
The second “post-Robbins” stage of  the new universities encompassed the upgrading 
of  the Colleges of  Advanced Technology into Universities of  Technology. Among 
these were the universities of  Bath (established in 1962, first buildings started in 1964), 
Brunel (1962, 1965), Surrey (1964, 1966), and Loughborough (1964, 1967)19. All of  
these institutions were opened to the first students by the fall of  1968.            
Restricting here the attention on the original Seven, these were all instances of  
university campuses: finite, partly self-sufficient ideal communities located in open 
countryside, and far from the major urban centres. Indeed, all of  the new universities 
were located at an average distance between 2 to 6 kilometres from mid-sized, or even 
smaller, towns (spanning between a population of  335,000 at Coventry and 33,000 at 
Canterbury). This was an attempt at a more spread distribution of  higher education 
across the nation. The Seven differed from previous cases of  new universities 
in Britain because they were, as Muthesius put it, “born free”. Although they were 
supported by strong governmental will, and totally paid with national money, the new 
institutions were not directly managed by the state but by an especially appointed 
organisation, the University Grants Committee (UGC) that dated back to 1919. The 
UGC managed the relation between the national and the local levels, in a way that was 
unprecedented for the UK. While all previous British universities, as Muthesius has 
noted, had been founded through local initiative they also had struggled with tight 
circumstances related to local funding. Conversely, the new universities could benefit 
from a novel and fruitful wedding between local will and the availability of  substantial 
governmental funding. This was at the base of  a major aspect of  the Seven that made 
them differ from previous institutions: they could from the outset be full granting 
academic institutions. This meant the independence from London University for the 
validation of  degrees, which was the normal procedure for most British universities 
constituting ‘the rest’. 
From an urban planning point of  view, this major difference was also what made the 
new universities partake into a wider planning British tradition. In their decentralising 
ambition they were reiterations of  the same philosophy that had grounded the 
Garden-City-revisionism of  the post-war New Towns. Their determination to get 
independence was coupled with the adjustment of  an unbalanced government of  
higher education that, besides the two ‘untouchables’ (Oxford and Cambridge), was 
concentrated mainly in the hands the biggest university of  the country, London. The 
goal of  the founders of  the new universities was thus to offer an alternative to all that 
already existed: Oxbridge, London, and the Civics and Redbricks traditions. This meant 
that they rejected the elitism of  the first, the control by and the size of  the second, 
and the ‘unplanned’ nature of  the third. Civics and Redbricks were indeed not the 
result of  any cohesive planning, but were mostly an array of  large buildings located 
inside the urban fabric that had introduced an alternative to the collegiate model of  
Oxbridge, and were mostly catered for home-based students. 
The idea of  the campus thus emerged as the possible solution to overcome all of  
those university precedents. As Muthesius claimed, “the most significant message of  the term 
campus during these early years was that a university had to be based on some overall concept”. To 
put it shortly, this concept was that of  the small, ideal community set in some calm 
isolation from the town. In such a conception lies the innermost friction with which 
the campus was being imported from the United States. Indeed, the philosophy of  
British Seven
(+ Keele)
Universities Second wave of  expansion
(upgrade of  technical schools to university status)(Year of  granting of  
university’s charter)
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New Universities follow New Towns
The UK 1946-1970
(drawing by author)
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the Seven was for the most part a rejection of  the idea of  a “Multiversity” that was 
being declared in those same years as the new reality of  the American university. Clark 
Kerr, President of  the State University of  California, had advanced the controversial 
argument that the university could no longer be conceived as a small, detached 
community set in isolation form the world to pursue its tasks20. Rather, it had taken 
the shape of  a very large, and much more varied institution, with multiple tasks, 
multiple publics, and also multiple dependencies. Kerr’s argument advanced a clear 
idea of  a university subjugated to the needs of  industry, something that challenged any 
idea of  academic freedom. Moreover, as far as the idea of  an academic community 
was concerned, Kerr argued that the university could at most be understood as a 
summation of  many communities which were not harmonically kept together: in his 
words, the university’s effect on students was more disorienting than the opposite. 
Kerr published his book on “The uses of  the university” in 1963, the same year of  the 
Robbins Report’s publication, and also the same year of  the publication of  another 
cornerstone in the recent history of  university space: Richard Dober’s “Campus 
planning”21. Dober’s book marked the official codification of  a scientific planning 
practice for the university. While rejecting a possible reading of  his work as “a manual 
and check-list”22, he provided a reduction of  a university into a summation of  parts 
– the “planning modules” – that could be moved and assembled on the checkerboard 
of  the campus. Stefan Muthesius effectively summarised the elements of  Dober’s 
‘science’: the division of  needs into diverse functions that are translated into space 
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requirements, and end up in the accommodation of  each major function into a 
single, “distinct building and on a distinct part of  the campus”; a minimum of  400 acres (160 
hectares) for an viable site (possibly a flat site); a good proportion of  open parkland, 
and a ring-road running around the campus and accessing vast parking areas located 
on the periphery23.  
The scientific systematisation of  university planning in the form of  the campus 
was summarised by Dober’s claim that “rarely do people eat, sleep and work in a single 
environment”.24 The exact opposite of  this statement was what the British Seven 
pursued as the way to avoid turning the university into the uncontrollable gigantic 
monster of  the multiversity. Thus, they developed a form of  twofold resistance 
to the multiversity and to the scientific planning of  a campus made of  detached 
parts. Through an intensive period of  discussion about university design, the British 
developed an attempt at defining another campus tradition that was grounded on 
a claim of  urbanity. As one of  the architects for the University of  York put it, “we 
had a strong feeling that a university, if  it meant anything at all, should be a ‘coherent society’, and 
this implied that as many university people as possible ought to live as near as their work and each 
other as possible.”25 All emphasis was put by the founders and architects of  the British 
new institutions on mixing people, overcoming disciplinary boundaries, and allowing 
“rubbing shoulders all the time”26. They conceived of  the university as the opposite of  
Kerr’s multiversity: a small, cohesive community. Smallness was the predominating 
aspect of  most of  the Seven, and it encompassed all levels of  the new universities 
The University. An Anglo-American discussion
Left to right:
Richard Dober, Campus Planning, 1963
Clark Kerr, The Uses of  the University, 1963
Michael Brawne (ed.), University Planningand Design, 1964
The Architecturl Review n.800, “Universities”, 1963
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from their overall size to pedagogic concerns. The latter aspect led to emphasise 
seminars and individual tutorials as favourite teaching formats in contrast to lectures 
for larger groups. Moreover, the segregation among disciplines was to be overcome 
by innovations in the curriculum (like the introduction of  a general first year of  
studies for all students regardless of  their disciplinary sector), and by the institution of  
Schools of  Studies intended as a bridge among various departments27. As far as size 
is concerned, five out of  the seven first new universities were planned for a figure of  
3,000 students in mind, allowing expansion up to a maximum of  6,000. The desire for 
small scale communities was clearly stated by the Vice-Chancellor of  the University of  
Kent: “if  I had to face the question ‘What is your immediate concern?’, I would say it is to produce 
a viable institution as quickly as possible, and by ‘viable’ I mean an institution of  about 3,000 
students.”28 
The only exceptions were the universities of  Essex and Warwick that questioned the 
small number and aimed at 10,000 and 15,000 respectively. Even these numbers, if  
referred to Italian standards where the average for the new universities considered in 
this thesis was between 12,000 at Calabria and 20-25,000 at Florence, Cagliari, and 
Salerno, show the substantial different scale of  thinking between the UK and Italy. 
The British experience of  the new universities could thus serve as a reference for 
the Italians only as far as size standards and more technical aspects of  construction 
were concerned. Nevertheless, while the Italians would reject the idea of  the small 
residential community they indubitably benefitted from observing the British lesson 
The changing patterns of  a university
Organisational diagrams of  universities compared
(from Stefan Muthesius, The postwar university, 2000)
Community vs Multiversity
Above: Page from The Architectural Review n.800, 
“Universities”, 1963
Left: Plan of  the University of  California Berkeley
(from Richard Dober, Campus Planning, 1963)
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of  a ‘total project of  social engineering’. Indeed, this is what the British university 
expansion was: an exceptional case of  tuning between an overall political need and its 
spatial projection that was beneficial on both sides. On the one side, the state managed 
to have what it wanted as quickly as possible, namely a substantial increase in the 
number of  new environments for the incubation of  knowledge. This was particularly 
due to the fine-tuning of  pre-fabricated techniques that allowed speeding up 
construction29. On the other side, architects sized the opportunity to use the university 
to experiment with ideas of  urban planning. As it was pointed out by commentators 
of  the time, as well as more recently, there was wide variation between the ideas 
proposed by each of  the Seven, so that it is not possible to interpret them as the result 
of  a single, agreed statement. However, there were some canons that were common 
among all projects. The differentiation of  types of  movement on multiple levels, the 
achievement of  a total pedestrian-friendly environment, and the confinement of  cars 
to the periphery of  the campus were all central ideas of  urban planning at the time, 
and the fact that these could be achieved more easily in a single-client development 
made the university a unique testing ground. 
Another general idea, also related to the need to reclaim density and intensity of  
social intercourse as integral part of  a university community, was that of  compactness, 
which was interpreted in two different ways. On the one side were those projects that 
aimed at achieving compactness at the level of  the whole complex. The universities 
of  Essex, Lancaster, and East Anglia proposed a very dense settlement (almost a 
Higher education: a national urgency
(build it as quick as possible)
Advertismenet in The Architectural Review n.800, “Universities”, 1963
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Sharing the problems of  the city: 
the university as testing ground
Top to bottom:
Pre-fabricattion to speed-up construction at the 
University of  East Anglia
Raising the pedestrian at the University of  East 
Anglia
(from Tony Birks, Building the New 
Universities, 1972)
Keeping the car out
(from Richard Dober, Campus Planning, 
1963)
The British New Universities
Left to right, top to bottom:
University of  Essex
Architects Co’Partnership, 1963
University of  Sussex
Basil Spence, 1959
University of  Lancaster
Bridgewater, Shephard, and Epstein, 1963
University of  York
Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall & 
Partners, 1962
University of  East Anglia
Denys Lasdun and Partners, 1963
University of  Kent
William Holford, 1964
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single building) that spanned from the horizontal mat-buildings of  the first two, in 
which a central “spine” or “street”, gave access to a system of  squares around which all 
activities were organised; to the single-structure designed by Lasdun in East Anglia30. 
The latter proposed the idea of  a “teaching wall”, that is, a continuous linear structure 
housing all properly ‘academic’ activities with the only exception of  the library – that 
was to occupy central position. Residences were attached to it, and cascaded following 
the ziggurat-section often used by Lasdun in his projects. On the other side, the 
universities of  Sussex, York, and Kent proposed compactness at a smaller scale. This 
was related to the latter projects’ acceptance of  the collegiate model of  the university, 
so that the whole derived from the summation of  multiple courtyard colleges, the 
reinterpretation of  Oxbridge’s quadrangles that were scattered more freely on the site.   
The latter distinction was related to the ways in which student residences were 
interpreted by each project. The collegiate model of  Sussex, York, and Kent meant 
that no separate student union was provided, but all the social life was to happen 
inside the domestic walls. This required breaking down the community into a series of  
sub-communities of  a smaller size that in the case of  York was translated into colleges 
for 400 inhabitants (including the teaching staff, in a properly Oxbridge tradition)31. At 
Kent the enclosed character of  the college as the basic unit of  the university was even 
monumentalised in the form of  concrete fortresses that were to create, in the word 
of  the Vice-Chancellor “a microcosm of  the whole”32.  Conversely, Essex and Lancaster 
rejected the idea of  colleges and of  hall of  residences, and looked for more informal 
Above: The university machinery. Plan of  the 
University of  East Anglia 
Denys Lasdun and Partners, 1963
Left: Spine diagram
University of  Bath
Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall & Partners, 
1965
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and ‘urban’ types of  accommodation. Essex pioneered the idea of  the study room, 
that is, a space that could even be used by students who did not reside in the college 
but that were registered to it (while colleges depended from the university, and did 
not enjoy the same independence as in their ancestors, students were assigned to a 
college like in Oxbridge). Here the ‘social unit’ was more narrowly defined as a group 
of  about a dozen students who shared a common kitchen and a living room, and were 
responsible of  taking care of  their own ‘flat’. This idea also applied to the University 
of  East Anglia where the Vice-Chancellor and his architect Denys Lasdun “turned back 
for inspiration, not to the college, but to what some would regard as its secret strength: the staircase.”33 
Thus, groups of  twelve students shared a dwelling unit that was independently 
accessible by a staircase, and as in Essex shared common facilities.     
The universities of  Essex and Lancaster were indubitably those that more explicitly 
wedded the idea of  the university as a microcosm of  society, as an ideal town. Indeed, 
the dimension they longed for was that of  a town rather than a city. Stefan Muthesius 
noted that while being close to a town the new universities were not of  the town. As 
already said, they were small idyllic communities that strove for independence, and 
reclaimed their nature as ‘urban’ environments. Kenneth Capon put it this way: “”We 
are turning a park into a university […] We are attempting to build in the middle of  a park a 
highly concentrated urban area with green all the way round for evermore”34. Even more explicitly, 
he stated that “[…] the intention is that the central street should be an Essex equivalent of  a town 
centre. I should like to see neon lights there; I should even like to see a certain amount of  controlled 
The endurig presence of  Oxbridge
Left: Plan of  Corpus Christi College, Cambridge
(from City of  Cambridge. A survey and inventory by the Royal Commission on 
Historical Monuments, 1959)
Right: College at the University of  Kent (project: William Holford)
(from Stefan Muthesius, The postwar university, 2000)
Opposite:
Looking for less rigid, ‘urban’ living 
styles for students
Left: Plan of  residential tower, University 
of  Essex (project: Architects Co’Partnership, 
1963)
Below, left to right:
Interior of  shared kitchen in student 
accommodation at the University of  Essex
(from Stefan Muthesius, The postwar university, 
2000)
Staircase in a residential ziggurat at the 
University of  East Anglia
(from Tony Birks, Building the New 
Universities, 1972)
Student room at the University of  East Anglia
(from Stefan Muthesius, The postwar university, 
2000)
Bottom: Perspectival section of  residential 
ziggurat at the University of  East Anglia 
(project: Denys Lasdun and Partners, 1963)

The promise of  urbanity re-installed
‘Piazza’ at the University of  Lancaster
Project: Bridgewater, Shephard, and Epstein, 1963
(from Tony Birks, Building the New Universities, 1972)
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vulgarity, with coffee bars, publicly as well as university run.”35 Needless to say, the urban hope 
could not but end up as mere city mimicry. At most, some hoped – and stated to 
firmly believe – that the town would grow to reach the university so that, in a not far 
future, the two would become a unity36. However, the real philosophy behind the new 
universities was stated by Basil Spence, the architect of  the first of  the Seven (Sussex), 
who claimed: “The question whether or not there should be an urban university or a rural 
university is outside the architect’s orbit. In my opinion he is a servant and is given a set of  conditions 
to work to.”37 
There could not be more distance between such a statement and the ambition of  
some of  the architects who took part to the design competitions for universities in 
Italy in the early 1970s. The only way in which they agreed with a similar statement 
was by attempting at going beyond the urban/rural dichotomy, and reason in terms of  
an urban territory in which the various economic sectors were inextricably connected. 
Indeed, the whole discussion in Britain was still trapped within that dichotomy, and 
treated in relation to the question: should the university be inside, or outside? A 
statement like the following by Lionel Brett represents the kind of  mentality that 
framed the architectural discourse on the university in Britain (and that would return 
in 1972 on the occasion of  British criticism towards the plans for relocating the 
University of  Florence ‘outside of  the town’). Brett wrote in 1963: “Any activity (with 
the exception no doubt of  pure contemplation) that takes itself  out of  the city or refuses to come into 
it impoverishes the city and impoverishes itself. For the city it is the loss of  youth in its streets and 
pubs and coffee bars, the loss of  a bit of  help in shouldering the burden of  urban renewal, the loss 
of  a bit of  variety and vitality in the townscape. For the university it is the subtle threat of  a new 
kind of  public school segregation amongst goal posts.”38 A discourse mostly concerned with 
the issue of  the ‘ideal size’ (of  a town, of  a university, of  a neighbourhood) would 
hardly come out of  a conservative impasse. Therefore, rather than using the university 
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as a possible testing ground for advancing a different idea of  city, the challenge of  
turning higher education into a new industrial undertaking was condemned to its 
most immediate solution: a proliferation of  campuses hoping to retain some levels 
of  urbanity. This was apparently at odds with the attempt of  the editors of  The 
Architectural Review who, in the same issue where Brett’s article was published hinted 
at the need of  considering the university as a much more multifaceted problem. Thus, 
they listed the multiple ways in which the university could interact with the physical 
environment, showing the many opportunities beyond the single possibility of  an 
out-of-town campus. Yet, they eventually could not avoid to suggest the superiority 
of  a carefully designed university “in a sufficiently stunning landscape”, noting how “its 
very isolation might, under special circumstances, prove to be its greatest virtue as a university, giving 
the quiet needed to concentrate on study and to cultivate personal relationships.”39 The title of  the 
article written by the editors of  the British architectural journal was, significantly, “The 
universal university” that, while referring to the idea of  the universality of  education – 
education for all, in a democratic society – implicitly contained a desire to define a 
model solution for higher education that, inevitably, focused on the small scale of  the 
actual university compound (however big this could be). It was this lack at considering 
the problem at a larger scale that became the main object of  an attack coming from 
England itself. This was the harsh criticism expressed in the form of  a project by 
Cedric Price, who argued for the need to rethink the sense of  the university beyond 
the ideal knowledge community. 
Universities, not University
Diagrams from “The universal university”, in 
The Architectural Review n.800, 1963
Rethinking the scale and sense of  the university
North Staffordshire in the 1960s
(from Kersten Rattenbury, Samantha Hardingham (eds.), 
Cedric Price: Potteries Thinkbelt, 2007)
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A way beyond the compound
 “The prime weakness of  the advanced educational system in Britain is a lack of  awareness of  both 
the correct scale and intensity at which such education should occur. Institutions today are too small 
and too exclusive. […] The fashionable analogy between existing Universities and ideal towns is 
dangerous.”40 
These words were the opening line to Cedric Price’s description of  a counter-
proposal for “an advanced educational industry”. The only way of  showing the right 
scale of  thinking about higher education was by means of  totally overcoming the 
idea that knowledge could be incubated within any compound, either physical or 
social. The university designed by Price was thus a network of  activities organised 
in space through a connecting railway system in an area of  Northern England 
(North Staffordshire) that was undergoing massive de-industrialisation and 
economic stagnation. Injecting there a university would be an effort worthy of  a new 
colonisation, an attempt at kick-starting a new condition for a large territory through 
the recognition of  the inseparability of  material and immaterial production. And, 
also, through the recognition of  the inseparability between production and learning: 
learning was itself  a productive activity that Price also charged with the capacity of  
producing a new city: “defence, energy and commerce have in the past been sufficient generators of  
cities. This project assumes that education and the need to exchange information may have a similar 
generative force: cities can be made by learning.”41 
Price’s counter-project to the Seven was not based on a refusal of  the economisation 
of  knowledge. Quite the opposite, he accepted it as an unavoidable matter of  fact, 
and tried to work from within it. Thus he also did not hesitate in declaring the 
superiority of  technical subjects over the humanities when it came to define the 
economic value of  knowledge. Therefore, Potteries Thinkbelt was targeted to pure 
and applied sciences, and engineering. By the time of  Price’s project the economic 
use of  knowledge through the coupling of  knowledge-intensive activities with 
material production had already been codified in space in the form of  the science and 
technology park, which found its archetype in Stanford Research Park (founded in 
1951). The idea of  the science park was to cluster the ‘intellectual’ part of  production 
– research and development –possibly in close vicinity to a university campus, and 
yet as a separate compound from the university. This would have happened also in 
England, where the first such compound – Cambridge Science Park – was established 
in 1970 as a cluster on the periphery of  the city of  Cambridge42. The idea of  
production proposed by the science park was based on a clear separation of  the two 
moments of  conception and execution. At the same time, the science park operated a 
clear disjunction between the two realms of  living and working. The science park was 
born as a workplace that, similarly to the factory, kept housing outside of  its boundary, 
and conceived it as an ‘other’ moment of  the daily work routine. Its ideal condition 
was thus along the periphery of  an existing town that could provide accommodation 
for its workforce, and near an existing university from which the first science parks 
were generated as spin-offs.   
Compared to the science park’s logic, Price’s project proposed a completely opposite 
‘knowledge-based strategy’ for the economic development of  its territory. Firstly, 
Price did not separate a university cluster from other forms of  knowledge-intensive 
Following spread:
Potteries Thinkbelt, General Plan
(from Stanley Mathews, From Agit-Prop 
to Free Space, 2007)
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compounds, and from actual material production. Conversely, Potteries Thinkbelt 
advanced the idea of  the university as an industry that no longer conceived of  the 
production of  knowledge (university) and the production of  material goods (industry) 
as two separate realms. The idea of  industry proposed in Potteries Thinkbelt 
depended on a blurring of  conception and production, and of  working and living. As 
such, it was the sublimation of  an idea of  life fully devoted to production. Therefore, 
Price did not rely on any subterfuges to conceal the reality of  a totally economised 
understanding of  knowledge. The campus was one such subterfuge. When contrasted 
to the condition of  a mass society shaped by growing consumerism, and conformism 
the idyllic university campus plainly unveiled its fictitiousness. The campus’ promise 
was to provide a safe haven for the free development of  critical thinking within a 
community of  peers. It thus promised to reclaim a proper public sphere of  debate 
that the city could decreasingly provide. In reality, the temporary nature of  campus 
experience was the denunciation of  the impossibility of  such a task. What the campus 
actually stated was that, at most, the idea of  a public sphere of  debate could only be 
enacted as a momentary disjunction – that is, for the legal duration of  a university 
programme.
At the base of  Price’s project was an acknowledgment of  this situation, that is, of  
the temporariness associated to the idea of  a university, and that was amplified by 
the campus. He thus took temporariness as the very identity of  higher education, 
but reinvented it. The campus proposed a conception of  the university as a special 
moment of  life – roughly included between the age of  17 and 23 – whose contents 
and structure were mostly fixed, at most being superficially altered by some occasional 
reform of  higher education. Conversely, Price proposed to consider the university 
as an instrumental service for the sake of  productivity. As the needs of  production 
continuously changed, the university itself  would be marked by a constant instability. 
Therefore, Potteries Thinkbelt did not reason in terms of  curricula, programmes of  
study, exams, faculty, or disciplines; rather, it proposed a university whose content was 
continuously changing depending on the productive needs of  the moment.         
The students of  the university would be regarded as employees, thus abolishing their 
special status and placing them among the wider class of  workers. In this idea of  
Not an immortal institution
Potteries Thinkbelt, Spreadsheet indicating 
the lifespan of  the constituting parts of  the 
university 
Cedric Price, 1966
(from Stanley Mathews, From Agit-Prop 
to Free Space, 2007)
100 square-mile University
Potteries Thinkbelt, schematic plan
Cedric Price, 1966
(from Stanley Mathews, From Agit-Prop 
to Free Space, 2007)
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university, ‘formal’ tuition – what is understood as ‘education’ - in the form of  lectures 
was reduced to a minimum while the concept of  self-learning was promoted. From a 
spatial point of  view this resulted in an array of  mobile and more or less temporary 
structures being located along the railway system in an area spanning more than 100 
square miles. Three “transfer areas” were located at the nodes of  the transport system. 
These were multi-modal transport nodes that matched national and international air 
links with the railway and highway system. Each of  them was conceived as a factory 
in which work and living intermingled through the juxtaposition of  workshops, test 
bed zones, teaching areas, a “flexible faculty zone”, and residential towers. The transfer 
areas thus subverted common definitions of  what makes a university. The idea of  a 
university faculty was turned from its traditional definition as a more or less stable and 
hierarchic group of  academics related to a specific discipline (or a group of  clearly 
related disciplines) into an ever changing set of  activities and people into which new 
fields of  expertise could be injected at need. The boundary between teaching and 
learning was also less clearly defined, and it depended on learning-by-doing. The 
project also relied on the blurring of  living and working as two contiguous moments 
of  life devoted to production. Housing was a major component of  the project, and 
besides the residential towers that were included in the transfer areas Price designed 
four types of  experimental housing units – crate, sprawl, battery, and capsule. While 
these were separately located from the proper production areas they still were an 
integral part of  the production circuit that was spatially manifested by the railway. 
University production = Living + Working
Potteries Thinkbelt, Madeley Transfer Area
Cedric Price, 1966
(from Architectural Design n.10, 1966)
Opposite, above:
Recombinant Faculty
Potteries Thinkbelt, Faculty Areas
Cedric Price, 1966
(from Architectural Design n.10, 1966)
Opposite, below:
Learning as production
Potteries Thinkbelt, plan of  Madeley Transfer 
Area
Cedric Price, 1966
(from Architectural Design n.10, 1966)
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The railway was more than an industrial metaphor: it was what allowed the idea 
of  temporariness at the base of  the project to be enacted. The separation from an 
existing city fabric was thus the ideal condition for kick-starting a different way of  
conceiving the university-industry marriage, and the linearity of  the railway made it 
possible to couple inhabited space with the very process of  production of  that space. 
Indeed, the ‘cityscape’ of  the new city that Price aimed at founding ‘from learning’ 
was as much characterised by the image of  the capsules, living pods, depots, that 
composed it as by the cranes that showed the continuous production of  that cityscape. 
This mirrored the idea that production was itself  a non-definitive process, that is, 
something that could be defined once and for all, and fixed through an architectural 
image.   
The idea of  a continuous production – of  goods, of  knowledge allowing those goods, 
of  the tools and spaces where such production could unfold – was the response to the 
false promise of  the campus – and, later, of  the science park. The campus promised 
the accumulation of  knowledge, but it could only achieve it by a confirmation of  the 
principle of  authority that has always grounded the idea of  education. The university 
campus was not a place of  free encounters but simply the space for staging a totally 
programmed, top-down screenplay: higher education. Similarly to the thesis proposed 
by Ivan Illich43, Price considered education as a deceptive activity that achieved the 
opposite of  what it promised, namely further social segregation rather than equality. 
The idea of  an equality of  knowledge - an equality of  opportunity to access higher 
levels of  education for society at large - was only pretended by the way the campus 
phenomenon of  the early 1960s was coping with that ‘national need’ for higher 
levels of  education. No matter how big a campus was, it was only a manifestation of  
education intended as an authoritarian system that was, at most, just a third step of  
schooling, and was based on the same discriminatory logics on which schooling relied 
– as argued by Illich. Thus, when Price blamed the new universities of  being too small, 
The university as ground for research in housing
Opposite, above:
Site conditions and types of  experimental 
housing
Opposite below:
Construction details of  sprawl housing
This page: 
Section of  Madeley Transfer Area
Potteries Thinkbelt, Cedric Price, 1966
(from Architectural Design n.10, 1966)
The continuous production of  space
Potteries Thinkbelt, montage drawing of  Madely Trasnfer Area
(from Architectural Design n.10, 1966)
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he was not so much criticising their actual architectural size as the conception of  
higher education they endorsed: just a re-enactment of  the elitist idea that education 
should be reserved to a restricted group, maybe slightly larger than in the past. 
Conversely, Price believed it necessary to switch focus from education to learning, 
arguing that these two concepts only very sporadically coincided. The contrast 
between learning and education was clearly expressed by Price when he chose it as 
the subject of  an issue of  Architectural Design he edited in 1968 (significantly, in the 
month of  May), and titled “What about learning?”. In the editorial to the magazine he 
wrote: “Education is today little more than a method of  distorting the individual’s mental and 
behavioural life span to enable him to benefit from existing social and economic patterning. Such an 
activity, benevolently controlled and directed by an elite can, in relation to the physical structuring that 
its system requires, do little more than improve on the range and network of  structures it already has 
under its control.”44 The development of  communication technologies was showing the 
possibilities of  self-learning, and was becoming a clear threat to education understood 
as “a service for the gentlemen run by the few”. The very idea of  education was naturally 
being eroded, no matter how much more compartmentalised and specialised it would 
get. The challenge ahead was thus to provide solutions for all those ‘others’ who 
would not go through formal education, and that would constitute a major component 
of  the working force. Needless to say, such a solution could be all but a re-proposition 
of  the physical modes in which education had been interpreted. 
Price could thus criticise those models that his fellow colleagues were scattering 
around the Britain (and the world) as “the terrible fate that befell that rather pleasant little 
East Anglian market town.”45 That terrible fate was the construction of  a university 
campus that deceptively persuaded the young about the possibility of  arguing about 
the world from a privileged point of  view while, actually, it aimed at shaping their 
future as workforce by means of  top-down education. For Price, this was not only 
a mirror of  a false conscience of  the politicians (including educators, governors, 
university officials, etc.) that had decided for that particular strategy; more worryingly, 
it was a demonstration of  the architects and urbanists’ incapacity at making their 
diagnoses of  the world not to be followed by the most immediate, and more-often-
than-not meaningless solution. Thus, Potteries Thinkbelt was not only a project of  
“What about learning?”
Cover page (this page) and inner spreads from 
Architectural Design n.5, 1968, guest-edited by Cedric Price
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critique to a mainstream way of  managing higher education, but it was also a project 
of  critique to architecture itself. This was more evidently manifested by Price in the 
text “Life conditioning” he wrote for the Architectural Design publication of  Potteries 
Thinkbelt in 1966. Significantly, the text was kept separate from the actual description 
of  the project, and was intended as a general introduction to show the project’s 
attempt at proposing a modus operandi more than just a specific solution. Architects, 
for Price, were dramatically legging behind in their capacity at contributing to a 
growing consumeristic and technological culture (“I consider it unlikely that architecture and 
planning will match the contribution Hush Puppies have made to society today, let alone approach 
that of  the transistor or loop”46). The curse of  architecture stood in its incapacity of  
thinking beyond “the soul-destroying static fixes in which architects and planners take refuge”. 
Architectural culture responded to any problem by translating it into a spatial device 
that aimed at the possibility of  its reiteration each time that similar needs emerged. 
The problem envisaged by Price was a growing disjunction between the “conditioning 
kits” being provided and the growing ephemerality and lack of  specificity of  the 
problems they were addressing. Education was one of  such problems, defining at 
the same time a constant condition of  humanity but also something undergoing 
continuous adaptation to social changes. Therefore, Price argued that “education, if  it is 
to become a continuous human-servicing service run by the community, must be provided with the same 
lack of  peculiarity as the supply of  drinking water or free teeth.”47 Architects thus had to go 
beyond merely responding to any problem with a ‘building’, and start diagnosing those 
conditions for which a building could not be a definitive solution. This, however, was 
the solution being provided for higher education that resulted in a proliferation of  
“containers [that] are dressed up to look like a medieval college with power points and are located in 
gentlemanly seclusion”48 (one of  those, the University of  Keele, founded as the first post-
war new university before the Seven, was located on the side of  the Thinkbelt)49. 
Indubitably, Price’s criticism towards the architectural establishment, and the more 
common practices of  planning of  his time was based on a fairly high degree of  
optimism. He believed that the Thinkbelt would kick-start a virtuous cycle to 
eventually lead towards increasing levels of  civicness for the area. Indeed, he claimed 
that as the system grew from its initial stages (when it consisted only of  industry, that 
is, of  university and housing), it would begin to demand “a socio-civic environment”50, 
and develop into something more similar to what is considered to be an urban 
environment. The stability and duration of  such an environment was not for the 
architect, nor for anyone else except – maybe – the users to assert. The city from 
learning was a constant work in progress, in which the production of  space was fine-
tuned with the material and immaterial production of  its industrial base. The civic 
city was one possible outcome of  it, but not necessarily the ultimate stage to which 
it would aim to. In such a city, knowledge was declared a totally commodified good, 
and happiness would not be found in nurturing it during a five-year university course. 
The idea that a city could be created “by learning” was something that the campus 
could only interpret as a city-stage within its boundary. Potteries Thinkbelt argued for 
looking beyond such a boundary, although his voice remained isolated from a choir 
of  campus-producers that unremittingly continued leaving on the earth’s surface their 
“three-dimensional packaged ammunitions”.  
Ironically, the blurring of  materiality and immateriality of  production, as well as of  
the realms of  living and working, has become a general condition of  our times51. The 
“invisible hand” of  bureaucracy – the government of  no-one – that Hannah Arendt52 
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described as the ultimate realisation of  the fall of  the public sphere (intended as 
political space) is the hand today governing a university that appears to show the 
characteristics that Price gave it: increasing mobility, adaptability of  curricula, and 
stronger relations with industry in the form of  innumerable internships and the like. 
The paradox is that all of  those characteristics have been institutionalised, digested 
and neutralised by the bureaucratic mechanism that manages today’s model of  a 
transcultural university. Once inscribed into official programmes and international 
joint-ventures – the multifarious and ever growing variations of  the Erasmus 
Programme being a point in case – the original meaning of  self-learning that Price 
attached to them is irrevocably lost. While it could be argued that self-learning could 
not be the total solution of  any educational system, it must also be noticed that Price 
himself  did not want to present it as such. Potteries Thinkbelt found its relevance 
as a ‘counter-project’ precisely because of  the existence of  some overall system to 
counter-act. In his view, that system was due to decline, and keeping it alive was 
pure futile care. Rather, its decline was to be accompanied by the development of  
alternatives that for some time – maybe even a long time – would have coexisted with 
their counterpart. The institutionalisation of  today’s mobility programmes has mostly 
reinstated the existence of  only one possibility of  learning, namely education. In the 
meantime, the blurring of  the spheres of  human life has continued uninterruptedly to 
the point that its acknowledgment could no longer be postponed. This has given rise 
to an equally generalised, institutionalised solution in the form of  a subterfuge that 
has resulted in the increasing tendency at providing workspaces and learning spaces 
with an iconography of  domesticity and informality. In such a new playful dress also 
many of  the campuses that originated fifty years ago have been wrapped in. Beneath 
their playful appearance, however, the question whether the same old ideas of  higher 
education are still surviving raises more than a doubt. 
Knowledge in motion
Potteries Thinkbelt, sketch of  view from the 
train approaching a trasnfer area
Cedric Price, 1966
(from Kersten Rattenbury, Samantha 
Hardingham (eds.), Cedric Price: Potteries 
Thinkbelt, 2007)
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Conclusion. Another tradition
Most of  the new universities of  the 1960s exemplified the absorption of  higher 
education into the technocratic mentality of  liberal, democratic, capitalist societies. 
The British case kick-started a whole new ‘tradition’ of  university expansion in Europe 
in such a way that this argument can be extended to include many campus projects 
across Western European countries. In other words, these were all instances of  the 
consolidation of  manualistic practice that was emerging as a major practice for social 
engineering applied by western governments. That practice was christened “campus 
planning” that became a sort of  independent and specialised branch of  planning, and 
was ‘officially’ codified with the publication of  Richard Dober’s book of  the same 
name in 1963. 
The fact that the book was authored not by an architectural historian, theoretician, 
or academic professor but by a practicing architect signalled the declaration of  the 
university as a design object requiring a ‘professional treatment’. The university could 
thus be placed inside the realm of  a growing professional mentality that had been 
emerging as a specific trait of  architecture in the first decades after the end of  the 
second world conflict. The growth of  architectural practices into large corporations 
was a peculiar phenomenon of  the United States, where architectural offices had 
started seeing themselves as integrated practices of  design and research. Architects 
were not only producing drawings and buildings, but had also increasingly started 
publishing books that were meant to provide the profession with the expertise 
resulting from their design-based research. Dober’s Campus planning could thus be 
placed alongside Victor Gruen and Larry Smith’s “Shopping Towns USA” published in 
1960 as the first important and comprehensive ‘treatise’ on the new architectural type 
of  a consumer society: the shopping mall. I have elsewhere started drawing parallels 
between the design trajectories followed between the 1960s and today by the places 
for shopping and the places for post-compulsory teaching and research53. The ways in 
which overlappings among the two domains  shaped a consumerist world  world is a 
topic worthy of  further deepening and elaboration that is not allowed within the space 
of  this thesis. 
What is possible to do here is at least point out how in the 1960s the university was 
being debated as one of  the major topics of  a growing consumer, leisure society, and 
how this meant, from an architectural perspective, that it was placed between two 
approaches. On the one side there was the technical and manualistic approach related 
to the growth of  empirical research within the professional practice of  architecture 
of  which Dober’s book was the sublimation. On the other side there was an attempt 
at opposing, or at least counter-arguing against the reduction of  university design to 
mere professionalism, and in favour of  the broadening of  a theoretical understanding 
of  the spatial aspects of  higher education. The part of  the architectural community 
that married this second position also believed in the intimate relation between theory 
and practice that, however, was not mediated by the institution of  the professional 
office but by the institution of  the university. That is to say, while Dober or Gruen 
where practicing architects that developed their design-based research solely through 
real commissions, other architects added their teaching roles inside universities as 
mediators between their design-based research and the publication of  its results. 
This was the case of  many Italian architects that took part to the short - albeit, 
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intense and suffered - season of  large-scale university design in Italy between the last 
years of  the 1960s and the first half  of  the 1970s. Indeed, all of  those architects that 
occupy a central part of  this thesis (Giuseppe Samonà, Carlo Aymonino, Costantino 
Dardi, Guido Canella, Ludovico Quaroni, Giancarlo De Carlo, and Vittorio Gregotti) 
coupled their professional work in private practice with teaching architectural studios 
and theory inside schools of  architecture. Architectural courses had been assuming an 
experimental character during the 1960s in Italy, so that a design studio had become 
a sort of  reproduction ‘in vitro’ of  real practice. The academic design studio was 
thus a mirror of  an actual practice in the ways in which it was emerging in the USA: 
a design-based research team that tried to make different fields of  expertise resonate 
into a harmonic choir. The fact that this type of  design research remained inside the 
academic realm assured it some levels of  autonomy from the contingencies of  real 
commissions. 
However, we should be careful at romanticising the academic architectural studios 
as instances of  totally pure critical enquiry with no real-life interests. Actually, most 
of  the rationale of  the argument proposed by the Italians about the university was 
intrinsically embedded within the condition of  the economisation of  knowledge, of  
which they were a living prove. The conception of  the university as one major service 
of  society was far from being a cry for a lost purity of  critical thinking. Rather, the 
university was considered in its multifaceted, instrumental, even corrupted relations 
with the world of  production at large. Indeed, the very idea of  città territorio that 
grounded most Italian university projects was that of  a production system that could 
be brought to the maximum levels of  productivity thanks to a strong interrelation 
between all economic sectors – agriculture, industry, and services (the latter including 
the university). The projects devised for the Italian university thus shared a similar 
line of  argument with Prices’ Potteries Thinkbelt for their attempt at kick-starting 
a possible new city out of  a reconceptualization of  learning. Indubitably, clearer 
ideological connections can be established between Price and a smaller group of  the 
Italians (Archizoom and De Carlo in particular). Nevertheless, all of  those projects 
concurred to shape ‘another tradition’ of  university planning and design that, although 
in the minority and surely not exclusively limited to the cases selected in this thesis, 
tried to resist to the globally overwhelming campus phenomenon.
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“What does, in fact, the sudden appearance of  a portico in that place in Chieti refers to? The 
appearance of  that fragment of  street that leads nowhere? What else could that figure –that is 
so different - mean if  not a need – surely of  form, then of  rules, hierarchies, etc. – but mostly of  
different conditions and expectations for the project? […] What else is the meaning of  that partly 
provisional look, that air of  the un-finished that all of  these projects share? What else if  not their 
condition of  wait, and at the same time of  forced inertia? If  not their willingness to be forever, even 
beyond the figure fixed by the drawing?” 1 
The emergence in the 1960s of  the university as an architectural topic was all but a 
straightforward topic to interpret. Yet it was clear to most architects that it represented 
a unique opportunity for experimentation, something that could be rarely found 
elsewhere. The parallel with the shopping mall is important because just like the 
shopping mall had proved the possibility of  inventing an architectural ‘type’ as an 
interpretation of  the new dimensions of  society – leisure, consumerism, and the 
affluent condition of  sub-urbanity - some believed in the possibility of  achieving 
a similar result with higher education. That is to say, once (higher) education was 
declared the highest need and asset of  economic growth, why couldn’t it also be 
codified into a universal spatial solution? It was around such ‘spatial normalisation’ 
that discussion and dissent revolved, rapidly leading to Italian architects’ agreement 
about the impossibility of  talking of  the university in typological terms. At least, not 
as long as the notion of  ‘type’ was still considered in the way in which the 20th century 
had received it as a legacy from the architectural culture of  the previous century, that 
is, as a functional taxonomy. In general, the architectural history of  the university has 
always been elusive when it comes to define it in typological terms. The university 
has overtime inhabited different spaces, from the cloistered monasteries of  the late 
Middle Ages to the palaces of  the Renaissance and the Enlightenment. For a long 
part of  its history it has thus mostly made a parasitical use of  existing space more 
than requiring a codification into a specific, dedicated space. Or, to be more precise, 
it has not required large-scale thinking as a ‘university system’ that went beyond the 
single – albeit at times very large – structure of  a college or an academic building. 
The American campus is often presented as probably the only type of  space that is 
‘originally’ academic, meaning that it evolved as a new spatial diagram rather than 
adapting to existing structures. However, as I will argue later, the campus had followed 
a trajectory that brought it from meaning just a mere spatial extension – that is, from 
being pure space – to specific and necessarily self-contained machinery designed for 
shaping a closed community of  peers. Moreover, that was a trajectory that led from 
an original understanding of  the university as a settlement principle to kick-start a 
new urban condition - or critique an existing one - to a reduction of  the campus 
to a model space. It is as ‘the’ model space of  the ‘knowledge territories’ of  more 
Chapter 7
The university as critical project
The strategy of  the fragment
Student housing in Chieti
Giorgio Grassi, Antonio Monestiroli, 1976 
(competition project, first prize)
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recent decades that we understand today the word campus. In order to understand 
this trajectory, and to provide a key to read the specificity of  the approach of  Italian 
architects to university design in the 1970s, I propose to pair it with a review of  the 
parallel trajectory followed by the notions of  type and typology in architectural theory 
and practice.  
Type and typology followed a circular trajectory between the late 18th century and the 
1960s that started with, and finally returned to, Quatremère de Quincy’s definition 
of  type as “the original reason of  the thing” as opposed to “the complete thing”, that is, the 
model2. Some scholars have located the final point of  this circular trajectory in the 
Italian architectural theory of  the 1950s-60s, when a way to overcome the 19th century 
functionalist approach to type, as well as the more technological idea of  ‘prototype’ 
advanced by the Modern Movement, was found in the analysis of  the city. This 
‘reinvention’ of  type has been named “the third typology”3. It has been shown that it was 
in particular with the work of  Saverio Muratori, and the subsequent developments 
inside the school of  architecture in Venice, that the pair typology/morphology entered 
the official vocabulary of  Italian architecture, and remained as a central conceptual 
category for years4. However, by the late 1960s and early 1970s criticism had already 
started mounting high as to whether the distillation of  type from the historic fabric 
could solve a central point of  impasse: how to turn a conceptual category into a 
design method5. The fact that Italian architects joined the quest for a “new university 
environment”6 with almost a ten-year delay from other countries thus made them start 
facing the new design topic at a moment when the very validity of  the third typology was 
being questioned. 
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The adventures of  type and the emergence of  the fragment
In order to understand the rejection declared by Italian architects of  reducing the 
university to an architectural type - a topic that will return at various points in my 
discussion of  the Italian projects for universities – it is thus necessary to briefly recall 
the mentioned trajectory of  type. A constant in the trajectory had been the uneasy 
attempt at keeping together the two-sided nature of  type: on the one side, an analytical 
category oriented towards the existing and the past, on the other a projective category 
oriented towards the still non-existing and the future. The early 20th century avant-
gardes condemned the rigidity with which the notion of  type had been discussed 
by 19th century functionalism, seeing it as a corruption of  its first formulation as an 
architectural idea in the 18th century. The architectural culture of  the 19th century 
had responded to the strengthening of  a bourgeois society, and to the emergence 
of  the notion of  a civic scope for architecture through a taxonomic methodology. 
In order to concomitantly respond to, and contribute to shaping the new habits of  
a changing society, that is, a society whose modes of  production and reproduction 
were increasingly based on subdivision and specialisation, architecture was also 
broken down into specialised functional categories that could be rationally classified. 
The idea of  “model” thus replaced that of  a “rule for the model” that Quatremère had 
defined as the very essence of  type. In parallel to this fundamental conceptual switch 
architectural composition emerged as a sub-discipline to assure the correct design 
of  types. The ultimate systematisation of  this way of  conceiving architectural types 
was achieved by the publication of  Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand’s “Precis des lecons 
d’architecture” (1802-1819)7. Reasoning in terms of  “genre” rather than “type”, and 
dividing two main genres – public and private buildings – Durand defined “utility” 
as “the essential – indeed the best – criterion for defining the goal of  architecture.”8 He thus put 
together a taxonomy of  the new needs of  society expressed in terms of  building 
types (the addition of  the word building signalling here a fundamental switch from 
Quatremère’s type), and elaborated “a universal building methodology”9. 
As a brief  digression and anticipation, it could be reminded that the creation of  the 
Modern University – in the two declinations of  the University of  Berlin as a research-
based institution, and the Napoleonic restructuring of  the French university as an 
operative arm of  the state - was happening in the same years as the switch from type 
to genre. As far as the architecture of  the university is concerned, the most important 
spatial response at a large scale – that is, beyond the single building of  a college - 
was developed between 1817 and 1825 by Thomas Jefferson, whose ties with Beaux 
Arts architectural culture are well known. This is just to note that the highpoint of  
university reformism was embedded within the highpoint of  Beaux Arts architectural 
culture, something on which I will return later.    
Rafael Moneo has explained how the interpretation of  type as “building type” was 
based on “knowledge based on history as a quarry of  available material supported by an idea of  
composition”10. According to Moneo, the 20th century started off  with fierce opposition 
to typology intended in the catalogue form proposed by Durand. This was explicitly 
manifested in Walter Gropius’ rejection of  an architectural methodology based on 
“precedents”, or in the switch from functional space to absolute space proposed by 
Mies van der Rohe11. Moneo noted that the notion of  type had survived in the early 
stages of  the Modern Movement in the form of  a “prototype”. The prototype could 
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be described as a model - because of  its capability of  being reproduced as such – but 
with a clearly technological side attached to it – it could be serially repeated thanks 
to the advancement of  the industrial methods of  construction. It was in Italy in 
the 1960s that Moneo placed the return of  an idea of  type as deep structure of  
architecture. This was a return to Quatremère’s definition of  type, and its peculiarity 
and novelty stood in the fact that the domain which the theoretical category belonged 
to was not just that of  architecture but that of  the city (and, in particular, the historic 
Italian city). The term “third typology” has been coined to name this urban-based idea of  
type and typology, and it has been discussed as a renovated interest in the theoretical 
basis of  architecture as a form of  opposition to the growing pragmatism and 
technicality of  which, to stay within the domain of  university design, campus planning 
was a manifestation. The renewed interest in typology resulted in the opposition 
of  two different viewpoints, the first considering type as an a priori category12, and 
the second conceiving it as a synthesis a posteriori of  rules derived from a series 
of  physical precedents13. More in particular, a key point of  discussion was if, and 
how the notion of  type could be understood as a design tool. Giulio Carlo Argan 
answered this question by looking at the wider relations that architecture has with a 
social condition14. In his view, it was only when new needs require creative thinking 
that the answer could be a new type. Conversely, when the roots of  an enquiry are 
placed in the past the designer is left only with the possible repetition of  an existing 
type – something that shed a negative light on the possibility of  evolving historical 
types. However, according to Moneo the recovery of  the theoretical notion of  type 
Type as genre: normalising architecture 
Jean Nicolas Louis Durand’s universal method of  composition
Opposite: Tables from J.N.L. Durand, Précis des lecons d’architecture, 1802
Right: Durand’s distinction of  building types
(from Chris Lee, The fourth typology, PhD thesis, TU Delft/Berlage Institute, 2014)
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had been followed by a disjunction between theory and practice. This disjunction 
resulted in the definition of  type, intended as a category distilled from a study of  the 
physical structure of  the historic city, being trapped in the incapability of  developing 
new types that would be able even to contradict that same physical structure15. He thus 
concluded by claiming that all that was left (in 1978, the time of  his writing) was a 
mere nostalgia for types intended as the reproduction of  familiar images: “typology today 
has come to be understood simply as a mechanism of  composition. […] The type as inner formal 
structure has disappeared”16. This resulted in the juxtaposition of  image-types populating 
space as fragments of  a formal structure that had been exploded. 
The notion of  the fragment was not a coincidental term with which Moneo concluded 
his discussion. Since the second half  of  the 1960s the fragment was elected as a 
central category for describing the complex and paradoxical relation that had been 
developing between architecture and the city since the Enlightenment. Put shortly, 
the impossibility of  a smooth linear lineage between architectural typology and 
urban morphology was associated to a reading of  the city as a world of  fragments 
that was an extension of  a wider reading of  society as itself  fragmented by the logics 
of  capitalistic growth. The impossibility of  a total design for the city, the dream of  
canonical architectural modernism, was declared with the insistence on the “difficult 
whole” that encompassed various voices of  architectural theory from Robert Venturi 
to Manfredo Tafuri, from Aldo Rossi to Carlo Aymonino, to cite but a very few17. In 
order to define a way to act inside a world made of  fragments, that is to say, to recover 
a capability of  designing urban form with some degree of  confidence (as stated by 
Kenneth Frampton18), it was thus necessary to find a way of  redefining once again 
the notion of  type, even at the cost of  declaring its death. In more practical terms, 
this urgency was also related to a growing technical mentality that had made manuals 
become the textbooks of  the architectural profession and that many of  the Italian 
architects who accepted the task of  designing a university would condemn. 
As far as a university project is concerned, going beyond - or substantially rethinking - 
typology was something that could happen only when the notion of  the university as 
a settlement principle was explored. That was because what higher education reform 
was really asking for was an unprecedented large-scale thinking about the university 
The fatal disjunction of  city an architecture
Aldo Rossi, “L’architecture assassinée - A Manfredo Tafuri”, 1975
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beyond its status as a self-contained spatial compound, and towards its definition as 
a territorial settlement. This required going beyond the reduction to a ‘technicizised 
type’ operated with the worldwide spread of  the campus phenomenon in the 1960s, 
something that Italian architects would take as their common mission. In particular, 
I would argue here that what was needed was to reconsider the origins of  campus 
design, that is, the period included between the early colonial universities and the 
registration of  the university settlement as a specific architectural solution. The latter 
happened with Thomas Jefferson’s design for the University of  Virginia in the second 
decade of  the 19th century.  
As a conclusion to the foregoing, and before looking at Jefferson’s campus to unveil 
it as a possible reference for the kind of  thinking that was required in the 1960s 
(regardless of  the fact that this was not officially stated by any project or architect, 
besides finding it as a merely formal lineage of  some new American university 
campuses) it is important to reiterate that from an architectural perspective, the 
worldwide campus phenomenon of  the 1960s should be read as a sort of  reduction 
of  the university to a typological category by the growing technical and professional 
mentality that characterised architecture in those years. To be true, the codification 
of  the university into a spatial solution had already been accomplished in the past. 
In the 19th century Thomas Jefferson and Frederick Olmsted provided the two main 
codifications of  the university into a specific space (although these were still not 
modern research universities but teaching-based colleges). Both rejected the idea of  
a single large building housing all the activities of  a college. In contrast, Jefferson 
proposed a delicate balance between formal finiteness and flexibility, while Olmsted 
overcame the former to argue that a campus was an equation between domestic-
sized pavilions (totally detached and not linked as in Jefferson’s view), and a carefully 
designed (artificial) landscape. Both declinations of  the campus have been thoroughly 
studied by architectural scholars (in particular Jefferson’s project). It is by unveiling 
some of  the specificities of  those projects that we can understand them as design 
strategies that were dealing in a complex way with the advancement of  a critique to 
urbanisation. Considered from a purely perspective of  ‘architectural composition’ 
Jefferson’s project, in particular, was also an ambiguous manifestation of  typological 
thinking, partially accepting and partially critiquing the Beaux Arts architectural culture 
of  his time. For these reasons these early codifications of  a university into space 
become essential references for understanding the sense of  the new interest in the 
university shown by Italian architects more than e century later.  
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The university fragment from critical ground to absorption by urbanisation
The registration of  the university into a specific spatial diagram took place almost two 
centuries since the first colonial universities in North America had been established. 
These were originally defined not as totally self-contained environments but as 
nuclei of  new small towns. As described by Paul Venable Turner, early American 
universities such as Harvard, Yale, and Princeton were an integral part of  a project of  
colonisation19. While superimposing an additional layer of  spatial organisation onto 
the urban checkerboard, the aim at a clear segregation from the town was not declared 
until later times. This happened in the early years of  the 20th century when the ideal 
of  the British quadrangle was more widely accepted, and supported by a neo-Gothic 
revival that found in Oxford and Cambridge the model of  an academic ‘image’. In 
his defence of  the campus as “an American planning tradition”, Turner is careful in 
highlighting how the colonial origins of  the American university stated from the 
outset a desire to overcome the spatial closure that characterised the monastic nature 
of  British higher educational ideals. It was by exporting their educational models 
to the United States that the British found in the new continent the possibility of  a 
new spatial beginning for the university. The first use of  the word campus, indeed, 
he claimed to having been made to refer not to a specific architectural ensemble, but 
more simply to an extension of  space separating an academic building from the street 
(Nassau Hall at Princeton University). Thus, the campus had its origin as a spatial 
category that, while providing an argument about the alterity of  the university from 
the town was not provided with all the superstructures that following developments 
would attach to it (differentiation of  parts, styles of  buildings, gardening and 
landscaping, etc.).      
Jefferson’s design for the University of  Virginia was a pivotal moment in the history 
The university as colonising device
Opposite:
Settlement diagrams of  the first colonial colleges 
in the United States
Below:
The victory of  enclosure
Transformation of  Old Brick Row - Yale 
University - between 1871 and 1899
(drawn by author based on Paul V. Turner, 
Campus. An American Planning Tradition, 
1984)
William and Mary 1732 Harvard 1763 College of  New Jersey (Princeton)
King’s College (Columbia) Yale 1763 College of  Philadelphia
Campus
The earliest use of  the term campus referred to the front 
yard of  Nassau Hall - Princeton University
(engraving by Henry Dawkins, 1764; from Paul V. 
Turner, Campus, 1984)
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of  the campus and, we could say by way of  extension, of  the architecture of  the 
university. It simultaneously marked the highpoint of  an idea of  the university as a 
settlement principle – that had been its meaning since early colonial times -, and the 
ultimate normalisation of  the university into a spatial model. Can it be described as 
a ‘type’? Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand didn’t include the university among his building 
types, and while it could be noted that Jefferson’s project (1817-25) was produced 
after the early editions of  Durand’s Précis des leçons d’architecture came out (1802-19), 
this exclusion could also be due to the fact that the university was a composition 
of  different buildings rather than just one building. Therefore, it could at most be 
dealt with as a combination of  other types, as an ensemble, while proper educational 
building types were limited, in Durand’s catalogue, to the college and the institute. This 
is demonstrated by the absence of  the university among the topics for architectural 
competitions in the 18th century. Only the college was chosen as a possible design 
topic, as it is proved by an architectural competition held by the Accademia di San 
Luca in 175020. The elusiveness of  the university from its reduction to a typological 
category would also return in more recent times. Nikolaus Pevsner would indeed 
not include it in his compilation of  a “History of  building types” (1979), thus further 
confirming the indeterminacy of  the university as a spatial category.
The mentioned competition organised by the Accademia di San Luca is also important 
because it was on that occasion that a first critical formulation about the modern 
space of  the university was elaborated – albeit not explicitly. Concomitantly to the 
competition Giovanni Battista Piranesi developed a ‘counter-project’ for an “Ampio 
e magnifico Collegio”. This has been interpreted as a manifestation of  the artist’s 
willingness to prove his capacity at drawing a proper architectural plan – as he was 
either considered a draftsman or merely an inventor of  imaginary scenes21. However, 
it is the reading that Manfredo Tafuri has given of  Piranesi’s Collegio that allows us to 
Building types for higher education according to 
Beauc Arts architectural culture: 
College and Institute
(from J.N.L. Durand, Précis des lecons 
d’architecture, 1802)
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shed light on a more hidden aspect of  that design. This reading related the Collegio to 
a wider critique of  the city elaborated by the Italian artist that proposed the notion of  
the fragment as the only possible way to understand the city. Somehow, this notion 
was already embedded in Piranesi’s Collegio, and although it is a highly coincidental 
fact that this was a project for a higher education space, Tafuri’s argument will allow 
us to better understand the innermost sense of  the space of  the university and its 
project. To put such a sense in a nutshell it could be stated as follows: the university is 
a ground for advancing a critique to the city and to the logics of  urbanisation.      
As anticipated, Tafuri drew a line connecting Piranesi’s Collegio (1750) and his idea 
of  city as expressed in the Iconographia Campi Martii antiquae urbis (1761-62)22. 
The presence of  the Latin word campus in the latter would be simultaneously too 
tempting, and too simplistic a link to university design. Turner himself  mentions 
Campo Marzio in his discussion on the origins of  the term campus, but he doesn’t 
elaborate beyond the terminological aspect. Campus would thus just mean a spatial 
extension, a field, as it was implicit in the mentioned first documented use of  the word 
in an American context. About this point Turner wrote: “the earliest record of  this usage 
of  the word [campus] is found in a letter written by a Princeton student in January 1774 recounting 
an event evidently inspired by the Boston Tea Party: ‘Last week to show our patriotism, we gathered 
all the steward’s winter store of  tea, and having a fire in the Campus, we there burnt near a dozen 
pounds, tolled the bell and made many spirited resolves.’”23
While not directly referring to a discussion of  university space, Tafuri’s reading of  
Campo Marzio offers a key to go deeper in understanding the original notion of  a 
campus that, I will argue, found the pivotal moment of  its codification in Thomas 
Jefferson’s project for the University of  Virginia. Tafuri argued that the design for the 
Collegio (whose only representation was a plan drawing) served Piranesi as a testing 
ground for the idea of  space understood as a “proliferation of  spaces by gemmation”24. To 
show the originality of  this understanding Tafuri stressed the differences between 
Piranesi’s Collegio and the projects submitted to the competition in 1750.  While the 
latter were canonical instances of  ‘good compositional practice’ that, in line with 
the dictates of  the Academy, devised a clearly hierarchical relation between parts 
and whole through the iteration of  a courtyard (or multiple courtyards) typology, 
Gemmation of  space
G.B. Piranesi, Pianta di Ampio e Magnifico Collegio, 1750
Opposite: First prize at the competition organised by Accademic di San 
Luca in 1750 (Concorso Clementino) for the design of  a college
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Piranesi’s Collegio destabilised compositional canons. Thus, in the words of  Tafuri, it 
was “a structure theoretically endlessly expandable. The independence of  the parts and their montage 
obey no other law than that of  pure contiguity.”25 The Collegio thus proposed a visualisation 
of  a crisis of  architectural (organic) form, and it was an instance of  Piranesi’s use 
of  “invention” as the only possible way (utopia, in Tafuri’s terms) to pretend a meta-
historical dimension for the architectural project. It was only as invention that, 
Tafuri argued, the notion of  type as a meta-historical category could be addressed by 
Piranesi’s critique to mainstream architectural academicism. If  the latter proposed the 
congruence between architecture and architecture’s social role, thus proposing that 
a rational mentality could still make architecture retain its meaningfulness, Piranesi 
argued, in contrast, for the impossibility of  any congruence: formal invention could 
only be self-referential. In order to show this in the most incisive way, it was necessary 
to show an exaggerated depiction of  architecture’s incapacity of  shaping the city. This 
was provided a decade later with another plan drawing, this time of  a large piece of  
(invented) city: Rome’s Campo Marzio.  
Campo Marzio allowed Tafuri to present Piranesi as an extreme instance of  the 
idea of  a city of  colliding parts, in contrast with that of  an organic, harmonic urban 
fabric in which architecture and city space were in a dialectical relation. Piranesi 
was not alone in advancing a critique to the organic understanding of  the city as it 
is demonstrated by other description of  the city in the 18th century such as Marc-
Antoine Laugier’s idea of  the “city as a forest” (1753), Pierre Patte’s plan of  Paris as a 
collection of  different parts (1765), or Francesco Milizia’s description of  the city as 
“a varied picture of  infinite unexpected episodes, a great order in the details, confusion, uproar and 
tumult in the whole” (1781)26. For Tafuri what was more important was the aspect of  
anticipation contained in those assessments of  the city. Indeed, they openly declared 
an understanding of  the urban space that only became plainly visible in the following 
centuries. This led to recognise in the 20th century that the only possible way of  
designing for the city was by accepting its nature as an incoherent whole made of  very 
different parts. Tafuri drew attention on the inevitable failure and meaninglessness of  
any attempt at finding ways to define harmony between the parts. Such attempts were, 
in his view, not just a reassertion of  a humanistic, pre-capitalist idea of  a possible 
The city as a forest
Frontispiece of  M.A. Laugier, Essai sur l’Architecture, 1753
City of  colliding fragments
G.B. Piranesi, Ichonographia Campi Martii, 1762
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formal unity of  the city; moreover, they were an instance of  the “false conscience” of  
architecture. Any idea of  harmonious urban space based on the congruence between 
city and architecture – between morphology and typology – had long disappeared 
from the realm of  possibilities, and this also shed doubts about the validity of  the 
morphology/typology argument when this was transposed from the analytical level to 
the level of  a project. Capitalism’s subdivision of  intellectual labour - which was then 
extended to all forms of  labour - could not accept harmony but as false conscience 
and, in Tafuri’s view, as an inversion of  the very notion of  utopia: from “vanguard” to 
“rear guard”, from utopia to negative utopia. 
Piranesi’s Campo Marzio was the clearest and most extreme anticipation of  this 
situation: a city of  coexisting fragments that signalled the fate of  typology, namely 
the paradox of  its concomitant apotheosis and decline27. Campo Marzio was thus 
“a kind of  typological negation, an ‘architectural banquet of  nausea’, a semantic void created by 
an excess of  visual noise”28 in which rationality and irrationality coexisted in a hopeless 
attempt at realising the coincidence of  opposites. In this idea of  a city of  fragments, 
type was reduced to a self-referential element that, paradoxically, once it gained its 
independence and became a clearly defined fragment also lost its autonomy and was 
absorbed by the city that was reduced to “a gigantic ‘useless machine’”29. Campo Marzio 
represented the ultimate incapacity of  architectural form to give a structure to an 
urban organism: all that was left was space, or more precisely, urban space30. Thus 
Tafuri noted how a step forward was taken by Piranesi in passing from Collegio to city: 
the idea of  a formal order that was still present in the former was finally declared 
impossible in the latter. He could thus conclude by stating that “only in the utopia of  
subjective negation, only in the ivory-tower land of  the avant-garde, is it possible to recognize, despite 
everything, the residual margins of  a positive presence within the sphere of  architecture.”31 
In the project of  the university an instance of  such an ivory-tower land of  the avant-
garde could, and still can, be found. That is because of  the ambiguous nature of  the 
modern university: on the one side, it is an institution charged with huge expectations 
about its supposed potential at shaping society (regardless of  any specific ideology, 
both political and pedagogical), and therefore needing to engage in some relation 
with society; on the other side, it is an institution reclaiming its alterity from ‘the rest’, 
its desire for detachment from ‘the outside’ world. Even if  we accept that isolation 
could have been a possible condition in the early days of  the university (although 
its total independence for the contingencies of  the world sound more like an ideal), 
the modern processes of  urbanisation and the increasing subdivision of  labor and 
society made such isolation become impossible if  not meaningless. The modern 
university – intending for ‘modern’ the institution that was re-born from the ashes of  
its medieval incarnation in the early 19th century – has thus been characterised as an 
entity suspended between a desire to negate the city, and the ultimate impossibility not 
to belong to the continuous flowing and growing of  the ‘urban’. What has been left to 
the modern university has thus been a role of  criticism and resistance. Such criticism 
and resistance are about the increasing instrumental use done of  the university for the 
interests of  a capitalist organisation of  society, that undermined the idea of  freedom 
of  enquiry, and turned the institution into a most powerful and strategic operative 
arm of  the state and, increasingly, of  private interests. The spatial aspects associated 
to a way in which the modern university carried out this role has been characterised 
by logic of  simultaneous registration of  the city and its decontestualisation into a 
fragment of  urbanity. The strategy of  the fragment is different from mere retreat 
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in that it does not aim to achieve total, passive monastic isolation. Rather, there is 
an active function in relocating a part of  city and placing it in a ‘frontal’ relation 
to it. This role is that of  kick-starting a possible new urban condition. Thomas 
Jefferson’s project for the University of  Virginia provided the first and most complex 
interpretation of  this critical activity of  the university in relation to a growing 
urbanised society.
In relation to the difference noted by Tafuri between Piranesi’s college and Campo 
Marzio, it is indubitable that as in the former case Jefferson also still retained an idea 
of  formal order. Tafuri read the project as an instance of  Jefferson’s “utopia of  the rear 
guard”32 that worked on the delicate divide between order and freedom, between the 
extreme flexibility of  the ten pavilions and the rigor of  the overall layout. Tafuri was 
focusing on the final scheme adopted by Jefferson, which I would argue lost some 
of  the initial ideas that he had originally expressed in the early studies for the new 
university. It is known that the final scheme, and in particular the design of  the central 
rotunda-library derived from an epistolary correspondence between Jefferson and 
Benjamin Latrobe33. It was the latter who suggested the addition of  a central focus to 
the composition, thus best aligning the project with Beaux Arts’ ideas of  composition. 
This, however, only shifted focus from the original idea of  the project that I read 
as its innermost nature: the project of  the university as an instance of  a ‘fragment 
strategy’. If  Campo Marzio was an exaggerated, ‘invented’, visualisation of  a city made 
of  fragments, the space of  the university offered an opportunity for the practical 
application of  Piranesi’s criticism towards urban space.  
We can define a fragment as a translation across different conditions, as a 
decontextualisation that hints to the capacity of  architectural form of  going beyond 
space and time contingencies. From an iconic viewpoint, the fragment ‘looks like’ 
something known, but it is permanently lacking a fixed condition onto which its 
Right: Canonical view of  the University of  Virginia looking towards the 
Rotunda (drawing by Benjamin Tanner, 1826)
Left: Letter from Benjamin H. Latrobe to Thomas Jefferson suggesting 
the addition of  the central Rotunda (July 1817)
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ultimate meaning can be assessed. It moves across time and space by keeping a trace 
of  its pasts, but at the same time it declares it emancipation from them. The fragment 
thus lives in an a-temporal dimension, it dwells in purely architectural space, and its 
recurring incursions into real space are infinite declinations of  its meta-historical 
nature that allows it to operate as a colonising device of  ever changing conditions. Its 
transposition happens by the retention of  its formal dispositive capacity (what form 
does), while iconic recognisability often gets blurred (what form looks like). Finally, 
the reason d’etre of  the fragment stands in the way it necessarily operates on the 
ambivalence between finiteness and indeterminacy: in order to suggest its hypothetical 
extendibility it has to stop abruptly. This is the logic of  the fragment as a design 
strategy, that is, as a strategy of  critical thinking about the condition with which it is 
confronted. The university’s potential is thus that of  advancing a settlement principle 
that is capable either of  confirming a given condition or of  subverting it. Either case, 
its role is always critical and not neutral. In particular, if  we refer it to the common 
logics of  modern urbanisation, by masking a necessary finiteness under the disguise 
of  indefiniteness (the “false conscience” of  university space) the strategy of  the fragment 
can work to oppose the growth by endless subdivision and addition that triggers the 
overflow of  the city over a wide territory.  
The foregoing definition of  fragment can be taken as a fitting description for Thomas 
Jefferson’s project for the University of  Virginia. The project’s status as a transposition 
of  spatial diagrams coming from different contexts has been variously discussed in 
terms of  “precedents”34, in an attempt at showing the complexity of  its DNA. Such 
DNA has been shown to be composed of  both urban (the hypothesis of  the city 
hospital as a precedent) and anti-urban (the countryside castle as a possible precedent) 
pasts. This speaks of  the inadequacy of  talking about the campus/university solely in 
terms of  a dichotomy between those two dimensions. In other words, the campus/
university is neither urban nor anti-urban, but is located in a third condition that keeps 
Registering precedents
Left: Chateau de Marly, 1715
Right: Franch pavilion hospital, 1788
Final plan of  the University of  Vriginia
Thomas Jefferson, drawn by John Nelson in 1821
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the two together –that is, regardless of  its location inside or outside of  a ‘city’. Focus 
is thus shifted from its being exclusively put on the common reading of  Jefferson’s 
project, and of  the university campus in general, as a representation of  an ideal of  
academic community in idyllic retreat from urban corruption. The university inhabits a 
less definable ground for criticism of  the relation between city and countryside
Jefferson’s understanding of  the university as a design strategy of  the fragment 
appears in its clearest manifestation if  one looks at an early sketch drawn in May 1817 
(Latrobe’s suggestion of  adding the central Rotunda came in July of  the same year; the 
library building would eventually become the focus of  interest as it demonstrated by 
a view of  the university drawn in 1856 in which the library is evidently scaled up, and 
out of  proportion). The sketch, which represented the ‘parti’ of  the project, showed 
the university as a single, continuous structure that formed an overall U-shape. The 
distinction between different parts that is evident in the built campus was absent in 
the sketch. The drawing depicted the pavilions and the portico as inextricable parts 
of  a unitary structure with no particular hierarchy: an inhabited, continuous portico. 
This was further reinforced by the fact that the portico turned without no solution 
of  continuity in the two corners, which were not stressed as special points of  the 
composition by Jefferson (that is, he did not mark them by placing two pavilions in 
the corners as, conversely, Latrobe also suggested him to do). The two parallel arms 
of  portico then fade at the bottom of  the drawing, to show the architect’s intention 
at defining a settlement principle rather than a finite, hierarchical architectural 
‘composition’ (something that is even reinforced by the lack of  a strong axiality in 
the original sketch as opposed to the narrower width of  the central lawn that was 
eventually built). 
While the original concept was put into crisis by the acceptance of  Latrobe’s 
suggestions of  defining a much clearer hierarchy among the parts of  the composition, 
Emergence
View of  the University of  Virginia with 
scaled-up Rotunda
(drawn by Edward Sachse, 1856)
Settlement principle
Early skethc by Thomas Jefferson for the University of  Virginia (May 1817)
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Jefferson somehow managed to retain the spirit of  his idea. This was made possible 
by the addition of  the second formal structure that defined the campus in its final 
form as we know it today. This structure was composed of  the two external rows 
of  student residences with porticos that Jefferson located parallel to the two longer 
arms of  the U-shape from which they were separated by a sequence of  gardens 
bounded by undulating brick-walls. This second formal structure – that has stimulated 
the argument of  finding in the city hospital with pavilions a possible precedent for 
Jefferson’s project – re-inserted an element of  ambiguity in the project: the openness 
of  the central lawn, that is interrupted abruptly, is countered by the finiteness of  the 
smaller side gardens. An axonometric drawing, probably executed around 1820 before 
the construction of  the Rotunda, depicts just the four parallel rows of  pavilions and 
dormitory blocks that appear as just a ‘typical’ section of  a possibly larger settlement. 
Thus, this drawing also shows a settlement principle rather than a closed and finite 
compound.       
Therefore, Jefferson’s project for the University of  Virginia put in place a design 
strategy meant to kick-start a settlement condition that while aiming to contrast 
the spatial logics of  the city, adopted and transposed ideas of  space that had been 
incubated both inside and outside of  the city in a mix of  openness and formal 
completeness. It is in this way that the university aimed at realising a ‘policing role’ 
on the territory, that is, at exerting a function of  surveillance over the continuous 
processes of  urbanisation. This is an idea that is totally at odds with the common 
understanding of  the campus as a bounded compound. Such an understanding 
became predominant once the campus was codified as a universal spatial solution, 
something that accelerated drastically in the second half  of  the 20th century. This 
codification was the fate of  Jefferson’s project that was taken as a formal recipe to 
give form to endless possible copies – often literal copies – since the 19th century. 
Reclaiming the settlement principle
Oblique axonometric by Thomas Jefferson of  the 
four parallel rows represented without the central 
Rotunda (1820)
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However, more than Jefferson’s it was the second declination of  campus previously 
mentioned that became the model of  the common image of  a campus that most 
proliferated in the last five decades around the world.     
As anticipated, Frederick Olmsted provided an alternative to Jefferson’s ambivalence 
between singularities and formal continuity of  the university (that was eventually 
manifested in the coexistence of  single pavilions and continuous portico in the built 
version of  the University of  Virginia)35. Conversely, Olmsted proposed the total 
disintegration of  the large academic building (the halls of  residence of  older colonial 
colleges in which both he and Jefferson had studied): his image of  the university 
was that of  a picturesque composition of  pavilions in the landscape. However, also 
Olmsted retained the idea of  using the university as a ground for critical reflection on 
a changing urban condition. Indeed, he proposed the university as a key institution to 
give shape to a growing suburban dimension. Thus, universities were not to inhabit the 
total wilderness, but where to be located in the suburban periphery of  existing cities, 
and were to contribute to give a form to it. The idea of  a suburb hinted at by Olmsted 
was not merely intended the endless repetition of  detached houses of  a middle class 
of  city workers (commuters) that we think today; rather, it was shaped by a need to 
retain an agricultural dimension. The individual that had to be trained and shaped by 
the new colleges established in the latter part of  the 19th century in the United States 
(following the 1862 Morrill Act36) was thus someone who did not value the city as a 
better condition than the countryside. Olmsted thus used the university to overcome 
the dichotomy city/countryside, and set the possibility for retaining a rural population, 
Shaping a suburban condition
Frederick Law Olmsted, plan for the grounds 
of  Berkeley University, 1866
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and enhancing their educational levels. Thus, the insistence on the domestic character 
that university buildings (the detached, small pavilions) had to possess was related to 
the idea of  avoiding an understanding of  the college years as a clear disjunction from 
the rest of  a lifetime37. In other words, and in contrast to the common understanding 
of  college and campus that we have received as a legacy today, the university was a 
moment in the continuous flux of  life.      
From a spatial point of  view, Olmsted’s campus was a landscape project in which 
the positioning of  the clusters of  pavilions was seemingly random but not arbitrary. 
The fact that buildings could be loosely composed has been a key reason for the 
‘success’ of  the scheme that has been adopted as the mainstream model space of  
a campus. Such model space interpreted the campus as a set of  pieces that could 
be kept together by the common landscaped ground. The project of  the landscape 
(the “grounds”) and the project of  the buildings have become two separate parts of  
the practice of  campus planning, which, as said, was officially codified in 1963. The 
“planning modules” described by Richard Dober as the constituent parts in which any 
university campus can be broken down were the result of  the technicistic application 
of  Olmsted’s picturesque idea of  pavilions dispersed in a carefully designed landscape. 
Piranesi’s caricature of  a city of  fragments thus returned in the ultimate codification 
of  university space by campus planning. What changed from Jefferson’s and Olmsted’s 
ideas of  a fragment was the retreat from the role of  critical engagement with the city 
that their settlement principles aimed to. All is possible in the model-campus, its ideal 
achievement being that of  a collection of  architectural jewels: it is not a coincidence 
that the most explicit image of  the widespread success of  campuses as corporate 
environments is that of  a tray for three-dimensional extravaganza. Such campus is 
thus not an instance of  critical resistance to the logics of  the city: the university is still 
a fragment, but only one of  a wider urban territory of  fragments; it has been digested 
by the logics of  urbanisation. Its critical role has been neutralised.    
It could be counter-argued that, however, many campuses have not been designed as a 
loose array of  detached buildings. Indeed, much of  the 1960s architectural production 
(and, often, the most relevant episodes) has been of  single-structure campuses, more 
Buildings + Ground = Campus
Page from Richard Dober, 
Campus Planning, 1963
Right: 
The campus (beyond the university) as tray of  
architectural extravaganza
Vitra Campus, Weil am Rhein, Germany
Below:
Neutralised by urbanisation
Guanghzou University City (opened 2004), an 
academic theme park  from the juxtaposition of  
ten universities
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akin to Jefferson’s idea of  a unitary structure keeping together singularities. Michael 
Brawne pointed out in 1967 that a peculiarity of  the British new universities was 
“a move away from the disposition of  isolated pavilions in parkland, that is to say away from the 
principles of  the American campus plan.”38 What about those campuses then? Were they 
also a distortion of  the idea of  university as a settlement principle that I read in the 
‘prototypes’ conceived by Jefferson and Olmsted? I would argue for a positive answer 
to this question, and this can be explained if  one considers in broader terms the idea 
of  university proposed by many of  those projects. If  we consider again the British 
Seven, we can notice how the idea of  defining the university as a moment in the 
continuous flux of  life proposed by Olmsted was totally absent. The new universities 
were, conversely, the reassertion of  higher education as a special moment of  life. As 
such, they were reiterations of  the notion of  an academic community as a microcosm 
of  the ideal society. In the new universities the retention of  formal invention – utopia 
– was even more self-referential than what noticed by Tafuri’s discussion of  the hiatus 
between city and architecture, and the disintegration of  architectural form. Form was 
to compensate the impossibility of  defining an ideal community, an impossibility that 
was clearly stressed by Joseph Rykwert in his widely quoted article on the university as 
paradigm of  its age (that I will review later). 
The transposition of  urban metaphors into the new campuses – even the use of  the 
term ‘urban’ to define their character – made explicit a difficulty with which a changed 
urban condition and a changing society were being handled ‘projectively’. The new 
universities – and the British example is their paradigm – did not advance any new 
idea of  society, nor did they propose a real ground for critiquing the city. Rather, they 
simply confirmed a twofold status quo: the status quo of  planning ideas (a reiteration 
of  the ‘decongesting’ strategy of  the Garden City-Green Belt-New Towns trajectory), 
for which the universities served as a ground for refinement;  and, eventually, the 
University island
Left: Location plan of  the University of  East 
Anglia, 1963
Opposite: Spread from Tony Birks, Building the 
New Universities, 1972
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status quo of  an elitist idea of  education. As Cedric Price appropriately pointed 
out, the experience of  the new universities was trapped in the fixity of  a mistaken 
idea, that of  giving education a space and a time. Despite the indubitable attempts 
at opening enrolments to a wider social segment39, and at introducing innovation as 
regards teaching methods and modes of  student accommodation, the new universities 
were still detached islands, space occupiers rather than space definers. No critique 
to the existing urban condition could come from them, or a start of  a possible new 
condition. “Universities and colleges risk seeming to lack (a) recognisable social relevance, (b) the 
capacity to initiate progress rather than attempt to catch up”, warned Price in 196640. Within 
a climate of  extreme social turmoil in the 1960s, when everything that was already in 
place was being contested, when the ‘system’ and its institutions were being harshly 
attacked, could architecture draw back from adding its voice to the critique of  the 
status quo? It is this voice that, I argue, some Italian architects tried to advance 
through their projects for new universities in Italy. 
1967 can be considered the year when the university emerged in Italy as a topic worthy 
of  a discussion also by architects. For about seven-eight years, since the late 1950s, 
a national reform of  education and of  the university had been under parliamentary 
discussion without getting to any definite decision. The ten year-delay with which 
Italian architects started their engagement with university design and planning 
as compared to the British (the first important post-war architectural discussion 
had started there in 195741), and the lack of  any clear guidance coming from the 
government ended up, paradoxically, to be beneficial for architects. That is because 
it allowed them the time to look at what was going on elsewhere, and to critically 
assess other nations’ programmes, methods, ideas, and achievements. In particular, 
by 1968 all of  the seven British new universities had completed their first stages of  
development, and had started their daily functioning, while many more university 
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campuses were either in their design or construction stages all across the western 
world. It was, then, an ideal moment to take some critical distance, and assess the first 
results after a few years in which university planning had proceeded so quickly to leave 
little space for any real theorisation. 
1968, the year of  the climax of  student protests, was also the year of  some important 
contributions to a deeper understanding of  a university from an architectural 
viewpoint. Two essays, in particular, expressed a need for theorisation aimed at 
addressing the question: what kind of  architectural problem is a university? Joseph 
Rykwert wrote the article “Universities as institutional archetypes of  our age” as a critical 
assessment of  the new universities, with particular reference to the British case. 
Almost concomitantly to Rykwert’s article, that appeared in Italian and English on the 
magazine Zodiac42, another essay was published on L’Architecture D’Aujourd’Hui 
(significantly, in the month of  May 1968) with the title “Passè et avenir de l’anti-ville 
universitaire”. Its author was Italian architect and professor Guido Canella43. Both 
essays would subsequently be widely referenced in other texts and projects. In 
particular, Rykwert’s statement that “Historical epochs might almost be classified by the kind 
of  building which is the archetype or paradigm – depending which way you are looking – to all 
that gets built in the age”44 became an obligatory citation for almost every text written 
after 1968 by architects, planners, or other professionals interested in the impact of  
higher education on society and on the built environment. The two essays diagnosed 
some of  the basic traits of  the university that still characterise it today, in the age of  a 
knowledge-based economy. Their arguments also became implicitly embedded within 
the idea of  university proposed by some Italian architects in the early 1970s.
Taking critical distance from “the new university environment”
Top: Cover page of  Zodica n.18, 1968 (left) containing Joseph Rykwert’s article “Universities as 
institutional archetypes of  our age” (right)
Bottom: Inner page of  L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui n.137, 1968 (left) containing Guido 
Canella’s article “Passé et avenir de l’anti-ville universitaire (right)
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Archetype or paradigm. Beyond the ideal academic community 
Archetype. ‘first moulded model’. The original pattern from which copies are made.
Paradigm. A pattern, exemplar, example.45
Rykwert’s essay made an ambivalent use of  two terms for referring to what the 
university meant in the late 1960s. The two terms were archetype and paradigm. 
By adding the phrase “depending which way you are looking” he implicitly hinted at the 
difference among the two categories without, however, explicitly elaborating on it, and 
leaving such elaboration to the careful reading of  his text. In the essay, Rykwert was 
consistent in stressing the various contradictions that could be highlighted through 
an analysis of  the projects for the British new universities that had been funded and 
built under the auspices of  the 1963 Robbins Report. The most evident of  these 
contradictions was a desire to create new model towns – that is, a re-iteration of  the 
British modern planning philosophy of  the garden city/new towns – while showing 
an incapability of  going beyond the concept of  density as a major category for 
understanding urbanity. The result was, in his view, an urban mimicry that was mostly 
evident in the high density of  many of  the British new universities and, in particular, 
in the University of  Essex (which was also the institution where Rykwert was based). 
Conversely, he cited the University of  East Anglia designed by Denys Lasdun as 
a positive example of  a different approach. Lasdun had tried to overcome any 
consolidated common image of  the city by proposing a different settlement principle 
that Rykwert found to be more akin to the Canadian Scarborough College designed by 
John Andrews than to the other British new universities. 
Stating that the university was the “archetype of  its age” meant that, from a spatial 
perspective, it could be conceived as a testing ground for novel architectural 
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approaches to the built environment. Up to this point it would seem as if  the focus 
of  Rykwert’s essay was exclusively on the affinity between university design and town 
planning. Indeed, Rykwert pointed to the fact that university planning and design 
offered “a much more manageable dimension” to deal with the challenges proper of  
urban planning in general (such as issues of  traffic separation, functional zoning, the 
expression of  urban character through formal configurations, etc.). However, reducing 
the discussion to just an appraisal of  the university as a city or town in miniature 
would mean to miscomprehend the argument of  the British historian. Conversely, he 
made an intelligent and subtle use of  a narrative based mostly on a spatial discussion 
to hint to the opposite fact: the university did not serve as an archetype only because 
it proposed in a smaller dimension the ideal form that a city should take. The fact that 
Rykwert’s interest went beyond the spatial dimension appears evident in his addition 
of  the adjective “institutional” in the title of  his essay. Stating that universities were 
“institutional archetypes of  their age” meant looking at them under a broader political 
understanding, one component of  which was the spatial organisation. It is here that 
the transition happens from the term “archetype” – that, as we have seen, was used in 
the beginning of  the essay – to that of  “paradigm” – which, significantly, appeared in 
the last sentence. 
The last part of  the essay aimed at showing the real challenge that architects had to 
face when dealing with the project of  a new university. Rykwert summarised this 
challenge as “the problem of  extracting interpretation from contradiction”. This referred 
to the delicate passage from the interpretation of  the problematic social position 
of  the university - itself  acting as the mirror of  “a general human situation” - to its 
translation into built form. In other words, he was warning against the risk implicit 
in such a passage, namely that of  ending up into the sterile crystallisation of  some 
idealised understanding of  the problem in terms of  the stability and fixity of  a formal 
configuration. Or, it would probably be more correct to say, he rejected the possibility 
of  a linear translation of  the processes of  knowledge creation into a single building or 
a single location – as the campus promised to do. 
What is implicit in Rykwert’s argument is that the archetype is not a salvific model that 
could lend itself  to replication through minimal variation of  some of  its ‘ingredients’. 
Hence the need to switch to what could be seen as a less architecturally-charged 
category. That is to say, if  the notion of  archetype has a perhaps more obvious 
relation to architecture – or if, at least, their sharing the same etymological root 
justifies its use in the architectural discourse – the category of  the paradigm appears 
as a more elusive one, up to the point that its conceptualisation has to be entrusted to 
the philosopher. In recent years there has been an attempt to understand up to what 
point the two terms can be considered as synonyms. Picking upon Giorgio Agamben’s 
discussion of  the category of  the paradigm Pier Vittorio Aureli has proposed to 
translate the Italian philosopher’s reading into the category of  the archetype. For 
Aureli this is possible once the archetype is defined as a “state of  exception”, that is, an 
episode capable of  inferring a new direction on the evolution of  the city46. Read in 
this way, the archetype is the exception within the general rule of  the city, namely the 
typological formation its physical space. Typological formation means a process of  
reiteration of  some basic rules that give birth to endless variations whose belonging to 
the same general category can nevertheless still be ascertained. Conversely, for Aureli 
the archetype is an exemplar gesture that derives from a specific political objective 
of  defining a different instance of  order inside the urban fabric. The category of  the 
Evoking the presence of  the city?
The university of  Essex (left) and the 
University of  East Anglia (right) 
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archetype can thus offer an alternative way to consider the city only in typological 
terms, in particular when typology is understood under the heading of  the third typology 
as discussed above. 
For Agamben the paradigm is as a notion located beyond the dichotomy between the 
general and the particular. In his view, the paradigm cannot be understood through 
dichotomous logic, that is, it is neither inductive nor deductive. Quoting Aristotle, he 
notes how the paradigm is located outside of  that dichotomy as “the paradigm does not 
function as a part with respect to the whole, nor as a whole with respect to the part, but as a part with 
respect to the part”47. Further elaborating on this statement he states that “while induction 
proceeds from the particular to the universal and deduction from the universal to the particular, the 
paradigm is defined by a third and paradoxical movement, which goes from the particular to the 
particular”. Thus, the paradigm works through “analogy” as opposed to “the dichotomous 
principle dominating Western logic”48. 
To summarise, Agamben’s understanding of  the paradigm is that of  a category in 
which singularity and belonging to a group cannot be separated; rather, it is their 
co-existence that constitutes the rationale of  the paradigm itself. So, the paradigm is 
at the same time “exemplar” (in his words, that which “can be observed by the senses and 
refers to that which one must imitate”) and “exemplum” (that which “demands a more complex 
evaluation; its meaning is above all moral and intellectual”49). The paradigm is a singular 
phenomenon that can be clearly observed, and that offers clues to understand a 
broader problematic: “[…] the paradigm is a singular case that is isolated from its context only 
insofar as, by exhibiting its own singularity, it makes intelligible a new ensemble, whose homogeneity 
it itself  constitutes. That is to say, to give an example is a complex act which supposes that the term 
functioning as a paradigm is deactivated from its normal use, not in order to be moved into another 
context but, on the contrary, to present the canon – the rule – of  that use, which cannot be shown in 
any other way.”50 
That is how, to make an example, the Panopticon worked as a paradigm for Foucault: 
it was both the principle of  an ensemble (that is, an exemplar) and the singular 
case that made a wider reality intelligible (the panoptic modality of  power ruling 
modernity). Agamben’s discussion of  the paradigm takes as its premise the distinction 
Archetype as state of  exception
Left: 
Place Royale, Paris 1605
Opposite: 
Rudolf  Perco, Friederich-Engels-Platz-Hof, 
Wien 1930
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operated by Thomas Kuhn between two ways of  conceiving it. The first way refers 
to “the common possessions of  the members of  a certain scientific community, namely, the set of  
techniques, models, and values to which the group members more or less consciously adhere”. The 
second sense in which Kuhn used the term paradigm is as a single element, that is, 
as an example. This is also the meaning of  paradigm that Aureli transposes into the 
notion of  archetype. For Aureli, the archetype “offers the possibility of  addressing a found 
singular form as a definition for a possible group of  forms. In architecture, an archetype is thus 
a paradigmatic form through which it is possible to illuminate a particular critical passage in the 
development of  the city”51. Under this definition of  archetype he discusses four episodes 
in the history of  the city, namely axial streets in Renaissance Rome, Paris’ Place Royale, 
Karl Friedrich Schinkel’s “incremental” master-planning for Berlin, and the Viennese 
Superblock. These examples are taken as exemplary exceptions within the typological 
field of  the city that introduced paradigmatic shifts for the construction of  the 
modern city.  
The way in which Rykwert discussed the university split the exemplar from the 
exemplum by making them correspond to, respectively, the archetype and the 
paradigm. The co-existence of  the two sides of  the coin allowed the analysis of  
the university to shed light on a wider condition of  society, namely the emergence 
of  knowledge as a new industry. While he condemned some of  the failures of  the 
physical results of  British new universities, his interest was less on defining the right 
architectural response – for which his positive appraisal of  East Anglia is not enough 
to be considered as the way to go – as it was on highlighting how the architectural 
results achieved up to that point raised questions more than providing definitive 
answers. It is through the category of  the paradigm that Rykwert managed to finally 
switch the attention from the exclusive realm of  physical space (embedded in the term 
archetype) to a wider understanding of  the university in relation to society. Therefore, 
in his concluding remarks about what the university is he stated: “It is a society organized 
round differentiation and disagreement; its freedom is the token of  the open society. To my mind, that 
is the most pressing argument for finding the paradigm for the city in the university.”52 
The way in which Rykwert understood the university as an institutional archetype 
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shares a similar argument to the one proposed almost thirty years later by Bill 
Readings53. Readings proposed that the only possibility to find a way of  “dwelling in the 
ruins” of  the post-cultural university was by means of  giving up any understanding 
of  a “model community” based on consensus. The only possibility for the university to 
serve as a paradigm for society at large is by providing an exemplar ground for dissent, 
that is, by stressing incoherence, partiality, and instability as the very characteristics of  
society. It is relevant to note how Rykwert refers to the university in terms of  a society 
rather than a community, thus hinting to the need of  overcoming its conceptualisation 
as a separate and specialised part of  society. So, the university for Rykwert was not 
a special community but, at most, a “very special case of  society in general. What makes it 
special is its inevitable self-consciousness; it is aware of  being a society, but it is also constructed to 
consider and examine the society of  which it is itself  a model. Its members will therefore, occasionally 
find themselves in the position of  attempting to manipulate the whole of  that larger society into which 
the university fits as if  inside the university they were working an analogue model; others will think 
of  the university itself  as an agent, as a lever, either for promoting or resisting change. The current 
situation in Britain is such that there is no question of  arresting or even promoting change: change 
is the currency of  all social intercourse, and the university is the place where it can be most quickly 
assessed.”54
Therefore, universities serve as paradigms because, to put it with Agamben: “Paradigms 
establish a broader problematic context that they both constitute and make intelligible”55. The 
paradigm is thus something that simultaneously declares its status of  being an element 
of  a larger set – that is, of  being singularity – and sheds light on that wider set to 
which he belongs – thus showing that it cannot be isolated as singularity. It is in this 
interplay between singularity and group that the function of  the university can be 
located. The way in which this operates in the university, that is to say, the way in 
which the university can serve as a paradigm of  its age, depends on its simultaneous 
ambiguous condition of  detachment and inextricability from society. This is 
manifested in the university’s double role of  a ‘dweller’ in society and of  an ’observer’ 
of  society, that is, the innermost nature of  the Modern University. 
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Excursus. The domestic every-day and scientific operative closure 
The term Modern University is commonly used to refer to the institution that 
came out of  the process of  reformation of  higher education in early 19th century 
Germany, and that officially stated the double mission of  the university as composed 
of  teaching and research. The Modern Urban University has been interpreted as a 
further elaboration of  the Modern University or, at least, a declination of  it that was 
born in the second half  of  the 19th century as a scientific response to the growing 
problems of  the industrial city. Discussing the evolution of  the city of  Chicago and 
its universities between the 19th and 20th centuries Sharon Haar has explained the 
emergence of  the modern urban university as an institution inextricably embedded 
within the urban fabric56. By tracing the history of  two main institutions – Hull-House 
Social Settlement founded by Jane Addams in 1889, and the University of  Chicago 
where the first School of  Sociology was created – she stressed how the new university 
was based on the idea of  considering the urban realm – and the social environment 
in general – as both the place in which the university was one among many dwellers, 
and the very material that the university processed in its daily work. Hull-House was 
a residential community in which the ‘researchers’ lived together with the inhabitants 
of  one of  the poorest neighbourhoods of  Chicago. As such, it was organised as an 
urban block made of  singular buildings that used the streets and open public spaces 
as their connective tissue. Conversely, the University of  Chicago was one of  the most 
prominent examples of  mega-block universities that were built in the United States at 
the end of  the 19th century in the City Beautiful fashion. It introduced an important 
switch in the conception of  the American university that, since its colonial origins in 
the 17th century had been marked by open-ended layouts often located either inside 
newly established towns or on greenfield sites outside of  existing urban centres. The 
architectural design for the University of  Chicago, produced by Henry Ives Cobb in 
1893, introduced the device – still mostly unusual in the United States - of  the closed 
quadrangle, taken from the Anglo Saxon tradition of  the cloistered university, and 
declaring a necessary detachment of  the academic community from its surroundings.    
The modern urban university thus emerged out of  the collision of  two dimensions, 
namely the pure environment of  the scientific laboratory, and the domestic character 
of  the community. For Haar, the domain in which such collision happened was neither 
public nor private, but it was social in the way Hannah Arendt defined the social: “a 
collective of  families, economically organized into the facsimile of  one super-human family […] 
its political form of  organization is called ‘nation’”57. The modern urban university thus 
belonged to a “modern phenomenon [that was marked by] intimacy brought into the city, the 
boundary of  the private penetrated by public life, and public space penetrated by private functions”58. 
If  this was the dimension introduced by Hull-House (“an experimental effort to aid in the 
solution of  the social and industrial problems which are engendered by the modern conditions of  life in 
a great city”59), the University of  Chicago added onto it a higher degree of  detachment 
from its surroundings, a level of  necessary “operative closure”60. While the University 
of  Chicago was also embedded within the fabric of  the city – located at its periphery 
but not isolated into a greenfield campus – and while the scientists/sociologists of  
the university took the city as their object of  enquiry, a detachment from the everyday 
dimension into which Hull-House was completely embedded was felt necessary in 
order for modern science to function. 
This excursus on the case of  modern Chicago helps to clarify two connected points 
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regarding the university. Firstly, it allows understanding the paradoxical character 
of  the university in relation to the wider socio-economic condition into which it is 
inserted. While Rykwert noted the inextricable relation between university and the 
outside world, he also hinted to the impossibility of  achieving a smooth transition 
among the two. That is to say, friction is inevitable and some form of  boundary 
between the city and the university will always remain. This is the argument that Guido 
Canella elaborated in his essay published on L’Architecture D’Aujourd’Hui in 1968, 
and that I will review in the next paragraph. Here it is important to anticipate how 
such inevitable boundary – that Canella explained as a relation of  “frontality” between 
city and university – has been exacerbated by the modern development of  science, and 
the emergence of  the laboratory as a fundamental space of  the university. At the same 
time it has also always characterised the university in each phase of  its history.   
Secondly, the case of  Chicago is relevant if  it is compared to the condition of  
the 1960s when Rykwert was writing his notes on the new universities. While the 
phenomenon of  urban growth was dramatically escalating in the second half  of  the 
19th century, thus providing, as said, the rationale for the new modern urban university, 
by the late 1960s what Lefebvre called the “complete urbanization” of  society had 
become a possible reality61. Lefebvre opened his book “The urban revolution” – written 
in the aftermath of  the May 1968 events, and thus sharing the same cultural context 
as Rykwert and Canella’s essays - by stating: “I’ll begin with the following hypothesis: Society 
has been completely urbanized. This hypothesis implies a definition: An urban society is a society 
that results from a process of  complete urbanization. This urbanization is virtual today, but will 
become real in the future”62. An “urban fabric” had been growing as a corrosive force for 
increasingly wider territories63, and was hinting to a result that Lefebvre proposed to 
take on as a project to be developed: the project of  complete urbanization. 
It was such a project that captivated the theoretical and design activity of  many 
architects in the 1960s and 1970s. Among these, many Italian architects and 
urbanists tried to develop their own original formulation of  the form that complete 
urbanization could take in space. The question they collectively tried to answer 
was how to provide new order within an increasingly wide and uncontrolled urban 
condition. The university emerged in that period as one possibility for testing such 
new order, thus working as both exemplar and exemplum as proposed by Rykwert. 
Differently from the condition in which the modern urban institutions of  Chicago 
were embedded in the late 19th century, the new university of  the 1960s could not but 
confront itself  with the tendency towards complete urbanization. As Giancarlo De 
Carlo wrote – again, in 1968 – the possibility of  detachment of  the university from 
the urban fabric had become a non-sense as the urban fabric, as noted by Lefebvre, 
was now everywhere64. The need to go beyond dichotomous reasoning still based 
on traditional oppositions such as private-public or city-countryside was the main 
theoretical challenge that Italian architects set themselves. The university could serve 
as a major domain for reflecting on the present urban and social condition, and as a 
testing ground for advancing a novel idea of  the city. 
The long and unfruitful debate on university reform that was going on in Italy in the 
1960s – and that I will review later in this thesis - gave architects time to observe what 
was going on in other countries, and reflect before proceeding to the actual phase of  
designing a new university. Guido Canella’s essay on the “university anti-city” was one 
such attempt at elaborating a theoretical understanding of  what a university is, and 
how it can be approached as an architectural project.   
The Modern Urban University 
Top to bottom, left to right:
Exterior and interior of  Hull House Social 
Settlement (1889), an urban block inside the 
city of  Chicago
View from one of  the quadrangles of  the 
University of  Chicago (project: Henry Ives 
Cobb, 1893), and page from Census tracts of  
Chicago by the School of  Sociology, 1934
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Anti-city. The inevitability of  segregation
If  Rykwert’s text ambiguously dealt with the spatial characteristics that the university 
should have in a time of  rapid expansion of  higher education, and if  he did not 
provide any possible ideal physical solution beyond warning against the risk of  urban 
mimicry, Guido Canella chose a more explicitly operative approach. His main concern 
was to understand what a university is from an architectural standpoint, in order 
to define spatial solutions for it. For this reason he followed a historical approach 
through which he traced the main stages of  a spatial history of  the university in 
the Western tradition. The aim of  this history was not much showing differences 
as highlighting constants. In his view, the most characteristic “diachronic constants” of  
the university were isolation and physical alienation from the fabric of  the city. Such 
constants had been understated by the upsurge of  the bourgeois capitalist city that 
made of  the autarchy of  the parts its main structural rule. The bourgeois city, and its 
expansion through endless addition of  residential fabric, had materialized based on a 
universal idea of  typology that made social and collective infrastructures float over an 
amorphous urban tissue. Conversely, Canella noted that the university could not be 
understood in terms of  a harmonious coherence with other parts of  the city65.
According to Canella, the university’s physical history had always been one of  
segregation from the body of  the city since the Middle Ages. This could only be 
explained in relation to the political and social dynamics of  that historical period. 
Indeed, segregation couldn’t be related to functional necessities, as the medieval 
academic communities and their spatial requirements were too small to demand 
physical separation, and could be easily accommodated in continuity with the city. 
Thus, the reasons for the university’s quest for retreat were part of  the wider socio-
political context that had also adopted the convent, the contrada, and the ghetto as 
University and City: a frontal relation
Below: Ville, Citè, Universitè
Pierre Patte, Plan of  Paris, 1765
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Variations on the space of  the university
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Palace of  knowledge: 
Kaiser-Wilhelm-Universitat, Strasburg 1879
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main spatial configurations. More specifically, the need to define a spatial compound 
for the university was related to ideas of  freedom of  the sciences, freedom of  teaching 
and learning, as well as to the will to detach itself  from mundane contamination. It 
was in this way that the original adoption of  the cloister as the spatial diagram of  
universities could be understood. 
The development of  the cloister-based university into the palace was, for Canella, a 
forced and artificial attempt at integrating university and city that was propelled by 
the Enlightenment, and the resurgence of  the academic institution after centuries 
of  decay. The foundation of  the University of  Berlin in the early years of  the 19th 
century established the idea of  the modern university, one that was based on an 
interrelationship of  teaching and research, and that also became an object of  political 
design. In this objectification of  the university Canella saw the loss of  the possibility 
of  dialectic contraposition to the other bourgeois institutions. Conversely, it was such 
dialectic contraposition that could still make sense as logic for the reorganisation of  a 
wide urban territory in which the university had to be reconceived as an “anti-city”. 
As said, at the time of  writing – 1968 – the construction of  the British new 
universities had been accomplished. Canella noted how their attempt at revitalising 
the quadrangle tradition – that he saw as the mirror of  a self-contemplative rather 
than speculative idea of  learning as the one developed in the Middle Ages – was the 
evidence of  a will to retain the conception of  the academic sphere as a privileged 
environment. This probably made some sense in the still elitist Oxbridge, but didn’t 
interpret the new problems of  a mass university. A different conceptualisation of  
the university was thus needed, and Canella listed the various labels with which the 
institution of  higher education had been interpreted in recent times.  
The “university factory” (opificio universitario) was one of  the ways in which the university 
had been conceptualised in the 20th century, in particular through the experience of  
British Seven. Reclaiming the College
Plan of  College at the University of  Lancaster
(from Stefan Muthesius, The postwar university, 
2000)
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the ‘University Cities’ (città universitarie) built in Europe during the interwar years – the 
most important examples being the two university complexes of  Madrid and Rome66.  
Canella discussed this experience as a stage in the development of  an unplanned 
service city in which the growth of  the private city, based on the logics of  speculation, 
was paradoxically coupled with public interventions. The latter, by dislocating along 
the periphery some key civic and collective infrastructures – such as a large university 
cluster - acted as a complement rather than a countering force to the capitalist 
mechanisms of  urban growth67. Such condemnation of  the experience of  città 
universitarie - on which I will come back later in the thesis - was part of  a wider critique 
to the bourgeois city, and to the atomisation of  society associated to it68. A similar 
view can be found in Carlo Aymonino’s discussion of  the origins and development 
of  the modern city69. Aymonino took Rome and its ‘cities’ – città universitaria, città 
sanitaria, città militare, città penitenziaria –as a fitting example of  a speculative logic of  
urban growth based on an instrumental use of  some large institutions in order to fuel 
the private and amorphous expansion of  the city70. Such an understanding of  the 
university as a device for triggering the growth of  the city had been extended during 
the second half  of  the 20th century to encompass the research parks, and what Canella 
defined as the “planned university” (università pianificata), both intended as variations of  
the concept of  the “business university” (università-azienda)71. 
The changing internal dynamics of  the university that were emerging in the 1960s 
(team-based work, new ties with industry, interdisciplinary attitude, widening of  the 
‘time of  learning’ towards the notion of  lifelong learning) fuelled the possibility for 
The public as magnet for speculation
‘Cities’ in the city of  Rome
(from Carlo Aymonino, Origini e sviluppo della città moderna, 1965)
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advancing new spatial ideas as to the ways in which not only the university, but the 
city as a whole were structured physically. Such restructuring could not overlook 
the demand for thorough change that became explicit with the events of  1968. The 
quantitative increase of  the university’s users had to be matched with the qualitative 
needs associated to the growing separation of  teaching, research and their practical 
application. In light of  the student revolts, the university reclaimed for itself  the role 
of  a platform of  critique of  society thus establishing a novel relationship between the 
realm of  education and the realm of  work. An opportunity to rethink the form of  the 
city at a large scale was thus offered, and this ought to consider the inevitable contrast 
between city and university. The only way to cope with the increased permeability, 
accessibility and flexibility that society was requiring from the university it was not 
sufficient to simply pretend that the relation of  frontality between the university and 
the city could be overcome72. The university envisaged by Canella was an “anti-city” 
(or, more appropriately, an anti-bourgeois-city), that is, a new “grande architettura” 
that repelled the objectification of  higher education operated between the 19th and 
20th centuries, and that had culminated in the case of  “città universitarie”. Conversely, 
like ancient Roman architecture the university was to take the physical form of  a 
large-scale settlement that could engage dialectically with the messiness of  the city 
by reclaiming its necessary autonomy.73 The university was to be a piece of  the city 
that, however, could not make sense if  detached from it: it was part of  a territorial 
city made of  juxtaposed and contrasting parts. Thus, it was also an alternative to the 
campus’s false promise of  reproducing internally the complexity of  the city74. 
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The university as a settlement principle
The way in which the university was entering the Italian architectural debate in the 
late 1960s was as an ambiguous category located between openness to the territory 
and inevitable finiteness, between concentration and spatial dispersion. The balancing 
of  openness and finiteness was also the underlying rationale of  the concept of  
città territorio that Italian architects had been developing since the early 1960s. The 
emergence of  the university as a new central topic for a discussion on architecture and 
the city became an opportunity to develop further, and even to critique, the notion 
of  città territorio. The problem to face was how to reconceive the role of  learning, 
knowledge production, and information exchange as elements capable of  triggering 
change in the physical urban environment. A first response came in the form of  a 
spatial concentration at a much larger scale than most of  the ‘heroic’ projects for new 
universities designed in the 1960s. The projects for universities by Giuseppe Samonà, 
Carlo Aymonino, and Vittorio Gregotti were attempts at kick-starting a new urban 
order by maximising the dimension of  the university. 
It must be noted how those projects did not follow what Reyner Banham considered 
as the “dominant progressive concept of  architecture and urbanism”75 in the 1960s, namely the 
concept of  megastructure. Banham noted how megastructure enjoyed much success 
during a decade between the mid-1960s and the mid-1970s because it promised “to 
resolve the conflicts between design and spontaneity, the large and the small, the permanent and 
the transient”76. None of  these dualities can be said to be characteristic of  the Italian 
projects for new universities – at least as far as the one I selected for discussion in this 
thesis are concerned. While Gregotti’s project for the University of  Calabria could 
seem to fit inside Banham’s definition of  a megastructure and its underlying main 
principles – modular units, possible unlimited extensibility, structural framework and 
plugged-in units, and different life span between framework and units – it still cannot 
be understood if  detached from a line of  architectural debate that was thoroughly 
Italian. Many of  the large-scale projects produced in Italy during the 1960s – the most 
famous being the proposals presented at the competition for Turin’s Centro Direzionale 
in 1962, that also Banham described in his book - shared with megastructure merely 
their big dimension. Conversely, the focus on technology that constituted the 
philosophy of  the latter was absent from the interest of  most Italian architects. 
Their work can thus be more appropriately described in terms of  what Kenneth 
Megastructure?
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., Amalassunta, 1970-71
(from Reyner Banham, Megastructure. Urban futures from the recent past, 1976)
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Frampton has defined as megaform, that is, “the form-giving potential of  certain kinds 
of  horizontal urban fabric capable of  effecting some kind of  topographic transformation in the 
megalopolitan landscape”77. Yet, even the notion of  megaform is not totally appropriate to 
describe the intentions of  the Italian university projects. Frampton, who also includes 
Gregotti’s projects as part of  his argument, put emphasis on the remedial power of  
architectural form intended as an urban acupuncture. According to this reading, the 
big dimension of  an intervention is characterised by its capacity of  inflecting the 
urban topography by way of  balancing a given condition of  urban chaos. Conversely, 
the Italian projects for universities of  the 1970s were not confronting themselves 
much with an already existing condition as with a possible future condition. In 
other words, what Jean Gottman had observed on the North American east coast 
– megalopolis, which also provides a context for Frampton’s argument – was not 
a reality in Italy where, in the second post-war years, cities where growing but 
megalopolis was still far to be achieved – hence to be fought and remediated. Italian 
architects had started to acknowledge that Italy had embarked similar urban processes 
as other developed industrialised countries, and had started looking at the ways in 
which other architects and urbanists were proposing solutions around the world. This 
is shown by the magazine Casabella that, under the directorship of  Ernesto Nathan 
Rogers between the mid-1950s and the mid-1960s published articles on topics such as 
the growing Italian urban peripheries, alongside with reviews of  recent international 
large-scale projects such as the plan for the centre of  Philadelphia by Luis Kahn, or 
the Tokyo-Bay plan by Kenzo Tange. The aim of  Italian architects was to scan the 
international scene in order to learn from it but without any interest of  emulation. 
In contrast, they tried to develop an original contribution that, in line with the 
wider architectural tendencies of  the time, took advantage of  the belief  in the large 
dimension of  architectural interventions. Rather than being a remedial practice, the 
large-scale projects produced for new service centres (centri direzionali) and universities 
were conceived as kick-starting elements for a novel urban condition. It is in this sense 
that the projects for Italian universities of  the early 1970s should be understood under 
a different heading than those of  megastructure or megaform.              
I propose to use the notion of  a settlement principle to describe the concept of  the 
Megaform?
Vittorio Gregotti et al., project for the University of  Calabria, 1972-74
(from Kenneth Frampton, Megaform as Urban Landscape, 1999)
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university developed by Italian architects. First of  all, the university was a settlement, 
rather than a city or a town (in miniature). Its way of  being urban was not by means 
of  reproducing a part of  the traditional city. Conversely, the university was urban by 
being a specific part of  a city that could no longer be narrowly understood as the 
ancient walled-city. The city was growing also in Italy as part of  the global process 
of  urbanisation of  society, and there was still the time to define a framework capable 
of  structuring that growth. Thus, the idea of  the university settlement as a ‘principle’ 
had three coincident meanings attached to it: it was a kick-starting element for a 
new condition; it provided a set of  spatial rules that went beyond the limits of  the 
university itself, and extended to give new structure to a wider territory; and, within its 
necessary finiteness (and because of  it), it offered a critical interpretation of  the wider 
socio-economic condition inside which it operated. 
The need for overcoming old conventions about the distinction between living time 
and university time (something particularly embedded within the tradition of  the 
university in Italy, which clearly distinguished the two moments, in clear contrast to 
the idea of  a residential university proper of  the Anglo-Saxon tradition) had become 
apparent after the events of  1968. It was then that the university had been brought on 
the streets, allowing Guido Canella (and Giancarlo De Carlo with him) to state that 
the university was now “everywhere”78. The task that architects set themselves was to 
interpret this ‘everywhere’ differently than as a mere dispersion of  buildings, faculties, 
colleges, student residences, that constituted the geography of  the average Italian 
university in the 1960s.  Moreover, the instability of  a learning process increasingly 
based on group-work, and triggered by the working methods of  the scientific 
laboratory provided an additional stimulus to define new physical arrangements that 
differed from the traditional city, and that Canella summarised as “a different distribution 
of  finite spaces, based on anthropocentrism, articulated according to a dimensional hierarchy (from 
individual to collective behaviour), and not devoted to a single function but capable of  pursuing 
different functions over time”79. This definition applied to the vision of  a new Italian 
(territorial) university as much as it applied to the vision of  a new Italian (territorial) 
city.  
Yet, understanding the university as a settlement principle does not necessarily lead to 
Understanding the new urban dimension
Left: Looking abroad
Title page from Giorgio Grassi, Un piano per Tokyo, in Casabella n.258, 1961
Right: Looking inside
The emergence of  the urban periphery in Italy
Page from Aldo Rossi, La città e la periferia, in Casabella n.253, 1961
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a single spatial response or strategy. The fact that many of  the projects produced by 
Italian architects for reconceiving the university were based on the physical disjunction 
of  the university from other parts of  the city was just one possible reading of  it that, 
as I will discuss, is to be read as a continuation of  a longer architectural debate. That 
debate was all but consensual, and the university became a topic that amplified rather 
than solving its internal frictions. Thus, the response given by the already mentioned 
Aymonino, Samonà, and Gregotti was countered by other arguments about the form 
of  the university. Pierluigi Cervellati, Italo Insolera, and especially Archizoom and 
Giancarlo De Carlo would argue for a different formal engagement between city and 
university, and propose some counter-projects. De Carlo would particularly argue 
for the dispersion of  the university as multiple poles in the urban fabric. Yet the 
underlying argument was the same: the university is something that must be thought 
of  at a large, territorial scale; a plan for a university is, necessarily, a plan for a wider 
condition. If  a contrast between ‘projects’ and ‘counter-projects’ can be said to apply 
also to the British experience of  new universities in the 1960s, the Italian case is 
marked by a key difference. In the case of  the UK, Cedric Price’s Potteries Thinkbelt 
can be understood as the counter-project to the canonical solution proposed by the 
British new universities. Price aimed at subverting the status quo that was still being 
preserved by the new universities, which were only apparently an innovation with 
respect to the English academic tradition of  Oxford and Cambridge. Conversely, 
both the proposals of  the ‘architectural (big) form worshippers’ (Samonà-Aymonino-
Gregotti) and of  the radicals and anti-institutionalists (Archizoom-De Carlo) were 
highly subversive in relation to both the condition of  the Italian higher education 
system, and the national territorial urban arrangement. All of  those architects had 
very diverging views about architecture, and it would be a mistake, and a forced 
simplification to argue for their coincidence. It is through the diversity of  viewpoints 
The Italian University. A disarticulated entity
Location plan of  the University of  Padua
(from Paola Coppola Pignatelli, L’università in 
espansione, 1969)
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that the Italians proposed a fertile debate on the meaning and scope of  the university. 
Albeit short, suffered, and ultimately unsuccessful in terms of  the actual realisation 
of  the projects, reconsidering that debate is thus important to add a different 
contribution to a moment in the history of  architecture that has been treated as 
mostly Anglo-Saxon-based (with some extensions in France, Germany, and Canada). 
At the same time, it was a contribution that is still relevant if  considered in the light of  
the current discussion of  a knowledge-society.            
I have here traced a trajectory that defines what I would describe as an alternative 
line of  argument about the university from that proposed by the ‘canonical campus’ 
that became the norm in the 20th century (and is today still far from being overcome). 
This trajectory speaks of  an understanding of  the city as a juxtaposition of  colliding 
parts whose overall sense cannot be achieved by any totalising project desperately 
aiming at the realisation of  harmony. The real crisis of  a perfect congruency between 
architectural typology and urban morphology has been that it has been achieved 
mostly as a device to foster the process of  continuous urbanisation triggered by 
private development. Despite its inevitable subjugation to a network of  exterior 
forces, the university has always been a locus for critical enquiry. At some points of  
its history such a critical capacity has been also interpreted in physical terms, that is, 
as a project for the space of  the university. Neither a detached element from the city, 
nor a perfected recreation of  it in microcosm, the university has been interpreted 
as the critical voice of  the city. This is the thread that keeps together Piranesi’s city 
of  isolated bits, Jefferson’s fragment strategy, Olmsted’s idea of  the continuity of  
human experience, Rykwert’s university as paradigm, the exemplar capacity of  the 
urban archetypes discussed by Aureli, and Canella’s university as an anti-city. And, I 
argue, this is a thread that continues to include Giuseppe Samonà, Vittorio Gregotti, 
Archizoom, Carlo Aymonino, Giancarlo De Carlo, and many other architects that 
considered the university as a settlement principle.
The university as a settlement principle
Amalassunta
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 1970-71
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the topic published two years after Vidler’s, 
out of  a new interest for the pre-industrial 
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of  the Modern Movement by finding in the 
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external referent – nature and the machine, 
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referential, and tried to locate itself  totally 
within architecture. According to Vidler 
the new typology was not an assemblage 
of  elements or objects extrapolated from a 
classificatory system based on uses, technical 
specifications, or social ideologies. That was 
because it was based on an understanding of  
the city as a whole. Rather, it stood “complete 
and ready to be de-composed into fragments”. In 
other words, the city was the very site of  
typology, and it was through an analysis of  
the urban artefact that fragments could be 
extracted which did neither reinvent some 
institutional typical-forms, nor did they 
repeat typological forms from the past. The 
fragments were re-assembled according to 
three levels of  meaning that derived from 
meanings previously inscribed in selected 
forms, from the specific choice of  the 
fragment, or from the re-composition of  
fragments inside a new context. The risk of  a 
detachment of  architecture from social reality, 
noted Vidler, was prevented by the very 
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was extracted, that is to say, the city and its 
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Four Italian citadels of  knowledge
Remnants of  an unrealised future 
Introduction
Looking at a map of  Italy and focusing attention on the location of  universities we 
are faced with the result of  a process of  higher education expansion that took place 
mostly in the last thirty-forty years. A proliferation of  university ‘poles’ or ‘citadels’ 
has been caused by the administrative decentralisation of  higher education that has 
often produced the gemmation of  parts of  university (single faculties or departments), 
and their detached location from their mother institution – often in smaller, provincial 
towns. 
We can then turn our attention on the locations were the first of  those new citadels 
were conceived, designed - in accordance to some architectural competitions 
organised in the early 1970s -, and subsequently built starting from the 1980s – mostly 
in discordance from those competitions. The locations on which I will focus my 
attention are: Sesto Fiorentino, a town west of  Florence in the region of  Tuscany; 
Cagliari, the main city located of  the island-region of  Sardinia; Rende, a small town 
north of  Cosenza in the region of  Calabria; and Salerno, the second largest city in 
the southern region of  Campania. In these locations four university complexes lay 
in partial isolation, at an average distance of  10 kilometres from their respective 
main cities1. Their isolation is only partial because none of  those four university 
complexes can be rightly described as cathedrals in the desert, embedded as they are 
inside thoroughly urbanised territories. Their surrounding condition is the amalgam 
of  rural land and urban fragments that provides a more general description of  the 
prevailing contemporary urban condition. This condition is one in which the old 
city centres have lost their figurative clarity, and completely transformed the figure/
ground relations that once ruled the physical space of  territories. It is the result of  
the passage from an array of  towns intended as territorial outposts in the countryside 
to the pervasiveness of  today’s metropolitan landscape. The history of  the formation 
of  such urban condition is well known, and has been extensively studied ever since 
its appearance was first acknowledged. Rubrics such as “megalopolis”, “metropolitan city”, 
“città diffusa”, “archipelago city”, “città regione”, “città territorio”, etc., provide but a small 
selection of  the labels that have been attached to the changing urban condition since 
the latter part of  the 20th century.   
There has been a phase in the architectural and urbanistic discourse of  the last seventy 
years that was shaped by a mixture of  enthusiasm and fear for the emerging new 
urban condition. There was a simultaneous concern about what was perceived as a 
threat to the consistency of  the old balance between city and countryside – already 
heavily transformed by the first waves of  industrialisation –, and an optimistic hope in 
the opportunity for developing new urbanistic discourse. It was the moment in which 
the predicament of  architectural Modernism, with its idea of  total design for the city, 
and its practice of  normalising life by means of  scientific, functionalist planning and 
zoning, was attacked unanimously by a new generation of  architects aiming to ‘kill 
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daddy’. An important part of  such new discourse was formulated in Italy between 
the 1950s and 1970s. History has registered that period as one shaped by an intrinsic 
conflict: on the one side, it produced a most original, influential contribution to the 
fields of  architecture and urbanism; on the other, the tumultuous political situation 
of  a country struggling – despite the post-war “economic miracle” – to embrace 
modernisation made the passage from theory and drawing to building a mostly 
unsuccessful one. 
The 1960s discourse at both the political and architectural levels focused on the notion 
of  the territory that came to be understood as the complex intersection of  political, 
social, economic, and physical dimensions of  a particular locale. Territory was also 
the term to indicate the overcoming of  an understanding of  the physical environment 
through the dichotomy city vs. countryside. Territory already included within its 
meaning the adjective ‘urban’ to hint to the inappropriateness of  continuing thinking 
in binary terms. In other words, a clear acknowledgment of  the growing indefinability 
of  the ‘city’ as a spatially defined compound shaped a new discourse about the urban. 
While the Italian debate developed with its own internal logics that were strictly 
related to the specificities of  the Italian territory, the growing international networks, 
and the increasing mobility across geographical borders made the study of  what 
was happening abroad play an important role in the definition of  an original Italian 
architectural and urbanistic agenda. Studies of  the strategies adopted abroad to 
cope with the common emerging condition of  “complete urbanisation” – to use a term 
popularised in the late 1960s by Henry Lefebvre – served the Italian architects’ need 
to define their own strategies for coping with what came to be labelled the “new 
dimension” (nuova dimensione).  Two major aspects were in need of  a synthesis. The first 
was to define ways to cope with the old city centres that laid in wait for their re-
evaluation – meaning not only their restoration but also the recognition of  their new 
value and role in an expanded urban field. The second was the projection of  the city 
on its wider territorial dimension, something that was already undergoing, and that 
was felt possible to control and direct. 
The new dimension was directly linked to the process of  tertiarisation of  the 
economy. In spatial terms, this meant a necessity for the provision of  more office 
space, more leisure spaces for an increasingly consumerist society, and enhanced, 
pervasive transport infrastructure. In particular, it also meant a mounting need to 
enhance access to knowledge, learning, and information at unprecedented levels, 
and for all social classes. During the 1960s all those issues that were shaping the 
debate on the modernisation of  Italy informed an operative attitude for which the 
re-organisation of  space played a central role. New light was thus shed on the role of  
architects and urbanists beyond that of  being mere supporting actors to a political and 
administrative debate.      
The reform of  the education system, in particular, occupied central stage in the 
Italian political agenda. By the late 1960s it also abruptly entered the agenda of  the 
Italian architectural community. Similarly to most other western countries, Italy 
found itself  in the early 1960s questioning in particular the consistency of  its higher 
education system in relation to the fast social change, and harsh unrest that shaped a 
most turbulent decade. The long, inconclusive political debate on the reform of  the 
university during the 1960s stimulated increasing disillusionment about the capacity 
of  the state in providing real change to the status quo of  a rundown institution. This 
led some to succinctly summarise the condition of  the Italian university through 
Expanding Italian higher education 
Main architectural competitions organised 
between 1967 and 1975 
(drawing by author)
New University Partial expansion
(some faculties)
Relocation and expansion 
(all faculties)
Relocation 
(mostly for the Sciences)
Universities
(Year of  design competition)
Florence 1970
Chieti 1967
Salerno 1973
Calabria 1972
Messina 1975
Lecce 1975
Cagliari 1971
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the metaphor of  an “undernourished fossil”. In short, it was felt that the university had 
reached a dead end: more than a reform what was needed was a real new beginning.
Before trying to reconstruct the trajectory that had led to such dissatisfaction with the 
academic institution, and to discuss how a territorial hypothesis for a reorganisation of  
the university emerged at the intersection between the political agenda and the Italian 
architectural debate, it is useful to briefly go ‘back to the present’, and take a closer 
look at those four ‘bites of  university’ that were mentioned before. Looking at the 
current situation is not only useful to highlight the often striking divergences between 
projects and realisations; rather, it allows to point out some differences between the 
four competitions from which those fragments have stemmed out. The locations of  
those competitions were (in chronological order): Florence-Sesto Fiorentino ( 1970), 
Cagliari (1971), Rende-Arcavacata (1972-74), and Salerno (1973)2. My reading of  the 
four competitions aims to show how in the span of  just four years between the first 
and the last of  the competitions (1970-1974) a changing attitude towards the way of  
conceiving the university took place. 
A visit to the four universities – something that is today made possible either by 
private car or by public bus services3 - reveals different degrees of  development as to 
their physical construction. In all four cases the final master plans have resulted from 
often severe adaptations and modifications made by the technical offices internal to 
the universities’ administrations. These have caused varying degrees of  transformation 
from the original projects that won the design competitions. The most striking 
difference can be noted in the University of  Florence at Sesto Fiorentino. Here, the 
project that has been partially built constitutes the literal inversion of  the winning 
proposal drawn in 1970 by Vittorio Gregotti and his collaborators. Where the latter 
was based on a series of  parallel blocks connected by a horizontal podium, the built 
reality has diverted towards a more standard plot-and-building logic with block-
Università degli Studi di Firenze
Polo di Sesto Fiorentino
Aerial view of  built project as of  2015
Left: 
Plan of  the metropolitan area of  Florence proposed by Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al. 
1970-71
Below:
From ladder to urban blocks 
Perspective of  Amalassunta (1970-71) and axonometric of  final approved project for the University 
of  Florence at Sesto Fiorentino (1985-in progress)
0 100 500 1000 m
Competititon vs realisation
Opposite: Winning entry at the 1970-71 competition for the University of  Florence
(Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al.)
Above: Built project as of  2015 (Francesco Barbagli, Gian Franco Di Pietro, et al. 
1985-in progress)
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size buildings – the departments - being arranged in clusters around a central main 
longitudinal open space (where the university library and other shared services should 
be located), and separated by transversal green areas that invert the figure-ground 
relation of  Gregotti’s proposal. Besides the pole in Sesto Fiorentino - where all 
scientific disciplines with the only exception of  the medical studies are to be clustered 
together with the local seat of  the National Research Center, C.N.R. -, the University 
of  Florence has kept, and renovated over time its premises within the historic centre. 
Thus, it represents an instance of  a multi-polar system that is common to most 
universities in Italy.  
The University of  Cagliari, indeed, shows a similar situation, with the outlying 
Cittadella Universitaria acting as the scientific complement to the core of  the humanities 
(with the addition of  engineering) that is located inside the city, and is organised 
around disciplinary poles. Also this project has nothing in common with the proposal 
developed by the team of  architects led by Luisa Anversa Ferretti that won the 
competition in 1973. While the latter was based on a diagram of  parallel bends of  
high built density, the built university is based on a ladder system with the central 
longitudinal “teaching axis” (asse didattico) housing classrooms and the library, and five 
transversal departmental blocks departing from this at right angles, and distanced 
from one another by means of  open spaces – gardens in the architectural renderings, 
parking lots in architectural reality. This is an instance of  the interference of  the 
university administration on the project that shows also the very small legal value 
assigned to the results of  an architectural competition. Similarly to what happened 
in Florence, after the competition’s results were announced the winning group was 
commissioned by the university to produce a detailed development plan based on its 
winning entry. While in Florence the design team remained more or less the same 
over time, in Cagliari after the first draft of  the development plan was submitted 
Università degli Studi di Cagliari
Cittadelladi Monserrato
Aerial view of  built project as of  2015
Top:
Plan of  the metropolitan area of  Cagliari 
proposed by Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al. 
1971-73
Right and below:
From bands to branching diagram
Axonometric of  winning competition project 
(1971-73) and axonometric of  final approved 
project for the University of  Cagliari at 
Monserrato (1982-in progress)
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Competititon vs realisation
Opposite: Winning entry at the 1971-73 competition for the University of  Cagliari
(Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al.)
Above: Built project as of  2015 (Tommaso Bevivino, Maurizio Costa, 1982-in progress)
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by Anversa Ferretti’s office a new team of  architects was commissioned for the 
subsequent stages4.  
Another important similarity between the university ‘citadels’ of  Florence and Cagliari 
is that neither of  them includes a residential component, but only teaching spaces 
and research laboratories. Thus, they are providers of  academic services rather than 
the set of  a residential community. Conversely, the university complexes at Rende and 
Fisciano-Salerno constitute two closer manifestations of  the campus ideal in that both 
of  them mix together academic activities and residences. Moreover, the built form of  
those two universities shows closer accordance to the original winning proposals, thus 
making them the two most successful examples of  large scale university construction 
in Italy.    
The latter point allows us to start differentiating the competitions of  Florence and 
Cagliari from those of  Rende and Salerno. In general, while the main objective of  
the competitions was the architectural design of  the new seats for the universities, 
they also asked participants to develop strategies and guidelines for redirecting wider 
territorial development. In this respect, a shift in the emphasis posed on the possibility 
of  using the university as a testing ground for the definition of  a general territorial 
urban plan must be noticed between the first two competitions (Florence and Cagliari) 
and the last two (Calabria and Salerno). In the former, such emphasis was explicitly 
stated in the competition briefs that asked for the development of  an “urban master 
plan”5 and for integrating the university with a “new urban structure”6. Conversely, 
in the latter two competitions the attention shifted more towards the architectural 
scale. Thus, the brief  for Calabria asked first for the “design of  the buildings for the first 
development stage” and then for the “development of  a general master plan for the entire university 
complex”7. Finally, in Salerno the focus was exclusively on  the definition of  a “building 
system for university activities, the components of  that system, and an overall organisational, 
Università degli Studi della Calabria
Campus di Arcavacata
Aerial view of  built project as of  2015
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functional and spatial model for the university”, reducing territorial ambitions to a secondary 
role – as expressed in the brief  that stated: “consideration must also be given to the relations 
between the university complex and the city of  Salerno, and the adjacent territories.”8 
The shift noted in the competition briefs is relevant because it testifies of  a changing 
climate within the urbanistic and architectural discourse in Italy in the early 1970s. This 
marked a turning point from the focus on the territorial potential of  an architectural 
– that is, formal - intervention that had shaped the discourse in the 1960s, towards 
a disbelief  in it, and a retreat in the architectural object through a growing interest 
for more technical aspects - modularity of  “design systems”, and pre-fabrication. It is 
that disbelief  that would have accounted among the causes for the almost complete 
neglect of  the winning proposals in the actual realisations of  the first two universities 
– Florence and Cagliari – that, as said, were not much concerned about the university 
per se as about its potential to become a starting point for a new arrangement of  a 
metropolitan territory. Conversely, the relatively lower ambition of  the projects for 
Salerno and Calabria, where the university intended firstly in its internal organisation 
constituted the focus of  attention, made them easier to be realised according to the 
competition results9. 
The four competitions thus traced a trajectory of  shifting ambition from a wider 
conception of  the territorial dimension of  the university, and of  its role as a testing 
ground for the advancement of  an idea of  city – what in this thesis I call a settlement 
principle – to almost surrender to the acceptance of  the campus model. This was due 
partly to a dissatisfaction with the results of  the first two competitions in Florence 
and Cagliari – considered by some too ambitious, by others wrong, and by still 
others just a joke. Partly it is also due to the lack of  general consensus about what a 
university should be as an institution, and as a physical presence in the urban territory. 
However, as I put it above, it was ‘almost’ surrender to the campus model. The idea 
Università degli Studi di Salerno
Campus di Fisciano
Aerial view of  built project as of  2015
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Opposite: Winning entry at the 1972-74 competition for the University of  Calabria
(Vittorio Gregotti et al.)
Above: Built project as of  2015 (Gregotti Associati, 1974-in progress)
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Opposite: Winning entry at the 1973-75 competition for the University of  Salerno
(Mario Ingrami et al.)
Above: Built project as of  2015 (Mario Ingrami et al., 1975-in progress)
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of  spatializing the university as a semi-cloistered community in detachment from the 
city was mostly criticised from all parts in Italy as a solution that did not fit with the 
Italian tradition of  higher education. At the same time, what was happening abroad 
showed that embracing the practice of  campus planning guaranteed to get results in a 
very short time. For instance, the seven new British universities had all been designed 
and built in the time span of  just five years. If  an ambiguous sentiment towards the 
campus as a feasible solution shaped the debate on how to reform the university, 
architects mostly kept their firm opposition to its adoption. Thus, when the third 
competition was announced (University of  Calabria) proposing as a brief  - for the 
first time in Italy - the design of  a residential university located at some distance from 
the city, the embracement of  a canonical campus solution was not the final answer. 
A surviving level of  resistance to dispersing small ‘communities of  knowledge’ in 
the countryside was the linking thread of  an intense, albeit short and highly debated, 
season of  Italian architecture. 
The Italian case of  university expansion thus adds another voice to the international 
panorama of  higher education reform. It was a voice that claimed the wide 
implications on a wide territorial dimension of  planning and designing a university – 
either a new one or an extension of  an existing one. Despite its being embedded in the 
peculiarities of  its historical period, if  considered as a way of  thinking the university 
the Italian case transcends time boundaries, and offers a rich repertoire onto which 
to dig for distilling lessons that still make sense in today’s self-proclaimed knowledge 
society.  
In order to build an understanding of  the ways in which the university was tackled 
in Italy as part of  a wider discussion on a new arrangement of  the urban built 
environment two discourses have to be intertwined. On the one side, there was the 
debate on the reform of  the university that constituted a central topic of  the political 
agenda of  governments - in particular since the “Piano decennale della scuola” was 
proposed by the Ministry of  Public Education in 1958. The number of  conferences 
held between 1960 and 1970 on the topic of  the reform of  the university was 
substantial, as was that of  the books published on the same topic. The reform of  the 
university constituted an important part of  a wider faith in the possibilities of  holistic 
planning – that matched socio-economic planning with physical planning - to shape 
the future development of  the country. The period between the mid 1960s and the 
early 1970s has indeed become known as “stagione della programmazione” (season of  
economic planning). The most important planning product of  that season was the 
Second National Economic Plan for the period 1970-80, also known as “Progetto ‘80”. 
The reformist season is here investigated until 1974, when the results of  the last of  
four architectural competitions for new universities in Italy were announced. The key 
episodes I will consider in my discussion are (in chronological order): a study of  the 
“Committee for the problems of  the university” on the condition of  the Italian university, 
which was published and discussed in a conference in 1960; the national act for 
the development of  the Italian school system passed by the government in 1962 
(Legge 24 luglio 1962 n.1073) that promoted a new study of  the condition of  public 
education in Italy, which was eventually published in 1963 (the same year the Robbins 
Report on Higher Education was published in Britain); the proposal for a reform 
of  the university elaborated by the Ministry of  Education in 1965 (Disegno di Legge 4 
maggio 1965 n.2314); the first national law regulating school and university building 
passed by the government in 1967 (Legge 28 luglio 1967 n.641), which suddenly gave 
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an opportunity for physical intervention on the built stock of  Italian universities; 
the overall framework for the future modification of  the Italian territory proposed 
by the Second National Economic Plan (Progetto ’80), which also considered higher 
education among the key factors for driving development at both socio-economic and 
spatial levels; and a conference on university building and planning organised in 1970 
by Istituto per lo Sviluppo dell’Edilizia Sociale (ISES) that represents the first consistent 
opportunity for architects to add their voice to the debate (Convegno di studio sull’edilizia 
universtiaria). 
It was during this conference when some of  the studies that had been conducted since 
the late 1960s within the walls of  architecture schools on rethinking the university 
were publicly discussed and confronted. The ISES conference thus constitutes the 
linking element to discuss the second discourse that complemented the political, 
namely the Italian post-war architectural and urbanistic debate. I will focus on the 
period included between 1959 and 1974, when central stage of  discussion was 
occupied by the notions of  nuova dimensione urbana, città regione, and città territorio. Italian 
architects and urbanists developed thinking on how to tackle the problems posed by 
growing urbanisation, and the tertiarisation of  the economy, focusing their attention 
on three successive strategic tools and scales of  intervention, namely “Quartiere” 
(neighbourhood, 1950s), “Centro Direzionale”(business district, 1962-67), and “Centro 
Universitario” (University settlement, 1967-74)10. The university thus constituted the 
last stage of  an architectural debate on the new urban dimension. I will argue that not 
only were the arguments developed during the first two stages (neighbourhood and 
business district) merged in the last stage but, more importantly, that the university 
provided the ultimate appropriate scale of  elaborating, and testing the idea of  a 
territorial city. 
The four architectural competitions for the design of  universities were the final act of  
an architectural engagement with university design that lasted more or less from 1967 
to 1974. The way towards the arguments proposed through the projects presented 
at the four competitions by some of  the leading protagonists of  the architectural 
scene in Italy was paved by a number of  studies conducted within the schools of  
architecture. Among the key protagonists of  those studies were Giancarlo De Carlo, 
Ugo Canella, Ludovico Quaroni, Piero Sartogo, and Paola Coppola Pignatelli. All 
of  them engaged with the topic through research projects and design studios with 
their students inside their university departments (either in Italy or, as in the case 
of  Sartogo, in the USA as a visiting professor), articles and books, and talks at 
conferences. Therefore, they constitute a fundamental complement to the statements 
expressed through the agency of  architectural design by other personalities such as 
Vittorio Gregotti, Carlo Aymonino, Giuseppe Samonà, and Archizoom.
Within the chaos of  a political debate that had been struggling to get to any 
consistent, shared conclusion as to the reform of  the university, the architectural 
discourse filled in the gaps of  a messy political discussion. It thus paradoxically took 
advantage of  the lack of  clear orientation coming from the government to advance 
wider thinking on the relations between the reform of  the academic institution and 
the reorganisation of  an increasingly urbanised country.
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Italposte) to the architectural studio B&C 
associati (Tommaso Bevivino and Maurizio 
Costa) a new project. Construction of  the 
latter started in 1984.
5. “Oggetto del concorso è la sistemazione globale 
della nuova sede dell’Università di Cagliari, da 
esprimere attraverso un piano urbanistico che definisca 
le diverse destinazioni d’uso, le volumetrie, gli spazi 
e le tipologie più rispondenti alle esigenze dell’ateneo 
cagliaritano.” “Bando Di Concorso Nazionale 
per Il Piano Urbanistico Di Sistemazione 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari,” 
Gazzetta Ufficiale Della Repubblica Italiana, no. 
180 (July 17, 1971): 4453–55.
6. “Oggetto del concorso è la sistemazione globale 
dell’Università di Firenze, da considerarsi nel 
rapporto di integrazione con la città ed il territorio 
e nella sua organizzazione interna. In particolare 
tale sistemazione interesserà la fascia di territorio 
posta sulla direttrice Firenze-Prato, nella quale gli 
insediamenti universitari dovranno integrarsi con una 
nuova struttura urbana, prevista preminentemente 
con carattere direzionale a livello comprensoriale e 
regionale.” “Bando Di Concorso Internazionale 
per La Sistemazione Della Università Degli 
Studi Di Firenze,” Gazzetta Ufficiale Della 
Repubblica Italiana, no. 110 (May 4, 1970): 
2747–49.
7. “Il concorso ha per oggetto la progettazione degli 
edifici relativi alla prima fase di attuazione (3000 
studenti) e la formulazione di proposte per un piano 
urbanistico generale dell’intero complesso universitario 
(12000 studenti).” “Concorso Internazionale 
per Il Progetto Della Sede dell’Università 
Degli Studi Di Calabria,” Gazzetta Ufficiale 
Della Repubblica Italiana, no. 188 (July 20, 
1972): 5229–31.
8. “Il concorso ha per oggetto la definizione 
di un sistema edilizio (con eventuali elementi 
fuori sistema) per le attività universitarie, la 
progettazione, con i componenti del sistema, degli 
edifici relativi alla prima fase di attuazione (per 
10.000 studenti) e la formulazione di una proposta 
di modello organizzativo, funzionale e spaziale, 
dell’intero complesso universitario (per 25000 
1. Firenze-Polo Universitario di Sesto 
Fiorentino: 10 km; Cagliari-Cittadella 
Universitaria di Monserrato 9 km; Cosenza-
Università della Calabria: 10 km; Salerno-
Università di Fisciano: 13,5 km. Distances are 
calculated from the centre of  cities, and along 
the main traffic arteries. 
2. The dates refer to the launch of  the 
competitions. While the national law that 
regulated the competition procedure – 
Legge 28 luglio 1967 n.641 “Nuove norme per 
l’edilizia scolastica e universitaria e piano finanziario 
dell’intervento per il quinquennio 1967-71” (New 
rules for school and university buildings 
and financial plan for the 1967-71 period) 
– prescribed architectural competitions to 
be held in two stages, only the competition 
for the University of  Calabria was organised 
accordingly, with a first open stage and a 
second restricted to a number of  six selected 
projects.  
3. At the time of  writing the city of  Cagliari 
has recently completed construction of  a 
light rail connection between the city and the 
outlying citadel, thus becoming the first of  
the four universities considered here to be 
accessible also by train. Railway connection 
was a major component of  all the winning 
projects submitted at the competitions. 
4. To manage the development of  the 
projects and their construction universities 
partnered with Italposte Edilizia di interesse 
pubblico S.p.A., an external national agency 
that was originally part of  the Institute 
for Industrial Reconstruction (I.R.I.). The 
latter was founded by Benito Mussolini in 
1933 to save Italian banks and would have 
subsequently managed some of  the major 
industrial and infrastructural undertakings in 
Italy in the post-war. Italposte was established 
in 1974 to manage the building projects for 
the national postal service. It also managed 
most university construction in Italy including 
all of  the four new university projects 
discussed here. In the case of  Cagliari, in 
1985 the university commissioned (through 
studenti). Tale proposta, per la quale si lascia ai 
progettisti la più ampia libertà di scelta, dovrà 
tener conto, oltre che dell’organizzazione interna 
del complesso universitario, anche dei rapporti con 
la città di Salerno e con i territori adiacenti l’area 
universitaria.” “Concorso Nazionale per La 
Progettazione Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Salerno,” Gazzetta Ufficiale Della 
Repubblica Italiana, no. 157 (June 20, 1973): 
4358–60.
9. This is not to deny either the merits of  
the university administrations of  the latter 
institutions or those of  the local politicians in 
managing to achieve the results as projected. 
Likewise, I don’t want to underestimate the 
general ambition of  the two projects as it 
appears clear, for instance, how challenging it 
was to establish a university from scratch in 
the socio-economically depressed reality of  
Calabria.
10. The dates for Centri Direzionali can be 
included between the competition for centro 
direzionale in Turin in 1962, and the book “I 
Centri Direzionali” edited by Carlo Aymonino 
and published in 1967 as part of  a series on 
“I problemi della nuova dimensione” (in which 
the volume on “La città territorio” was also 
been published in 1964). As for universities, 
the date range is comprised between the 
first architectural studios conducted by 
Guido Canella at Milan’s Politecnico in 1967 
and the results of  the second stage of  the 
international competition for the design of  
the new seat of  the University of  Calabria 
that were published in 1974.   
Notes to Section 3 - Introduction
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“Try to imagine how different from the one we have a university would be in which nothing was 
ruled, but everything was always under experimentation to find more efficient methods of  teaching; 
how different a university without faculties as we conceive them today, but only with institutes with 
numerous professors that governed the university by getting together in temporary committees; how 
different a university in which industrialists, farmers, bankers, professors and students alike took 
an active part in its administration; how different a university in which professors were obliged to 
live and spend the whole day in classrooms and laboratories; how different a university in which 
those professors did not have any side professional job (if  not in very exceptional cases),and received 
salaries comparable to those of  the director of  an industry; how different a university in which also 
students were obliged to live, and that granted scholarships for college residency to at least one third 
of  the student body; […] how different a university in which the majority of  examinations were 
made through written tests, one that granted different types of  degrees depending on the professional 
ambitions of  the single individual, and in which no final dissertations were needed; how different a 
university in which life could happen within a beautiful campus, among trees, flowers, good libraries 
and laboratories, and far from the noise and the distractions of  life in a big city.”1
Not a simple call for an adjustment to the Italian university was expressed by the 
words of  Adriano Buzzati-Traverso. What he was advocating - in the second half  of  
the 1960s - was a real re-foundation of  a rundown institution that was considered 
to be totally inadequate to cope with the strong pressures for change coming from 
society. While the situation was clear to all, and everyone seemed to agree on the need 
for a thorough reshaping of  higher education, a reform of  the university proved to be 
an almost impossible task to achieve. In an essay on the recent history of  the Italian 
university historian Giuseppe Ricuperati noted how in periods of  “balanced democracy” 
there is a tendency to avoid any attempt at total institutional reforms2. Ricuperati 
was referring to the difficulty of  concentrating enough decision-making power 
within a system – the Italian academic system – that has been pulverized into myriad 
pieces by the development of  democratic government, and its related policies of  
decentralisation. The growth of  the university in Italy during the second half  of  the 
20th century can indeed be summarised as a proliferation of  new universities – often 
as small as single faculties that have been created by gemmation from their mother 
institution, and located in some minor urban centres. Such a process of  growth has 
taken place without a general national plan to drive it. 
The contemporary geopolitical configuration of  higher education in Italy is 
indubitably the result of  the persistent resistance that any comprehensive university 
reform had to face since the end of  the Second World War. What is peculiar is that 
such resistance came mainly from within the university itself  - either from its teachers 
or learners.  This aspect is a demonstration of  how the university is an institution 
Chapter 8
Reforming an undernourished fossil
Reforming an undernourished fossil
Exams (in architecture) in the Italian 
postwar University
(Stills from “Una vita difficile”
directed by Dino Risi, 1961)
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among the most rigid and anchored to tradition that does not lend itself  easily to 
change. It is also a confirmation of  an argument proposed by Charles Homer Haskins 
in his study on “The Rise of  Universities” in the Middle Ages. According to Haskins 
the modern university was not born as a total break from its medieval ancestors in 
Bologna, Paris and Oxford3. While expected to be ‘dynamic’, ‘flexible’, and always 
under change to adapt to changing societal structures and needs, the university is in 
fact the most imperturbable institutional fossil.    
The 1960s were a period of  grandiose thinking. The need of  a total reform of  Italian 
higher education (and of  education at large) became a central topic of  political 
debate during the 1960s. An apparent result seemed to be achieved in 1965, when 
a reform proposal was presented to the Parliament by the Minister of  Education. 
Political disagreement and an intricacy of  vested interests made the reform fail to 
be approved. At the same time, during the central years of  the 1960s there was an 
attempt at merging economic and physical planning to inform a national plan for the 
restructuring of  the Italian territory. Progetto ’80 – the Second National Economic 
Plan – was the result of  that attempt, a comprehensive plan that for the first time 
took on the task of  analysing the whole national territory, and proposed a massive 
physical rearrangement of  the country. Among the topics considered by the Plan 
the university was acknowledged as a major asset for territorial change and socio-
economic development. By absorbing most of  the notions that were being debated 
about the reform of  higher education, Progetto ’80 provided some general prescriptions 
about how to restructure and expand Italian universities as agents that operated at a 
wide territorial level. Similarly to the fate of  the university reform, also Progetto ’80 did 
not succeed, and was not implemented any further. 
Most critical assessments and histories of  the reformist era of  the Italian university 
– an era whose origins can more or less placed around the end of  the 1950s while 
the end is a much more debatable topic – describe the urgency of  reforming the 
Italian university in relation to the disastrous condition of  the institution at the end 
The belief  in holistic planning
Cover page of  the Second National Economic Plan 1971-75, “Progetto ‘80”, 1969
of  the second world conflict, when many nations agreed that universities would be 
key institutions to drive socio-economic reconstruction and development. Historians 
of  the Italian university picture it in the 1950s as an institution characterised by 
professor-centred power, absenteeism and lack of  a ‘university life’ (that is, of  a sense 
of  belonging to an academic ‘community’), caste-like logics ruling the inter-relations 
among faculties, institutes, and chairs, pyramidal hierarchies leaving hardly any space 
to flexible career routes, slow turnovers between older and younger faculty members, 
and so on. Given such condition, reforming the university could only imply to set the 
possibility for a real new beginning, a completely different institution.   
The debate on the reform of  higher education centred on a number of  themes 
that emerge as constants when one takes the time to read the proceedings of  some 
of  the many conferences organised between 1960 and 1970, the numerous critical 
essays and books, and the reform proposals discussed in Parliament. It is here useful 
to review some of  those themes to see how they constituted a critique to the then 
present condition of  the university. Then, in the following chapter, we will see how 
loosely those themes came together to depict a possible territorial scenario for the 
reorganisation of  higher education at the national level. Progetto ’80 represented the 
final synthesis of  those themes that, however, did not produce a proper ‘national 
plan for the university’ as many were advocating. The generic and holistic approach 
of  Progetto ’80 thus left  those themes fluctuate as the voices of  a catalogue to be 
picked upon and composed in space within the limits of  a specific project. The four 
architectural competitions that were launched in the early 1970s for new universities 
provided an opportunity to develop such project, and thus constituted the ultimate 
verification of  an ambitious task: to use the university as a testing ground for wide 
territorial reorganisation. 
The never ending path to reform
Spread from Casabella n.423, “Università: 
progettare il mutamento” (1977) summarising 
the evolution of  the Italian system of  higher 
education and the main points addressed by the 
numerous reform proposals in the 1960s-70s
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Autonomy
“We know that something called university autonomy exists, but arguably no-one could state exactly 
what that is.”4   
It could be argued that reclaiming the autonomy of  the university is an aspect as 
old as the academic institution itself. The university is, indeed, a most peculiar kind 
of  institution whose ties to the state, it must be remembered, represent a modern 
phenomenon. As historians have shown, the rise of  what we have come to call the 
first universities in the Middle Ages was a spontaneous corporative phenomenon. The 
university was one among many corporations, and was shaped by an interior conflict 
between its two main corporate components, namely the students and the professors. 
As Charles Omer Haskins put it, “far from home and undefended, they united for mutual 
protection and assistance, and this organization of  foreign, or Trans-montane, students was the 
beginning of  the university. In this union they seem to have followed the example of  the gilds already 
common in Italian cities. Indeed, the word university means originally such group or corporation in 
general, and only in time did it come to be limited to gilds of  masters and students, universitas societas 
magistrorum discipulorumque. Historically, the word university has no connection with the universe or 
the universality of  learning; it denotes only the totality of  a group, whether of  barbers, carpenters, or 
students did not matter.”5
The university was thus a self-organised institution that was managed by the students 
themselves - as was the case in Bologna where also the rector was a student6. In the 
Middle Ages the institution was indeed literally autonomous from any external form 
of  control, and in relation to any of  the declinations that the word autonomy would 
have taken in modern times. There was an administrative autonomy, as the financial 
aspects were limited to students paying tuition fees directly to the professors. No 
forms of  funding from external sources were granted to the first universities, and the 
fact that the institution did not own any buildings limited the expenses to personal 
salaries. Likewise, early universities were marked by academic freedom, which was 
defined as the students’ right to learn, and the professors’ right to teach freely. 
Haskins was careful in specifying how such understanding of  freedom couldn’t be 
detached from the specific context of  knowledge in the Middle Ages. Considering 
that science understood as a continuous process of  discovery, testing, and questioning 
of  previously accepted facts did not belong to the medieval world, faith reigned as 
the main mechanism for handling the transfer of  knowledge in a didactic system, and 
truth understood as “something which has already been revealed to us by authority” could only 
be “expounded”7. Therefore, with the only exception of  Philosophy and Theology, 
“men were normally free to lecture and dispute as they would” in the other liberal arts that 
constituted the branches into which knowledge was organised in the early universities8. 
As far as the university in the unified Italian state is concerned, the term autonomy 
has been a central concept since its early years. In a series of  speeches to the Italian 
Parliament in 1884, Deputy Silvio Spaventa9 attacked the law that had been proposed 
by the Minister of  Public Education Guido Baccelli on the basis of  its confusing 
freedom for autonomy. Questioning the very concept of  autonomy as among the 
most blurry - and, therefore, the most harmful to be chosen as a founding principle 
of  an institution -  Spaventa argued that the only outcome of  the proposed law 
would have been a regression to feudalism, and to a medieval conception of  the 
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state10. He understood the increasing control by the state over the university as the 
key driver for the development of  the modern institution and, at the same time, as 
fundamental for the progress of  the state itself. Divorcing the university from the 
state was thus something that could not be tolerated in the late 19th century, and this 
appeared even truer in the case of  a newly constituted state - as Italy was in 1884. 
Spaventa’s critique is relevant because it noted a contradiction in the ways the Italian 
modern university was being ‘designed’ in its early times, and that would become so 
inscribed in its DNA to remain a central aspect of  fierce criticism well into the 21st 
century. The contradiction related to the false autonomy that was being given to the 
university: on the one side, the institution was said – by Baccelli’s law proposal - to be 
free to administer itself  financially (“administrative autonomy”), to pursue free teaching 
and learning (“didactic autonomy”), and to freely define its behavioural rules (“disciplinary 
autonomy”); on the other side, the state would have to grant funding to the university11, 
and controlled its achievements by means of  examinations (“Esami di Stato”) aimed to 
test the eligibility of  graduates to enter the professions. This was a representation of  
a dangerous disjunction between science and profession, that is, between the realm 
of  scientific enquiry understood as a safe and protected environment with no contact 
with the external world, and the realm of  work that unfolded ‘after’ the university. 
This criticism is intrinsically modern and, we could say, particularly fit also to present 
times, in its plea for a unified understanding of  science and professionalism that is 
part of  a laboratory culture that found in the university the perfect environment to get 
to its ultimate synthesis12.     
The trajectory of  autonomy inside the Italian university was thus doomed to failure 
since its origins. However, the fortune of  the word would not be harmed as it would 
remain the main catchword of  that ‘myth of  the reform’ that characterised the 
development of  the university through the whole of  the 20th century. Likewise, it 
would be the most discussed and criticised of  topics. So, in 1948 we could read that 
“there is continuing talking about autonomy albeit in very simplistic ways. Autonomy is presented as 
proper to the individual universities while we should be talking of  autonomy of  the Italian University 
as a whole, that is, of  the entire unitary organisation of  culture.”13 Similarly, in 1964 autonomy 
was compared to a phoenix, something that we know is there but cannot really define 
- as the opening quotation shows. 
The word autonomy was officially stated as the grounding principle of  the Italian 
university by the reform of  education elaborated by Giovanni Gentile in 1923, at 
the beginning of  the Fascist regime. Gentile identified three types of  autonomy: 
administrative, didactic, and disciplinary. Although described by Benito Mussolini 
himself  as “the most fascist of  the reforms” it has often been stressed how the reform 
was shaped by a liberal spirit that would soon prove hard to be matched with the 
interests of  the dictatorship14. Indeed, the attempts at giving freedom to the students 
in the definition of  curricula, and to faculties in the arrangement of  their interior 
organisation, were soon overshadowed by the centralist control of  the state over the 
functioning of  the university. This was reflected in the new laws and acts on higher 
education that were passed by the Fascist government between 1933 and 193815, and 
that still ruled the institution well into the second half  of  the last century.  These new 
laws modified the reform originally proposed by Gentile through an increase of  state 
control over the university. Tightening control was achieved with the introduction 
of  that distinction between the academic and the professional spheres that Spaventa 
had already discussed: access to the professions had thus to be subjected to state 
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examination and the university was mainly an educational body. 
The interplay between autonomy and freedom would again appear in the founding 
document of  the Republican period. Article 33 of  the Italian Constitution (1947) 
stated that “Arts and Sciences are free, and free is to teach them”. The article continued by 
defining that “institutions of  high culture, universities and academies have the right to define 
their own autonomous statutes within the limits defined by the State.” Once again, this was an 
example of  an ambiguous handling of  the concept of  autonomy in that it neither 
defined the university as a properly autonomous institution, nor as an institution under 
the total control of  the state. In this way, the state managed to maintain the monopoly 
over higher education giving rise to a system made of  normalised institutions that 
can hardly really set up a network of  competition and collaboration. The lack of  
any spirit of  competition (among institutions, among students, among faculty, 
etc.) still characterises Italian universities today. In the 1960s, when the world was 
changing rapidly and institutions were struggling to adapt to change and instability, 
the importance of  creating a competitive spirit started to appear as something not 
exclusive of  industry. As knowledge was emerging as a new asset for socio-economic 
growth, the university itself  was starting to take the aspect of  an industry – L’università 
come impresa, as also some Italians started referring to it16. It was thus necessary to 
redefine the ways in which different higher education institutions competed in a 
growing market of  knowledge. This meant not only reshaping the existing institutions, 
but also creating new ones of  a different kind that broke the sterile homogeneity of  
the Italian ‘normalised’ (state-controlled) university. 
This argument was particularly endorsed by the Italian scientist Adriano Buzzati-
Traverso. Returning from three years as a visiting researcher at the University of  
California, and after becoming professor at the University of  Pavia, he could not but 
compare the condition of  the Italian university with what he had experienced in the 
United States. In a series of  articles written for the newspaper “Il Giorno” between 
1956 and 1968, and subsequently collected in a book by the significant title of  “The 
undernourished fossil”17, Buzzati-Traverso dissected the body of  the Italian university 
to show its multiple inconsistencies. Among the main failures, he highlighted the 
mediocre level of  teaching, the high degree of  absenteeism to university life (by both 
students and professors), a lack of  a proper “university life”, old-fashioned curricula, 
individualism and “cast spirit”. However, what appeared most dangerous to his eyes 
1960s: A university still ruled by laws from the 1920s
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was the incapacity to embrace science and, in particular, a really scientific research 
attitude for the university. In fact, the Italian academic culture was still mostly rooted 
in the humanities, and science was very poorly addressed. Part of  the reasons for 
this was the inability of  the state at creating a competitive environment among the 
institutions - something that, conversely, was a key characteristic of  the Anglo-
Saxon model of  the university. A solution to the problems of  the Italian university 
could only come, in Buzzati-Traverso’s view, from a real application of  the concept 
of  autonomy. Autonomy, he argued, was only a nice-sounding label applied over a 
totalitarian system. A completely different university had to be created, one that was 
“without chains”, and free from the paradoxical control of  the state. The functioning 
of  the overall system would also have to be inverted, passing from a centre-to-
periphery model to one in which needs were defined at the periphery of  the system, 
and reported to the centre. This could be applied in the form of  new research 
institutes and experimental universities that ought to be external to the university – 
and maybe even privately funded. Only through a diversification of  the institutions a 
much needed spirit of  competitiveness could be added over a neutralised, and static 
academic system made only of  institutions that were too similar to one another and, at 
the same time, too incomplete18. 
The enactment of  the concept of  autonomy depended on the creation of  new, 
experimental institutions. At the same time, new institutions would allow for the 
needed embracement of  science and technology by the Italian academic culture, 
something that was necessary if  Italy didn’t want to miss the train of  economic 
development and lag behind other western countries. This also implied thorough 
rethinking of  the academic curriculum, of  academic titles, and of  the relations 
between university and the outside world of  production that, as said, were still 
interpreted in Italy as two separate realms. Likewise, it implied an overall interior 
reorganisation of  the university that would redefine the boundaries between 
disciplines in order to achieve as an ultimate goal the blurring of  those boundaries. 
Thus, a thorough rethinking of  the types of  academic degrees, and a reorganisation 
of  the university through the institution of  ‘departments’ in addition to faculties, 
institutes, and chairs, became some of  the key topics of  discussion for a real reform 
of  Italian higher education.          
1960s: Variations on a complaint
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Academic titles and the department
 “The department is conceived as a link between different faculties, institutes, and chairs. It is a new 
scientific-teaching unit. […] On the teaching side the department should provide guidance to students 
for the formulation of  their individual programmes of  study […]; on the side of  scientific research 
the department stimulates collaboration among institutes, allows for substantial cost cuts through the 
sharing of  instruments and expenses; it facilitates networking for students, and allows them to gain 
knowledge in various disciplines; it takes care in particular of  the activities of  graduates willing to 
undertake further study through a doctorate.”19
At the beginning of  the reformist season of  the 1960s and 1970s, the Italian 
university was still organised on the basis of  mono-disciplinary faculties. Moreover, 
the institution granted only one type of  degree – “laurea” – that did not give access 
to the professions as this depended on passing a specific state examination after the 
achievement of  the academic title (Esame di Stato). As long as the university had been 
a relatively small institution, whose aim was mainly that of  producing the next ruling 
class, the relation between the types of  degree and the job market had remained stable. 
The ‘élite university’, indeed, was mainly targeted to the reproduction of  the higher 
ruling positions in society, and the type of  work of  the lower working classes was not 
considered to need a high level of  knowledge. The steep increase of  student numbers 
in the second post-war years was connected to a changing conception of  work for the 
lower classes. Technological development and a growing global economic competition 
made it necessary also for factory workers to increase their levels of  education, even if  
just to be able to control increasingly complex machineries while still being subjugated 
to them. Thus, the increase in student numbers was also a diversification in the class 
composition of  the academic population. All of  these fundamental changes raised a 
new question: must all workers and professionals be doctors?20 
The answer was necessarily negative, and thus the single type of  degree granted by 
universities appeared as a clear problem to be overcome. The need to introduce titles 
that could be achieved, for instance, through shorter university programmes was 
discussed in a conference held in Bologna in 1960 around the theme of  “A policy for the 
University”. What was discussed in that occasion was the opportunity to differentiate 
between a first level degree (laurea di primo grado), which was aimed at giving access to 
the professional world, and that did not require the production of  a final academic 
dissertation; and a second level degree (laurea di secondo grado) that was intended as 
an academic title. The reasons for such differentiation were explicitly debated, and 
mirrored the ones mentioned above. Firstly, there was a need to provide higher levels 
of  education for a wider number of  professions than the only executive, managerial 
roles. While this could appear as the start of  the process of  intellectualisation of  labor 
that would have then exploded as a key feature of  the switch towards post-Fordism, a 
key difference must be highlighted. What was still lacking was indeed recognition of  
the importance of  ‘flexibility’ that characterises a post-Fordist conception of  labor. 
This was evident in the inability to go beyond the dichotomy between academic versus 
professional that was mirrored in the two types of  degrees that were proposed. In 
other words, what was being projected was the possibility of  creating a technically 
more competent worker, rather than a flexible intellect who could adapt to a condition 
of  continuing instability, and precariousness. However, this often collided with the 
actual impossibility of  changing curricula of  studies due to the risk of  disrupting the 
eternal balances of  the Italian Chair-based academic system. So, while an immediate 
need would have been to improve the capacity of  workers to handle increasingly 
complex technical equipment, the humanistic heritage of  the university was not 
subverted, and the “laurea di primo grado” – that eventually was instituted through 
the Bologna process that started in 1999 - would become perceived, also in popular 
understanding, just as an incomplete degree. 
Another reason for the introduction of  different levels of  university degrees was the 
adaptation to an international situation in which such distinction had been established 
for years. The English, French, and German systems were all cited as the models that 
Italy should have followed. Finally, the differentiation was instrumental to cope with 
what is often understood as the real essence of  the Modern University of  German 
legacy, namely the double mission of  teaching and research. The introduction of  a 
Debating a policy for the Italian University
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third level of  higher education – that in Italy would eventually be called “Dottorato 
di Ricerca” – became a central topic in the debate on university reform in the early 
1960s, and was officialised by the project of  reform proposed by the Minister of  
Public Education Luigi Gui in 1965. The doctorate was conceived as an exclusively 
academic title that granted no advantage for accessing positions in the job market, 
especially those assigned through public contests21. The split between an academic 
and a professional realm was thus once again confirmed with the proposed reform, 
which showed a clear attempt at defining the special status of  research within the 
university. This was also made to correspond to a new specific institution within 
the institution that became the most widely as well as vaguely discussed topic in the 
debate on university reform. The ‘department’ became indeed the real central topic 
of  all discussion on the future re-organisation of  the university, raising high levels of  
expectation among politicians and, as we will see, also the criticism of  the architects 
called to design for new universities based on a new structure that was too generically 
defined. 
It could be argued that, despite the rhetoric of  cross-pollination among disciplines 
that would come from the abolishment of  the barriers among faculties – felt as a 
much pressing need for Italian universities – the real rationale behind the institution 
of  the department was of  an economic nature. By “coordinating the activities of  scientific 
research of  different institutes and chairs (=professors)” (as the 1965 reform proposal put 
it), the department was understood as a shared facility that would allow substantial 
savings on the university budget by avoiding the common multiplication of  similar 
machinery, spaces, and materials needed for scientific research. As a matter of  fact, the 
department would not venture to substitute what was clearly addressed as the major 
problematic aspect of  the Italian university, namely the juxtaposition of  individual 
interests embodied in the single professors, and their collaborators22. The university in 
Italy was completely atomised in its single, impenetrable components, and any use of  
the word ‘community’ to describe academics (students and professors) was as far as 
it could be from the idea of  a group sharing ideals (even by arguing about them) and 
finding themselves mirrored in the institution. 
The need for mixing
Diagram showing possible interactions between 
architecture and other disciplinary areas 
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The university as an urban tool  
 “It is necessary that the State intervenes to create a new University in the continental south. This 
must be part of  the development policy, and must be related to the policy of  mid-sized cities. The lack 
of  those cities is one of  the reasons for the economic depression of  the south.”23 
The possibility of  reinventing the Italian university as a community was something 
that appeared to be the most distant scenario from the situation of  the 1960s. 
The condition of  the university was considered to be so dangerously retarded in 
comparison to other states that it was inevitable to look elsewhere to find possible 
models to import. In particular, the Anglo-American academic tradition, which relied 
on a strong interrelation between living and studying (the college and the campus 
being iterations of  residential academic communities), was admired for its capacity 
of  gluing together the academic population, and of  creating a sense of  belonging 
and sharing of  common objectives and beliefs. This was contrasted to the opposite 
situation that was observed in Italy where absenteeism characterised the whole 
academic community spanning both professors and students up to the point that 
the very word community could not be attached to the Italian university population. 
Yet, the very term ‘campus’ was unanimously rejected as a synonym of  detachment 
from society and real-life problems. An ambiguous tension thus shaped the debate on 
university reform from the beginning. This was a tension between the acknowledged 
the need to look at foreign examples in order to learn ways to disrupt the Italian 
condition, while at the same time opposing clear resistance to the importation of  
any model from elsewhere. So, many agreed that the university needed to establish a 
‘sense of  community’. At the same time, the creation of  campuses – arguably the best 
machineries for community making – was completely rejected.   
Yet, the problem of  gluing professors and students to the institution was a dramatic 
necessity. On the professors’ side, absenteeism from university life and commitments 
had a twofold explanation. On the one hand, it related to the professors’ exemption, 
which was accorded to them by national law, from residing in the town where their 
university was located. On the other side, absenteeism from their teaching posts was 
often due to the possibility of  keeping parallel professional activities. The latter raised 
another central issue of  university reform, namely the question of  “full time employment” 
(tempo pieno) for faculty members. In turn, this led to further questions regarding the 
kinds of  ties the university could and should have with the external world. While 
the argument about the introduction of  full time employment for tenured academic 
positions was based on the tangible decrease of  the teaching quality – as more 
lucrative professional jobs were a sufficiently convincing reason for deserting classes 
once in a while - resistance came from those who argued that teaching could not be 
separated from direct field experience in the ‘real’ world. This applied in particular to 
the scientific disciplines whose relations with real-life applications were more explicit. 
On the side of  the students, their common attitude to consider the university as a 
service to be used intermittently can be understood as a result of  the way in which 
the university emerged and consolidated over the centuries in Italy – and, we can say, 
in other countries of  continental Europe – since its medieval origins as an institution 
embedded in the city. Scholars have variously classified the different models of  the 
university according to their cultural origins. A common classification differentiates 
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the ‘Collegiate’ model of  Oxford and Cambridge, from the model of  the ‘Continental 
University’, and from the ‘American Campus’. The first two are of  European origins, 
and their main difference is that the Continental University was not defined as a 
confederation of  colleges as in the case of  Oxbridge, but was a more compact and 
centrally administered institution. At the same time, while both were ‘urban’, in that 
they were embedded within an urban fabric (socially and physically), the inseparable 
connection between living and studying on which the British college was grounded did 
not apply to the continental university, and to the Italian in particular. While in Britain 
the colleges were the very basic unit of  a university, in Italy universities and colleges 
were two independent institutions. Colleges were born in European cities even before 
academic buildings were built, as a way to provide accommodation to the nomadic 
population of  students and scholars that constituted the first academic communities. 
Despite recent attempts at reclaiming the importance of  colleges in the history of  
Italian higher education24, a reading of  the discussions in conferences on university 
reform in the early 1960s about the opportunity to reconsider the college as a strategic 
tool for tackling the lack of  a sense of  belonging of  students to university life, makes 
the following statement by Hastings Rashdall (1895) still resonate clearly:    
“The colleges which played so large a part in the development of  the northern universities were 
comparatively unimportant in Bologna and the other Italian universities. They were as a rule smaller 
foundations than the colleges of  Paris and Oxford, and they remained to the last (what colleges were 
originally intended to be) eleemosynary institutions for the help of  poor students, boarding-houses, and 
not places of  education.”25   
The establishment of  new colleges was one of  the recommendations included in 
a study prepared in 1960by the Committee for the problems of  the Italian University26, a 
voluntary association established in 1956 among scholars and academics to discuss 
the urgencies of  Italian higher education. The Committee produced a report 
of  its analyses of  the condition of  the university, and proposed a number of  
recommendations for possible changes. These recommendations were discussed in the 
mentioned conference held at the University of  Bologna in 1960. The creation of  new 
colleges was one of  the topics that most clearly showed the crisis of  identity laying 
underneath the discussion on the Italian university. Indeed, on the one side colleges 
were considered to be strategic devices to shape a sense of  belonging to academic life 
that was lacking in Italy. This led some to enthusiastically praise those foreign cases – 
chiefly the United States – where “students conduct a university life […], they are always in 
the University, they live there, they eat there, while we call a university student even that who seldom 
Index of  research report by the Committee for 
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attends, often just during examinations time”27. On the other side, the new colleges that were 
proposed were nothing but slightly different versions of  the already existing Italian 
student dormitories. Rather than being integrated structures of  living and learning 
as in the case of  the British colleges, the Italian “case dello studente” were intended as 
a mere dormitory service provided by the state – that is, a public service – for the 
best and/or the most financially disadvantaged students28. In other words, colleges 
were seen as the residential component that was ‘complementary’ to the academic 
component, rather than its basic ‘constituting’ part. We thus have a confirmation of  
that ambiguous relation with foreign models mentioned above. While some models 
were praised, their ultimate importation in Italy was not accepted tout-court. This 
also confirmed the extent to which the ‘urban’ character of  the Italian university was 
found to lay in its nature as a ‘service’ inside the city, rather than as a ‘community’ 
aiming at self-sufficiency. As noted by Giorgio Grassi, the Italian university always 
acted as a parasite: it made use of  the city for the provision of  all those other services 
that it could not - and did not want to – offer29. In this stood, and still stands, the 
main difference between the understanding of  an academic ‘community’ as professed 
by the Anglo-Saxon model and the Italian. It was this difference that also shaped 
the architectural responses given in the early 1970s to new university design. The 
university was interpreted by architects as an urban service and, as such, as an integral 
piece of  the city. What appeared particularly appealing to them was the fact that the 
university could serve strategically to inform a wider process of  rethinking the city as 
a whole. This was something that had been a constant theme of  discussion since the 
early post-war years, and that was triggered by the need to reconstruct a society and 
an economy after the destruction of  the war. In the 1960s the university emerged as a 
major element to inform a process of  urban restructuring.   
If  the discussion on colleges did not seem to envisage any substantial change in the 
organisation of  the institutional structure of  the Italian university, there is another 
aspect for which they appear more relevant for our discussion. Colleges were indeed 
considered as a means to balance the territorial distribution of  higher education 
opportunities across the country. As far as the geographical distribution of  universities 
in early 1960s Italy is concerned, there was a clear discrepancy between regions with 
small populations and numerous higher education institutions – for instance Emilia 
Romagna, with three universities and an overall regional population of  3.5 million – 
and the southern portion of  the country where only two universities, Naples and Bari, 
served a local population of  over 11 million. Moreover, the situation in the south of  
Italy was made even worse by the fact that those two universities were among the most 
overcrowded in the whole country. 
Among the ten points raised in the recommendations elaborated by the mentioned 
Committee for the problems of  the university in 1960, the college was discussed in 
relation to a more general problem: the urban condition of  southern Italy. Francesco 
Compagna - one of  the participants to the 1960 conference in Bologna - highlighted 
how a development policy for the south meant a diffusion of  urban institutions over 
rural territories. The overall aim was a wide territorial reorganisation towards the 
creation of  a network of  mid-sized cities to alleviate the unbalanced distribution – of  
population, activities, opportunities, and services (among which the university) – of  a 
territory centred on few large urban centres. The territorial organisation of  southern 
Italy was indeed mainly based on three monocentric systems around the cities of  
Rome, Naples and Bari, which were also seats of  universities. While the “policy of  
Map of  Italian universities in the 1960s showing the degree of  disciplinary 
specialisation of  each institution
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the mid-sized city” was recognised as a generally valid strategy to break the Italian 
monocentric urban agglomerations through the creation of  metropolitan systems, 
differences among north and south of  the country had to be kept into consideration. 
The main planning document produced at a national level in the 1960s – Progetto 
’80 – made such a distinction. So, metropolitan systems in northern Italy aimed at 
“urbanistic decompression and industrial decentralisation”, whereas in the south they meant 
the redistribution of  the existing population. The university was indicated as one of  
the key institutions that, if  decentralised from the main poles of  Bari and Naples, and 
turned into a more spread presence around the south, could assure the growth of  a 
polycentric system of  urban centres. In other words, the university was considered 
to be a bearer of  urbanity, that is, a possible starting point for organising a different 
territorial arrangement. At the same time, we can also envisage in the proposal of  a 
“diffused University for the South” an example of  delocalisation and dispersion that, given 
the lack of  clear control by the state through a national university plan, would have 
produced the current situation of  a proliferation of  small and incomplete institutions 
all over the country. The risk of  turning decentralisation into mere dispersion was 
acknowledged during the debate on university restructuring in the early 1960s. Adriano 
Ciaffi, another participant in Bologna, noted in fact that while cultural decentralisation 
was recognised internationally as fundamental for economic development, the risk for 
distributing academic institutions was to turn them into provincial universities rather 
than advanced research centres. Therefore, the only solution could be the production 
of  a National Plan for the University. This soon proved to be an impossible 
achievement. The only reasonable and conceivable way that was left to rethink higher 
education in Italy was through the single intervention. Thus, the possibility of  creating 
new universities appeared in all of  its contradictions: on the one side, it implied the 
clear risk to simply (although masked under the label of  ‘democracy’) disperse critical 
mass into a myriad want-to-be centres of  excellence; on the other side, it was the only 
way to provide exemplar solutions and, possibly, set up a spirit of  competition that 
would stimulate existing universities to rethink themselves in order to survive.     
The south as a special problem
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New universities?      
 
“We believe in the unique and precious role of  small universities. For this reason we claim that before 
building new, petty, incomplete, isolated universities it is necessary to pay as much attention and care 
as possible to the existing ones whose roots lay deep in our history and traditions.”30
“Overall, 29 new state faculties would be institutes, alongside 5 first level institutes for engineers and 
6 institutes for physical education; these would sum up to a total 40 new large complexes of  study and 
teaching funded by the state […]”31
“At least 20 new university centres are needed – each with a population of  15-20 thousand.”32
The university was considered as a strategic element for achieving new territorial 
balance. Yet, the creation of  new universities was not unanimously accepted. In this 
respect, the recommendations of  the Committee were explicit: no new universities 
should be built until the existing ones had been restructured. An argument about 
the importance of  smaller universities – mostly associated, in Italy, to smaller towns 
as in the case of  Urbino – was linked to such objection against the indiscriminate 
opening of  new institutions. On the one side, there was an understanding of  those 
smaller towns as capable of  providing better environments for study as opposed to 
the big city.33 On the other side, smaller universities were also strategic components 
of  the territorial rebalancing of  urbanity at the national level that was mentioned 
above. Thus, a proposal was made to complement smaller universities with residential 
colleges to achieve “not a different distribution of  university centres but a better distribution 
of  the university population among the existing centres”34. The only exception was the 
creation of  a new “University of  the South” that, we have seen, was considered as a 
creation of  “poles for the diffusion of  culture” scattered across the regions of  southern 
Italy35. The strengthening of  smaller universities had to be coupled, according to 
the recommendations of  the Committee, with the doubling of  the overcrowded 
universities of  Rome, Bari and Naples. This was intended in terms of  a doubling of  
university courses in order to rebalance the instructor/student ratio, and attenuate the 
unbearable overcrowded conditions in which lectures were being delivered in those 
universities of  the centre-south of  the country.  
The objection against the creation of  new universities - so clearly expressed by the 
Committee in 1960 - would diminish during the subsequent stages of  university 
reform debate. However, before any real project of  reform was presented and 
discussed in Parliament another event happened that had an immediate and massive 
impact on the Italian university, and that undermined the already small possibilities 
of  achieving political consensus on any reforming hypothesis. In 1961 a law36 was 
passed that loosened up enrolment to universities. While up to that point access to 
university was strictly related to one’s schooling curriculum, the new law opened 
access to all students regardless of  the type of  high-school diploma they held. In 
the 1960s only the “Liceo Classico” gave access to all academic disciplines, while some 
restrictions applied to graduates from its counterpart – the “Liceo Scientifico” – as far 
as the university courses in the humanities were concerned. What was particularly 
important of  the 1961 law was that it equated students coming from vocational and 
technical schools37 to their ‘higher’ colleagues that graduated from the Licei. While 
the so-called “liberalisation of  access” to the university had already been in the agenda of  
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higher education reform – indeed, it was one of  the main recommendations proposed 
by the Committee in 1960 – the fact of  officialising it with a national law before any 
wider modification of  the education system was put in place would prove an extremely 
harmful decision. The impact, indeed, was enormous: the 1950 university student 
population of  231,000 grew to 314,000 in 1963, 682,000 in 1970, and continued 
escalating to go over 1 million in 198038. The mass university had thus started to 
take that quantitative shape that, as we have seen, Giancarlo De Carlo criticised as 
the wrong answer given to a problem which was not simply asking for enlargement 
but for substantial re-founding. From then on, all attempts at proposing laws for the 
reform of  the university took the shape of  remedial practices for a situation doomed 
to get out of  any possible control. 
However, the second half  of  the 1960s was still marked by strong confidence in the 
possibilities of  social engineering through comprehensive planning capable of  keeping 
together the economic, political, cultural, productive and spatial aspects as integral 
components of  a coherent scenario for the future. This has been named “stagione delle 
programmazione” (season of  economic planning) whose origins can be located in the 
creation, in 1962, of  the “Centro di studi e piani economici” in Rome (Center for economic 
studies and planning). The Center – which I will refer to with its most common name 
of  “Centro Piani” – was a non-for-profit association composed of  planners, engineers, 
economists, sociologists, geographers, and other professional figures whose aim was to 
develop an “integrated approach” to planning39. The conception of  planning as a holistic 
scientific practice was seriously considered by the Italian government as the way 
towards the substantial modernisation of  the country. Centro Piani thus played the role 
of  main consultant to the state in the attempt of  planning a comprehensive scenario 
of  growth for Italy. The collaboration with the state, in particular with the Ministry 
of  the Budget (Ministero del Bilancio e della Programmazione Economica), started with the 
The quantitative side of  the problem
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territorial studies commissioned to Centro Piani for the First National Economic Plan 
1966-1970 (Primo Piano Economico Nazionale). On the basis of  those studies Centro Piani 
developed deeper analyses that were put together to inform the Preliminary Report 
for the Second National Economic Plan 1971-1980, also known as Progetto ‘80. As I 
will discuss in the next chapter, Progetto ’80 constituted an important synthesis of  the 
key topics discussed in the debate on university reform. It was with Progetto ’80 that 
an attempt was made to make those topics concur in the set-up of  a possible spatial 
strategy for rethinking the whole of  the country, and in particular its urban condition.    
After the 1961 law that indiscriminately opened access to the university, a new law was 
passed in 1962 (Legge 24 luglio 1962 n.1073). Besides allocating 30,000 Italian liras for 
the building expenses of  universities – which included new constructions, additions, 
and renovations – the law determined for the constitution of  a new Committee 
(Commissione di indagine sulla scuola italiana40). The Committee’s task was to study the 
condition of  the national public education system at large. As noted by Giuseppe 
Ricuperati, the report produced by the Committee and presented to the Ministry of  
Education Luigi Gui in July 1963 would mark the first time when the university was 
accorded primary relevance within the education system, and was considered strategic 
for the socio-economic development of  the country41. It is also relevant to note how 
by 1963 Italy was still at pace with what was happening abroad in terms of  higher 
education reform. The “Higher Education Report of  the Committee appointed by the Prime 
Minister under the Chairmanship of  Lord Robbins” (the Robbins Report), arguably the most 
important governmental act during the 1960s season of  university expansion, was 
presented to the British government in October 1963. It was unfortunate that the path 
The condition of  the Italian University and its 
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of  the Italian discussion would eventually diverge from any political consensus, ending 
up in the constant delay of  politics against the dramatic, and seemingly unstoppable 
quantitative escalation of  the university population. 
The report presented by the committee in 1963 presented the urgency of  a reform of  
the university. It was only through a reform of  higher education that also the lower 
levels of  education could be restructured. That was because the university’s mission 
was twofold: on the one side, it was meant to produce the intellectuals that would rule 
the state (what were referred to in the debate as “quadri dirigenti”); on the other side, it 
was at the university that the future school teachers were trained. Thus, the university 
was both a place of  production (of  the elite) and of  reproduction (of  the mechanism 
that would eventually set the base for the production of  the future elite). Among 
the guidelines indicated by the report there were most of  the topics we have already 
encountered, and that included: the further liberalisation of  access to university 
(extended also to adults without a high school diploma, but with a proven ability to 
accomplish an academic programme); the differentiation of  academic titles with the 
introduction of  a first-level university diploma (giving access to the professions but 
not to academic careers), the confirmation of  the Laurea, and the institution of  the 
Ph.D. (Dottorato di Ricerca) as the highest academic achievement, and as the initial step 
towards a research career42; the liberalisation of  studies by allowing each student to 
personalise their own curriculum (Piano di studi personale); the limitation of  professional 
opportunities for full-time faculty members; the increase in the number of  professors 
to alleviate the student/teacher ratio; and the creation of  the department as the 
institution to bridge across different disciplines and faculties, and as a shared research 
facility.        
Besides those main points regarding the internal re-organisation of  the university, 
some important hints at its territorial re-arrangement also started to appear in the 
recommendations of  the 1962-63 Committee. The report provided a synthetic 
summary of  the substance of  the Italian university that consisted of  forty-six 
universities and higher education institutes43. Twenty-nine Italian cities hosted a 
university, and three additional cities had faculties detached from their mother 
institutions44. In terms of  geographic distribution, considering both universities and 
institutes there were seventeen in the north of  the country, ten in the Centre, and 
thirteen in the south and islands (Sicily and Sardinia)45. 
The predicted continuing growth of  the university population was matched with the 
requirement of  new massive investments for bringing the institution to good levels of  
functionality46. The main difference with the prescriptions presented only three years 
earlier by the previous Committee was that now the need of  building new universities 
was explicitly stated. In particular, there appeared for the first time the idea of  putting 
in place a steady but conspicuous exile of  the university from the city centres. While 
the 1963 report rejected “monumental or luxury new constructions”, the periphery of  cities 
emerged as the possible new location of  universities. It was proposed that universities 
acquire large peripheral sites (of  some hundreds of  hectares in size) to firstly build 
new schools of  technology for the scientific faculties, and then for moving those 
faculties from the centre of  cities. What was starting to take shape was the spatial 
representation of  the split between “two cultures” – humanities and sciences – that 
Charles Percy Snow had indicated in the late 1950s as the main characteristic of  the 
western university in the second half  of  the 20th century47.  The 1963 report depicted 
a possible scenario marked by the deportation of  100,000-150,000 science and 
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technology students from city centres to some new citadels built in the outskirts on 
land necessarily to be subtracted from agricultural uses. Students in the humanities, 
conversely, could continue to inhabit the old city centres.
Another important aspect that could be found in the report was the delineation 
of  a conception of  the university as first and foremost a local service. The aim at 
redistributing the academic population, and accommodating the large number of  new 
students asking to be admitted to academic programmes was in line with the idea of  
an even distribution of  resources that, as we have already seen, was a key argument of  
political discussion about the democratic development of  the country – of  which the 
university thus represented a mirrored image at a smaller scale. Thus a limited number 
of  students was also prescribed for each university, and as far as access was concerned 
priority had to be given to local residents.    
The report of  1963 was followed in 1965 by a reform proposal presented to the 
Parliament by the Minister of  Public Education Luigi Gui48 (known as Riforma 
Gui). The Minister proposed a plan for the construction of  new universities and 
faculties between 1965 and 1970, giving priority to the regions that still lacked a 
higher education institution within their territories. Two completely new universities 
Reform proposal presented to the Italian 
Parliament by the Ministry of  Public Education 
Luigi Gui in May 1965
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were envisaged, one in Calabria (where no university was located) and one in Rome 
(Università di Roma-Tor Vergata, meant to relieve congestion at La Sapienza). 
Additionally, a new polytechnic was proposed to be established in Rome, and the 
existing institutes at Lecce, Salerno and in the region of  Abruzzo were to be upgraded 
to university status. Alongside a total of  twenty-nine new faculties to be established by 
1970, “forty new large complexes of  learning and teaching funded by the state”49 would constitute 
the infrastructure for expanding higher education in Italy.   
The Gui reform proposal was the climax of  a debate that had been going on for about 
seven years. The text of  the law presented by the Minister summarised the main topics 
that we have reviewed here, and gave some indications of  the scale of  intervention 
that was necessary to reshape the Italian university. While the reform, as said, never 
received approval from the Parliament, those same topics were being absorbed by 
another study group that, also under state commission, was developing the most 
complete study to date of  the Italian territory. Progetto ’80 was the result of  that study 
that, while confirming the topics of  the university reform, even attempted to further 
raise the levels of  ambition. As we will see, it was for its detachment from reality, 
that is, for relying on an optimistic view of  the state and of  its capacity of  managing 
such massive territorial change, that Progetto ’80 came to be mostly criticised. At the 
same time, its ambition and its inevitable level of  genericity simultaneously closed a 
season – the season of  national economic planning – and opened a new one in which 
the single, smaller scale interventions were the only possible solution to change the 
territorial status quo. It was in this second stage that architects saw a possibility to take 
centre stage in the attempt to rethink the territorial, urban condition of  the country. 
If  a national plan was impossible – as the university reform and Progetto ’80 proved 
– change could be made through the redesign of  the parts of  a larger system. These 
parts were the metropolitan areas of  Italy, and the design of  new universities was a 
testing ground for the enactment of  a new urban scale.
Libera Università dell’Abruzzo
Salerno 1973
Calabria 1972
Università di Lecce
Seconda Università di Roma
Tor Vergata Politecnico di Roma
New University Upgrade of  higher education 
institution to university status
New Polytechnic
The hypothesis of  new universities as proposed by the 1965 reform
(drawing by author)
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The reform proposed by the Minister of  Education in 1965 went through a long 
parliamentary itinerary that, eventually, ended up in an ultimate failure: the reform, 
indeed, was never passed by the Parliament. It has been argued that such a failure 
was due to a mixture of  causes mostly located within the institution. Opposition to 
the reform mainly came from those professors who perceived in it a threat to their 
power, and from the students’ revolts that culminated in 19681. The path toward a 
reform continued during the whole decade of  the 1970s as a sequence of  proposals 
and failures2. At the turn of  the 1970s the architectural competitions launched by 
some Italian universities for the design of  their new seats were thus immersed within 
the chaos of  political dissent. While the reform of  higher education continued to fire 
discussion in parliament, one document was produced by a study group of  planners 
that constituted the only tangible visionary scenario that could frame a possible 
project for new universities. Progetto ‘80 - the Second National Economic Plan - 
marked the culmination of  an optimistic season of  planning that believed in a direct 
relation between the physical environment and society, according to which changes in 
the former had the capacity to affect social change. The Plan shared with the reform 
of  the university the same unfortunate destiny of  failing to go beyond the level of  
proposal. In its holistic approach and remarkable ambition, the project for a new 
territorial organisation of  the country took the modification of  the university as one 
of  its many strategic points.   
Progetto ’80 was developed between 1968 and 1969 with the intention of  advancing 
a territorial vision for Italy in 1980. It was a thorough interdisciplinary study of  the 
multiple dimensions of  the Italian territory that was produced by a team of  planners, 
urbanists, economists, sociologists and other professional figures. To understand the 
reasons for the Plan this must be placed in the context of  1960s Italian architectural 
and planning culture. In the early years of  that decade a gap had started widening 
between two cultures of  city design. On the one hand there was architecture, and 
on the other a growing group of  ‘technocratic planners’. Within the architectural 
community some internal conflicts had also started growing, and found their 
representation in the increasingly clear difference of  positions of  the two main 
architectural magazines, Casabella and Urbanistica. A group of  architects were trying 
to redefine their scale of  reasoning to prove that it was only through architecture that 
the city, and all problems associated to the “new urban dimension” could be handled. This 
group found in Casabella - edited by Ernesto Nathan Rogers since 1962 - its main 
medium, and platform for discussion, and included some of  the soon-to-become 
most known figures of  Italian architecture including Aldo Rossi, Vittorio Gregotti, 
Giorgio Grassi, Carlo Aymonino, Giancarlo De Carlo, Piero Sartogo, and Guido 
Canella (what’s more, many of  those names would be protagonists of  the architectural 
competitions for new universities in the early 1970s). Urbanistica (that was directed 
Chapter 9
The synthesis of  a technocratic project
Progetto ‘80
A shared belief  in holistic planning?
Polemic back cover of  the Second National 
Economic Plan 1971-75, “Progetto ‘80” 
published by Feltrinelli in 1969
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by Giovanni Astengo) started taking distances from the ‘brave new world’ envisioned 
by Casabella, as well as from its international references that signalled a new wave of  
large-scale architectural thinking to cope with the problems of  growing urbanisation. 
Thus, rather than looking at what Luis Kahn was proposing for the centre of  
Philadelphia, or to the megastructural expansion of  Tokyo invented by Kenzo Tange 
– among the projects that occupied central stage on the pages of  Rogers’ magazine 
-  Urbanistica started focusing mostly on issues of  historic core retrofitting, and 
preservation3.  
While this internal diaspora to the architectural community was taking shape, and 
giving rise to two increasingly separate categories of  architects and urbanists, another 
science of  the built environment was growing in importance and followers. This was 
constituted by those planners who increasingly embraced a more technical approach 
to territorial planning - to the point of  being named “the technocrats”. Among these 
were the components of  Gruppo ‘80, the nickname that was attached to the team that 
developed Progetto ’80. Franco Archibugi was one of  the key figures of  the team, and 
the coordinator of  “Centro di studi e piani economici” in Rome. Writing in 1966 to present 
some of  the results of  the studies conducted inside Centro Piani, and collected in 
the book “La città-regione in Italia”, Archibugi highlighted the inadequacy with which 
Italian planning was responding to the challenges posed by modern society4. While 
recognising the importance of  some individual projects produced by architects also 
in Italy during the post-was years (he cited architects like Ludovico Quaroni, Giorgio 
Piccinato, and Giuseppe Samonà), and the role played by the National Institute of  
Urbanists (INU) and its magazine Urbanistica in fostering debate on the changing 
structures of  the city and of  society, the interconnections between economic growth 
and territorial arrangements were in his view yet to be considered in any serious 
way. In particular, two were the main challenges that a new conception of  a unified 
approach to planning should tackle: on the one side there was the definition of  a new 
balance of  development between different parts of  the Italian territory (in particular 
between north and south); on the other side, there was the urban problem associated 
with the concept of  the “metropolitan city”.  
The search for a reform of  the Italian territory
Cover page of  Franco Archibugi, La città-regione in Italia, 1966
Thinking the city at a differen scale
The metropolitan city
(from Franco Archibugi, La città-regione 
in Italia, 1966)
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While it followed an idea of  comprehensive planning that was similar to the First 
National Economic Plan (1966-1970), it has been noted how the main innovation 
of  Progetto ’80 was its insistence on the importance of  space5. Most of  the analyses 
of  the Italian territory were thus represented not only through numerical charts but 
also with a number of  maps6. Progetto ’80 aimed to provide a plan for the deep spatial 
restructuring of  the country by developing new relations between the economic 
sectors, the emerging new dimensions of  a mass, consumerist society, and the 
preservation of  national historic heritage. As it has been recently summed up, the 
projective scenario defined by Progetto ’80 was that of  a “country of  cities in a park-nation” 
aimed at defining a new “urban civility”7. This was what emerged more clearly from the 
territorial model proposed by the members of  Gruppo ’80. Such a model was shaped 
by the creation of  82 new national parks (in addition to the four already existing), and 
the reorganisation of  the patterns of  urban development. The latter mostly aimed 
at hindering what was considered to be the main obstacle to any balanced territorial 
growth, namely the centripetal metropolis. 
On the one side, the new territorial organisation proposed in Progetto ’80 was related 
to an interest in the theme of  the “regional city” that had been a central topic of  
international discussion on how to cope with exploding urbanisation, and that was 
also a central topic of  study for the members of  Centro Piani. On the other side, 
the pattern defined by Gruppo ’80 was also based on the recognition of  an existing 
‘intelligence’ of  some parts of  the Italian territory that could serve as a model for 
the country as a whole. The team stressed how something similar to the idea of  a 
regional city was already in place in the north-eastern regions of  Italy. What was 
observed in the regions of  Emilia Romagna and Veneto, and was drawn in the maps 
of  the “territorial projections” of  Progetto ’80 that were published on Urbanistica in 1971, 
was a type of  diffuse urbanity in which industrial development had escaped the logic 
of  geographical concentration, to allow for a balance between industry, agriculture 
and urbanisation. In 1977 Arnaldo Bagnasco labelled this pattern “Terza Italia”, 
providing a description of  a bottom-up phenomenon that influences ideas of  regional 
development and district theory still today. In particular, the notion of  an emerging 
system of  small and medium producers is also what has been noted as the underlying 
Progetto ‘80. Analisys of  the Italian territory published as 
“Le proiezioni territoriali” in Urbanistica n.57, 1971 
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rationale of  the clusters of  the knowledge economy. Just as today Silicon Valley is 
studied with the aim of  understanding how a bottom-up phenomenon could be 
turned into a set of  principles to inform projects for other contexts, the Italian north-
east was looked with admiration by Gruppo ’80 because it could provide a key to break 
the logic of  monocentric urban growth that was recurrent in Italy. 
The monocentric city – the city that develops as an oil-stain – was accused to hinder 
the possibility for what was the very objective of  Gruppo ‘80: to give a form to the total 
urbanisation of  Italy. In 1970 Henry Lefebvre formulated in “The Urban Revolution” 
the hypothesis of  the complete urbanisation of  society. It has been pointed out how 
Lefebvre treated this hypothesis as a “virtual object – an emergent condition rather than an 
actualized reality”8. However, it has also been noted that that condition was increasingly 
visible in the 1960s, up to the point that it could be taken by the planners of  Progetto 
’80 not so much as something to be achieved but as something that was already a 
matter of  fact9. In other words, the patterns of  society were intrinsically ‘urban’, 
and the spatial organisation of  territories had to be arranged in such a way as to get 
the most out of  complete urbanisation. In order to better understand this position 
it is useful to consider its theoretical bases as they were delineated in the cited book 
“La città-regione in Italia” that collected the early research of  Centro Piani. This also 
allows us to understand the extent to which the urban theory that aimed at reshaping 
Italy was embedded within an international debate. Moreover, it helps to establish 
links between the ways in which urban planning and university planning were being 
handled together. The idea of  the regional city was introduced in Italy through 
the work of  Lewis Mumford, whose theories also informed a plan for territorial 
restructuring of  the State of  New York in the early 1960s. Part of  that territorial plan 
was the expansion and restructuring of  higher education, which was developed as 
a separate but connected plan for the 64 campuses of  the State University of  New 
York (SUNY). A comparison between Progetto ’80 and Change: Challenge: Response can 
help to shed some light on the peculiarities of  the Italian planning ideas of  the 1960s, 
and on the ways in which the university fitted in the wider picture of  a territorial 
reorganisation of  the country. In particular, it allows understanding the high levels of  
uncertainty as to how to give a new structure – both institutional and physical – to the 
Italian university. However, before comparing the two cases it is important, as said, to 
review some of  the theoretical bases of  Progetto ’80.
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Complete urbanisation
Besides the introductory notes to La città-regione in Italia, written by Franco Archibugi 
to frame the work of  Centro Piani, one essay is fundamental for understanding the 
theoretical underpinnings of  Progetto ’80. This is Francesco Sirugo’s “Città e regione nello 
sviluppo storico della società industriale” (City and region in the historic development of  
industrial society), which offered an articulated discussion of  the political, economic, 
social and architectural nexus that legitimated the regional city as the logical scenario 
of  a “completely urbanised society”10. A key argument of  Sirugo’s essay was that economic 
theory and urban planning cannot be separated; rather, they are two sides of  the 
same coin in a capitalistic and market society. In such a society, in fact, space and 
human activity cannot be treated as separate domains. This is because the category 
of  ‘space’ is no longer conceivable in terms of  a natural space or as pure extension, 
but has become associated to a notion of  occupied space – defined with the German 
term ‘Raum’. Occupied space is characterised as “a continuum that is independent 
from a traditional understanding of  composition”11. The idea of  space as continuum was 
discussed by Sirugo as the result of  the very logics of  industrialisation that subjugated 
agriculture to industry, but at the same time redefined the relation between those 
two economic sectors without questioning their interdependence. Indeed, what 
industrialisation caused was a “process of  transformation of  the agrarian structure that combines 
with the increasing power of  attraction of  industry to define the rural, the urban, and the industrial 
in a close knit”12. The consequence of  this process is that the old forms of  urbanity 
associated to the idea of  the city as an enclave within a rural territory did no longer 
apply to describe the organisation of  production and, by extension, of  the built 
environment as a whole in the 1960s. 
This last point links to a central argument of  Progetto ’80 and of  its territorial vision 
for Italy, namely the inadequacy of  the city vs. countryside dichotomy – that mirrored 
the romantic idea of  an antithesis between civility and nature. Such a dichotomy ruled 
most of  the responses to the industrial city that were developed since its origins. 
In Sirugo’s view, the proposals advanced by the 19th century socialist utopians were 
the representation of  a diffused difficulty to handle in non-functionalist terms the 
urban dynamics that were triggered by economic development in the age of  industry. 
The latter, indeed, while generating territorial unbalance also set the conditions 
for a possible new equilibrium that the ‘escape’ from the city predicated by the 
utopians was unable to interpret. This was a confirmation of  the inability to consider 
territorial planning and economic planning as two intrinsically related issues that 
turned the history of  urbanism almost into a “history of  utopias and artificial attempts of  
compensation”13. The result was a diffuse practice of  thinking “by parts” that would often 
– if  not always – end up in the absorption of  those parts within the existing system, 
rather than in fulfilling their intended roles as alternatives14. 
In contrast to that practice, Sirugo proposed planning to embrace a theory of  “poles 
of  development”15, that is, territorial elements capable of  re-directing the urban patterns 
towards a more balanced territorial arrangement. In other words, since rejecting 
total urbanisation would simply result into mere anachronism16, rather than hoping 
to return to an idyllic past the only thing that made sense was to act from within 
the existing logics of  a capitalist and industrial society, and optimise those logics 
to re-direct growth towards a new territorial balance. This was the promise of  the 
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regional city. The team of  Centro Piani did not conceive the regional city as something 
completely located in the future; rather, they acknowledged that the already achieved 
total urbanisation of  society meant that the city was already diffused beyond its old 
limits, and this invalidated the permanence of  a city vs. countryside argument. Citing 
works in economics that dated back to the 1920s17 Sirugo noted how industrial 
location could follow different patterns by either dispersion in the countryside or 
concentration in a single point, often without necessarily coinciding with the city. This 
placed the city as just one of  numerous ‘condensation points’ of  a wider system that 
was called a ‘region’.  
The region could thus be defined as a collaborative network of  centres of  different 
size, and different levels of  urbanity. Despite these differing levels, urbanity was the 
common characteristic of  the whole region: there was no point of  the territory that 
could not be called ‘urban’. If  Lefebvre had depicted complete urbanization in the late 
1960s as a virtual object rapidly escalating towards reality, in the mid 1980s the real 
seemed to having ultimately superseded the virtual. Thus, in 1985 Andrè Corboz could 
reformulate the notion of  the complete urbanisation of  society as the diffusion of  
an “urban mentality” over what once was the countryside18.  This situation was already 
acknowledged by Centro Piani, and to explain it Sirugo picked a number of  cases where 
such condition of  urban ubiquity had long marked the history of  their respective 
territories. In particular, in a fashion similar to what was observed and admired in the 
Italian north-east, Holland was described as an example in which a different model 
from that of  the centripetal metropolis had been in place since old times. This model 
was characterised as a coordinated system of  “urban, semi-urban, and rural centres that play 
a fundamental role in both economic and civic development”19. In short, the one longed for by 
Centro Piani was a territory activated by a “field of  forces”.     
The practice of  agglomeration, considered by economic theory as a major logic 
underlying both industrial and urban growth, could thus be criticised for its 
shortcomings. These consisted in the increased social costs, the far-from-optimal use 
of  the whole territory, and a series of  general diseconomies, that made a territory 
“succumb to the uncontrolled expansion that spills from the ruling city and disintegrates rural 
communities”, giving rise to what Lewis Mumford critically identified as the amorphous 
conurbation20. As anticipated, the position expressed by Mumford constituted a link 
between the intentions for achieving a new territorial balance expressed by Progetto ’80, 
and those of  a similar large scale plan that was produced by the Office for Regional 
Development of  the State of  New York and published in April 1964 under the title 
Change: Challenge: Response. A development policy for New York State. 
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Italy vs New York State. Declinations of  città regione
In the March 1965 issue of  Architectural Record Mumford wrote an appraisal of  
the plan proposed by the State of  New York in an article titled “A new regional plan 
to arrest megalopolis”21. The main positive aspect that Mumford found in the report 
was its reaction to what he considered to be the dangerous common practice of  
conceiving current trends as inevitable, and their acceleration as the only logic line 
of  intervention. The main object of  Mumford’s criticism was clearly Jean Gottman’s 
1961 reading of  the new urban condition of  the North American East Coast under 
the label of  megalopolis22. According to Mumford, megalopolis was a “statistical nonentity” 
that only showed how the power of  control over an increasingly built environment 
was no longer held by the single metropolis. Mumford’s attack was thus against a 
form of  technocratic planning that considered statistical predictions as an absolute 
truth, thus turning them into an aim to be pursued, that is, into a project. For him, 
the reconsideration of  country and city as two constituents of  an inseparable whole 
was the only way out of  the impasse in urban planning that had for too long relied on 
the centralising power of  the metropolis. Mumford clearly expressed the role of  the 
region by stating that “what the clotted metropolis did in the past, the region will have to do in 
the future”23. Megalopolis, therefore, could not be presented as a new kind of  city to be 
‘designed’; rather, it was a growing condition that had to be arrested. The solution was 
called “Regional Planning” and the urban entity to be pursued was called the “Regional 
City”. What Mumford understood as Regional City – and this same definition he 
found being implemented in the plan by the Office of  Regional Development – was 
“a congeries of  cities, big and small, including hamlets, villages, and townships”. In other words, 
the Regional City was a multi-centric reality, that is, the opposite of  a continuous and 
amorphous built entity.         
Change:Challenge:Response was the outcome of  a directive by New York State Governor 
Nelson A. Rockefeller to study strategies for the long range needs and opportunities 
of  the state. A comparison with Progetto ’80 must firstly note the divergence in literary 
style among the two plans. While the Italian document was presented in a technical-
bureaucratic form, thus following both the structure and the jargon of  a text written 
for a specialist audience, the American report explicitly addressed a wide public and 
popular culture. It was indeed presented in a very carefully crafted and eye-catching 
graphic layout in which a non-technical text was accompanied by numerous graphic 
The region becomes part of  the international 
planning voabulary
Left: Cover page of  Change, Challenge, Response: a 
development policy for New York State, 1964
Right: Title page of  article by Lewis Mumford on 
Architectural Record, March 1965
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schemes aimed at maximising the communicability of  the ideas proposed. Moreover, 
another key difference between the two plans was the time-span of  their visions: 
whereas Progetto ’80 depicted a situation with a 10-year horizon Change:Challenge:Response 
was conceived as a 60-year development policy that pushed the limits of  planning’s 
power.    
The aim of  the New York State report was presented by Rockefeller himself  as “the 
future well-being of  our State and its people.” The key solution adopted by the plan was the 
regionalisation of  the State of  New York24. The point from which the report moved 
was the depiction of  urbanisation as the doom of  the world. This was expressed 
under the rubric of  “change”, which claimed that “the explosion of  the world’s population, 
and the matching explosion of  human knowledge and technology, are the pressing realities of  our 
time”25. Charts and maps were thus used to trace the steep growth of  urban population 
triggered by industrialisation and the future scenarios of  continuing growth. Rather 
than depicting New York State as an entity within its boundary the maps showed it as 
a part of  a wider territory – the Northeast Region – and showed the State’s strategic 
position as located in-between the “two giant urban complexes” of  the Great Lakes to 
the West, and of  the Atlantic Ocean to the East. A 40,000,000 population increase 
by the year 2000 was predicted for each of  those two complexes. The recognition 
of  the population leap in coming years, and the related massive building programme 
that would have had to be accomplished in order to cope with it26 raised the need 
to change the scale of  thinking about planning. Similarly to what Progetto ’80 would 
have done five years later (although the members of  Centro Piani had already started 
working on this since 1962), the plan for New York State considered a comprehensive 
approach to planning that aimed to marry the economic, social, and physical 
dimensions of  the territory. In order to achieve this aim, planners argued that “regional 
coordination is the key”27.  
The regionalisation of  the state was thus proposed as an effective administrative way 
to cope with the challenges of  balanced growth. It consisted in the division of  the 
state into ten regions each of  which was polarised around a main metropolitan centre. 
The objective was similar to what expressed by Progetto ’80: after having acknowledged 
the already achieved total urbanisation of  society the aim became to define the ways 
Populist vs Technocratic
Opposite: Spreads from Change, Challenge, 
Response, 1964
Above: Cover and spread from the Feltrinelli 
edition of  Progetto ‘80, 1969
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to optimise the territorial arrangement of  such urbanisation28. Three patterns of  
growth were identified in New York State – the expansion of  metropolitan areas, 
the expansion in linking valleys, and that on a state-wide basis - through methods of  
analysis that had become particularly widespread mainly through the work of  Kevin 
Lynch. Lynch’s “The pattern of  the Metropolis” (1961) and “A theory of  urban form” (1958, 
written with Lloyd Rodwin) were also among the references listed in Progetto ’80, and 
their influence was clearly evident in the maps of  the New York State’s report. But 
while the latter planned to accept and confirm those patterns of  growth by defining 
the ways to “maintain harmony” among them, Progetto ‘80’s intention was a thorough 
modification of  the existing patterns of  growth. 
This appears quite clearly through a comparison of  the future scenarios depicted 
by the two plans. The scenario for New York State shows, within  the new division 
in regions, a proliferation of  new urban centres defined as “new communities” to be 
built outside of  the existing seven metropolitan areas in the garden city/new town 
fashion. The self-containment of  the new communities was indicated as a result to 
be accomplished after a 60-year and 3-phases staged process, and this was arguably 
one of  the aspects that mostly earned Mumford’s appraisal. The plan relied on the 
replication of  a planning idea – namely the decongestion of  a territory through 
new towns - that was already seventy years old, and that had shown its practical, 
social, and spatial limitations, and its difficulty of  fulfilment in the numerous 
post-war experiences attempted on both sides of  the Atlantic. Conversely, the 
scenario envisioned by Progetto ’80 for Italy showed more literally how the complete 
urbanisation of  the territory would be coped in terms of  the superimposition of  a 
new pattern, namely the linear city aimed at imploding the centripetal metropolis. 
Therefore, the Italian declination of  the Regional City29 idea attempted a proper break 
with already tested planning traditions. 
“A new regional plan to arrest megalopolis”
The redevelopment of  the State of  New York 
as a network of  urban nodes
(from Change, Challenge, Respone, 1964)
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By the time Centro Piani had started developing its analyses and projections on the 
Italian territory, and had started exploring the possibility of  what they called città 
regione, Mumford’s ideas on the regional city had been already in circulation among 
the Italian urbanistic debate for several years. Mumford’s hypothesis of  the regional 
city as an antithesis to the amorphous and inhuman reality of  the megalopolis were 
firstly presented to an Italian audience in an article titled “La nascita della città regionale” 
that was published in the December 1957 issue of  Comunità n.55, the magazine 
founded by Adriano Olivetti in 1946. The article stemmed out of  a conference on 
the phenomenon on urban explosion that was held in London in the same year, and 
marked a preliminary introduction to what was labelled “the new urban dimension” (nuova 
dimensione), a topic around which the Italian architectural and urban debate focused 
much of  its discourse in the 1960s. As I will discuss later, the starting point of  a 
diffused interest for the territorial dimension of  the city has often been located in the 
year 1959 that marked a pivotal moment in the Italian urbanistic debate. That was 
the year when the focus on the urban neighbourhood (quartiere), that had occupied 
central stage in the immediate post-war years, was finally overcome by the ultimate 
acknowledgment of  a much more complex urban condition that couldn’t be coped 
only in terms of  detached and supposedly self-sufficient satellite residential districts30.  
A wider conceptualisation of  the city was necessary, and this was the aim of  Progetto 
’80. The possibility of  overcoming the logics of  urban agglomeration was observed 
as emerging out of  the technological development of  modern society and, in 
particular, of  the boosted communication and movement across space that would 
free industry from the strict localisation rules that had governed society for decades. 
Decentralisation thus became the keyword for a renovated and serious embracement 
of  the idea of  città regione. In the words of  Sirugo, the “neotechnical society” could thus 
be represented in space as “a society in which large cities would increasingly switch from being 
Total urbanisation
The redevelopment of  Italy through the model 
of  linear urbanisation as opposed to the 
monocentric city
Left: analytical drawing of  existing situation as 
of  1969
Right: proposal for 1980
(from Progetto ‘80. Proiezioni territoriali, 
Urbanistica n.57, 1971)
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industrial centres to tertiary locations (public and private services, universities, financial services and 
commercial activities) and, given the new geographical freedom accorded to industry, the junction 
between city and countryside through the urbanisation and improved civility of  the rural environment 
will become possible.”31       
As said, the logic of  the “poles of  development” was proposed as the strategy to kick-
start the transition from a territorial arrangement characterised by unequal growth 
and opportunities, to an urban continuum of  metropolitan systems. These no longer 
spilled out from the old centres of  congested large cities – the conurbation – but from 
a diffuse urban mentality that was spatialized as a multiplicity of  territorial elements 
kept together by transport infrastructure. The development pole was further described 
as “a production complex built by private or public actors” and capable of  giving birth to 
what was called a “polarised space”32. In addition to the development pole, the key role 
of  transport within production processes and, therefore, for economic growth was 
interpreted in spatial terms by means of  defining some major “development axes”. These 
axes gave rise to the hypothesis of  a linear settlement principle. Indeed, the map 
depicting the projective scenario proposed in Progetto ’80 showed a predominance of  
the linear-city system as a way to reorganise the territory. 
Thus, while apparently Progetto ’80 and Change:Challenge:Response would seem to share 
common theoretical bases (in particular the idea of  regionalisation proposed by 
Mumford), and while some of  their ‘ingredients’ would appear to be similar, their 
actual ambitions were much different.  The only reasonable response that could be 
given to megalopolis seemed to be its implosion and subdivision into smaller, partly 
self-sufficient parts. In Italy megalopolis still did not exist; only the ‘urban mentality’ 
described by Corboz was already a diffuse presence. The goal was thus more that 
to set-up the possibility for a new territorial form, rather than finding solutions to 
remediate a given condition – as it was the case in the American megalopolis. 
Among the ingredients for setting up a regional city was the university. Since 1962 
the State of  New York had developed an expansion plan for its university system as 
a network of  sixty-four campuses scattered around the state. It is relevant to note 
that the first Director of  the Office for Regional Planning – established by Nelson 
A. Rockefeller in April 1961 - was George A. Dudley who would eventually also be 
Confirming the status quo: 64 more campuses
Cover page of  report on campus plans for State University of  New York 
(approx.1965), and selection of  campus plans
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appointed by Rockefeller among the three trustees of  the University Construction 
Fund. This established a clear link between the higher education expansion program 
and the overall objectives of  long-term planning for the state and its urban condition. 
A reading of  the New York State plan as a confirmation of  the idea of  the self-
contained community for urban decongesting supports the argument that the 
numerous projects for campuses scattered around the state were not really meant 
to question the status quo. In other words, without understating the innovative 
programmatic agenda of  the expanded universities to cope with a changing mass 
society, and the quality of  some of  the projects developed by leading figures of  
the North American architectural scene of  the 1960s (SOM, I.M. Pei, Edward 
Durrel Stone, Edward Larrabee Barnes among others) the campus as an isolated 
compound, and as a safe haven for the incubation of  youth and their knowledge 
was not questioned. Rather, it confirmed the general rationale of  the New York 
State’s declination of  the regional city, which was mostly based on a quantitative 
increase: more campuses, more communities, and more infrastructures to keep them 
together. In terms of  higher education centres, the plan pursued an increase of  the 
already remarkable educational and research infrastructure of  the State of  New York: 
139 universities and colleges, with an enrolment of  almost 400,000. These were 
complemented by numerous medical research institutes and “more than 400 private 
laboratories specializing in industrial research.”33 These data – that were related to a state 
population of  about 16 million - clearly dwarfed the Italian situation that was marked 
Architects for the new campuses
Above, from top:
SUNY Fredonia
I.M Pei and Associates
(from Campus plans for State University of  
New York)
SUNY Albany
Edward Durrel Stone
(from Campus plans for State University of  
New York)
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by the presence of  46 universities and higher education institutes for a population of  
more than 50 million. 
Was the solution for Italy also to opt for a proliferation of  new universities? In that 
case, how big should those universities be? What would an ‘academic community’ in 
Italy mean? Progetto ’80 provided an answer to those questions by showing a much 
bigger ambition and optimism than those expressed by the reform proposals for 
higher education. The reform proposal presented by Minister Gui in 1965 talked 
of  “40 new big complexes of  learning and teaching funded by the State” of  which, however, 
only two were properly new universities. Most of  the expansion of  higher education 
was to be handled through the restructuring of  the existing university centres, or the 
upgrading of  existing institutions to university status. Conversely, Progetto ’80 did not 
hesitate to call for the creation, by 1980, of  “twenty new centres for the university population”. 
These centres were meant to absorb the additional 350,000 students that were 
predicted to bring the overall academic population to over 1 million34. Each of  the 
new university centres had to be designed for a student population of  15-to-20,000 
students, which shows a tendency to gigantism if  compared to either the British 
new universities (targeted for about 3,000 students), or the State University of  New 
York expansion plan where the only two big university centres were Buffalo (20,000 
students) and Stony Brook (13,000 students), while all the other fluctuated between 
few hundreds in the smaller colleges and 6,000 in the largest35. Even if  placed on a 
peripheral site, the large university complex envisaged in Italy would hardly manage 
Architects for the new campuses
Above, from top:
SUNY Purchase
Edward Larrabee Barnes
(from Architectural Forum, November 1970)
SUNY Potsdam
Edward Larrabee Barnes
(from Campus plans for State University of  
New York)
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University Center College of
Arts and Sciences
Specialised CollegeUniversities
(Campus plans started 1961)
Potsdam
Plattsburgh
OswegoBrockport
Buffalo
Fredonia
Alfred
Cortland
Geneseo
Syracuse
Oneonta
Albany
Cornell
Binghamton
New Paltz
Westchester
New York City
Nassau
Stony Brook
Farmingdale
to create a semi-cloistered environment for its specific internal community. Rather, 
what was implicit – but only implicit – in the prescriptions of  Progetto ’80 was that 
the university was to be designed as a large service centre with multiple relations with 
the ‘outside world’. Thus, the Plan prescribed the research mission of  the university 
to be enhanced by means of  establishing closer collaboration with external research 
centres and, in particular, the National Research Council (CNR)36. In physical terms 
this implied the co-location of  the new universities with the new branches of  CNR. 
Moreover, the new universities should have residential centres for students, professors, 
and staff, and should be intended as “integrated centres of  educational and social services”. 
Thus, university were to be designed as places for “community life where students could spend 
most of  their day time”37. 
New University Partial expansion
(some faculties)
Relocation and expansion 
(all faculties)
Relocation 
(mostly for the Sciences)
Universities
(Year of  design competition)
Florence 1970
Chieti 1967
Salerno 1973
Calabria 1972
Messina 1975
Lecce 1975
Cagliari 1971
64 new campuses vs 7 university settlements
Opposite: State University of  New York  
expansion plan 1961-70
Below: Italian main university projects 1967-75
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Generality empowers architecture
The ambiguous concept of  ‘autonomy’ was among the main causes that made 
of  a national plan for the university a contradiction in terms – and, ultimately, an 
impossible achievement. Who, indeed, would have been responsible for developing 
such plan? Was it a responsibility of  the state? If  so, then the principle of  autonomy 
would have been violated as top-down control would have decided on the future of  
the university. Conversely, was it a responsibility of  the university? In this case it was 
evident that the institution lacked of  an overall management body that could be able 
to coordinate such ambitious and complex effort as the development of  a national 
plan for the re-organisation of  the institution. Most of  the discussion on autonomy 
related to the need to redefine the respective roles of  the university – as capable of  
defining the trajectory and strategies of  its development for itself  – and of  the state – 
to be turned into a controlling external body whose action was thus mainly to examine 
the performance of  universities. This gave rise to an attempt to emancipate the 
university from state control by defining a new structure to act as an interface between 
the two. This structure was the Consiglio Nazionale Universitario, a representative body 
composed of  university members (rather than politicians), and aimed at governing the 
university as a whole while leaving sufficient degrees of  independence to the single 
universities. 
However, no consensus on a reform of  higher education was achieved by the end of  
the 1960s, and all that was left as a legacy of  a ten-year long debate was an array of  
topics – autonomy, departments, new universities, colleges, etc. -  that still fluctuated 
within the realm of  abstraction. The capability of  those topics of  informing a new 
institution was still to be questioned and tested. Progetto ’80 embraced most of  those 
concepts and put them together within a scenario that at the same time was overly 
optimistic and schematic. Inevitably, it found much resistance and criticism, the 
most incredible prove of  which was the attack moved against Progetto ‘80 by the very 
publisher (Feltrinelli) who decided to publish it in 1969. Indeed, in an introductory 
note Feltrinelli openly lamented the impossible achievability of  the scenario proposed 
by Progetto ’80 within the socially and economically retarded context of  Italy. 
According to Feltrinelli, Progetto ’80 undervalued the Italian underdeveloped capitalist 
system, and relied overly optimistically on the possibilities of  the state to kick-start a 
process of  change. Indubitably, Progetto ’80 acknowledged the strategic role that the 
university could play in a process of  territorial transformation, and to achieve what it 
called a “new urban civilisation”. 
From a physical point of  view, this new civilisation was to inhabit a territory shaped 
by linear cities and development poles. The university was one of  those poles, but 
the ways in which it could be avoided, as Progetto ’80 itself  claimed it necessary, 
to reiterate the model of  the self-contained, isolated university campus were not 
univocally defined. What Progetto ’80 unequivocally stated was that the size of  the 
Italian university ought to be big. Thus, it rejected the idea of  small communities of  
the Anglo-American type, to embrace that of  a large academic settlement with wide 
territorial relations. At the same time, however, the residential centres associated to the 
new universities that were mentioned in Progetto ’80 only contributed to create further 
ambiguity as to what a university settlement should be. In short, Progetto ’80 did not go 
beyond generically declaring the university as a strategic territorial development pole, 
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and indicating the number of  such poles – and their size – that would be necessary to 
cope with an increasing social demand for higher education. 
Progetto ’80 proposed a territorial vision that, for the first time in Italy, introduced 
the spatial dimension into economic planning. However, such spatial dimension 
was based on a rejection of  form and formal investigation, considering them as 
mere superstructure and an a posteriori embellishment. This was unequivocally 
stated in the sentence that ended the cited essay by Francesco Sirugo: “le style viendrà 
par sucroit.”38. Therefore, multidisciplinarity, which was claimed by Progetto ’80 as a 
necessity in order to achieve a coordinated scenario of  growth for the country, did 
not include the architect among its active participants. At the same time, however, 
the level of  generality of  Progetto ’80 paradoxically left even more power in the hands 
of  those architects who, in opposition to the ‘technocrats’, argued for the capacity 
of  architectural form to influence social change. In order to prove this belief  it was 
necessary to scale down the ambition expressed by Progetto ‘80, bringing it from the 
whole nation to the city, or better, the territorial city. Architects thus married the very 
idea of  a new urban scale, but tried to take some distances from the technocrats’ 
understanding of  it. The selection of  an alternative name – città territorio – to describe 
the new urban scale was a symptom of  the architects’ willingness to reclaim a 
constituent role for architectural form in the restructuring of  the city. The projects 
developed by architects like Samonà, Gregotti, Aymonino, and the other names 
mentioned before were thus a critical response ‘from within architecture’ to the 
generic, and ‘form-repelling’ planning guidance coming from the technocrats. With 
the latter they shared an interest for elaborating the idea of  a new territorial dimension 
of  the city. The major difference was that those architects considered form not as 
superstructure but as the very means for this new urban dimension to be achieved. 
The architectural competitions for the design of  new universities that were announced 
in the early 1970s thus represented a possibility to bring forward an architectural 
research on the territorial city that had been under development since the early 
1960s – and that I will review in the next chapter. To the eyes of  those architects, the 
question posed by those competitions – how to rethink the university – coincided with 
a much wider one: how to rethink the city?
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“Shopping centres, universities, cultural centres, and public buildings will all regain their formal 
importance: they will be the monuments of  a wider metropolitan territory that will be marked by an 
impressive public transport network capable of  augmenting and multiplying movement, contacts, and 
participation of  every man to the spirit of  the new city.”1
The story of  the Italian post-war architectural debate has been narrated many times2. 
A thorough review of  such story is not allowed by the limited space of  this chapter. 
Nevertheless, it is essential to recall some of  the basic aspects that shaped the debate 
because they are the architectural and urbanistic context into which the university 
projects developed by Italian architects in the early 1970s must be understood. Those 
projects can be considered a third stage of  an architectural and urbanistic discourse 
that developed since the early second post-war years. The three stages can be 
summarised respectively by the words quartiere, centro direzionale, and centro universitario. 
These words indicate the main ‘parts’ on which the attention of  architects and 
urbanists focused towards the aim of  developing the idea of  a ‘city of  parts’. Roughly, 
it can be said that each of  those parts was developed in one of  three consecutive 
decades, from the 1950s to the first half  of  the 1970s3.
I will here limit my discussion to three aspects that characterised a debate that has 
been described as being shaped by the emergence of  a peculiar professional and 
intellectual figure of  the Italian post-war scene. This was the figure of  the ‘architect-
urbanist’ that emerged as a reaction to the turn of  urbanism (urbanistica) and planning 
(pianificazione) towards either a preservationist approach, or some more technical 
and bureaucratic aspects (the technocrats of  Progetto ’80)4. The architect-urbanist – 
who was basically a figure trained in architecture that saw in the city the main scale 
of  application of  architectural thinking - reclaimed a leading role to architecture in 
shaping the city that a growing culture of  interdisciplinarity of  urban studies had 
contributed to weaken. The three main aspects on which I will focus, before moving 
to see how the topic of  higher education and university expansion entered the 
architectural discourse are: the growth of  the tertiary city, the predilection for the large 
dimension, and the ambiguous use made by Italian architects and urbanists of  external 
references (in particular, the refusal of  a method of  thinking through ‘models’). 
Firstly, however, a terminological clarification is needed. This relates to the use of  the 
three notions of  città regione, città territorio, and nuova dimensione urbana. These are often 
used as almost synonyms to provide a general label to the post-war Italian architectural 
discourse. However, some distinctions can be made, by starting with the last one.   
Chapter 10
Discussing a city of  parts 
Diagnosing new problems for the city
Title page from Aldo Rossi, Nuovi problemi, 
Casabella n.264, 1962
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A vocabulary for a post-war Italian ‘architectural urbanism’
“On the way to the city, we stopped in the village.”5
“The urbanistic problems of  the city cannot be solved within its walls”6.
“Such a substantiation would perhaps allow to define the system of  centri direzionali not as the 
joint between the ancient and the modern cities, but as the starting node of  città-territorio.”7
Nuova dimensione
Nuova dimensione (new dimension) became part of  the Italian urbanistic vocabulary in 
1959. Put shortly, it named the acknowledgment of  the changing time-space relations 
governing increasingly large urban territories. The word ‘city’ was considered no 
longer sufficient for describing the urban condition, and there was a shared feeling of  
the need to go beyond common reasoning through the dichotomy city-countryside. 
The city was no longer identifiable as an enclave within its opposite or alter ego, 
namely the countryside. Urbanity was spilling outwards from the city, but while this 
was being noticed as already a consolidated reality in the more advanced industrialised 
economies, in Italy it was just starting showing some physical signals of  a changing 
situation. Therefore, while in places like the East Coast of  the United States (where 
the phenomenon of  the megalopolis was first observed and popularised in 1961) or 
in the large European metropolises of  London, Paris and Berlin architects were being 
faced with a need to deploy mostly remedial practices, in Italy there was still time to 
direct future growth in ‘rational’ ways. 
1959 has been described as a pivotal year for the architectural and urbanistic discourse 
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in Italy. In fact, three main events marked a decisive turn from the concepts and 
approach that had shaped the debate during the first fifteen years since the end of  the 
Second World War. These events can be summarised as a conference, a competition, 
and a book. The three different media thus covered the whole spectrum of  the 
profession of  architecture, from diagnosis and theorisation, to discussion, and to 
operative proposal. The conference was the seventh congress of  the Italian Institute 
of  Urbanists (INU) that met in Lecce to discuss the topic “Il volto della città” (the face 
of  the city)8. Here, in particular, a roundtable between Ludovico Quaroni, Giancarlo 
De Carlo, Piero Moroni, and Eduardo Vittoria acknowledged and debated the 
“changed scale of  human life and of  the urban scene”9, and stated the belief  in considering 
architecture and urbanism as one and the same thing10. This conception of  disciplinary 
unity wasn’t something new but, it was argued in the roundtable, tried to recuperate 
the attempt made by early modern masters of  mediating between the scale of  building 
typology and that of  urban typology (or, as it would be called in the architectural 
vocabulary of  those years, urban morphology)11. Such attempt was a reaction to 
the reduction operated by architectural culture between the 18th and 19th centuries 
that operated a disjunction between two aspects that Italian architects at the Lecce 
congress considered to be indissoluble.   
Besides the congress of  urbanism, the competition for the new urban neighbourhood 
of  Barene di San Giuliano outside Venice has been hailed by critics as the first 
important practical response given by architects to the emerging new dimension of  the 
city12. In particular, the project submitted by Ludovico Quaroni has been interpreted 
as the first clear statement of  a new approach to the built environment and a self-
critical response to the notion of  quartiere that Quaroni himself  had contributed to 
develop since the first years of  reconstruction after the war. The project for Barene di 
San Giuliano introduced to the urbanistic debate the “aesthetics of  the indeterminate”13. As 
observed by Manfredo Tafuri, town design became a practice based on the definition 
of  relations more than just definitive spatial configurations. Only some of  those 
relations between the main components were specified in the project, while the rest of  
the ‘urban fabric’ was left open to successive individual detailing of  the parts14. This 
approach was labelled as “piano-processo”, or “opera-aperta”15. 
As anticipated, the fact that the project was produced by Ludovico Quaroni is also 
often stressed as the prove of  an important change of  direction operated by one 
of  the architects that participated more actively in what has been termed “politica 
del quartiere”, which marked the first fifteen years of  the architectural and urbanistic 
debate in Italy since 1945. The first stage of  that debate was mostly driven by the 
urgency of  reconstruction after the war to provide new housing on a massive scale. 
Italian cities, in particular the large cities, started growing through satellite quarters 
built in the periphery of  the city on what was still rural area. Such practice of  urban 
growth came to be fiercely attacked by the end of  the 1950s as an inadequate, or even 
wrong ideology. Already in an essay written in 1957, Quaroni had developed self-
criticism towards an ideology that handled the city through “finite elements”, based on a 
false belief  in the possible self-sufficiency of  those elements16. Also in 1957, Quaroni 
polemically formulated the statement quoted at the beginning of  this part. 
The critique to quartiere was then developed further in the cited roundtable in 
Lecce, where also the main traits of  a new approach were sketched. Architecture 
was developing a new cultural project in which humanism was still to be the central 
concern but within the acknowledgment that a major change had taken place. It was 
1959. Pivotal year
Left to right:
A conference: VIII Convegno INU, Lecce 
1959 
(from Urbanistica n.32, 1960)
A competition: new neighbourhood Barene 
di San Guliano, Mestre (above: project by 
Ludovico Quaroni; below: project by Saverio 
Mratori)
A book: Giuseppe Samonà, L’urbanistica e 
l’avvenire della città
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no longer a humanism made of  impossible ideal communities; rather, it was one that 
interpreted needs of  “maximum sociability, solitude, freedom, and individual responsibility” 
for a man who had ultimately been “left alone”.17 Quartiere was thus condemned as 
anachronism, as a manifestation of  the “sleep of  reason”18 that by the end of  the 1950s 
had become unbearable19. Quaroni’s project for Barene di San Giuliano, with its 
rhetoric of  the large-scale gesture (reminiscent of  Le Corbusier’s geographical projects 
for North Africa and South America) that was coupled with a more indeterminate 
fabric in-between the large scale monuments defined a new canon for an ‘architectural 
urbanism’. 
Finally, the third event that concurred to making 1959 as ‘new dimension year’ was 
the publication of  the book “L’urbanistica e l’avvenire della città”20 (often refereed to 
briefly as “L’urbanistica”) written by the director of  the Institute of  Architecture in 
Venice (IUAV) Giuseppe Samonà. Together with an article titled “La nuova dimensione 
della città”21 (also published in 1959) the book – that was hailed by Ludovico Quaroni 
as “the first Italian book on urbanism”22 - offered a critical account of  the formation and 
expansion of  the modern city up to the 1950s. Most of  the book can be seen as a 
critique to the Anglo-American idea of  the garden city and its various iterations since 
its formulation in the late 19th century – among these, in particular, the practice of  
self-contained communities predicated by Clarence Stein and Lewis Mumford in the 
United States, and the policy of  the British New Towns. 
By advancing such a critique, Samonà thus took distance from a line of  thinking 
about the emerging ‘regional dimension’ of  the city handled in terms of  ‘good-
size communities’ that was being popularised in Italy mainly through the magazine 
Comunità (part of  Adriano Olivetti’s vision of  a harmonious working community). At 
the same time, Samonà was also trying to pave the way for a different understanding 
of  urbanisation at a wide scale that could take distances from the notion of  the 
“megalopolis” that had been popularised by Jean Gottman’s 1961 book23. Therefore, 
Samonà’s book was a critical response to a national and an international urbanism, 
as well as an attempt at kick-starting what his, Alberto, would phrase in 1963 as a 
necessary “original research” to be developed by Italian architects-urbanists24. 
The aestehetics of  the indeterminate to overcome 
the self--contained neighbourhood
Above: 
Competition project by Ludovico Quaroni for 
Barene di San Giuliano, 1959
Opposite, from top:
“La politica del quartiere”
Residential unit at Marghera, Mestre
Luigi Piccinato, Giuseppe Samonà, 1951
Quartiere Harar-Dessiè, Milan
Luigi Figini, Gino Pollini, Giò Ponti, 1951
Unità residenziale di Palazzo dei Diavoli, 
Florence
Pastorini, Pellegrini, Tiezzi, 1951
Quartiere Falchera, Turin
Giovanni Astengo, 1952
(all images from Urbanistica n.7, 1951)
According to Giuseppe Samonà, the garden city and its successive iterations proposed 
an approach to the city “from the outside” of  its problems rather than from within 
those problems. The result was an exile from the city as response to the problems of  
congestion and lowering living standards of  the big metropolis. Ebenezer Howard’s 
garden city was thus an expression of  bourgeois culture that found a way of  adapting 
itself  to the exploding processes of  urbanisation by defining an ideal form of  
settlement promising the possible harmonic balancing of  dwelling and workplace25. 
A new middle class of  professional workers thus started shaping a new city, but the 
promise of  a harmonious relationship between living and working proved more 
difficult an achievement than thought. This resulted in the split delocalisation of  the 
residential and the industrial components outside of  the city, a process that accelerated 
during the second post-war years. It was then that “exceeding population” and “non-
homogeneous activities” became, in the words of  Samonà, the basic components of  city 
growth through decentralisation. However, he noticed how such decentralisation did 
not manage to go beyond Howard’s idea. Rather, decentralisation was still interpreted 
as a remedial practice for urban congestion that would depend on the clear distinction 
between the interior of  what is – traditionally – city and its exterior - namely, 
countryside. “The urbanistic problems of  the city – Samonà argued – cannot be solved within its 
walls”26. A different understanding of  decentralisation was thus needed that would go 
beyond a conception of  the city of  harmonious and self-sufficient parts. In contrast 
the urban environment was to be conceived in terms of  a “much wider discussion about the 
relationships among large structures”27. 
Among the counter-examples providing a way of  looking at the new urban dimension 
that differed from the garden city ideal Samonà discussed the master plans for London 
and Paris. While not proper ‘architectural urban plans’, Samonà found in those 
master plans two examples of  a different engagement between the city and its wider 
territory. In particular, he identified in the way traffic infrastructure had been handled 
in the plan for Paris the possibility of  multi-scalar reasoning on the city that would 
allow the man to free himself  “from the tyranny of  the tie between house and workplace”28. 
Samonà’s argument would soon be interpreted as a plea for the possibility of  
territorial restructuring offered by traffic infrastructure and the advancement of  new 
Anglo-American contributions to 20th century urbanism
Opposite, left: Cover page of  Jean Gottman, Megalopolis, 1961
Opposite, right: diagram from Ebenezer Howard, Garden Cities of  Tomorrow, 1902
This page: tables from Patrick Abercrombie, Greater London Plan, 1944 
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communication technologies. It was in this way, indeed, that Tafuri praised Samonà’s 
reading of  the metropolitan region of  Paris as a latent instance of  a possible città 
regione. As we will see, both Giuseppe and Alberto Samonà tried to warn against such 
‘infrastructural determinism’ and, in particular, against the easy and quick translation 
of  the new urban dimension into an architectural model. However, this warning 
can be understood only if  we firstly look at how a specific – although generic in its 
content – reading of  città regione became popularised by the architectural debate in Italy 
in the early 1960s.   
Città regione
I have already discussed how città regione was a central topic for the technocratic debate 
on the urban condition and territory in Italy, and how it was interpreted and reached 
a synthesis in Progetto ’80. I have also discussed how the university, at least at the level 
of  technocracy and of  an administrative discussion, fitted inside the urban vision 
proposed by Progetto ’80. Here it is important to note the way in which the notion 
of  città regione became a popular label also among practicing architects, and occupied 
central stage in the pages of  Casabella between 1963 and 1964. Eventually, some 
architects defined an alternative term to città regione, namely città territorio. The latter 
came to be understood as a more operative architectural response that emphasised the 
capacity of  form and formal invention to give meaning to the new urban dimension. 
Alongside the cited events of  1959, the conference organised in 1962 by ILSES 
(Istituto Lombardo di Studi Economici e Sociali) with the direction of  Giancarlo De 
Carlo under the heading of  “La città regione”, is considered the major episode for the 
formulation of  the notion of  città regione. In particular, it was in that occasion that 
De Carlo listed the possible ways of  conceiving that notion, and formulated his own 
definition. The latter, mainly because of  its being largely generic, eventually became 
a reference accepted by most other Italian architects who rushed to give architectural 
responses in the early 1960s. 
De Carlo differentiated three understandings of  città regione: the first was that of  an 
endlessly spreading city, the second was that of  a coexistence of  agglomerations 
that still retain some degree of  autonomy, and the third was that of  an “artifice of  
forms”29. It can be noticed how each of  these can be said to correspond to specific 
examples, although De Carlo left such correspondence unstated explicitly. So, the first 
understanding corresponded to megalopolis, the second to the planning practice of  
the New Towns, and the third to a response that had been given at academic level and, 
more in particular, inside an architectural studio conducted at the University of  Rome 
in the year 1961-62 by Saul Greco with a number of  teaching assistants that included 
Carlo Aymonino, Alberto Samonà, Manfredo Tafuri, Luigi Piccinato, and Vieri Quilici 
(the last three members of  the architectural office AUA – Architetti e Urbanisti 
Associati)30. 
According to De Carlo, however, none of  these understandings could be considered 
satisfactory. He thus concluded by adding a possible fourth understanding of  città 
regione, which he defined as a “dynamic relation that replaces the static condition of  the 
traditional city.”31 Such definition must be interpreted as being both diagnostic and 
prognostic, in that it was coupling the acknowledgement of  a process of  urban change 
that was happening with the need to define ways to direct such change. Città regione 
was thus both an emerging condition and a project. It is important here to stress 
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again how in this situation stood the major difference between Italy and other more 
industrialised countries. 
This was something that was also pointed out by Aldo Rossi in an article written for 
Casabella in 1962 and discussing the “new problems” of  the city. Besides acknowledging 
once again the need to go beyond the notion of  ‘city’ to understand the changing 
urban condition32, Rossi’s article was mostly a disciplinary critique about the relation 
between architecture and urbanism. In particular, he highlighted the switch of  
attention from architecture to urbanism that had taken place in the post-war years. 
This was because, he argued, urbanism was becoming a contradictory discipline due 
to the strengthening of  its inter-disciplinary nature. So, he believed it necessary to 
reconceive the methods of  urbanism beyond the reiteration of  its old principles33. 
What he meant was a return of  the architect as a figure charged with a political 
consciousness for shaping the city. The architect – that was then also an urbanist – had 
as his main objective that of  “defining spatial order for a changing reality, and creating forms 
capable of  interpreting the new reality”. 34 
Rossi diagnosed the emergence of  a “city made of  points”, that urbanism had been 
increasingly interpreting in terms of  the design of  some fixed points inside a growing 
urban territory35. He found in the emergence of  the notion of  città regione - defined 
in his words as “the new dimension of  the metropolitan area” – the opportunity for giving 
a new significance to the idea of  a city of  points (or of  parts) beyond the mere 
practice of  dispersion and delocalisation that marked the politica del quartiere. The 
new dimension was that of  a city that was no longer possible to conceive within its 
traditional geographical, economic, or physical limits.
The first strategy that could be adopted for directing the growth of  città regione was, 
for Rossi, based on the deployment of  all those infrastructures that tied the city to its 
territory36. These were the fixed “points” to give form to the new urban dimension, and 
consisted of  the elements listed in the quotation that opened this chapter: shopping 
centres, universities, cultural centres, and public buildings. All of  these elements 
interpreted the growing importance of  services as part of  every-day urban life, and as 
part of  wide economic networks. For such services architects soon tried to define a 
new ‘building type’ that they named centro direzionale, and that became the follow-up 
Diagnosing a new urban dimension: 
Città Regione
Left: Cover page of  Casabella n.270, 1962
Right: The metropolitan dimensions of  Rome 
and Milan (from Casabella n.264, 1962)
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concept to quartiere on which the Italian architectural and urbanistic debate focused 
during the 1960s (and with particular intensity of  architectural production between 
1962 and 1964).Centro direzionale was also the concept with which the alternative label 
of  città territorio became mostly associated. 
Citta’ territorio
Città territorio was developed as a parallel notion to that of  città regione, and can be 
mostly ascribed to a group of  architects that taught at the School of  Architecture 
in Rome. As said, in 1961-62 an architectural studio was taught by Saul Greco and 
his assistants on the topic of  città territorio. The studio focused on the proposal for 
restructuring the eastern area of  Rome along a new development axis (asse attrezzato) 
that was to support the “sistema dei centri direzionali” of  the city. An English translation 
of  the term centro direzionale is not easy to provide. It could, indeed, be translated as 
‘business centre’ but this would only interpret one aspect – although this was the 
more common interpretation, that is, that of  a new concentration of  service activities. 
However, there was more to centro direzionale than a mere programmatic argument, or 
at least this was the argument of  the group of  architects who mostly contributed to 
elaborate that notion. 
Carlo Aymonino elaborated on the term centro direzionale, in particular, on the adjective 
“direzionale”37. For him, this term hinted to the objective of  defining a new ‘direction’ 
to the territorial arrangement of  the city. Centro direzionale was, therefore, a kick-
starting element for such new direction that, ultimately, coincided with the idea of  a 
city of  parts discussed by Rossi38. What needed to be defined was how and if  such 
element could be translated formally. While the twofold strategy of  dispersion and 
concentration was said to be left open to discussion, it was formal concentration that 
Designing anew urbandimension
This page, left to right:
Cover page of  Casabella n.264 on”Centri 
Direzionali Italiani”, 1962
Cover page of  Carlo Aymonino et al., La città 
territorio, 1964
Opposite: 
Pages from Giorgio Piccinato, Vieri Quilici, 
Manfredo Tafuri, La città territorio. Verso una 
nuova dimensione, Casabella n.270, 1962
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ultimately became the way to interpret centro direzionale. Therefore, centro direzionale was 
to become the first of  a series of  large-scale concentrations of  activities that would 
restructure the urban landscape beyond the ‘city’, and against the forces of  private 
speculation that dominated urban growth39.    
The way this could be done was by placing centro direzionale completely within the 
realm of  architectural experimentation, in order to respond to Rossi’s call for “new 
forms that fit the new reality”. Centro direzionale was thus conceived as a physical “organism” 
that could only be handled by the architect – and not by the urban strategist, the city 
administrator, the planner, and all the other professional figures that populated the 
domain of  urban affairs40. It is in this architectural leadership that we can find what 
differentiates – despite their common traits - città territorio from città regione.  
What centro direzionale, understood as an architectural problem, had to manage to 
interpret was explained by Manfredo Tafuri as the “need to deploy completeness for a 
society that is increasingly incapable of  carving its own space [while at the same time] offering 
possibilities for freedom within such completeness”. This reading became the basis for what 
Tafuri himself  contributed to popularise as a new trend in urban and architectural 
planning and that, in comparison with politica del quartiere we could name politica del 
contenitore41. For Tafuri and his colleagues Giorgio Piccinato and Vieri Quilici (partners 
in the architectural office AUA - Architetti Urbanisti Associati), the new urban field 
was indeed marked by “big containers” and communication infrastructures42.
Città territorio, as discussed by Tafuri, Piccinato and Quilici was thus a reinterpretation 
of  De Carlo’s idea of  “dynamic relationships” that they expressed with the term “elastic 
system”. Città territorio was a contradictory entity located in between determinacy and 
indeterminacy, that is, between the polarities that Tafuri found positively synthetized 
in Quaroni’s proposal for Barene di San Giuliano43. However, while Quaroni’s project 
still handled the new dimension of  the city through the theme of  the residential 
quarter, the notion of  città territorio introduced another major dimension of  the urban 
condition, namely the growth of  a service economy, and the ‘tertiarisation’ of  society 
and of  the working class.  
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Tertiary city and the promise of  ‘mega’ 
The definition of  a form for a city whose population was increasingly composed of  
a class of  tertiary workers (in offices, commercial activities, and, in general, services) 
was one of  the main objectives of  a project that, since its publication on Casabella 
in December 1961 became one of  the “myths”44 for Italian architects and urbanists, 
and one of  the key references for città territorio. The popularity of  Tange’s proposal 
for Tokyo Bay among the Italian architects has been explained by the ways in which it 
provided a testing ground for “the new urban dimension and the problem of  image and form”45. 
However, it has also been interpreted as a cornerstone for the development of  the 
idea of  megastructure that Reyner Banham discussed as a general category into which 
to inscribe the interest for the large dimension that characterised a decade between 
the mid-1960s and the mid-1970s. Such twofold influence exerted by Tange’s project 
is what would make it easy to complete the triangle, and state that the project of  the 
large dimension in Italy was a declination of  megastructure.
I have already stated the way in which, I argue, the Italian university projects of  the 
early 1970s take distances from the principles that, according to Banham, define a 
megastructure. To reiterate, rather than based on a technological argument, or on a 
‘fixation with detailing’ that characterised megastructure as a mostly Anglo-American 
cultural phenomenon (magnified, for Banham, in Archigram’s work), the interest 
for the mega dimension was for Italian architects related to the possibility it offered 
to counter-balance the growth of  the city driven by private speculative forces. This 
applies as much to the university projects of  the early 1970s as to the previous projects 
of  the mid-1960s for centri direzionali, in particular those presented to a competition for 
the city of  Turin in 196346.  
While it is indubitable that some of  the projects showed formal similarities with the 
canonical megastructures (as argued by Banham, for instance, in the case of  AUA’s 
proposal that reiterated the A-frame section typical of  many megastructures), the 
key to understand the large dimension of  those projects stands in their attempt 
at handling the relation between determinate-indeterminate, rather than in the 
principle of  a supportive, more permanent  structure provided with more temporary 
attachments (the ‘pods’ for living of  Archigram). Such relation was particularly evident 
in Giuseppe and Alberto Samonà’s proposal at the Turin competition, where an 
architectural diagram made of  slabs trapped in between finiteness and indeterminacy, 
interpreted the idea of  “organism” stressed by Aymonino.
What the large-scale projects for centri direzionali stated was the need for interpreting 
architecture’s renovated role as one of  providing ‘settlement principles’ capable of  
interpreting a changing idea of  city – the idea of  an urban territory. However, I will 
argue that it wasn’t until the emergence of  the university as a topic of  discussion also 
for architects that the idea of  ‘settlement principle’ was totally fulfilled. In particular, 
it was through the ways in which some of  the briefs of  the competitions – as well as 
some of  the participants – interpreted the need to bring the architectural project and 
the urbanistic plan to a new synthesis that such idea found its most clear formulation. 
Centri direzionali, in fact, still remained mostly trapped inside the exclusivity of  the large 
architectural dimension. This could be explained as a legitimate failure of  projects 
that still hadn’t had enough time to digest the notions of  nuova dimensione and città 
regione, and that rushed for turning them into an architectural solution. Such aspect 
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New dimension = larger architecture?
Competition projects for Centro Direzionale in Turin, 1963
Left to right, to to bottom:
Ludovico Quaroni et al., Akropolis 9 (first prize)
Giuseppe Samonà et al., Biancaneve e i sette nani (second prize)
Carlo Aymonino et al., Badeba (fourth prize)
Architetti Urbanisti Associati, L’ingranaggio 3 (mention)
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was already noticed as a latent risk by Giuseppe Samonà, that is, by the architect that 
had mostly contributed to formulate the new notions. Samonà highlighted such risk 
at a roundtable organised inside the cited architectural studio run by Saul Greco in 
Rome in 1961-62. His son, Alberto, also elaborated on Samonà’s concern about the 
risk of  quickly getting to formal ‘model solutions’ before firstly having investigated 
sufficiently the problems at stake, and the categories that had been introduced to cope 
with them. The main thing to be investigated was, first of  all, the ways in which a 
service-based economy was changing the city. 
In an article titled “Alla ricerca di un metodo per la nuova dimensione”47 (Looking for a 
method for the new dimension), published on Casabella in July 1963 (the month 
before the publication of  the Turin’s competition results, but at a time when those 
results were already publicly known), Alberto Samonà took distances from the two, 
connected understandings of  città territorio that had been provided by his colleagues 
Tafuri-Piccinato-Quilici (AUA), and Aymonino (they all taught together in the 
architectural school in Rome). Alberto Samonà noticed their inconsistency in relation 
to what they took as their shared premise, namely the cited conception of  città regione 
given by Giancarlo De Carlo at Stresa (a dynamic relation that contrasts the static 
condition of  the traditional city). He indeed found Tafuri and Aymonino’s notions of  
città territorio as contradicting De Carlo’s definition. 
Alberto Samonà critiqued Tafuri’s notion of  a territory based on the stability of  
large-scale infrastructure (these being both traffic infrastructure and the system of  
centri direzionali). For Samonà, this would end up in territorial disequilibrium due to the 
creation of  preponderant elements. As far as Aymonino’s definition was concerned, 
he had stated (also at the Stresa congress) that designing città regione meant defining 
those cardinal elements that needed be fixed, while the rest could be left to free 
individual choice. Here, for Alberto Samonà, the problem was that it was still too 
early to understand what those cardinal elements could be, and to define ways to 
make the choice. In general, two risks were inherent in both conceptions. The first 
was the definition of  a logic of  ‘highways’ and ‘containers’, which would provide 
the most generic solution to the urban problems. The second was the risk of  quickly 
looking for model solutions, maybe even by importing them from other international 
experiences. 
Before looking at this last point, it is important to highlight another aspect of  Alberto 
Samonà’s critique (that can be said to be a reiteration of  his father’s). He lamented the 
inadequate way in which the growing masses of  tertiary workers were being handled 
at a general political level48. While the industrial worker had been absorbed – and also 
‘normalised’ - into a system that included the definition of  ways for shaping him as 
a figure (through industrial schools and the likes), no similar answer was being given 
to the shaping of  the service worker. Therefore, Samonà’s understanding of  the new 
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urban dimension as mediated through the deployment of  spatial-architectural projects 
was as a pedagogical problem. Whatever centri direzionali meant, he saw them as the 
opportunity for providing an answer to the need of  educating a new professional 
figure – that was becoming majoritarian in the structure of  the working class. Such 
pedagogical understanding found its clearest opportunity to become explicit when 
the university became a central theme for an architectural project. However, until 
the late 1960s the university was still being debated almost exclusively at a political 
and technocratic level, and the main concern of  architects was the provision of  
architectural solutions to the rising tertiary city. The risk with those solutions was 
to institutionalise and normalised them too easily, that is, to turn them into general 
models.     
Towards original Italian research
Title page from Alberto Samonà, Allar 
ricerca di un metodo per la nuova dimensione, 
Casabella n.277, 1963
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From centri direzionali to centri universitari without thinking through models
“We should warn the Italian architects and urbanists against the risk of  conforming to clichés 
derived for European or American models to grasp the new [urban] dimension. Conversely, we should 
encourage some original research on the Italian situation, as this is so differentiated from place to 
place, from case to case, that it hardly lends itself  to a kind of  thinking through ‘models’.”49
Tafuri noticed the peculiar fate of  quartiere. Discussing Tiburtino in Rome, one of  the 
most known examples of  new neighbourhoods produced by what has been defined as 
architectural ‘new-realism’ in the 1950s, he stressed that its original sense was that of  a 
strong statement against a given condition. That condition was the old and congested 
city centre that, turned into an even worse living environment by the destruction 
of  the war, stimulated a desire of  escape, and of  new colonisation. Therefore, also 
contrasting the cited statement by Quaroni that “on the way to the city, we stopped in the 
village”, Tafuri posited that “neither city nor periphery, quartiere is not even a ‘village’; rather, it 
is a statement of  anger and hope”50.   
The most improper way to bring such statement forward would have been to 
institutionalise it, that is, to turn it into a model statement. However, that was exactly 
what happened: quartiere became a model, just an isolated piece of  city that would 
soon be absorbed by city growth thus losing its initial reason d’etre51. Rather than 
a different piece of  city, by turning rural land into buildable urban land quartiere 
triggered the speculative growth of  the city and, what was more paradoxical, turned a 
public development  - as the new neighbourhoods were developed with public funds 
by authorities such as INA Casa – into a magnet for speculation.  
A similar risk was inherent in centri direzionali, and it was necessary to avoid turning 
them into another magnet for speculative urban growth. While still in its initial 
“A statement of  anger and hope”: Quartiere
Aerial view of  Tiburtino, Rome
Ludovico Quroni, Mario Ridolfi, 1950)
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formulations with the projects for centri direzionali in the mid-1960s, this objective 
became clearly stated when the first two competitions for new universities in Italy 
were launched in 1970 and 1971. In those occasions, indeed, architects responded 
by making sure that universities would define pockets of  order – as big as possible – 
within a rural landscape to be preserved in its agricultural uses. That is why projects 
like Gregotti’s proposal for the University of  Florence or Samonà’s and Anversa 
Ferretti’s projects for the University of  Cagliari advanced an idea of  ‘city in the park’, 
where the park was both intended to satisfy the increasing demand for leisure of  the 
service and consumer society, but also as preserved rural land. 
In the first stages of  engagement by architects with a growing tertiary economy that 
was also becoming evident in Italy, there was a need to reflect on what a society based 
on services meant. Services were, indeed, something difficult to define beyond simply 
considering them as all that didn’t fit inside the more consolidated categories of  
agriculture and industry. Alberto Samonà advanced an understanding of  services that 
helps to clarify the new idea of  city that the Italian debate was trying to formulate. For 
him, services were productive activities to be understood alongside other productive 
activities such as the industrial and agricultural. As such, they were to concur to 
reshape the whole production system that started being envisaged spatially as an 
“organised productive countryside”, in opposition to an idea of  ‘urbanised countryside’ 
intended as the overflow of  the city over rural land.  
Città territorio was thus formulated as a large territory of  production where tertiary 
Continuing a research programme
After Quartiere, after Centro Direzionale:
the University
General plan for the University of  Florence
(Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti et al., 
1970-71)
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activities were not meant to slowly substitute industrial and agricultural activities 
but were aimed at renovating them within an idea of  inter-sectorial dependency. In 
particular, the concern for the decay of  agriculture was seen as the main aspect to 
address as it was clear how an economy solely based on tertiary activities could not 
be sustainable. Therefore, agglomerations of  service activities were not only aimed at 
the remedial of  a given situation (the lamented congestion of  the historic city centres 
where tertiary activities had caused an exile of  the residential component) but also, 
and more importantly, at serving as the starting point for a comprehensive territorial 
restructuring in which the new “dynamic relations” of  De Carlo’s definition of  città 
regione could be achieved among the constituent parts of  a territory of  production52.  
However, such starting point had not to be quickly consolidated into model solutions, 
and centri direzionali, that promised to provide the key for kick-starting the new 
territorial city, were not to be reduced to an architectural type intended in the ways in 
which 19th century culture had reduced type – that is, into a set of  classifiable solutions 
to be listed inside a manual. The volatile character of  services was therefore an 
advantage as it did not simply offer itself  to a clear translation into fixed architectural 
categories. Even more so, the university offered, by the end of  the 1960s, a new theme 
for elaborating further the exploration of  an architectural intervention not aimed at 
defining a model-type but at deploying settlement principles for the territorial city. In 
order to do this, also the way of  handling solutions elaborated in other contexts was to 
be carefully defined.
While the importance of  studying the Italian case as part of  wider processes of  
socio-cultural change that were happening in most Western countries was clearly 
stated53 – and represented, for the architectural community, in the numerous foreign 
projects analysed and discussed inside Italian architectural magazines, in particular 
Casabella directed by Ernesto Nathan Rogers - what the experiences of  centri direzionali 
and universities – or centri universitari as they were named at the time in Italy54 - have 
in common is a refusal of  emulating foreign solutions. In this, they can be seen as 
a response to Alberto Samonà’s invitation, stated as a conclusion to his mentioned 
essay on the new urban dimension, to elaborate “original research on the Italian reality” 
and to avoid “thinking through’ models’”. In the case of  universities, in particular, Italian 
architects all agreed to pursue the common mission of  refusing the mainstream way 
in which higher education was being given an architectural answer worldwide. Put 
shortly, this was an explicit refusal of  the notion of  the ‘campus’. The campus was 
considered by Italian architects as a solution that, while charged with significance at 
the time and place of  its origins, had lost such significance, and had been mortified 
as an ideal model to be reproduced indiscriminately. The campus was critiqued as 
a wrong answer because it did the opposite of  what the new post-war universities 
promised: it simply reiterated old notions of  higher education intended as a ‘special 
activity’ to be isolated into safe environments. At the same time, it contradicted the 
original sense of  such ‘island of  knowledge’ intended for a small élite (the sense 
it could still have until the 19th century) by trying to enlarge it with the aim of  
democratically opening it up to wider segments of  society. 
After having traced some of  what can be considered to be the fundamental aspects 
of  the architectural and urbanistic debate in post-war Italy, we can now turn to 
understand the ways in which the university emerged as a problem of  interest 
for Italian architects, and the trajectory that led from an initial stage of  research, 
reflection, confrontation, and theorisation, to the operative stage of  architectural 
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projects. Such trajectory starts with the acknowledgment that, beyond the case of  città 
universitarie in the 1920s-30s - the university was absent from the themes of  interest, 
and from the problems addressed by Italian modern architecture. Therefore, when the 
reform of  higher education exploded as a central problem for all Western countries, 
and when the international architectural community responded by proliferating 
answers, also Italian architects started acknowledging it as a problem not to be 
postponed any further. This was, to paraphrase Reyner Banham’s discussion of  
“megastructure in academe”55, the stage of  ‘university in academe’, that is, the moment in 
which the problem became a research topic across various schools of  architecture in 
Italy. 
This stage, that can be seen as a moment of  investigation in isolation (inside the 
schools), was then coupled with the confrontational stage in which ideas were publicly 
shared and circulated. This happened mostly through two media, namely architectural 
magazines and conferences. The main Italian magazines of  architecture (mainly 
Casabella, Domus, Controspazio, and Urbanistica) embraced the topic of  university 
reform, and added some monographic issues to an international collection that 
included the leading architectural magazines (The Architectural Review, Architectural 
Design, Architectural Forum, Architectural Record, L’Architecture D’Aujourd’Hui, 
to cite but the most important). A conference organised in 1970 on the topic of  
“University Building” represented the ultimate platform of  confrontation of  ideas that 
were synthetized in a document on the architectural aspects of  the university produced 
by some of  the main exponents of  the Italian architectural and urbanistic scene. 
Before moving to discuss the architectural debate on the university that developed 
in the 1960s it is necessary to consider the only previous moment in the 20th century 
when architects dealt with the topic of  university design: città universitaria in the 1930s. 
This will allow highlighting the distance that architects in the 1960s took with that 
previous case, and the extent to which the university was eventually considered by 
them as a completely new design topic. The review of  città universitaria can be coupled 
with the consideration of  another possible reference that Italian architects could have 
taken in the 1960s: the American campus. I have already stated many times that the 
overall aim of  this thesis is to show the existence of  a line of  thinking the university 
that differs from the canonical campus. A discussion of  one particular episode of  
‘direct encounter’ between Italy and the American campus can help to shed light on 
the kind of  critique that was developed by Italian architects against it, and on the 
rationale of  the idea of  university they proposed as a counter-argument. This episode 
was the teaching experience of  Piero Sartogo at the University of  Virginia. The 
following chapter is thus devoted to a coupled discussion of  città universitaria and of  
Sartogo’s critique to the campus.
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The wrong public magnet. The experience of  città universitaria 1935
“The idea of  concentrating all university institutes on a single, modern site could only be appraised 
and justified by the political and ideological climate shaped by Fascism.” 1   
A spatial history of  the Italian university is still to be written. While this is neither 
the objective of  this chapter nor of  the thesis as a whole, it may suffice to state that 
the university became a theme for architecture in Italy with the experience of  the 
so-called città universitaria. Since there can be some confusion in the way this term is 
used, it is necessary to make some clarification. A university city is often understood 
as a city that is mostly associated to the presence of  a university within its fabric. 
Actually, the more appropriate term for this would be ‘university town’, as this 
usually applies to smaller urban centres rather than large metropolises. So, Oxford 
can be named a university town while London - despite hosting a large number of  
important institutions, some of  which define the character of  entire areas of  the 
city – cannot be just labelled a university city. Città universitaria was a term used in the 
Italian architectural discourse on the university to refer to one of  two main ‘traditions’ 
of  university space. This term was introduced by Giancarlo De Carlo in 1968 and 
indicated a middle-European conception of  university space that was characterised 
as a collection of  palaces and urban blocks devoted to university uses. In this sense, 
he could state that the university in Paris was organised as a città universitaria, that 
is, as a diffuse presence inside the city fabric (regardless of  the fact that, as argued 
above for London, it wouldn’t be possible to name Paris itself  as just a university 
city). Finally, there is a third way to use the term, and it is in this way that I will use it 
in this paragraph. It refers to a particular moment in the evolution of  the university 
in Europe that happened mostly between the 1920s and 1930s, when European 
governments promoted the expansion of  existing universities in capital cities. Such 
expansion projects were all characterised by a delocalisation and re-concentration of  
all university buildings in one large site. Inevitably, as the availability of  large areas 
inside the urban fabric of  cities was low, the new locations of  the universities were all 
peripheral. These came to be named città universitarie (I use the Italian term in order 
to avoid confusion with the idea of  a university city but also because it was almost 
exclusively a European phenomenon).
In June 1936 L’Architecture D’Aujourd’Hui devoted an almost monographic issue to 
the theme of  città universitarie, that at the time were either completed or in their final 
stages of  development. The French magazine presented in particular six projects, 
namely the città universitarie in Rome, Madrid, Montreal, Athens, Oslo and Paris, that 
is, all capital cities. Here I want to clarify the ways in which this experience, and in 
Chapter 11
What precedents? What references?
A precedent and a foreign reference
From top:
Cover page of  monographic issue 
of  “Architettura” on Rome’s Città 
Universitaria,1934
Title page of  the first of  seven articles by Piero 
Sartogo on Campus Design 
(from Casabella n.322, 1968)
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particular, the città universitaria for the University of  Rome La Sapienza2, constituted a 
negative reference for the Italian projects for universities in Italy in the early 1970s. 
As a general note, the mostly European experience of  città universitarie marked the 
architectural registration of  the university’s definitive switch towards science. A 
number of  main spatial aspects associated to this switch can be summarised. Firstly, 
there was a quest for peripheral sites allowing for buildings with larger floor plates 
in relation to the larger demands of  space for scientific, laboratory activities as 
compared to the humanities (as well as allowing for further future growth). This was 
associated, secondly, to the standardisation of  a major building type made of  linked 
pavilions for most university buildings including those for the social sciences. This 
‘scientifisation’ of  the whole university found its architectural representation in the 
provision of  continuous spatial sequences in which a main structuring element was the 
double-loaded corridor. The origins of  this typological solution could be considered 
to be European, its paradigm being the urban hospital - that is, the paradigmatic 
science space of  the 19th century. At the same time, thirdly, another reference 
was of  American origins, and was much more extreme in its attempt at complete 
standardisation of  space. This was the assembly line factory with its typical, regular 
plan allowing for flexibility of  uses, and spatial reconfiguration. The first application 
of  the factory-logic to a university building had been William Welles Bosworth’s 
1913 design for the Massachusetts Institute of  Technology, which became a major 
case study also for European universities. At M.I.T. the spatial rules of  the assembly 
line factory - a homogeneous, generic plan in which the space-definer elements 
The medicalisation of  science space: applications of  the pavilion hospital
Above,from left:
Hospital-Clinic, Faculty of  Sciences, and Faulty of  Philosophy, Literature, 
Law and History in Madrid’s Ciudad Universitaria  
Project: Lopez Otero (masterplanner), 1929        
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui, June 1936)
Opposite: 
University of  Montreal
Project: Ernest Cormier, 1924
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui, June 1936)
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The university of  the assembly line
Massachusetts Institute of  Technology, Cambridge (MA)
Project: William Welles Bosworth, 1913
(from William J. Mitchell, Imagining MIT, 2007)
were reduced to a minimum (pillars and service core) – were applied to the spaces 
of  knowledge creation, and wrapped in a neoclassical dress of  monumentality. The 
university was thus provided with a new aesthetics in which the continuous, modifiable 
space of  the interior typical plan was mirrored in the most generic of  exterior 
elevations: a regular grid of  windows. 
This embracement of  some spatial logics proper of  industrial production was 
related to another one, namely the desire for concentration of  knowledge activities 
on one, single site. In the introductory essay to the cited issue of  L’Architecture 
D’Aujourd’Hui - written by Alexandre Persitz - concentration was claimed to be 
the main underlying logic governing the growth of  the modern city3. He noted how 
the modern city had expanded through agglomerations of  administrative services, 
governmental activities, health care facilities, sport centres, etc. As the university, 
he argued, had always been defined as concentration (an agglomerate of  colleges, 
seminars, and student residences around the Alma Mater), it came automatic that it 
could serve as a prototype of  concentration. At the same time, by defining students as 
“full brains, empty souls” (“Cerveux pleins, ames vides”) - in clear reference to wider critique 
of  the moral corruption caused by metropolitan life in the larger cities - and looking 
at the emergence of  other dimensions to the university experience – such as the cult 
of  the body intended as physical education, and the need for sociability and leisure 
- he praised the American campus4. This, he argued, offered the best answer to the 
new problems that emerged at the turn of  the 20th century, namely the provision of  
student residences, and the organization of  university life as a whole. Escape form the 
corrupted city, and re-concentration into a self-sufficient environment was, for him, 
the solution offered by città universitaria. 
However, among various European cases, the città universitaria of  Rome did not 
accepted the campus philosophy as a whole, and in this it can be said to set a 
precedent to the arguments of  Italian architects of  the 1970s. Città universitaria was 
promoted by the Fascist government, and opened by Mussolini in October 1935. It 
was one of  the first important examples of  Italian master plans in which the overall 
scheme was drawn by one architect – Marcello Piacentini – who then appointed other 
Opposite: Faculty of  Pharmacy, Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui, June 1936)
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architects for the design of  the single buildings. Indeed, the project was conceived as 
a collection of  buildings kept together by a clear formal intention in the overall plan. 
Such intention was, in the words of  Piacentini, an ‘urban’ intention. 
To understand such urban intention it is necessary to see the three-stage process 
of  ‘adaptation’ that gave birth to the project. In the preliminary phases before the 
actual project was produced, Piacentini organised a group of  collaborators and 
appointed them with the role of  studying foreign cases of  universities. He made a 
list of  international cases that spanned various centuries in terms of  their original 
foundation, and included both European and American universities5. He then asked 
one of  his collaborators, Gaetano Minnucci, to go on a study trip to visit personally 
the European cases. The American cases would have been analysed through 
publications and, more importantly, through the ways in which one of  the European 
cases had already interpreted the tradition of  the American campus. This was the 
project for Citade Universitaria de Madrid that was master-planned by Lopez Otero in 
19296. 
The University of  Madrid has been analysed as the first “American-style campus”7 ever 
built in Europe. Indeed, it imported the idea of  a scattered series of  buildings and 
clusters of  buildings on a large landscaped area in isolation from the city (the master 
plan prescribed that the overall covered area should not be higher than 15% of  the 
site). The project for the university followed a long journey through the United States 
during which a delegation sent by the King of  Spain visited the most important 
American university campuses. This was the first adaptation of  the American 
The campus imported
Localisation plan (left) and general plan 
(opposite) of  Ciudad Universitaria, Madrid
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui, 
June 1936) 
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campus into a European context. It happened through an enlargement of  the overall 
dimension of  the university, located on a 320-hectar site, and with some of  the main 
spaces –i.e. auditoriums, stadiums, lecture halls – designed to house larger numbers of  
students.
Piacentini – through Minnucci – studied the translation of  the campus operated by 
the university of  Madrid, and published the project on the October 1934 issue of  the 
magazine Architettura, which he directed8. However, just like it happened with the 
other cases analysed before producing the master plan, the University of  Madrid was 
studied only in order to extrapolate lessons of  a technical nature. Minnucci himself, 
in his final report on the study trip and the case studies, explicitly stated the technical 
nature of  that trip, whose aim was to learn about “construction techniques, plan organisation 
of  buildings, exterior finishes, and technical installations.” 9 Thus, no interest whatsoever 
in copying a model plan solution was expressed. Piacentini, indeed, clearly took 
distances from the principle of  dispersion in the landscape shown in the main case 
study (Madrid), and opted for the definition of  a dense environment mostly made of  
hard surfaces as opposed to the landscaped grounds – proper of  a canonical campus 
– of  the University of  Madrid. In its predilection for hard surfaces the project did 
not only operate an aesthetic or material decision. This was a profound modification 
of  the concept of  the campus and, in particular, of  the idea that the exterior spaces 
constituted a possible extension of  the interior spaces. In the campus, while buildings 
and grounds related to one another in an unequivocal figure/ground relation (as built 
objects on a tray), the exterior spaces were given as much importance as the interior 
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in terms of  their participation to shaping sociability and the ‘university experience’. 
If  this is most evident in what became the most popular and repeated model of  
campus – whose origins can be traced back to Frederick Law Olmsted and his idea 
of  pavilions in the landscape – it can be said to apply also to the more ‘urban’ types 
of  campuses like, for instance, that of  Columbia University in New York designed by 
McKim, Mead and White at the end of  the 19th century (and that was among the case 
studies visited by the Spanish commission and analysed by Piacentini’s team). 
Piacentini’s university did not interpret the continuity of  the experience between 
inside and outside of  the buildings. Conversely, he negated it, and claimed the clear 
distinction between programmatic interior spaces, and an exterior that is left only a 
role of  representation (of  culture and power). Such understanding of  a metaphysical 
urban stage10, that surely fitted Fascist ideals, while presenting the university as a 
densely built environment that was clearly distinguishable as a package of  designed 
order within the urban fabric, made a clear statement: higher education is what 
happens inside the buildings. Sociability – or what is today called ‘serendipity’ or 
‘informality’ - was not considered an integral part of  higher education, but at most a 
possible addition. Rather than relying on the connective tissue of  the grounds – what, 
spatially, constitute the essence of  the idea of  campus in its original Latin meaning of  
field - città universitaria allocated each moment of  academic life to a specific building 
within a completely interiorised idea of  higher education. The student, in Italy, 
became a student once he entered the door of  the single institute; conviviality was not 
supposed to happen everywhere, but was also given its interior space: in the building 
Forum Revisited as Urban Campus
Top: 
Plan of  Città Universitaria, Rome
Project: Marcello Piacentini (masterplanner), 1932-35
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui, 
June 1936)
Below:
View of  Columbia University (final version with the addition of  
South Campus for student housing)
Project: McKim, Mead & White, 1894
(from Barry Bergdoll et al., Matering McKim’s Plan, 1997)
The urban stage
Città Universitaria, Rome
View along the central axis towards Rectorate 
(from Architettura n.14, 1935)
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of  dopolavoro, that is, something that happens ‘after’ work is accomplished, and in the 
quadriportico, itself  more conceived as a building than as an actual open space. 
Thus, città universitaria interpreted the university as an intermittent experience in which 
the student was, first and foremost, an urban dweller who switched-on his student 
status at 8 a.m. to switch it off  when lectures or exams were ended in the evening, and 
then go back home. The latter, was still his birthplace where he lived with his family11. 
Ultimately, città universitaria was just the agglomerated and enlarged version of  the old 
university, more than any real advancement towards a new conception. This is also due 
to the fact that, for reasons related to the specific point in history, architecture was not 
charged with defining the brief  but just to represent a brief  completely formulated at 
the political level. 
Such clarity of  direction from the top would totally disappear in the democratic 
climate into which architects in the 1960s and 1970s started discussing about the 
university as an urbanistic and architectural problem. As I have shown, the political 
debate on the university in the 1960s was all but clear in its providing possible 
guidelines for architects to start working on projects for the space of  higher education. 
However, this is not the most important reason why città universitaria could not be 
taken as an example to replicate. This has to be found in a more profound aspect 
that is urbanistic in nature, and that relates to the way in which – as I have already 
briefly pointed out - città universitaria was conceived, and it subsequently operated as a 
development pole for the growth of  the city. 
The new città universitaria was not a real escape from the city. The aerial pictures of  
the complex taken at the time of  its completion show that, while not completely 
embedded within the urban fabric, it was not even inserted within a condition of  
pure isolation on virgin land. Those pictures tend to represent the university from a 
perspective that choses as background not the old city centre but the periphery. This 
new urban condition was already partly realised under mostly private developments, 
but the university was not conceived to end the growth of  that condition. Rather, 
it was to define a package of  order that would trigger further growth around it. 
Thus, the university was from the outset conceived to be gradually absorbed by the 
growth of  the city, while attempting to retain some level of  autonomy by means of  
After-studying
Left: Quadriportico (project: Eugenio Montuori)
Right: Dopolavoro (project: Gaetano Minnucci)
(from Architettura n.14, 1935)
A public magnet
Localisation plan (left) and view of  Città Universitaria 
looking towards the periphery of  Rome (below)
(from Architettura n.14, 1935)
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its being designed as a finite island12. If  this, on the one side, can be seen as a refusal 
of  the pastoral ideal interpreted by many American campuses (and reiterated by the 
University of  Madrid), it was also the opposite of  what Italian architects in the early 
190s set out to accomplish with the projects for universities. 
They would criticise città universitaria for having anticipated a logic that was then 
reiterated, after the Second World War, with quartiere. As seen, this logic was based on 
using a public development as a magnet for private speculative development. Indeed, 
that was what would happen around città universitaria, which as predicted was soon 
absorbed by the expansion of  the city. The ideas of  a development axis (asse attrezzato), 
and of  centro direzionale were the ways in which architects like Carlo Aymonino, 
Manfredo Tafuri, Giuseppe and Alberto Samonà, and others saw a possibility of  
inverting the logics of  urban growth. When the university entered the architectural 
debate in the late 1960s, they found a new opportunity for taking their discourse a 
step further and, hopefully (but, unfortunately, without success) realise their idea of  
city. However, it was firstly necessary for them to do research on the university as an 
architectural problem, and to start from scratch given that there was no real Italian 
spatial tradition for the university with which to confront (as, conversely, there were 
strong traditions in other countries). The experience of  città universitaria could not 
provide one (beyond, at most, the principle of  concentration as an intrinsic rule of  the 
university), as it went against their idea of  inverting the logics of  city growth.      
Besides the research programmes that were developed inside some of  the main 
Italian architectural schools in the late 1960s on the topic of  university expansion, a 
complementary view came from the United States, and from the work of  a couple of  
Italian architects/professors. Indeed, if  the importation of  foreign models had to be 
avoided it was firstly necessary to take a closer look to what, by the mid-1960s, had 
become the main model for the university at an international scale. In other words, 
it was necessary to take a closer look at the reality of  the campus, in order to finally 
demystify it. This ‘mission’ was pursued by Piero Sartogo and Carlo Pelliccia. As 
visiting professors at the School of  Architecture of  the University of  Virginia (again, 
around 1967), they had an opportunity to observe directly the crisis of  the campus 
as a model space for the university. Based on that experience, Sartogo and Pelliccia 
published a series of  articles on the topic of  campus design on Casabella between 
1968 and 1969. 
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Understanding multiversity and megalopolis.
Piero Sartogo and the campus critiqued from within  
“The boundaries of  the university are stretched to embrace all society. The student becomes alumnus 
and the alumnus continues as student: the graduate enters the outside world and the public enters the 
classroom and the laboratory”13
“As time devoted to specific education cannot but be limited and controlled, whereas the learning 
experience covers an unlimited time frame the current model of  the campus – which is closed towards 
the outside world – necessarily allows for limited experience.”14
In a series of  seven articles published between January 1968 and March 1969 on 
the pages of  Casabella (the first five being co-author with Carlo Pelliccia), architect 
Piero Sartogo discussed the theme of  “campus design”15. As visiting professor at the 
University of  Virginia in 1967-68, Sartogo chose as research topic the changes that 
were affecting higher education, and assigned the project of  a university to the 
students of  an architectural design studio16. Sartogo could thus analyse the American 
campus from within – being hosted inside Jefferson’s academical village in Virginia – 
and in the period when student dissent reached its peak all over the United States17. 
The articles traced a trajectory from a general understanding of  the campus and the 
current state of  campus design, to an exploration of  the challenges posed to the 
campus in the United States, to then switch attention to Italy and to the ways in which 
models of  territorial development of  universities could be defined, and to look in 
conclusion at the competition for the Free University of  Abruzzo (1969) that was the 
first of  a series of  similar architectural competitions for university expansion in Italy.
Sartogo started his analysis of  the current condition of  higher education by noticing 
the permanence of  a conception of  education as a two-stage experience. On the 
one side there was the stage of  learning, on the other the stage of  application of  
what had been learned. Acknowledging how such duality was no longer adequate for 
describing human experience, and noting how the campus had traditionally aimed at 
spatializing such duality (that is, by detaching humans for their ‘learning’ stage of  life, 
to subsequently release them to apply within society the knowledge they acquired), he 
automatically rejected the campus as an anachronistic notion. Moreover, he claimed 
the gradual acquisition by the campus of  various typical city functions – such as 
Understanding American Higher Education
(from Piero Sartogo, Carlo Pelliccia, Campus Design 2, Casabella n.323, 1968)
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residencies, social facilities, and leisure facilities – to be a reinforcement of  its original 
rationale of  isolating the learning phase of  life. 
In the United States Sartogo could observe how universities had started expanding 
their ties with the outside world. In particular, this applied to the multiple 
interdependences between universities and the industrial world that had been 
growing during the 20th century18. Such opening up of  the university, and the related 
complication and multiplication of  its activities gave rise to what Clark Kerr, President 
of  the University of  California, named the “multiversity”19. The multiversity was an 
institution no longer solely concerned with learning or pure research that could be 
conducted ‘in vitro’, and in detachment from society (in the campus); rather, it was a 
university that had suddenly found itself  imbricated in the multiple socio-economic 
networks of  a world that was changing towards increasing consumption and demands 
for leisure. Yet the university, in the United States, was still mostly housed inside the 
idyllic environment of  greenfield campuses. 
Sartogo’s prognosis about such changing situation was that “if  education will have a 
leading role in conjunction with political and economic power, the logical consequence is to turn the 
campus into an open structure integrated inside the urban fabric”20. This meant that the campus 
had to redefine its identity that should not anymore be understood exclusively in terms 
of  a physical identity (that is, the campus as a totally formally identifiable element), but 
should become a “state of  mind”. 
Sartogo noted how the emerging concept of  a multiversity had been handled in 
architectural design terms as the deployment of  increasingly larger campuses that took 
on a city-like dimension. The new campuses, indeed, aimed at reproducing a city in 
microcosm, that is, at assuming the “process-based and phenomenological nature of  the city”21. 
However, he soon pointed out how the projects that had been developed up to that 
point, even the ones that were most celebrated in architectural publications, were still 
far from achieving that opening up of  the university that was demanded by socio-
economic change. He had interest in looking at some of  those projects not because 
they provided the correct mode of  thinking of  the new role of  the university inside 
the city. Rather, he looked at them from a purely architectural point of  view, trying to 
Formal stability as a goal or as a postulate
Left: Loughborough University of  Technology 
(Arup Associates, 1966)
Right: Scarborough College, University of  
Toronto (John Andrews and Partners, 1964)
(from Piero Sartogo, Carlo Pelliccia, Campus 
Design, Casabella 322, 1968) 
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point out the ways in which they signalled the appropriation by campus planning of  
principles that were proper of  urban design in general. Therefore, he classified the 
new campuses under two architectural categories, naming them “formal stability as a 
postulate”, and “formal stability as a goal”22. He thus listed the projects for the University 
of  Illinois at Chicago Circle (SOM), Scarborough College (John Andrews), and Simon 
Fraser University (Arthur Erickson) as examples of  the first category, while the 
Berlin Free University (Candilis, Josic and Woods), and Loughborough University of  
Technology (ARUP) belonged to the second.   
The aim of  Sartogo’s research was to understand the ways in which the university 
could be reconceived as a central institution of  an emerging knowledge economy 
(although he didn’t use this term, which would start to be used only many years 
later). The United States offered a unique opportunity to see how what used to be 
a successful spatial model for the university – the campus – had dramatically lost its 
meaning due to the rapid processes of  change of  the built environment. As already 
recalled in this thesis, in the 1960s the urban condition of  the United States had been 
labelled as “megalopolis”. While this term applied to a specific part of  the continent, 
and could not describe the whole of  it, it nevertheless indicated a reality that could 
probably be repeated elsewhere. Rather than contrasting megalopolis, Sartogo argued 
that it would be important to understand its logics and work from within those logics. 
He claimed that megalopolis was characterised as the summation of  a “functional 
connective tissue” (made of  residences, commerce, transports, etc.), and what he termed 
“departmental aggregation”, that is, concentrations of  specific activities. Rather than 
subverting this model, he proposed to apply it also to the “structures of  knowledge” 
(strutture del sapere). Therefore, knowledge would be deterritorialised as a “horizontal 
functional grid” in which academic, residential, and commercial activities all co-existed. 
Subsequently, it would be re-territorialised at intervals with “specialised vertical systems” to 
be placed along the main mobility axes of  megalopolis. 
Understanding Megalopolis
Map ofthe United States produced in Piero 
Sartogo’s design studio at the University of  
Virginia
(from Piero Sartogo, Carlo Pelliccia, Campus 
Design 2, Casabella n.323, 1968)
Designing Megalopolis through the University
“Academity”, student project from Piero Sartogo’s design 
studio at the University of  Virginia
(from Piero Sartogo, Carlo Pelliccia, Campus Design 2, 
Casabella n.323, 1968)
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This diagram was developed as a project for a territorial system of  knowledge by 
a group of  students during the architectural design studio led by Sartogo at the 
University of  Virginia. The project, named “Academity”23, proposed the reorganisation 
of  knowledge structures  for the American East Coast by conceiving them as a new 
layer of  the territory structured along the main traffic ways. Rather than considering 
only the university, the project intended to reorganise the whole of  the education 
system, and defined the university as the most specialised stage of  that system. A 
horizontal tissue, regulated by a grid, organised all educational functions at the lower 
levels (from primary to secondary education), and interspersed them almost freely 
with other urban uses. From such horizontal tissue the university emerged as vertical 
towers for more specialised uses. 
While in line with the dominance of  the mega dimension that characterised many 
architectural courses at universities in the 1960s, the project of  Sartogo’s students was 
also a response to the emerging notions of  an informational society, and of  lifelong 
learning (I opened this paragraph with a statement on lifelong learning by Clark 
Kerr quoted by Sartogo in one of  his articles on Casabella). In particular, the project 
introduced the idea of  a “bank of  learning” intended as an evolution of  the traditional 
library. The bank of  learning “selects and processes information to transmit it through 
mechanical systems (teaching machines) across the whole territory. […] It stores knowledge and 
makes it accessible from all levels of  the education system”24. Moreover, physical infrastructure 
was not the only means for transmitting knowledge, as “the introduction of  computers 
allows the bank of  learning to be accessible from any point of  the territory”25. 
This student project, like others produced inside the design studio and presented 
by Sartogo in the “campus design” series of  articles, clearly manifested a desire to go 
beyond the campus and its false promise of  acting like a city in miniature. Rather 
than as a set of  packages, the articles aimed to convey the idea that the transfer 
of  information and the creation of  new knowledge were conceived as processes 
that could only happen at a territorial level. The decision of  confronting the urban 
condition of  megalopolis was meant to provide, through the most extreme case of  
urbanisation that was noticeable at the time, evidence of  a need to change scale of  
reasoning about knowledge and its institutions. What Sartogo’s ‘applied research’ 
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Designing Megalopolis through the University
“Academity”, student project from Piero Sartogo’s design 
studio at the University of  Virginia. 
Plan and sectionof  one node of  the linear system
(from Piero Sartogo, Carlo Pelliccia, Campus Design 2, 
Casabella n.323, 1968)
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(today it would probably be called ‘research by design’) of  the American higher 
education system helped to introduce into the Italian architectural community was 
the massive scale of  re-thinking required by the changing condition of  knowledge 
into an economic commodity. He thus added an architectural voice to the call for 
going beyond common thinking of  a possible ‘reform’ of  the university that I 
have discussed in my review of  the Italian debate on the university in the 1960s. 
Re-forming, it was argued, was possible only on something that still retained an 
overall meaning and coherence26. The university - the American case showed it and 
the Italian case re-affirmed it even if  at a smaller scale – had lost such coherence; 
it was no longer capable of  providing answers to a radically changed notion of  
knowledge. Sartogo warned about the risks that such change could raise, namely the 
instrumentalisation of  the ‘knowledge industry’ at the service of  wider economic 
aims. Freedom of  enquiry was seriously under threat, and the study of  the American 
case was fundamental for grasping the scale of  the problem, but also for stimulating 
proposals for radically inverting the situation. 
However, the only way to invert the situation - this is the overall massage of  Sartogo’s 
contribution - was by working from within it, understanding its logics, and amplifying 
them through the addition of  a new layer. This layer was the territorial university, 
in which the word university acquired a much broader meaning than its traditional 
one, and indicated a part of  an ‘education continuum’ that it no longer made sense 
to break down into ‘zones’27. If  education was becoming the linking thread of  life 
during all of  its stages, a traditional understanding of  human experience as composed 
of  different spheres could no longer hold reasonable. Living, working, entertaining, 
and shopping, were increasingly blurred moments kept together by complex and 
multilateral processes of  knowledge exchange. The university had to keep together all 
of  those moments. Sartogo concluded his analysis of  American higher education by 
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distilling three possible ways (and three different scales) in which the university could 
be conceived: the first was as a device for the renewal of  urban areas, the second was 
as “directional infrastructure” at the urban and territorial scale (that is, a centro direzionale), 
and the third was as a “guiding structure at national level”. 28         
While the three scales of  intervention could co-exist, it was the second definition, 
namely that which assimilated the university to the notion of  centro direzionale, and 
responded to the changing ‘urban dimension’, that ultimately was, for Sartogo, the 
main one to pursue. Thus, the hypothesis of  città territorio found its reassertion through 
the theme of  a territorialised university understood as “directional [tertiary] infrastructure 
organised along the main communication channels, and aimed at inverting the logic of  city growth as 
agglomeration of  quarters. [Universities are] an infrastructure that works for controlling from the 
inside the processes of  urban agglomeration, and also the nodes of  territorial development”29.                
The importance of  Sartogo’s essays on Casabella is that they presented two alternative 
ways of  considering the territorialisation of  the university. Most of  the student 
projects – “Academity” being a typical example – promoted the idea of  città territorio 
as it had been mostly developed in previous years, that is, as a territory structured by 
communication infrastructure and large-scale concentrations of  tertiary activities. 
The student projects, as seen, defined the university as one such concentration, and 
handled it formally as large-dimension structures aimed at keeping together physical 
finiteness with a degree of  indeterminacy. While this is indubitably the privileged way 
proposed by the Sartogo and Pelliccia for handling the territorialisation of  knowledge, 
in the fifth article of  the series they hinted to another dimension of  knowledge that 
had been interpreted by some member of  the architectural community.
This was the dimension of  self-learning, presented as a growing phenomenon 
of  education. From a general perspective, this dimension signalled a possible 
parallel phenomenon of  knowledge territorialisation than that of  the expansion 
of  institutionalised knowledge30. This phenomenon happened as an infiltration of  
education into other spheres of  human habitat, a process that the rapid development 
of  new communication technologies contributed to accelerate. A student project 
inside the studio at the University of  Virginia interpreted this phenomenon. It 
Learning vs Education
Student project for a self-learning university from Piero Sartogo’s design studio 
at the University of  Virginia
(from Piero Sartogo, Carlo Pelliccia, Campus Design 5, 
Casabella n.332, 1969)
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proposed to rethink as educational nodes also other components of  megalopolis, in 
particular housing and tertiary activities. This project was included within a line of  
architectural thinking that had mostly developed in the 1960s in Britain. Alongside the 
student project Sartogo and Pelliccia thus presented images from three Archigram’s 
projects (the “university node” of  Peter Cook’s Plug-in City, the Ideas Circus project 
also by Cook, and a study machine of  one of  the living pods by David Greene), and 
Cedric Price’s Atom project. These projects talked of  another dimension to knowledge 
and the learning process, namely its “high degree of  anonymity” and generality31. Price, 
in particular, had produced the most known counter-project for a university territory 
with Potteries Thinkbelt, and had often proclaimed his critique to learning intended 
solely in terms of  ‘education’. 
Albeit unbalanced, the co-existence of  the two conceptions of  knowledge processes 
– namely the institutionalised, and the de-institutionalised and self-achieved – in 
Sartogo’s articles would anticipate the two main poles of  discussion around which the 
Italian architectural debate on the university was organised in the early 1970s. I have 
used such two poles as the organising structure for the first sections of  the thesis, in 
which the ‘institutionalised’ argument gave rise to the ‘canonical’ interpretation of  
città territorio, and spatialized the university as a large-dimension concentration (the 
projects of  Giuseppe Samonà, Carlo Aymonino, and Vittorio Gregotti); while the ‘de-
institutionalised’ reacted to such interpretation, and aimed at the total dissolution of  
the university as a diffuse territorial entity with little – if  none at all – figural presence 
(the counter-projects by Archizoom and Giancarlo De Carlo).
Learning vs Education
Ideas Circus (Archigram, 1968; opposite) and 
Atom (Cedric Price, 1969; above)
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“Italy was the first European country to employ the bustle of  ideas and actions for the transformation 
of  the medieval city in the modern metropolis. However, this indubitable credit of  ours should be seen 
as the last act of  a culturally and politically fortunate phase, rather than as the first act of  a new, 
modern period that assimilates us to central and northern European countries. The development of  
this more recent culture has substantially contributed to the drowsiness of  populations.”1    
After the experience of  città universitaria, the university disappeared from the agenda 
of  Italian architects during the inter-war years, and in the first fifteen years after World 
War 2. Ludovico Quaroni, talking at a conference organised by ISES (Istituto per lo 
Sviluppo dell’Edilizia Sociale) in 1970 on the theme “University Building”2 was even more 
precise about this fact. He claimed that the projects for Rome’s Città Universitaria and 
Milan’s Città Studi (another attempt at concentrating all university activities in a single 
area of  a large city) did not signal a renewed interest by Modernism on the university. 
Conversely, they were ideas that dated back to the first years after the unification of  
Italy, when the main planning interest was the renovation of  the old capital cities. 
By the time of  the conference the situation had changed completely. The university 
had, finally, emerged as a most pressing problem also in Italy and, more in particular, 
it had become part of  architectural consciousness. However, Quaroni lamented how it 
was still being coped only in terms of  quantity and localisation. Politicians were merely 
addressing the question of  how to distribute universities on the national territory, and 
this, to the eyes of  Quaroni, concealed an implicit idea of  alienation of  the university 
from the fabric of  society. The ghost of  such alienation was immediately named: the 
university campus3. 
Quaroni was one among many – if  not all – Italian architects that, when writing 
about a university (or designing one) in the early 1970s would claimed that the Italian 
university could not be restructured through the model of  the campus. Moreover, like 
his colleagues Piero Sartogo and Giancarlo De Carlo, Quaroni had the opportunity 
to make direct experience of  the American campus as a visiting professor at one 
American university (in his case, M.I.T.). For all of  these architects, such experience 
took place in the years between the mid-to-late 1960s, that is, when student protests 
reached their climax. Much of  that protest, which rejected the instrumental use 
of  universities for reasons of  economic development, and reclaimed their role of  
stimulating critical enquiry, was interpreted by Quaroni and his colleagues also as clear 
evidence of  the faultiness of  an understanding of  higher education as an activity to be 
isolated within the self-contained environment of  a campus.     
A number of  prophecies about the future central role of  the university in the 
organisation of  society had been developed in the 1960s. Among these, Quaroni cited 
“Notes on the post-industrial society”4 in which Daniel Bell proclaimed that in a hundred 
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The university in academe
Student graduation project for a university in 
Calabria, from the design studio taught by 
Guido Canella and Lucio S. D’Angiolini at 
Milan’s Polytechnic, 1969 
(students: Cinzia Pignoli, Michele Rebora, 
Angelo Torricelli)
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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years the university would have become what the large industry had been during the 
previous hundred years. He also referenced Stephen Graubard’s prophecy that by 
the year 2000 the boundaries between learning, leisure, health, and work would have 
mostly dissipated, and a new university would have corresponded to a new urban 
environment. 
Other participants to the ISES conference agreed in considering the university as a 
primary element for territorial restructuring, and as the main new testing ground for 
a new idea of  city5. Quaroni claimed that the only way to work in the direction of  
those prophecies was by getting rid of  a concern for mere geographical localisation, 
and point towards the construction of  a “new model of  city”6. In such new city, he said, 
the university would have been “an emergent element, a moral and figurative focal point in the 
foreground”7.  
The conference marked the tipping point of  a debate on the expansion of  higher 
education that had been developed among the Italian architectural and urbanist 
community. Thus, it was an important moment of  confrontation and synthesis. 1970 
was also the year when the first important, ambitious architectural competition for 
the design of  a new university settlement was launched (the international competition 
for the University of  Florence8).  To be sure, the discussion that converged in 1970 
had been developed within a very limited time, starting approximately in 1967.  It was 
then that, while the debate on university reform was still evolving without achieving 
any consensus among political parties, the parliament passed an act that regulated 
university construction. With Legge no. 641 on “new norms for school and university 
buildings, and five-year financial plan 1967-719  Italian universities were given a strict 
limited time to develop a five-year expansion plan, and submit it for the approval of  
the Ministry of  Public Education. The law allocated a sum of  almost 210 billion liras 
for university building. This sum was intended to cover the costs for the expansion 
of  existing buildings, the renovation and conservation of  existing buildings, and the 
construction of  new ones – either single faculties or institutes, or whole university 
complexes. If  the cost of  construction of  new complexes (Nuovi Complessi Universitari 
– NCU) was over 500 million liras universities were compelled to organise public 
architectural competitions to choose the most appropriate project10. 
The 1967 law thus marked an important moment as it introduced a new dimension to 
the problem of  the university: now it was not only something to be debated from an 
administrative or theoretical viewpoint, but it had to be defined as three-dimensional 
space. Thus, the historical absence of  university design from the objectives of  Italian 
architects found an abrupt ending: now it was necessary to build, and this ought to be 
done as quickly as possible. Architects found themselves to face a difficult situation. 
The problem was indeed that before any project could be produced it was necessary to 
build a whole architectural debate almost from scratch around the topic of  university 
design.  
Architects abruptly awakened
The law passed by the Italian Parliament in 1967 
to regulate university construction (still without an 
overall reform of  higher education)
(Legge 641, from Gazzetta Ufficiale della 
Repubblica Italiana n.198,1967)
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A discussion among architects. 
The 1970 ISES Conference on “University Building”
“What discussed up to this point allows clarifying what we mean as university typology. This does 
not refer to a complex that is different from the urban and territorial structure, detached from it, 
and defined solely by its functional needs. Conversely, university typology means an aggregate of  built 
university space capable of  allowing for the maximum of  exchange and interaction among study, 
research, work, dwelling, and nature.”11   
ISES was a public agency specialised in managing social housing projects in Italy. The 
university, as a public project, could be considered among them. Thus, ISES asked 
the collaboration of  specialists in architecture and urbanism for setting a possible 
operative framework for managing the expansion of  higher education from a physical 
perspective. The conference organised in Rome in October 1970 was inter-disciplinary, 
and represented a substantial effort at addressing the multiple dimensions associated 
to a theme as complex as that of  university expansion. The conference was structured 
into four themes, each of  which corresponded to a study-team. The themes were: 
typology and technology, urbanistic problems, quantitative problems, and legislative 
problems12. 
Participants came from various parts of  Italy but could mostly be divided into three 
main groups corresponding to the schools of  architecture were the university had 
become a research topic since 1967. The three schools were Rome (that included 
among its main protagonists Ludovico Quaroni, Paola Coppola Pignatelli, Piero 
Sartogo, Giuseppe Rebecchini, Salvatore Dierna, and Franco Karrer), Milan (where a 
research group at Politecnico di Milano was led by Guido Canella and Lucio Stellaro 
D’Angiolini), and Bologna (with a team led by Fernando Clemente). It is important 
to note that many of  those names would return as participants to the architectural 
competitions launched by Italian universities between 1970 and 1974. As said, one of  
those competitions had already been launched (for the University of  Florence), and 
by the time of  the conference some of  the participants had been working on their 
proposals for a few months13. In particular, a large team led by Ludovico Quaroni 
from Rome, Luigi Spadolini from Florence, and Fernando Clemente from Bologna 
would eventually win the third prize at the competition. Giuseppe Rebecchini would 
also submit a project, and later be part of  the winning team for the 1971 competition 
for the University of  Cagliari14.   
As said, the ISES conference was inter-disciplinary although the majority of  the 
participants were either architects or urbanists. All agreed in advocating the need 
for a new national law that would go beyond the 1967 act. The latter, indeed, was 
criticised for two main reasons. The first was the amount of  financial funds it 
allocated for university expansion. The participants to the conference lamented the 
total insufficiency of  that budget in relation to the massive scale of  intervention 
that was needed to upgrade Italian higher education. Many of  the papers read at the 
conference dealt with redefining the quantitative aspects of  the problem, and showed 
that if  there was agreement on the need to establish about 10-15 new universities 
in Italy this would require much higher funds. Comparing various statistical studies, 
and in particular Progetto ‘80’s prediction of  one million students enrolled to Italian 
universities by 1980, and considering an ideal dimension for a university being 
The university in architectural debate
Summary of  presentations at a conference on university building 
organised by ISES in 1970
(from Casabella n.357, 1971)
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included between 10,000 and 15,000 students (12,000 the preferred average), some 
estimated an overall sum of  3,500 billion liras to be necessary (that meant about 233 
billion each year for fifteen years, much higher than the 41 billion per year allocated by 
Legge 641) 15.  
However, besides the quantitative complaint, the second criticism raised by the 
participants to the ISES conference against the existing national law for university 
building was even more relevant as it related to the lack of  an overall framework for 
university expansion in Italy. Participants were in agreement in their condemnation 
of  the practices of  indiscriminate decentralisation (defined as a response to the mere 
“slogan of  a university in each province”16), and of  proliferation of  universities conceived 
without any idea of  their complementarity, and thus being just a waste of  public 
money17. The presentations given at the conference manifested the ambiguous 
situation in which architects and urbanists found themselves to operate due to the 
lack of  some clear guidance from the national level. This resulted in chaotic situation 
whose evidence came from the excessive number of  possible alternatives that could 
indiscriminately be chosen by universities (as well as by their architects and planners) 
for defining spatial strategies for expanding higher education. 
To stress the heterogeneity of  strategies one of  the study-teams cited the three 
recent examples of  the University of  Calabria, the University of  Rome, and the 
University of  Florence. The first had been established by a national act in 196818, and 
represented the first “residential university” in Italy, thus serving as a testing ground for 
an experimental novel conception of  institution in the country. The national act that 
established the new university clearly defined its institutional organisation (structured 
through the new sub-institution of  the department) but left the definition of  its 
location and the ways to acquire the land for construction to further discussion. In 
the case of  the University of  Rome, a doubling of  the university had been proposed 
to solve, by creating a second university, the extreme congestion of  La Sapienza. The 
strategy was opposed to that of  Calabria, as the site for construction was identified 
from the outset (a 500-hectar area in the periphery of  Rome) but nothing was decided 
about the organisation of  the institution. Finally, a third way was followed by the 
University of  Florence that, together with the Ministry of  Public Education, in May 
1970 had launched the first of  a series of  architectural competitions. In this case, 
neither the institutional structure nor the site for the new university pole were clearly 
defined. The department was indicated as the possible unit of  the new university (but 
projects had to be ‘flexible’, and allow also other possible institutional arrangements), 
while the architects could choose where to locate the new university within the wide 
territory indicated by the competition brief  (between Florence and Prato)19.      
However, the conference was important also because it showed how architects were 
not simply willing to take a secondary role. Rather than wait for political agreement on 
the reform, some claimed a more direct involvement of  their disciplines for proposing 
solutions and advancing the discussion20. Thus, those who defended a more leading 
position of  the disciplines of  architecture and urbanism – beyond a mere role of  
representing national directives – started proposing operative solutions. One of  these 
more operative approaches diagnosed different territorial conditions in Italy, and made 
them correspond to the different roles that the university was called to take in each 
of  those conditions. So, in the highly developed and urbanised areas of  Italy, where 
the territory was mostly shaped by large urban concentrations, the university should 
have a “rationalising” role, that is, it should give new sense to existing urban areas and 
Cover pages of  the papers given at the ISES 
conference in 1970
(from Archivio Bottoni, Milano)
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buildings (a logic of  urban renewal). In the case of  areas characterised by diffused 
urbanity organised in a network of  smaller towns, the university had to “specialise” 
some of  those urban centres. Finally, in more depressed areas (namely the south of  
continental Italy) the university was to serve a proper structuring role, and act as a 
main engine for territorial growth. While in the first two cases the university was to 
be complementary with the existing territorial elements, in the latter the lack of  any 
‘critical mass’ made it necessary to think of  the university as a mostly autonomous 
element. It was in this case that the idea of  a campus came closest to define a 
possible model also for the Italian university (something that the competitions for 
the universities of  Calabria and Salerno would ambiguously interpret). Yet the basic 
idea remained different from the campus: the university in the south of  Italy (that 
came also to be known as “Università del Sud”, intended as a single institution for a 
large geographical area) was not a safe haven for nurturing an élite, but a productive 
infrastructure of  a territory in wait to be resurrected from its blight. This required 
the coupling of  a new industrial policy and the increase in general levels of  education 
among all segments of  society. In the south of  Italy the university not only had to 
engage with the industrial sector, but it had itself  to become productive machinery. 
This understanding of  the university as an industrial undertaking would be interpreted 
by some of  the more critical projects presented at the competition for the University 
of  Calabria between 1972 and 1974.         
In more general terms, the ISES conference confirmed a diffused suspicious feeling 
towards the importation of  foreign models that, as seen, had consolidated during the 
post-war years of  the Italian architectural debate, and that was now been extended 
to university design. Participants to the conference argued that the poor condition 
of  the university in Italy did not make it possible to import model, pre-packaged 
solutions from other countries. Rather, rephrasing Alberto Samonà’s 1963 instigation 
Calculating growth
(from Guido Cantalamessa et al., Primi 
elementi per una valutazione del fabbisognoo di 
edilizia universitaria in Italia, 
ISES conference, 1970)
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on finding “a method for the new [urban] dimension”, an original approach to university 
design had to be developed21. The fact that Italy started addressing the problem 
of  university expansion later than other countries was, paradoxically, an advantage, 
and an opportunity for advancing research on university planning and architecture. 
From a purely disciplinary perspective it was felt that such research had to consider 
the university beyond the idea of  ‘typology’, that is, as something that could not be 
reduced to a set of  rules to be replicated indefinitely. As it was perceived to be an 
instance of  such a “closed typology”, the campus was rejected by Italian architects.   
It has to be noticed that not all architects that would develop projects for Italian 
universities in the following years took part to the conference. Some important voices 
were, indeed, missing, and included names such as Giancarlo De Carlo, Giuseppe 
Samonà, and Vittorio Gregotti. All of  these architects either took part to more than 
one of  the Italian architectural competitions of  the early 1970s, or produced projects 
on direct commissions by universities (as in the case of  De Carlo). To provide a more 
complete picture of  the architectural debate that developed in the late 1960s and led 
to the ISES conference, it is thus necessary to look at some of  the other contributions, 
and some of  the concepts that informed that debate.  
Discussing the university as typology
(cover page of  the final report by the work-group on 
typological problems, ISES conference, 1970)
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The university investigated inside the university. 
Research projects in the late 1960s
“The only feasible hypothesis seems to be the set-up of  a permanent state of  fluidity where the 
diffusion of  information and experience is continuous, ubiquitous, and widespread.”22
“Learning is an unicuum; the university is not an isolated fact.”23
The sudden emergence of  the university as an urgent topic to be debated also from 
a spatial point of  view found architects mostly unprepared24. The five-year horizon 
indicated by the law for universities to prepare their expansion plans turned higher 
education and the architecture of  the university into a hot research topic at various 
schools of  architecture. It is important to note that a major characteristic of  the Italian 
case of  university design in the 1970s was that most of  the architects were involved in 
both practice and university activities. University was thus been looked at from within 
academe, but always with an eye on the most operative aspects. This was a peculiar 
situation that blurred the boundary between the design studio and the professional 
studio.
Between 1967 and 1969 the results of  three research projects developed in Italian 
architecture schools were published. The first investigated the ways to define a 
territorial restructuring of  the University of  Bologna, and it was led by architect 
and professor Fernando Clemente25. The second was developed by Paola Coppola 
Pignatelli at the University of  Rome as a lecture course on the topic of  university 
expansion26. Finally, the third was an analysis of  the state of  the art in university 
architecture and planning, which was funded by the Ministry of  Public Education and 
led by Giancarlo De Carlo at the Institute of  Architecture in Venice (IUAV)27. 
The contents of  those research projects were partly overlapping, and partly 
complementary. They mixed the analysis of  the international situation with that 
of  the condition of  the Italian university. In particular, De Carlo’s study analysed a 
selection of  recent international projects for new universities, and included written 
contributions by international authors providing a panoramic on university planning 
in their respective nations (UK, USA, USSR, France, Germany, Switzerland, and 
Japan). In the introduction to the book that came out of  research De Carlo analysed 
the Italian situation, and stated the need for defining a new model for the university 
The university as topic for academic research in architecture
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that went beyond both the American campus, and the European “città universitaria” 
or “complesso universitario”. By condemning the Italian condition of  a university 
“disaggregated in faculties”, that is, made of  isolated, non-communicating little ‘feuds’28 
(each corresponding to a discipline, and to a Chair), he claimed that a total subversion 
of  the status quo was necessary. The university had to be turned into a “state of  
permanent fluidity allowing the continuous, multidirectional, and capillary circulation of  information 
and experiences”29. 
This meant to rethink the presence of  the university within a changing urban 
environment. As a clear direction had not been defined at national level, architects 
had to formulate hypotheses about how to reconceptualise the relation between 
the city and the university. While the need for overcoming the exclusive concern 
with localisation strategies was widely agreed inside the architectural community, 
localisation nevertheless constituted an inevitable aspect to consider. The debate 
thus had to deal with the opposition between delocalisation to peripheral sites, and 
restructuring inside the city centre.  
Paola Coppola Pignatelli30 expressed her scepticism towards the idea of  looking for 
peripheral sites to expand universities. She based her scepticism on a review of  the 
spatial history of  the Italian university, which highlighted the fundamental urban 
nature of  the institution. Her main objective was to warn against the indiscriminate 
importation of  the idea of  the campus as the solution for the problems of  Italian 
higher education31. While some sort of  delocalisation, and creation of  a new, parallel 
university complex was necessary in the most congested universities (in particular, as 
already seen, the University of  Rome that, with 70,000 students was the third biggest 
university in the world after the universities of  California and Paris32), she noted 
how the Italian geography of  higher education was mostly characterised by smaller 
university towns. In such majoritarian situation, she claimed, programmes of  urban 
renewal could revitalise the universities, and renovate their contribution to the vitality 
of  the city environment33.      
Pignatelli’s position exemplified an interest in understanding the university as a device 
for the revitalisation of  the historic core of  cities. This constituted one of  the main 
topics of  architectural debate in Italy. To be sure, the advocates of  città territorio 
claimed that the creation of  what Alberto Samonà had called “an organised, productive 
countryside”34 through the creation large-scale concentrations of  service activities would 
sustain a parallel revitalisation of  the historic centres of  cities. Their main argument 
was that tertiary activities had come to congest the historic centres, and caused the 
The university as topic for academic research in architecture
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expulsion of  its residential component. Considering services as the new productive 
activities of  contemporary society they proposed to rethink their architectural 
presence in order to shape a different city in which the historic centres would return 
to their more natural roles, namely the residential and the “cultural”. 
Traditionalist as it may sound, Pignatelli’s argument did not limit the possibility of  
university restructuring in Italy to a matter of  historic core retrofitting. If  this could 
be rightly seen as an instance of  uncertainty about how to handle the university 
problem - something that is more understandable if  we remember how the new topic 
emerged abruptly within the architectural community - the concomitant consideration 
of  different strategies was related to the unbalanced development of  different parts 
of  Italy. This made it impossible to define a single strategy that could apply to the 
whole of  the country. So, while considering inner-city restructuring as a major strategy, 
Pignatelli also conceded the possibility of  new peripheral university settlements that 
would be needed for absorbing the predicted steep increase of  student enrolments 
in the years to come, and that would pursue a national rebalancing of  university 
presence. As already noticed, the only applicable scale of  intervention appeared to be 
that of  the single, specific case. In 1967 these single cases constituted the geography 
of  higher education in Italy as made of  32 cities hosting an institution of  higher 
education. Thirteen of  those were located in the north of  the country, nine in the 
centre, and ten in the south (Mezzogiorno, which included two universities in the island 
of  Sardinia and three in the island of  Sicily). This situation had been inherited from 
before the process of  national unification, and it represented the geopolitical history 
of  Italy since the Medieval comuni35. Within the scenario of  a unified country, such 
geography was a representation of  the developmental unbalance between north and 
south, as the majority of  the universities, and of  industrial districts were located in the 
centre-north areas of  Italy. Pignatelli thus concluded that most of  the new universities 
(she indicated a number of  ten new universities) ought to be located in the south of  
the country. 
The conception of  the university as a means for achieving national territorial 
balancing was taken forward by another research programme that was conducted 
The University, the City and Industry
Below:
Map of  Italian universities in relation to industrial density
Opposite: 
Diagrams of  university-city relations
(from Paola Coppola Pignatelli, L’università in espansione, 1969)
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between 1967 and 1970, but that was published only in 1975. This was an architectural 
design studio led by Guido Canella and Lucio Stellaro D’Angiolini at Politecnico di 
Milano that developed proposals for a university in the southern region of  Calabria36. 
The studio was an instance of  the changed way of  conceiving architectural design 
courses at Italian schools. Triggered by the earliest protests of  architectural students in 
1963-64, design studios had switched from being mere academic exercises to research-
based interdisciplinary programmes dealing with real-life problems. In the case of  the 
studio at Politecnico, this included an architectural component (curated by Canella) 
with a more technical-scientific approach of  urban planning (curated by D’Angiolini). 
The creation of  a new university in Calabria had been listed among the primary 
goals in the agenda for higher education reform in Italy. The Milanese research team 
approached the topic of  university design within an overall reassessment of  the Italian 
education and production system. In particular, they investigated the possibility of  
conceiving the university as a way to advance a different idea of  industry that did 
not simply rely on sheer technological development but was grounded on scientific 
research. The university was claimed as a fundamental node of  the national productive 
tissue. However, its reform could not be detached from a wider reformation of  
education37. While the school system in Italy had already embarked a path toward 
augmented accessibility for wider segments of  society there was still a long way to 
go before realising a proper “mass system”. A continuous trend of  the Italian learning 
system since the early days of  the unified country was a process of  sectorialisation 
of  knowledge. A clear divide had taken shape and widened across time between 
technical and classical learning. In more general terms, this divide corresponded to 
the dichotomy between theory and practice that had originated with the promulgation 
of  the first major national law of  the education system in Italy, namely the Legge 
Casati passed in 185938. The law accorded a leading role to humanist education, 
which was nurtured inside the “ginnasio-liceo”. Conversely, scientific and technical 
disciplines were relegated to a secondary, almost neglected position, which meant 
that the technical exigencies of  the new nation were heavily underrated. The Italian 
university promoted an educational ideal based on classical culture, which was thought 
to be the correct kind of  education for the future ruling class. Conversely, the early 
industry that developed in late 19th century Italy was not considered as demanding a 
particularly skilled and educated labour force. Thus, technical education was excluded 
from the tasks of  the public university, and left to the private sector - with industries 
organising their own professional courses39. According to the research team in Milan, 
The university as topic for academic research in architecture
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the sectorialisation of  knowledge and education had evolved as a process in which 
education was used instrumentally for specific control and power needs by the central 
state. This concurred to the progressive widening of  the development gap between 
north and south of  the country. More specifically, it was argued that the unification 
of  Italy into a nation-state in 1861, and the subsequent governance of  the education 
system, had impoverished the humanistic tradition of  the south – where some of  the 
oldest universities such as Napoli and Palermo with important traditions in humanistic 
disciplines where located. Concomitantly, an instrumental conception of  technical 
education that left little space to the creation of  “disinterested schools” was promoted40. 
Therefore, the increasing development gap between north and south - that would have 
eventually widened with the industrial development of  the northern regions during the 
20th century – was coupled with the relegation of  the mission of  southern universities 
to form old-fashioned bureaucrats. 
In short, education had always been interpreted in Italy in dichotomous terms, and 
the continuation of  this trend was the main object of  criticism by Canella’s team. 
The main problem with the sectorialisation of  knowledge was that it hindered 
the embracement of  those concepts that were clearly emerging as keywords for a 
changing notion of  knowledge, namely lifelong learning, learning flexibility, and 
mobility41. More in particular, they criticised the Italian trend of  according a key 
role to technology per se when it had become clear that the only way to reduce 
developmental gaps (between, for instance, Europe and the United States) was by 
surpassing such technological faith, and embracing a different understanding of  
technology based on scientific research. The only way to achieve this goal was by 
reconsidering the education system at large as a coherent unitary body that surpassed 
the fracture between theory and practice. Within the wider education system the role 
of  the university would have a new, more actively engaged role. From merely being 
a third level of  education for those who could afford it, with no ties with primary 
and secondary education if  not of  a bureaucratic nature, the university had to take 
on the active role of  coordinating scientific research in all branches of  knowledge, 
of  ‘downgrading’ its knowledge to the needs of  secondary schooling, and of  
orienting the strategies of  industrial development at national level (rather than just 
instrumentally responding to strategies defined by the industrial sector)42. In short, the 
university had to interpret the large scale ambition of  acting as a territorial device.
The aim of  university reform was thus to help shape a new kind of  industry based on 
scientific research and innovation. At the same time, this was a timely interpretation of  
a changing understanding of  the industrial worker that shifted from being a specialist 
in one phase of  the industrial/manufacturing process to being an educated worker.  
The concepts on which the Milanese research grounded its operative proposal – 
mobility and lifelong learning – were considered impossible to tackle through just 
a modification of  the existing universities in Italy. Universities were considered to 
be irreversibly compromised as instances of  a higher learning system based on the 
dichotomy between humanities and technical learning, between theory and practice. 
Rather, the only possibility stood in founding new university complexes that were to 
act as a complement to the national academic system. The research team criticised the 
growing tendency with which the university was being tackled at the political level. 
This tendency was to equal the need for more, widespread access to higher learning 
with the endless multiplication of  university complexes scattered around all regions of  
the country. Conversely, and in line with the geographical differentiation also stressed 
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by Paola Coppola Pignatelli, Canella’s team developed a hypothesis for the spatial 
arrangement of  universities at the national scale based on three different geographical 
areas. These areas were marked by important structural differences in terms of  social, 
cultural, economic, and spatial characteristics that had been historically consolidated, 
and were the industrial north, central Italy (Emilia, Marche, Toscana, and Umbria), and 
Mezzogiorno. 
For northern Italy they proposed to confirm the existing dispersed pattern of  
university settlements, and turn their dislocation from mere dispersal and atomisation 
into a “functional collective continuum”. Such continuum  considered educational and 
research facilities as elements alongside other collective facilities (i.e. leisure, religious, 
health care, etc.) that had to be managed as an integrated system of  decentred 
institutions: in short, an institutional territory. In the case of  central Italy, universities 
were associated mostly with small hilltop towns. These could be specialised further as 
locations for research departments to be connected with other neighbouring urban 
centres where an efficient education system at the lower levels (technology schools, 
schools of  agriculture) was already in place. The latter towns would be confirmed 
as mostly residential centres, rather than as locations for decentred, but isolated 
university faculties (thus contrasting the Italian trend of  indiscriminate delocalisation 
of  incomplete pieces of  university for supposedly democratic reasons). Finally, in 
the case of  southern Italy (Calabria in particular), the aim was to start a new urban 
condition that would need some starting episode of  ‘colonisation’. They called this 
Responding to different conditions
Restructuring a university-city in the north of  Italy
Graduation project for the University in Padua
Students: Oreste De Lotto, Maurizio Grandi; tutor: Guido Canella; Milan’s Polytechnic, 1970
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini. Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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episode a “base-camp” to indicate an experimental and circumscribed settlement 
aimed at testing the existing social conditions. From such ‘territorial observatory’, 
strategies would be defined for gradually dispersing the university as a ubiquitous 
presence capable of  restructuring, and driving the whole production system of  
the depressed south. In the words of  Canella and his colleagues, “on the one side, we 
can say that the university settlement is ‘everywhere’; this correspond to the dimensions [proper of  
knowledge processes] of  nomadism43, a continuous loop that does not accept any physical limitation. 
On the other side, the university settlement is a ‘laboratory’ conducting experiments on itself  and its 
surroundings; this must necessarily be matched with a finite typology, although still with some degrees 
of  indeterminacy”44.  
In conclusion, Canella and his team were adding their voice to the widespread refusal 
of  a notion of  the university intended as a privileged pocket, an enclave in a territory. 
Rather, the new university had to be shaped around concepts of  essentiality, ubiquity, 
accessibility for all (also for short temporary periods), and nomadism of  learning. As 
such, there was more roughness than neatness to it, and the well-landscaped, pastoral 
campus was as far as it could be from providing a model solution. The university had 
to interpret the contradictory demand that was coming from society: on the one side, 
there was a need for blurring of  boundaries (between disciplines, but also across social 
groups that could ‘use’ the university as a general service); on the other, there was a 
need to retain some levels of  specificity and closure for the correct functioning of  a 
productive machinery. Therefore, one basic question for university design was: once 
the idea of  campus had been refused, how to retain some degree of  enclosure while 
allowing for a university environment that was permeable from multiple directions? 
Such a question permeated the architectural discussion that, between 1967 and the mid 
1970s, mostly focused on the topic of  university design. Besides research conducted 
inside the university, and besides conferences, the third main channel for developing 
such discussion was the architectural magazines. Before moving, in the concluding 
section of  the thesis, to a more detailed discussion of  the four architectural 
competitions where all the notions that I discussed above found their (uneasy and 
suffered) synthesis in a large number of  projects, it is important to conclude this 
chapter by briefly mentioning the role of  architectural magazines in spreading the 
debate. Until 1968, with few minor exceptions, the university had been absent as a 
theme within Italian magazines. Conversely, it was widely discussed inside international 
magazines45, thus confirming the delay with which the Italian architectural community 
engaged with the topic. 
The situation changed completely in 1968 when, triggered by the student revolts, the 
main Italian magazines started to devote increasingly larger sections to the problems 
of  university reform. The cited articles by Sartogo and Pelliccia on Campus design 
started a new season for Casabella. During a period when the chief  editor changed 
three times (after Rogers came Gian Antonio Bernasconi, followed by Alessandro 
Mendini, and then by Tomas Maldonado) Casabella published many of  the claims 
of  the student committees that occupied the Italian universities and public streets 
in the late 1960s46. The magazine also followed the debate on university reform, and 
published some excerpts from the ISES conference in 1971 on a monographic issue 
titled “Studenti senza casa”47 that was followed, in 1977, by another on “Università: 
progettare il mutamento”48. 
The latter came after the phase of  architectural competitions for new universities 
in Italy that had been launched between 1970 and 1974. Interestingly enough, 
Responding to different conditions
The university as a base-camp in the south of  Italy
Student project for the University of  Calabria
Student: Maurizio Grandi; tutor: Guido Canella; Milan’s Polytechnic, 1967-68
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini. Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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the competitions themselves did not raise much interest for Casabella. Indeed, 
after publishing some of  the results of  the first competition for the University of  
Florence49, Casabella did not follow in any detail the other ones50. While some other 
magazines presented the projects of  the other competitions (especially Controspazio51 
and Domus52), as I will discuss later this lack of  interest could be read as the 
disillusion araised by the vicissitudes of  the Florence competition53. Such disillusion 
was succinctly phrased by The Architectural Review in 1972 as “a Florentine fiasco”. The 
competitions were discussed only a posteriori, and mostly by lamenting their failure in 
filling the “gap between research and realisation”, and the “end of  university planning” as stated 
by another magazine in 197654.  Since then, with the only exception of  a retrospective 
book published in 198155 by one of  the architects who took part as a design team 
member to some of  the competitions, the whole Italian experience of  new university 
design has been completely neglected, leaving the impression that it was a season of  
architectural history developed only by the British, the Americans, the French, and the 
Germans.
The university colonises architectural magazines
From top, left to right:
Architectural Forum, February 1962
Architectural Design, Decamber 1966
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui, April/May 1968
The Architectural Review, April 1970
Casabella, April 1971
Domus, April 1974 
Controspazio, March 1973
Casabella, March 1977
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Strutture Universitarie.”
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8. To be sure, the competition for the 
University of  Florence was preceded by 
that for the Free University of  Abruzzo G. 
D’Annunzio at Chieti in 1966-67, which 
can be considered the first important 
episode of  university design in Italy. The 
competition was by invitation only, and 
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design” written by Piero Sartogo and Carlo 
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stimulate crossings among disciplines that 
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the Faculty of  Economics.  Due to lack of  
funding, and to the decision of  the university 
to build only one of  the proposed modules 
the project wasn’t brought to realisation. In 
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a project for the administration building and 
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Convegno di studio sull’edilizia universitaria 
Istituto per lo Sviluppo dell’Edilizia Sociale (ISES)
Rome July 1970
Line up of  speakers according to four thematic groups
Group 1. Typology and technology
Ing. Giorgio Gugliormella (co-ordinator)
Arch. Antonio Andreuzzi, Prof.Romano Chirivi,, Arch. Salvatore Dierna, Arch. Paolo 
Felli, Arch. Guido Ferrara, Arch. Alberto Gatti, Arch. Franco Karrer, Prof. Tomas 
Maldonado, Arch. Gian Mario Oliveri, Prof. Mario Preti, Prof.Ludovico Quaroni, 
Prof. Antonio Quistelli, Arch. Giuseppe Rebecchini, Arch. Francesca Sartogo, Arch. 
Piero Sartogo, Prof. Giorgio Simoncini, Prof. Luigi Spadolini, Ing. Ezio Tringali, Arch. 
Marco Ventura, Arch. Mario Zaffagnini
Gruppo di ricerca del Politecnico di Milano, Facoltà di Architettura: Prof. Arch. Guido 
Canella, Arch. Giovanni Di Maio, 
Gruppo di ricerca dell’Università di Bologna, Istituto di Architettura e di Urbanistica 
della Facoltà di Ingegneria: Prof. Fernando Clemente, Prof. Maurelio Boari, Ing. 
Alberto Corlaita, Ing. Giovanni Crocioni, Prof. Giampiero Cuppini, Ing. Adolfo 
Dell’acqua, Prof. Pierluigi Giordani, Prof. Leonardo Lugli, Arch Elio Marcacci, Ing. 
Carlo Monti, Riccardo Nessi, Ing. Franco Nuti, Prof.Alberto Pasquinelli, Ing. Celestino 
Porrino, Ing. Giorgio Praderio, Dr. Piero Secondini, Prof. Giulio Segoloni, Prof.Ivo 
Taglaenti, Ing. Norberto Tubi
Group 2. Urbanism
Prof. Corrado Beguinot, Ing. Alessando Bianchi, Ing. Umberto De Martino,Arch. 
Salvatore Dierna, Ing. Giuseppe Imbesi, Arch. Franco Karrer, Ing. Elio Piroddi, Arch. 
Sara Rossi, Arch. Renato Sorrentino
Gruppo di ricerca del Politecnico di Milano, Facoltà di Architettura: Prof. Ing. Lucio 
Stellaro D’Angiolini, Emilio Pagnoni, Arch. Giancarlo Consonni
Gruppo di ricerca dell’Università di Roma, Istituto di Edilizia: Prof. Paola Coppola 
Pignatelli, Arch. Maria Grazia Martegani, Arch. Enzo Turiaco, Arch. Fabrizio Vescovo, 
Arch. Renato Sorrentino Arch. Michele Brattoli
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Group 3. Quantity
A.S. Albini Sacco (co-ordinator)
Dr. Guido Cantalamessa Carboni, A.S. Emilia Cosimati, Ing. Umberto De Martino, 
Ing. Francesco Guidi, Dr. Giorgio Li Puma, Arch. Camillo Nucci
Gruppo di ricerca del Politecnico di Milano, Facoltà di Architettura: Claudio Buscaglia, 
Marco Canesi
Group 4. Legislation
Arch. Fabrizio Giovenale (coordinatore)
On. Arch. Michele Achilli, Dr.Franco Amorosino, Ing. Umberto De Martino,, Ing. 
Giorgio Gugliormella, Dr. Giorgio Li Puma, Arch. Camillo Nucci, Prof.Marcello 
Vittorini
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 “The inadequacy of  our technical agencies, that in other States with more efficient management 
capabilities work to formulate structural and morphological solutions for the city, compels in our 
country the use of  design competitions also to cope with very complex problems.”1
“Given the lack of  a national plan for the university providing a correspondence between political 
decisions about the role of  the university in our country and strategies defining questions of  size and 
location, design competitions inevitably risk to become a means to give cultural authority to invention 
without any relation to a real context. They also free from any responsibility of  actual implementation 
the institutions that commission the projects.”2
Eight years separate the two statements quoted above. The first is a remark by Vittorio 
Gregotti and Emilio Battisti on the two main architectural competitions organised 
in Italy between 1962 and 1963, namely the competition for Monumento alla Resistenza 
in Cuneo, and that for a centro direzionale in Turin. The second was part of  the text 
written for the competition proposal submitted by Carlo Aymonino and Costantino 
Dardi for the design of  the new seat of  the University of  Cagliari in 1972. The two 
comments share criticism about the way architectural competitions were used in Italy 
to fill the gaps of  inadequate planning and coordination at a national level. At the 
same time, they confirm the existence of  a thread linking university design to the 
experience of  centri direzionali in Italy. Beyond the general architectural thinking that 
was behind the notions of  centro direzionale and the university, that is the idea of  città 
territorio, the two were grounded on a similar way of  conceiving and managing the role 
that architecture could have. In both cases architects were not called upon to respond 
to a given brief; rather, they were charged with a role of  defining much of  the brief  
itself. By organising design competitions, various institutions – such as municipalities, 
regional governments, national ministries, universities, or a mixture of  them – declared 
an overall uncertainty as to how to design and manage a city. Besides manifesting a 
difficulty of  achieving political consensus on issues of  the most relevant significance, 
such as the design of  a university or of  a new part of  city in general, such uncertainty 
also unveiled how poorly the contemporary urban condition offered itself  to univocal 
interpretation. The architectural competition was thus the device on which the hopes 
for some illumination about possible scenarios still resided. Four major competitions 
were announced between 1970 and 1973 for the design of  the new settlements for the 
universities of  Florence, Cagliari, Calabria (near Cosenza), and Salerno3. 
After almost a decade of  unsuccessful episodes – as in all the most important cases in 
Italy projects were not implemented after the competitions4 – disillusionment about 
the promises of  architectural competitions was mounting high by the late 1960s. 
Thus, the new season of  competitions that related to what, with almost a decade of  
delay than other countries, had become the hot-topic in architecture – the space of  
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The ambiguity of  competitions
Announcing competitions for university design
Cover pages of  Gazzetta Ufficiale della 
Repubblica Italiana containing the competition 
calls for the design of  the universities of  
Florence, Cagliari, Calabria, and Salerno
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the university – started off  within an uncertain climate. What is important to note is 
that such climate did not only refer to the general public opinion about the role of  
architecture, but included the architects themselves: a latent suspicion characterised the 
way they responded to the new competitions. At the same time, such suspicion was 
not limited to the expression of  doubts about the validity of  the technical medium of  
the competition. What also came to be under question were the very ideas that had 
shaped the architectural discourse of  the previous decade. The latent question thus 
became: was città territorio, in the way it had been formulated in the early 1960s, and 
visualised through centri direzionali, still a valid notion for understanding and designing 
the city? Many architects that took part to the design competitions for new universities 
(either meaning totally new institutions or new settlements for existing institutions), 
agreed that the complexity of  the institution of  higher education offered a possibility 
to consistently re-direct the form of  the city. 
Regardless of  the overall suspicion and criticism about addressing large scale problems 
through architectural competitions without relying on an overall framework defined 
by the government, response from architects to the topic of  university expansion 
came in particular from those that had directly contributed to the development of  
the architectural debate on nuova dimensione and the growth of  the service sector. The 
competitions for the design of  universities appeared as opportunities for advancing a 
line of  architectural research on the city that had started being developed in the early 
1960s and, also due to the inconclusiveness of  the main competitions, had suddenly 
been interrupted around 19655. The university was thus the new architectural problem 
that could be used to reflect on the form of  the growing service city. Similarly to the 
recent question as to whether the switch to the knowledge economy (the quaternary 
sector) will create a new spatial organisation of  the city – as the industrial revolution 
did in the last two centuries – the question that the design of  new universities raised 
for Italian architects was: can the service/tertiary city have a specific spatial and 
formal organisation? While today it seems as if  we are living in a moment in which 
the project of  the city of  the knowledge economy is put on halt, and subjugated to a 
decision-making process in which architects have almost completely lost any say, in the 
early 1970s the belief  in the power of  formal experimentation made the architectural 
project – at a new, large scale – an opportunity for re-directing the social, economic, 
and political dimensions of  the urban condition.
The Italian University as a settlement principle
A selection of  some projects from the four competitions, 1970-1975
1. Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., University of  Florence, 1970-71 (first prize)
2. Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al., University of  Florence, 1970-71 (mention)
3. Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al., University of  Cagliari, 1971-73 (first prize)
4. Giuseppe Samonà et al., University of  Cagliari, 1971-73 (second prize)
5. Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al., University of  Cagliari, 1971-73 (third prize)
6. Vittorio Gregotti et al., University of  Calabria,1972-74 (first prize)
7. Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al., University of  Calabria, 1972-74
8. Mario Ingrami et al., University of  Salerno, 1973-75 (first prize)
9. Uberto Siola et al., University of  Salerno 1973-75 (second prize ex-aequo)
(drawings by author)
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The 1970s Italian University in the history of  large-scale university settlements
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12. V. Gregotti, E. Detti, et al., University of  Florence, 1970-71 
13 C. Aymonino, C. Dardi, et al., University of  Florence, 1970-71
14. Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al., University of  Cagliari, 1971-73
15. Giuseppe Samonà et al., University of  Cagliari, 1971-73
16. C. Aymonino, C. Dardi, et al., University of  Cagliari, 1971-73
17. Vittorio Gregotti et al., University of  Calabria, 1972-74
18. C. Aymonino, C. Dardi, et al., University of  Calabria, 1972-74
19. Mario Ingrami et al., University of  Salerno, 1973-75
20. Uberto Siola et al., University of  Salerno 1973-75
(drawings by author)
1. Thomas Jefferson, University of  Virginia, Charlottesville, 1917-25
2. McKim, Mead & White, Columbia University, New York, 1894
3. Marcello Piacentini, Città Universitaria, Rome, 1932-35
4. Mies van der Rohe, Illinois Institute of  Technology, Chicago 1938
5. Edward Durrel Stone, SUNY Albany, 1961
6. Edward Larrabee Barnes, SUNY Potsdam, 1961
7. Walter Netsch-SOM, University of  Illinois at Chicago Circle, 1963
8. Candilis, Josic & Woods, Freie Universitat Berlin, 1963
9. Candilis, Josic & Woods, Ruhr Universitat, Bochum, 1962
10. Architects’ Co-Partnership, University of  Essex, 1963
11. Denys Lasdun & Partners, University of  East Anglia, 1963 
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1° Prize
“Amalassunta”
Emilio Battisti, Edoardo Detti, Gian Franco Di Pietro, Giovanni Fanelli, Teresa 
Cobbò, Vittorio Gregotti, Raimondo Innocenti, Marco Massa, Hiromichi Matsui, 
Mario Mocchi, Paolo Sica, Bruno Viganò Bruno, Marica Zoppi; Collaboratori: 
Francesco Barbagli, Peo Calza, Gian Franco Dallerba, Franco Luis Neves, Franco 
Purini
2° Prize
“Aquarius”
Pierluigi Cervellati, Italo Insolera 
3° Prize
“Sistemi Congiunti Tre”
Ludovico Quaroni, Salvatore Diema, M. Vittoria Diema, Antonio Quistelli, Francesco 
Karrer, Corrado Terzi, Marco Ventura, Egidio De Grossi, Pierluigi Spadolini, Mario 
Zaffagnini, Paolo Felli, Carlo Rocco Ferrari, Antonio Andreucci, Graziano Trippa, 
Carlo Guerrieri, Fernando Clemente, Leonardo Lugli, Alberto Corlaita, Luisella 
Gelsomino, Maurizio Mari, Carlo Monti, Giovanni Crocioni, Celestino Porrino, Piero 
Secondini; Consultants: Alberto Pasquinelli, Piero Barucci
Reimbursement
“Ariella”
Carlo Aymonino, Giorgio Ciucci, Costantino Dardi, Vittorio De Feo, Umberto De 
Martino, Mario Manieri Elia, Giovanni Morabito, Francesco Pierobon
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Competition call: 4 May 1970 
                          (published in Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, no.110)
Announcement of  results: 22 October 1971 
Projects received: 18 (all from Italian architects)
Jury:
Prof. G. Sestini (Rector of  the University - Jury’s President)
Prof. G. Astengo, Prof. J. Barge, Prof. L. Benevo!o, Prof. O. Bohigas, Prof. P. 
Carbonara, Ing. U. Cassi, Prof. V. Di Gioia, Prof. T. Maldonado, Arch. A. Mariotti, 
Prof. G. Michelucci, Arch. A. Montemagni, Arch. G. Morozzi, Prof. L. Piccinato, Ing. 
E. Salzano
Florence
Reimbursement
 “Beltegeuse”
Roberto Berardi, Fernando Faggioli, Paolo Halling, Pierluigi Marcaccini, Mauro 
Mugnai, Francesco Re, Salvatore Romano, Giancarlo Rossi, Resa Sadr, Wilhelm von 
Wolff; Consulenti: Gastone Tassinari, Domenico Sorace, Mario G. Rossi, Franco 
Balboni
Reimbursement
 “Continuum”
Italo Gamberini, Bianca Ballestrero Paoli, Serena De Siervo Cresci, Carlo Cresti, 
Andrea Del Bono, Loris Macci, Piero Paoli, Rosario Vemuccio; Consulenti: Aldo 
Visalberghi, Tullio Seppilli
Reimbursement
“Il rasoio di Occam”
Luciana De Rosa, Massimo Pica Ciamarra, Carlo Ricci, Vittorio Biggiero, Raffaele 
Cozzolino, Marcello Lando; Collaboratori: Giacomo Ricci, Luciano Scotto
Reimbursement
“Stoà”
Giuseppe Rebecchini, Cesare Columba,  Giangiacomo d’Ardia, Livio Quaroni: 
Collaboratori: Marta Calzolaretti, Andrea Vidotto
Other participating projects
“I progetti si firmano”: Archizoom Associati
“Il Bosco”: 9999
“Aragosta Pellegrina”
“Linea Verde”
“Equipe 70”
“Sentieri melodiosi”
1° Prize
Luisa Anversa Ferretti (team leader), Marcello Rebecchini, Giangiacomo D’Ardia, 
Giuseppina Marcialis, Dario Passi, Livio Quaroni, Giuseppe Rebecchini, Pierluigi 
Malesani
2° Prize
Giuseppe Samonà (team leader), Cesare Airoldi, Cristiana Bedoni, Mariella Di Falco, 
Gheta Farfaglio, Reiana Lucci, Alberto Samonà, Livia Toccafondi, Egle Tricanato, M. 
Alberto Chiolino, Carlo Doglio, Francesco Frattini
3° Prize
Costantino Dardi (team leader), Carlo Aymonino, Giorgio Ciucci, Bruno Conti, 
Vittorio De Feo, Mario Manieri Elia, Giovanni Morabito, Raffaele Panella, Maria Luisa 
Tugnoli
4° Place (honourable mention)
“Tharros”: Uberto Siola (team leader), Carlo Alessandro Manzo, Luigi Pisciotti, Dante 
Rabitti
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Competition call: 17 July 1971 
                           (published in Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, no.180)
Announcement of  results: 27 July 1973 
Projects received: 17 (all from Italian architects)
Jury
Prof. Alberto Boscolo (Rector of  the University - Jury’s President)
Prof. Berio, Prof. Aymerich, Prof. Canella, Prof. Casula, Prof. Di Gioia, Prof. 
Mistretta, Prof. Pau, Dott. D’Amore, Dott. Dessì, Dott. Piroddi, Dott. Piga, Ing. 
Bagnolo, Ing. Ortu, Ing. Rosselli, Ing. Zoppi, Geom. Mongelli, Geom. Savona
Cagliari
5° Place 
“Endoxa”: Giovanni Zedda
6° Place 
“Movimento”: Francesco Palpacelli, A. Aste
7° Place 
Collettivo punto zero: Carlo Di Pascasio, Alessandro Latini, Giancarlo Leoncilli
Other participating projects
“E il Castello?”: Giovanni Maria Campus, Paolo Casella;
Serafino Casu, Enrico Corti, Enrico Milesi, Paolo Piga, Antonello Sanna, Gavino 
Dettori, Antonina Massaiu
1° Prize
(Competition entry n.51)
Vittorio Gregotti (team leader), Emilio Battisti, GM. Cassano, Hiromichi Matsui, 
Pierluigi Nicolin, Franco Purini, C. Rusconi Clerici, Bruno Viganò 
2° Prize
(Competition entry n.6)
Tarquini Martensson (team leader), M. Tarp Jensen, A. Nielsen (collaborator), S. 
Lund (collaborator), J. Engel (collaborator), W. Kleemann (collaborator), P. Adeler 
Bjarno (collaborator), S. Varming (consultant), E. Hovgaard Jensen (collaborator), J. 
Jorgensen (structures), M. Wiingaard (collaborator), D. Eliassen (electrics) ,F. Morelli 
(collaborator), A. Nyvig (infrastructure), P. Jacobi (collaborator) 
3° Prize
(Competition entry n.19)
Jerzy Yozefowicz (team leader), E. Czyz
4° Place 
(Competition entry n.46)
Robert Smart (team leader), P. McGurn, R. Paoletti, A.E. Towler, F. D’Ayala Valva, 
I.L. Duncan (collaborator), R.C. Kerr (collaborator), R.J. Logan (collaborator), A.A. 
McCrory (collaborator), T.M. Murray (collaborator), J.E. Pudelko (collaborator), J.M. 
Watt (collaborator) 
5° Place 
(Competition entry n.13)
Riccardo Dalisi (team leader), L. Rossi, C. Ricci, N. Polese, F. Reale
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Competition call: First stage, 20 luglio 1972 
                           (Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, no.188)
                            Second stage (by invitation), 20 January 1974
Announcement of  results: 5 June 1974
Projects received: 67 
Jury
Prof. Beniamino Andreatta (Rector of  the University - Jury’s President)
Ing. Ettore De Coro, Prof. Ing. Marcello Vittorini, Arch. Carlo Cocchia, Prof. Ing. 
Augusto Cavallari Murat, Arch. Aleksander Franta, Arch. George Candilis, Arch. 
Michael Brawne, Arch. Erdem Aksoy, Arch. J.F. Zevaco, Prof. Arch. Joseph Rykwert
Calabria
6° Place 
(Competition entry n.3)
Piero Sartogo (team leader), Ove Arup, S. Donato, D. Gimigliano, G. Polimeni, R. 
Reid, F. Sartogo, G. Gugliormella, S. Micheli, C. Hills
Other participating projects
(Competition entry n.27) 
Costantino Dardi, Carlo Aymonino, Giorgio Ciucci, Bruno Conti, Vittorio De Feo, 
Mario Manieri Elia, Giovanni Morabito, Raffaele Panella, Maria Luisa Tugnoli
(Competition entry n.25)
Ludovico Quaroni, S. Dierna, R.C. Ferrari, F. Karrer, P.L. Spadolini
(Competition entry n.57)
Giuseppe Rebecchini, Piero Baracchi, Livio Quaroni
(Competition entry n.44)
Giuseppe Samonà, Cesare Ajroldi, Cristiana Bedoni, Mariella Di Falco, Gaetana 
Farfaglio, Rejana Lucci, M. Salvia, M. Alberto Chiorino, Alberto Samonà, Francesco 
Tentori, Livia Toccafondi, G. Trincanato
(Competition entry n.36)
Guido Canella, C. Bono, A. Cristofellis, G. Di Maio, G. fiorese, V. Parmiani, G.P. 
Semino, F. De Miranda, F. Gnecchi Ruscone, M. Ardita, R. Biscardini, G. Goggi, F. 
Godowsky
(Competition entry unknown) 
Gianugo Polesello
(Competition entry unknown) 
BBPR
1° Prize
Mario Ingrami (team leader), Giulio De Luca, Vincenzo Di Gioia, Enrico Petti, 
Antonietta Piemontese, Luigi Piemontese, and Rolando Scarano
2° Prize ex-aequo
Massimo Pica Ciamarra (team leader), Luciana De Rosa, Renato Raguzzino, Antimo 
Rocereto, M. Vittoria Serpieri, Guelfo Tozzi, Elio Giangreco, Giuseppe Giordano, 
Nello Polese, Carlo Ricci, Francesco Reale, Carlo Viggiani and Roberto Morselli
2° Prize ex-aequo
Uberto Siola (team leader), Giacinta Ialongo, Emilia Giaquinto, Emilio Luongo, 
Antonio Triglia, Rosaldo Bonicalzi, Marisa Carmini, Rejana Lucci, Carlo A. Manzo, 
Luigi Pisciotti, Dante Rabitti, Lidia Savares, Carlo Emanuele Callari, Renato 
Martellotta, Pierluigi Cattaneo, Salvatore Marano, Giancarlo Barbaro, and Alfredo 
Plachesi
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Competition call: 20 June 1973 
                       (published in Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana, no.157)
Announcement of  results: 30 June 1975 
Projects received: 11 (all from Italian architects)
Jury
Prof. Nicola Cilento (Rector of  the University - Jury’s President)
Pierluigi Spadolini, Giovanni Crispo Ciccarelli, Tommaso Pelosi, Renato Sparacio, 
Leonardo Del Bufalo, Aniello Amendola, Ercole Gizzi, Carlo Aymonino, and 
Lodovico Meneghetti
Salerno
Other participating projects 
Adalberto Dal Lago (team leader), Stefano Giannotti, and Luigi Pieruzzi;
Giorgio Muratore;
Carmelo Giummo;
Enrico Corti (team leader), Enrico Milesi, Paolo Piga, Serafino Casu, and Antonello 
Sanna;
Riccardo Dalisi (team leader), Filippo Alison, Leonardo Rossi, Cesare Ulisse, Ettore 
Minervini, and Luciano Scotto;
Virgilio Vercelloni (team leader), Demetrio Costantino, Gabriella Crivelli, Lucio 
Stellaro D’Angiolini, Mario Silvani, and Giancarlo Tuzzato;
Ludovico Degli Uberti (team leader), Alfonso Settimi, Sabino Staffa, and Ugo Valle
Giancarlo De Grazia
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1. “L’inadeguatezza degli organi tecnici, da parte dei 
quali negli Stati con una più efficiente organizzazione 
di pubblici strumenti operativi si provvede alla 
formulazione delle proposte di risoluzione morfologica 
e strutturale della città, impone spesso da noi 
di ricorrere ai concorsi per sollecitare l’impegno 
professionale anche per alcuni problemi di scala 
maggiore.”  Vittorio Gregotti and Emilio 
Battisti, “Due Concorsi,” Edilizia Moderna, no. 
82–82 (1964)., p.109.
2. “In assenza di un piano nazionale delle 
strutture universitarie, nel quale dimensionamento e 
localizzazioni rispondano a scelte politiche fondate 
sulla definizione del ruolo dell’Università nel nostro 
Paese, inevitabilmente l’istituto del concorso rischia 
di configurarsi come il mezzo per conferire autorità 
culturale all’invenzione avulsa da un contesto reale, 
evitando inoltre di caricare una precisa responsabilità 
attuativa sulla committenza.” Carlo Aymonino 
et al., “La Nuova Università Di Cagliari,” 
Controspazio, no. 3 (September 1973)., p.30.
3. As noted before, the design competition 
for the Free University of  Abruzzo “G. 
D’Annunzio” at Chieti pre-dated the Florence 
competition. See Chapter 12, note 8 in this 
thesis.  
4. This applies not only to the different 
competitions for centri direzionali, but also 
to other major ones since the late 1950s. 
Prominent examples of  the gap between idea 
and implementation were the competitions 
for the new neighbourhood at Barene di 
San Giuliano outside Venice (1959), the 
competitions for centri direzionali in Padua 
and Turin (1962-63), the competition for 
Sacca del Tronchetto in Venice (1964), and 
the competition for the new building of  the 
chamber of  deputies in Rome (1967). 
5. “Così l’invenzione tende a divenire 
improvvisazione spesso basata sul prestigio fittizio e 
la vuota aggressività dei discorsi ideologici. Un bando 
di concorso può, invece, essere inteso come l’occasione 
per dare un interessante sbocco ad un lavoro di ricerca 
svolto da tempo con continuità.” Aymonino et al., 
“La Nuova Università Di Cagliari.”, p.30.
Notes to Section 4 - Introduction
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With the announcement of  the international competition for the design of  the new 
seat of  the University of  Florence in May 19701 the idea of  città territorio was given a 
second chance. The climate of  uncertainty that surrounded the Italian architectural 
community, however, promised such second chance to be characterised as a much less 
consensual debate. A confrontation of  very diverging positions on the city and on the 
university was about to take place and this found a very explicit manifestation in the 
competition for the University of  Florence2. Indeed, dissent shaped the competition 
on various levels. 
The competition was organised by the university, the municipalities of  Florence and 
Sesto Fiorentino (a small town west of  Florence), and the provincial government of  
Florence with the objective of  the “global organisation of  the University of  Florence, to be 
intended in terms of  its relations and integration with the city and the territory, and of  its interior 
organisation”3. The construction of  a brand new university pole was meant to realise 
the complete relocation of  the existing academic buildings. These, as it was the case 
in most universities in Italy, were scattered throughout the urban fabric of  the old 
city centre4. The new pole was to be located along the western corridor that stretched 
from Florence to Prato (the latter being an important industrial area for the region 
of  Tuscany). The town of  Sesto Fiorentino was located at mid-way between the two 
main cities. In 1962 a master plan for Florence (Piano Regolatore Generale, P.R.G.) 
had been produced by urbanist Edoardo Detti. The plan roughly indicated an area for 
university use on the western periphery of  the city. In more recent times a 49-hectare 
site that fully belonged to Florence’s jurisdiction had been acquired by the university. 
However, this site was only a minor part of  a much larger area that had been allocated 
for university-related uses between the town of  Sesto Fiorentino and the city of  
Florence. Therefore, the competition brief  indicated a 600-hectare site5 located at the 
borderline between various municipal jurisdictions6, and left open to the competitors 
the choice of  the exact location of  the university. Participants were thus asked to take 
into consideration the respective urban master plans of  the various municipalities that 
owned the land, while they could not rely on any existing unitary inter-municipal plan7. 
The brief  stated as a requirement that the new university settlements8 ought to be 
related “with a new urban structure that should have a directional character at a metropolitan and 
regional scale”9. 
From being a series of  small buildings scattered throughout the city (in the Middle 
Ages), to being housed inside a single big urban block (in the 17th century), to being 
clustered on a peripheral site (in the early 20th century), the Italian university now 
tried to take a substantial leap forward. It declared itself  as a large-scale territorial 
element10. At the same time, the spectre of  the campus hunted the possible results 
of  the competition: was the relocation of  the university to take place in the form of  
a self-sufficient academic community in retreat from the city? To be sure, the refusal 
Chapter 13
Florence 1970-71
Università Territorio defined
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 
Amalassunta, preliminary study, 1970-71
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972)
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of  an abandonment of  the city by the university was stated from the outset. Indeed, 
the competition brief  explicitly requested that participants take into consideration the 
possible interactions amongst the new university complex (or complexes) to be located 
on the peripheral site with some kind of  academic presence to be kept inside the 
historic centre of  the city.    The Florentine case was thus the first important occasion 
for Italian architects to provide practical examples of  the critique to the university-as-
campus they had hitherto developed in writings and speeches at conferences. 
What was clear from the competition brief  was that the term ‘university’ did not refer 
anymore only to a series of  academic buildings, nor to a limited academic community. 
Rather, it now took on a wider meaning in relation to an increasingly complex 
urbanised territory. The competition thus asked for multi-scalar thinking to keep 
together the large territorial scale of  the metropolitan area stretching from Florence to 
Prato (and even further west to Pistoia)11, the scale of  the actual university complex12, 
and a more detailed architectural scale of  a typological and technical study13. Given 
this requirement for multi-scalarity the university automatically became a pretext for 
architects to develop wider thinking on the spatial organisation of  an urban territory. 
Such multi-scalar thinking was considered by the jury of  the competition to have been 
best achieved by the project “Amalassunta”, which eventually was granted the first 
prize. The project was produced by a large design team headed by Vittorio Gregotti 
and Edoardo Detti14 (the author of  the master plan for Florence, and a professor at 
the University of  Florence). The jury praised Amalassunta for the consistency with 
which it handled the multiple challenges posed by the topic (the design of  a university 
for the late 20th century), and by the contingencies of  a particular territorial condition 
(the metropolitan area of  Florence)15. The deep knowledge of  the territorial condition 
that emerged from the project was obviously due to the presence of  Detti in the 
design team. Detti took the project as an opportunity to strengthen the main aspects 
The disarticulated urban institution
Map of  university locations in the city of  
Florence in the 1960s
(from Giancarlo De Carlo, Pianificaione e 
disegno delle università, 1968)
Planning the new urban dimension
The western periphery of  Florence (above) and Edoardo Detti’s 1962 
master plan  projecting the city towards Pistoia (below)
(from Urbanistica n.39, 1963)
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of  his master plan. Among these aspects was the proposal of  the western corridor 
for the expansion of  Florence, and the projection of  the city into a metropolitan 
dimension that kept together other towns and rural settlements. The university was to 
be one of  the main drivers for realising the new dimension of  such città territorio, and 
the competition offered the university as a tool for thinking about the city.       
As I have already pointed out, the competition did not move along smoothly, but it 
was marked by dissent and criticism on different levels. A first level of  criticism was 
directed against the starting conditions on which participants were called to operate. 
This related to the deficient status of  planning in the metropolitan area, and to the 
equally deficient status of  the Italian university reform. Oriol Bohigas, a member of  
the jury, clearly articulated such criticism, and added his voice to the critique to the 
medium of  the architectural competition expressed by Aymonino and Gregotti and 
quoted at the beginning of  this section. Bohigas was one of  fifteen the members of  
a jury that included some leading names of  the national and international scenes of  
architecture and urbanism (many of  whom related to the Florentine architectural 
community) such as Giovanni Astengo, Leonardo Benevolo, Giovanni Michelucci, 
Tomas Maldonado, and James Gowan16. Bohigas lamented the lack of  a planning 
framework for the metropolitan area of  Florence, noticing how this was managed 
as a patchwork of  unrelated municipal master plans17. This aspect introduced from 
the outset an inevitable level of  arbitrariness to the proposals, as each participant 
could interpret more or less freely where to locate, how to define spatially, and 
what to make in general of  the university inside its new territorial dimension. 
Such arbitrariness was further reinforced by the lack of  a coherent reform of  the 
education system in Italy, which left additional freedom to architects for interpreting 
the possible institutional organisation of  the university. The competition brief  very 
loosely referred to a possible organisation into departments, but did not provide 
Opposite: 
Structuring città territorio
Amalassunta, westward development axis 
connecting Florence to Pistoia, with indication 
of  new university site in proximity of  Sesto 
Fiorentino
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al., 
1970-71
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui 
n.170, 1973)
Following spread:
Critique to the competition in 
The Architectural Review (n.900, 1972)
Università Territorio: a conflictual start
Left to right: 
Agnoldomenico Pica, Una università di carta, Domus n.509. 1972
Firenze: concorso per pochi intimi, Casabella n.361, 1972
James Gowan, Appunti di un membro fuggiasco, Casabella n.364, 1972
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any detailed definition of  an entity - the department - that was as much disputed as 
poorly defined at the political level. According to Bohigas, the combination of  these 
two initial shortcomings made the method of  an architectural competition even 
more inadequate18. However, the resulting schematic nature of  most of  the projects 
identified by Bohigas is not to be considered exclusively in negative terms. It could 
indeed be argued that the lack of  a clear framework given to the participants, and the 
inevitable arbitrariness of  their proposals allowed for more straightforward arguments 
to be developed as far as the general topic of  the competition was concerned, that 
is, as arguments on the university seen as an institution in crisis and in need for 
thorough rethinking. Moreover, some of  the projects provided a wider critique of  
the city and the role of  architecture in shaping it, thus confirming how the theme of  
university design acted as a pretext for advancing some theoretical positions about the 
disciplinary status of  architecture and urbanism.      
Dissent within the jury was not limited to Bohigas’s critique, but found its most 
blatant manifestation in the decision of  James Gowan to quit the jury after its first 
meeting. This decision was criticised on the pages of  some Italian architectural 
magazines19, where Gowan was accused of  an infantile attitude deriving from his 
incapacity of  understanding the cultural difference between an Italian and an Anglo-
Saxon context. The British architect replied to those criticisms with a short text 
published on Casabella in which he clarified what he considered to be the multiple 
inconsistences of  the competition20. In his opinion, no prize should have been given 
to any of  the proposals as none of  them had a sufficient quality that matched the 
competition brief. He also lamented the fact that notwithstanding a diffuse feeling 
amongst other jurors of  disapproval and discouragement about the competition 
entries, they did not consider to conclude the competition with no winners. However, 
the most relevant point in Gowan’s criticism related to the decision of  relocating the 
university outside of  the city centre. Arguing that the university was an ideal activity 
that could revitalise the historic fabric of  the city, he openly opposed relocation as 
the worst mistake21. The argument against relocation was also at the centre of  a wider 
polemic with the Florence competition that also came from British architectural 
culture. In an article published in February 1972, and titled “A Florentine fiasco”, 
the editors of  the Architectural Review condemned the competition, and draw 
comparisons with the British experience of  university expansion. The article stated 
that “one of  the lessons learnt from this country’s post-war university building programme is that a 
campus of  culture, learning and athleticism, sitting in 200 acres of  playing fields and parkland two 
miles from town, is not a final, ideal solution.”22 The editors of  the British magazine stressed 
the urgency of  keeping the university inside the city, and defined it “a romantic dream 
that research and academic study is best undertaken in rural bliss”. Rather, they maintained that 
“growing ideas of  continuing education, adult education and re-education suggest that the sooner the 
university is back in town and making its unique contribution to the quality of  life of  the town the 
better for all concerned.”23
Five months later, the Architectural Review published a letter sent to the magazine, 
and signed by the winning team headed by Gregotti and Detti. It was a reply to the 
accusations moved by the British magazine in which the winning team stressed the 
inconsistency of  those accusations24. Although this was not explicitly stated, the 
inconsistence of  the Architectural Review’s critique against the relocation strategy 
proposed in Florence could be related to a lack of  knowledge on their part of  the 
contents of  the post-war Italian architectural debate. By clarifying how their attempt 
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was “to pull together the entire regional system through a chain of  interventions (the university 
represents one of  the central ones), stretching along a serviced axis which penetrates into Florence’s 
historic centre”25, Gregotti and his colleagues were tying back to that debate that for 
fifteen years had concentrated on finding ways to cope with, and re-direct a changing 
urban and social dimension. What British critique did not consider were the different 
intentions of  the competition as compared to the expansion of  higher education 
through detached campuses that had been promoted in the UK. By talking of  a “chain 
of  interventions” the winning team pointed out how relocating a part – even a large part 
– of  the university out of  Florence’s historic core was not to be confused with higher 
education abandoning the city. Rather, this was proposed as a way of  reconceiving 
the overall spatial organisation of  the city, and to restore a central urban role for the 
university. However, this could not be done if  the term city was still applied to the 
historic core. This would have, indeed, been anachronism as it came without doubt 
that the urban condition could not but be dealt with in terms of  a wide territorial 
city26. 
The winning team’s proposal aimed at defining a new settlement principle for making 
the switch from a territory made of  loosely interrelated urban centres and rural 
settlements to città territorio, in which each piece found its main role within the system: 
Florence was to be the main centre for tertiary services, leisure, and cultural activities; 
Prato was to be strengthened in its industrial vocation; and Sesto Fiorentino was to 
provide “a large concentration of  workers housing”27. What also was a major difference 
between the project produced by Gregotti and his team and those campuses “of  
culture, learning and athleticism” referred to by the editors of  Architectural Review was 
that no intention was stated of  turning the new university settlement into an ideal 
residential community, that is, into a city in miniature. Student housing was not to be 
part of  the new settlement that was conceived as a provider of  services with a regional 
catchment area. The university was not isolated in its new location, but was designed 
as an integrated service core that included also a regional shopping mall, and the new 
headquarters of  the regional government. It was, in short, a large working area where 
governmental activities merged with learning, research, and leisure. 
The fact that the new settlement was not to be a city in miniature also meant the 
refusal of  any urban mimicry. The university was not to replicate the spaces of  
the city, but was to advance novel spatial configurations. It is in this respect that 
Amalassunta came closer to the experimental nature of  many projects of  new 
universities around the world. The five linear blocks (for the university departments) 
connected by a horizontal podium (with the common facilities) hardly re-proposed 
any existing urban space. However, while the many campuses built around the world 
were limited, by means of  their implicit rationale as being self-contained compounds, 
to devise a new spatial organisation totally contained within their own boundaries, 
Amalassunta took on the idea of  the university as a principle of  settlement. Therefore, 
it set a spatial principle to be applied also to other parts of  the territory. In particular, 
the linear blocks ‘migrated’ from the compact core of  the university to redefine the 
edges of  Florence and of  the town of  Sesto Fiorentino.     
Housing, as said, was not part of  the new settlement but was located in the existing 
towns and, in particular, in some areas of  the historic centre of  Florence. Through 
an analysis of  the existing building stock of  the historic centre, Amalassunta proposed 
to use historic buildings for student housing, and claimed the importance of  keeping 
parts of  the university inside their old locations (to be concentrated around the 
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pole of  piazza San Marco)28. In order to give back to the historic city core its role 
as a residential environment the project argued for the need to decongest it from 
tertiary activities. These had grown over time at the expenses of  residences that 
were continuously relocated outside of  the city causing a mechanism of  urban 
growth totally ruled by private developers. The university was a quintessential public 
institution, and it had to take on a moral role towards the collective will and the 
city. Therefore, it had to counteract the speculative growth of  the city by providing 
an exemplary case of  public space. Amalassunta argued that a way to do this was 
by relocating to the new university/service core all the tertiary activities that were 
among the primary causes of  the uncontrolled growth of  the city. The service core 
was complemented by some “terminals” that were located as pearls on a ring around 
the periphery of  the city core. The terminals also acted as park-and-ride facilities 
mediating the transition between the periphery and the historic core. The other main 
element of  a strategy for counteracting private speculative forces in the historic centre 
was the student residences. These were proposed as part of  a wider programme 
of  public housing, and strengthened the notion of  a moral role to be played by the 
university as a major public institution. 
Amalassunta was a statement of  a new beginning (the beginning of  Florence as città 
territorio) to be achieved by means of  resistance against an idea of  city controlled 
as a dictatorship by the private sector. As already said, Gregotti and Detti made an 
instrumental use of  the university to re-affirm some of  the propositions of  the 
latter’s master plan for Florence. Conversely, the project that received the second prize 
started off  as an open critique to Detti’s master plan. Under the title “Aquarius”, Pier 
Luigi Cervellati and Italo Insolera made an equally instrumental use of  the university, 
this time to propose a diametrically opposed idea of  city. By reading the relocation 
strategy proposed by the competition brief  in a similar way as done by James Gowan, 
Opposite:
The linear academic blocks (above) and their 
drift to re-define the limite of  the historic city 
(below)
Amalassunta. Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo 
Detti, et al., 1970-71
(from Casabella n.361, 1972, 
and Urbanistica  n.62, 1974)
Redeeming the historic city
Typological studies of  the historic housing fabric 
of  Florence to be converted to student residences 
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972)
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Aquarius used a critique to the idea of  university as a detached and ideal community 
to advance a wider critique to città territorio: “We reject a university OUTSIDE OF THE 
CITY: a splendid isolation of  magnificent architecture, an updated version of  the ‘temple of  
knowledge’. Being outside of  the city means being outside of  culture: it means inventing culture as 
something different from life, as academia. […] We reject the campus as a place of  alienation.[…] 
No to the concentration campus.” (capital letters original by the authors)29. Cervellati and 
Insolera claimed that since the debate on higher education reform was still far from 
getting to any consensus, providing a clear definition of  what a university was proved 
to be an impossible task. Given the inexistence of  such a definition, they argued that 
providing a formal solution for it was nothing but nonsense30. Therefore, rather than 
proposing a “project for the university”, the two urbanists claimed to propose a project 
for “how the university community will dwell, work, and spend their leisure time in Florence.”31 
The city of  Florence itself  was, for them, the university. However, if  theirs was also 
a critique to the way private speculative forces had transformed the city their notion 
of  ‘city’ was a synonym of  historic centre. Aquarius proposed to tear down some of  
the transformations to the urban fabric that dated back to the 19th century, to the 
fascist period, and to speculative housing projects of  the 1950s in central areas of  
the city. As an example, the project made tabula rasa of  a large site that had been 
redeveloped after the bombings of  the Second World War. In its place, it proposed 
to build the central space of  the new “Firenze-Università” that was designed as nothing 
but a large canopy covering a space for assembly and debate. The “forum”, as this 
new university centre was named, was “not only a place of  the university, but a place that 
the university gives to the city”32. It was thus intended as a place for free occupation and 
continuous reconfiguration around which the residential and proper working areas 
for the university were housed inside converted historic buildings33. The forum was 
then replicated on the site indicated by the competition as the location of  the new 
Resistence: the resilience of  the old city
Aquarius
Pier Luigi Cervellati, Italo Insolera 
(second prize)
Competition panel
(from Domus n.509, 1974)
Making tabula rasa of  speculation
Aquarius. Pier Luigi Cervellati, Italo Insolera (second prize)
Right: plans showing the area inthe historic centre of  Florence to be cleared 
for the University Forum
Bottom of  page: section of  the University Forum
Center page: Proposed public transport system for the metropolitan area of  
Florence linking the two University Forums in the centre and in the periphery
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972 and Domus n.509, 1974)
Discuss before acting
The univeristy as political arena
Photomontage of  University Forum
Aquarius
Pier Luigi Cervellati, Italo Insolera, 1970-71 
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972)
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university settlement. Here, rather than a project for a large university complex, an 
identical duplicate of  the canopy in the city centre was also conceived as a place for 
the encounter of  people that would discuss what the new city should be: “only when we 
will know what will remain in the centre will we be able to decide what to build in the periphery”34.  
The project by Cervellati and Insolera was an open critique to what they condemned 
as “formal utopia”, that is, the idea that the organisation of  space alone would be 
enough to affect real and effective social change (for them, indeed, “architecture doesn’t 
matter”35). Conversely, what the winning proposal by Gregotti and Detti stated was an 
unquestioned belief  in the power of  architectural form. That is to say, they shared 
the belief  of  many of  the advocates of  città territorio in the possibility of  defining the 
future organisation of  a large territory by means of  a clear architectural drawing of  its 
plan. Planning was thus interpreted as a process in which the drawing came first, and 
was followed only in a second stage by rules and other technicalities. This was a strong 
reaction towards a growing technocratic planning culture that had been growing also 
in Italy in the post-war years, and that architects saw as threatening the fundamental 
role of  architecture in shaping society. Cervellati and Insolera questioned the validity 
of  such an approach as a form of  resistance against a purely technical and increasingly 
bureaucratised version of  urban planning. The university, seen as a most indeterminate 
entity that could hardly be reduced to any fixed spatial layout, provided for them the 
perfect example to criticise the fixity of  form on which città territorio was grounded. 
A further expression of  dissent came from the pages of  another magazine, this time 
an Italian one. On the pages of  Controspazio, Massimo Scolari added his voice to 
the critique of  the medium of  architectural competitions by elaborating an additional 
observation. He claimed that competitions were often used by institutions as a 
means to gather ‘innocuous’ ideas. Given the complexity of  the themes of  many 
competitions (and certainly a university was such a theme), it was obvious that no final 
decisions could be taken solely through an architectural project. Indeed, any project 
could not but be a partial answer to problems that were simply too many and too 
multifaceted36. Therefore, the status quo was ultimately confirmed rather than being 
subverted, and the institution could continue its normal life to flow unperturbed. If  
this was true for many competitions organised in Italy for some major public works, 
Aquarius. Pier Luigi Cervellati, Italo Insolera, 1970-71
Aerial view of  proposed area for the University Forum
(from Domus n.509, 1974)
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Scolari’s point was that an even worse aspect of  those competitions was represented 
by those entries that provided more opportunities for such perverse decision-making 
mechanism to work. He thus condemned the second and third prize entries at the 
competition in Florence as instances of  such dangerous projects. If  Aquarius could be 
easily blamed of  being simplistic and naïve in its claiming ‘the city as the university’ (a 
slogan as much usable by the institution itself  as it was innocuous in its possible real 
effects)37, it was the project that received the third prize that Scolari considered the 
most harmful. That was because it opted for giving up any degree of  formal definition 
whatsoever. 
The third prize was awarded to another large team of  architects composed of  three 
sub-groups based in Rome, Florence, and Bologna38. The three groups were headed, 
respectively, by Ludovico Quaroni,  Pierluigi Spadolini, and Fernando Clemente, 
three names that took part to the ISES conference in October 1970 and signed the 
final report on the theme of  the typology of  the university39. As we have seen, that 
report ended by stating the impossibility of  any linear translation from programme to 
form: the university could not be reduced to any fixed typology. The alternative they 
proposed - as another form of  criticism to the impossibility of  solving through an 
architectural competition the reorganisation of  a university and of  whole territory -  
was thus to elaborate a quasi-scientific method for coping with the university intended 
as an “open typology”. They named this method “metaprogetto” (“the project of  the project”40), 
which was condemned by Scolari as “formal aboulia” turning architecture into a mere 
instrument at the disposal of  some top-down control41. Quaroni’s team didn’t develop 
a project but a methodological approach that was meant to contribute to subsequent 
projects. They argued for the inadequacy of  following a strictly architectural approach 
on to two interrelated reasons. The first was the complexity of  the theme that could 
not be conceived as a “university building” but only as a “territorial university system”42. 
Metaprogetto. The demise of  form
Sistemi Congiunti Tre
Ludovico Quaroni, Pierluigi Spadolini, et al., (third prize), 1970-71
Competition panels describing the planning process for the new university
(from Urbanistica n.62, 1974, and Domus n.509, 1974)
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The second was the growing complexity and multi-dimensionality of  the architectural 
design process, which was increasingly characterised as an inter-disciplinary effort. 
Therefore, the team claimed that no architectural decisions could be provided because 
any such decision would have been “out of  scale” in relation with the complexity of  the 
problem43. The result of  such position towards the topic was a rhetoric apotheosis 
of  notions such as. However pertinent the notions they discussed (interdisciplinarity, 
multiple dimensions of  knowledge, and irreducibility of  the university to any unity 
of  place) were in relation to the changing understanding of  knowledge creation and 
transfer, equating these with an impossibility of  an architectural project was a failure 
that could not simply be masked behind claims of  finding a new methodological 
approach44. Rather than using the competition for bringing to a step forward the 
analysis and theoretical discussion proposed at the ISES conference in 1970, Quaroni 
and his team simply reiterated that discussion. In the end, they declared only retreat 
from the architectural project. The submission by Quaroni and his team, named 
“Sistemi Congiunti Tre” was thus mostly text-based. It was composed of  seven written 
chapters accompanied by charts describing the decision-making process, and abstract 
plans populated with arrows and symbols45.
Sistemi Congiunti Tre further stressed the lack of  consensus among the Italian 
architectural culture towards the validity of  the canonical idea of  città territorio intended 
as an urban condition essentially defined by its formal configuration. The competition 
in Florence was thus an important platform for debating the validity of  that idea. If  
Quaroni, Cervellati, and Insolera had openly – albeit with very different approaches – 
attacked that ides, some other participants besides Gregotti46 showed their continuing 
faith in città territorio. One of  these was the project submitted by Carlo Aymonino and 
Costantino Dardi with the name “Ariella”47. As one of  the first advocates of  centri 
direzionali, Aymonino could not but praise the main indications provided by the 1962 
Metaprogetto. The demise of  form
Sistemi Congiunti Tre
Ludovico Quaroni, Pierluigi Spadolini, et al., 
(third prize), 1970-71
Competition panels (opposite) and morphological 
analysis of  the plain of  Florence (right)
(from Urbanistica n.62, 1974)
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Plan of  Florence, and in particular the idea of  realising a university settlement as a 
major node along a new axis for urban development and territorial restructuring. In 
line with his thinking on centro direzionale, he claimed the university to be a possible 
kick-starting element for a new territorial arrangement. However, while accepting the 
westward expansion of  Florence, Aymonino and Dardi opposed any possible idea 
of  urban growth as a continuous urban development along the main axis. They thus 
added a perpendicular north-south axis (running between Monte Morello and the 
town of  Scandicci) in order to prevent the creation of  a truly linear city. A similar 
decision was taken in the project “Stoà”48 by a team led by Giuseppe Rebecchini. 
Rebecchini’s team clearly stated their objection to the understanding of  città territorio as 
a linear continuous city, and proposed a settlement principle made of  a sequence of  
linear bands running transversal to the east-west axis. These bands aimed at providing 
an alternation between built and unbuilt areas. Explicitly quoting Ludwig Hilberseimer 
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in their explanatory text, the architects of  Stoà defined a ladder diagram in which 
the continuity of  the ‘urban’ (what they called the “city effect”) did not mean endless 
physical continuity. By reclaiming the public ownership of  the land, they proposed 
a reiteration of  the ‘city in the park’ idea. Built development was thus concentrated 
within precisely defined areas according to a territorial geometric scheme (the 
sequence of  parallel bands). The physical connective tissue was a rural park aimed 
at the preservation of  agricultural activities. Such idea of  the territorial city was the 
underlying common rationale of  Stoà, Ariella, and Amalassunta, and would then be 
reiterated by the winning proposals at the competition for the design of  the University 
of  Cagliari in 1971-7249. 
While sharing a similar argument as to the overall organisation of  the territorial city, 
Stoà and Ariella differed in their decisions at the architectural scale. Aymonino and 
Dardi conceived the transversal band aimed at breaking the continuity of  a possible 
Confirming Città Territorio
Opposite: 
Ariella.. General plan 
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi et al., (mention)), 1970-71
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Costantino Dardi)
Above: 
Stoà. General plan
Giuseppe Rebecchini et al., (mention), 1970-71
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972) 
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east-west linear city as an apparently free composition of  basic architectural forms. 
These were organised on grids of  various dimensions and orientation, and were meant 
to house the university (designed as a series of  six square “amphitheatres” linked by a 
central gallery), some technical schools, the headquarter of  the regional government, 
hotel complexes, offices, an expo centre, a new station for the regional train, and 
residences located in the periphery of  Sesto Fiorentino. Similarly to what done by 
Amalassunta, Aymonino and Dardi rejected the idea of  completely relocating the 
university out of  the city centre, and proposed to reuse buildings in the historic core as 
student residences, and centres for adult and permanent education. They thus added 
their voice to the widespread refusal of  the campus as an outdated and anachronistic 
model for thinking the university, and as a concept that, by claiming a refusal of  the 
city, was completely at odds with the idea of  città territorio50. 
In opposition to the seemingly free disposition of  the architectural forms deployed by 
Ariella, Stoà brought to its most explicit results the recovery of  the Roman centuriatio 
that was also considered as an organising device by the winning project of  Gregotti 
and Detti. The transversal band of  urban development that passed through the town 
of  Sesto Fiorentino and the site for the new university settlement was defined by a 
regular grid measuring 700 x 700 meters. The grid was meant to regulate various new 
developments that encompassed new residential neighbourhoods, industrial districts, 
service areas, and the university. The latter was thus proposed as an example of  
how to design within the grid, and in the intentions of  the architects was also meant 
to provide a possible set of  solutions that could be replicated in other universities 
Pure Types for the University
Ariella
Carlo Aymonino, Coastantino Dardi, et al., 
1970-71
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Opposite: 
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university ‘amphiteatres’
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti
fondo Costantino Dardi)
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around Italy. In opposition to the ambiguity between indeterminacy and completeness 
that characterised Aymonino and Dardi’s project51, Stoà proposed a clearly bounded 
university that followed the territorial grid. An important aspect of  Stoà was that 
rather than defining the space according to a given institutional organisation (either by 
faculties, or institutes, or departments) it followed a functional logic in which different 
spatial configurations corresponded to the main activities of  a university regardless of  
any possible hierarchical organisation of  the institution. By translating those activities 
into a diagram made of  juxtaposed linear bands, that alternated indoor and outdoor 
spaces, the project stated that the functioning of  a university ultimately depended on 
the co-existence of  various activities happening simultaneously. While deploying a 
level of  internal flexibility through a juxtaposition of  generic but differentiated spaces, 
the project reaffirmed a cornerstone concept of  città territorio, namely the necessity of  
a clear figure-ground relation between pockets of  built-form and the rural-park land. 
In opposition to this ‘canonical’ interpretation of  città territorio, the project 
“Continuum”52 wedded the ‘linear city’ idea tout-court. Italo Gamberini and his team 
clearly articulated an argument against the idea of  a city made of  discrete large-scale 
islands in which urban ‘functions’ could still be recognised and made to correspond 
to specific spaces53. Rather, they proposed to consider the university as a possible 
‘matrix’ capable of  shaping the city in what they considered to be its innermost nature: 
contiguity and continuity of  activities54. The fact that Continuum was the project that 
went closer to the idea of  megastructure can partly be explained by its opposition 
to the canonical idea of  città territorio. While the latter valued discontinuity to be 
New centuriatio
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Giuseppe Rebecchini et al., 1970-71
This page, from top:
Plan of  a linear band of  development, 
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finiteness of  the settlement
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as important as continuity for the definition of  any urban environment (the idea 
of  a dialectical city of  parts, the understanding of  the city as the locus of  political 
friction and conflict), reading the city as just a matter of  continuity was an over-
simplification that could only result in the indiscriminate acceptance of  the continuous 
megastructure. The attempt at grounding such idea of  a continuum on an analysis 
of  the university as something that should permeate all society, rather than being a 
separate package in a territory, was only a fragile pretext for a simplistic answer55. 
We can thus place Continuum in relation to Cervellati and Insolera’s as two reactions 
to the canonical città territorio idea, and to a way of  conceiving the transmission of  
knowledge as something that happens within a bounded space. Aquarius, as said, 
took a step further in questioning the very role of  architecture in shaping a space of  
knowledge. This unashamedly resulted in the choice of  reducing the university to just 
a covered space for assembly. Another argument against the practice of  architecture 
was then proposed by Archizoom through what became the first formulation of  
their famous No-Stop City project. By submitting a project with the polemic title “I 
progetti si firmano” (projects must be signed), Archizoom’s proposal transgressed the 
requirement of  anonymity asked by the competition, and was automatically excluded 
by the jury. The members of  Archizoom were recent graduates from the University 
of  Florence56. There they had directly experienced the experimental climate within 
the school of  architecture, and its fascination for large-scale megastructures as a 
means to restructure the metropolitan territory around the city57. As a polemical 
response, since the late sixties they started developing a critique against the meaning 
of  architecture in relation to the new condition of  mass society. The announcement 
of  a design competition for a new university (that dealt with the same territory where 
they had worked as students) emerged as an opportunity to refine their critique. For 
Archizoom, capitalism had reduced the city to a production machine (the city-factory), 
and this had deprived architecture of  its meaning as a projective representation of  
reality58. Architecture had been absorbed within the production chain. Thus, it did 
no longer make sense to define the architectural project in terms of  an absolute 
correspondence between means and ends: no particular formal invention could be said 
to be appropriate to a given problem. Therefore, no specific form could be associated 
Continuous university. The inevitability of  megastructure
Continuum
Italo Gamberini et al. (mention), 1970-71
(from Controspazio n.1-2, 1972)
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to the university. Rather than joining forces with the practice of  “progettazione delle 
coperture”59 – project of  roofs – that Archizoom saw as the only possible rationale left 
to architectural competitions, they argued that the only thing that still made sense 
was to design of  the use of  space rather than design space. Their project was thus a 
graphic representation of  the way they conceived the mechanisms of  circulation of  
information, and constituted the first formulation of  the “non-figurative language” they 
developed in No-Stop City. As I discuss elsewhere in this thesis, No Stop City has 
always been presented by Archizoom as not being a project intended as a prefiguration 
of  some possible reality; rather, their intention was to formulate an exaggeration 
of  an existing reality (the spilling out of  the factory and of  its social organisation 
into the city as a whole). It could be argued that the same reading hardly applies 
to I progetti si firmano, as the condition it would exaggerate – namely the ubiquitous 
presence of  information and the total permeability of  knowledge – was the opposite 
of  what exited in reality. In other words, the fragmentation of  higher education in 
Italy did not mean that knowledge was smoothly distributed throughout the city; 
rather, discontinuities and incommunicability among the parts hampered any such 
smoothness to take place. Therefore, I progetti si firmano and its drawings depicting a 
“piano continuo dell’informazione” (continuous plane of  information) must be read as a 
‘project’, that is, as a prefiguration of  a different condition. Such different condition 
insisted on the notion of  continuity that, still from within a belief  in architecture, the 
project Continuum by Italo Gamberini had also interpreted. 
The counterargument to the idea of  a concentration of  the university within some 
kind of  clearly legible formal configuration (Amalassunta, Stoà, Ariella) thus still resided 
either within a simplistic understanding of  the city as a continuum (Gamberini, and 
the inevitability of  megastructure), or within the indeterminacy of  a “metaproject” 
(Quaroni and the ultimate demise of  architecture), or within an ideological polemic 
against the speculative city (Cervellati and Insolera, and the retreat to the old city), or 
within a wider ideological critique to the discipline of  architecture that, coherently 
with its premises, did not want to ‘propose’ a different project (Archizoom, and 
the visualisation of  a process of  information exchange without architecture). It 
would only be with the work of  Giancarlo De Carlo60 that the understanding of  
the university as a possible settlement principle for rethinking the city and its new 
territorial dimension beyond the canonical città territorio idea found a formulation that 
married fierce criticism of  the status quo with a retaining of  the role of  architecture 
in defining spaces. At the time of  the Florence competition the only possible way of  
conceiving the university as a kick-starting element of  a new urban condition - and 
simultaneously as an alternative to the much criticised model of  the university-as-
campus – was by implementing the idea of  a territorial city of  discreet, large-scale 
parts61. This idea would be evolved further in the competition for the University of  
Cagliari.
Continuous information
I progetti si firmano
Archizoom Associati (excluded project), 1970-71
(from Domus n.509, 1974)
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university in the 1930s (Literature, Medicine, 
Sciences, Law) were complemented in the 
interwar years by Pharmacy, the School of  
Education, Agrarian studies, Economics, 
Architecture, and Political Sciences.  The 
original nucleus of  the university was located 
around Piazza San Marco in the historic 
centre. This had been complemented in 
the 1930s by a second location for the 
polyclinic in a peripheral area (Careggi). In 
the 1950’s and 1960’s two phases of  further 
university expansion occurred. The first was 
similar to what happened in most Italian 
universities, and consisted of  the increasing 
fragmentation of  the university into various 
buildings dispersed in the urban fabric. 
The institutional organisation of  detached 
faculties thus found its spatial representation. 
In a second phase, following the increasing 
dominance of  scientific over humanistic 
disciplines, some additional buildings were 
dislocated around the periphery of  the urban 
centre. Rather than continuing the process 
of  dispersion inside the city fabric, triggered 
by the funding provided by the government 
for university expansion (Legge 641, 1967) 
the university looked for finding a new site 
outside of  the historic centre.  See Sandro 
Rogari, “Università Di Firenze,” in Storia 
Delle Università in Italia, ed. Gian Paolo Brizzi, 
Piero Del Negro, and Andrea Romano, vol. 
3 (Messina: SICANIA by GEM s.r.l., 2007), 
183–92.
5. In December 1966 the university 
commissioned a study to professor 
Gamberini for the selection of  adequate areas 
for university expansion. Early that year the 
university had approached the municipality 
of  Sesto Fiorentino to ask for the allocation 
of  a large area for university expansion as 
part of  the municipal plan. The study for the 
selection of  the areas was presented in April 
1967, and it indicated three possible sites 
that added up to a total 616 hectares. The 
university committee appointed for managing 
the expansion plans met in April 1968, and 
confirmed the selection of  the areas.  
6. Florence, Sesto Fiorentino, Galenzano, and 
Prato. 
7. An inter-municipal plan had been under 
development ever since the 1962 Plan of  
1. “Bando Di Concorso Internazionale per 
La Sistemazione Della Università Degli Studi 
Di Firenze,” Gazzetta Ufficiale Della Repubblica 
Italiana, no. 110 (May 4, 1970): 2747–49. The 
final deadline for submission of  the projects 
(18 in total) was 15 June 1971; the jury 
finished its work on 22 October 1971 when 
the results were published.
2. Some of  the projects submitted at the 
competition were published in Casabella 
no.361, pp. 19-29; January 1972, pp. 
Controspazio no.1-2, January-February 1972, 
pp.5-31; Domus no.509, April 1972, pp.1-12; 
Urbanistica no.62, April 1974, pp.45-63. 
3. “Oggetto del concorso è la sistemazione globale 
dell’Università di Firenze, da considerarsi nel 
rapporto di integrazione con la città ed il territorio 
e nella sua organizzazione interna.” “Bando Di 
Concorso Internazionale per La Sistemazione 
Della Università Degli Studi Di Firenze.”, 
art.3.  Oggetto del concorso.
4. The University of  Florence was formally 
established on 1 October 1924. To be sure, 
this was a second life for the institution 
that had originally been established in 1321 
as Studium Generale. The 19th century 
university was born as an upgrade of  the 
Istituto di studi superiori, created in 1859 
as a postgraduate institution. The history 
of  the university in Florence has been 
presented as shaped by the dichotomy 
between high culture and the university 
itself. Indeed, since its medieval origins 
much of  the high culture that shaped 
Florence as the cradle of  Italian humanism 
did not originate inside the university. As 
noticed by Sandro Rogari, it emerged and 
proliferated out of  patronage for single 
individuals, and of  the creation of  parallel 
institutions to the university (the academies). 
The 19th century Istituto was conceived 
as a specialisation centre for postgraduate 
studies, that attracted students from other 
universities. It was only in the 20th century 
that the idea of  creating a complete university 
was proposed and implemented. At the 
time of  the competition the University of  
Florence was composed of  ten faculties, and 
it was one of  three universities in Tuscany 
(the other two being Siena and Pisa). The 
original four faculties that composed the 
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Florence was approved. By the time of  the 
competition for the university the plan had 
not yet been approved. Such situation was 
amply criticised as a major shortcoming that 
hindered from the outset the success of  the 
competition. 
8. The plural was used in the competition 
brief.
9. “[…] gli insediamenti universitari dovranno 
integrarsi con una nuova struttura urbana, prevista 
preminentemente con carattere direzionale a livello 
comprensoriale e regionale”. “Bando Di Concorso 
Internazionale per La Sistemazione Della 
Università Degli Studi Di Firenze.”, art.3.  
Oggetto del concorso. The translation into 
English of  “carattere direzionale” proves not 
straightforward for reasons already discussed. 
I literally translated it as “directional 
character” to avoid conveying the only partial 
meaning of  ‘business centre’ that was part of  
the notion of  centro direzionale, and including 
the broader meaning of  a structure aimed at 
re-directing territorial arrangement.  
10. Similar figures would characterise also the 
proposed second university of  Rome (about 
500 hectares), and the University of  Cagliari 
(about 400 hectares).
11. The scales 1:25000 and 1:10000.
12. The scale 1:2000.
13. All drawings had to be mounted on 
panels measuring 120 by 84 centimetres. 
No limit as to the number of  panels was 
indicated. 
14. The winning team (project Amalassunta) 
was composed by: Emilio Battisti, Edoardo 
Detti, Gian Franco Di Pietro, Giovanni 
Fanelli, Teresa Cobbò, Vittorio Gregotti, 
Raimondo Innocenti, Marco Massa, 
Hiromichi Matsui, Mario Mocchi, Paolo 
Sica, Bruno Viganò Bruno, Marica Zoppi; 
Collaboratori: Francesco Barbagli, Peo Calza, 
Gian Franco Dallerba, Franco Luis Neves, 
Franco Purini.
15. “[…] la Commissione ha attribuito il primo 
premio al progetto Amalassunta che offre, a giudizio 
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(‘Architectural Review’ n.900, 1972). Cosa tanto 
più grave se si pensa alle qualità dell’architetto 
Gowan e alle carenza ideologiche della pianificazione 
scolastica e territoriale in Inghilterra.” Criticism 
against Gowan’s decision was expressed also 
by co-juror Oriol Bohigas: Oriol Bohigas, 
Considerazioni di un membro della giuria, in 
Casabella 361; Massimo Scolari, Progetti per 
due città, Controspazio 1-2, 1972.
20. James Gowan, “Firenze Università. 
Appunti Di Un Membro Fuggiasco,” 
Casabella, no. 364 (April 1972)., p.10.
21. “I considered that it would be a disaster to re-
locate the University on the western outskirts simply 
because the historic city could not afford to lose it.” 
Ibid., p.10.
22. “A Florentine Fiasco,” The Architectural 
Review, no. 900 (February 1972): 79–82., p.79.
23. Ibid.
24. The arguments raised in “A Florentine 
fiasco” replicate the main points of  Gowan’s 
critique, namely “the vague generalised conditions 
for what they called an international competition in 
1970 but without having asked the assessors to help 
prepare them, and issuing them only in Italian […] 
the lack of  information for competitors, the intrusion 
of  the design with Florence’s green belt, the loss of  
agricultural land, the lack of  understanding of  how 
university education is likely to develop in the next 
50 years and the disastrous policy of  taking the 
university out of  the historic city”.  Ibid., pp.79-80.
25. Vittorio Gregotti et al., “Florentine 
Fiasco. To the Editors,” The Architectural 
Review, no. 905 (July 1972): 63.
26. The interventions proposed by the 
winning project were described as “ways of  
using the competition to regulate the situation as a 
whole and render it less chaotic”. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
28. “D’altra parte si ritiene che l’Università non 
debba rinunciare alla localizzazione tradizionale 
nel centro storico, che anzi deve essere potenziata ed 
arricchita, come component fondamentale del quadro 
delle funzioni del centro stesso.” Vittorio Gregotti 
della maggioranza: il complesso meglio integrato di 
proposte per lo sviluppo della città e dell’Università; 
il migliore schema di sviluppo urbanistico territoriale, 
tenendo conto realisticamente degli insediamenti e 
dei piani attuali, ma correggendoli per adattarli a 
un disegno unico ed equilibrato; le miglior proposte 
realizzabili a breve scadenza per gli impianti 
universitari, sia nel centro storico che nel territorio.”  
VV.AA., “Relazione Della Commissione 
Giudicatrice Del Concorso Internazionale per 
La Sistemazione dell’Università Di Firenze,” 
Urbanistica, no. 62 (April 1974)., p.50.
16. The jury was composed by: Presidente 
Prof. G. Sestini (president, and Rector of  the 
University of  Florence), Prof. G. Astengo, 
Prof. J. Barge, Prof. L. Benevo!o, Prof. O. 
Bohigas, Arch. James Gowan (quit the jury), 
Prof. P. Carbonara, Ing. U. Cassi, Prof. V. Di 
Gioia, Prof. T. Maldonado, Arch. A. Mariotti, 
Prof. G. Michelucci, Arch. A. Montemagni, 
Arch. G. Morozzi, Prof. L. Piccinato, Ing. 
E. Salzano. The jury met in September and 
October 1971.
17. “Un fatto politico basilare abbastanza 
scandaloso è l’assenza di un piano intercomunale 
dell’asse Firenze-Prato-Pistoia che logicamente 
avrebbe dovuto essere, in una società ideale 
razionalizzata e politicamente ben organizzata, 
l’indispensabile punto di partenza.” Oriol Bohigas, 
“Considerazioni Di Un Membro Della 
Giuria,” Casabella, no. 361 (January 1972)., 
p.21.
18. Bohigas argued that a competition didn’t 
allow for the continuous iterations that are 
proper of  a normal architectural design 
process. Such iterations, he maintained, 
were even more needed within a situation 
characterised by the lack of  any strong 
institutional and planning context onto which 
to ground an architectural solution. A further 
critique to the medium of  the competition 
came from Massimo Scolari in Controspazio. 
See Ibid.; Massimo Scolari, “Progetti per Due 
Città,” Controspazio, no. 1–2 (January 1972).
19. “Probabilmente Gowan aveva ragione nel 
merito della questione; ma non si può certo essere 
d’accordo con il facile moralismo di chi rinuncia a 
prendere partito per salvare una presunta verginità, o 
di chi invece applica il cliché dell’humor anglosassone 
per liquidare con superficialità i problemi di fondo 
et al., “Amalassunta,” Urbanistica, no. 62 (April 
1974)., p.51.
29. “Rifiutiamo un’università FUORI DELLA 
CITTA’: uno splendido isolamento di magnifiche 
architetture, edizione aggiornata del ‘tempio del 
sapere’. Essere fuori della città significa essere fuori 
della cultura: inventarsi una cultura come altro dalla 
vita, cioè un’accademia. […] Rifiutiamo il campus 
come luogo di alienazione. […] No al campus di 
concentramento”. Pier Luigi Cervellati and Italo 
Insolera, “Aquarius,” Urbanistica, no. 62 (April 
1974)., p.56.
30. “Come proporre allora la forma (nuova e ‘bella’) 
per qualcosa di ancora inesistente (una volta respinti 
gli eventuali giochi di parole sull’’informale’)?” Pier 
Luigi Cervellati and Italo Insolera, “Aquarius,” 
Casabella, no. 361 (January 1972)., p.22.
31  “Questo non è perciò il progetto per una 
università, ma per come gli universitari risiederanno, 
lavoreranno, passeranno il tempo libero a Firenze.” 
Cervellati and Insolera, “Aquarius,” April 
1974., p.58.
32. “Centro della nostra Università è un grande 
spazio assembleare libero di essere usato, diviso, 
organizzato giorno per giorno: è ripetuto due volte al 
centro della città storica di Firenze e al centro della 
zona universitaria tra Rifredi e Prato. Lo abbiamo 
chiamato ‘forum’ per sottolineare la sua funzione 
globale: non è solo un luogo dell’università, ma il luogo 
che l’università propone alla città.” Cervellati and 
Insolera, “Aquarius,” January 1972., p.60.
33. Student residences were to be part of  
social housing complexes located in the 
poorer quarters of  Santa Croce and San 
Frediano. 
34. “Il piano della fascia universitaria dovrà essere 
fatto dopo il piano dell’università nel centro storico: 
quando si saprà cosa resterà in centro si potrà decider 
bene cosa costruire qui. Si potrà precisare cosa 
significa la creazione di una così vasta fascia basata 
sul binomio università-industria”. Cervellati and 
Insolera, “Aquarius,” April 1974., p.56.
35. “L’architettura non importa: perciò abbiamo 
indicato una tettoia esistente e molto nota e non 
abbiamo ‘inventato’ la nostra forma della loggia – 
tettoia – forum – campus.” Pier Luigi Cervellati 
and Italo Insolera, “Aquarius,” Controspazio, 
no. 1–2 (February 1972)., p.15.
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36. Scolari argued that the only real 
possibility left to the juries of  design 
competitions dealing with very complex 
topics was that of  a comment on aesthetics. 
Therefore, unless blatantly manifesting 
their dissent (as Gowan had done), they 
left the very rationale of  the competition 
unquestioned. Therefore, the institutions 
that promoted the competition would in 
the end still have the benefit of  a doubt as 
to the chosen winning proposal, and would 
have the right to ask for often indiscriminate 
modifications to that proposal. The line 
between minor modifications and thorough 
disruption of  the project was thus very thin, 
and this announced the inevitable fate of  
competitions with an ambition as high as 
that expressed in the case of  the University 
of  Florence, and replicated a year after for 
the University of  Cagliari. Scolari’s critique 
was formulated in 1972, and if  we think 
of  the fate of  the winning projects to both 
those competitions (that, as described in 
the introduction to this section, were hugely 
modified or even turned upside-down in the 
implementation and construction stages) it is 
indeed hard to prove him wrong. Moreover, 
to further demonstrate the paradoxical 
nature of  the design competition criticised 
by Scolari it can be noticed how failure in 
the implementation of  the winning project 
was contemplated as a possibility inside the 
competition brief  of  Florence itself. Indeed, 
if  for any reason the university would have 
failed to implement the project it was stated 
that a higher monetary prize would be given 
to the winner as a reimbursement of  the lost 
subsequent design stages.  Scolari, “Progetti 
per Due Città.”, p.4.
37. “[…] abbattuti i simulacri urbani dei 
tristi regimi, con trepidazione si attende la bella 
architettura della democrazia. E la montagna 
partorisce il topo: una tettoia qualunque.” Ibid.
38. The team that got the third prize (project 
Sistemi Congiunti Tre) was composed by: 
Università di Roma, Istituto di Progettazione 
della Facoltà di Architettura (Ludovico 
Quaroni, Salvatore Diema, M. Vittoria 
Diema, Antonio Quistelli, Francesco Karrer, 
Corrado Terzi, Marco Ventura, Egidio De 
Grossi); Università di Firenze, Istituto di 
Tecnica delle costruzioni (Pierluigi Spadolini, 
Mario Zaffagnini, Paolo Felli, Carlo Rocco 
Ferrari, Antonio Andreucci, Graziano Trippa, 
Carlo Guerrieri); Università di Bologna, 
Istituto di Architettura ed Urbanistica della 
Facoltà di Ingegneria (Fernando Clemente, 
Leonardo Lugli, Alberto Corlaita, Luisella 
Gelsomino, Maurizio Mari, Carlo Monti, 
Giovanni Crocioni, Celestino Porrino, Piero 
Secondini); Consultants: Alberto Pasquinelli, 
Piero Barucci.
39. “Tre istituti universitari di diversa tendenza 
per gli studi sull’argomento fino ad allora condotti si 
trovavano d’accordo sulla necessità d’esser presenti 
al concorso di Firenze, ma di non poter aderire 
alle richieste del bando, che pretendeva, oltre ad 
una idea precisa sulla futura strutturazione del 
sistema universitario, la scelta dell’area adatta per 
collocarvi il sistema stesso, la sua progettazione 
urbanistico-architettonica, sia pure di massima, il 
piano intercomunale di Firenze e il piano di riassetto 
del suo centro storico.” Ludovico Quaroni et al., 
“Sistemi Congiunti Tre,” Casabella, no. 361 
(January 1972)., p.22.
40. “E allora abbiamo deciso di partecipare al 
concorso fornendo, al posto del progetto, il progetto del 
progetto: un metodo col quale sarebbe stato possibile, 
in un secondo tempo, portare avanti il discorso sul 
nuovo assetto dell’Università di Firenze […]”Ibid., 
p.60.
41. “I due progetti [Aquarius e Sistemi Congiunti 
3], partendo da comuni rinunce operative, confluiscono 
in quelle pericolose regioni dove l’abulia formale riduce 
l’impegno politico a pura disponibilità.” Scolari, 
“Progetti per Due Città.”, p.4.
42. “Progettare un sistema universitario regionale o 
subregionale dovrebbe significare, intanto, come dice 
Gozzer, ‘superare la strettoia dell’unità di luogo, 
passando dal concetto di sede universitaria e 
quello di sistema universitario sul territorio.” 
Ludovico Quaroni et al., “Sistemi Congiunti 
3,” Urbanistica, no. 62 (April 1974)., p.59.
43. “[…] mancano, perché ritenuta fuori scala 
rispetto alle dimensioni del nostro discorso e per le 
ragioni esposte precedentemente sull’intrico produzione 
industriale-struttura architettonica formale, 
esplicitazioni di carattere architettonico.” Ibid., p.62.
44. Scolari denounced the fact that the 
methodology proposed by Quaroni and his 
colleagues was perfect for simply confirming 
the status quo. He claimed that, in the eyes 
of  university and city administrators, it would 
appear so generic to ultimately be innocuous, 
and hinder any possible real transformation: 
“Per i politici e i tecnici comunali ‘Sistemi congiunti 
tre’ è l’ideale. La sua gittata reale è sconosciuta, ma 
abbastanza lunga per essere valutata inoffensiva e 
non sfiorare neppure gli interessi degli esperti che 
ne seguono la traiettoria.” (Massimo Scolari, 
Progetti per due città, Controspazio 1-2, 
1972, p.4) Such transformation could only 
happen in space, and the lack of  any decision 
taken at the spatial level – beyond some 
generic diagrams and organisational charts – 
signalled the worrying decline of  architecture, 
and its absorption and blurring into a multi-
disciplinary network. For this reason, Scolari 
decided to publish in Controspazio some 
projects that had not been published on other 
magazines but that, in his view, provided 
examples of  an architectural engagement 
with the problem of  the university rather 
than proclaiming the abandonment of  formal 
definition on reasons of  complexity of  the 
theme. These were the project submitted by 
Carlo Aymonino and Costantino Dardi under 
the name “Ariella”, the project proposed 
by a team led by Italo Gamberini and titled 
“Continuum”, and the project “Stoà” developed 
by Giuseppe Rebecchini and his team.  
45. “Dunque un metodo: dunque pochi disegni 
schematici e molte pagine scritte, raccolte in sette 
fascicoli di settecento cartelle dattiloscritte complessive, 
di cui è possibile, in questa sede, dare solo i titoli: 
1) Il progetto ‘Sistemi Congiunti 3’ come contributo 
logico e metodologico alla risoluzione del problema 
della Università di Firenze; 2) Rapporti tra attività 
e spazi congruenti intesi come sistemi. Ricerca di una 
normativa esigenziale per le attrezzature universitarie; 
3) L’Università: finalità, ruoli, organizzazione di 
un particolare spazio sociale e fisico nella realtà del 
territorio fiorentino; 4) Il sistema dell’Istruzione 
superiore in Toscana al 1981. Ricerca di coerenze 
fra il servizio e l’utenza a livello regionale e locale; 
5) Rapporto tra bacino di utenza dell’Università di 
Firenze ed obiettivi della politica di localizzazione 
delle sedi universitarie; 6) La progettazione 
dell’ambiente nelle interazioni fra modelli teorici e 
territorio reale: analisi, elaborazioni, ipotesi sulla 
‘conca’ di Firenze-Prato-Pistoia, fra Pontassieve e 
Serravalle; 7) Il possibile ruolo della produzione 
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Serena De Siervo Cresci, Carlo Cresti, 
Andrea Del Bono, Loris Macci, Piero Paoli, 
Rosario Vernuccio. Consultants: prof. Aldo 
Visalberghi, prof. Tullio Seppilli.   
53. “L’effetto ‘università’ è quindi reperibile in 
ogni momento spazio-temporale, in ogni punto del 
territorio interessato dalla ristrutturazione proposta, 
e pertanto il problema dibattuto, sulla opportunità 
o meno dell’ubicazione di certe aree del demanio 
universitario, cade completamente d’interesse e di 
attualità perché ogni eventuale critica vocazionale, si 
configura immediatamente come strettamente legata ad 
una visione dello sviluppo della città per poli omogenei 
di aggregazione, se non addirittura per ‘zoning’ e 
la critica stessa coinvolge quindi in se stessa i propri 
limiti.” Italo Gamberini et al., “Progetto 
Continuum,” Controspazio, no. 1–2 (February 
1972)., p.23.
54. “Questa ipotesi di nuova tipologia 
dell’Università ci pone di fronte a tutta una 
problematica di rappresentazione del nuovo 
assetto universitario. Un assetto che non ammette 
antagonismo con la città e il territorio, né trionfalismo, 
e neppure egoistiche chiusure, ma non assetto fondato 
su una aggregazione organica di parti definite nel 
loro aspetto strutturale; in altri termini riteniamo che 
l’Università non abbia più necessitò di individuazioni 
tipologiche specifiche tali da imporre una propria 
riconoscibilità ma piuttosto debba presentarsi come 
un ‘continuum’ strutturale aperto, tale da costituire 
una matrice urbanistica di riequilibramento della 
pianificazione territoriale e un modello di riferimento 
per una ristrutturazione sociale. […] La nuova 
Università deve sorgere come una struttura capace 
di realizzare la continuità politica culturale e sociale 
tra i poli del territorio, deve rappresentare l’elemento 
attivante del processo di formazione di una nuova 
vita associata, in altri termini il tessuto generatore 
e catalizzatore di un sistema il cui ottenimento è 
dipendente dalla volontà singola e collettiva, dal 
contributo creativo e critico delle potenzialità culturali 
presenti in tutte le forze sociali.” Ibid., pp.22-23.
55. “L’Università va intesa nella nuova accezione di 
capillare presenza nella città e nel territorio”.  Ibid., 
p.22.
56. See Roberto Gargiani, Archizoom Associati, 
1966-1974 : Dall’onda Pop Alla Superficie Neutra 
(Milano: Electa, 2007).
57. In particular, the projects produced in the 
industriale nella formazione delle strutture fisiche 
per l’Università.” Quaroni et al., “Sistemi 
Congiunti Tre.”, p.60.
46. It must be noticed that, although 
Amalassunta can be ascribed to the città 
territorio rationale, Vittorio Gregotti has 
explicitly stated how he kept a position as 
an outsider to that debate, and did not really 
sympathise with the very term città territorio. 
47. Design team for the project Ariella: Carlo 
Aymonino, Giorgio Ciucci, Costantino Dardi, 
Vittorio De Feo, Umberto De Martino, Mario 
Manieri Elia, Giovanni Morabito, Francesco 
Pierobon.
48. Design team for the project Stoà: 
Giuseppe Rebecchini, Cesare Columba, 
Giangiacomo D’Ardia, Livio Quaroni. 
Collaborators: Marta Calzolaretti, Andrea 
Vidotto. 
49. Both the teams of  Giuseppe Rebecchini 
and Aymonino/Dardi took part also to 
the competition in Cagliari where they 
proposed updated versions of  their projects 
for Florence. Rebecchini would win the 
competition as part of  a team headed by 
Luisa Anversa Ferretti, while Aymonino and 
Dardi received the third prize.  
         
50. “D’altra parte non è il modello del campus 
quello che può essere indicato quale riposte a tale 
esigenza di integrazione. Esso infatti ha trovato la 
sua logica applicazione là dove la classe dirigente, per 
assicurare la propria stabilità, ha raccolto la ‘élite’ 
della propria discendenza lontano da ogni contatto 
‘contaminato’ con l’esterno, al fine di prepararla 
all’esercizio del futuro potere. Il campus, quindi, 
come luogo chiuso, che rifiuta la dialettica del contesto 
urbano, può essere assunto quale simbolo di una 
educazione chiusa, élitaria, certamente anacronistica 
nell’attuale società.” Carlo Aymonino et al., 
“Ariella,” Controspazio, no. 1–2 (February 
1972)., p.17.
51. It was an ambiguity that Aymonino and 
Dardi further refined in their successive 
schemes for the universities of  Cagliari and 
Calabria.
52. Design team for the project Continuum: 
Italo Gamberini, Bianca Ballestrero Paoli, 
design studios led by Leonardo Savioli and 
Leonardo Ricci, that Reyner Banham included 
in his book on megastructure.
58. “L’architettura non ‘rappresenta’ più il Sistema, 
ma ‘è’ il Sistema stesso, la città non è più un ‘luogo’, 
ma una ‘condizione’ di mercato.”  Archizoom, 
“Progetto Di Concorso per l’Università Di 
Firenze,” Domus, no. 509 (April 1974)., p.11.
59. Ibid.
60. At the time of  the Florence competition 
De Carlo had been working several years for 
the university of  Urbino. In late 1971 he start 
working on the plan for the University of  
Pavia.
61. Therefore, we can understand Oriol 
Bohigas’s words on the choice of  Gregotti’s 
proposal for the first prize:  “Queste 
considerazioni ci permisero di attribuire un valore 
special al progetto ‘Amalassunta’, lontano nello 
stesso tempo da qualsiasi utopia e da qualsiasi scusa 
per rifugiarsi in una inoperatività reazionaria.” 
Bohigas, “Considerazioni Di Un Membro 
Della Giuria.”, p.61.
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The competition for the design of  a new settlement for the University of  Cagliari 
was announced in July 19711, and was open only to Italian architects, urbanists and 
engineers. The switch from an international competition (in Florence) to a national 
competition can be read as a response to the widely criticised fake international 
character of  the Florence competition where only submissions from Italy where 
received2. Despite this downgrading of  the ambition, the competition call was 
modelled on the one used for Florence, and asked for the “global reorganisation of  the 
new seat of  the University of  Cagliari”. This had to be done through an “urbanistic plan 
meant to define the uses, built masses, spaces and typologies suitable to the needs of  the university” 
as well as to outline an overall infrastructural scheme of  roads and circulation3. The 
idea of  città territorio emerged again clearly as a foundation of  the competition, with 
the brief  calling for “an organism integrated inside the new dimension of  the ‘area of  Cagliari’, 
the latter being projected onto the regional territory with a directional role”4. The university was 
thus charged with a directional role aimed to establish new territorial synergies in 
which the old city centre acted as one of  the poles of  a new arrangement. The other 
‘referents’ of  the restructured and territorial university were to be the large transport 
infrastructures (“airport, railroad park, harbour, and regional highways”). As in Florence, 
the institutional reorganisation of  the university was not precisely defined, mirroring 
the stagnation of  the process of  university reform at the national level. The situation 
in which architects were called to operate was thus again marked by the lack of  any 
clear guidance from the institution or from the government. This was, again, lamented 
by some as a risk for the total arbitrariness of  architectural responses5. Given this 
indeterminacy of  the object to be designed, the requirement of  flexibility emerged 
firmly as its most pressing characteristic6. In particular, since the department had not 
yet been clearly defined architects were asked to design a somewhat generic space7. 
Seventeen teams took part to the competition, and the results were published by the 
academic council on July 27th, 19738. The first prize was awarded to a team headed 
by Luisa Anversa Ferretti, architect and professor at the University of  Rome, which 
included also members of  the Stoà team at the Florence competition. The second 
prize went to Giuseppe and Alberto Samonà, while Carlo Aymonino and Costantino 
Dardi won the third prize with a reiteration of  their previous project for Florence9. 
At the time of  the competition, the university in Cagliari – a small city albeit the 
main urban centre of  the island of  Sardinia10 – was scattered throughout the centre 
of  the city, and arranged in four clusters according to groups of  disciplines11. The 
growth of  the university had happened over time without an overall plan, and mostly 
in a piecemeal fashion12. A few attempts to devise an overall plan of  reorganisation 
of  the university had been made in the first half  of  the 20th century, but were not 
implemented due mainly to the break of  the two world wars. When the national act 
allocating funds for new university construction was passed in 1967 (Legge 641) 
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the university council started discussing the possibility for the expansion and total 
reorganisation of  the academic buildings. A committee was appointed to study some 
alternative sites to consider for the university’s expansion13. The acquisition of  a 
400-hectare area for the relocation of  the entirety of  the university was recommended, 
including alongside the new academic buildings for teaching and research also a new 
research medical centre14. The committee indicated an area on the northern edge of  
the city that was strategically located in relation to the major infrastructures, and that 
could easily be accessible from both the city center and the surrounding territory15. 
Moreover, the cheaper cost of  the land - which at the time was zoned for agricultural 
use – in comparison to inner city locations allowed to acquire a bigger site that could 
accommodate further expansion of  the university16. The report also stressed the fact 
that the location of  a university could not be considered only in relation to the needs 
of  the institution, but it was an urbanistic problem that would affect the future growth 
of  the city and its metropolitan region. For this reason, sites already embedded within 
the urban fabric ought to be avoided as they would only trigger congestion rather than 
define new directions of  growth17. 
As it had happened in Florence, the relocation18 of  the university to a new site raised 
a twofold opportunity for architects: on the one side, it was an opportunity for 
designing a new territorial organisation, and on the other side it was an opportunity 
for advancing an idea of  university that was alternative to the model of  the self-
contained campus. The three projects that received prizes shared the seizing of  such 
opportunity: once again after Florence, architects looked ‘inside’ the university as 
Academic clusters in the city
The drawing shows the situation as of  2015. 
Most of  the buildings in blue were already 
existing at thetime of  the competition
(drawing: Simone Ferreli, Giovanna Pittalis)
Rational plans for restructuring the university: 20th century attempts
Left: Gustavo Tognetti, Project for a Città Universitaria on a hill inthe 
outskirts of  Cagliari, 1913-14. The project was put on halt for the 
outbreak of  the First World War and eventually never implemented 
(from Annuario della Regia Università di Cagliari, 1914-15. 
© Università degli Studi di Cagliari)
Right: Cesare Valle, competition first prize for the new Faculty of  Mines 
and Engineering, 1940. The project proposed tearing down parts of  the 
historic centre of  Cagliari. It was put on halt for the outbreak of  the Second 
World War and never implemented afterwards 
(from L’architetture italiana, n.18, 1940)
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a way of  experimenting new spatial configurations capable of  allowing forms of  
collectiveness to resist the growth of  the private-market-driven city. At the same time, 
they also looked ‘outside’ the university, but did not simply consider the university 
as an entity that would automatically trigger change in its territory. Rather, they 
argued that in order for the new university settlement to work ‘as designed’ the outer 
condition of  the university had also to be thoroughly re-designed. Therefore, in 
those projects the design of  the university is as important as the design of  the spatial 
organisation of  a wide urban territory: one cannot be understood if  not in relation to 
the other. 
This is overtly evident in the project that won the competition, and that proposed a 
radical rearrangement of  the metropolitan territory of  Cagliari. The objective that was 
declared by the design team headed by Luisa Anversa Ferretti was to overcome the 
city-countryside dichotomy by setting the framework for a “diffused urban condition”19. 
The project was critical about the industrial policy followed in Sardinia, and that had 
mostly opted for a concentration of  the industrial poles around the two main urban 
centres of  Cagliari and Sassari. This was causing the growing decline of  the already 
underdeveloped internal areas of  the island20. The industrial plan for the metropolitan 
area of  Cagliari proposed to concentrate industries in a district located to the west 
of  the city, and close to the lagoon of  Santa Gilla that marked its western boundary. 
Anversa Ferretti suggested inverting the centripetal logic that governed territorial 
development through the relocation of  the industrial poles to an area located to the 
north-west of  the city21. A territorial master plan was devised to provide a complete 
Urgencies
Left: Polemic on the competition for the 
University of  Cagliari and the lack of  a 
national reform of  higher education
(from Casabella n.367, 1972)
Right: Page from a local newspaper with an 
article on the uncoordinated growth of  the 
university in Cagliari
(from L’Unione Sarda, 21 February 1968)
Looking for a site for expansion
Left: Report on the selection of  an area for the university submitted to 
the Rector  on April 22, 1968 (© Università degli Studi di Cagliari)
Below: The site proposed for the university 
(from L’Unione Sarda, 21 April 1968)
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spatial reorganisation of  the whole plain stretching from Cagliari to the town of  
Oristano. A complement to the relocation of  industries from the edge of  Cagliari 
was the proposed revitalisation of  the rural areas and the smaller towns located in 
the plain. Finally, the new territorial system was to be completed with the set-up of  
a new tertiary armature for the metropolitan area of  Cagliari. This, similarly to what 
proposed by Gregotti in Florence, was meant to de-congest the city centre from an 
excess of  tertiary uses that had been pushing residents toward peripheral estates. The 
overall strategy was thus based on the acknowledgment of  the complimentary roles 
of  the different economic sectors: the project claimed that the switch towards the 
service sector could not happen abruptly overnight. Conversely, a solid agricultural 
sector would be of  vital importance as backup to the tertiary activities that would be 
clustered in the new territorial dimension of  Cagliari. To this end, the project argued 
for the necessity of  a reunification of  the rural land that in Sardinia, where most 
agriculture was still managed at a family level, was traditionally subjected to processes 
of  subdivision into small parcels. At the same time, from a spatial perspective it was 
necessary to avoid the centripetal growth of  the rural towns, especially those located 
around Cagliari. The urban-rural relation in Sardinia had usually taken the form of  
very compact centres that could be clearly identified as built concentrations within the 
open countryside22. The processes of  urbanisation that started around Cagliari after 
the Second World War begun to disrupt such logic, causing an uncontrolled spilling 
out of  the city into the countryside. Anversa Ferretti’s project proposed to densify the 
boundaries of  the existing villages with the aim of  defining their figure in contrast 
to the emptiness of  the countryside, rather than allowing the physical fusion of  the 
centres. 
The territorial strategy was based on the superposition of  a new principle of  
settlement over the metropolitan area of  Cagliari. This principle was defined by an 
orthogonal grid of  roads that were to serve as armatures onto which new regional 
services would be attached. The overall figure that resulted from this superposition - 
the manifestation of  a “rationalising will”23 in the words of  the architects - was a new 
centuriatio knitting an additional degree of  territorial order to the figural definition 
The scale of  influence of  a university project
Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al. (first prize)
Master plan for the plain of  Campidano
1971-73
(© Studio Anversa Ferretti)
Following spread:
Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al. (first prize)
Master plan for the metropolitan area 
of  Cagliari
1971-73
(from Controspazio n.3, 1973)
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of  the existing urban centres. The westernmost of  the four north-south armatures 
connected Cagliari to the town of  Decimomannu, and kept together the main three 
transport infrastructures: the harbour, the train station24, and the airport. These 
infrastructures were the interface between the local scale of  Cagliari and the regional 
(train station), national, and international scales (harbour and airport). Along the 
easternmost armature the new university would be located as part of  a linear urban 
park connecting to the Molentargius basin and the salty lakes close to the coast. 
Besides the north-south armatures, five transversal ones completed the territorial 
scheme. The northernmost of  these intersected the airport, the site of  a new expo 
centre, some “metropolitan services”, a cluster of  hotels, and a sport facility. Another 
armature stretched from the new train station/business centre through a new school 
complex, the medical centre, and the general services of  the new university. A third 
transversal line of  the grid was based on some existing roads connecting the urban 
centres of  Cagliari, Pirri, and Monserrato, whereas a fourth one run along the 
northern edge of  the Molentargius basin, and could support leisure activities related 
to the urban park north of  the basin. Finally, a fifth transversal road passed between 
the basin and the salty lakes connecting Cagliari to Quartu Sant’Elena with the aim 
of  decongesting the coastline and avoiding its urbanisation through new residential 
construction. The overall territorial framework aimed at creating a diffused urban 
condition and relied as much on its built as on its unbuilt components: parkland was 
as important as the new buildings25. The archipelago system that was being defined 
was a reiteration of  the same old logics of  urbanisation of  the area that were based on 
a network of  very dense villages that rarely expanded beyond their fixed boundaries (a 
statement of  ‘respect’ of  the agricultural uses of  the countryside). 
The university settlement was divided into three main parts, and was cut in the 
middle by the existing tangential ring-road26. The medical centre was located to the 
south of  the road, while the university – divided into an area for the sciences and 
an area for the humanities – was located to the north, with the common services of  
the university27 in mid-position between the two. The university was designed as a 
juxtaposition of  linear bands that could be broken down into three main parts. Such 
Territorial grid
Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al. (first prize)
Master plan for the metropolitan area of  Cagliari, 1971-73
(from Controspazio n.3, 1973)
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diagram was a re-elaboration of  the project Stoà proposed by some of  the members 
of  the design team at the University of  Florence competition the previous year. The 
first band was conceived as the interface between the city and the university, and 
included the more public facilities such as shops, clubs, ateliers, art galleries and small 
museums, restaurants, etc.28 The second group of  linear bands created a teaching 
podium where classrooms of  different sizes were located in between two strips of  
seminar rooms. The strips of  classrooms were alternated with outdoor patios. Finally, 
the research area defined the north-eastern edge of  the university. Here were located 
the main laboratories for the departments as well as the offices for the professors, and 
additional seminar spaces. The research band was formally defined as a big portico a 
part of  which stretched towards the general service area of  the university. 
The university designed by Anversa Ferretti relied on a balance between the provision 
of  very generic spaces, and the deployment of  an overall clear formal configuration. 
Each of  the three main groups of  bands was configured as a simple repetition of  
a generic plan made of  adjacent rooms served by longitudinal corridors. While 
allocating two distinct areas, Anversa Ferretti’s project built an argument against a 
formal differentiation between spaces for the sciences and spaces for the humanities. 
All of  them participated of  the same logic, and concurred to create a compact 
architectural representation made of  distinct parts. The diagram chosen for the project 
was also original with relation to most of  the other international university designs 
produced in the 1960’s and 1970’s. The majority of  these relied mostly on the modular 
repetition of  a basic cell (the main example being Loughborough Technical University 
in the UK), or on a ladder scheme in which elements could be attached along a central 
spine (like De Carlo’s project for University College Dublin), or on a totally horizontal 
concatenation of  indoor and outdoor spaces regulated by an orthogonal grid (like 
in Berlin Free University)29. Conversely, the project by Anversa Ferretti made use of  
modularity (considered fundamental for the optimisation through standardisation 
and prefabrication of  the construction process) without, however, repeating any of  
the diagrams adopted by the above mentioned projects. The architectural diagram of  
juxtaposed strips was adopted for its capability of  being broken down into different 
The kick-starting element
Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al. (first prize)
Plan of  the university settlement composed of  
three main parts: research and teaching areas 
(upper left), communal facilities (upper right), 
and research hospital (lower right). 
The building at the lower left was an 
experimental school for agricultural studies
(from Controspazio n.3, 1973)
Following spread:
Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al. (first prize)
Axonometric of  the main teaching and research 
areas of  the university
(© Studio Anversa Ferretti)
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sections to be built in stages30. At the same time, it allowed for a maximum of  
interface surface between different activities, thus providing an alternative diagram 
to those elaborated in other international university projects, and based on the belief  
that university meant, as noted by Stefan Muthesius, “rubbing shoulders all the time”31. 
The spatial diagram drawn by Anversa Ferretti was thus meant to allow for the 
simultaneous coexistence of  very different activities, and aimed to realise what in a 
more recent statement has been defined as “a summation that is more than the accumulation 
of  parts”32. 
The repetition of  rooms that characterised the plan was interrupted at regular 
intervals by a service core, realising a plan that somehow recalled some of  the 
illustrations drawn by Archizoom for the University of  Florence. However, while for 
the Florentine group the endless repetition of  similarities was meant to provide a 
critique to the representational and figurative meaning of  architecture, the project for 
Cagliari firmly stated the figurativeness of  architecture. So, like Giuseppe Rebecchini 
had done in Florence, some strongly recognisable formal and three-dimensional 
configurations were associated to the main groups of  functions that constituted 
the daily working of  the university (taught classes, experiments in laboratories, 
independent study, leisure activities, etc.). What was different from the project Stoà, 
however, was the compactness of  the complex. In Florence the vertical slab with a 
portico, the free-standing cubes, and the horizontal slab were organised around a main 
central (botanical) garden thus deploying a spatial scheme in which unbuilt space acted 
as the main organising device for the whole composition (something that reminded 
some canonical campus layouts, in particular the ‘mall’ diagram in which a central 
longitudinal lawn organises, in a mostly symmetrical disposition, the built masses on 
either sides). Conversely, in the project for Cagliari the strip-diagram resulted in a 
substantially more compact settlement defining a sort of  large factory for learning. 
The stability of  form was the result that the project aimed to achieve in any moment 
of  its development. Thus, in a discussion of  the notion of  flexibility Anversa Ferretti 
distinguished two main meanings it could have in architecture. The first defined 
flexibility as an “ordered transformation of  an organism over time and space”. The second 
Diagramming the university
Left to right:
Modularity: Loughborough University of  
Technology (Arup Associates, 1966)
Linear Armature: University College Dublin 
(Giancarlo De Carlo et al., 1963-64)
Mat: Freie Universitat Berlin 
(Candilis, Josic & Woods, 1963)
Bands
Luisa Anversa Ferretti et al. (first prize)
Detail of  plan of  the teaching and research areas of  the university
(© Studio Anversa Ferretti)
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related to a “formal openness”, meaning a project that allowed for different architectural 
interventions by different authors over time to be kept together within an overall 
order. The latter, Anversa Ferretti argued, was the kind of  flexibility proper of  a city. 
However, this was not, for her, the objective of  a university complex. The university, 
conversely, should be conceived more as an “architectural structure under constant becoming” 
that could even allow for the intervention of  different authors but within a “formal 
discipline completely defined” from the outset. The objective of  the project was explicitly 
stated as being the deployment of  an alternative to the traditional main spatial models 
of  the university. In the words of  the design team, “the site is favourable in that it allows the 
deployment of  a model of  university that is different from the two major ones that have shaped the 
institution up to this day: one is related to a logic of  university detached from the existing context (the 
‘campus’); the other is linked to a logic of  university embedded inside that context (the university as 
‘city in the city’)”.33 The differentiation of  the new university from previous models, and 
the search for an overall architectural diagram capable of  maximising communication 
across a wider academic community (not anymore limited to the students and the 
professors) were to finally result in the formal coherence of  the overall complex. 
It was only through its formal completeness that the university could kick-start the 
process of  reorganisation of  Cagliari as città territorio, that Anversa Ferretti interpreted 
as a new territorial order achieved through a web of  interventions placed according to 
a large-scale grid, and aimed at subverting the monocentric urban development around 
Cagliari.                
Conversely, the project that received the second prize deployed a strategy of  total 
concentration. By spreading the university as a single architectural intervention that 
completely filled up the 400-hectare site, Giuseppe Samonà expressed the need 
to maximise the potential of  the new complex of  defining order in what was still 
rural territory: “The rude beauty of  this plain, which is marked by gentle hills and is thus not 
infinitely homogeneous but variously configured within an overall coherence, was so striking that we 
would consider negatively the idea of  creating big structures for the university here […] We have 
therefore decided that only a disegno over the territory could still be accepted today as an instance 
of  cultural subordination of  man towards a natural environment whose peculiar characteristics we 
The public gesture
Giuseppe Samonà et al. (second prize)
Competition model, 1971-73
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refuse to spoil”34. The university designed by Samonà was a big groundwork project, a 
linear settlement in which the majority of  the newly built masses were sunken into a 
300-meter wide by 13-meter deep excavation. The total length of  the settlement was 
about 5 kilometres. Samonà defined his architectural strategy “disegnare il territorio”35 as 
opposed to building it. That is to say, rather than aiming to mark the ground through 
the deployment of  built masses the project chose to manipulate the ground.  
The linear settlement of  the university was started close to the built fabric of  the small 
town of  Pirri, bended eastward to almost touch the nearby town of  Monserrato, and 
then headed north towards the town of  Sestu. In the southern edge, where the new 
settlement was closer to the urban centres the buildings emerged from the ground 
while still keeping a mostly horizontal configuration36. Following the natural slope 
of  the ground in the north direction, the built masses gradually sunk so that the 
roof  level became a continuum with the surrounding land. The main sunken linear 
structure spanned longitudinally about three kilometres, and reorganised the ground 
with a system of  terraces. The settlement was connected to the city of  Cagliari by a 
light railway running along the whole length of  the complex .
In the sunken segment of  the settlement a typical transversal section deployed an 
alternation of  built and unbuilt open spaces according to a principle of  total axial 
symmetry37. The section was extruded without interruption for the whole three 
kilometres of  the northernmost part of  the linear settlement. Two out of  three 
kilometres were meant to house the university, while the rest of  the settlement was 
a service and tertiary center. The university, for Samonà, was indeed interpreted 
as one of  the main services of  the city, and its insertion within a large complex of  
service activities was meant to make it participate to the creation of  a “professional 
culture”. According to Samonà, in a first stage the university was to occupy a given 
portion of  the new settlement, and had to contribute – through its educational 
mission – to nurture a professional mentality. For this reason, it benefitted from 
continuous bilateral exchange with a workplace environment, up to the point that 
it would eventually disappear as a clearly defined part of  the new settlement, and 
be absorbed within a ubiquitous working environment. Samonà’s project was thus 
claiming the university student to be already a worker. At the same time, he stated 
that the switch towards a truly tertiary economy required the spread of  some generic 
intellectual capabilities of  the workers (which he referred to as professionalism). It 
was for this reason that the project brought to its extreme consequences the principle 
of  repetition that we have already found in Anversa Ferretti’s proposal. This was the 
spatial representation of  an idea of  homogeneousness between ‘university space’ and 
‘work space’. Samonà thus designed the service settlement as a repetition through 
juxtaposition of  a main module measuring 250x300 meters. Every 500 meters - that 
is, every couple of  modules – the side buildings were composed of: 880 rooms, each 
with a surface area of  8 square meters,  for individual work for students and teachers; 
14,080 square meters of  space for group work; 672 larger rooms (32 square meters 
each) for individual study that could be divided vertically in two levels; 108 rooms for 
laboratories and specialised libraries (each of  160 square meters); 60 classrooms (84 
square meters each); 24 larger classrooms (240 square meters each); 8 auditoriums; 4 
special classrooms for applied study; 2 larger libraries; and 8 additional laboratories.  
The decision of  covering the whole site with a single structure was, as anticipated, 
a way of  reclaiming a role for public projects – like a university was – in balancing 
the market-driven and speculative growth of  the city. The public project was thus a 
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statement of  resistance, and had to be exemplar in providing an instance of  order 
within the inevitable freedom of  growth of  the city. This can be said to be also the 
main underlying rationale of  the idea of  città territorio, and it comes as no surprise 
reading the following comment by Carlo Aymonino and Costantino Dardi, which is 
extrapolated from the report attached to their proposal for Cagliari: “The decision of  
concentrating the university facilities on a single site […] allows for flipping upside-down the model 
that had ruled the urban structure up to now, and kick-start a different organising principle. Such 
principle must pursue a substantial unity of  the primary elements of  the urban structure that is not 
intended in physical-building terms. Rather, it is a unity of  collective uses.”38 Defined by the two 
architects as a “part of  city”, the university was a privileged part in that it was to provide 
a major example of  a spatial representation of  the collective will. Following their 
participation to the Florence competition, Aymonino and Dardi submitted a proposal 
for Cagliari that developed the solution adopted for the Florentine institution. 
While in the project for Florence the two architects had put as much care in the design 
of  the university complex as in the other elements that were meant to complement its 
nature as centro direzionale, the focus in the project for Cagliari was completely put on 
the university itself. This is evident when looking at how other elements surrounding 
the university and the policlinic were simply sketched in the drawings submitted. The 
project was indeed composed of  three main parts that spanned between the northern 
and the southern areas separated by the ring-road. The pieces were the university/
medical centre, a regional service centre, and a residential area with sport facilities. 
The latter two were only outlined on a plan. The residential area was located to the 
south of  the ring-road and in closer connection to the town of  Monserrato. The idea 
of  a residential campus was again rejected, and housing was located where it naturally 
belonged, that is, in the city. This part of  the project was designed as a park with 
sport facilities, but the actual massing of  the residences was not specified. Likewise, 
the regional service centre located to the east of  the university was only represented 
as a square divided into four quadrants by the road system. At a wider scale, similarly 
to what done by Anversa Ferretti’s project, Aymonino and Dardi criticised the 
monocentric growth that was shaping the metropolitan area of  Cagliari. However, 
A new part of  city
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al. (third prize)
Perspectival drawing looking towards the Gulf  of  Cagliari
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Costantino Dardi)
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al. (third prize)
Panel 3. Master plan of  the metropolitanarea of  Cagliari
In blue are the areas to be preserved as parkland/agricultural land
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Costantino Dardi)
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al. (third prize)
Panel 4. Plan of  the university settlement
To the east of  the university was located a regional service, while a residential and sport 
area was planned for the area south of  the ring-road
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Costantino Dardi)
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rather than through the orthogonal grid proposed by the winning team they modified 
the territorial organisation by means of  concentric ring-roads connecting the various 
smaller towns located to the north of  Cagliari, thus disrupting the mostly radial system 
of  roads that structured concentrically the metropolitan area.  
The architectural solution proposed by the team was again based on a grid of  squares 
as in Florence. Each of  those squares was defined architecturally as an artificial 
“amphitheatre” although of  a smaller dimension than the ones deployed in Florence39. 
The smaller dimension of  the modular grid made the overall settlement result as a 
composition of  a bigger number of  amphitheatre/blocks40. Moreover, the function 
that in the Florentine project was entrusted to the central gallery, that is to say, that 
of  being a main spine for pedestrian circulation, and the main armature onto which 
communal activities were attached, in Cagliari was organised on a single floor. The 
level +7.20 thus became the main plane onto which pedestrian circulation was 
organised. Here were also located the administration offices, libraries, and archives 
of  the various departments of  the university41. Alongside those general functions, 
the main level also housed laboratory spaces of  varying sizes and of  no particular 
specialisation, and all the collective activities for general use of  the university42. The 
university was thus conceived as a horizontal structure whose pivotal plane was 
the +7.20 level. Beneath and over this level were the teaching spaces (levels 0.20, 
+11.40, +15.00, +18.60). At ground level the grid organised vehicular and pedestrian 
movement, and access to the building. On the upper floors were study spaces, 
professors’ offices, seminar rooms, specialised laboratories, departmental libraries, and 
classrooms.  
Each department was meant to occupy either one entire square of  the grid – thus 
clustering around its own internal courtyard – or alternatively it would share one with 
other departments43. The typical plan of  a department was based on a juxtaposition 
of  different layouts, from a single double-loaded internal street flanked by small study 
rooms on one side and larger classrooms and laboratories on the courtyard side, to 
multiple-loaded corridor layouts in which laboratories not requiring direct light and 
ventilation were placed in the middle. Thus, no one single typical section was defined 
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Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al. 
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Sketch describing the switch from a radial model 
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Panel 6. Plan of  main level of  the university 
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Costantino Dardi)
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for the whole project but each side of  the squares had a different organisation. The 
larger communal facilities (i.e. specialised or central libraries) were placed on the 
corners of  the square, while a diagonal trajectory cut at a 45° angle across the main 
grid. Along this trajectory were the offices of  the Rector, the central library, and the 
theatre and performance centre. Each squared amphitheatre had three double-height 
levels and an internal courtyard. Some of  the courtyards were designed as collective 
open spaces while others left the natural landscape to flow untouched. The courtyards 
were also the place where the activities requiring bigger floor plates could be located, 
directly at ground level. The interplay between built masses and landscape resulted 
in an overall figure that was broken at different points in relation to the main natural 
elements. Thus, some courtyards were not completely enclosed but open onto the 
landscape44.  
The focus on the architectural scale of  the university can be understood if  it is 
read in relation to the other two projects developed by Aymonino and Dardi at the 
Italian competitions for new universities. The project for Cagliari, indeed, stood in 
between that produced for the University of  Florence, and that for the University of  
Calabria (designed the following year, in 1972). If  conceived as a sequence, the three 
projects define a research programme developed by the two architects on the space 
of  the university, and on its role as origin of  a new organisation of  the city. I will 
elaborate on this point in the next chapter where we will see how the ending point 
for Aymonino and Dardi’s research will be a proposal for a part of  city. What can be 
anticipated here is that the trajectory traced by the three projects marked a gradual 
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi, et al. 
(third prize)
Panel 8. Typical plan of  a department
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti
fondo Costantino Dardi)
Following spread:
A research programme 
The three projects for Florence, Cagliari and 
Calabria designed by Carlo Aymonino and 
Costantino Dardi, 1970-1973 
(drawn at the same scale by author) 
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shift from the overall ‘disegno’ of  a new territorial organisation to the architectural 
consistency of  the university. It was a coincidence that this shift of  interest anticipated 
a similar stronger interest on the ‘object’ (the university itself) that characterised the 
design competition in Calabria. 
The three winning projects at the University of  Cagliari marked the last unanimous 
affirmation of  the idea of  città territorio. The international design competition for the 
seat of  the University of  Calabria represented in various respects an important turning 
point in Italian university design. It was with that competition, indeed, that for the first 
time architects were called upon to design the settlement for a totally new institution. 
It was also the first time that a clearer programme was given to architects from the 
outset. Such programme was innovative in many respects as far as the traditional 
organisation of  the university in Italy was concerned. At the same time, it was even 
more innovative if  one thinks of  the initial condition of  severe social and economic 
depression into which the new university was to be implanted. Calabria, indeed, 
was among the most depressed areas in the whole country, and it would not be an 
exaggeration to state that what was expected from the set-up of  a higher education 
institution was almost the making of  a miracle. It is in relation to such peculiar 
condition that also the other major point that really marked a shift in Italian thinking 
about the university happened. If  a university was to succeed within an immensely 
poor (economically but also in educational terms) and disaggregated social fabric, the 
only way to kick-start any process of  change was by following what Guido Canella 
and his teaching team had proposed in their research at Politecnico di Milano: the 
university was to be designed as a “base-camp”45, that is, as a self-enclosed entity with its 
own residential community. The spectre of  the campus, that had hunted the dreams 
of  Italian reformers and architects for years, suddenly appeared as the only possible 
solution.
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1. “Bando Di Concorso Nazionale per 
Il Piano Urbanistico Di Sistemazione 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari,” 
Gazzetta Ufficiale Della Repubblica Italiana, no. 
180 (July 17, 1971): 4453–55.
2. Not only where all submission at the 
Florence competition coming from Italian 
teams; moreover, many of  the teams were 
directly related to the Florentine context. This 
local aspect of  the was criticised in Casabella 
under the heading of  an “intimate competition 
for few”. Franco Raggi, “Firenze Università. 
Concorso per Pochi Intimi,” Casabella, no. 361 
(1972): 19–27., pp.19-20.
3. “Oggetto del concorso è la sistemazione globale 
della nuova sede dell’Università di Cagliari, da 
esprimere attraverso un piano urbanistico che definisca 
le diverse destinazioni d’uso, le volumetrie, gli spazi 
e le tipologie più rispondenti alle esigenze dell’Ateneo 
cagliaritano; e più precisamente (nell’ambito dei 
contenuti statutari e delle funzioni da assolvere) 
indichi la dimensione ottimale degli interventi, gli 
standard di utilizzazione, gli schemi distributivi, 
nonché la maglia delle infrastrutture cinematiche e 
tecnologiche”. “Bando Di Concorso Nazionale 
per Il Piano Urbanistico Di Sistemazione 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari.”, 
p.4453.
4.“Il complesso universitario deve scaturire da un 
modello funzionale che sia improntato alle più 
moderne concezioni di struttura di un organismo 
integrato con la nuova dimensione dell’<<area di 
Cagliari>>, proiettata con caratteri direzionali verso 
il territorio regionale.” Ibid.
5. In a short article published on Casabella 
Giovanni M. Campus and Paolo Casella 
wrote: “Non essendo ancora definite un preciso 
programma di riforme nel settore, le scelte 
sull’Università risultano necessariamente essere 
arbitrarie, alternative o ambigue.” The critique of  
the two architects then moved to consider the 
idea of  relocating the university from the city 
centre to a peripheral site in the metropolitan 
area. Their criticism echoed Cervellati and 
Insolera’s polemic at the competition for 
the University of  Florence, and focused on 
the repercussions that the relocation could 
have on the historic core of  the city: “Per 
altro, non abbiamo potuto che prendere atto della 
Chiara intenzione di spostare tutti gli organismi 
universitari nell’area prescelta (il bando non parla 
di sistemazione ‘della Università’, ma ‘della nuova 
sede’ della medesima), ma siamo rimasti assai in 
dubbio oltre che sulla opportunità di una operazione 
di bonifica così drastica, anche sulla effettiva volontà 
da parte di alcune Facoltà di voler tagliare ogni 
rapporto immediato con l’antico centro del Castello, 
bombardato ma cordiale, per le sconfinate praterie 
della nuova ‘sistemazione’. E confessiamo che un po’ 
di imbarazzo ci pone anche il pensiero della sorte di 
questo nobil quartiere, già da tempo abbandonato 
nelle sue parti più cospicue, e che oggi solo in virtù 
delle attività universitarie trova atti e significati sulla 
propria scala. Non simo certamente i soli ad aver 
avvertito delle difficoltà nella partecipazione a questo 
concorso, ed immaginiamo che anche questi nodi 
debbano in qualche modo venire al fatidico pettine; 
ci piacerebbe però ricordare che: ‘…superior stabat 
lupus, longeque inferior agnus…’, ed augurarci di 
non venire accusati di inquinare quelle acque alle 
quali la città di Cagliari potrebbe aver voglia di 
bere in un tempo non lontano.” Giovanni Maria 
Campus and Paolo Casella, “Università Senza 
Pianificazione E Senza Riforme,” Casabella, 
no. 367 (July 1972)., p.3.
6. “All’interno deve garantire la più ampia flessibilità 
spaziale e distributiva in relazione alla prevista 
nuova strutturazione dipartimentale dell’università, 
anche per quanto attiene ai settori destinati alla 
ricerca”. “Bando Di Concorso Nazionale 
per Il Piano Urbanistico Di Sistemazione 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari.”, 
p.4453.
7. Also similar to the Florence competition 
was the material that had to be submitted by 
the participants, and the multi-scalar thinking 
that was requested to them. The material 
to be submitted included a written text 
describing the overall territorial arrangement 
of  the urban plan, the interior organisation 
of  the university and its possible division 
in departments, a more detailed description 
of  the typological and technical aspects 
of  the project, the staged process for the 
implementation of  the proposal, and an 
overall financial budget. Alongside the text, 
drawings had to be produced ranging from 
a 1:25,000 plan of  the overall territorial 
plan, to 1:2000 representations of  the actual 
university buildings, and to more detailed 
representations of  the architectural aspects of  
the project. All drawings were to be submitted 
according to a 120 by 100 centimetres format. 
8. The jury for the competition was headed 
by the Dean of  the Faculty of  Engineering, 
Angelo Berio and included Guido Canella, 
professor at Politecnico di Milano where he 
had headed a research on university planning 
between 1967 and 1970. See Maria Chiara 
Cugusi, Il Policlinico Universitario Di Cagliari 
Tra Identità E Memoria (Cagliari: Edizioni AV, 
2013)., p.30.
9. For a list of  the prizes at the competition 
see at the beginning of  this section. The 
first, second, third, and fourth projects 
were published on a monographic issue of  
Controspazio dedicated to the competition 
in 1973. The project by Enrico Corti et al. 
was published in a research booklet of  the 
University of  Cagliari in 1974 (together with 
Corti’s team project for the University of  
Salerno). The project by Giancarlo Leoncilli 
et al. was published in Controspazio in 
1978. See “Architetture per Due Concorsi,” 
Controspazio, no. 3 (November 1973): 10–49; 
Serafino Casu et al., Le Strutture Universitarie. 
Problemi Di Metodologia Progettuale, Atti Della 
Facoltà Di Ingegneria (Cagliari: Università 
degli Studi di Cagliari, October 1974); 
Giancarlo Leoncilli, “Progetti 1969-77,” 
Controspazio, no. 4 (July 1978): 22–31.
10. In 1969 the city of  Cagliari had a 
population of  190,000 whereas the 
metropolitan area, which included 22 towns, 
had 350,000.
11. In particular, the geography of  the 
university was structured on four main poles: 
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Mathematics, and Natural Sciences; and 
Law) and a school of  Pharmacy. Its only new 
purposely designed and built facility was the 
botanical garden (1853-1866) located outside 
of  the old city walls on an area adjacent 
to the city hospital. The fortifications that 
surrounded the four main quarters of  the 
city (the upper neighbourhood of  Castello 
and the lower neighbourhoods of  Stampace, 
Marina, and Villanova) were demolished 
starting in 1866, thus defining a new urban 
dimension for Cagliari. The growth of  the 
city happened initially mostly in the north-
west direction, along the road that connected 
to the north of  the island. The increasing 
specialisation of  disciplines and the growing 
technical requirements of  the sciences were 
among the most pressing causes raising the 
need for the construction of  new buildings 
and facilities for the university. In 1913 a 
project was commissioned to the Chair 
of  Drawing of  the university for a new 
Città Universitaria to be located along the 
north-west direction in which the city was 
expanding. The new complex was designed as 
a centripetal composition of  twelve buildings 
meant to house the scientific institutes whose 
number had grown over the years. The 
outbreak of  the First World War brought to 
a halt the project that eventually was never 
implemented after the end of  the conflict. 
Under Fascist regime the expansion of  the 
university - an urgent need that couldn’t be 
deferred any further given the overcrowded 
condition of  the old 18th century building 
– was started in a more piecemeal way. 
Rather than following a general plan, the 
university started locating its new buildings 
for the natural and medical sciences along 
the ridge between the upper and lower cities. 
A scientific cluster was thus created over the 
course of  thirty years that had its center point 
in the hospital and the botanical garden. The 
university thus established its architectural 
image as a collection of  monuments placed 
along a street connecting the hill of  Castello 
– the old centre of  power of  the city and the 
location of  the main university building and 
the residential working-class neighbourhood 
a cluster for Medical Studies and the Natural 
Sciences that had been developed since the 
1920s, and was located right outside the 
fortifications of  the Medieval city (the quarter 
of  Castello located on a hill overlooking 
the rest of  the city); the ‘citadels’ of  the 
Humanities and Engineering that had been 
developed since the early second post-war 
years on what was then a peripheral site, and 
that had been rapidly enveloped by urban 
growth during the 1950s and 1960s; and the 
19th century central university building in 
the historic quarter of  Castello where the 
social sciences (Political Sciences, Law, and 
Economics) were still located.
12. The University of  Cagliari was established 
in 1620 when the island of  Sardinia was 
under the political control of  Spain. The 
first building of  the university was inside 
the historic centre on the hill of  Castello, 
where it remained until the re-foundation 
of  the institution in 1763, forty-three years 
after Sardinia had passed under control 
of  the Reign of  Savoy in 1720. While the 
municipality had control of  the university 
during the Spanish years, with the advent 
of  the Savoy a central control of  the state 
over the institution was established. The 
renovation of  the university in the 18th 
century included the construction of  a 
new building located outside of  the first 
ring of  the fortifications on a flat side used 
for military barracks. The new building 
housed all the activities of  the university and 
remained the only seat of  the institution until 
the 20th century. In the meantime, the first 
national law for the reorganisation of  the 
Italian university had been passed in 1859. 
The law marked the switch towards a more 
modern institution based on research and 
science, and on an increasing specialisation 
of  the disciplines. At the outset of  the 20th 
century the University of  Cagliari was one 
of  seventeen higher education institutions in 
Italy, one of  the two universities located in 
Sardinia (the other one was in the northern 
city of  Sassari), and was composed of  three 
faculties (Medicine and Surgery; Physics, 
of  Stampace. Around 1940 there even was 
an attempt to turn the piecemeal expansion 
of  the university into a coherent project by 
complementing the medical-scientific cluster 
with the new faculty of  Engineering. An 
architectural competition was announced for 
the design of  the building for the school of  
Mines and Engineering whose establishment 
was related to the mining industry that 
had become the driving force of  Sardinian 
economy and that was located mostly in the 
south-western area of  Sulcis. The competition 
was won by Cesare Valle who also was 
among the designers of  the new town of  
Carbonia in the mining region. As it had 
happened with the project for the peripheral 
città universitaria in 1913, the outbreak of  the 
Second World War stopped the project for 
the school of  Engineering that was never 
reconsidered. During the postwar years the 
university changed strategy for its expansion 
and decided to locate its new buildings in 
two adjacent areas on the opposite side 
of  the hill where the medical cluster was 
located. The faculties of  the Humanities 
and of  Engineering were each allocated a 
large piece of  land in what still was unbuilt 
area on the northern edge of  the city. Both 
faculties were designed as enclosed complexes 
whose boundary was clearly marked by a 
fence. Since the engineering pole was located 
on flat land it was designed as a centripetal 
arrangement of  buildings facing a central 
garden. Conversely, site of  the faculty of  
the humanities was on a slope and was thus 
designed as an array of  detached buildings 
along a series of  pathways. For a history 
of  the University of  Cagliari see Giancarlo 
Sorgia, Lo Studio Generale Cagliaritano. Storia Di 
Una Università (Cagliari: Università degli Studi 
di Cagliari, 1986).
13. In 1968 the university was granted 
94.7 billion Italian liras for construction or 
refurbishment of  academic buildings, 13 
billion for student housing projects and other 
services, and 2.6  billion for sport facilities. 
A study was commissioned to a group of  
professors of  the university headed by Enrico 
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Mandolesi and aimed to define a strategy 
of  expansion for the university. The study 
was presented as a report in April 1968 and 
discussed by the academic council in May. 
14. Relocation was supposed to happen 
in stages starting with the disciplines of  
Biology, Chemistry and Physics. The 
recommendations of  the committee were 
based on a quantitative calculation that 
forecasted a scenario of  growth from 7,000 
students in 1965 to 20,000 in a 20-30 year 
period. The report of  the committee made a 
distinction between large and small-medium 
universities, locating Cagliari among the latter. 
For the large institutions – i.e. La Sapienza in 
Rome – the best strategy was to decentralise 
the university into different complexes each 
with a student population of  25/30,000. 
Conversely, for the smaller institutions the 
strategy was the relocation of  the whole 
university inside a single new complex.  “[…] 
per l’Università di Cagliari […] si deve adottare 
per il proporzionamento dell’area un indice di 150 
mq/studente (max 180 mq) ed indirizzarsi verso 
una dislocazione in osmosi con la Città ma aperta 
a sviluppi territoriali. Presupponendo quindi che 
lo sviluppo razionale dell’Università di Cagliari 
dovrebbe ammettere un massimo compreso tra i 
15.000/20.000 studenti (7.000 regolari nell’Anno 
Accademico 1964-65) si dovrebbe avere una 
superficie complessiva tra i 270-360 ha.”  VV.AA., 
“Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari. Consiglio 
Di Amministrazione Integrato Del 2 Maggio 
1968, Relazione Sulla Scelta Delle Aree per 
l’Università Di Cagliari Del Gruppo Di Studio 
Incaricato Del Piano Edilizio Universitario 
(22/4/1968),” April 22, 1968., p.2.
15. “La sede di una piccola o media università con 
popolazione studentesca compresa tra I 10.000 ed 
i 20.000 studenti, come quella di Cagliari, richiede 
per un razionale ed organico funzionamento, specie in 
rapporto all’organizzazione basata sui dipartimenti, e 
per ragioni di economia generale, specie di gestione, di 
essere strutturata, in modo unitario e non frazionato 
in località diverse, su di un’area continua convergente 
lungo la direttrice Nord della città di Cagliari.“ 
VV.AA., “Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari. 
Consiglio Di Amministrazione Integrato Del 
2 Maggio 1968, Relazione Sulla Scelta Delle 
Aree per l’Università Di Cagliari Del Gruppo 
Di Studio Incaricato Del Piano Edilizio 
Universitario (22/4/1968),” April 22, 1968., 
p.8.
16. Another advantage stressed by the 
committee was that the zoning regulations 
of  the two municipalities owning land 
around the area – Cagliari and the smaller 
town of  Selargius – already allocated 
areas for residential developments close 
to the site of  the university. This meant 
that the demographic processes that 
would be triggered by the construction 
of  the university could be absorbed and 
controlled thus avoiding processes of  illegal 
construction around the academic pole.
17. The report was referring to an area that 
the municipality of  Cagliari had offered for 
free to the university. The area was located in 
closer contact with the built fabric of  some 
of  the surrounding smaller towns around 
Cagliari. The university officially rejected 
the offer based on two reasons: on the one 
side, the small dimension of  the site that 
could not accommodate the relocation of  
the whole university; on the other side, the 
geological characteristic of  the ground that 
would require higher construction costs that 
would then balance the money saved on the 
acquisition of  the land. 
18. As far as the complete relocation of  the 
university to a peripheral site is concerned, 
there was disagreement among various faculty 
members. In his address to the academic 
council that was discussing the feasibility 
of  the strategy proposed by the report, the 
Rector Giuseppe Peretti noted how the 
faculties of  the humanities were in favour 
of  inner city locations, whereas the scientific 
faculties preferred to relocate to the periphery 
where floor plates could be bigger. The rector 
highlighted how the university was asked 
by the government to define its expansion 
plan without any solid base provided by 
the government itself  regarding the future 
form that the Italian university would have 
taken. He made an argument for keeping the 
university as a small community and cited the 
conclusions of  the conference of  the rectors 
of  European universities in 1964. In that 
occasion an ideal dimension of  a university 
had been stated to be between 6,000 and 
10,000 students, with 200 professors. Such 
dimension was based on an understanding of  
the university as an array of  various smaller 
entities dispersed as a public service rather 
than a gigantic single structure (“Tale concetto 
non è che l’applicazione anche all’Università di quei 
criteri di sana programmazione, che ritengono più che 
confacente a un pubblico servizio la sua estensione 
dispersiva, cioè il suo decentramento in tanti sedi 
staccate e più vicine a coloro che debbono goderne 
(esempio del Giappone).” Giuseppe Peretti, 
Consiglio di Amministrazione, Seduta del 
2/5/1968, Università di Cagliari, p.329). A 
similar scenario would have meant, for the 
university of  Cagliari, its division in two 
separate institutions. However, the direction 
towards which the debate on the reform 
of  the university seemed to be headed was 
that of  a dramatic quantitative expansion 
of  higher education and so the hypothesis 
of  the 400-hectar site had to be debated by 
the council. In this second option, that is, 
the relocation of  the whole university on a 
single large plot, the Rector expressed his 
refusal of  the idea of  realising a residential 
campus. The aim, for him, was not much the 
creation of  a separate community housed in 
a parallel residential environment from the 
city; rather, the juxtaposition on the same 
site of  all disciplines aimed at the abolition 
of  the boundaries among them and their 
intercommunication: “[…]  la previsione di un 
piano edilizio generale dell’Università deve essere 
fatta accettando o scartando il concetto della “città 
universitaria” nuova, intesa non come campus o 
centro residenziale distinto dalla città, in cui deve 
svolgersi in pieno la vita degli Istituti e accanto quelle 
familiare e collegiale del personale e degli studenti, 
che appare respinto nelle proposte delle Facoltà ed 
è un concetto ormai superato; ma come un centro 
che accoglie, in sede idonea, tutte le Facoltà, sì da 
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and mathematics were built as the first stage 
of  the new peripheral university complex; the 
inclusion of  the institute of  surgery (housed 
inside the old structure of  the city hospital) 
as part of  the first stage of  development 
of  the new complex; the expansion of  the 
building of  the faculty of  literature in view 
of  the predicted boom in student enrolments. 
The committee appointed for the selection 
of  the site for the new university complex 
submitted its report in November 1968 
(Consiglio di Amministrazione, Seduta del 
14/11/1968, Università di Cagliari ). Two 
alternatives were proposed that differed in 
terms of  their location in relation to the 
tangential traffic artery that would delimit 
the metropolitan area of  Cagliari. The first 
site was located to the north of  the road, 
thus with no direct contact with either of  
the two existing towns of  Monserrato to 
the south (that in 1968 was still part of  the 
municipality of  Cagliari and would gain the 
status of  independent municipality only in 
1991); conversely, the second site was crossed 
by the road that divided it into two parts 
of  approximately the same size. The latter 
would thus allow for closer physical contact 
between the new university and the existing 
urban fabric. The academic council didn’t 
take a definitive decision among the two areas 
but left them as two equally possible choices 
to be indicated in an ideas competition for 
architects and urbanists to be organised by 
the university (Consiglio di Amministrazione, 
Seduta del 14/11/1968, Università di Cagliari, 
p.206.). The competition call was elaborated 
in the following months and discussed as a 
draft in October 1970. The document was 
then officially approved in its final version 
by the new Rector of  the university, Alberto 
Boscolo, on May 18th, 1971 and published 
by the Ministry for Public Education on 
Gazzetta Ufficiale  della Repubblica Italiana 
on July 17th with the title “Bando di concorso 
nazionale per il piano urbanistico di sistemazione 
dell’Università di Cagliari”. See Giuseppe 
Peretti, “Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari. 
Consiglio Di Amministrazione, Seduta Del 
2/5/1968.,” May 2, 1968; Giuseppe Peretti, 
consentire in un domani – prima o poi raggiungibile 
– il raggruppamento degli Istituti in rapporto non 
tanto alle Facoltà di appartenenza quanto al gruppo 
di materie d’insegnamento e di ricerca.” (Giuseppe 
Peretti, Consiglio di Amministrazione, 
Seduta del 2/5/1968, Università di Cagliari, 
p.329). The way to realise such new relations 
among disciplines resided in the creation of  
the departments, that, however, were still a 
vague concept at the end of  the sixties, and 
that was lamented by the university council: 
“[…] il Consiglio, dopo ampio dibattito sulla 
configurazione del dipartimento, unanime lamenta 
di essere stato chiamato a deliberare, in ordine a 
richieste di edilizia a struttura dipartimentale ed 
a fornire a tal proposito precisi dati, senza che 
sia stata data preventivamente una qualsivoglia 
autentica definizione di Dipartimento.” (Consiglio 
di Amministrazione, Seduta del 3/5/1968, 
Università di Cagliari, p.358) The mayor of  
Cagliari, who was also present at the meeting 
of  the academic council, elaborated further 
on the possible strategies of  localisation of  
the university picking up on the disagreement 
expressed by the different faculties. As a 
possible answer to the desire expressed by the 
faculties of  the humanities to stay inside the 
city, the mayor proposed the reuse of  historic 
buildings inside the quarter of  Castello. The 
academic council eventually approved the 
option of  relocating the whole university to 
a new site to be selected by an especially set 
up committee composed of  representatives 
of  the university administration and of  
the planning office of  the municipality, an 
urbanist, a geologist, and representatives of  
the faculties and of  the students (Consiglio 
di Amministrazione, Seduta del 2/5/1968, 
Università di Cagliari, p.354). A list of  
priorities was elaborated which included: the 
acquisition of  the site for the relocation over 
time of  the whole university (the cost for 
the acquisition was indicated as one billion 
liras); the urgent relocation of  the institute 
of  psychiatry; the renovation of  the science 
building (Palazzo delle Scienze, part of  the 
medical-scientific cluster inside the city) to 
house the faculties of  economics and law 
once the departments of  chemistry, physics, 
“Università Degli Studi Di Cagliari. Consiglio 
Di Amministrazione, Seduta Del 3/5/1968.,” 
May 3, 1968.
19. “Superamento della contraddizione interna al 
rapporto città-campagna attraverso la promozione 
di condizioni urbane diffuse”.  Luisa Anversa 
Ferretti et al., “Concorso Nazionale per Il 
Piano Urbanistico Di Sistemazione Della 
Sede dell’Università Di Cagliari. Relazione 
Tecnica Allegata Al Bando” (Unpublished 
official report attached to competition entry 
(Studio Anversa Ferretti, Archive), 1972)., 
p.38.
20. The process of  industrial concentration 
around Cagliari and Sassari had been going 
on as a distorted application of  the so 
called Legge per la rinascita della Sardegna (Law 
for the renaissance of  Sardinia) passed in 
1962 (Legge 11/6/1962, no.588). The law 
instituted the idea of  ‘development poles’ 
according to which large industrial complexes 
would trigger development and urbanisation 
around them. The team headed by Anversa 
Ferretti lamented that the only application 
of  the law around the existing main urban 
agglomerations had further congested them 
while widening the development gap with 
other parts of  the region. 
21. “[…] è necessario promuovere processi di 
sviluppo nelle zone interne al fine di mantenere la 
popolazione in loco, bloccare le migrazioni interne e 
verso l’esterno, e invertire la tendenza centripeta di 
Cagliari”. This strategy was defended also on 
motives of  environmental preservation, as the 
industrial district planned near Cagliari would 
be environmentally harmful for the natural 
environment of  the lagoon.Anversa Ferretti 
et al., “Concorso Nazionale per Il Piano 
Urbanistico Di Sistemazione Della Sede 
dell’Università Di Cagliari. Relazione Tecnica 
Allegata Al Bando.”, p.42.
22. Giulio Angioni and Antonello Sanna, 
Sardegna (Roma e Bari: Laterza, 1996).
23. “Il reticolo, proposto con la precisa funzione di 
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regolare all’interno il rapporto tra zone fortemente 
urbanizzate e aree agricole e drenare l’afflusso 
dall’esterno verso Cagliari e i centri vicini, rappresenta 
una volontà razionalizzante che si esprime 
compiutamente nell’intervento universitario dove, 
in presenza di aree non urbanizzate, è possibile 
tracciare ex novo alcune maglie del reticolo stesso, il 
quale invece si deforma in modo da recepire i vincoli 
e i vari suggerimenti delle situazioni locali laddove 
le preesistenze sono più forti.”  Anversa Ferretti 
et al., “Concorso Nazionale per Il Piano 
Urbanistico Di Sistemazione Della Sede 
dell’Università Di Cagliari. Relazione Tecnica 
Allegata Al Bando.”, pp.111-112.
24. Anversa Ferretti proposed to move the 
train station to a new site to the north of  the 
city.
25. “In tale nuova ipotesi di assetto del territorio, si 
attribuisce un valore sostanziale dal punto di vista 
della forma e della progettazione della città a tutti gli 
elementi (costruiti e non) che vi compaiono, assegnando 
ad ognuno di essi un ruolo e una struttura formale 
specifica nel contesto generale.” Anversa Ferretti 
et al., “Concorso Nazionale per Il Piano 
Urbanistico Di Sistemazione Della Sede 
dell’Università Di Cagliari. Relazione Tecnica 
Allegata Al Bando.”, p.115.
26. Thus, in relation to the choice among 
the two options discussed by the academic 
council while debating about the location 
of  the site for the new university, Anversa 
Ferretti opted for the second one, namely that 
made of  two separate sites on either sides of  
the ring-road.
27. The central library, the main lecture hall 
and auditoriums, an open-air theatre, and 
some outdoor spaces including a pool.
28. A vehicular road (one of  the north-south 
axes of  the territorial grid) cut through the 
service core longitudinally at ground level, 
while the activities were located on an upper 
level in a series of  courtyards overpassing the 
road.
29. In the text submitted at the competition 
Anversa Ferretti extensively referred to 
many of  the university projects designed 
and built in the 1960’s. Among the cited 
examples of  different ways of  conceiving the 
morphological structure of  a university are 
the University of  Bagdad (example of  the 
monocentric model), Bakema’s entry for the 
University of  Bochum competition (example 
of  a polycentric model), the University 
of  California at Santa Cruz (example of  
disaggregated model), the universities of  
Loughborough and Marburg (examples of  
the modular model). 
30. “Questi elementi in parallelo realizzano il 
principio della sezione trasversale costante che 
garantisce una suddivisione flessibile all’interno 
dell’organismo e una possibilità di successive fasi 
di costruzione e di espansione senza che ne siano 
continuamente messi in crisi i caratteri e i rapporti 
interni che peraltro si realizzano completi fin dalla 
fase iniziale”. Anversa Ferretti et al., “Concorso 
Nazionale per Il Piano Urbanistico Di 
Sistemazione Della Sede dell’Università 
Di Cagliari. Relazione Tecnica Allegata Al 
Bando.”, p.118.
31. Stefan Muthesius, The Postwar University: 
Utopianist Campus and College (London: Yale 
University Press, 2000)., p.6. A major example 
of  spatial diagram developed for the same 
objective of  maximising exchange was the 
grid of  Berlin Free University, designed by 
Candilis, Josic and Woods in 1962.
32. Rem Koolhaas, “Congestion without 
Matter,” in SMLXL (New York: Monacelli 
Press, 1995)., p.923. The spatial diagram of  
juxtaposed strips was praised as a machinery 
for congestion (without matter) by Rem 
Koolhaas when describing his and Elia 
Zenghelis’ competition project for Parc de la 
Villette in 1983. The rationale of  the diagram 
stood in its matching indeterminacy and 
specificity: “The more the park works, the more it 
will be in a perpetual state of  revision. Its ‘design’ 
should therefore be the proposal of  a method that 
combines architectural specificity with programmatic 
indeterminacy.” (Ibid., p.921).
33. “L’area scelta sembra positiva […] anche perché 
si offre come luogo fisico per un modello di università 
alternativo rispetto ai due fondamentali che hanno 
sinora caratterizzato l’organizzazione universitaria: 
quello legato alla logica dell’Università separata dal 
contesto esistente (tipo “campus”) e quello legato alla 
logica dell’Università immersa nel contesto (tipo, 
ad es. Università “città nella città”)”. Anversa 
Ferretti et al., “Concorso Nazionale per Il 
Piano Urbanistico Di Sistemazione Della 
Sede dell’Università Di Cagliari. Relazione 
Tecnica Allegata Al Bando.” The two 
traditional models listed in the text as well 
as the declared will to define a new model 
explicitly recall Giancarlo De Carlo’s critique 
of  the university. His argument, explained 
in the introductory text he wrote for the 
book Pianificazione e disegno delle Università in 
1968 resonates throughout Anversa Ferretti’s 
text (in spite of  the fact of  never being 
referenced). This shows that, despite the 
different formal results achieved in Anversa 
Ferretti’s project for Cagliari and De Carlo’s 
project for the University of  Pavia, the two 
shared a common critique of  the status quo.
34. “Per quel che ci riguarda nel caso del territorio 
intorno alla città di Cagliari, la rude bellezza di 
questa pianura, segnata da lievi colline e perciò non 
infinitamente eguale ma disegnata variamente in una 
sua unità straordinariamente caratterizzata, ci ha 
colpito in maniera particolare e ci ha indotto a sentire 
come negativa la creazione di grossissime strutture 
per la università […] Perciò abbiamo deciso che 
solo un ‘disegno’ sul territorio poteva ancora essere 
accettato come subordinazione culturale dell’uomo 
d’oggi a questa natura di cui non ci sentiamo di 
deturpare le caratteristiche più singolari.” Giuseppe 
Samonà et al., “Concorso Nazionale per Il 
Piano Urbanistico Di Sistemazione Della 
Sede dell’Università Di Cagliari. Relazione 
Illustrativa Dei Concetti Informatori 
Della Proposta, Con Le Fasi E I Metodi 
Di Realizzazione E Il Piano Finanziario 
Di Massima” 1972, Samonà 1.pro/1/069, 
Università Iuav – Archivio Progetti, Fondo 
Giuseppe e Alberto Samonà., p.12.
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38.“La decisione di concentrare le attrezzature 
universitarie in un unico luogo […] appare il primo 
elemento per un capovolgimento del modello fino ad 
ora attuato e pone le premesse per l’affermazione di 
un diverso principio organizzativo della struttura 
urbana. Esso si attua con l’impegno a ricondurre 
ad una sostanziale unità, nella continuità che non è 
affatto fisico-edilizia ma di uso collettivo, gli elementi 
primari della struttura urbana.”  Carlo Aymonino 
et al., “La Nuova Università Di Cagliari,” 
Controspazio, no. 3 (September 1973).
39. In Cagliari each square measured 150x150 
meters, while in Florence the square was 
230x230.
40. In Florence there were only six blocks 
organised on two rows, and  separated 
by a central tunnel. In Cagliari the blocks 
composed a matrix of  4X5 elements 
(although not all of  them corresponded to a 
built block).  
41. The foreseen departments were: 
Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
Pharmacy, Medicine and Surgery, Chemical 
Engineering, Mining Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Building Engineering, Political 
Sciences, Economics, Literature and 
Philosophy, and the School of  Education.
42. Collective activities included museums, a 
theatre and performance centre, a publishing 
house, bars, dining halls and restaurants, and 
student clubs.
43. The scientific disciplines were clustered 
in the southern amphitheatres, and were 
in direct connection to the policlinic. This, 
differently from Anversa Ferretti’s and 
Samonà’s projects, was incorporated in the 
university complex and not detached from 
it. The policlinic occupied four squares of  
the grid. The north-west square housed the 
biological laboratories, flanked on two sides 
by the staggered section of  the adjacent 
university squared blocks. The other three 
squares of  the policlinic were not organised 
35. The notion of  disegnare had been at the 
centre of  Ludovico Quaroni’s book La Torre 
di Babele (1967) and has a semantic aspect 
that relates to its different use in Italian and 
English. In the book Quaroni dealt with the 
project of  the contemporary city as a matter 
of  defining its disegno. With this term he 
referred to the English use of  the word design 
that does not only refer to a drawing, as the 
Italian word most literally does. Rather, design 
is a way of  defining both a morphological 
organisation as well as its representation 
through a specific medium. In a similar way 
we can interpret the use of  the term disegno by 
Samonà in his project for the University of  
Cagliari. See Ludovico Quaroni, La Torre Di 
Babele (Padova: Marsilio, 1967).
36. The buildings reached a maximum height 
of  three storeys.
37. The section was organised according to a 
pattern TR-P-A-b-C-d-C-b-A-P-TR in which:
TR = raised traffic road flanking the linear 
settlement.
P = parking spaces and gardens along the 
road. Here every 500 meters are some 
paved plazas on multiple level that connect 
the outside ground with the bottom of  the 
excavation
A = ziggurat-type blocks housing the more 
generic teaching and research spaces for the 
whole university
b = a sequence of  gardens “all’italiana” and 
paved squares with commercial and common 
activities such as dining rooms, clubs, lounges, 
etc., as well as the administrative offices
C = blocks with a staggered transversal 
section that creates a ziggurat towards 
the interior courtyards (d) and a stack of  
cantilevering floors towards the gardens (b). 
Here are located the more specialised spaces 
for the departments
d = paved courtyards located along the 
central axis of  symmetry of  the settlement. 
The transversal sides of  the courtyards are 
flanked by common facilities located in blocks 
that span in the transversal direction.  
according to the same amphitheatre logic 
of  the complex but conceived as mostly 
horizontal structures in which the interior 
courtyards were filled up with specialised 
spaces for surgery and medical clinics.
44. This configuration found its ultimate 
refinement in the project submitted by 
Aymonino and Dardi to the University of  
Calabria competition.
45. Guido Canella and Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
eds., Università : Ragione, Contesto, Tipo (Bari: 
Dedalo libri, 1975).
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The competition for the University of  Calabria was announced in July 19721, and gave 
birth to what is the most well-known project that was produced during the season of  
Italian architecture that we are discussing. This project is Vittorio Gregotti’s three-
kilometre long university-viaduct that won him the competition in 1974. Gregotti’s 
project was published in the main architectural journals worldwide, and commented 
upon by leading architectural historians2 who thus carved some space in the history 
of  recent architecture for the 1970s season of  Italian university design. The University 
of  Calabria stands to this day as a cornerstone of  Gregotti’s architectural production 
and it is the most tangible product that allows verifying through a built work his 
theoretical discussion of  architecture. However, the winning entry was just one 
component of  a much wider project that included other media, the most relevant 
being. To fully understand the extent to which the competition for the University 
of  Calabria marked a pivotal moment in the history of  Italian university design it is 
thus essential to devote as much attention to the proposals as to those other media, 
focusing in particular on the statute of  the new Calabrese university, and on the text 
of  the competition brief. Those texts unveil the substantial breadth of  ambition that 
moved the decision of  establishing at the same time a new university, and a new idea 
of  university for Italy3. 
The main change brought by this third design competition relates to the ways in which 
the institution of  a new university expressed a territorial ambition. It must be made 
clear from the outset that I don’t mean that the University of  Calabria did not have a 
territorial ambition. The ambition of  the founders of  the university was indeed very 
high, and this was clearly expressed in the following statement taken from a study 
on the location for the new university: “There comes to be created in Calabria and for its 
population a centre of  modern high culture to be compared with the colossal Massachusetts Institute 
of  Technology, the advanced Tecnion in Haifa, and the Technological Institute in Grenoble. Calabria 
is advancing today towards the 21st century with great ambitions, and it could not be otherwise.”4 
The creation of  a university in the most depressed area in Italy was indubitably 
charged with strong expectations as to the territorial (social, economic, and cultural) 
impact it would have. It was “a real utopia” according to a recent commentator5. 
However, the competition posed to architects and planners a different type of  
question in comparison to the previous cases of  Florence and Cagliari. While in 
the latter two the competition briefs clearly asked for the production of  a territorial 
master plan of  which the university was to be intended as a focus point - as a zoom-
in of  architectural specification - in Calabria the attention of  the brief  was almost 
completely put ‘inside’ the university itself. It can be argued that Gregotti’s proposal 
managed to interpret the new requirement of  designing what could ultimately be 
called a campus while retaining the idea of  the university as a settlement principle 
that he had developed for the University of  Florence6. While it could also be argued 
Chapter 15
Calabria, 1972-74
The campus as the only possible solution?
The implantation of  a base-camp 
for territorial control
Vittorio Gregotti et al. (first prize)
A line on the hills of  Cosenza
(from L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui 
n.183, 1976)
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that other entries in Calabria rejected the notion of  designing a self-contained island, 
and considered the wider implications of  the university inside a process of  territorial 
restructuring7, most of  the projects can be seen as iterations of  a ‘perfect’ solution to 
an ‘interior’ problem: the design of  a university community. That is because the final 
project was already substantially embedded in the texts of  the university’s statute, and 
of  the competition brief. 
Despite the claims of  openness towards society made by those texts8, it was a 
‘community’ that the founders of  the University of  Calabria first and foremost aimed 
to shape. The perfect answer, therefore, would have been a proper campus, and some 
would eventually condemn the competition as the ultimate embracement of  the idea 
of  the self-contained campus. As I will discuss below, according to Guido Canella the 
founders of  the university opted for the more simplistic idea of  university, as well as 
for the most inadequate one for Calabria.  However, by looking at the competition 
brief  it is possible to unveil the levels of  complexity that are implicit in the vision 
of  the founders9, and that ultimately place the Calabria project in an ambiguous 
position suspended between the acceptation of  the canonical campus rationale, and 
the retention of  the critique to the campus that had characterised such large a part of  
the Italian debate on university reform since the early 1960s. It is therefore important 
to start off  by reviewing the ideas of  the founders of  the university, and their way of  
coupling a pedagogical project with a territorial idea of  the university. Such project 
placed its emphasis on the collective dimension of  the university by arguing for a 
permeable boundary condition between the academic community and society at large.   
A first novelty of  the University of  Calabria was that it was not conceived as the 
university of  a specific city, but it was the product of  a regional ambition10. The 
university was established with a national act in 196811 to act as a redemptive device 
for the whole of  Calabria: “may the new university for the most neglected Italian region constitute 
in the decades to come a real catalyst of  change”12. The regional character of  the university 
was also strengthened by the priority given to the enrolment of  students residing in 
Calabria13. The real fundamental novelty, however, was that the university would have 
an integrated residential component in the form of  a “residential centre” providing 
Cover page of  the competition explanatory report, 1972
Opposite:
National law establishing the 
University of  Calabria
(Legge n.442, 1968)
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accommodation to all academic staff, and to 70% of  the student body (12,000 
students for the fully developed university, 3,000 in a first stage of  development)14. 
As far as the location of  the university was concerned, the academic council had 
chosen an area along the river Crati, a few kilometres north of  the city of  Cosenza15. 
Similarly to what had happened in the previous design competitions in Florence 
and Cagliari the brief  did not define a precise area for the location of  the university. 
Conversely, it proposed three possible sites that summed up to 660 hectares of  land 
located between the municipalities of  Cosenza and the town of  Rende16. The location 
was considered strategic because of  its central position inside a wider geographical 
area that included not only Calabria17 but also the adjacent regions of  Basilicata, 
Campania, and Puglia. Therefore, a wider inter-regional catchment-area scaled-up the 
regional ambition of  the new university that was conceived as a major learning and 
research pole for the south of  Italy.         
The quest for novelty was the leitmotif  of  the brief  that envisaged a university “deeply 
different from the traditional ones”18. Besides the residential character of  the new institution 
an additional innovation was the introduction of  the department as the main building 
block of  the university19. The University of  Calabria would thus act as a testing ground 
for structuring the institution through the departments, despite the fact that no final 
definition of  them had been given by any national law on higher education reform. 
The competition brief  presented the department as a device for creating a sense of  
collectiveness. As such, it was complementary to the other collective device, namely 
the “quartiere” that constituted the basic unit of  the residential centre as I will describe 
later. The department was meant to provide an answer to the widespread call for 
disrupting the dictatorial power of  faculties and chairs that made the Italian university 
a totally disaggregated institution20. In contrast, a university based on departments 
declared the fact that knowledge creation does not happen so much within a single 
discipline as across the boundaries between many different disciplines, and between 
This and opposite page:
The area selected for the new university and the 
territorial system of  the Crati Valley
(from Concorso per la sede dell’Università della 
Calabria, Relazione illustrativa, 1972)
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research and teaching. This acknowledgment was also a manifestation of  a growing 
‘laboratory mentality’ that was spilling out of  the pure sciences, and permeating all 
branches of  knowledge. Therefore, the department was charged with the goal of  
blurring the boundary between research and teaching21. Given its interdisciplinary 
nature, the department was by necessity to be interpreted as a constantly changing 
entity, that is, a most generic institution meant to allow crossbreeding among always 
new mixtures of  disciplines. Given this generic character of  the department the brief  
insistently warned the prospective competitors against a simplistic translation of  each 
of  the twenty-one departments22 of  the University of  Calabria into an individual 
space or building23. Conversely, it called for flexible architectural solutions capable 
of  providing a “plurality of  activities and the spaces associated to them.”24 The brief  clarified 
how flexibility was not to be intended as the possible reorganisation of  an interior 
layout; rather, it was defined as the “characterisation of  systems of  spaces that are recognisable 
and identifiable in relation to specific types of  activity.”25 Thus, the competition looked for 
projects that did not pursue a form/function relation, but deployed a range of  spatial 
situations that could be measured in terms of  privacy/collectiveness (spaces for large, 
medium, small groups, or for individuals). 
The insistence on reasoning in terms of  privacy/collectiveness rather than form/
function allows us to make two speculations/considerations. The first is that the brief  
distilled lessons learned from some of  the projects presented at the previous design 
competitions for universities in Italy. Projects like Vittorio Gregotti and Edoardo 
Detti’s for Florence, Carlo Aymonino and Costantino Dardi’s for Florence and 
Cagliari, but especially the projects by Giuseppe Samonà and Luisa Anversa Ferretti 
at the competition in Cagliari had all interpreted the university in terms of  different 
shades of  group/individual work. Their designs conceived the space of  the university 
as a collection of  rather generic spaces of  differing sizes whose main compositional 
logic was their sheer juxtaposition. While the word ‘generic’ was taken as a negative 
adjective, the brief  for the University of  Calabria inherently accepted genericity by 
stating that the university would be “either a space with multiple levels of  specificity, or a 
reversible space for multiple functions and activities, or not reversible at all. Space to be walked 
through, for typical and frequent activities, or for exceptional activities. Each part of  the space will 
belong to more than one category, but not to all of  them. […] a system […] at the disposal of  
different human behaviours and responsive to constantly emerging new needs.”26 Ultimately, the 
university was to be a “sequence of  collective spaces of  growing dimension”27.    
The second consideration concerns the relation between the Calabrese competition 
and the subsequent design competition for the University of  Salerno in 1973. The 
ideas of  modularity, flexibility, coexistence of  permanence and change, etc., that were 
elaborated in the brief  for Calabria paved the way for the technical and scientific idea 
of  university planning proposed in Salerno. As we will see, the competition brief  for 
the University of  Salerno would put emphasis on the concept of  ‘system’ that was 
already touched upon in Calabria28. The objective of  both competitions was the design 
of  the university as a system of  parts. But while in Calabria the parts were loosely 
listed as a set of  basic programmatic requirements – providing a general estimate 
of  the necessary surface area for each of  the twenty-one departments – without 
totally predetermining the final spatial configuration, in Salerno the formal solution 
was already much more implicit within the lines of  the competition brief. That is 
because of  the ultimate turn towards a technical and ‘process-based’ understanding of  
architectural planning and design that was proposed in Salerno. Thus, the word system 
Departments
Pages from the explanatory report attached to the 
competition call describing the 21 departments that 
would compose the new university and the related 
spatial requirements
(from Concorso per la sede dell’Università della 
Calabria, Relazione illustrativa, 1972)
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in Salerno meant a “building system” or, as the brief  defined it, “a repertoire of  components 
to be designed as a response to a repertoire of  needs”29. Most of  the competition brief  for 
Salerno consisted of  a list of  the various components that made up that repertoire. 
A much thinner and detailed breaking down of  the university into its composing 
parts and their interrelations was thus proposed in comparison to the more general 
programmatic requirements listed in the Calabria brief. Moreover, a downgrading of  
the role of  the architect was put in place by reducing it to the assemblage of  those 
components in the best way possible. In this way the central concern of  architectural 
design turned towards technical aspects ranging from the management of  the design 
process as a linear and logic set of  stages, to the emphasis put on the industrialisation 
of  building. At the same time, the focus on the implications of  the university in 
rearranging a territory faded and was redirected exclusively towards the interior 
functioning of  the university as a perfected machinery of  knowledge. What also got 
lost in the technical approach in Salerno was the attempt made in Calabria at using 
architecture to endorse a pedagogical project that reconceived the idea of  an academic 
community.      
As anticipated, a second device aimed at shaping such community by promoting 
collectiveness besides the department was the residential “quartiere”. Fostering a sense 
of  collectiveness meant breaking down the student community into smaller groups. 
The search for a variety of  scales of  social association was felt as urgency for Italian 
universities that were often characterised by the gigantism of  the student body. A 
residential university was an ideal opportunity to give a response to such urgency. 
Therefore residences were to be arranged as a series of  neighbourhoods that were 
envisaged as an extension of  the space/time of  study. As such, each quartiere was not 
to be designed as a mere dormitory with few communal rooms – that is, in the way in 
which the majority of  student housing (case dello studente) in Italy have been conceived - 
but as a collective environment that interspersed dwellings with a variety of  communal 
services, dining facilities, study areas, and libraries. If  we add to this conception of  
the student neighbourhood the requirement that each student and teacher be affiliated 
to one quartiere30 we cannot deny to acknowledge that the Oxbridge collegiate model 
becomes much more of  a latent presence inside the idea of  university proposed in 
Calabria. 
Despite the attempts of  the brief  at distinguishing the new institution from the elitist 
British model of  the college31, it is indubitable that it was the main reference for the 
founders of  the Calabrese university. Nevertheless, some important differences existed 
between the college in Oxbridge and the quartiere in Calabria. A major one was that in 
the latter all students were assigned to a quartiere regardless of  their actual residency 
in the university. This meant that also that 30% of  students who would find some 
other kinds of  accommodation elsewhere would use the common facilities of  the 
quartiere to which they were affiliated32. This was an attempt at opening up the idea of  
an academic community (something that had already been expressed in some of  the 
projects for the British Seven, as exemplified by the introduction of  study rooms open 
to non-resident students inside the residential towers at the University of  Essex). This 
attempt needs to be considered alongside another innovative aspect of  the statute 
of  the University of  Calabria: the allocation of  20% of  university land for private 
development. Private agencies and developers could indeed lease the land from the 
university to build housing, commercial facilities and other services33. This mixture 
of  elements was combined with the possibility of  building on university land also 
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other non-academic research centres34. Finally, the permeability of  the university to 
the ‘outside world’ was enhanced by conceiving the common facilities inside the new 
settlement as services to be used by a wider public3536.                         
The creation of  the departments and of  the residential centre entailed a real 
pedagogical revolution in Italy. To reinforce their intention of  advancing pedagogical 
thinking and linking this with architectural experimentation, the founders of  the 
university encouraged prospective participants to the competition to have inside 
their teams some experts in education. Indeed, among the four competitions we 
are considering here, the University of  Calabria was the more elaborate attempt at 
defining a pedagogical idea. On the one side, it was meant to disrupt the power system 
that controlled the university, and whose centres resided in the single Chairs and 
Faculties. On the other, it also deeply modified the student’s experience by changing 
the certainties and the coordinates that had traditionally shaped it in Italy. The brief  
proposed a new differentiation between two groups of  students, respectively those at 
their first two years of  study, and those in their final (two or three) years. While the 
latter were required to enrol in one of  the twenty-one departments (so that students 
had a double affiliation, one to the department and one to the quartiere), the founders 
of  the new university proposed first years students not to be associated to a specific 
set of  disciplines. Students in their first years of  study were seen as a much looser 
social group and were to be allowed to wonder through the university rather than 
choosing their final affiliation once and for all. Pedagogical thinking behind such 
choice was that the university student was not to be trained from the outset within an 
idea of  compartmentalised knowledge. This was a statement of  resistance against the 
mounting dichotomy between the sciences and the humanities that was happening 
in Italy as elsewhere, and claimed the urgency to convey to students the idea of  the 
unity of  knowledge. Therefore, crossbreeding between different disciplines was to be 
promoted as much as possible at least for the first two years of  students’ ‘exploration’. 
After that period the individual student would hopefully have acquired the capacity to 
decide his main fields of  interests, and enrol to a specific department37. 
Finally, a clarification on the concept of  ‘community’ as interpreted by the 
competition brief  for Calabria is needed. If  Oxbridge was an undisputable reference 
behind the kind of  collegiate idea advanced by the founders of  the new university, 
it was not only by defining various types of  interfaces with the outside world that a 
more open institution - as compared to the British tradition – was achieved. What was 
also important and, we could say, made of  the case of  Calabria a clearly ‘Italian case’ 
was the numerical aspect of  that community. The maximum number of  students of  
the university was 12,000, that is, about four times the average figure of  3,000 that 
constituted the ‘optimum size’ of  the British seven new universities. If  this is already 
an indication of  the different scale of  thinking in comparison to the British ‘new 
tradition’ of  academic communities, the community that would use the university was 
not limited to that dimension. The real scale of  ambition of  the new university of  
Calabria was clearly stated in the competition brief  when it claimed that the overall 
daily population of  the university would be around 30-40,000. These included student 
and staff ’s families, commuters, but also all those people from surrounding locales 
that would go to the university for collateral activities. 
Therefore, the definition given by the brief  of  an “urban” university was not meant 
to be limited to the re-creation of  the density and intensity of  a city environment 
inside the university. Conversely, the stress put by the brief  on formal and spatial 
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experimentation pointed to a diametrically opposed direction than the mimicry of  a 
city. Rather, the term urban was once again to be intended as part of  the vocabulary 
of  città territorio: the urbanity of  the territory was meant as a system of  poles of  
activity, which interpreted the existing organisation of  the Calabrese territory as a 
network of  villages and a few larger cities. In line with such thinking, the possible 
location of  the university inside or in the immediate periphery of  Cosenza (the biggest 
city in the area) had been discarded in favour of  a more barycentric position of  the 
new pole between a wide number of  other poles and activities. This shows how the 
conception of  the University of  Calabria stood precariously on the divide between the 
acceptation of  the campus ideal, and the retention of  a territorial ambition that Italian 
architectural culture had developed and promoted for about fifteen years38. 
It was such an uncertain definition that made some lament the shortcomings of  
the decisions taken by the founders of  the new university. Guido Canella and his 
colleagues at Politecnico di Milano considered the new institution envisaged by its 
founders as not meeting the expectations of  deploying a really innovative idea of  
university for Italy. As we have seen, Canella devoted three years between 1967 and 
1970 to study and develop proposals for the institution of  the university in Calabria. 
The Milanese research group claimed that any possible project (including a physical 
project) for the university in Italy was to be subordinated to a wider reformation of  
learning in the country39. This was particularly urgent for the southern regions of  
Italy, where the conditions of  socio-economic growth were to be ‘designed’40. For 
this to happen it was necessary to consider the university as a productive force in 
close conjunction with the other sectors of  production, that is to say, as one among 
many industries. This meant to overcome the widening divide between technology 
and research in Italy, and think of  the two as one single entity. The role of  the 
university had to shift from mere technical training to directing research activities 
at a national level, thus contributing to rethink the production system as a whole41. 
The overarching idea brought forward by Canella’s research team was that to level 
the development gap between northern and southern Italy the conditions had to 
be created for most technological innovation to happen in the south. This could be 
done by creating a new kind of  industry based on scientific research and innovation, 
rather than reiterating the pattern of  large industrial enterprises implanted in the 
south by northern industrialists42. A major challenge for achieving this goal was the 
deficiency of  the socio-economic conditions of  southern Italy, and of  Calabria in 
particular. Indeed, those places did not show any degree of  industrial consciousness 
whatsoever, and there was no critical mass (in terms of  strong institutions, businesses, 
and sufficient levels of  education) for sustaining any industrial development. In other 
words, there was no diffused perception of  the possibilities offered by a technical 
culture, and no diffused feeling of  what an industrial society might be43. The new kind 
of  industry that was needed had to acknowledge a changed understanding of  factory 
work, and the taking of  command of  mechanization in the production process. It 
was necessary to define a different industrial worker that had to shift, or upgrade, 
from being a specialist in one phase of  the industrial/manufacturing process (in the 
linear production chain model) to being an educated worker, one who needed to have 
wider and more generic intellectual skills in order to handle the machines44. It was the 
university’s task to shape such new professional individual, and it was clear that the 
operating range of  the university could not be restrained at a small local scale.  
Considering the university as part of  an industrial policy meant to develop thinking 
University + Industry
Page from Corriere della Sera with an article discussing 
the possibilities for technological development in Calabria 
through the combined action of  industry and university
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
The urban condition in Calabria
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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at a wide territorial scale. For the Milanese group, this implied the founding of  a 
“new city” intended as a different territorial organisation in comparison to the more 
common tendency of  structuring territories through ‘conurbations’ seen as mere 
agglomerations of  population. Conurbation was the outcome of  a social need 
expressed by a wide range of  people and professions of  being in a city environment. 
The spatial results of  this need were particularly evident in southern Italy. Here the 
trend was the depopulation of  the internal rural areas due to massive migrations to the 
main cities45, and the creation of  urban agglomerations with no quality whatsoever. 
The university, intended in its new ‘directional’ role inside a territory of  production 
was to play a key role in assuring that conurbation did not result in agglomeration 
but, in the words of  Canella and his colleagues, in “real city”: the university was to be 
the kick-off  factor for creating a new (metropolitan) city46. The institution of  a new 
university was thus a precious opportunity for the experimentation of  a real new idea 
of  higher education capable to drive a process of  territorial re-organisation in all of  its 
social, economic, and spatial aspects. 
Fundamental for achieving such re-organisation was, for the Milanese team, a correct 
and smart interpretation of  the notion of  the university department. They refused 
simplistic interpretations that described the department as a mere re-shuffling of  
existing components, or as a shared facility among different parts of  the academic 
community47. Rather, it was to be understood as a completely new institution that was 
parallel to the university48, and that experimented different forms of  hybridisation 
and collaboration between higher and lower levels of  education49. Canella talked of  
establishing a “transitory regime” that ought to expand the mission of  the university 
beyond its mere internal functioning. Thus, for him the department was not just a way 
to reorganise disciplines from within the existing structure of  the university as the 
reform proposals presented in Italy in the 1960s implied. To his eyes those proposal 
merely widened the divide between teaching and research. Conversely, he proposed 
that the alternative to an idea of  the department as a device discriminating among the 
two aspects of  a university was to be grounded on a more precise specification of  its 
social function. 
The Milanese group developed the idea of  the “mass departments”, defining them as 
educational institutions opened to large quantities of  professional workers. They 
formulated a tripartite organisation of  the Calabrese university in relation to three key 
professional figures that would be trained by the new institution. The first was the 
Department of  Administration (Dipartimento amministrativo) that was aimed at educating 
a new generation of  public bureaucrats with a scientific-technical mentality. Secondly, 
a Department of  Education (Dipartimento dell’istruzione) was targeted to a wide 
restructuring of  the teaching staff, and was oriented towards overcoming the divide 
between theory and practice by means of  a process of  learning that spanned from 
empiricism to theory. This second department was directly linked with the lower levels 
of  education (in particular the secondary school), and was intended as a two-sided 
educational institution in which university students not only received training but also 
offered it by becoming teachers themselves in order to increase the general levels of  
literacy in the region. Finally, there was the Department of  Technology (Dipartimento 
tecnologico) for educating researchers whose work would benefit the restructuring of  the 
industrial sector. However, the department was not to be subjugated to industry, and 
its taught disciplines and topics were not to be instrumentally derived from specific 
requirements of  particular industries. Rather, just like for the new bureaucrats and 
The creation of  a new city
Territorial study by Lucio S. D’Angiolini and collaborators 
on the development of  the area of  Sibari
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, Università. 
Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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the new teachers that came out of  the other two departments, the department’s main 
goal was the training of  a new figure of  the researcher. This was intended as a skilled 
professional with a wide scientific understanding, but not necessarily specialised in 
a particular aspect of  technology. It was only when understood under these three 
declinations that the departments could really set up the much sought after idea of  
life-long learning50.  
For the Milanese team the implantation of  the university in Calabria was not to be 
interpreted in the simplistic terms of  defining the ‘right’ site, and designing the ‘right’ 
project for that site. Rather, it was meant to implement a much more complex strategy 
that they proposed be composed of  two main stages. Reasoning in terms of  a ‘unity 
of  space’, and finiteness of  a settlement would have applied only during a first stage, 
that was to be experimental and pioneering. In this stage the university would be 
defined as a “base-camp” aimed at initiating a long process of  ‘colonisation’ through 
education. The main objective of  the base-camp was to build a body of  knowledge 
about the socio-cultural condition of  the geographical territory in which it was to 
operate. It was thus the implantation of  a sort of  new brain to start the realisation of  
the “new city” envisaged by Canella and his team that was to be developed as a network 
of  centres, rather than as a territory centred on a few selected poles of  industrial 
development51. The unity of  place that necessarily characterised the first stage of  the 
new university would then be overcome once the university had been in operation for 
a sufficient period of  time within its limited base-camp. A second stage would thus be 
“based on activism extended over the whole territory, and touching in particular all those institutions 
and activities that need undergoing thorough transformation (industries, primary and secondary 
education, public administration, etc.)”52. 
In other words, the university had to interpret its territorial role by means of  its 
infiltration inside the main institutions of  human life, and restructuring them from 
within. It was such a possible new idea of  a university that had totally been hindered 
by the decisions taken by the founders of  the new university. While Canella and his 
colleagues acknowledged that politicians and university administrators had interpreted 
an idea of  the university as an engine of  territorial restructuring, they also found their 
decision of  choosing a definite site of  such big a size (660 hectares) as being too rigid 
for allowing any future adjustment. It was in this sense that Canella’s critique can be 
seen as targeted against the campus nature of  the university proposed in Calabria53. By 
paraphrasing the title given by the Architectural Review to the already discussed article 
on the University of  Florence, we could state that in Canella’s view there had been a 
‘Calabrese fiasco’. Such fiasco was summarised by Canella with these words: “Impatience 
ultimately won, and the newly appointed Rector Nino Andreatta has opted to give immediate birth 
to an offcut of  future, a bit of  university at any cost.”54 That is to say, the exact opposite of  
what he and his team had proposed with their study.  
Indeed, at the time when the university announced the international design 
competition for its buildings in July 1972 construction had already begun for the first 
two ‘bits of  university’. A multifunctional academic building (centro polifunzionale) for 
one thousand students – designed by architect Massimo Pica Ciamarra – would allow 
the university to start its activities already in the fall of  197255. At the same time, on 
a site located at a 500-meter distance from the academic building and closer to the 
town of  Arcavacata a residential centre (maisonettes) was designed by architect Enzo 
Zacchiroli56. On a hilly site residences were provided for about half  of  the students 
that would populate the university in its first years of  activity57, while communal 
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facilities could be used by all enrolled students. The residential centre designed 
by Zacchiroli already entailed an understanding of  the academic community as a 
grouping of  groups. Each maisonette housed a group of  six students and had two 
independent access doors. One door accessed the living area that was provided with 
a separate kitchen; the second door accessed the bedroom area that was composed 
of  three double bedrooms, three bathrooms, and a shared study space close to the 
entrance. An outdoor terrace run along the length of  the maisonette and could be 
accessed from each one of  the bedrooms, and from the living space. The overall 
surface of  the house exceeded 180 square meters, a dimension that would seem to 
suggest a reluctance of  the university’s founders in disrupting the southern students’ 
common habit of  living inside rather large family houses.   
The multifunctional complex and the maisonettes thus constituted an important part 
of  the context on which participants to the competition were called to intervene. The 
way in which the proposals plugged in with those two complexes was therefore one 
of  the parameters to be considered by the competition jury58. Among the members 
of  the jury were George Candilis, Michael Brawne, and Joseph Rykwert, all of  whom 
had dealt with university design from different perspectives59. Among the other 
aspects considered by the jury in their analysis of  the proposals were the links that 
these established with the existing urban areas of  Cosenza and Rende, the evaluation 
of  the landscape60 and the response to topography61, and the connections with the 
existing transport infrastructure (considering accessibility by car and train). Moreover, 
the provision of  at least one major “public open space, open or covered, within the university 
Impatience for some bits of  university
Criticism on the construction of  the first 
biuldings of  the University of  Calabria
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
The multi-functional university centre
Project by Massimo Pica Ciamarra
The centre provided main teaching facilties for a 
first inception of  1,000 students while the rest 
of  the university was being designed and built
(from Concorso per la sede dell’Università della 
Calabria, Relazione illustrativa, 1972)
The residential centre
Project by Enzo Zacchiroli
The residential centre provided housing for 
500 students and communal services for 1,000 
students in the first development phases of  the 
new university
(from Concorso per la sede dell’Università della 
Calabria, Relazione illustrativa, 1972, and 
from Università della Calabria)
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complex” whose use should be shared between “the university and the town” was also 
considered an important part of  the new university62. In terms of  the organisation of  
disciplines, and in accordance with the overall philosophy of  the competition the jury 
rejected those projects that proposed a spatial distinction between the sciences and the 
humanities, considering it “an over-simplification”63. 
Despite showing interest on some of  the proposals, the jury agreed that no entry 
responded sufficiently to all the requisites defined by the brief64. Six projects were 
thus selected and invited to take part to a second competition where they would 
be developed according to recommendations given by the jury65. Among the six 
projects three were produced by Italian offices (Vittorio Gregotti, Riccardo Dalisi, 
Piero Sartogo), and three by international architects (Tarquini Martensson-Denmark, 
Jerzy Josefowicz-England, Robert Smart-Scotland)66. The decision made by the jury 
of  postponing a final decision on a single winner can be read as a response to the 
controversy of  the first design competition for an Italian university in Florence. Given 
that precedent, the jury prudentially concluded its report by stating: “The jury […] 
makes these suggestions since it believes that the problems of  building a new university are not solved 
by holding an architectural competition for its design whatever the outcome of  such a competition. 
The problems will occur over a considerable period of  time and may require quite different solutions 
at different periods.”67 Such statement was also a response to the competition brief  that 
stressed how the final form and dimension of  a university could not be defined once 
and for all68. The second competition by invitation was announced on January 1974, 
and the final results were published in June of  the same year69 when the jury (the same 
as in the first competition) awarded the first prize to the project designed by Vittorio 
Gregotti70. Second to sixth prizes went respectively to Martensson, Josefowicz, Smart, 
Dalisi, and Sartogo/Arup.  
Gregotti’s71 project proposed a linear development spanning about 3.3 kilometres 
over three valleys in the north-south direction between the motorway and the railway. 
Brochure for an exhibition of  the 
six finalist projects
Cosenza 21 September - 13 October 1974
From top,left to right:
Report of  the jury for the first competition (1973)
Recommendations of  the jury for a second competition among the six shortlisted projects (1973)
List of  members of  the jury
Comments of  the jury on the project by Vittorio Gregotti
(all documents © Università degli Studi della Calabria)
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Modular academic buildings were attached to a central bridge separating vehicular and 
pedestrian movement (the latter on a lower level than the former)72. The departments 
were arranged as a set of  cubes that kept their roof  level constant while changing their 
overall height according to the topography. As it was hoped for by the competition 
brief, no linear translation of  a programmatic organisation into a spatial arrangement 
was pursued by Gregotti’s project. Rather, Gregotti deployed a generic diagram made 
of  the smallest possible number of  components that did not pursue flexibility in terms 
of  a constant rearrangement of  interior layouts at the scale of  the single building or 
room, but allowed flexibility of  use at the scale of  the overall settlement. This applied 
to the proper academic part of  the project as well as to the residential component. 
Residences were designed as appendices located on the western side of  the university-
bridge and on the northern slope of  the four hills intersected by the bridge (while 
the south-facing slopes were left for agricultural use). The junction between the path 
leading to each residential cluster and the central spine was marked by a “piazza”. 
The project proposed what the jury praised as a “minimal impinging on the site”, while 
managing to maintain an “impressive and coherent visual character” that contributed to the 
“memorability of  the image”73. The idea of  touching the ground on a limited number 
of  points must be considered together with the concomitant idea of  maximising the 
length of  the settlement and minimising its transversal section. In this way Gregotti’s 
project deployed a strategy of  extending the university as much as possible to make it 
act as a reference point for a wide territory: a dyke aimed at superimposing an instance 
of  clear order over the countryside74. The land surrounding the university-bridge 
was to be preserved as an agricultural park with the academic institution acting as a 
sentinel, a controlling dispositive reiterating the territorial role of  the institution.   
A linear settlement was also proposed by the team led by Jerzy Josefowicz75 that 
received the third prize. Rather than limiting the transversal section as done by 
Gregotti’s proposal, Josefowicz designed a series of  clusters arranged as a ladder 
along a more fragmented north-south armature (with the intent, in the words of  
the architects, of  revisiting the traditional structure of  an Italian hill town). Similarly 
to Gregotti’s project, houses were kept separate from the academic core, and were 
located on the hills to the west of  it following a settlement principle partly similar to 
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Zacchiroli’s maisonettes. 
Conversely, the English group headed by Robert Smart76 chose to settle the university 
on an east-west axis, and on the two slopes of  a hill. The academic core was much 
more densely conceived as three parallel mat-buildings that adapted to the topography 
(the choice of  the mat-building was further stressed by the colour choice in the 
drawings that remind Le Corbusier’s plans for the Venice hospital). Residences were 
arranged to the west of  the academic buildings, and also reiterated the staggered 
section developed by Zacchiroli. Piero Sartogo77 also designed a compact settlement. 
Submitting a proposal in partnership with Ove Arup he developed the latter’s scheme 
for the University of  Loughborough. The horizontal modular building for teaching 
and research activities was divided into two halves kept together by the vertical 
residential slabs. The latter constituted the fulcrum of  the settlement and enclosed a 
garden. 
The Danish team led by Tarquini Martensson78 , that received the second prize, 
extended the modularity adopted by Sartogo for the academic areas to the whole 
settlement. While fragmented into a series of  sub-settlements scattered around the 
site, a regular grid of  varying size subsumed all parts of  it encompassing both the 
academic core and the residential areas. For Martensson the university served as the 
fulcrum of  a series of  urban tissues that were to restructure the metropolitan territory 
of  Cosenza79. Properly academic activities were to unfold on a continuous plan of  
juxtaposed rooms in which no overall hierarchy of  the space was sought, and internal 
corridors were reduced to a minimum to maximise the idea of  passing from one room 
to another. Residential settlements were arranged around the university, and located 
on the hills overlooking the river Crati. Residences were designed as dense and clearly 
bounded ‘quadras’ with shared facilities and a central open communal space. It was the 
project of  the residential component that most compelled the jury80, which eventually 
proposed to appoint Martensson for the subsequent detailed design of  the residences, 
and for 1/3 of  the communal facilities81. Finally, the proposal developed by Riccardo 
Dalisi82 anticipated his project for the University of  Salerno. He proposed to consider 
the university as similar to the “diffused diversity” of  an urban environment (indeed, the 
drawings included photomontages using Cosenza’s urban fabric), and designed it as a 
Vittorio Gregotti et al. (first prize)
Territorial master plan
(from Il progetto per l’Università delle Calabrie e 
altre architettura di Vittorio Gregotti, 1979)
Opposite: Competition model
(photo: Stefano Marongiu)

Vittorio Gregotti et al. (first prize)
Sections and plan of  the departmental buildings
(from Il progetto per l’Università delle Calabrie e 
altre architettura di Vittorio Gregotti, 1979)

Jerzy Josefowicz et al. (third prize)
Plan of  one academic cluster (above) and view of  
competition model (opposite)
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Robert Smart et al. (fourth prize)
Competition model (above) and plans of  residences (opposite, above)
and of  teaching and research areas (ooposite, below)
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Piero Sartogo with Ove Arup (sixth prize)
Plan of  the university (above) and competition model (opposite)
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Tarquini Martensson et al. (second prize)
Competition model (above) and section of  teaching and 
research areas (opposite)
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Tarquini Martensson et al. (second prize)
General and detailed plans of  teaching and research areas
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Tarquini Martensson et al. (second prize)
General and detailed plans of  student residences
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Riccardo Dalisi et al. (fifth prize)
Competition model (above) and plan of  teaching and 
research areas (opposite)
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Riccardo Dalisi et al. (fifth prize)
Studies of  historic housing typologies (above) and perspectival 
section of  the university (opposite)
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)
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fractal system based on subsequent subdivisions of  spaces resulting in a maximum of  
spatial differentiation83.      
Among the participants that didn’t receive any prize were some of  the names we have 
already encountered in the previous design competitions. Among these were Carlo 
Aymonino and Costantino Dardi84 who reiterated, and further perfected their previous 
proposals for Florence and Cagliari showing their approach to the three competitions 
as integral part of  a general research programme on the city. Such research 
programme traced a trajectory that started with the statement of  an overall idea of  city 
(the idea of  città territorio made of  discreet, clearly recognisable parts, among which the 
university was mostly defined as a finite entity, as shown in the project for Florence); 
continued with an elaboration of  the main element of  that programme (the university 
investigated as a complex collective machinery in Cagliari, that started opening up 
to the exterior and breaking its formal finiteness); and ended with a refinement of  
that element that finally found its ultimate balance between openness and closure, 
finiteness and indeterminacy (in the project for Calabria). The three projects are thus 
iterations of  the same basic idea of  a space suspended between continuity and sudden 
interruption, between finiteness and openness. The project for Calabria - the final 
refinement of  the idea - would make it more explicit how the university, although 
designed according to a modular grid, was not meant to tend towards its final spatial 
configuration by following a process of  growth through juxtaposition of  modules. 
Rather, the large dimension of  those modules – the “amphitheatres” that compose all 
the three projects for Florence, Cagliari and Calabria – indicated that their growth 
had to follow a process of  gradual completion of  each large-scale courtyard. Along 
the process the university would absorb elements of  the surrounding landscape in 
such a way that is final form would never be totally enclosed. The university would 
thus contribute to the city by adding a new space that, similarly to what I have noted 
for Gregotti’s project in Florence, rejected the idea of  urban mimicry, and defined a 
clearly distinguishable, new spatial condition. The heterotopic nature of  the university 
in relation to the city was thus confirmed, but without choosing its retreat from the 
city. Rather, the large size of  the new settlement would inflect the form of  the urban 
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi,et al., 
(project n.27)
Perspective of  first stage of  development
(from L’architettura cronache e storia 
n.227, 1974)
Opposite: preparatory studies
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti
fondo Costantino Dardi)

Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi,et al., (project n.27)
Competition panels n.3 (above) and n.4 (opposite) showing 
the general plan and the plan of  the main level of  the university  
(© Università Iuav - Archivio Progetti, fondo Costantino Dardi)

territory to give shape to a new idea of  ‘city of  parts’.   
The Calabria competition would be the last for the two architects, who indeed did 
not take part to the subsequent competition in Salerno (where Aymonino served 
as a member of  the jury). The final outcome of  their work would eventually be an 
urban project they presented at the XV Milan Triennale in 1973 for a redesign of  
a large-scale site on the eastern periphery of  Rome. Here they brought to a visual 
synthesis the idea of  a city of  parts by proposing a collage of  fragments, all being 
public developments either of  their own architectural production (among which the 
university proposal for Cagliari) or designed by others (including Aldo Rossi, Gianugo 
Polesello, and Luca Meda’s “Locomotiva 2” project for Turin’s centro direzionale, 
Le Corbusier’s Tourette monastery, Quaroni’s housing scheme for the Casilino 
neighbourhood, Samonà’s competition project for the new Deputy Chamber in Rome, 
and Karl Ehn’s Karl Marx Hof  in Wien that Aymonino had praised in his book 
“Origini e sviluppo della città moderna”)85. The idea of  città territorio that Aymonino had 
contributed to kick-start as a teaching experiment on the eastern development axis of  
Rome (asse attrezzato) thus found its ultimate crystallisation with a project of  similar 
academicism for a city-part conceived as a collection of  public-driven developments. 
This confirmed how the university had been for Aymonino and Dardi a programmatic 
pretext to advance a more general argument about the project of  the city capable 
of  going beyond the modernist dogma of  the total master plan, and beyond the 
technocratic dogma of  zoning and naïve functionalism. At the same time, the idea 
of  a city as a collection of  fragments was a manifestation of  the separation between 
The synthesis of  a research programme:
city of  colliding fragments
Carlo Aymonino, Costantino Dardi
Proposta Architettonica per Roma Est
XV Triennale, Milan 1973
Indicated with number 10 among the fragments 
is the project for the University of  Cagliari
(from Controspazio n.6, 1973)
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architecture and the city elaborated by Tafuri86. Architecture was no longer capable of  
framing urban space as it did in an old historic city as an opposition between private 
space and public-urban space. Aymonino and Dardi’s sequence of  three projects, and 
their final montage as parts of  a collaged city constituted the most explicit declaration 
of  the only possibility left to architecture: to be self-referential. This produced an idea 
of  the city whose only overall meaning could be found in the coexistence of  much 
differentiated parts. The traditional task of  architecture of  framing a public sphere 
could thus only happen inside each of  those large, public fragments among which the 
university played a major role.       
Following his meta-project for the University of  Florence where the competition 
panels had been filled up with charts and texts, Ludovico Quaroni87  redeemed 
architectural visualisation with a project that constituted one of  three iterations for 
university proposals (the other two being the University of  Mogadishu, 1973, and 
the University of  Lecce, 1975). Quaroni’s proposal reminded of  Giuseppe Samonà’s 
idea of  “disegnare il territorio” deployed in his project for the University of  Cagliari. 
The university settlement thus combined a clearly geometrical intervention (expressed 
through regular orthogonal grids and 45° angles) with a reading of  the topography 
of  the site. Giuseppe Rebecchini88 also developed his previous university designs by 
reiterating the boundedness of  the settlement whose boundary was defined by scaled 
up portico-buildings. Rather than aiming at the closed figure, the university was more 
open towards the exterior in comparison to his previous designs. 
Ludovico Quaroni et al. 
Projects for the universities of  Somalia (1973, left) and Lecce (1975, right) 
Ludovico Quaroni et al. (project n.25)
Bird’s eye view
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)
Ludovico Quaroni et al. (project n.25)
Competition model (above) and perspective (opposite) 
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)

Marcello Rebecchini et al. (project n.57)
Perspective of  teaching and research areas (above) and 
competition model (opposite) 
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)
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The large number of  proposals submitted to the competition would deserve a 
monographic study on its own that exceeds the limits of  this thesis. As I stated at the 
beginning, my interest in addressing the competition for the University of  Calabria 
stands in the pivotal change it caused in the way Italy addressed the project of  the 
university. The foundation of  a totally new institution, and the particular conditions 
in which this was to take place made the idea of  a self-contained campus become 
more of  a real possibility also in Italy. However, as I am trying to show here, the 
ambition of  the founders of  the university still retained a line of  argument about what 
a new higher education institution should be, that tied to the discourse developed in 
Florence and Cagliari. Despite the possibility that a deeper reading of  some of  the 
other submissions would show how many of  the participants interpreted the brief  
as a request for a canonical residential campus, it is also indubitable that some of  the 
Italian competitors remained faithful to their rejection of  that ideal of  university. A 
sudden retreat from architectural ideals that had been implemented in the immediately 
preceding years would indeed sound an improbable occurrence. This, for instance, 
is demonstrated by the project submitted by Giuseppe Samonà89 that, despite being 
strikingly different from his proposal for Cagliari, constituted a refinement of  
his theoretical approach to architecture, the city, and university design. While not 
achieving the clarity of  his project for Cagliari, the idea of  using large-scale public 
development to give form to a territorial city found even more stimulus by the fact of  
incorporating a residential component to the university. Thus, Samonà’s project for 
Calabria spent most of  its efforts in providing a formal configuration for the housing 
areas that would provide an exemplar solution to counteract the speculative housing 
projects that triggered urbanisation processes.
An even more explicit claim of  resistance against the importation of  the campus 
as the ultimate solution came from Guido Canella, and it comes as no surprise 
considered his polemic against the logics of  the competition90. However, a mere 
refusal to take part in the competition would have been the most meaningless way 
of  expressing such a polemic stance. Therefore, the most logic solution was to 
work within the constraints set by the brief, and partly disrupt them to re-assert the 
possibility of  a different idea of  university. This was the idea of  the university as 
Giuseppe Samonà et al. (project n.44)
Competition model
(from L’architettura cronache e storia 
n.227, 1974)
The university as production machinery
Guido Canella et al. (project n.36)
General plan showing the areas proposed for the 
new university settlement, in partial disagreement 
with the competition brief
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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an integral part of  industrial production, up to the point of  blurring the boundary 
between university and industry. Just like industry was a regional asset, so was the 
university that could only make sense if  defined as large productive machinery 
targeted to regional development. The main disruption operated by Canella and his 
team – that included some of  the students who took part to the research at Milan’s 
Politecnico91 – was to locate the university partly outside of  the given site to put 
it closer to the industrial areas of  the Crati Valley. Here a complex of  university 
laboratories was to become an industry by itself. The complex was composed of  three 
buildings of  similar architectural typology (linear domed structures) that distinguished 
two main components: the laboratories, housed in two of  the linear buildings placed 
parallel to one another, the first to be built in the first stage of  development of  
the new university (for 4,000 students), and the second in the final stage (12,000 
students); and a sport centre, placed at an orthogonal angle from the laboratories. 
The plan of  the laboratories was designed as a regular sequence of  rooms separated 
by service areas, and split in two parts that were mirrored along a central longitudinal 
spine. Different activities were organised through a stepped section, with larger 
laboratories, a museum, and a dining facility for 500 on the ground floor, and smaller 
research and teaching laboratories, libraries, study rooms for teachers and researchers, 
drawing rooms, and classrooms on the upper floors. The industrial character of  the 
buildings was only the iconic aspect of  a deeper factory logic on which this part of  
the university relied. This logic was inscribed in the juxtaposition of  work and sport 
as being one the complement of  the other in the daily routine of  a student/worker, 
although the two moments were starting diverging from their clear temporal division 
predicated by traditional factory culture. 
Such a blurring of  the components of  a ‘productive life’ found its representation 
in the other main part of  the university designed by Canella that was located on 
a hill facing the laboratories. Such a location was also in contrast with the brief ’s 
request to consider a relation with the two existing first ‘bits’ of  university, the 
multi-functional complex and the residential centre. Rather than aiming at a physical 
connection, Canella established a programmatic one with those two complexes, and 
The university as production machinery
Guido Canella et al. (project n.36)
This page: Competition model with laboratories and sport facilties in the foreground
Opposite: Plan, section and elevation of  laboratory building
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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proposed Pica Ciamarra’s multi-functional building to be turned into a “metropolitan 
pole for permanent education”, while the maisonettes designed by Zacchiroli would 
become guest housing for temporary stay. Around an old villa – to be reused as the 
central administration of  the university - Canella devised a series of  buildings with 
no apparent attempt at achieving an overall figure. Rather, they were an array of  
extremely differentiated structures whose settlement principles depended on their 
relations with topography, and whose main overall logic was that of  a “disarticulation” 
of  parts. It was through their striking difference and apparent arbitrariness that the 
buildings shaped the identity of  a distinguishable place in the landscape. The main 
components of  this part of  the university were a quasi-horizontal modular teaching 
and research building, a courtyard block for cultural activities ad associations, a centre 
for the arts and performance that stepped down the hill, the building for the central 
library, a bridge that housed an agency for territorial consultancy (agenzia di consulenza al 
territorio), and the residential centre designed as a series of  linear row-houses on three 
levels. Communal services were designed literally as crowning elements for both the 
teaching and research spaces, and for the residential areas. These were all conceived as 
facilities opened to users beyond the university students and staff, and refusing to be 
crystallised as the ultimate living environment of  a set community. Thus, the provision 
of  housing spanned from mini-apartments in the linear buildings to more temporary, 
quasi-hotel rooms that were located in the teaching and research building and could 
be used even just overnight. While not being targeted to a specific set community, 
a sense of  completeness was associated to the composition of  scattered buildings 
designed by Canella. In fact, most buildings would already be used in the first stage 
of  development of  the new university, and the complex would not grow substantially 
to reach full operation (the figure of  12,000 students prescribed by the university’s 
statute). Conversely, further stages of  development would occur as a more scattered 
process across the regional territory, that would eventually locate new components 
in other urban areas (in particular for new residences), and in industrial areas to 
bring forward the idea of  a university of  production. The first stage thus confirmed 
Canella’s idea of  a base-camp as an initial moment of  colonisation that would not aim 
The university as production machinery
Guido Canella et al. (project n.36)
This page: 
Competition model with “mass” teaching and 
research areas and residences in the foreground
Opposite: 
Plan and section of  “mass” teaching and 
research areas
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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to be consolidated as a single location over time, but to kick-start a process of  wider 
territorial transformation.    
As much as it is likely that a deeper study could show how some - or many - of  the 
sixty-seven entries  defined more canonical self-contained campuses, the projects 
by Canella, Gregotti, Samonà, and Aymonino hint also to the possibility that others 
managed to better interpret the tension between resistance and ultimate acceptance of  
the campus. What is again important to stress in conclusion, and as a preface to the 
following chapter, is that by focusing its attention more on the actual university than 
on devising a large-scale territorial master plan, the competition for Calabria paved the 
way to what would become the final interpretation of  university design as a technical 
and quasi-scientific planning discipline. With the design competition for the University 
of  Salerno much of  the territorial ambition of  some of  the projects presented to the 
first three competitions disappeared. Within the extremely limited span of  three years 
the idea of  università territorio seemed to having already made its day.
The university as production machinery
Guido Canella et al. (project n.36)
This page: 
Plan and sections of  the centre for the 
arts and performances
Opposite: 
View of  the bridge structure of  the territorial 
agency (above) and plan,s ections and elevation 
of  the residential areas (below)
(from Guido Canella, Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
Università. Ragione contesto tipo, 1975)
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1.   Project n.04
2.   Project n.05
3.   Project n.08
4.   Project n.09
5.   Project n.10
6.   Project n.11
7.   Project n.12
8.   Project n.14
9.   Project n.16
10. Project n.18
11. Project n.23
12. Project n.30
13 14 15
16 17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24
13. Project n.31
14. Project n.32
15. Project n.33
16. Project n.38
17. Project n.39
18. Project n.40
19. Project n.49
20. Project n.50
21. Project n.53
22. Project n.58
23. Project n.59
24. Project n.64 24 variations on a theme (out of  67)
(© Università degli Studi della Calabria)
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1. “Concorso Internazionale per Il Progetto 
Della Sede dell’Università Degli Studi Di 
Calabria,” Gazzetta Ufficiale Della Repubblica 
Italiana, no. 188 (July 20, 1972): 5229–31.
2. Among others Kenneth Frampton, Joseph 
Rykwert, Reyner Banham, Bruno Zevi, and 
Manfredo Tafuri have written about the 
project in books and magazine articles.  See 
Kenneth Frampton, “City without Flags,” 
Domus, no. 609 (September 1980); Kenneth 
Frampton, Megaform as Urban Landscape, 
Raoul Wallenberg Lecture 1999 (Ann Arbor, 
MI: University of  Michigan, A. Alfred 
Taubman College of  Architecture and Urban 
Planning, 1999); Kenneth Frampton, Modern 
Architecture : A Critical History (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1980); Manfredo Tafuri, 
Storia Dell’architettura Italiana, 1944-1985 
(Torino: Einaudi, 1986); Manfredo Tafuri, 
Vittorio Gregotti. Progetti E Architetture (Milano: 
Electa, 1982); Joseph Rykwert, “Vittorio 
Gregotti E Associati: La Nuova Università 
Della Calabria, Il Progetto Vincente Al 
Concorso Internazionale,” Domus, no. 540 
(November 1974): 15–16; Reyner Banham, 
Megastructure : Urban Futures of  the Recent Past 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1976); Oriol 
Bohigas, “Gregotti O Una Estructura Teorica 
Desde Una Pratica Proyectual,” Arquitectura 
Bis, no. 4 (1974); Bruno Zevi, “Sei Idee per 
Un’università,” L’Espresso Anno XX, no. 25 
(June 23, 1974): 77–79.
3. “L’Università ritiene, infatti, che la prima fase del 
processo di costruzione della propria sede sia costituito 
dal progetto del Bando di Concorso: nella misura 
in cui questo contiene indicazioni essenziali per la 
formulazione dei criteri di giudizio che l’Università 
stessa tenderà ad adottare, in armonia con le scelte 
che hanno caratterizzato la sua prima attività.” 
Università degli Studi di Calabria, “Concorso 
Internazionale per Il Progetto Della Sede 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Calabria. 
Relazione Illustrativa (first Competition Call)” 
(Università degli Studi di Calabria, 1972)., p.3.
4. “Sorge in Calabria e per i calabresi in modo 
preminente, un accentramento di alta cultura 
moderna, che ricerca addirittura i termini di 
paragone nel colossale Massachusetts Institute of  
Technology, nel modernissimo Tecnion di Haifa e 
nell’Istituto Tecnologico di Grenoble. La Calabria 
di oggi, avanza verso il XXI secolo con ambiziose 
aspirazioni, e guai se così non fosse.” La Scelta Della 
Sede Dell’università Della Calabria Nelle Esigenze 
Regionali E Più Generali, Ente Studi Economici 
per la Calabria (Cosenza: Tipografia 
Chiappetta, 1968)., p.16.
5. Pietro Di Leo, “Università Della Calabria,” 
in Storia dell’Università in Italia, ed. Gian Paolo 
Brizzi, Piero Del Negro, and Andrea Romano, 
vol. 3 (Messina: SICANIA by GEM s.r.l., 
2007)., p.487.
6. To be true, it was exactly in the Calabria 
competition that Gregotti explicitly used the 
term settlement principle, and it is from there 
that I have borrowed it as the title of  this 
thesis.
7. This is something that surely applies to 
the projects submitted by Giuseppe and 
Alberto Samonà, and by Carlo Aymonino and 
Costantino Dardi.
8. “Negata qualsiasi interpretazione simbolica o 
rappresentativa dell’università intesa in termini 
unitari, sede di una comunità privilegiata e 
contrapposta alla comunità urbana, depositaria 
della cultura e del sapere, in favore di un’ipotesi 
di università aperta ed articolata, ‘parte delle città 
e del territorio e coinvolta nel loro stesso lattice di 
esperienza e di azioni’, si propone un’immagine 
architettonica e spaziale che di quest’ultima esalti 
i tratti essenziali.” Università degli Studi di 
Calabria, “Concorso Internazionale per Il 
Progetto Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Calabria. Relazione Illustrativa (first 
Competition Call).”, p.64.
9. As explained by Pietro De Leo, the main 
figure behind the actual materialisation of  the 
University of  Calabria after its establishment 
in 1968 was Ricardo Masasi. Masasi, who was 
born in Cosenza, was the Italian Minister of  
Public Education between July 1970 and July 
1972. It was during this period that the main 
decisions were taken regarding the statute 
of  the new university, and its location. De 
Leo stresses how Masasi, who had studied 
at Università Cattolica in Milan, was in close 
contact with a group of  people that gave 
birth to the magazine Il Mulino (dealing 
with socio-political topics among which the 
school and the university were among the 
preeminent). Members of  this group were 
Paolo Prodi, Luigi Pedrazzi, and Beniamino 
Andreatta. Masasi involved them in the 
creation of  the new university. Paolo Prodi 
curated the statute of  the new institution 
(which was approved by the President of  the 
Republic Giuseppe Saragat, and published 
in 1971; see Decreto del Presidente della 
Repubblica 1 Dicembre 1971, n.1329, 
Approvazione dello statuto dell’Università 
degli studi della Calabria, in Gazzetta Ufficiale 
della Repubblica Italiana n. 53, 26 February 
1972, pp.2-15). Beniamino Andreatta was 
appointed by Masasi as the first Rector of  
the university on 28 May 1971 (his mandate 
ended on 30 May 1975). See Di Leo, 
“Università Della Calabria.”, pp.485-486.
10. This is explained by the choice of  the 
name “University of  Calabria” as opposed to 
“University of  Cosenza”. 
11. Legge 12 marzo 1968 n.442, “Istituzione 
di una università statale in Calabria”, in 
Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana 
n.103, 22 April 1968, pp.2514-2517. 
12. The whole text read: “La Calabria ha 
dunque la sua Università, che viene ad aggiungersi 
alle altre – più di trenta – che fanno della nostra 
Italia l’Olimpo degli Studi (12 in Francia, 10 in 
Inghilterra). Questa Università della Calabria, 
anzi meglio, per la Calabria, se da un lato e per i 
naturali del luogo assume aspetto di privilegio, ne 
assume, dall’altro, anche di restrizione. Si è voluto  
opportunamente creare un ‘qui novi’ con l’istituzione 
di moderne Facoltà a carattere tecnologico, sebbene 
altre ricalchino tipi tradizionali. Ci conforta davvero 
che il patrio Governo, sempre sordo, sin dal 1861, a 
tutte le speciali istanze di progresso economico e sociale 
Notes to Chapter 15
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separately administered).
15. Cosenza had a population of  100,000.
16. The three sites measured respectively 
320, 200, and 140 hectares. The choice of  
the area, which was 3-4 times larger than 
the overall surface of  the city of  Cosenza, 
had been officialised by the academic 
technical committee (Comitato Tecnico 
Amministrativo) on 31 July 1971, and 
subsequently defined in its final configuration 
on 13 July 1971. The chosen area was 
zoned for university use on 18 April 1972 
(Porvveditorato alle Opere Pubbliche). 
While leaving the choice of  the site to the 
participants, the competition brief  put some 
emphasis on the qualities of  the larger of  the 
three sites. This was located to the west of  a 
railway and a highway, and was characterised 
as a mostly mountainous landscape that, 
according to the brief, offered an opportunity 
to architects for advancing experimentations 
aimed at “favouring the destruction of  canonical 
typologies of  academic buildings, and stimulate 
the invention of  new ways of  composing spaces in 
a strict relationship with the morphology of  the 
place”. “L’autostrada segna il limite fra le aree 
di fondo valle e quelle prevalentemente collinari: 
scegliere un insediamento a valle dell’autostrada 
significava scegliere un paesaggio architettonico 
preciso: pianeggiante ed uniforme, appiattito dai 
limiti della legge sismica; scegliere un insediamento a 
monte dell’autostrada, sulle colline che si susseguono 
a ritmo costante, a distanza ravvicinata, secondo 
configurazioni oblunghe alternate agli alvei dei 
torrenti ed alle linee di impluvio segnate da lunghe 
ed ondulate linee di alberi, significava scegliere un 
paesaggio architettonico totalmente diverso: significava 
favorire la distruzione delle tipologie canoniche 
‘per edifici universitari’, sollecitare l’invenzione 
di nuove forme di aggregazione degli spazi, in un 
preciso raffronto con la morfologia dei luoghi.”  
Università degli Studi di Calabria, “Concorso 
Internazionale per Il Progetto Della Sede 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Calabria. 
Relazione Illustrativa (first Competition 
Call).”, p.26.
della Calabria, sia stato, questa volta, pronto alla 
concessione. Che il nuovo Ateneo possa, nei decenni 
futuri, rappresentare realmente, per la più negletta 
regione italiana, il catalizzatore per una azione 
scatenante! Altrimenti vedremmo un aggravamento 
del fenomeno e cioè la fabbrica in loco di una più 
qualificata moltitudine di giovani disoccupati, costretti 
a cercare, fuori dalla loro terra, possibilità di vita.” 
La Scelta Della Sede Dell’università Della Calabria 
Nelle Esigenze Regionali E Più Generali., p.7.
13. “[…] il Ministro per la pubblica istruzione 
detta i criteri per l’ammissione all’università nel 
caso in cui le domande di iscrizione superino i posti 
disponibili. Sia questi criteri che quelli contenuti 
nel decreto per l’ammissione al centro residenziale 
[…] terranno conto delle seguenti condizioni 
preferenziali: a) residenza della famiglia in Calabria; 
b) condizioni economiche della famiglia; c) capacità 
dimostrate negli studi.” Legge 12 marzo 1968 
n.442, “Istituzione di una università statale 
in Calabria”, in Gazzetta Ufficiale della 
Repubblica Italiana n.103, 22 April 1968, 
art.13, p.2516. At the time of  the competition 
Calabria had a population of  two million. 
14. “L’università ha carattere residenziale”. Legge 
12 marzo 1968 n.442, “Istituzione di una 
università statale in Calabria”, in Gazzetta 
Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana n.103, 
22 April 1968, art.1, p.2514. The residential 
character of  the university was stated in the 
founding act of  the university in terms of  an 
obligation: as a response to the widespread 
accusation of  absenteeism of  university 
professors in Italy, the teaching staff  was 
obligated to live in the residences provided 
by the university or, at least, in one of  the 
adjacent towns: “Il personale insegnante e non 
insegnante in servizio presso l’Università calabra 
ha l’obbligo di risiedere stabilmente nella sede 
dell’università stessa, ovvero nel territorio del comune 
dove essa è istituita o in quello di comuni limitrofi.” 
Legge 12 marzo 1968 n.442, “Istituzione di 
una università statale in Calabria”, in Gazzetta 
Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana n.103, 22 
April 1968, art.15, p.2516. The residential 
centre was conceived as a sort of  parallel 
institution to the university (the two were 
17. Cosenza was strategically located between 
the soon to be established petrochemical 
plant and harbour in Sibari (to the north, on 
the Ionic coast), and the international airport 
of  S. Eufemia (to the south, on the Tirrenic 
coast). See La Scelta Della Sede Dell’università 
Della Calabria Nelle Esigenze Regionali E Più 
Generali.
18. “La legge e lo Statuto hanno attribuito 
all’Università della Calabria caratteristiche peculiari, 
che ne fanno una Università profondamente diversa 
da quelle tradizionali.” Università degli Studi 
di Calabria, “Concorso Internazionale per 
Il Progetto Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Calabria. Relazione Illustrativa (first 
Competition Call).”, p.4.
19. The competition brief  indicated two 
possible ways of  conceiving the department. 
The first was as an agglomeration of  closely 
related disciplines; the second was as a 
shared platform among even very different 
disciplines. Given the experimental nature 
of  the use of  departments by the University 
of  Calabria, the first option (that was anyway 
a big innovation in Italy) was considered 
as more easy to achieve. However, the 
statute also prescribed the institution of  
interdepartmental centres, thus trying to 
push more the spirit of  collectiveness and 
collaboration of  teaching and research. It 
wouldn’t have been earlier than 1980 that 
the Italian government finally passed an act 
that officially established the department 
in all universities (Decreto del Presidente 
della Repubblica 11 luglio 1980, n. 382, 
Riordinamento della docenza universitaria, 
relativa fascia di formazione nonché 
sperimentazione organizzativa e didattica, in 
Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana 
n.209, 31 July 1980,  Supplemento Ordinario). 
20. The department was meant mainly to 
substitute the individual chair (associated to 
the individual monarch/professor). It was 
therefore an attempt to break the autarchy 
of  research and taking it out from the hands 
of  the single chair and into a collaborative 
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platform. However, the departments were not 
to substitute the faculties but were conceived 
as an addition to them. The establishing act 
of  1968 defined four faculties: Literature 
and Philosophy; Mathematical, Physical and 
Natural Sciences; Engineering; and Economic 
and Social Sciences. Legge 12 marzo 1968 
n.442, “Istituzione di una università statale 
in Calabria”, in Gazzetta Ufficiale della 
Repubblica Italiana n.103, 22 April 1968, 
art.1, p.2514.
21. While departments in Italy have mostly 
been associated with research, thus defining 
the dichotomy department=research 
vs. faculty=teaching, the way it was 
first experimented in Calabria was as an 
ambiguous entity oscillating between the two.
22. The 21 departments were: Philology, 
History, Arts, Linguistics, Philosophy, 
Education, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, 
Cellular Biology, Ecology, Earth Sciences, 
Systems, Structures, Territorial Planning, 
Soil Preservation, Mechanics, Electrics, 
Political Economy, Business and Public 
Administration. Decreto del Presidente 
della Repubblica 1 Dicembre 1971, n.1329, 
Approvazione dello statuto dell’Università 
degli studi della Calabria, in Gazzetta Ufficiale 
della Repubblica Italiana n. 53, 26 February 
1972, art.1, p.2.
23. “Appare chiara, ad esempio, l’esigenza di 
escludere un modello che individui ventuno nuclei 
autonomi (i ventuno dipartimenti), appoggiati 
ad un reticolo e capaci di autonomo processo di 
crescita e sviluppo.” Università degli Studi di 
Calabria, “Concorso Internazionale per Il 
Progetto Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Calabria. Relazione Illustrativa (first 
Competition Call).”, p.62.
24. Ibid.
25. “E flessibilità non sarà da intendersi come 
generica ed indeterminata disponibilità degli spazi 
ad usi diversi, ma piuttosto come caratterizzazione 
di sistemi di spazi riconoscibili ed identificabili in 
rapporto a specifici tipi di attività.” Ibid., p.63.
26. “Ovvero sarà spazio caratterizzato a vari gradi, 
o distinguibile come spazio reversibile, a funzioni 
molteplici, ad attività molteplici; o non reversibile. 
Spazio percorribile, di flusso o adattato per attività 
tipiche e frequenti o eccezionali. Ogni parte dello 
spazio apparterrà a più categorie ma non a tutte. In 
un modello articolato per sistemi di spazi la flessibilità 
dell’insieme si manifesta all’interno della struttura e 
non conduce a genericità od indifferenziazione. Ma 
è qualità di un sistema accrescibile e modificabile, 
disponibile per comportamenti umani diversi e 
comunque sensibile alle esigenze che continuamente si 
determinano.”Ibid.
27. “[…] un’immagine che tenda a costruire 
l’ambiente dell’università come sequenza di 
articolazioni spaziali complesse, come successione di 
spazi collettivi di dimensione crescente […]” Ibid., 
p.64.
28. “Dall’analisi delle esigenze dell’Università di 
Calabria e dei suoi caratteri strutturali […] è emersa 
la necessità di riconoscere un margine di indipendenza 
fra l’organizzazione fisica degli spazi ed i modi di uso 
degli stessi, ossia la necessità di individuare un sistema 
che consenta, ma al tempo stesso trascenda una 
organizzazione per dipartimenti, e sia disponibile per 
altre e più articolare interpretazioni.” Ibid., p.14.
29. “Di qui la richiesta ai partecipanti al concorso 
di un progetto riguardante non un organismo 
universitario, ma un sistema edilizio finalizzato 
alle attività universitarie, dove per sistema edilizio 
si intende un repertorio di componenti, progettati in 
risposta a un repertorio di richieste di prestazione 
avanzate dalla committenza in relazione alle 
esigenze dell’utenza […]” Università degli Studi 
di Salerno, “Concorso Nazionale per La 
Progettazione Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Salerno. Relazione Tecnica Allegata 
Al Bando” (Università degli Studi di Salerno, 
1973)., p.7.
30. “Tutti i membri, docenti e non docenti, e tutti 
gli studenti, anche non residenti, dell’università, sono 
assegnati a un quartiere per poter fruire dei servizi 
comunitari offerti dal quartiere stesso.” Decreto 
del Presidente della Repubblica 1 Dicembre 
1971, n.1329, Approvazione dello statuto 
dell’Università degli studi della Calabria, in 
Gazzetta Ufficiale della Repubblica Italiana n. 
53, 26 February 1972, art.14, p.3.
31. Università degli Studi di Calabria, 
“Concorso Internazionale per Il Progetto 
Della Sede dell’Università Degli Studi 
Di Calabria. Relazione Illustrativa (first 
Competition Call).”, p.8.
32. In this way the importation of  another 
main aspect of  the Oxbridge collegiate 
model, namely the supervision offered by the 
teaching staff  inside the residential complex 
in the form of  tutorials and support on all 
aspects of  student life, was interpreted in a 
more permeable manner.
33. “All’interno dell’area vincolata l’Università 
vede con interesse la possibilità di considerare la 
presenza di interventi non direttamente dipendenti 
dalla Sua Amministrazione affidando in concessione 
aree – nel limite approssimato del 20% di 
quelle di sua proprietà – ad enti o a privati che 
intendano realizzare opere (residenze, attrezzature 
commerciali, ricreative, ecc.) utili a migliorare gli 
standard già assicurati a fornire ulteriori possibilità 
di scelta, a formare un’immagine ricca di spunti e 
complessamente articolata.” Università degli Studi 
di Calabria, “Concorso Internazionale per 
Il Progetto Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Calabria. Relazione Illustrativa (first 
Competition Call).”, p.21.
34. In particular, the brief  envisaged the 
construction of  a branch of  the National 
Research Centre (CNR). 
35. Giancarlo De Carlo, ed., Pianificazione 
E Disegno Delle Università (Roma: Edizioni 
universitarie italiane, 1968).
36. This was one of  the main points on 
which Giancarlo De Carlo had articulated 
his description of  a new university model 
different from the traditional ones. The book 
edited by De Carlo (Pianificazione e disegno 
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Il Progetto Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Calabria. Relazione Illustrativa (first 
Competition Call).”, p.64.
39. “L’istruzione è un unicum nel quale l’università 
non è un fatto a sé”, Guido Canella and Lucio S. 
D’Angiolini, eds., Università : Ragione, Contesto, 
Tipo (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1975)., p.186.
40. Quoting the words of  Renzo Predi from 
his talk at a conference in 1965 the authors 
state: “la distribuzione geografica delle università, 
delle facoltà e dei singoli corsi di laurea non può 
essere disgiunta da una visione globale dell’istruzione 
che va dalla scuola elementare all’università […] 
io escludo che nelle regioni, aree e zone cosiddette 
sottosviluppate sia economicamente che socialmente, 
un centro universitario con le sue diverse specificazioni 
possa, senza il concorso di altri elementi, determinare 
di per sé la elevazione delle condizioni sociali, civili, 
sociali ed economiche di tali zone.”Renzo Predi 
cited in Antonio Locatelli et al., “Criteri 
Generali, Elementi Statistici E Qualitativi 
Dell’istruzione,” in Università. Ragione, Contesto, 
Tipo (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1975), 149–74., p.150.
41.“L’ipotesi che formuliamo per indicare un tipo 
di Sistema educativo globale che elimini le suddette 
disfunzioni, è quella di un processo formative dotato 
di massima unitarietà e omogeneità d’impostazione, 
fondato nella ricerca, che vada dall’empirico al teorico 
e che fondi l’acquisizione teorica su proposte dettate 
da approcci di tipo problematico e non sistematico. Si 
assumerebbe, quindi, il criterio pedagogico generale 
di connettere la scuola del terzo grado alle risorse 
produttive del territorio, mantenendo unico il corso di 
studi e lasciando sviluppare lentamente, e, quindi, con 
assoluta possibilità di recupero, l’accento particolare 
che l’allievo, assistito dal gruppo insegnante, intenda 
dare alla propria formazione.”  Guido Canella, Il 
sistema teatrale a Milano, Dedalo libri, Bari 
1966, cited in Ibid., p.158.
42. The Milanese team discussed some 
main production sectors that could trigger 
industrial development in the country. 
With particular reference to the “questione 
meridionale”, the main sectors that could 
be implemented for diminishing the 
delle università) was published in 1968, the 
year of  the founding act of  the University 
of  Calabria. As I have already pointed out 
in other parts of  this thesis, the text written 
by De Carlo had a substantial echo on the 
architects, politicians, and university officials 
that wrote about or designed new universities 
in Italy in the following years. This is also 
evident in the direct quotation of  parts of  De 
Carlo’s introductory text to the 1968 book 
that is done in the pages of  the competition 
brief  for the University of  Calabria.   
37. Nevertheless, this switch from a first stage 
of  studies to a second was not to be intended 
as an abrupt change. Indeed, crossovers 
were always part of  the curriculum, and 
even when in their last years students would 
take courses offered from more than one 
department. Each study programme was 
indeed conceived as a collaboration among 
different departments.
38. “Negata qualsiasi interpretazione simbolica 
o rappresentativa dell’università intesa in termini 
unitari, sede di una comunità privilegiata e 
contrapposta alla comunità urbana, depositaria 
della cultura e del sapere, in favore di un’ipotesi di 
università aperta e articolata, <<parte della città 
e del territorio e coinvolta nel loro stesso lattice di 
esperienze e di azioni>>, si propone un’immagine 
architettonica e spaziale che di quest’ultima esalti 
i tratti essenziali. Si propone cioè un’immagine 
che escluda del pari l’università monumento isolato 
e l’università come somma di <<oggetti>> 
architettonici nello spazio; un’immagine che tenda 
a costruire l’ambiente dell’università come sequenza 
di articolazioni spaziali complesse, come successione 
di spazi collettivi di dimensione crescente […] 
l’immagine di un sistema articolato continuo, 
collettivo, all’interno del quale siano tuttavia 
riconoscibili ed identificabili, per ciascuno, i propri 
elementi di riferimento ed i propri modi di uso; 
l’immagine di un ambiente all’interno del quale 
ciascuno possa riconoscere un proprio modo di vita e di 
comportamento, senza perdere tuttavia la sensazione 
di appartenenza alla totalità della struttura piuttosto 
che ad una parte di essa.” Università degli Studi 
di Calabria, “Concorso Internazionale per 
development gap between north and 
south were electronics, the iron industry, 
agriculture, thermo-electronics, and the 
petrochemical sector. In one of  his lectures 
during the studio at Politecnico Lucio Stellaro 
D’Angiolini insisted on the fact that only by 
changing the industrial policy in southern 
Italy would a process towards new balancing 
between south and north be started: “dovete 
cambiare la politica di industrializzazione se 
volete che il tasso meridionale di increment del 
reddito pro capite cresca”. Lucio S. D’Angiolini, 
“Considerazioni Di Macroeconomia E Di 
Macrourbanistica per Un Bacino Industrial 
E Un Nuovo Ambito Metropolitano 
Nel Mezzogiorno,” in Università. Ragione, 
Contesto, Tipo, ed. Guido Canella and Lucio 
S. D’Angiolini (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1975), 
123–30., p.129.
43. Lucio S. D’Angiolini, “Il Necessario 
Legame Tra Nuova Cultura E Progresso 
Tecnologico E Dei Redditi. Ragioni Storiche 
E Istituzionali Di Un’allocazione Ottimale 
dell’Università in Calabria,” in Università. 
Ragione, Contesto, Tipo, ed. Guido Canella 
and Lucio S. D’Angiolini (Bari: Dedalo libri, 
1975), 183–90.
44. “Tuttavia oggi l’operaio deve essere colto. Deve 
saper maneggiare i numeri, conti, eccetera, sicchè possa 
controllare i congegni che ha a disposizione.” Lucio 
S. D’Angiolini, L’Università in Calabria e il 
destino metropolitano di Sibari, in Università. 
Ragione, contesto, tipo, p. 92.
45. 500,000 residents had emigrated from 
Calabria between 1951-68. La Scelta Della 
Sede Dell’università Della Calabria Nelle Esigenze 
Regionali E Più Generali., p.18.
46. “[...] a un certo punto, si sappia, c’è veramente 
da fondare una nuova città. […] ormai abbiamo 
precedenti di fondazioni di città moderne, dalle nuove 
città negli Stati Uniti a non so quante città sovietiche, 
a non so quante nell’America meridionale, non 
avreste che l’imbarazzo nello scegliere un modello. 
Meglio ancora è inventarcene uno […]” Lucio 
S. D’Angiolini, “L’Università in Calabria 
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E Il Destino Metropolitano Di Sibari,” in 
Università. Ragione, Contesto, Tipo, ed. Guido 
Canella and Lucio S. D’Angiolini (Bari: 
Dedalo libri, 1975), 69–98., p.98.
47. The way in which the department 
had been used in other international 
experiences was twofold: on the one side, 
it was a pragmatic device that allowed for 
the optimisation of  resources (i.e. sharing 
facilities among disciplines thus avoiding 
costly duplicates); on the other, it had worked 
towards the sublimation of  research into a 
privileged environment aimed at detaching 
it from the messy reality of  teaching (so that 
a clear hierarchy of  values was established 
among the two missions that the university 
had taken since Wilhelm von Humboldt’s 
founding of  the modern university in the 
early 19th century).
48  Locatelli et al., “Criteri 
Generali, Elementi Statistici E Qualitativi 
Dell’istruzione.”, pp.159-159.
49. Indeed, the projects developed by the 
students at Milan included also a secondary 
technical school as part of  the programmatic 
requirements of  the new university.
50. “[…] l’inopportunità di scindere, tra le 
funzioni da attribuire ad essi, quelle scientifiche da 
quelle didattiche, e, in aggiunta, l’opportunità di 
considerare I dipartimenti come luogo, oltre che di 
ricerca, di preparazione professionale di massa. […] 
ll dipartimento da una attività di quadri passerebbe, 
in tal caso occupando opportune sedi, ad un’attività 
di massa, verificando concretamente quell’auspicabile 
unità tra ricerca e didattica. […] Il Dipartimento 
dell’istruzione dovrebbe assumere direttamente la 
gestione di tutta l’istruzione […] attraverso una 
vera e propria campagna di alfabetizzazione […]; 
dovrebbe, cioè, creare e sancire un rapporto di 
appartenenza del cittadino al sistema dell’istruzione, 
che non cesserebbe neppure quando quegli sottoscrivesse 
un contratto di lavoro, ma che, attraverso fasi 
alterne di studio e di lavoro distribuite nel tempo, 
consentirebbe la continuità indefinita di ogni singolo 
processo di formazione.” Guido Canella, “Alcune 
Induzioni Dal Comportamento,” in Università. 
Ragione, Contesto, Tipo, ed. Guido Canella 
and Lucio S. D’Angiolini (Bari: Dedalo libri, 
1975), 175–82., pp.178-179.
51. Given the necessary spatial finiteness of  
the base-camp the research group indicated 
its best location in the plain of  Sibari. This 
location could be strategic given its being 
a barycentre  among a wide territory in 
southern Italy – between Salerno-Napoli, 
Taranto-Bari, and Cosenza, and between the 
two industrial poles of  Puglia and Sicily. “Il 
quadro del Sud così delineato vede la presenza di 
due poli di sviluppo industriale [Puglia, con Bari, 
Taranto e Brindisi, e Sicilia, con Siracusa, 
Augusta e Priolo] particolarmente indirizzati 
verso la produzione nei settori di base (siderurgia, 
petrolchimica, cementi). […] Riguardando i poli 
di sviluppo come l’ultima tappa di una politica 
nazionale volta al recupero del Sud e al suo 
decollo, dopo le precedenti tappe della storia della 
Cassa del Mezzogiorno (dall’intervento per la 
industrializzazione dell’agricoltura, allo sviluppo 
delle infrastrutture ed infine ai poli di sviluppo), 
dobbiamo rilevarne la insufficienza e la incapacità 
di generare uno sviluppo economico che imponga la 
perequazione tra Nord e Sud. […] I settori di base 
richiedono alti investimenti e sono <<razionali>>, 
da un punto di vista di logica aziendale, solo 
quando raggiungono una certa (ottimale) soglia di 
produzione, poiché solo in questo caso l’introduzione 
delle tecnologie più avanzate è giustificata. Questi 
settori si configurano quindi in termini di economia 
di scala. Nel Sud queste economie di scale non hanno 
saputo creare delle economie esterne che articolassero 
la struttura produttiva e la traducessero in sviluppo 
del reddito. […]I poli restano dei fatti isolati che 
esaltano gli squilibri all’interno del Sud.” Claudio 
Buscaglia, “Riassunzione Di Un’esperienza 
Didattica Sulla Costruzione Di Un Quadro 
Macrourbanistico Del Mezzogiorno,” ed. 
Guido Canella and Lucio S. D’Angiolini (Bari: 
Dedalo libri, 1975)., pp.113.
52. “[…] affidato a un comportamento militante, 
esteso sul territorio e compromesso soprattutto in quelle 
istituzioni e in quelle attività in via di essenziale 
e profonda trasformazione (industrializzazione, 
istruzione primaria e secondaria, pubblica 
amministrazione, eccetera). Da un lato, allora, 
si può dire che l’insediamento universitario <<è 
dappertutto>>, e a questo momento corrisponde 
quel comportamento nomade, di massima e continua 
circolarità che non tollera delimitazioni fisiche di 
sorta; dall’altro lato si può dire che l’insediamento 
universitario è un <<laboratorio>>, impegnato a 
sperimentare complessamente su se stesso e sul suo 
intorno, e a questo momento corrisponde un’entità 
tipologica necessariamente conclusa e definita, sia pure 
nei suoi gradi di indefinizione”. Guido Canella, 
“Funzione E Strategia Della Progettazione 
Architettonica. 1,” in Università. Ragione, 
Contesto, Tipo (Bari: Dedalo libri, 1975), 
51–58., pp.55-56.
53. “[…] facendo un bilancio della situazione 
all’oggi, possiamo constatare che in Calabria la 
questione dell’Università è stata sì assunta dai 
politici e dagli amministratori come elemento partecipe 
e trainante di un certo decollo; ma anche che essa, 
a livello decisionale, ha sortito un compromesso, 
nell’ordinamento, nei rapporti con il contesto, 
nel tipo dell’insediamento prescelto, che risulta 
chiaramente leggibile nella stessa formulazione del 
Bando di concorso e che presto non mancherà di 
condizionare la gestione dell’Università calabrese 
verso scorciatoie particolaristiche e clientelari. E non 
è da pensare che gli estensori del bando ignorassero 
i risultati del nostro lavoro, divulgati e commentati 
in diverse occasioni. Anzi, è da paventare un loro 
sostanziale travisamento, come risulta da alcune 
interviste rilasciate da membri del Comitato tecnico 
amministrativo. Per esempio, quella con il suo 
presidente Andreatta […] dove, tra l’altro: da una 
parte si negava il campus e, dall’altra, si prefigurava 
una sorta di comunità insediata in quartieri 
raccolti attorno ad una piazzetta, piuttosto che a 
un prato, così da meglio simulare la città.” This 
passage is taken from a discussion among 
Guido Canella, Lucio Stellaro D’Angiolini, 
Giovanni di Maio, Marco Canesi, and Enzo 
D’Angiolini that took place on July 31, 1973, 
that is, after the first stage of  the competition 
for the University of  Calabria. Canella and 
D’Angiolini, Università., p.12.
54. Canella quoted an article published in 
the newspaper “Il Tempo”: “L’università di 
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be ignored by competitors and it assessed 
the projects with regard to this matter”. 
VV.AA., “Jury Report on the International 
Competition for the Design of  the Seat of  
the University of  Calabria,” December 1973.
59. Michael Brawne had studied the 
expansion of  the university in the 1960s, and 
had curated the book “University planning 
and design” published in 1967 as well as the 
monographic issue of  The Architectural 
Review, n.878, April 1970, on “The new 
universities”. George Candilis was among the 
designers of  the Berlin Free University and of  
the University of  Toulouse (that was inserted 
in the project for Toulouse Le Mirail), both 
designed with Shadrach Woods and Alexis 
Josic. Finally, besides being a renowned 
architectural historian Joseph Rykwert was the 
author of  the influential article “Universities 
as archetypes of  our age” published in 1968 
(see discussion of  Rykwert’s article in this 
thesis). The jury was composed of  eleven 
members, of  which five were Italians and 
six came from abroad: Prof. B. Andreatta 
(University Rector, president of  the jury),  
Ing. Ettore De Coro, Prof. Ing. Marcello 
Vittorini, Arch. Carlo Cocchia, Prof. Ing. 
Augusto Cavallari Murat, Arch. Aleksander 
Franta, Arch. George Candilis, Arch. Michael 
Brawne, Arch. Erdem Aksoy, Arch. J.F. 
Zevaco, Prof. Arch. Joseph Rykwert.
60. “7.2.4. The projects in which a sympathetic 
treatment of  the landscape was the source of  the 
formal invention proposed by the competitor was 
also regarded with great interest.” VV.AA., “Jury 
Report on the International Competition for 
the Design of  the Seat of  the University of  
Calabria.”
61. The jury noticed that the majority of  
the sixty-seven entries adopted principles 
of  linear planning common to many other 
university projects around the world, and that 
most of  them chose to locate the university 
on the 320-hectare sloping site (as somehow 
encouraged by the competition brief). Ibid., 
points 3.1.1, 5.1.1.
Arcavacata è certamente un altro mondo: qui la 
Calabria sembra molto lontana, quasi il ricordo 
confuso di un viaggio compiuto tanto tempo fa… 
Il viaggio nei meandri del <<polifunzionale>> 
[the first building that was designed and built 
immediately after the new university was officially 
instituted and before the competition took place] è 
lungo benché queste strutture rappresentino solo la 
<<prima pietra>> della future città universitaria 
calabrese: una città nella quale dovranno risiedere 
più di 40 mila persone fra studenti, professori e 
addetti di ogni genere; una città fornita di tutto, 
ristoranti, biblioteche, attrezzature didattiche e 
sportive, spacci, negozi, mezzi di trasporto, banche, 
locali di divertimento. Insomma un piccolo cosmo 
autosufficiente dove per la prima volta gli studenti 
vivranno a spese dello Stato, accanto alla loro 
università e dove i docenti saranno obbligati a vivere a 
loro volta, full time, vicino agli studenti… Una isola, 
dunque? Una roccaforte estranea alla realtà che la 
circonda? No. Infaticabilmente, lo Statuto avverte che 
l’università <<promuove un rapporto permanente con 
la società calabra […] Un programma, insomma, 
fin troppo perfetto […] L’impazienza ha vinto e il 
neorettore, il professor Nino Andreatta, ha voluto 
subito dar vita a uno scampolo di <<futuro>>, 
a un po’ di università a ogni costo.” Franco 
Catalano, Ermanno Rea, Le università del 
Sud: 3. Cosenza: in gara 500 architetti per la 
città-studi del Duemila, in Tempo, a. XXV, 
n.26, 1 July 1973. Quoted in Ibid., p.12.
55. The building included: two lecture rooms 
with 400 and 500 seating capacity respectively; 
laboratories for chemistry, biology, physics, 
earth sciences, languages, and drawing; a 
library; administrative offices; and some 
leisure areas.  
56. The residences were designed based on 
a module of  six students that shared a single 
three-bedroom maisonette with own kitchen, 
living room and open deck.       
57. Accommodation was provided for 456 
students out of  a total of  1,000 for the first 
academic year. 
58. “6.1.3. It was the view of  the jury that 
the existing university buildings could not 
62. Ibid., point 6.3.6.   
63. Ibid., point 6.4.3.  
64. “8.0.0. As a result of  these considerations the 
jury arrived at a selection of  six projects. It believed 
that each of  these had some significant aspect which 
recommended it for still further examination. No 
single project was outstanding among these in the sense 
it had solved really satisfactorily a number of  critical 
aspects.” Ibid.
65. The decisions of  the jury were 
accepted and officialised by the university 
administration. See VV.AA., “Università 
Della Calabria. Verbale Del Consiglio Di 
Amministrazione Nella Seduta Del 22 
Dicembre 1973. Relazione Del Rettore 
Sull’attività Della Commissione per Il 
Concorso Internazionale,” December 22, 
1973; VV.AA., “Università Della Calabria. 
Verbale Del Consiglio Di Amministrazione 
Nella Seduta Del 17.1.1974, Approvazione 
Atti Del Concorso Internazionale.,” January 
17, 1974.
66. The six projects were marked with the 
numbers: 3 (Sartogo+Arup), 6 (Martensson), 
13 (Dalisi), 19 (Yozefowicz), 46 (Smart), 51 
(Gregotti).
67. VV.AA., “Jury Report on the 
International Competition for the Design 
of  the Seat of  the University of  Calabria.”, 
Recommendations 7.1.0.
68. “L’Università […] non ritiene che il piano 
globale di un organismo complesso come l’università 
possa essere previsto se non in termini e modi tanto 
più ampi e rarefatti quanto maggiore è l’orizzonte 
temporale di riferimento.” Università degli Studi 
di Calabria, “Concorso Internazionale per 
Il Progetto Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Calabria. Relazione Illustrativa 
(first Competition Call).”, p.3. Among the 
recommendations given by the jury was the 
development of  closer collaboration between 
the local municipalities of  Cosenza and 
Rende and the university. The aim was the 
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modification of  the master plans of  each 
municipality to make them better fit the 
spatial changes caused by the new university. 
This included refraining from releasing the 
ties on all areas zoned for university use in 
order to guarantee their preservation; the 
possible allocation of  part of  Cosenza’s 
historic centre for residential uses associated 
to the university; the development of  a 
transport master plan to avoid the isolation 
of  the new university settlement. In relation 
to the three sites indicated by the competition 
brief  the jury suggested the larger one to be 
devoted to the main academic activities and 
residences, using the one north of  it for other 
research centres/science parks and additional 
residences, and the site located to the east 
of  the railway for shared housing projects 
between the university and other developers.    
69. The second stage of  the competition was 
announced June 20th 1974, and the decisions 
of  the jury were approved by the university 
administration on June 5th 1974.  VV.AA., 
“International Competition by Invitation for 
the Project of  the University of  Calabria,” 
January 20, 1974; VV.AA., “Università 
Della Calabria. Verbale Della Riunione Del 
Consiglio Di Amministrazione Nella Seduta 
Del 5 Giugno 1974, Approvazione Atti 
Commissione Concorso Internazionale.,” 
June 5, 1974.
70. The jury wrote of  the winning project: 
“there was general admiration for the clarity of  the 
main idea behind this particular project; a linear 
development running north-south between a bus and 
Autostrada terminal and a stop on the railway line.” 
(Jury Report on the International competition 
by invitation for the project of  the University 
of  Calabria, June 1974) The project received 
the vote of  six members of  the jury against 
three votes for Martensson’s proposal. 
VV.AA., “Jury Report on the International 
Competition by Invitation for the Project of  
the University of  Calabria,” June 1974., point 
7.1.0.
71. 1° prize: Vittorio Gregotti (team leader), 
Emilio Battisti, GM. Cassano, Hiromichi 
Matsui, Pierluigi Nicolin, Franco Purini, C. 
Rusconi Clerici, Bruno Viganò. Competition 
entry n.51.
72. The novelty of  the project in relation to 
other examples of  university planning helped 
convincing the jury to choose it as the winner. 
In its report on the first competition the jury 
had stated: “The jury was also conscious of  the 
fact that the problems of  university planning were 
relatively new and that although a number of  new 
universities had been established in the last twenty 
years throughout the world, there was no conclusive 
evidence which showed that certain planning notions 
were definitely to be preferred to others. On the 
contrary it very much hoped that the competition 
would reveal new ideas in this field and that these 
would be elaborated in relation to the specific problems 
of  the University of  Calabria.” VV.AA., “Jury 
Report on the International Competition for 
the Design of  the Seat of  the University of  
Calabria.”, point 1.1.1.  
73. VV.AA., “Jury Report on the International 
Competition by Invitation for the Project of  
the University of  Calabria.”
74. The jury also praised the maintenance 
of  the agricultural character of  the site: “The 
linear plan resulted in a very sparing use of  the sit 
and maintained both its agricultural character and its 
visual appeal”. Ibid., point 6.0.0.
75. 3° prize: Jerzy Yozefowicz (team leader), 
E. Czyz. Competition entry n.19.
76. 4° prize: Robert Smart (team leader), P. 
McGurn, R. Paoletti, A.E. Towler, F. D’Ayala 
Valva, I.L. Duncan (collaborator), R.C. Kerr 
(collaborator), R.J. Logan (collaborator), 
A.A. McCrory (collaborator), T.M. Murray 
(collaborator), J.E. Pudelko (collaborator), 
J.M. Watt (collaborator). Competition entry 
n.46.
77. 6° prize: Piero Sartogo (team leader), Ove 
Arup, S. Donato, D. Gimigliano, G. Polimeni, 
R. Reid, F. Sartogo, G. Gugliormella, S. 
Micheli, C. Hills. Competition entry n.3.
78. The project that received the second 
prize was composed as follows: Tarquini 
Martensson (team leader), M. Tarp Jensen, A. 
Nielsen (collaborator), S. Lund (collaborator), 
J. Engel (collaborator), W. Kleemann 
(collaborator), P. Adeler Bjarno (collaborator), 
S. Varming (consultant), E. Hovgaard Jensen 
(collaborator), J. Jorgensen (structures), 
M. Wiingaard (collaborator), D. Eliassen 
(electrics) ,F. Morelli (collaborator), A. Nyvig 
(infrastructure), P. Jacobi (collaborator). 
79. “La città di Cosenza a l’Università costituiranno 
due poli contrastanti nella formazione urbanistica 
della valle del Crati. La struttura urbanistica 
consisterà […] di un registro di tessuti urbani più o 
meno direttamente connessi al modello universitario 
[…] Si è proposto un insediamento dei nuclei 
residenziali dell’Università sparsi in strutture urbane 
crescenti intorno ad essa.” Tarquini Martensson in 
Luciana De Rosa and Massimo Pica Ciamarra, 
“Concorso per l’Università Di Calabria: Prima 
Lettura Dei Progetti,” L’Architettura Cronache 
E Storia, no. 5 (September 1974): 296–324., 
p.303.
80. “The housing was domestic in character 
and these small units allowed the formation of  
family like groups of  students.” VV.AA., “Jury 
Report on the International Competition by 
Invitation for the Project of  the University of  
Calabria.”, point 6.0.0.
81. Therefore, Gregotti’s scheme would be 
kept for the main properly academic part 
while his proposal for the residences was 
rejected.
82. 5° prize: Riccardo Dalisi (team leader), 
L. Rossi, C. Ricci, N. Polese, F. Reale. 
Competition entry n.13.
83. The six finalist projects were published 
together with a selection of  images from 
the other sixty-one submitted at the first 
competition in the magazine L’Architettura 
Cronache e Storia. See De Rosa and Pica 
Ciamarra, “Concorso per l’Università Di 
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Calabria: Prima Lettura Dei Progetti.”
84. Costantino Dardi, Carlo Aymonino, 
Giorgio Ciucci, Bruno Conti, Vittorio De 
Feo, Mario Manieri Elia, Giovanni Morabito, 
Raffaele Panella, Maria Luisa Tugnoli. 
Competition entry n.27.
85. See Claudia Conforti, Carlo Aymonino : 
L’architettura Non È Un Mito (Roma: Officina, 
1980); Costantino Dardi, Semplice, Lineare, 
Complesso (Roma: Magma, 1976); Carlo 
Aymonino and Costantino Dardi, “Roma Est. 
Proposta Architettonica,” Controspazio, no. 12 
(December 1973): 45–49; Carlo Aymonino, 
Origini E Sviluppo Della Città Moderna (Padova: 
Marsilio, 1965).
86. Manfredo Tafuri, Progetto E Utopia. 
Architettura E Sviluppo Capitalistico (Roma ; 
Bari: Laterza, 1973).
87. Ludovico Quaroni, S. Dierna, R.C. Ferrari, 
F. Karrer, P.L. Spadolini. Competition entry 
n.25.
88. Giuseppe Rebecchini, Piero Baracchi, 
Livio Quaroni. Competition entry n.57.
89. Giuseppe Samonà, Cesare Ajroldi, 
Cristiana Bedoni, Mariella Di Falco, Gaetana 
Farfaglio, Rejana Lucci, M. Salvia, M. Alberto 
Chiorino, Alberto Samonà, Francesco 
Tentori, Livia Toccafondi, G. Trincanato. 
Competition entry n.44.
90. For the project by Guido Canella see 
Guido Canella et al., “Progetto per Il 
Concorso per l’Università Della Calabria,” in 
Università. Ragione, Contesto, Tipo, ed. Guido 
Canella and Lucio S. D’Angiolini (Bari: 
Dedalo libri, 1975), 423–42.
91. Guido Canella, C. Bono, A. Cristofellis, G. 
Di Maio, G. fiorese, V. Parmiani, G.P. Semino, 
F. De Miranda, F. Gnecchi Ruscone, M. 
Ardita, R. Biscardini, G. Goggi, F. Godowsky. 
Competition entry n.36.
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The rationale behind the national design competition for the new seat of  the 
University of  Salerno – that was announced in June 19731 - reiterated the idea of  the 
university as a territorial machinery as in the previous three competitions. Defining 
the university as a service for a wide population, the competition brief  proposed, 
if  still there was any need for clarification, another statement of  refusal of  the 
isolated university-as-campus2. As such, more than providing a perfect setting for 
a specific and special community, the university was to act as a major pole within a 
reconfiguration of  a social and physical fabric at a regional and even inter-regional 
level. The construction of  a new university settlement was presented as a means 
to achieve a new territorial order capable of  balancing, and possibly inverting, 
the ongoing migration of  population from rural locations to the cities, and of  
decongesting the coastal territory of  Naples. The context into which the university 
was to operate was not limited to the region of  Campania - among the most populated 
southern Italian regions3-, but it encompassed the wider territorial reality of  southern 
Italy that included the adjacent regions of  Calabria, Basilicata, and Puglia. At the time 
of  the competition there were four universities operating in such territory. These were 
located in the two regions of  Campania (Naples and Salerno) and Puglia (Bari and 
Lecce), while Calabria and Basilicata still did not have any higher education institution. 
If  the overall rationale of  the competition thus seems to fit the wider discourse of  città 
territorio, as I will show it eventually moved the discourse on another level of  concerns. 
This new level was the embracement of  a scientific mentality to deal with the 
problems of  the built environment that found its main representation in the growing 
interest for the ‘systems approach’. As I have already anticipated, the competition 
for Salerno was conceived within the systems approach, and asked participants not 
to design a “building organism” but a “building system”. I will show how the project that 
won the competition was the most obvious in that it not only accepted but developed 
further the methodological approach for an industrialisation of  the “building process” 
described by the competition brief, and promoted it to the level of  a new theory for 
the built environment. The winning project was submitted by a team led by engineer 
Mario Ingrami, and was one among eleven entries4 received in April 1974 by the 
competition jury (that included among its members Carlo Aymonino and Luigi 
Spadolini, the latter being, as we will see, the author of  the competition brief)5. The 
low number of  entries made the Salerno competition the less successful among the 
four that we are discussing. Regardless of  the small number of  entries, the results were 
quite varied, and spanned among two main groups of  responses to the competition 
brief. On the one side, there were projects that fully wedded the systems approach 
promoted by the brief  and proposed solutions based on the iterative combination 
of  elements. On the other side, there was a resistance to the reduction of  the 
architectural project to a mere technical process whose output was, at best, a logical 
Chapter 16
Salerno 1973-75
Systems approach vs Università Territorio 
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The university as testing ground for a 
methodology of  design
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the competition brief  for the design of  the 
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combination of  modular elements. This resistance can be seen as reclamation of  the 
idea of  città territorio and its belief  in the importance of  formal gestures. Eventually, 
the first approach won the competition, thus marking a final detour from the idea 
of  città territorio, and gave new and different meaning to the use of  the university as a 
testing ground for new ideas. 
Examples of  the first group were, besides Ingrami’s winning entry, the projects 
submitted by the two teams respectively headed by Riccardo Dalisi and Enrico Corti. 
The former developed an argument about the balance between formal complexity 
and randomness of  the layout. By accepting the distinction made by the brief  among 
a number of  “spatial units” corresponding to the various activities in which the 
university could be broken down (which I will explain below), Dalisi proposed an 
overall layout based on a ladder diagram. According to that diagram, the university 
was meant to develop from some nuclei into some main axial armatures from which 
different branches would grow over time. The nuclei were the research units that 
were to be surrounded by teaching spaces, the latter intended as the gluing element 
of  a university. Each nucleus – that could be conceived as corresponding to a 
department – would therefore oscillate between its belonging to the wider system and 
its retaining autonomy as a fragment of  the system. Research, understood as a central 
activity of  the university, was turned into a catalogue of  plan configurations that were 
represented as internal layout variations within a squared module. The overall branch 
system thus kept together some clearly defined and fixed elements (the linear pathways 
and some major ‘squares’) with the most varied formal configurations. Therefore, 
despite the substantial variegation of  spatial configurations, Dalisi’s project retained an 
idea of  spatial hierarchy as a necessary characteristic of  a collective fabric (as happens, 
we could say, in a city). Conversely, Corti’s project totally gave up any idea of  hierarchy 
to bring to its extreme consequences the ideas of  modularity, of  ‘componenting’, and 
of  flexibility. In his project a triangular grid was superimposed over the whole site of  
the competition, to be filled up by three-dimensional frames whose content was not 
specified. 
The projects of  the first category hardly spent time to explain the idea of  institution 
and the ideas of  space that they wanted to propose. Rather, as I will show in Ingrami’s 
case, they focused on explaining the logics of  their systems approach, that is, on the 
structure of  space as a process more than as a formal (let alone experiential) category. 
Conversely, some ‘projects of  resistance’ argued for space as an architectural category 
in a more traditional sense. Rather than giving up an interest in formal manipulation 
and in describing an architectural project as a narrative of  spaces, Giorgio Muratore 
and Uberto Siola’s entries tried to recover the basics of  the idea of  città territorio. In 
particular, Siola’s project – that eventually received the second prize ex-aequo with 
Riccardo Dalisi et al.
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Massimo Pica Ciamarra – was a call for reconsidering typology and morphology 
as the two main goals of  an architect. While accepting the overall rationale of  the 
competition brief6 that asked for a more “flexible” approach to the design of  large, 
complex, and far from being totally definable entities as a university was, Siola did 
not hesitate to notice a “statement of  distrust in the specific instruments of  architecture”, and 
considered the competition’s goal as being not only to reflect on the future of  the 
academic institution but on the future of  architecture as a discipline itself7. Siola made 
it clear that the “reduction of  the typical element from the building organism to its single parts or 
components” described by the competition brief  should not give birth to a simplistic 
game concerned with the best possible combination of  modular elements into a layout 
promising unlimited expansion and adaptability8. Rather, he proposed to recovering 
the notion of  ‘type’ as the “very idea of  architecture”, something different to its reduction 
to a catalogue of  building types operated by 19th century architectural culture9. Siola’s 
was thus an attempt at reconsidering architecture beyond what Aldo Rossi had labelled 
as “naïve functionalism”10. Like Rossi, Siola proposed an idea of  architecture that did 
not focus its methodology on the form/function relation that conceived architectural 
form as a response to a set of  functions. It should not be forgotten that such an 
understanding of  the ‘permanent’ nature of  architecture (the idea of  ‘monument’ 
discussed by Rossi) and the notion of  type were central topics of  architectural 
research and theory in Italy at the time. Although Rossi’s book “L’architettura della 
città” had been published seven years earlier, in 1966, its arguments were still felt 
fundamental to architectural discourse, as it is demonstrated by Siola’s choice of  the 
same examples to illustrate his explicative report (above all, the Diocletian Palace and 
the amphitheatre of  Arles11). The recuperation of  an idea of  architectural typology 
was a critical response to the brief ’s call for a change in the conception of  type from 
the building scale to the scale of  the single component of  a building. The brief  
provided a list of  those components, and the risk was, according to Siola, to limit the 
Reclaiming Type
Uberto Siola et al. (second prize)
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architect’s role to the mere combination of  those components. Rather than focusing 
on the technical aspects of  the “building process” (as it was expected by the authors of  
the competition brief, and the reason that gave Ingrami the first prize), Siola thought 
that type and morphology were still the only possible instruments of  an architect12. 
Therefore, rather than using the university as a testing ground for a novel technical 
and pseudo-scientific understanding of  human affairs and of  the built environment, 
Siola reclaimed it as a testing ground for a different type of  city. In total accordance 
with the most canonical formulation of  the idea of  città territorio, Siola considered the 
design of  the university as an opportunity to define an idea of  city through the design 
of  one of  its parts. Therefore, he reiterated the main aspects of  città territorio, namely 
the use of  a large-scale public project as a means to countering the atomisation of  
the urban fabric caused by private developments and speculation, and the possibility 
of  kick-starting a new urban form that responded to the ‘new dimension’ of  the city 
(with particular reference to the growing importance of  transport infrastructure). 
While other projects that fit in the città territorio category, and that I have already 
discussed – such as Gregotti’s project for Florence or Samonà’s project for Cagliari, 
to name two among the most significant - tried to operate a decisive break with a 
traditional urban vocabulary – thus manifesting a desire to completely start a new 
season of  thinking about urbanism and architecture – Siola’s insistence on type made 
him describe his project through notions derived from a traditional urban fabric, 
while maintaining the overall goal of  avoiding urban mimicry, and designing a “part 
of  the territory that is formally autonomous”13. His project was thus described as a compact 
settlement composed of  typologically defined parts: one linear block, three small 
courtyard blocks and one larger courtyard block attached along the linear block, and 
one separated closed courtyard building. The components of  the projects were thus 
pure types, that is, the most adaptable formal configurations that an architect could 
conceive. In clear contrast to Ingrami, Siola spent many pages of  his explanatory text 
to develop a narrative of  space, in which the university was not described as a process 
or as a machine but as the coexistence of  different spatial situations. Also in contrast 
to Ingrami’s project, Siola illustrated his project through in the most traditional way 
Uberto Siola et al. (second prize)
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through plans, sections, elevations, and perspectival internal views of  the university. 
However, it is important to notice how the interest for retaining a discussion of  space 
beyond a mere – even though scientifically developed – combination of  elements 
was combined with an attempt at giving the project a scientific base. Therefore, the 
narrative section of  Siola’s text was complemented with a technical section in which 
charts and mathematical functions were used as a support to legitimate the validity of  
the project. As in the case of  Ingrami’s project, Siola’s was an example of  the growing 
interest in the possibilities offered by computers to manage the design process. While 
in Ingrami’s project computer simulations became the only rationale of  the whole 
project, Siola’s still manifested the uncertain use made by architects of  the new 
technological tools. Therefore, the long explanation of  simulations on the movement 
of  people at the regional scale, student demographics, and other territorial phenomena 
ended up with the most predictable statements about the need to go beyond the 
Uberto Siola et al. (second prize)
Plans and elevations of  one of  the four small 
courtyard (this page) and of  the large courtyard 
(opposite) 
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atomised model of  the Italian university (hence the rhetoric of  the department), and 
the need to conceive the university as a complementary quaternary service within città 
territorio. 
Notwithstanding the attempt made by Siola at embracing the scientific mentality 
asked for by the competition brief, his project’s insistence on a more ‘architectural’ 
argument was considered by a part of  the jury as incapable of  allowing the required 
levels of  flexibility of  the system. While some members of  the jury (and with every 
probability we could include Carlo Aymonino among them) appreciated the idea of  
flexibility that is proper of  typology as defined by Siola, the “optimisation” of  the 
building system achieved by Ingrami ultimately won over the ‘architectural resistance’ 
of  Siola14. In order to understand Ingrami’s project it is necessary to place it in relation 
to the competition brief  itself. Therefore, before looking at the winning project it is 
important to take a close look at the brief. This can be divided into two main parts, 
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one on the territorial strategy pursued by the university, and the other focused on the 
notion of  “system”.              
The former consisted of  the reproduction of  a large section of  a study on educational 
institutions in southern Italy. The study had originally been commissioned in 1968 by 
the Faculty of  Education (then the only component of  the university of  Salerno15) 
as a first step of  a five-year building programme to be developed in compliance with 
the national law on university buildings passed in 1967 (Legge 641). The authors 
of  the study were urbanists Corrado Beguinot and Giulio De Luca16. Beguinot 
eventually developed the study in subsequent years, reading a revised version of  it 
during the ISES conference in Rome in 197017. The main goal of  Beguinot’s study 
was to provide an operative framework for taking decisions about a policy for higher 
education expansion in the south of  the country. Based on an analysis of  existing 
demographic trends – both at the scale of  the overall population of  the country, 
and of  the university population - Beguinot noticed how the tremendous growth 
of  university students in a ten-year period between 1957 and 1968 in Italy18 had a 
particular importance for the southern regions. While northern regions had coupled 
the growth of  higher education with a strengthening of  the secondary sector, higher 
education expansion in the south was to be interpreted and developed as a way of  
turning the south into an economy mostly based on tertiary and quaternary activities 
(that is, on services, education and research). Only if  and when such sectors were 
developed would also the primary and secondary segments of  the economy be 
allowed to grow. This was an argument that echoed the one proposed by Guido 
Uberto Siola et al. (second prize)
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Canella and Lucio Stellaro D’Angiolini for a strategy of  growth centred on the 
institution of  a university in Calabria. As seen, Canella and D’Angiolini had developed 
a sophisticated argument about ‘what’ a university could be in the context of  southern 
Italy. The reason for putting much effort in reflecting on the idea of  a university for 
the south was mainly to avoid the most simplistic answer: namely, the indiscriminate 
proliferation of  university settlements across the territory. In contrast, it was such a 
strategy that Beguinot promoted, by proposing the territorial (that is, social, economic, 
cultural, and physical) restructuring of  southern regions through the creation of  
several new university settlements19. In particular, given the congested situation of  
the university of  Naples, he proposed to distribute the predicted growth of  university 
students in Campania20 into five different settlements, each of  which having a student 
population between 15,000 and 25,00021. Four of  these settlements were to be built 
from scratch, and one (for 25,000 students) was to be located close to the town of  
Salerno22. Beguinot’s study estimated a total 2,500 hectares for the five university 
settlements (that is, an average of  500 hectares each). The university settlement in 
Salerno – also named as “second university in Campania” - was to be conceived as a 
massive expansion (on a 650-hectare site) of  the existing smaller university in the town 
centre of  Salerno (that, as said, at the time was not a large and complete academic 
institution but consisted mostly of  the Faculty of  Education). The town centre of  
Salerno was rejected as a possible location on similar reasons to those that had claimed 
the inappropriateness of  building the University of  Calabria inside the urban fabric of  
Cosenza. The reasons in favour of  an out-of-town location were that it would allow 
the central role that a university had to play in relation to wide territorial networks 
– that, as said, were not limited only to the region of  Campania23. In the words of  
Beguinot, the university  - and, more in general, the institutions of  higher learning and 
research - was reclaimed as the symbol – or paradigm to say it with Joseph Rykwert – 
Left: Cover page of  paper given by Corrado 
Beguinot at the ISES conference (1970) on the 
territorial structure of  southern Italy
Right: Cover page of  the explanatory report 
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of  a new post-industrial society. As such, it was to replace the chimneys of  factories 
as the new landmark of  a different landscape24. The result of  such thinking was a 
dispersal of  black dots on a map of  Campania, each dot being a “new university”, or a 
“new technology centre”, or an “area for scientific research”, or even a “new city”. The ghost 
that had been haunting the sleep of  some reformists of  the university in Italy (as 
discussed in a previous chapter), namely the multiplication of  universities around the 
country, manifested itself  under the disguise of  Beguinot’s scientific study on higher 
education and its territorialisation. Within such new map of  knowledge, the University 
of  Salerno was to be located in an area in the municipal territory of  the town of  
Fisciano in the valley of  the river Irno, and along the north-south axis from Salerno to 
Avellino25. 
If  the study at a ‘geographical’ level by Corrado Beguinot was an instance of  a kind 
of  scientific and technical mentality applied to the problem of  how to rethink the 
role and the spatial organisation of  knowledge and higher education, it was the 
other, larger section of  the competition that represented the apotheosis of  such 
kind of  reasoning. Moreover, if  the topic of  university design had started becoming 
‘interiorised’ with the competition for the University of  Calabria (when the attention 
shifted from devising a large-scale urban plan towards the project of  the university 
itself), it was in Salerno that such interiorisation reached its climax. Indeed, once an 
overall strategy of  dispersion of  universities and other research centres throughout 
the region had been defined, the focus could totally turn inside the university itself. 
From these words it could seem as if  the Italians finally accepted the idea of  the 
campus. To be true, if  we define the campus as a residential community, then the 
University of  Salerno did not accept it. If, more in particular, we define the campus 
as a self-contained space aimed at nurturing a very specific community, again the 
University of  Salerno did not totally accept such definition. In the words published 
The site for the new University of  Salerno
(from Relazione tecnica allegata al bando, 
1973; image to the right is part of  Mario 
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in the competition brief, as said, the university was still considered in the Italian 
‘tradition’, that is, as a service to be ‘switched on and off ’ by the users, the latter 
hopefully coming from the widest possible social range. Therefore, the University of  
Salerno took a step backwards in relation to what had been done in Calabria, where 
a more convinced appreciation of  the Anglo-American models – the college and the 
campus, or more properly the “college into campus” as Stefan Muthesius summarised the 
major trend of  university planning in the 1960s26 – had been stated. Therefore, there 
could still be some possibility left to participants to the competition for advancing 
some alternatives to those models. However, such possibilities were ultimately ruled 
out from the outset by the way the competition brief  structured a new ‘philosophy’ 
for university design. Such philosophy saw the idea of  advancing a novel idea of  the 
city being substantially dwarfed by a more specific interest for the perfect internal 
functioning of  the machine-university. This explains the ultimate victory of  ‘system 
Ingrami’ over ‘città territorio Siola’.   
In order to maximise such interest no more an appropriate decision could be taken by 
the university administration than commissioning the development of  the competition 
brief  to Pierluigi Spadolini27. We have already encountered Spadolini in this thesis 
as one member of  Ludovico Quaroni’s team that produced the competition project 
for the University of  Florence. In that occasion I have stressed the nature of  that 
project as a critique to the methods of  architectural design for addressing complex 
problems as the design of  a new university. I have concluded my discussion of  
Quaroni’s proposal by claiming it to represent the ultimate demise of  any belief  in 
the possibilities of  architectural form – the last step of  a trajectory of  work on the 
large urban scale that Quaroni had started with the competition project for the new 
neighbourhood at Barene di San Giuliano in 1959 where, however, he still retained 
a statement of  faith in formal configurations. As seen, the university proposed by 
Cover page of  the paper given by Pierluigi 
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industrialisation of  the building process 
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Quaroni and Spadolini was visualised as a series of  flows-charts insisting on process 
rather than outcome. Such approach (“metaprogetto”) was grounded on a ‘technical 
mentality’ – or pseudo-scientific approach – that believed in the possibility of  breaking 
down any spatial problem (especially a large scale one) into a series of  categories 
linked by a logical (and mostly linear) thread. This was particularly linked to an interest 
in the possibilities offered by the industrialisation of  the building process that was the 
area of  expertise of  Pierluigi Spadolini. Indeed, as a speaker at the ISES conference 
in 1970 Spadolini had presented a paper on “Methodology for an industrialisation 
of  university buildings”28. A major point discussed in that paper was the re-thinking 
of  the notion of  architectural typology that, as I have also shown, became a central 
concern of  the final report submitted by a study group on the “typology of  university 
buildings” (whose members included also Quaroni and Spadolini)29. Spadolini argued 
that the rapid changes in society were to be interpreted as a need for changing the way 
of  conceiving institutions – that is, the main forms of  representation of  a collective 
will. For him, institutions had to be understood as “dynamic” entities that could not be 
reduced to any stable configuration. This implied the overcoming of  the static nature 
of  a traditional concept of  typology, read as the codification of  general functions 
and their translation into universally valid spatial configurations. Conversely, what 
was needed was a new idea of  typology or, to put it in Spadolini’s words, the “transfer 
of  the concept of  type from the building to its single part”30. This meant breaking down 
functions into their constituent activities, and addressing each of  these activities as 
a “spatial unit”, as a “component”31. The architectural project thus became a process 
in which an initial definition of  the activities was followed by their translation into 
spatial requirements, the subsequent definition of  corresponding spatial units, and 
their ultimate combination into a wider arrangement. In short, this was the promise 
of  a process possessing mathematical precision32. What allowed keeping together the 
whole process were the industrial methods of  construction33. At the same time, the 
industrialisation of  building processes would be fostered by setting-up a continuous 
flow between institutions and the production sector, in which institutions were 
charged with the role of  continuously advancing requests for innovations. 
Therefore, in order to achieve such idea of  industrialisation of  building Spadolini 
argued that it was firstly necessary to operate a change in the way the relations 
between production and institutions – the clients of  major building programmes – 
worked. Noticing how institutions were mostly subjugated, for economic reasons, 
to what the production sector could offer when it came to the expansion of  their 
physical presence, Spadolini called for an inversion of  such situation. Institutions were 
to reclaim a new proactive role: “it is necessary to recover the active decision-making role of  
collectiveness”34. As forms of  representation of  a collective will, institutions were to aim 
at a continuous betterment of  the performance of  buildings and, by way of  extension, 
of  the whole built environment. The university was one of  the main civic institutions, 
and therefore occupied the pole-position for taking on board such new proactive role. 
That was because, probably more explicitly than other institutions, higher education 
was urgently demanding to be dealt with in novel and less static ways than in the past. 
The rapid growth and change in composition of  the student population was coupled 
with innovations in teaching and research methods, and offered an ideal object onto 
which to test an idea of  typology understood as spatial units to be – hypothetically 
– composed into an endless array configurations35. The goal of  the architect was to 
find the optimal configuration, that is, the one that allowed the system to maximise its 
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performance.   
The set-up of  the brief  for an architectural design competition for a new university 
settlement was the ideal opportunity to start working in that direction36, and could 
serve as an exemplary case to be repeated and perfected not only by other universities, 
but also by other institutions. From being an opportunity for thinking about the 
urban condition, the university thus became an opportunity for advancing a technical 
viewpoint on the built environment. From being a testing ground for a new idea 
of  city, the university was turned into a testing ground for the industrialisation of  
building. The major contribution of  the competition brief  for the University of  
Salerno was thus a conception of  the university as ‘building’ intended in its more 
literal definition as a process of  construction of  spatial configurations. It was the 
process itself, and the technical means implied by the process, that counted the 
most: space itself  became secondary to the methods that could allow that space to 
be actually realised. Spadolini stated this technical conception of  building a new 
university by turning the brief  into a long catalogue of  detailed components that 
would come together to create the new university (moreover, interestingly enough, 
the brief  was named “technical report” as opposed to the “illustrative reports” that were 
attached to the competition call in the previous competitions).
The university described by Spadolini in the brief, as already said, was intended as 
a “building system” rather than as a “university organism”. If  Quaroni and Spadolini’s 
project for Florence had represented the retreat from the specificity of  the project 
of  architecture into the indeterminacy of  the “metaproject” that substituted a series of  
flow charts to architectural representations, Spadolini’s brief  for Salerno sanctioned 
the ultimate becoming technical of  university design. Therefore, if  for the case of  
Calabria my attention focused more on the brief  than on the actual projects, and 
yet rescued some of  those projects from the total demise of  the territorial ambition 
proposed by some architects in Florence and Cagliari, in Salerno the architectural 
responses ultimately occupy an even more subordinated position in comparison 
to the totalising control of  the brief. In other words, in Salerno the project of  the 
university was the brief  itself. This is confirmed by the fact that the winning entry to 
the competition was the most literal – hence predictable – translation of  the brief  into 
physical space.    
The brief  reiterated the process-based kind of  thinking that characterised Quaroni 
and Spadolini’s entry at the University of  Florence competition. The main document 
of  the brief  was indeed a flow-chart explaining the design of  a new university as a 
process. What is striking is that, despite the numerous complaints at the Florence 
competition against the simplification of  complexity that an architectural competition 
couldn’t avoid representing, the process represented by Spadolini in the brief  did not 
show the real levels of  complexity of  a university project. This was indeed mostly 
presented as a linear progression from the definition of  objectives to the verification 
of  the output (the “building system”). No iterations and feedback mechanisms seemed 
to be represented in the flow-chart, and this plainly manifested the belief  in the 
process as ‘scientific truth’. At the same time, the brief  showed the most simplistic 
understanding of  multi-scalar thinking that, as seen, was a central request to architects 
participating in the new Italian universities design competitions. The definition 
of  “planning grids” (spanning from the road system at a territorial scale to the grid 
underlying the structural frame of  the single building) was presented as the means that 
allowed keeping together all scales and dimensions of  the project37. 
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Besides the chart, the other main part of  the brief  was a catalogue of  54 tables each 
corresponding to a “spatial unit”38 related to a specific activity. Activities were broken 
down into eight categories from A to G: “teaching and research” (A), “practical activities 
and experimentation” (B), “management” (C), “complementary activities” (D), “production 
of  informational materials” (E), “conferences, congresses, and assembly” (F), “dining services” 
(G), and “health care services” (H). For each activity, the brief  provided a synthetic 
description, an indication of  the main users (individual, small group, medium group, 
large group, very large group), a specification of  the other activities with which it had 
to establish relations, a list of  the equipment needed (basically what kinds of  furniture 
or machines were used), an indication of  its flexibility (mostly a value judgment that 
did not go beyond simple advices like ‘high flexibility’ or ‘low  flexibility’), the possible 
combination of  more units of  the same activity, an estimate of  the surface needed 
for the activity (intended in an existenz-minimum sense, that is, the minimum size 
needed), and a check-list of  technical equipment and environmental parameters to be 
achieved (i.e. lighting or acoustic levels).   
The only possible outcome of  such an approach to the definition of  the brief  for a 
new university was to achieve the opposite of  what it promised. The combinatory 
logic of  the various units, by ‘typifying’ (turning into a type) the smaller unit possible 
was presented as a guarantee of  an unpredictable final result39. Moreover, this was 
legitimated by stating the humanist nature of  the approach of  the brief, in which the 
definition of  human activities was said to precede mere geometrical reasoning (thus 
differently to what done, Spadolini said, in projects like the University of  Marbug or 
the University of  Technology at Loughborough that based design of  the settlement 
on an idea of  modularity)40. Actually, the obsessiveness with which all activities were 
supposed to be defined left little really undetermined and reduced architecture to a 
mere combination of  pre-cooked components41. Rather than being freed from the 
constraints of  an outmoded idea of  typology and given back his active and creative 
role, the architect found his role reduced to the ticking of  voices from a check-list.      
The breaking down of  the university settlement into a discreet set of  “planning units” 
that had been at the centre of  the scientific method of  campus planning officialised 
in 196342 thus found new life in the project for the university of  Salerno. It was a 
new life in which the functional zoning – an inheritance of  Modernist planning 
thinking – was objected, but only to find a new scale of  zoning in the idea of  a 
minimal activity-unit. What had been proposed as critique advanced through an 
‘innocuous’ entry at a design competition (in Florence), had now assumed a normative 
character. The idea of  “metaprogetto” – that is, the most abrupt demise of  architectural 
design, a sudden switch from the heroic attempts of  the sixties to the abolition of  
the normative capacity of  an architectural drawing – was officially stated as the only 
possibility for conceiving the space of  the university. Flexibility, adaptability, and all 
those concepts that architects had accepted in past design competitions and projects 
while keeping them under control, triumphed as the watchwords of  university space: 
“The building system is, therefore, the most effective device to guarantee the construction of  spatial 
organisms whose dimensions can be varied over time. They can thus be expanded to adapt to the 
variation of  functions in time and space. Therefore, they give a response to the needs of  adaptability 
and flexibility […]”43. The outcome could only be, and indeed was, a flat surface with a 
number of  (industrially manufactured) repetitive buildings looking for their synthesis 
in the ‘learning machine’ of  a technocratic university. A university whose final formal 
configuration was not as important as the unhindered flow of  relations among the 
The university as summation of  spatial units
Typical tables from the explanatory report attached 
to the competition brief, 1973
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parts that constituted the factory of  knowledge, and guaranteed its performance44.        
Further prove of  this understanding of  the university as a process reduced – in 
architectural terms – to its most technical aspects was the hierarchy defined in the 
brief  between “invariants” and “variables” constituting a university. According to 
the authors of  the brief  only the former could be designed, thus only they were 
categorised through the eight groups of  activities and the 52 tables (activities) 
described above. The variables encompassed all the components of  a “connective 
tissue” - that is, the space between the ‘normalised’ activities – and were presented 
as something that could not be designed because of  their volatile and unpredictable 
nature. This was a main difference with the canonical university campus. While in the 
latter the ‘break-out’s spaces (either indoor or, especially, outdoor) were objects to be 
designed as much as the more ‘formal’ spaces of  classrooms, laboratories, libraries, 
bedrooms, etc., the brief  for Salerno operated a clear disconnection between two parts 
of  the ‘university environment’, and indicated that the objective of  the competition 
- the design of  the building system – asked to focus only on the list of  activities 
provided (the “invariants”)45. All of  the spaces between them – what could be rightly 
called the ‘campus’ of  a university, its common ground keeping all the pieces together 
– were not to be designed as, the brief  stated, they would follow on from a more 
precise specification of  needs, and from an organisational model of  the university46. 
Therefore, on the one side the university of  Salerno did not comply with the campus’ 
idea of  a ‘total learning experience’; on the other side, its being anyway focused on 
the interiority of  the university, and its technical approach made it operate a switch 
from the way the university could be read as a testing ground for the advancement 
of  an idea of  city. Salerno was thus not only different from the campus tradition, but 
also from that undeveloped possible tradition of  a territorial university that had been 
advanced by the first two Italian architectural competitions in Florence and Cagliari. 
To be true, there was a campus tradition to which the University of  Salerno came 
extremely close. This was the tradition represented mainly by the already mentioned 
projects for the University of  Marburg and the University of  Loughborough. That 
project, as mentioned, emphasised the ideas of  flexibility and expansion of  the 
university settlement by means of  a maximisation of  the technological aspects 
of  the architectural project. As in those two cases, Ingrami’s winning entry at the 
Salerno competition focused most of  its attention on the technical aspects of  
modular construction. Thus, alongside the “repertoire of  the components” requested 
by the competition call, a main drawing of  the project was a perspectival technical 
section that closely reminded the one for the basic building-module designed by 
Arup at Loughborough. Likewise, Ingrami’s project insisted on modularity’s capability 
of  expansion, and represented it also in a similar way as Arup’s widely published 
planimetric diagram for Loughborough47.  
Ingrami’s project can be read as the logical continuation of  Spadolini’s brief. It did 
not only accept the overall philosophy of  the brief, and showed its agreement by 
quoting parts of  the brief  in the explanatory text submitted with the project; rather, 
it developed the brief  further into a sort of  ‘theory of  industrialisation’. If  the brief  
prayed that a more thorough engagement between industrialisation, society, and the 
built environment be pursued, Ingrami responded with the most fitting example of  
such an engagement. The goal of  an architectural project was, for Ingrami, to allow 
the best performance of  the object designed. Performance was indeed the most 
recurring term of  the more than 100 pages that composed the explanatory text written 
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by Ingrami and his collaborators48. Performance was presented as the catchword of  an 
‘industrial mentality’ with which architecture had been struggling for more than fifty 
years. Ingrami lamented, in fact, the lack of  a positive and correct interpretation by 
the part of  architects (he talked, more in general, of  a “designer of  architectural objects”) 
of  the change of  mentality that the growing importance of  technology associated 
to industrialisation was asking. He criticised what he considered to be the two main 
responses that architecture had been able to give to the new technological challenge. 
On the one side, there was the appropriation of  technology intended in figurative 
terms that had been promoted by early modernism – the fascination with the machine. 
Such an approach, Ingrami argued, limited itself  to understanding the technological 
object as a “totem” used to inhabit a new machine-landscape – that is to say, it was an 
approach that still retained a formal intentionality, and an interest in the “form of  things” 
rather than in the “reorganisation of  the design process”49. On the other side, a more recent 
line of  ideological critique of  architecture and its political meaning had focused on the 
capitalist exploitation of  technology. This point was part of  the critique developed by 
Manfredo Tafuri, whose “Architecture and Utopia” had just been published in 197350, 
and that Ingrami and his team quoted in their text. Firstly, Ingrami quoted Tafuri to 
reinforce his argument about the “formal utopia” of  the early modernists’ fascination 
with the machine51. Secondly, he considered Tafuri - and his idea of  the city turned 
into a production machinery in which architecture was reduced to be a moment of  
the production chain - as merely perpetuating a common negative understanding of  
technology52. Therefore, Tafuri’s position was not conducive to any positive evaluation 
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Diagram showing the possible expansion of  the 
university (opposite) and perspectival technical 
drawing of  building system (this page). 
The drawings are compared with the project for 
Loughborough University of  Technology 
(Arup Associates, 1966)
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Axonometric drawing of  building system 
compared to a similar drawing for the 
University of  Marburg (K. Scheide, 1964)
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)
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of  the possibilities offered by a scientific and technological understanding of  reality. 
Rather than blaming the technological object as a cause of  crisis, or praising it as a 
possible resolution of  crisis53, what Ingrami was calling for was the taking on board 
of  a broader understanding of  science and technology as the very rationale of  a new 
organisation of  human affairs, hence of  the built environment. It was, in his words, 
a call for the “myth of  process that organises the ways in which the technological object is put into 
being”54. Together with performance, process and system55 were thus the other main 
catchwords of  Ingrami’s project.  
The systemic approach to the built environment rejected the possibility for decision-
making to rely on empathy and impulse; rather, it was to be assessed through the 
precision of  a scientific method. The rationalisation of  human needs was the main 
goal to be pursued; in order to work in that direction, architecture had to get rid of  
its understanding as a “creative” practice, and take on board the mentality of  science56. 
Also Giuseppe Samonà reflected on similar issues – that is, the dichotomy between the 
scientific and the non-scientific aspects of  reality – when he addressed the problem 
of  how to design a university. His projects, and in particular the project for the 
University of  Cagliari, were a declaration of  resistance to such a dichotomy. Samonà 
reclaimed the necessary unity of  culture and, therefore, the necessary unity of  the 
architectural project as form, function, performance, etc., that contained scientific 
as well as emphatic aspects. Conversely, Ingrami called for the total rejection of  
an a priori formal realm of  architecture – a sort of  hyperuranian of  the architect’s 
intellect – and called for the becoming scientific of  any spatial problematic. It was 
only intended as a logical process made of  interlinked stages and rational decisions 
that the project of  space could be understood. It was, in short, a confirmation of  the 
call made by Spadolini in his brief  for an industrialisation not only of  a building site, 
but of  the whole mentality and methodology of  which the building site was to be the 
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Cover page and table of  contents of  the 
illustrative report for the competition project
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Competition model (left) and general plan of  the 
university (below)
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno) 
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culmination57.       
Ingrami’s team took in the most literal sense the idea of  the project as process 
promoted by the competition brief58. Most of  their explicative text was devoted to 
explaining the process that led them to their final proposal. Such process was based 
on the use of  computer-based simulations that were directed to the optimisation of  
the relations between the various activities listed by the brief. The main objective 
was thus the optimal location of  each activity in relation to the others. In order to 
achieve such optimal layout59 it was necessary to have at least one fixed element from 
which to start. Ingrami chose the circulation network to be such element. Thus, a 
circulation pattern constituted the fixed armature for the distribution of  the activities. 
Such distribution could be done, according to the design team, through two different 
strategies, namely “permutation” and “addition”. The former started from an arbitrary 
overall layout to gradually improve it through the substitution of  its parts. The second 
started from tabula rasa and developed through the addition of  elements. In both 
cases, the objective was the same: the maximisation of  performance through the 
minimisation of  costs. Therefore, the best layout was that which managed to minimise 
costs, intended both in economic terms and in terms of  the best performance of  
the university that had to work with the mathematical precision of  a linear chain 
of  production. The university was literally conceived by Ingrami as a factory, as 
production machinery aimed at the optimisation of  costs. The spatial configuration of  
the university-factory was to reflect the processes of  knowledge creation that went on 
inside it60. ‘Inside’ was the main catchword of  such an approach to university design: 
what counted the most was the internal functioning of  the university more than its 
perturbation from the outside. Intended as a “scientific fact”, the university was one 
among many problems that in order to be dealt with had to be isolated from its wider 
context, and investigated internally61. 
The university was thus broken down into three main functions. This distinction 
was literally translated into space as a set of  three parallel strips that were 
connected at regular intervals, and that were regulated by a tartan grid. Laboratories 
(experimentation) were designed as two-storey squared blocks with a central courtyard. 
They were linked by bridges to the spaces for research that were designed as two 
parallel linear structures of  differing heights connected at regular intervals, and were 
distanced from the adjacent teaching blocks by a covered walkway (that eventually 
could be turned, as the university grew, into a moving walkway). The project was to be 
realised in three stages each corresponding to a different department, and was to take 
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Plan showing the stages of  development for the 
new university
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)
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Scale comparison of  the first and second prize
Opposite: Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
This page: Uberto Siola et al. (second prize)
(drawings by author)
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Plan and longitudinal section of  one of  the linear blocks of  the university
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)


Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Cross section
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)
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place as a linear expansion based on the same tartan grid62.  
The maximisation of  the performance of  the university-machine was achieved 
through a design process in which all arguments about the quality of  space - and 
we could say, of  space itself  – were abandoned to the advantage of  a complicated 
mathematical explanation of  the spatial decisions. This became overtly evident when 
the words “spatial structure” were used inside inverted commas in Ingrami’s text: no 
more space, only process63. Ingrami’s was thus more of  a scientific treatise than an 
architectural narrative of  spaces, in which the logical passages from one decision to 
the other were explained by means of  mathematical equations64. No discussion of  the 
type of  student, or of  student life, or of  teaching methods was developed in Ingrami’s 
text. Once the university was understood as a machine devoted to the exchange 
of  information, there was no need to go any further in specifying an idea of  the 
institution. Rather, it was more important to provide a more general methodological 
approach that was meant to be valid beyond the specific problem of  university design 
(which was anyway instrumental as it raised, more explicitly than other institutions, 
the need for rethinking the design and decision-making process to respond to issues 
of  flexibility and performance). The result of  such a scientific method was the 
translation of  a set of  spaces floating in the mathematical abstractness of  a grid drawn 
on a piece of  paper into a set of  spaces floating in the mathematical abstractness 
of  a grid drawn on a physical plane (the site of  the new university). However, this 
abstractness was somehow different from the ‘generic’ character I noticed when 
discussing other university projects – such as Samona’s or Anversa Ferretti’s at the 
competition in Cagliari. In the latter cases the repetition of  spaces on a grid coexisted 
with an intention at defining an overall formal configuration in which the relations 
between spaces – both indoor and outdoor – were carefully crafted. Therefore, the 
interest was not much in declaring the gridded logic underlying the project as it was 
in maximising the ‘congestion’ of  the university (“rubbing shoulders all the time”) through 
the juxtaposition of  similar yet differentiated spaces. The result was projects in which, 
within a clearly defined boundary, all spaces were conceived as being ‘university’. 
Ingrami’s project, conversely, operated a clear disjunction between what was university 
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
Spread from the illustrative report describing 
the mathematical procedure behind the spatial 
solutions of  the project
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)
The ingredients
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
List of  spatial units composing the university
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and what was not. The project was a declaration of  interest only for what happens 
inside the buildings. All the rest was just ‘non-university’; it was what remains trapped 
in-between a clearly defined hierarchy of  university functions. 
It is in this disjunction that also a main difference with Archizoom’s project for 
Florence lays. Archizoom’s critique to the university – hence to the city – had 
also among its main referents Tafuri’s critique of  architectural ideology. The main 
limitation to their approach, which Tafuri himself  would have criticised (again, in the 
pages of  Architecture and Utopia, the revised version of  the essay that had become 
a cult for Archizoom, and on which they based much of  their work) was that they 
were trying to design something (the becoming factory of  all reality) that could not 
be visualised. Their response was the continuous plane of  information, that is, the 
reduction of  all earth to an endless repetition of  self-similarities in which architecture 
lost its traditional ‘representational’ and ‘figurative’ roles. Conversely, Ingrami made a 
negative use of  Tafuri from the outset. His intention was thus not to design for the 
world that Tafuri was describing, but to change the very way to think of  that world 
through a positive understanding of  technology and industrialisation (that is, beyond 
the lens of  class conflict). Rather than floating on a continuous and undifferentiated 
plane, Ingrami’s unit-spaces floated within just a part of  that plane that was explicitly 
bounded. If  in Archizoom’s case talking of  an interior as opposed to an exterior 
was a non-sense, in Ingrami all that wasn’t inside was simply not participating of  the 
process. Again, this was the ideal response to the brief ’s request to focus only on the 
“invariant” elements of  the university. Yet, the existence of  a modular grid applied as 
a methodology (from the definition, at a regional scale, of  the catching area of  the 
university by dividing the region into a series of  hexagons, to the grid superimposed 
at the local scale to define zones for the various programmatic components of  the 
project, to the “coordinating grid” of  the structural system of  the buildings) was what 
promised the university to keep together multiple scales.
Multi-scalar grids
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno) 

Spaces ready for assembly
Mario Ingrami et al. (first prize)
(© Università degli Studi di Salerno)
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Renato Raguzzino, Antimo Rocereto, 
M. Vittoria Serpieri, Guelfo Tozzi, Elio 
Giangreco, Giuseppe Giordano, Nello 
Polese, Carlo Ricci, Francesco Reale, Carlo 
Viggiani and Roberto Morselli;  3) Uberto 
Siola (team leader), Giacinta Ialongo, Emilia 
Giaquinto, Emilio Luongo, Antonio Triglia, 
Rosaldo Bonicalzi, Marisa Carmini, Rejana 
Lucci, Carlo A. Manzo, Luigi Pisciotti, 
Dante Rabitti, Lidia Savares, Carlo Emanuele 
Callari, Renato Martellotta, Pierluigi Cattaneo, 
Salvatore Marano, Giancarlo Barbaro, and 
Alfredo Plachesi; 4) Giorgio Muratore; 5) 
Carmelo Giummo; 6) Enrico Corti (team 
leader), Enrico Milesi, Paolo Piga, Serafino 
Casu, and Antonello Sanna; 7) Riccardo Dalisi 
(team leader), Filippo Alison, Leonardo Rossi, 
Cesare Ulisse, Ettore Minervini, and Luciano 
Scotto; 8) Virgilio Vercelloni (team leader), 
Demetrio Costantino, Gabriella Crivelli, 
Lucio Stellaro D’Angiolini, Mario Silvani, and 
Giancarlo Tuzzato; 9) Ludovico Degli Uberti 
(team leader), Alfonso Settimi, Sabino Staffa, 
and Ugo Valle;  10) Giancarlo De Grazia; 11) 
Adalberto Dal Lago (team leader), Stefano 
Giannotti, and Luigi Pieruzzi.
The competition was won by the team led 
by Mario Ingrami, while the teams headed 
by Uberto Siola and Massimo Pica Ciamarra 
were awarded a shared second prize. Ingrami 
received the commission for the first stage 
of  development, and submitted a detailed 
project that was approved by the university 
in 1979. Construction started in 1982, and 
was managed by Italposte, the same agency 
that managed also the implementation of  
the other three settlements discussed in this 
chapter.
5. The jury was composed by: Nicola Cilento 
(Rector of  the university and president of  
the jury), Pierluigi Spadolini, Giovanni Crispo 
Ciccarelli, Tommaso Pelosi, Renato Sparacio, 
Leonardo Del Bufalo, Aniello Amendola, 
Ercole Gizzi, Carlo Aymonino, and Lodovico 
Meneghetti. As an additional indication of  
the technical mentality that characterised the 
whole competition in Salerno it interesting to 
notice that Carlo Aymonino, an advocate of  
1. “Concorso Nazionale per La Progettazione 
Della Sede dell’Università Degli Studi Di 
Salerno,” Gazzetta Ufficiale Della Repubblica 
Italiana, no. 157 (June 20, 1973): 4358–60. 
The final deadline for the submission of  
projects (postponed from the original 
deadline indicated by the competition call) 
was 18 April 1974.
2. “L’università rappresenta la concreta possibilità 
per le popolazioni locali di continuare a vivere e 
lavorare sulla propria terra, nasce come riscatto di un 
territorio, e come tale deve perseguire una profonda 
integrazione con quelle componenti di esso che hanno 
radici storiche e culturali caratterizzate, evitando di 
creare di partenza delle strutture tipo ‘campus’ che 
possano creare barriere psicologiche tra l’università 
ed il sistema insediativo circostante; oltre ad essere 
soluzioni che male si prestano alle nostre realtà 
urbane, poiché trovano la loro radice storico-culturale 
in particolari strutture territoriali del tutto diverse.” 
Università degli Studi di Salerno, “Concorso 
Nazionale per La Progettazione Della Sede 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Salerno. 
Relazione Tecnica Allegata Al Bando” 
(Università degli Studi di Salerno, 1973)., p.24.
3. Population in the Italian continental 
southern regions in 1968 was distributed 
as follows: Campania 5,132,860; Abruzzo 
and Molise 1,541,195; Puglia 3,616,086; 
Basilicata 633,538; Calabria 2,067,154. 
Corrado Beguinot, “Il Contesto Territoriale 
E Le Caratteristiche Dell’area,” in Concorso 
Nazionale per La Progettazione Della Nuova 
Sede Dell’università Di Salerno. Relazione Tecnica 
Allegata Al Bando, first published in part as 
La rete strutturale del Mezzogiorno, ISES 
1970, and subsequently as “L’università in 
Campania e nel Salernitano, Naples 1971, 
1973.
4. The eleven teams were composed as 
follows: 
1)Mario Ingrami (team leader), Giulio De 
Luca, Vincenzo Di Gioia, Enrico Petti, 
Antonietta Piemontese, Luigi Piemontese, 
and Rolando Scarano; 2) Massimo Pica 
Ciamarra (team leader), Luciana De Rosa, 
the idea of  città territorio, and a participant to 
all three previous competitions in Florence, 
Cagliari (where he received the third prize), 
and Calabria, was indicated as “esperto in 
impianti tecnologici”.    
6. Siola insisted on his team’s decision of  not 
going against choices that had been taken a 
priori by the brief  (like the location of  the 
new university), that is, of  not aiming to an 
open complaint. His words seem to hint 
implicitly to the vast climate of  complaint 
that surrounded architectural competitions, 
as particularly represented by the competition 
for the University of  Florence.
7. “D’altra parte, dall’impostazione metodologica 
del Bando traspare, anche se larvatamente, una crisi 
di sfiducia negli strumenti specifici della architettura, 
così come storicamente si sono precisati e definiti. […] 
oltre il destino dell’istruzione universitaria, appare 
infatti in qualche misura in discussione il destino 
stesso dell’architettura, la sua necessità come disciplina 
specifica, la sua capacità di stabilire un sufficiente 
controllo operativo sulla evoluzione della struttura.” 
Uberto Siola et al., “Università Di Salerno. 
Concorso Nazionale per La Progettazione 
Della Nuova Sede. Relazione Illustrativa” 
(Unpublished official report attached to 
competition entry (Università degli Studi di 
Salerno - Archivio di Ateneo), 1973)., pp.16-
17.
8. “Per quanto riguarda il problema della 
diminuzione del livello di complessità funzionale 
dell’elemento tipizzabile – dove cioè ‘tale livello 
passerà da quello dell’intero organismo […] a quello 
di parti di esso, fortemente caratterizzate, o a quello 
di semplici componenti’ (cfr. Bando pag. 8) – questo 
non può essere meccanicamente e superficialmente 
trasferito nell’ambito delle scelte architettoniche, 
fornendo il pretesto per la realizzazione di mere 
aggregazioni di elementi modulari a crescita 
indefinita (si pensi alle più recenti realizzazioni 
di megastrutture o sistemi ‘a grappolo’ che hanno 
già sufficientemente dimostrato la propria povertà 
propositiva e culturale), ma va ricondotto nell’ambito 
delle relazioni tra le attività e delle interrelazioni tra 
nuclei di queste, onde razionalizzare e coordinare tra 
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particolare riferimento alla ‘economicità’ intesa 
nella sua più ampia accezione. […]Siola. Nella 
Commissione emergono due diverse interpretazioni 
del concetto di ‘sistema’. Per una parte, il progetto 
non centra le indicazioni del bando, offrendo un 
oggetto architettonico formalmente concluso e quindi 
privo di possibilità di aggregazioni puntiformi. 
Per altri membri della Commissione la proposta 
consente invece, pur nella definita dimensione formale, 
la libertà d’uso e di destinazione richiesta dalla 
domanda.” VV.AA., “Concorso Nazionale per 
La Progettazione Della Sede dell’Università 
Degli Studi Di Salerno, Verbale n.3 Della 
Commissione Giudicatrice,” April 12, 1975.
15. The Istituto Universitario di Magistero 
‘Giovanni Cuomo’ was established in 1944, 
and promoted to Facoltà di Magistero of  
Università degli Studi di Salerno in 1968. The 
Faculty of  Literature and Philosophy was 
instituted in 1969, followed by the faculties of  
Economy (1970), and Mathematical, Physical 
and Natural Sciences (1972). In more recent 
times the university was expanded with the 
addition of  the faculties of  Law (1983), 
Engineering (1991), Political Sciences (1992), 
and Languages and Foreign Literature (1996). 
All of  these faculties constitute the modern 
reincarnation of  the university in Salerno. 
Indeed, the first higher education institution 
in the town - the school of  medicine - was 
established in the 10th century A.D. The 
school evolved into a university (Studium 
Generale) in the 13th century by the will of  
Federico II first and Corrado II subsequently. 
The first official statute of  the university 
dates from 1280. During the 15th century 
the separation between the Studium (where 
teaching encompassed the disciplines of  
Medicine, Theology, Philosophy, and Law, but 
without degree granting power given to the 
institution in the latter three disciplines) and 
the Collegium Doctorum – which had been 
in existence as a separate institution since 
the 11th century – widened, with the latter 
gaining the status of  a proper degree granting 
institution. The  Studium was abolished 
in 1811 by Gioacchino Murat. See Aurelio 
Musi, “Università Degli Studi Di Salerno,” in 
loro questi elementi, intesi come componenti autonome 
della operazione progettuale.” Ibid., p.18.
9. “Va chiarito, come prima istanza, che per tipo 
edilizio non si vuole qui intendere l’organismo 
tradizionale, cioè una risposta di carattere spaziale 
a domande relative allo svolgimento di attività o 
funzioni, ma potremmo dire che il tipo è l’idea 
stessa dell’architettura; ciò che sta più vicino alla 
sua essenza. E quindi ciò che nonostante ogni 
cambiamento, si è sempre imposto “al sentimento e 
alla ragione”, come il principio dell’architettura e della 
città.” Ibid.
10. Aldo Rossi, L’architettura Della Città 
(Padova: Marsilio, 1966).
11. “Il problema della flessibilità non va quindi 
ricondotto all’ambito spaziale, la forma non insegue il 
variare delle funzioni: solo la cattiva architettura ha 
in sé il germe dell’obsolescenza; i grandi monumenti 
hanno sempre superato la mutazione delle funzioni 
e delle attività per proporsi come permanenze 
significative anche rispetto alla città contemporanea.” 
Siola et al., “Università Di Salerno. Concorso 
Nazionale per La Progettazione Della Nuova 
Sede. Relazione Illustrativa.”, p.18.
12. “[…] resta come compito specifico ed esclusivo 
del progetto architettonico proprio la definizione 
del dato tipologico, momento sintetico rispetto alla 
conoscenza della città e quindi dell’architettura, ma 
anche momento di definizione della città stessa.” 
Ibid., p.19.
13. “[...] una parte di territorio formalmente 
autonoma” Ibid., p.38.
14. The jury unanimously selected Ingrami’s 
project for the first prize, while expressing 
some doubts as to its overall spatial quality. 
In one of  its first meetings the jury expressed 
the following comments on Ingrami’s and 
Siola’s projects: “Ingrami. Il progetto esprime 
con chiarezza una definizione di Sistema edilizio 
sulla base di una disaggregazione di unità spaziali 
in moduli-attività, con apprezzabile impiego delle 
tecniche più avanzate di progettazione al fine di 
pervenire alla ottimizzazione dei risultati; ciò con 
Storia dell’Università in Italia, vol. 3 (Messina: 
SICANIA by GEM s.r.l., 2007), 103–10; 
Enrico Sicignano, I Campus Di Fisciano E 
Lancusi (Roma: Gangemi, 2011).
16. Beguinot and De Luca’s study was 
presented and approved by the Rector 
Gabriele De Rosa and the Council of  the 
Faculty of  Education of  the University 
of  Salerno on 7 May 1968. Subsequently, 
on 12 December 1969 Beguinot received 
the commission to lead a study team for 
the choice of  the area where to locate the 
university. On 26 January 1970 a conference 
was organised to discuss various proposals 
about the possible location of  the university 
(Convegno di studio sulle strutture del sapere 
in Campania). The choice of  a 650-hectare 
area in the municipal territories of  Fisciano, 
Mercato San Severino, and Baronissi was 
finally approved by the university council 
on 17 May 1971. See VV.AA., “Università 
Degli Studi Di Salerno, Consiglio Di 
Amministrazione, Riunione Del 31.10.1972,” 
October 31, 1972.
17. Corrado Beguinot, “La Rete Strutturale 
Del Mezzogiorno : Estratto Dallo Studio: 
Strutture Del Sapere Ed Edilizia Universitaria 
in Italia,” in Atti Del Convegno Di Studio 
sull’Edilizia Universitaria, Gruppo Di Lavoro 
per I Problemi Urbanistici (Roma: ISES 
Istituto per lo Sviluppo dell’Edilizia Sociale, 
1970).
18. Between 1957 and 1967 the university 
population in Italy had increased from 
207,629 to 494,572. Beguinot also reported 
the forecast of  Progetto ’80 according to 
which that figure would have eventually 
reached 1 million by 1980. 
  
19. Beguinot and De Luca indicated the 
following strategies for restructuring and 
expanding the higher education in Campania: 
“Quali sono, allora, I criteri da adottare per restituire 
una adeguata funzionalità alle sedi esistenti e per 
irraggiare ulteriormente, nel territorio, l’azione 
promotrice delle Università? Le linee di intervento 
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dovrebbero sostanzialmente conseguire i seguenti 
specifici obiettivi:  a) Laddove esiste una situazione 
di affollamento all’interno di un bacino metropolitano 
molto grosso (è il caso di Napoli), va effettuata, in 
primo luogo, una duplicazione delle sedi, scegliendo 
come nuovi poli localizzazioni possibilmente dislocate 
alla periferia del bacino stesso […] In particolare 
una eventuale duplicazione dell’Università napoletana 
va vista nel quadro dell’area metropolitana e 
della regione […] Ad un primo esame, sembra 
ammissibile che, puntando sulla realizzazione di 
un asse direzionale meridiano, si possa indicare 
nella costellazione urbana di Caserta il campo di 
determinazione della futura espansione (duplicazione) 
dell’Università di Napoli. b) Laddove si appalesa 
l’opportunità di irrobustire la rete delle strutture 
per il sapere, perché troppo rarefatta o poco adatta 
per la ristrettezza della gamma dei settori di studio, 
ad esercitare quei compiti di promozione culturale e 
civile che, invece le vano necessariamente attribuiti, 
occorre puntare: 1) sulla diffusione territoriale delle 
sedi; 2) sulla qualificazione funzionale della ricerca e 
dell’insegnamento […]” Corrado Beguinot and 
Giulio De Luca, “Relazione Sullo Studio Sul 
Problema Universitario Dell’area Salernitana, 
Consiglio Di Facoltà, Istituto Universitario 
Di Magistero, Salerno 7 Maggio 1968,” May 
7, 1968.
20. Beguinot envisaged a doubling of  the 
university population by 1980, to reach the 
figure of  100,000. 
21. The student population, summing up 
to the estimated figure of  100,000 by 1980, 
was to be distributed as follows: 20,000 in 
the university settlement in Central Naples; 
20,000 in the settlement in Napoli-Caserta 
(this was the duplication of  the University of  
Naples, aimed at decongesting the institution 
in the centre of  the city); 15,000 in Teano-
Caserta; 25,000 in Salerno; and 20,000 in 
Avellino-Benevento. Beguinot, “Il Contesto 
Territoriale E Le Caratteristiche Dell’area.”, 
p.179.
22. In 1968 the population of  the province of  
Salerno was 973,341. Ibid.
23. “La sua localizzazione all’interno in prossimità 
di un aggregato urbano già congestionato è in netta 
antitesi con la volontà espressa dal piano di operare 
un riequilibramento degli insediamenti e delle attività, 
e di altra parte una intensificazione di quelle zone 
che attualmente risultano prive di risorse sufficienti 
e in condizioni di relativo sottosviluppo. Va infine 
considerato che una sede universitaria salernitana, 
particolarmente qualificata in determinati settori, 
avrebbe una sua zona di influenza di grande 
ampiezza territoriale. Tale considerazione avvalora la 
tesi secondo cui per la nuova sede si dovrebbe escludere 
l’aggregato urbano salernitano per puntare invece su 
di una localizzazione all’interno del territorio, in 
prossimità di strutture autostradali e ferroviarie.” 
Beguinot and De Luca, “Relazione Sullo 
Studio Sul Problema Universitario Dell’area 
Salernitana, Consiglio Di Facoltà, Istituto 
Universitario Di Magistero, Salerno 7 Maggio 
1968.”
24. “Il nuovo elemento emblematico delle città-
territorio, il simbolo della prosperità e del progresso, 
non è più costituito dal corteo delle ciminiere – lo 
sfondo rituale di tanti ritratti di città – bensì 
dalle sedi – formalmente più duttili e variate, ma 
funzionalmente più incisive nel quadro urbano – delle 
attrezzature per la conoscenza.” Università degli 
Studi di Salerno, “Concorso Nazionale per La 
Progettazione Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Salerno. Relazione Tecnica Allegata 
Al Bando.”, p.173.
25. The site was considered strategic because 
it was located at the intersection between two 
major highways (one connecting Salerno to 
Avellino, and the other connecting Salerno 
to Caserta). In May 1980 the municipality 
of  Fisciano approved a modification 
to its regulatory plan (Programma di 
Frabbricazione) that officially allocated an 
area for the construction of  the university 
(Delibera del Consiglio communale n.78, 13 
May 1980, Approvazione area da vincolarsi 
per la costruzione nuova sede Università di 
Salerno e planovolumetrico).  
  
26. Stefan Muthesius, The Postwar University: 
Utopianist Campus and College (London: Yale 
University Press, 2000).
27. The competition brief, called “relazione 
tecnica”, was produced by a team headed 
by Pierluigi Spadolini, and composed of: 
Aldo Bruscoli, Massimo Carli, Sara De 
Maestri, Gabriela Masi, and Graziano Trippa. 
Spadolini received the commission for 
developing the brief  on 20 April 1972. The 
university council approved the brief  on 
31 October 1972. See VV.AA., “Università 
Degli Studi Di Salerno, Consiglio Di 
Amministrazione, Riunione Del 31.10.1972.”
28. Pierluigi Spadolini, “Metodologia Della 
Industrializzazione Dell’edilizia Universitaria,” 
in Atti Del Convegno Di Studio sull’Edilizia 
Universitaria, Gruppo Di Lavoro Sulle 
Questioni Tipologiche E Tecnologiche 
(Roma: ISES Istituto per lo Sviluppo 
dell’Edilizia Sociale, 1970).
29. Romano Chirivi, “Rapporto Sui Problemi 
Dell’edilizia Universitaria Nei Riguardi Delle 
Tipologie E Delle Tecnologie,” in Atti Del 
Convegno Di Studio sull’Edilizia Universitaria, 
Gruppo Di Lavoro Sulle Questioni 
Tipologiche E Tecnologiche (Roma: ISES 
Istituto per lo Sviluppo dell’Edilizia Sociale, 
1970).
30. “Trasferimento del concetto di tipo dall’edificio 
alla sua parte.” Spadolini, “Metodologia 
Della Industrializzazione Dell’edilizia 
Universitaria.”, p.2.
31. “Quando […] i rapporti tra le diverse 
attività, ai diversi livelli, sono coinvolti in una 
continua riorganizzazione strutturale imposta da 
un’organizzazione funzionale dinamica, è chiaro 
che gli schemi tipologici dovranno essi stessi essere 
caratterizzati da un notevole grado di variabilità. 
Tende quindi ad abbassarsi sempre più il livello di 
complessità funzionale dell’elemento tipizzabile, per 
il quale è possibile ipotizzare, nell’arco di tempo 
necessario per il suo consumo, una fruizione legata ad 
una serie di attività ad interrelazioni costanti; tale 
livello passerà quindi da quello dell’intero organismo 
a quello di parti di esso, fortemente caratterizzare, o a 
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Metodologia dell’industrializzazione 
dell’edilizia universitaria, Convegno di studio 
sull’edilizia universitaria, ISES 1970, p.1.
36. “L’edilizia per l’università, soprattutto quando 
viene vista in maniera globale, come avviene in un 
concorso per la progettazione di una nuova sede, 
presenta la necessità di essere definita come entità 
dinamica e come meccanismo, come complesso di 
relazioni attive e come punto di incontro tra esigenze 
umane e tecnologia, tanto da passare da ruolo 
di organismo singolo a quello di sistema, inteso 
come insieme di elementi spaziali strutturati.” 
Università degli Studi di Salerno, “Concorso 
Nazionale per La Progettazione Della Sede 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Salerno. 
Relazione Tecnica Allegata Al Bando.”, p.7.
37. “Tali reticoli o griglie spaziali costituiscono 
la proiezione, fino al livello territoriale, delle 
regole geometriche di aggregazione delle parti che 
costituiscono il sistema edilizio”. Ibid., p.9.
38. “Una unità spaziale può essere considerata 
come la descrizione di un ambiente unitario in cui si 
possono svolgere una o più attività.“ Ibid., p.11.
39. “Le soluzioni progettuali delle singole 
attrezzature risulteranno nuove ad ogni intervento 
essendo costituite dall’unione di elementi tipizzati 
– le entità spaziali congruenti alle singole attività 
[…]. è quindi possibile ipotizzare la produzione 
industrializzata di elementi tipizzati a livello delle 
singole entità spaziali (ad esempio cellule per lo studio 
individuale, unità laboratorio ad uso didattico, ecc.) 
o di parti di esse o, ancora, di componenti attrezzati, 
capaci di determinare diverse soluzioni spaziali 
mono o plurivalenti, rigide o flessibili mediante 
l’analisi delle interrelazioni fra le stesse.” Spadolini, 
“Metodologia Della Industrializzazione 
Dell’edilizia Universitaria.”, p.12.
40. “Se la progettazione dell’organismo si fonda su 
un sistema geometrico di articolazione dello spazio, 
ossia su un reticolo modulare continuo, la qualità 
delle norme derivanti sia dai motivi intrinseci che da 
quelli estrinseci alle griglie è la medesima e cioè di 
natura prettamente geometrica […]. Ma se, invece, 
la progettazione si fonda, come dovrà avvenire in 
quello di semplici componenti.” Ibid.
32. “Riferendo […] a tale modello i dati 
relative al contesto territoriale è possibile giungere 
alla quantificazione delle unità spaziali e alla 
definizione dei loro requisiti di relazione; applicando, 
quindi, le griglie di progettazione e le regole di 
aggregazione dei component (software) del Sistema 
si otterrà un modello spaziale dell’intero organismo 
universitario, traducibile in planivolumetrico 
adoperando I component (hardware) del sistema.” 
Università degli Studi di Salerno, “Concorso 
Nazionale per La Progettazione Della Sede 
dell’Università Degli Studi Di Salerno. 
Relazione Tecnica Allegata Al Bando.”, p.13.
33. “La inevitabile decadenza del concetto di tipologia 
architettonica dovrà essere l’elemento caratterizzante 
dell’adozione dei nuovi metodi produttivi a 
carattere industriale.” Spadolini, “Metodologia 
Della Industrializzazione Dell’edilizia 
Universitaria.”, p.5.
34. “Oggi la committenza, affidandosi interamente 
alla progettazione ed alla produzione, si rifiuta 
di assumere il ruolo di iniziativa promotrice e si 
limita alla funzione di utenza passiva di soluzioni 
standardizzate e sempre meno ricche di 
contenuti. E’ quindi necessario recuperare il 
ruolo decisionale della collettività”. Ibid., p.8.
35. “In un momento come l’attuale – e sempre 
più in future – in cui all’interno delle università 
all’insegnamento nozionistico si sostituisce l’attività 
di ricerca, alle lezioni teoriche si sono aggiunti i 
seminari, i rapporti fra i docenti e discenti possono 
essere integrati da teaching-machine […]; si creano 
nuove discipline […] e nuovi campi vengono esplorati 
[…]; la popolazione studentesca è in continuo 
rapidissimo aumento, l’edilizia universitaria presenta 
la necessità di aderire, più di qualsiasi altra alla 
definizione di organismo inteso come entità dinamica 
e come meccanismo, come complesso di relazioni 
attive e come punto di incontro tra esigenze umane 
e tecnologia, tanto da passare dal ruolo di elemento 
singolo e di oggetto a quello di sistema, inteso 
come insieme di elementi spaziali strutturati.” 
Pierluigi Spadolini, Antonio Andreuzzi, 
Paolo Felli, Guido Ferrara, Mario Zaffagnini, 
risposta a questo bando, in primo luogo sulle attività 
umane e solo in un secondo tempo traduce queste in 
termini geometrici di aggregazione dei componenti e 
degli spazi, la gamma delle geometrie possibili […] 
sarà larga e flessibile […]”. Università degli 
Studi di Salerno, “Concorso Nazionale per La 
Progettazione Della Sede dell’Università Degli 
Studi Di Salerno. Relazione Tecnica Allegata 
Al Bando.”, p.10.
41. “L’insieme di tutte le unità spaziali che vengono 
elencate per le attività universitarie costituisce un 
repertorio, qualitativamente definito, dal quale 
attingere per realizzare le varie soluzioni progettuali 
entro il campo di variabilità del sistema edilizio.” 
Ibid., p.11.
42. Richard Dober, Campus Planning, 1963.
43. “Il sistema edilizio si pone, quindi, come lo 
strumento più idoneo per garantire la realizzazione 
di organismi spaziali con dimensioni variabili nel 
tempo e cioè rispondenti al requisito dell’ampliabilità, 
per funzioni variabili nel tempo e nello spazio, 
cioè rispondenti ai requisiti, rispettivamente, 
dell’adattabilità e della flessibilità, utilizzano (altro 
aspetto molto importante) elementi normalizzati e 
prodotti industrialmente e quindi capaci di consentire 
in antitesi con l’estrema variabilità dei contenuti, 
una buona programmazione sotto il profilo tecnico ed 
economico”. Università degli Studi di Salerno, 
“Concorso Nazionale per La Progettazione 
Della Sede dell’Università Degli Studi Di 
Salerno. Relazione Tecnica Allegata Al 
Bando.”, p.7.
44. “Il sistema edilizio progettato in base alle 
indicazioni normative contenute nelle unità spaziali 
deve poter realizzare qualsiasi tipo di soluzione 
planivolumetrica derivante da una qualsivoglia 
criterio di quantificazione e di aggregazione delle 
unità spaziali.” Concorso nazionale per la 
progettazione della nuova sede dell’università 
di Salerno, Relazione tecnica allegata al bando, 
1973, p.13. The total arbitrary character of  
the final formal configuration was coupled 
with the specification that architects also 
define a possible – again, arbitrary – 
organisational model for the new institution 
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(given the lack of  a clear indication of  such 
organisation from the government). 
45. The invariant activities were defined as 
such from an analysis of  various international 
cases (the brief  indicated, in particular, cases 
from the UK and the United States). 
46. This disjunction manifested its drawbacks 
once a first phase of  the new settlement was 
built. In 1996 a design of  the open spaces 
was developed to redeem the ‘quasi-campus’ 
from its bleakness. Five year earlier, in 1991 
a first modification to the master plan of  
the university had been developed to insert 
the residential component. Today, after 
further modification to the master plan in 
2001, the University of  Salerno at Fisciano 
can be rightly called a campus in relation to 
many other similar settlements worldwide. 
It is, indeed, a partly residential community 
(although only a small percentage of  its 
almost 40,000 students live on campus), and 
it stand out among other peripheral university 
settlements in Italy (certainly those dealt 
with in this thesis) for its well-managed open 
spaces.  
47. Besides appearing in many other 
publications, Arup’s diagram had been 
chosen for the cover page of  L’Architecture 
D’Aujourd’Hui’s monographic issue on 
university design published in May 1968. See 
L’Architecture D’Aujourd’Hui n.137, April/
May 1968.
48. “La prestazione dell’oggetto diventa così il 
fine del progettista: all’analisi scientifica delle 
contraddizioni del reale si sostituisce l’indagine 
comportamentalistica dell’esigenza del fruitore 
cioè ‘della prestazione che egli si attende dalla 
costruzione’.” Mario Ingrami et al., “Concorso 
Nazionale per La Progettazione Della Sede 
Della Università Degli Studi Di Salerno, 
Relazione” (Unpublished official report 
attached to competition entry (Università 
degli Studi di Salerno - Archivio di Ateneo), 
1974)., chapter 1.3.1, p.13.
49. “La richiesta diventa così un modo per rendere 
più funzionale ad obiettivi formali un vocabolario 
figurativo che può trovare eventuale rispondenza in un 
‘paesaggio-macchina’: una cura di ringiovanimento per 
passare dai ‘pilotis’ alle strutture industrializzate alla 
maniera di un grande ‘meccano’ […] In tal modo 
il fare tecnologico nel suo strutturarsi ed edificarsi 
come momento di trasformazione della natura per 
uso sociale viene eluso, privilegiando un significato 
linguistico, in cui si ripropone l’aspetto totemico di un 
oggetto, e ciò con una voluta dimenticanza delle cause 
che l’hanno prodotto e degli effetti che l’uso stesso 
produce.” Ibid., chapter 1.3.1, p.2.
50. Tafuri’s essay had already been available 
for some years as a first, shorter version of  
Architecture and Utopia had been published 
in Contropiano in 1969 with the title “Per una 
critica dell’ideologia architettonica”. 
51. “All’ideologia architettonica, artistica e urbana, 
rimane l’utopia della forma, come progetto di 
recupero della totalità umana in una sintesi ideale, 
come possesso del disordine attraverso l’ordine.” 
Manfredo Tafuri, Progetto e utopia, quoted 
inIngrami et al., “Concorso Nazionale per 
La Progettazione Della Sede Della Università 
Degli Studi Di Salerno, Relazione.”, chapter 
1.3.1, p.2.
52. “Se l’organizzazione preannuncia una dinamica 
strutturale per l’attuarsi dell’oggetto, l’architettura 
deve necessariamente consolidare una morfologia 
urbana; su questo caso il voler ‘spezzare tale 
concessione tradizionale e legare l’architettura al 
destino della città’ fa inevitabilmente concepire ‘la 
città stessa come il luogo specifico della produzione 
tecnologica e prodotto tecnologico essa stessa, riducendo 
l’architettura a semplice momento di una catena 
produttiva’.”Ibid., chapter 1.3.1, p.4. The text 
within single inverted commas is a quotation 
from Manfredo Tafuri, Progetto e utopia 
(1973).
53. “Se quindi la figuratività di un meccanismo 
riduce l’esperienza dell’oggetto e la conoscenza della 
sua struttura e del suo uso ad un semplice fatto 
formale, d’altro canto ribaltare il concetto ‘macchina’ 
sulla città e sull’oggetto architettonico per definire 
l’organizzazione e la razionalizzazione come 
concetti esclusivamente rispondenti alla esigenza della 
‘macchina-città’, pone inevitabilmente il discorso al 
di fuori di quelle che sono le contraddizioni interne 
al ciclo economico, in cui il fatto tecnologico è solo 
strumento direzionato, partecipe, ma né risolutore, né 
colpevole di uno stato di crisi.”  Ibid., p.5.
54. “Il mito del processo che organizza il modo 
di attuarsi dello stesso oggetto tecnologico.” Ibid., 
chapter 1.3.1, pp.3-4.
55. Ingrami quoted definitions of  system 
taken from biology: “unità complessa formata da 
molte parti diverse, aggregazione di oggetti fra i quali 
esistono regolari interazioni o interdipendenze; ogni 
serie di oggetti o di eventi quando vi siano relazioni 
tra loro o fra i loro attributi[…] così nella biologia 
il sistema ha come fine la sopravvivenza, nella 
progettazione tale fine si esplicita nella funzionalità 
intesa come efficientismo nelle prestazioni tecniche 
dell’oggetto prodotto.”  Ibid., chapter 1.3.1, pp.12-
13.
56. “Il processo di progettazione non può più essere 
ridotto al momento creativo, alla black box in cui si 
immettono generiche esigenze per ottenere un prodotto 
altrettanto generico.“ Ibid., chapter 1.3.1, p.14.
57. “Il processo industrializzato può […] realizzare 
simbioticamente agli obiettivi sociali, obiettivi di 
ottimalità del prodotto, con conseguente riduzione di 
temi di attuazione e di costi. Problematica aperta, 
dunque che parte dalle diverse fasi di definizione della 
progettazione del sistema per attivare alla costruzione 
del montaggio dei componenti.” Ibid., chapter 
1.3.1, p.23.
58. It must be noted that Giulio De Luca, 
who had developed the study for the location 
of  the new university with Corrado Beguinot, 
was a member of  the team. Without claiming 
any illegality about the team’s success at 
the competition (something that, however, 
was questioned and led to some legal issues 
for the winning team), it was indubitably 
beneficial to have as a member of  the team 
someone with a deep knowledge of  the 
local context and also of  the rationale of  
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tuttavia abbisogna di alcune limitazioni riguardanti 
la geometria di base del layout. Ciò si può ottenere 
mediante la suddivisione dello spazio a disposizione 
per la localizzazione delle attività in una griglia 
rettangolare di cui ogni cella diviene una potenziale 
locazione. Si può quindi immaginare la ‘struttura 
spaziale’ all’interno di cui operare, come un 
corridoio di lunghezza indefinita, ai lati del quale 
localizzare un numero n di attività.” Ingrami et al., 
“Concorso Nazionale per La Progettazione 
Della Sede Della Università Degli Studi Di 
Salerno, Relazione.”, pp.12-13.
64. An example of  the mathematical 
mentality of  the project is offered by this 
passage taken from Ingrami’s explanatory 
text: “Nel modo più semplice il problema della 
localizzazione si può porre come segue: siano n 
le attività da localizzare in altrettante locazioni 
spaziali, in modo tale che I viaggi tra di esse siano I 
più brevi possibili. La prima operazione da compiere, 
dovendo risolvere un tale problema, consiste nella 
costruzione di una matrice che descriva le distanze tra 
tutte le coppie di locazioni i e j. Tale matrice risulterà 
logicamente triangolare, essendo la distanza i e j 
uguale a quella da j a i, l’altra metà triangolare della 
matrice riprodurrebbe infatti le stesse informazioni in 
forma simmetrica […]”Ibid., p.16.
the competition itself. This is also proved 
by the amount of  documents, drawings, and 
materials submitted by the team that were 
substantially larger in number than those 
submitted by any other participant. This 
situation reiterated what had happened at 
the Florence competition, where the author 
of  the master plan for the city, Edoardo 
Detti, was also a member of  the team that 
eventually won the competition. In both 
occasions the juries praised the two winning 
projects as being the most responsive to the 
various aspects and questions posed by the 
brief.  
  
59. The team used the English word “layout” 
to describe the output of  their design process.
60. “In effetti, come già detto, questa nuova università 
per funzionare deve presentare le caratteristiche di 
efficienza di uno stabilimento di produzione: il tempo 
che si guadagna con l’organizzazione rappresenta 
l’utile aziendale del Sistema universitario da spendere 
in alter attività.” Ingrami et al., “Concorso 
Nazionale per La Progettazione Della Sede 
Della Università Degli Studi Di Salerno, 
Relazione.”, p.8.
61. “Isolando quindi il sistema, si fa in modo di 
estrarlo dalla totalità sotto la veste di un più preciso 
controllo del fatto sociale: la ricerca di un adattamento 
possibile ed ottimale del campo, nei limiti che si 
sono posti al di fuori di esso nel momento stesso che 
lo si è isolato […] In tal modo, l’appropriazione 
dell’oggetto, condizione essenziale per ogni pratica 
che voglia definirsi scientifica, viene effettuata in 
una condizione alienate tecnica, per cui, saltati i 
livelli di una fase concettuale attraverso l’ipotesi di 
performance, oggetto diviene il prodotto materiale che 
soddisfa esigenze particolari.“ Ibid., pp.8-9, 13.
62. The first stage was to be the construction 
of  the Department of  Science and 
Technology, followed by the Department 
of  the Humanities, and ultimately by the 
Department of  Biology.
63. “Comunque anche la procedura additive, pur 
non avendo una forma generale finale predeterminata, 
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“A hundred ambitious proposals all grounded on a firm (legitimate?) belief  that the university 
is the beacon – or, to put it in urbanistic terms, the structuring pole – of  a territory, the ‘unique’ 
opportunity to give an order to the urbanistic and architectural chaos of  our cities. However, 
perhaps, the university is no longer like that at all; perhaps, it is only a poor, modest service that 
each municipality will offer his inhabitants through an evening use of  a computer in the ‘common 
hall’ of  an elementary school. May the gap between fulfilment and research in university building be 
nothing but the symptom of  the obsolescence of  an idea of  the university that has been, regardless of  
anything, overcome?”1  
Between April and June 1974, when the results of  the Salerno and Calabria 
competitions were respectively announced, the Italian season of  university design 
suddenly lost its intensity. Four years had passed since the design competition in 
Florence, which had opened that season, and seven since the university had abruptly 
entered the architectural debate as a new central topic finding architects mostly 
unprepared to handle it. All of  the four cases I have discussed here contributed, in 
their own way, to the advancement of  an architectural discourse around the topic of  
university design. It would be hard to put the four competitions along a definitive 
trajectory. The one that I have sketched in my narrative, which sees the idea of  
università territorio gradually losing its centrality from Florence to Salerno, and the 
parallel upcoming of  a systems approach, is probably sufficiently correct - although 
not exhaustive - to put the four competitions inside a wider context of  architectural 
discourse that was also shifting towards a more scientific approach. Indubitably, 
Ingrami’s victory over Siola’s attempt at retaining the ideas originally advanced by 
Vittorio Gregotti, Carlo Aymonino, Luisa Anversa Ferretti, and Giuseppe Samonà - 
among others - marked an important point in the development of  the Italian post-war 
architectural debate. The faith in the power of  large-scale formal interventions was 
clearly declining, and it had been the university as a specific design topic that helped 
understanding this. Nevertheless, this did not mean that the territorial ambition of  the 
university was also declining. Despite marking a clear switch from the canonical idea 
of  città territorio, the Salerno competition did not remove the complexity of  university 
design but moved it to another level of  discussion, and to another set of  concerns.  
The discussion on university planning re-emerged powerfully around 1976-1977, 
when a new outburst of  social unrest and student protest shed new light on the 
political failure of  university reform. Between 1976 and 1977 architects also resumed 
their interest on university planning, immersing it within a much more pessimistic 
atmosphere. In 1973 a law was passed on “urgent measures for the Italian university” that 
introduced two main moves to cope with those conditions2. The first was a massive 
programme of  recruitment of  professors; the second was the creation of  new 
universities across the country (that was turned in 1975 by the Committee for Inter-
Conclusion
The end of  university planning?
Assessing a season of  architectural thinking 
about the university
Title page of  Giampaolo Bonani, 
Fine della pianificazione universitaria, 
Parametro n.44, 1976
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ministerial Economic Programming – CIPE – in the creation of  ten new institutions). 
The law was criticised on the pages of  the architectural magazine Parametro as the 
ultimate “end of  university planning” that showed how the government still coped with 
the numerical aspects rather than with reflecting on, and reforming the idea of  the 
university3.   
The fact that new institutions were being envisaged while the four big competitions 
of  previous years were yet to show some positive signs as to the implementation of  
the projects - and their actual realisation - was the most worrying sign of  the total 
incapability at handling the problem of  higher education. Five years had already 
passed since the results of  the competition in Florence, and the apparent discrepancy 
between design and implementation made someone describe the projects presented 
to the competitions as “a hundred occasions of  frustration and economic pardoning”4. The very 
idea that moved the enthusiasm for a possible territoriality of  the university – the idea 
of  the university as an engine of  territorial restructuring – was finally condemned as 
a false expectation. Ludovico Quaroni expressed this criticism with Marxist argument 
when he claimed – also in 1976 – that only a change of  society could lead to making 
the university a real engine of  growth – and not the other way around5. The utopian 
ambition of  the large-scale territorial projects that had been developed with great 
enthusiasm, and heroic belief  in architecture found its ultimate formulation as a doubt 
in Quaroni’s words: “the Utopia of  a different world risks to remain utopia forever, at most losing 
its capital U, and turning into a myriad small utopias, some maybe realisable, but overall incapable 
of  providing us with any confidence about the future”6. 
Assessing a season of  architectural thinking 
about the university
Title page of  Ludovico Quaroni, 
L’istituzione Università: che farne?
Spazio e Società n.4, 1976
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The attempt at regaining momentum by the architectural community on the still 
unsolved problem of  university restructuring was also manifested on the pages of  
Casabella that devoted a monographic issue on “Università. Progettare il mutamento” 
in March 1977. Here a broadening of  the discourse was attempted by adding to 
the viewpoints of  architects and planners those of  politicians and administrators, 
thus turning the pages of  the specialised magazine into a platform for political 
debate. This was a clear declaration of  the impossibility for architecture to act in 
isolation, and somehow was a condemnation of  the heroic projects elaborated during 
the competitions. Indeed, those projects were presented alongside a wider set of  
proposals made for Italian universities (either new institutions or parts of  them), in 
a move aimed at broadening the platform of  discussion. Thus, the canonical città 
territorio projects of  large scale architectural machineries placed outside of  the old city 
limits could be compared to Giancarlo De Carlo’s idea of  the university as a dispersed 
presence that infiltrates various urban conditions. Also, they could be contrasted with 
the recognition of  new communication technologies that were showing possibilities 
for universities without walls, as also Quaroni insisted on the need to couple the 
“traditional” university with a different, open-source, home-delivery version of  
education (as in the model of  the British Open University)7. 
In short, 1977 became a new ‘anno zero’ for architectural debate on the university that 
started from an assessment of  what achieved – only on paper – up to that point. 
History teaches us that what followed would not have contributed to a real bettering 
of  the situation of  the Italian university. While the four competitions followed their 
1977: Università anno zero (again)
Cover page of  Casabella n.423, 1977
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paths – often quite perverse, as proved by the dramatic changes operated on the 
final construction at Florence and Cagliari – the government kept dealing with the 
university merely in ways of  an administrative decentralisation, and of  a dispersion 
of  new seats. This happened while most of  the existing institutions were still coping 
with the inadequacy of  their old buildings, and were at best building some new ones 
without an overall plan.  
The four competitions were mostly being attacked for a detachment from reality in 
which they had been embedded since their formulation (in particular the first two 
in Florence and Cagliari). This attack, which came also from within the architectural 
community, as arguably contributed to their oblivion, as it is manifested by the 
scarce presence of  most of  those projects inside subsequent studies on 20th century 
architecture. What is then important to stress again as a concluding remark to the 
narrative I proposed, is that all of  the four competitions showed how the complexity 
of  higher education – or, more in general, the production and exchange of  knowledge 
– could serve as a fertile topic for architectural discourse. The architects that took 
part to the competitions addressed the multiple dimensions of  a university as a way 
of  advancing that discourse. Leaving aside the technological perspective declared 
by Ingrami’s project in Salerno, if  we were to define some general categories into 
which to divide the architectural responses to the topic of  university design we 
could limit these to two. A first category includes those projects that considered the 
territorialisation of  knowledge in terms of  a concentration of  activities as a major 
pole of  a wide urban territory. A second category argued for the opposite, that is, 
for the need to operate a total dissolution of  the university and of  the processes of  
knowledge creation into society. Examples of  this twofold understanding are the 
works of  the four architects I discussed in the opening section of  this thesis (Vittorio 
Gregotti, Giuseppe Samonà, Archizoom, and Giancarlo De Carlo). My overall intent, 
however, was not to simply contrast them as total opposites. Indeed, I argue that 
through their capacity of  representing a deep subversion of  the status quo of  the 
Italian university they offer equally valid arguments about the territorial ambition of  
a university. Despite their differences, those four architects on whom I decided to 
focus my attention shared an attitude towards thinking the university as a problem at 
the large-scale. In their differing ways, they offered instances of  an attempt at going 
beyond a conception of  knowledge as a ‘packageable’ commodity. What is even more 
relevant is that they showed how a claim for more permeability of  knowledge could 
be addressed as an exquisitely spatial problem, that is, through an architectural project. 
It is in this respect that they, I think, are still worthy of  consideration today when talk 
about knowledge is widespread but its architectural project seems to having been put 
on halt.
Four architectural takes on the 
University as a Settlement Principle
Top to bottom:
Vittorio Gregotti, Edoardo Detti, et al. 
University of  Florence, 1970-71
Giuseppe Samonà et al. 
University of  Cagliari, 1971-73
Archizoom Associati
University of  Florence, 1970-71
Giancarlo De Carlo
University of  Pavia, 1971-76
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7. Giuseppe Richeri, “Università, Territorio E 
Televisione,” Casabella, no. 423 (March 1977): 
26–27; Quaroni, “L’istituzione Università: 
Che Farne?”.
1. “Cento proposte progettuali tutte ambiziose, 
e sostenute dalla convinzione (legittima?) che la 
università sia il faro di luce o per dirla in termini 
urbanistici il polo strutturante un territorio, 
la occasione ‘unica’ per mettere ordine nel caos 
urbanistico ed edilizio delle nostre città. Ma forse 
invece l’università non è più affatto nulla di tutto 
questo; forse ora è ormai solo un povero, modesto 
servizio, che ogni comune dovrà fornire ai suoi 
abitanti utilizzando la sera il terminale disposto 
nella ‘sala comune’ della scuola elementare. Che 
il divario fra attuazione e ricerca nella edilizia 
universitaria non sia, attraverso i processi più 
strani, che il sintomo della obsolescenza di una idea 
di università che è, a dispetto di tutti, superata?” 
Paola Coppola Pignatelli, “Gap Tra Ricerca E 
Attuazione Nell’edilizia Universitaria: Note Su 
4 Concorsi,” Parametro, no. 44 (1976): 13–19., 
p.19.
2. Decreto Legge 1 Ottobre 1973, no.580. 
Misure urgenti per l’Università.
3. “Non si programma l’impresa, si programmano 
I dipendenti, I quali sono destinati, in prospettiva, a 
rovesciare sul meccanismo che ha trovato collocazione, 
tutte le frustrazioni della professionalità senza 
obiettivi che è stata loro imposta.” Giampaolo 
Bonani, “Fine Della Pianificazione 
Universitaria,” Parametro, no. 44 (March 1976): 
4–5, 62., p.4.
4. “Cento occasioni di frustrazione e di remissione 
economica.” Coppola Pignatelli, “Gap 
Tra Ricerca E Attuazione Nell’edilizia 
Universitaria: Note Su 4 Concorsi.”, p.19.
5. Ludovico Quaroni, “L’istituzione 
Università: Che Farne?,” Spazio E Società, no. 
4 (December 1976): 5–32.
6. “E l’Utopia d’un mondo diverso rischia di 
rimanere sempre tale, tutt’al più perdendo la U 
maiuscola, per trasformarsi in una miriade di piccole 
utopiole, alcune fra le quali anche realizzabili, ma 
tali tuttavia, nell’insieme, da non darci oggi nessuna 
fiducia nel futuro.” Ibid., p.17.
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In the introduction to the thesis I raised the question whether the university of  the 
2010s is really different from that of  fifty years ago, when the switch from élite to 
mass university emerged as both a reality and a project. I also pointed out how in 
the 1960s  the possibility of  shaping a new university was equated with the need to 
avoid a mere enlargement of  the old academic structure to fit-in the larger number of  
prospective students and, conversely, to enable a process of  interior diversification of  
higher education institutions. If  we narrow our attention to the main case considered 
in the thesis, Italy, the current situation provides an answer to our question that is 
rather indisputable: the university of  the 2010s is mostly an enlarged (and more 
bureaucratised) version of  that of  fifty years ago. 
The key to the diversification of  higher education was found by many in the 1960s 
in an interpretation of  education and learning as two not necessarily coincident 
notions. The distinction among the two stood in the recognition of  a less top-down 
understanding of  learning as opposed to education. The argument of  many in those 
years was that the way in which the university was organised left little - if  no - space 
for the cultivation of  diversified paths of  learning. 
Some saw in technological advancement, and in the widespread development of  
new information and communication technologies the means to enable a different 
conception of  learning. Indubitably, the acceleration in the development of  such 
technologies in recent years has opened up different learning paths, affecting society 
on a large scale. However, whether the communication revolution has profoundly 
changed the nature of  higher education institutions is not an easily agreeable question. 
If  for a long time some could predict a lowering of  the physical to the advantage of  
an increase in importance of  the immaterial and the virtual, the continuing centrality 
of  materiality in society has led many to clarify how communication technologies 
should be seen as a means more than an end. 
The physical world is more present than ever, and the continuing remarking that 
the path to urbanisation - and with it the physical construction of  cities - seems 
unstoppable is only the most direct, obvious evidence. Universities are also bigger in 
space than they have ever been leading some to confidently title a collection of  essays 
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in the years 2010s “The physical university”1.      
If  that between education and learning was in the 1960s a general distinction to be 
debated at all levels of  higher education reform – that is, by a variety experts including 
national politicians, university officials, academics, pedagogues, etc. – it appeared to 
the eyes of  architects to be charged with an inherent spatial nature. In other words, 
any change to the institutional organisation of  higher education had inevitably to 
encompass a transformation of  its spatial, physical consistency. While many architects 
acknowledged the revolutionary role that could be played by the upcoming of  the 
virtual and immaterial, they did not lose focus on the university as an entity to be 
solved in space. 
The main argument of  this thesis has been that the university could serve as critical 
ground to think about a wider condition, and that its project is inevitably the project 
for that wider condition. That is because there is no such thing as a university working 
in isolation. More in particular, it is because the university operates at a mediating 
level among the main actors that shape society, namely government and industry/
businesses. This is what economists and social scientists call the triple helix, that 
is, the trinity of  university, business, and government in whose hands is the world’s 
destiny. Thus, continuing attention is put today on the university as a key actor in the 
government of  society, and this would probably be enough evidence to choose it 
as a topic for a PhD dissertation. Moreover, the continuing interest on the ‘physical 
university’ would further legitimate a dissertation on the architecture of  the university. 
It could be rightly argued that a study of  the current situation, made through the 
use of  contemporary case studies, would thus be necessary to unveil the current 
significance of  the university in space. Without denying the possibility of  building a 
worthwhile argument through recent, relevant case studies of  universities, another 
motivation stood at the basis of  the selection of  the case study of  this thesis. This 
is the recognition of  a still insufficient engagement with the most recent season of  
change in the university from which our current situation has, for better or worse, 
originated. In particular, the specific case study discussed in this thesis – the debate on 
the Italian university in the 1960s-70s – shows how the extent to which many issues 
1. Paul Temple, ed., The Physical University. 
Contours of  Space and Place in Higher Education 
(London ; New York, NY: Routledge, 2014).
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that emerged in that period are today still far from achieving a stable answer. 
In particular, the relation between learning and education is today more than ever 
an urgent one. Considering the shifting social patterns of  cities that are becoming 
increasingly multi-cultural, and are being shaped by high degrees of  mobility even in 
those realities that still a few decades ago appeared quite anchored to their traditional 
patterns, a diversification of  learning paths appears today a timely issue. This thesis 
considered the breadth of  the discussion that developed in the moment when a 
massive switch started happening in society and in the university, as a quarry into 
which to dig to find arguments and approaches that are still valid today. 
The main of  those arguments is that the university has to be thought in its territorial 
projections. Besides this general assumption, the reconstruction of  the historical case 
study chosen in the thesis opened up a path of  research that was more characterised 
by inconsistencies, oppositions, contrasts, and contradictions than by its inherent 
logical, unitary coherence. The richness of  contrasting arguments about the university, 
and about the ways in which it could serve as a testing ground for an idea of  the 
city, is what the thesis aimed to depict as a useful palimpsest for thinking about the 
university today. 
As in any research, this work should be considered as a stage, a moment of  temporary 
condensation along a longer path. On the one side, a continuation of  the research 
would focus on further sharpening the argument through more synthesis and, 
possibly, some reshuffling in the sequence through which it was here constructed. 
On the other side, the research would also inevitably have to ‘update’ its discussion 
by means of  more recent examples and arguments. This thesis has done this 
marginally by referencing in passing some projects produced in recent years, and 
more substantially by devoting a chapter to a review of  some of  the main themes that 
have been discussed after the events that form the main body of  this work. However, 
the overall aim of  such an update was not a mere way to excuse from the choice of  
a period that some would consider far from our times in many respects – especially 
as far as the architectural belief  in large-scale proposals is concerned. Conversely, 
hinting to a more recent debate served the aim of  liberating the architects and projects 
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analysed in the thesis from their stable place in history, and unveil the extensive, lasting 
validity of  their arguments in what today many like to call the knowledge economy. 
It could be argued that the knowledge economy is still a process in the making, as it is 
its associated notion of  post-Fordism. That is to say, we still don’t have enough critical 
distance from it that could allow us to understand it in any holistic way, and to find a 
reading for its spatial implications. We are, in other words, still in a mapping phase in 
which we are struggling to diagnose the current conditions. If  there is to be such a 
thing as knowledge economy – or knowledge society – then the institutions that shape 
it need a level of  thinking that cannot but be of  a large scale. The approach to the 
university as a territorial entity that was proposed by the Italian architects almost fifty 
years ago is thus a useful starting point. 
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Articles on the university in architectural magazines 1960-1980
Note:
The following list covers the period 1960-1980 of  nine among the major international 
magazines from the countries that engaged more thorougly higher education 
expansion as a spatial issue. The magazines are: 
USA
Architectural Forum
Architectural Record
UK
Architectural Design
The Architectural Review
FRANCE
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui
ITALY
Casabella
Domus
Urbanistica
Controspazio
The most important monographic issues are indicated in capital letters.
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February 1960, vol.112, no.2
“Princeton critic resigns”, pp.15-16 (on Enrico Peressuti’s resignation from Princeton 
University)
March 1960, vol.112, no.3
“Open space-now” editorial, pp.99-101 (on Enrico Peressuti’s resignation from 
Princeton University)
September 1960, vol.113, no.3
Section on “College Building” includes an article on Harvard’s building program 
and first University Planning Office in the world (“Harvard’s course in continuity); 
Sanctuary at Tuskegee Institute (master plan by Paul Rudolph); Albert A. List Building, 
The New School, New York (“Campus in a city back yard”).
December 1961, vol.115, no.6
Visual Arts Center (project: Le Corbusier), Harvard University, Cambridge MA
February 1962, vol.116, no.2
“Colleges: the education explosion” editorial, pp.51-73
Warren Cox, “The mood of  a great campus”, pp.74-82 (on Jefferson’s University of  
Virginia)
March 1962, vol.116, no.3
“Back to the city – but is it worth the trip?”
March 1963, vol.118, no.3
New college buildings
David B. Carlson, “Town and gown”, pp.92-95
Donald Canty, “New frontier of  higher education”, pp.96-103
September 1963, vol.119, no.3
“N.Y.’s big college program progresses”, p.11 (on SUNY building program)
January 1964, vol.120, no.1
“Paris architects win competition with radical plan”, p.10 (on Candilis, Josic and 
Woods’s Free University project)
February 1964, vol.120, no.2
Arts and Architecture Building (project: Paul Rudolph), Yale University, New Haven 
Architectural Forum
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June 1964, vol.120, no.6 
Special issue on Boston
“The universities: tall new symbols of  their significance”, pp.114-124
April 1965, vol.122, no.1
“Urbino”, dormitories and commons building, Libera Università di Urbino (project: 
Giancarlo De Carlo), pp.44-49
May 1965, vol.122, no.2
“Laboratory 1: Procession of  massive forms” (on Louis Kahn’s Salk Institute for 
Biological Research, La Jolla, California), pp.36-45
September 1965, vol.123, no.2
“Campus City, Chicago”, pp.21-45 
 
December 1965, vol.123, no.5
“Single-building campus”, pp.13-21 (on Simon Fraser University campus by Erickson/
Massey Architects)
April 1966, vol.124, no.3
“How to grow a campus”, pp.57-67 (on Tougaloo College; Jackson, Mississipi, by 
Gunnar Birkerts & Associates; Washington University, St. Luis, by Dolf  Schnebli, 
George Anselevicius and Roger Montgomery)
May 1966, vol.124, no.4
“The new campus”, pp.30-55 (on Scarborough College, University of  Toronto, by 
John Andrews & Associates)
January-February 1967, vol.126, no.1
Donald Canty, “Course in urban design”, pp.64-77 (on the Holyoke Center at Harvard 
University designed by Sert, Jackson & Associates)
June 1967, vol.126, no.5
“Great high schools plan”, pp.40-51 (on Pittsburgh’s high schools programme)
July-August 1967, vol.127, no.1
“Architecture on campus”, pp.46-97
Architectural Forum
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December 1967, vol.127, no.5
“Dr. Salk and his Institute”, pp.27-35
July-August 1968, vol.129, no.1
George A. Dudley, “Billion dollar client”, pp.75-85 (progress report on SUNY 
Construction Fund)
December 1968, vol.129, no.5
“Campus city continued”, pp.29-43 (progress report on construction at Chicago Circle 
Campus)
May 1969, vol.130, no.4
“Academic center at Fredonia”, pp.36-47 (project: I.M. Pei)
September 1970, vol.133, no.2
“Student dorms on a Scottish coast”, pp.51-57 (St.Andrew’s University college by 
James Stirling)
November 1970, vol.133, no.4
John Morris Dixon, “Academic village”, pp.34-40 (on SUNY at Purchase designed by 
Edward Larrabe Barnes)
July-August 1971, vol.135, no.1
“Made for walking”, pp.58-61 (on the Student Union building at SUNY Stony Brook, 
architects: Damaz, Pokorny, Weigel)
April 1972, vol.136, no.3
Ian Brown, “Irrelevance of  University architecture. A forthright discussion of  recent 
Britisch universities, with an important message for American campuses”, pp.50-55  
Architectural Forum
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September 1959, vol.126, no.3 
Building types study: College Buildings
George Cline Smith, “The Prospect”, pp.159-160
William Wilson Wurster, “Campus Planning”, pp.161-167
“University of  St.Thomas: two new buildings” (project: Philip Johnson), pp.180-182
November 1960, vol.128, no.5
Eero Saarinen, “Campus planning. The Unique World of  the University”, pp.123-130
February 1961, vol.129, no.2
“Planning the University of  Baghdad, pp.107-122 (project: Walter Gropius and The 
Architects Collaborative International)
October 1961, vol.130, no.4
“Campus design by function, not by discipline”, pp.12-13 (on Chicago Circle Campus 
by SOM)
April 1962, vol.131, no.4
Jonathan Barnett, “The new collegiate architecture at Yale”, pp.125-132
“Yale’s new School of  Art and Architecture” (project: Paul Rudolph), pp.133-138
December 1962, vol.132, no.6
“New and old Yale”, pp.94-100 (on Eero Saarinen’s Morse and Stiles Colleges)
April 1963, vol.133, no.4
“Le Corbusier designs for Harvard”, pp.151-158 (on the Carpenter Center for the 
Visual Arts)
August 1963, vol.134, no.2 
Building types study: College Buildings
“Chicago Campus for the University of  Illinois (project: SOM), pp.117-124
James Morrisseau, “Some basics of  campus planning”, pp.125-128
September 1963, vol.134, no.3
“Award winners named for new college in British Columbia”, p.26 (on winning 
entry by Arthur Erickson and Geoffrey Massey at the competition for Simon Fraser 
University)
Architectural Record
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February 1964, vol.135, no.2
“A school for the arts at Yale”, pp.111-120 (interview with Paul Rudolph)
May 1964, vol.135, no.5 
Building types study: College Buildings
“Campus planning for the State University of  New York, pp.171-177 (projects: 
Geneseo College, Potsdam, Fredonia)
November 1964, vol.136, no.5 
Building types study: Campus Planning
“California’s new campuses”, pp.175-199 (projects: Santa Cruz, Irvine, San Diego)
“California’s new State Colleges”, pp.200-204 (projects: Sonoma, Stanislaus, San 
Bernardino, Palos Verdes)
April 1965, vol.137, no.4
“University building by a master hand”, pp.169-176 (on Alvar Aalto’s classroom 
complex for the Finnish Technical Institute campus in Otaniemi)
June 1965, vol.137, no.7 
Building types study: College Buildings
Jonathan Barnett, “College buildings should be part of  unified campus design”, 
pp.143-145
“Terraced buildings at Canton”, on SUNY Canton (project: Carson, Lundin and 
Shaw), p.158
“Processional elements in Houston”, on St.Thomas University in Houston (project: 
Philip Johnson), p.159
November 1965, vol.138, no.5 
Building types study: Laboratory Buildings
Johnatan Barnett, “Laboratory Buildings: The Architecture of  the Unpredictable”, 
p.173
Laboratories, pp.175-196
 
September 1966, vol.140, no.3
“Beyond the individual building”, pp.161-172 (on the work of  John Andrews 
including Scarborough College)
Architectural Record
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October 1966, vol.140, no.4
“Architecture that gives a campus the unity of  a single building”, pp.146-160 (on Paul 
Rudolph’s design for the Southeastern Massachusetts Institute)
March 1968, vol.143, no.3 
Building types study: Campus Planning for architectural unity
Campus projects by Edward L. Barnes (including SUNY Potsdam), pp.150-153
SUNY Geneseo (master plan: Myller, Snibbe, Tafel, Lindholm), pp.158-159
October 1968, vol.144, no.4
“Three colleges by Gunnar Birkerts and Associates” (including Tougaloo College, 
Jackson, Mississippi), pp.129-144
May 1969, vol.145, no.5 
Building types study: College Buildings
Elisabeth K.Thompson, “College buildings and planning”, p.145 
(includes Merril College at UC Santa Cruz; Teacher’s College at Columbia New York; 
Communication center at SUNY Buffalo)
July 1969, vol.146, no.1
“University of  East Anglia”, pp.99-110
February 1970, vol.147, no.2 
Building types study: Campus Architecture
Milfred F. Schmertz, “Designs for the campus”, pp.101-118 (includes colleges at 
SUNY Buffalo)
“Design and process: four projects by the John Andrews Office” (includes the 
Harvard Graduate School of  Design), pp.131-146
January 1971, vol.149, no.1 
Building types study: Campus Design for SUCF – State University Construction Fund
“State University Construction Fund: Management for Quality”, pp.55-56
Milfred F. Schmertz, “An analysis of  excellence”, pp.105-128 
(report on the state of  construction of  the SUNY expansion plan, includes: the 
Agricultural and Technical College at Canton by Carson, Lundin & Shaw; the College 
at Potsdam by Edward Larrabee Barnes; the College at Fredonia by I.M. Pei & 
Partners; SUNY Oswego by SOM; SUNY Albany by Edward Durrel Stone; SUNY 
Stony Brooks; SUNY Buffalo-Amherst)
  
Architectural Record
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July 1971, vol.150, no.1
“CIDOC: Alternatives in design and education” (on Ivan Illich’s program in Mexico), 
pp.117-118
Architectural Record
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March 1960
Graeme Shankland, “What is happening in Oxford & Cambridge? Architecture and 
the new university”, pp.85-93
November 1962
Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge (project: Sir Leslie Martin), pp.522-529
May 1963
Vaughan College, Leicester (project: Trevor Dannat), pp.226-231
Birmingham University: Refectory and Staff  House, Birmingham (design: Sir Hugh 
Casson, Neville Conder and Partners), pp.232-237
December 1963
Imperial College, London: halls of  residence (project: Richard Sheppard, Robson & 
Partners), pp.566-577
February 1964
Leicester University Engineering laboratory (project: Stirling and Gowan), pp.62-89
April 1964
In the News section a brief  note to the winning entry by Candilis, Josic & Woods for 
the Free Univerity of  Berlin
May 1964
In the News section a brief  note to the plans for Warwick and Lancaster Universities
Faculty of  History building, Cambridge University (project: James Stirling), pp.236-240
August 1964 
Issue on the projects of  Team 10
Project for Bochum University (project: Broek & Bakema), pp.376-377
Project for Bochum University (project: Candilis, Josic & Woods), pp.378-379
Project for the Free University of  Berlin (project: Candilis, Josic & Woods), pp.380-
382
November 1964
In the News section a brief  note on the results of  the competition for University 
College Dublin
Architectural Design
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December 1964
Sir Leslie Martin, “Science buildings: notes on the study of  a building type”, pp.595-
602
Art University, Osaka, 1964 (project: Noriaki Kurokawa), pp.606-607
June 1965
Alvin Boyarsky, “The architecture of  et cetera”, pp.268-270 (on Lasdun’s Royal 
College of  Physicians in London) 
Denys Lasdun, “His approach to architecture”, pp.271-273 
The Royal college of  Physicians, Regent’s Park, London (project: Denys Lasdun), 
pp.274-285
University of  East Anglia, Norwich (project: Denys Lasdun), pp.288-291
October 1965
John Mc Hale, “Towards a world university”, p.481
John Mc Hale, “An international scientific city”, p.482
July 1966
St. Andrews University (project: James Stirling), pp.329-333
August 1966
In the News section a brief  note by Kenneth Frampton on the Scarborough college 
designed by John Andrews in Canada
Simon Fraser University, Vancouver (project: Arthur Erikson and Geoffrey Massey), 
pp.403-405
October 1966
Cedric Price, “Life-conditioning”, p.483
Cedric Price, “Potteries Thinkbelt. A plan for an advanced educational industry in 
North Stafforshire”, pp.484-497
DECEMBER 1966
SPECIAL ISSUE “LIVING IN UNIVERSITIES”
April 1967
Philip Dowson, “Building for Science. University of  Birmingham, Mining and 
Metallurgy Building. Arup Associates”, pp.160-170 
Scarborough College, Toronto (project: John Andrews), pp. 178-187
Architectural Design
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MAY 1968
SPECIAL ISSUE “WHAT ABOUT LEARNING?”, GUEST EDITED BY 
CEDRIC PRICE
May 1969
University of  East Anglia (project: Denys Lasdun), pp.245-268
November 1969
Sim van der Ryn, “The University environment”, pp.618-620
September 1970
Andrew Melville Hall, St Andrew’s University (project: James Stirling)
November 1971
School without walls, Philadelphia 
April 1972
Martin Pawley, “Universitas”, pp.214-215
Martin Pawley, The Demilitarisation of  the University, pp.216-219
March 1973
Stirling University, pp.154-161
January 1974
Free University, Berlin (project: Candilis, Josic & Woods), pp.14-17
November  1974
Peter Jockush, “University Campus Design”, pp.702-717
February 1976
“Individuals in an institutionalised world” (series of  13 essays on the relation between 
individuals and the increasing bureaucratization of  institutions and organisations)
Architectural Design
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October 1957, vol.122, no.729
Nikolaus Pevsner, “Universities: Yesterday”, pp.234-239
Lionel Brett, “Universities: Today”, pp.240-251
November 1959, n.753
University of  the Panjab (project: Raglan Squire and Partners)
July 1961, no.773
C.H. Waddington, “Towards a scientific world”, pp.11-13
November 1962, vol.132, no.789
Four buildings at Cambridge
OCTOBER 1963, VOL.134, NO.800
SPECIAL ISSUE “UNIVERSITIES”
April 1964, vol.135, no.806
“Flat University for Berlin” (in the opening news section), pp.237-238
July 1964, vol.136, no.809
“The University in the City”, p.9
“Edinburgh University: A Case-study of  Evolution and Planned redevelopment 
(SPECIAL ISSUE: Percy Johnson-Marshall)
January 1965, vol.137, no.815 - Preview for 1965
“Education”, pp.15-33
December 1965, vol.138, no.826
“Civic University”, on Chicago Circle Campus, pp.391.392
Michael Brawne, “University of  York: first and second phases”, pp.409-412 
“Clasp University”, pp.413-420 (on the University of  York)
January 1966, vol.139, no.827 - Preview for 1966
“Education”, pp.11-31
October 1966, vol.140, no.836
College, Toronto University (project: John Andrews), pp.245-252
The Architectural Review
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December 1966, vol.140, no.838
“Town in a park. University of  Essex” (project: Architects’ co-partnership), pp.401-
412
April 1968, vol.143, no.854
Abraham Rogatnick, “Simon Fraser University, British Columbia”, pp.263-266
Bridge-Top University, pp.267-276 (Simon Fraser University)
APRIL 1970, VOL.CXLVII, NO.878
SPECIAL ISSUE “THE NEW UNIVERSITIES”, ASSOCIATE EDITOR: 
MICHAEL BRAWNE
January 1971, vol. CXLIX, no.887 
Issue topic: Polytechnics
November 1971, vol. CL, no.897 
Issue topic: Laboratories
February 1972, vol. CLI, no.900
“A Florentine Fiasco”, pp.78
July 1972, vol. CLI, no.905
“Florentine fiasco. To the editors”, p.63 
June 1973, vol. CLIII, no.916
University of  Stirling (project: Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall & Partners), pp.348-
366
January 1974, vol. CLV, no.923
“Keep it in the city”, “University of  Leeds” (project: Chamberlin, Powell & Bon), 
pp.3-30
The Architectural Review
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September-October-November 1960, no.91-92 
Issue topic: “Panorama 1960”
Walter Gropius, Projet pour l’Université de Baghdad, pp.94-100
Basil Spence, Sussex University, pp.134-135
June-July 1961, no.96
Concours pour la nouvelle Université de Stockholm (first prize: Henning Larssen), 
pp.XXXI
April-May 1963, no.107
Issue topic: Constructions Scolaires et Universitaires
G. Masemin, “Problemes des constructions scolaires et universitaires”, pp.0-1
(includes Bochum University competition)
December 1963, no.111
Competition results: Berlin Free University, p.VII
February-March 1964, no.112
Concours pour l’Université de Berlin, pp.XLIV-XLVIII
June-July 1964, no.115  
Issue topic: Recherches
Candilis Josic et Woods. Recherches d’architecture, pp.14-19
December 1965-January 1966, no.123 
Issue topic: Ecoles et Universités
APRIL-MAY 1968, NO.137
SPECIAL ISSUE “UNIVERSITÈS”
September 1968, no.139 
Issue topic: Tendances
Denys Lasdun, “Stratification”, pp.40-45 (including Univeristy of  East Anglia)
Cedric Price, “Conditionnement”, pp.66-68
December 1968 – January 1969, no.141 
Issue topic: Structures
Freie Universitat Berlin-Dahlem, pp.18-34
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui
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April-May 1970, no.149 
Issue topic: Espagne Madrid Barcelone
“Concours pour l’Université de Madrid”, pp.82-88
June-July 1970, no.150
Results of  the design competition for the Free University of  Bruxelles
July-August 1973, no.168
Issue topic: Equipements Collectifs
Louvain-la-Neuve, pp.92-95
November-December 1973, no.170 
Issue topic: Travaux d’Equipes
Nouvelle université de Florence, Vittorio Gregotti, pp.40-43
January-February 1975, no.177
Team 10+20 (Berlin Free University + Bochum University)
JANUARY-FEBRUARY 1976, NO.183
SPECIAL ISSUE “UNIVERSITÉ, VILLE ET TERRITOIRE”
L’Architecture d’Aujourd’Hui
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August 1960, no.242
Giulio Carlo Argan, “La città-scuola”, pp.3-4
La città universitaria di Bagdad (project: The Architects Collaborative International 
Limited), pp.2-31
February 1961, no.248
Ernesto Nathan Rogers, “Il dramma dell’Università italiana”, pp.2-3
April 1961, no.250
Issue on the UK
October 1962, no.268
Matilde Rivolta Baffa, “Aspetti e prospettive dei complessi universitari in Gran 
Bretagna”, pp.17-24
Gonville & Caius College, Cambridge (project: Sir Leslie Martin and Colin St. John 
Wilson), pp25-32
Piano di ristrutturazione a Edmburgo (project: P. Johnson-Marshall), pp.33-38
January 1968, no.322
Carlo Pelliccia, Piero Sartogo, “Campus design 1. Il passaggio da una struttura 
monofunzionale ad una struttura integrata dell’educazione”, pp.20-25
February 1968, no.323
Carlo Pelliccia, Piero Sartogo, “Campus design 2. Analisi ed ipotesi di sviluppo 
dell’istruzione superiore negli Usa”, pp.10-19
March 1968, no.324
Carlo Guenzi, “Università: le assemblee propongono”, pp.58-63
April-May-June 1968, no.325
Carlo Pelliccia, Piero Sartogo, “Campus design 3. Finalità e componenti specifiche 
dell’istruzione superiore negli Usa”, pp.32-37
July 1968, no.326
Carlo Pelliccia, Piero Sartogo, Henry J. Lagorio, “Campus design 4. Individuazione di 
una morfologia specializzata delle strutture dell’istruzione”, pp.26-31
Casabella
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September 1968, no.328
Giovanni Klaus Koenig, “La rivoluzione ad ottobre”, p.4
“Università: altri documenti”, pp.58-61
January 1969, no. 332
Carlo Pelliccia, Piero Sartogo, “Campus design 5. Le vie individuali all’istruzione come 
alternativa alle istituzioni educazionali”, pp.12-17
February 1969, no.333
Piero Sartogo, “Campus design 6. Modelli di sviluppo territoriale urbanistico ed 
architettonico della istruzione superiore in Italia”, pp.16-21
March 1969, no.334
Piero Sartogo, “Campus design 7. Concorso per la Libera università abruzzese 
<<Gabriele d’Annunzio>> a Chieti”, pp.20-25
June 1969, no.337
“Mini-riforma per l’Università”, pp..51-54
March 1970, no.346
Piero Sartogo, “Università in Calabria”, p.5
May 1970, no.348
Piero Sartogo, “Università e città. Studio sui modelli di pianificazione dell’istruzione 
superiore in rapporto ai modelli di pianificazione urbana”, pp.9-16
June 1970, no.349
“Didattica permanente. Progetto per l’Università Libera di Bruxelles”, pp.9-11
Francesca Sartogo,”Il concorso per l’Università Libera di Bruxelles”, p.63
December 1970, no.355
Luigi Biscogli, “Denys Lasdun. L’architettura come qualificazione del tessuto urbano”, 
pp.33-52 (includes UEA, University of  London and Christ’s College Cambridge)
APRIL-OCTOBER 1971, NO.357 
SPECIAL ISSUE “STUDENTI SENZA CASA”
December 1971, nos.359-360 
Issue topic: The city as an artefact (includes article by Emilio Ambasz on Universitas)
Casabella
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January 1972, no.361
“<<9999>>”,pp.14-18
Franco Raggi, “Firenze Università. Concorso per pochi intimi”, pp.19-27, pp.60-61
Oriol Bohigas, “Considerazioni di un membro della giuria”, pp.20-22, p.61
April 1972, no.364
James Gowan, “Firenze Università. Appunti di un membro fuggiasco”, p.10
July 1972, no.367
Giovanni M. Campus, Paolo Casella, “Università senza pianificazione e senza 
riforme”, p.3
August-September 1972, nos.368-369
Giancarlo De Carlo, “Ordine-Istituzione Educazione-Disordine”, pp.65-71
October 1972, no.370
Emilio Battini, “Università senza riforma”, p.3
January 1973, no.373
Andrea Branzi, “Radical Notes. L’abolizione della scuola”, p.10 (on Ivan Illich’s book 
Deschooling Society)
June 1973, no.378
“Università: dramma e farsa”, p.8
August-September 1974, nos.392-393
“Università della Calabria. I sei del secondo grado”, pp.13-16
October 1974, no.394
Pierluigi Nicolin, “Nuovi dipartimenti di scienze all’Università di Palermo, di Gino 
Pollini, Vittorio Gregotti, Giuseppe Caronia”, pp.17-25
November 1974, no.395
Alessandro Mendini, “Architettura d’animazione. L’attività di Riccardo Dalisi”, pp.41-
46 (includes the project for the University of  Calabria)
March 1975, no.399
Emilio Ambasz, “The Univercity”, pp.8-9
Casabella
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MARCH 1977, NO.423 
SPECIAL ISSUE “UNIVERSITÀ: PROGETTARE IL MUTAMENTO”
March 1978, no.434  
Issue topic: Firenze: città e funzioni centrali
Isa Aurori, Andrea Tanini, “Firenze città di concorsi”, pp.19-23
July-August 1979, no.449
“Architetti romani: un dibattito” pp.18-53 (includes the detailed plan for the University 
of  Cagliari by Anversa Ferretti)
Casabella
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March 1960, no.364
“L’Università di Urbino” (project: Giancarlo De Carlo), pp.5-16
February 1963, no.399
“Immagini di due “colleges” di Saarinen con le sculture di Nivola”, pp.17-26
April 1963, no.401
“Architettura universitarie in Inghilterra”, pp.2-16 
July 1963, no.404
“Il primo edificio di Le Corbusier in USA”, pp.1-9 (Carpenter Center for the Visual 
Arts, Cambridge MA)
October 1970, no.491
Joseph Rykwert, “Stirling in Scozia”, pp.5-15 (St. Andrew’s University)
April 1972, no.509
Agnoldomenico Pica, “Una università di carta”, pp.1-12 (on the University of  
Florence)
April 1974, no.533
”Université Lyon 2” (project: Renè Dottelonde, R. Pastrana, I.L. Weeke. D. Girard), 
p.1-8
May 1974, no.534
“A Berlino, Università libera” (project: Candilis, Josic, Woods, Schiedhelm), pp.1-8
November 1974, no.540
Joseph Rykwert, “Vittorio Gregotti e Associati: La nuova Università della Calabria, il 
progetto vincente al concorso internazionale”, pp.13-24
June 1975, no.547
“USA: Università”, pp.4-7 (student residences by Gwathmey and Siegel in the New 
York State University at Purchase)
“Canada: due università”, pp.9-16 (Simon Fraser, Vancouver, and Lethbridge, by 
Arthur Erickson Architects)
Domus
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 November 1975, no.552
“Kopke-Kulka-Topper: Per diecimila studenti”, pp.25-29 (University of  Bielefeld, 
design competition 1969)
Domus
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April 1974, no.62 
“Il Concorso internazionale per la sistemazione dell’Università di Firenze”, pp.45-64
September 1977, no.67 
Issue topic: Inghilterra anno zero
Edgar A. Rose, “Nuove università nelle città e nella campagna”, pp.99-101
Urbanistica
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January-February 1972, nos. 1-2 
Issue topic: Progetti per due città
“Concorso internazionale per la sistemazione della Università degli Studi di Firenze 
1971”, pp.5-31
May-June 1972, nos.5-6 
Issue topic: Facoltà di Architettura: la ricerca progettuale
“L’Università in Calabria”, pp.101-108
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